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j
ABSTRACT'

The Safety Evaluation Report for the application filed by the Commonwealth
Edison Company, as applicant and owner, for a license to operate Byron
Station, Units 1 and 2 (Docket Nos. STN 50-454 and STN 50-455), has been
prepared by the Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. The facility is located in Rockvale Township, Ogle
County, Illinois. Subject to favorable resolution of the items discussed in
this report, the staff concludes that the facility can be operated by the
applicant without endangering the health and safety of the public.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY

1.1 Introduction

The Commonwealth Edison Company (hereinafter referred to as the applicant)
filed an application dated September 20, 1973 for licenses to construct and
operate the proposed Byron Station Units 1 and 2 and Braidwood Station Units 1
and 2. Byron Station is located in north central Illinois, 2 mi east of the
Rock River, 3 mi south-southwest of the town of Byron, and 17 mi southwest of
Rockford, Illinois. The station is within Rockvale Township, Ogle County,
Illinois. Braidwood Station is a duplicate plant and is located in Reed
Township, Will County, Illinois. The design differs from that of Byron only
where necessary to accommodate site-specific characteristics.

The Atomic Energy Commission (now the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)),
reported the results of its review of these four units prior to construction
in a Safety Evaluation Report (SER) dated April 4, 1975, in Supplement 1 to
the SER dated August 1975 and Supplement 2 dated October 1975. Following a
public hearing before an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in Rockford,
Illinois and Bethesda, Maryland held b tween September 4,1974 and November 18,
1975, Construction Permits No. CPPR-130 and CPPR-131 were issued for Byron
Units 1 and 2 on December 31, 1975. Construction Permits No. CPPR-132 and
CPPR-133 were issued simultaneously for Braidwood Units 1 and 2.

On June 27, 1978, the Commonwealth Edison Company submitted applications
requesting the issuance of Operating Licenses (0Ls) for Byron Units 1 and 2
and Braidwood Units 1 and 2. Upon completion of the NRC acceptance review,
the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) was docketed on November 30, 1978.
While significant portions of the review of this SER apply equally to
all four units, a separate report will be issued for Braidwood Units 1 and 2
and will contain suitable references to similar plant design features.

Prior to issuing an OL for a nuclear power plant, the NRC staff is required to
conduct a review of the ef fects of the plant on public health and safety. The
staff review of Byron Station Units 1 and 2 has been based on the FSAR that
accompanied the OL application and 35 Amendments thereto. These documents
are available to the public for review at the NRC Public Document Room located
at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., and at the Rockford Public Library,
Rockford, Illinois.

During the course of its review, the staff held a number of meetings with
representatives of the applicant to discuss the design, construction, and
proposed operation of Byron. As a consequence, additional information was
requested that the applicant. provided in amendments to the FSAR. A chronology
of the-principal actions related to the processing of the application is
included as Appendix A to this SER.

Review and evaluation of compliance by the applicant to the licensing require-
ments established in NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the

Byron SER 1-1
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TMI-2 Accident," and NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Require-
ments," have been incorporated into reviews summarized throughout this report.
Table 1.1 provides a cross reference of the applicable TMI Action Plan items
and the SER section where the item is discussed.

This SER summarizes the results of the staff's radiological safety review of
Byron and delineates the scope of the technical details considered in evaluat-
ing the radiological safety aspects of its proposed ,peration. The design of

; the station was reviewed against the Federal regulations, Construction Permit
I

(CP) criteria, and the NRC Standard Review Plan (SRP), NUREG-0800, dated I

July 1981. The SRP is written to cover a variety of site conditions and plant
designs. Each section is written to provide the complete procedure and all
acceptance criteria for all of the areas of review pertinent to the section.-

However, for any given application, the staff reviewers may select and emphasize
particular aspects of each SRP section as is appropriate for the application.
In some cases, the major portion of the review of a plant feature may be done

, on a generic basis with the designer of that feature rather than in the context
! of reviews of particular applications from utilities. In other cases a plant

feature may be sufficiently similar to that of a previuus plant so that a
de novo review of the feature is not needed. For these and other similar'

reasons, the staff may not carry out in detail all of the review steps listed
in each SRP section in the review of every application.

I Sections 2 through 18 of the SER address the staff's review and evaluation of
safety-related issues that have been considered during the review of the OL
application. Section 19 is reserved for the report of the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards. Section 20 considers whether the operation of the

i facility will be inimical to the common defense and security. Section 21
. presents the staff review and evaluation of the financial qualifications of the
applicant. Section 22 describes the financial protection and indemnity4

requirements for preoperational storage of nuclear fuel and operation of the
facility. The conclusions of this report are given in Section 23.

Appendix A is a chronology of the principal staff actions related to the review
of the application. Appendix B is a bibliography of references used during the
course of the staff review, including a section listing industry codes and
standards. Appendix C is a discussion of how the " Unresolved Safety Issues"
relate to the Byron application. An emergency preparedness evaluation report
appears as Appendix D. Appendix E.is a report on the seismological aspects
of Byron Station by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Appendix F
lists the staff and consultants who have contributed to this report.

j As a part of the staff's review of the Byron station for compliance with the
Commission's regulations, the staff recently requested the applicant to verifyI

; that the Byron station meets the pertinent regulating requirements in
10 CFR 20, 50, and 100. The applicant has agreed to submit a respnnse to,

' this request.

In accordance with the provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act of:

1969, a i inal Environmental Statement (FES), which sets forth the considera-'

tions related to the proposed construction and operation of Byron, was prepared
; by the staff and was issued prior to the issuance of the CP in July 1974. After
i receiving the application for an OL for Byron, the staff issued an Operating

License Draft ~ Environmental Statement (NUREG-0848, November 1981). The OL-FES
[ is scheduled to be issued in April 1982.

L Byron SER 1-2
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Table 1.1 Cross-reference table for TMI Action Plan items
(NUREG-0737 and SER)

| '
Item Shortened Title SER Section
NUREG-0737

--

I . A.1.1 Shift technical advisor 13.1.2.2, 13.2.2.2

I . A.1. 2 Shift supervisor responsibilities 13.5.1.2

I . A.1. 3 Shift manning 13.1.2.2

I.A.2.1 Immediate upgrade of R0 and SR0 training
and qualifications 13.2.1.1

I.A.2.2 Training and qualification of 13.2.2.2
operating personnel

I.A.2.3 Administration of training programs 13.2.1.1

I.A.3.1 Revise scope and criteria for licensing
exams 13.2.1.1

I.B.1.2 Evaluation of organization and management 13.4.6

I . C.1 Short-term accident and procedure review 13.5.2.3

I.C.2 Shift and relief turnover procedures 13.5.1.2

I.C.3 Shift supervisor responsibility 13.5.1.2

1.C.4 Control room access 13.5 1.2

I.C.5 Feedback of operating experience 13.5.1.2

I. C. 6 Verify correct performance of operating *

activities 13.5.1.2

I.C.7 NSSS vendor review of procedures 13.5

I.C.8 Pilot monitoring of selected emergency
procedures for NT0Ls 13.5.2.3

I . D.1 Control room design reviews 18.0

I.D.2 Plant safety parameter display console 13.3 1

I . G.1 Training during low power testing 14

II.B.1 Reactor-coolant system vents 5.4.5

II.B.2 Plant shielding 12.3.2

Byron SER 1-3



Table 1.1 (Continued)

NUREG-0737

Item Shortened Title SER Section

II.B.3 Postaccident sampling 9.3.2

II.B.4 Training for mitigating core damage 13.2.1.2

ILD.1 Relief and safety valve test requirements 5.2.2, 3.9.3.3

II.D.3 Valve position indication 7.5.2.3

II.E.1.1 Auxiliary feedwater system evaluation 10.4.9

II.E.1.2 Auxiliary feedwater system initiation and
flow 7.3.2.8

II.E.3.1 Emergency power for pressurizer heaters 8.4.6

II.E.4.1 Dedicated hydrogen penetrations 6.2.5 '

II.E.4.2 Containment isolation dependability 6.2.4

II.F.1.1 Noble gas monitor 11.5.2

II.F.1.2 Iodine / particulate sampling 11.5.2

II.F.1.3 Containment high range monitor 12.3.4.1

II.F.1.4 Containment pressure 6.2.1.1, 7.5.2.4

II.F.1.5 Containment water level 6.2.1, 7.5.2.4

II.F.1.6 Containment hydrogen 6.2.5, 7.5.2.4

II.F.2 Instrumentation for detection of inadequate
core cooling 4.4.7

II.G.1 Emergency power for pressurizer equipment 8.4.7

II.K.2.13 Thermal mechanical report 15.5

II.K.2.17 Voiding in RCS' 15.5

II.K.2.19 Benchmark analysis sequential AWF flow 15.5

II.K.3.1 Auto PORV isolation 7.6.2.7, 15.5

II.K.3.5 Auto trip of I- 15.5,

II.K.3.9 PID controller 7.7.2.5

~ Byron SER 1-4
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. Table 1.1 (Continued)

; NUREG-0737

: Item Shortened Title SER Section:

j II.K.3.10 Applicant's proposed anticipatory trip at
; high power 7.2.2.8, 15.5

II.K.3.12 Confirm anticipatory trip 7.2.2.9
-

II.K.3.25 Power on pump seals 15.5

II.K.3.30 SBLOCA methods 15.5
i

; II.K.3.31 Plant-specific analysis 15.5

III.A.l.1 Emergency preparedness, short term 13.3
i III.A.1.2 Upgrade emergency support facilities 13.3

i III.A.2 Emergency preparedness 13.3
I

[ III.D.I.1 Primary coolant outside containment 9.3.5
i

III.D.3.3 Inplant I radiation monitoring 12.5.22

i III.D.3.4 Control-room habitability 6.4
'l

I In addition to the staff review, the_ Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
will review the application and will meet with both the applicant and the staff
to discuss the final design and proposed operation of the plant. The1

Committee's report to the Commission will be included in a supplement to this,

SER.

Copies of this SER and other documents related to this review are available for
i inspection at the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.,

and at the Rockford Public Library, Rockford, Illinois. Single copies of the,

report may be purchased from the sources indicated on the inside front cover.

The review and evaluation of Byron station for OLs is only one stage in the
continuing review by the staff of the design, construction, and operating
features of the facilities. The proposed design of the facilities was reviewed

1 as part of the CP review. Construction of the facilities has been monitored in
accordance with the inspection program of the staff. At this, the OL review
stage, the staff has reviewed the final design to determine that Commission

i safety requirements have been met. If OLs are granted, Byron Units 1 and 2
must be operated in accordance with-the terms of the OLs and Commission
regulations, and will be subject to the staff's continuing inspection program.,

1
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The NRC Project Manager assigned to the OL application for Byron Units 1 and 2
is Mr. Stephen H. Chesnut. Mr. Chesnut may be contacted by calling
301-492-7150 or writing:

Stephen H. Chesnut
Division of Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

1. 2 General Description of Facility

Units 1 and 2 of the Byron Station utilize two essentially identical generating
units and two pressurized water reactor (PWR) nuclear steam supply systems
(NSSS) and turbine generators supplied by Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

Westinghouse, Sargent & Lundy, and Commonwealth Eaison Company jointly |

participate in the design and construction of each unit. The plants are
operated by the Commonwealth Edison Company. Sargent & Lundy is the
architect-engineer for both units.

Each NSSS incorporates a pressurized water reactor and a four-loop reactor- |
coolant system (RCS). Each loop contains a reactor coolant pump (RCP) and a j

steam generator. The NSSS also contains one electrically heated pressurizer '

and certain auxiliary systems. Each NSSS is designed for a power output of
; 3425 megawatts-thermal, with a gross electrical output of 1175 megawatts-

electric and net electric output of 1120 megawatts.*

I
; The reactor in each unit includes a low alloy steel reactor vessel with
! interior stainless steel cladding. All of the pressure-containing surfaces

that come in contact with the reactor coolant water, including the reactor
coolant piping, are stainless steel, which resists the corrosive action of the

j water.

The reactor vessel contains the core, core support structures, control rods,
, and other parts directly associated with the core. The core is composed of-

fuel rods made of slightly enriched uranium dioxide pellets contained in
,

| Zircaloy tubes with welded end plugs. The fuel rods are grouped and supported
into fuel assemblies. The fuel assemblies are loaded into three regions within
the core, each utilizing fuel of a different enrichment of U23s, with new fuel
being introduced into the core periphery and the remaining fuel arranged _in the
central two-thirds of the core in order to achieve optimum power. distribution.
During subsequent refuelings, one-half of the fuel _from the inner region is
removed and transferred to fuel storage and the new fuel is added.

The reactor is controlled during operation by control rod movement and regula-
tion of boric acid concentration in the reactor coolant. Mechanical rod'

| cluster control assemblies consist of stainless-steel-clad hafnium absorber
j rods that are inserted in Zircaloy guide thimbles located within the fuel

assemblies. The rod cluster control assemblies are attached to stainless steel
drive shafts which will be raised and lowered within the core by individual-
drive mechanisms mounted on the reactor vessel head.

Water will serve as both the moderator and the coolant and will be circulated
through the reactor vessel and core by four vertical, single-stage,

Byron SER l-6
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:

! motor-driven, centrifugal pumps of the shaft-seal type. One RCP is located inthe cold leg of each loop. The reactor coolant will be heated by the core and
circulated through four steam generators where heat will be transferred to the:

! secondary system to produce saturated steam. The coolant is then pumped back
to the reactor to repeat the cycle,

j An electrically heated pressurizer connected to the hot-leg piping of one of
the loops will maintain RCS pressure during normal operation as well as during'
plant load transients. The pressurizer provides a surge chamber and a water

; reserve to accommodate changes in reactor coolant volume during operation.

] The steam generators are vertical U-tube units with Inconel tubes. The steam
produced in the steam generators will be utilized to drive a tandem compound
six-flow exhaust turbine generator and will be condensed in a single pass,
multizone, deaerating-type condenser with four inlet and outlet water boxes.
Cooling water supplied by a closed cycle cooling system with natural draft
cooling towers will be pumped through the tubes of the condenser to remove heat
from, and thus condense, the steam after it has passed through the turbine.
Makeup water for the circulating water system is drawn from the Rock River.

NSSS auxiliary system components are provided to charge makeup water into thei
*

RCS, purify reactor coolant, provide chemicals for corrosion inhibition and
reactivity control, cool system components, remove decay heat, and provide for
emergency safety injection.

A reactor protection system is provided that automatically initiates appro-
priate action whenever a condition monitored by the system approaches pre-
established limits. This reactor protection system will act to shut down the
reactor,- close isolation valves, and initiate operation of the engineered
safety features should any or all of these actions be required.

Supervision and control of both the NSSS and the steam and power conversion
system for each unit will be accomplished from separate facilities within a
shared control room in the auxiliary building.

i

The emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) for each unit are designed to cool
the reactor core and provide shutdown capability by injecting borated water,

during certain accident conditions. The ECCS provide long-term post-accident
cooling of the cor e by drawing borated water from the containment sump. The
ECCS for each unit consists of the centrifugal charging, safety injection and,

residual heat removal (RHR) pumps, accumulators, RHR heat exchangers, and the
refueling water storage tank, along with the associated piping, valves,
instrumentation, other related equipment. The active components of the ECCS
are powered from separate buses that'are energized from offsite power. sources.
In addition, redundant sources of auxiliary onsite power are available through
the use of the emergency diesel generators in the event of a loss of offsite
power.

The NSSS for each unit is housed in a separate and independent containment
i structure. Each containment structure is of prestressed, post-tensioned con-

crete construction with a carbon steel liner. The structure ensures that
leakage of radioactive ~ material to the environment does not exceed an accept-

i able limit in accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations
Part 100 (10 CFR 100) even if a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) were to occur.

J
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Sufficient free volume is provided to contain the energy released in the event
of a major accident without the need for " pressure suppression" devices. The

Sargent & Lundy Comtany is responsible for containment design.

The containment heat removal systems for each unit consist of the reactor con-
tainment fan cooler system and the containment spray system. The containment
fan cooler system provides heat removal by ventilation; the containment spray
system uses sodium hydroxide and boric acid to remove iodine and other
radioauclides from the containment atmosphere during accident conditions.

Other important structures at the Byron facility include an auxiliary building
shared by Units 1 and 2, a common turbine building, a common fuel-handling
building, a common solid radwaste storage building, and an administration and
service building. The auxiliary building is located between the containment
structure and the turbine building. The auxiliary building contains the
control room, electrical equipment room, switchgear room, and battery and com-
puter rooms. It will also house the diesel generators, radwaste drumming
facilities, HVAC laboratories, and filter rooms. The fuel-handling building is
located between the containment structure and the turbine building and contains
the spent fuel pool and new fuel storage vault.

The station is supplied with electrical power by independent transmission lines
from offsite power sources. It also has independent and redundant onsite emer-
gency power supplies capable of supplying power to shut down the plant safely
or to operate the engineered safety features in the event of an accident.

1. 3 Comparison with Similar Facilities

The principal features of the design of the Byron units are similar to those
evaluated and approved previously by the staff for other nuclear power plants
now under construction or in operation. In particular, the design of the
facilities is conceptually similar to Commonwealth Edison Company's Zion
Station. The NSSS are similar, except that the Byron units have slightly higher
power ratings. The reactor containments are of the same materials and size.
Additionally, within the NSSS significant similarities exist between the Byron
units and Indian Point 2, Comanche Peak, South Texas, W.B. McGuire, Trojan,
SNUPPS, Callaway, Wolf Creek and Watts Bar.

The reactor internals, including the lower core support structure, the upper
core support structure, and the incore instrumentation support structure are
similar to Indian Point 2 with the exception that Byron employs a 17 x 17 fuel
array and has neutron shield pads similar to Trojan. The RCS components
including the reactor vessel, RCPs, steam generators, piping, RHR system,
pressurizer, and valves are similar to Comanche Peak, with the exception of
imnroved tube support material in the Byron steam generators and the addition
of loop-stop valves on each loop hot leg and cold leg in the Byron RCS. The
ECCSs in the Byron units are similar to the Trojan system. The Byron
instrumentation and control systems functions are similar to the SNUPPS design.
These systems include the reactor trip system, engineered safety features
systems, systems required for safe shutdown, and safety-related display
instrumentation. Byron auxiliary systems include a control rod drive mechanism
one-lift ventilation and cooling system similar to South Texas although the
Byron internals are not lifted with the reactor vessel head package.
Additionally, the gas-waste management systems are similar for the Byron units
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and Watts Bar, although Watts Bar has double the number of gas decay tanks.
Source terms for the Byron units have been determined to be similar to the W.8.
McGuire Station, although some differences exist because of new ANSI N237
standards.

To the extent feasible and appropriate the staff has used its earlier reviews
for those features of the Byron units that were shown to be substantially the
same as features previously considered. Where this has been done, the appro-
priate sections of this SER identify the other facilities involved. The SERs
for these other facilities have been published and are cvailable for public
inspection at the NRC Public Document Room located at 1717 H Street, N.W.,

j Washington, D.C.
1

1.4 Identification of Agents and Contractors

The applicant is responsible for the design, construction, and operation of
! Byron Station Units 1 and 2. The applicant has retained Sargent & Lundy as A/E

and design consultant for the project. The NSSS, initial core, and turbine
generators are supplied by Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Construction
coordination of all activities at the site is under the supervision of
Commonwealth Edison's Station Construction Department. Westinghouse also
provides some piping design and technical assistance during NSSS erection, core
loading, startup, and preoperational testing.4

The applicant has also utilized consu!i. ants, as required, in specialized areas.
These include ETA, Inc. for design of the physical security system; Dames &
Moore for conducting environmental studies; HARZA Engineering for water treat-
ment facility design; Murray & Trettel and Meteorology Research, Inc. for
onsite meteorological measurement programs; Shirmer Engineering Corporation for
evaluation of the fire protection system; Eberline Instrument Corporation to
perform preoperational and environmental radiological baseline studies on and
around the site; Equitable Environmental Health, Inc. and Espey, Huston &
Associates, Inc. for terrestrial and aquatic monitoring programs for the site
vicinity; University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee for archaeological investigations
and recommendations; and Aero-Metric Engineering, Inc. to provide annual
infrared photographs.;

1.5 Summary of Principal Review Matters

The staff technical review and evaluation of the information submitted by the
applicant considered, or will consider, the principal matters summarized below.

(1) The population density and land-use characteristics of the site environs
and the physical characteristics of the site (including seismology,
meteorology, geology, and hydrology) to establish (a) that these charac-

,

teristics have been determined adequately and have been given appropriate
consideration in the plant design, and (b) that the site characteristics

! are in accordance with the It t sion siting criteria in 10 CFR 100,
taking into consideration the design of the facilities, including the
engineered safety features provided.

(2) The design, fabrication, construction, and testing criteria, and the
expected performance characteristics of the plant structures, systems, and
components important to safety to determine (a) that they are in accord

,
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with Commission General Design Criteria, Quality Assurance Criteria,
Regulatory Guides, and other appropriate iules, codes, and standards, and
(b) that any departures from these criteria, codes, and standards have
been identified and justified.

(3) The expected response of the facility to various anticipated operating
transients and to a broad spectrum of postulated accidents. Based on this
evaluation, the staff determined that the potential consequences of a few
highly unlikely postulated accidents (design-basis accidents) would exceed
those of all other accidents considered. The staff performed conservative
analyses of these design-basis accidents to determine that the calculated
potential of fsite radiation doses that might result--in the very unlikely
event of their occurrence--would not exceed the Commission guidelines for

|
site acceptability given in 10 CFR 100.

(4) The applicant's engineering and construction organization, plans for the
conduct of plant operations (including the organizational structure and
the general qualifications of operating and technical support personnel),
the plans for industrial security, and the plans for emergency actions to
be taken in the unlikely event of an accident that might affect the
general public to determine that the applicant is technically qualified to
operate the facility safely.

(5) The design of the systcms provided for control of Ndiological effluents;

from the facility to determine (a) that these systems are capable of con-
trolling the release of radioactive wastes from the facility within the
limits of the Commission regulations in 10 CFR 20, and (b) that the
applicant is capable of operating the equipment provided so that radio-
active releases are reduced to levels that are as low as is reasonably
achievable (ALARA) within the context of the Commission regulations in
10 CFR 50 and to meet the dose design objectives of Appendix I to 10 CFR
50.

(6) The applicant's quality essurance program for the operation of the facili-
ties to ensure (a) that the program complies with the Commission regula-
tions in 10 CFR 50, and (b) that the applicant will have proper controls
over facility operations so that there is reasonable assurance that the
facility can be operated safely and reliably.*

(7) The financial data and information supplied by the applicant as required
by the Commission regulations (Saction 50.33(f) of 10 CFR 50, and
Appendix C to 10 CFR 50) to determine that the applicant is financially
qualified to operate the proposed facility.

1. 6 Modifications to the Facility During the Course of the Staff Review

During the review, the staff met a number of times (see Appendix A to this
report) with the applicant's representatives, contractors, and consultants to
discuss various technical matters related to the facility. Also, the staff
made a number of visits to the site to assess specific safety matters related
to the station.

Byron SER 1-10
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The applicant made a number of changes to the facility design as a result of
the staff review. The staff reviewed these design changes also. Specific

l details concerning these changes are included in FSAR revisions and in appro-
oriate subsections of this report.

:
: 1.7 Summary of Outstanding Items
!

As a result of the staff review of the safety aspects of the Byron application,
a number of items remain outstanding at the time of issuance of this report.
Because the staff has not completed its review and reached its final positions
in these areas, the staff considers these items to be open. The staff review
of these items will be completed prior to a decision on issuance of an Operat-
ing License and will be reported in a supplement to this report. The open
items, with appropriate references to subsections of this report, are listed
below. Those items for which there is presently no agreement between the staff

I and applicant as to the resolution of the item are highlighted with an asterisk (*).

(1) Additional information to confirm pipeline foundation design (Section
2.5).*

(2) Turbine missile evaluation (Section 3.5.1.3).

(3) High- and moderate energy pipe break analysis outside containment (Section
3.6.1).

(4) Pump and valve operability (Section 3.9.5.2)

(5) Baseplate flexibility and anchor bolt loading (Section 3.9.3.4).-

(6) Seismic and dynamic qualification of equipment (Section 3.10).

(7) Environmental qualification of electrical equipment (Section 3.11).

(8) Improved thermal design procedures (Section 4.4.1).

(9) TMI action item II.F.2: Inadequate Core Cooling Instrumentation (Section
4.4.7).

4

(10) Steam generator flow-induced vibrations (Section 5.4.2)

(11) Reactor pressure vessel forces and moments analysis (Section 6.2.1.2).

(12) Equipment and floor drainage system for internal flood protection (Section
9.3.3).

(13) Fire protection program (Section 9.5.1).*

(14) Residual moisture in diesel air start piping (Section 9.5.6).

(15) Volume reduction system (Sections 11.1 and 11.4.2).

(16) Emergency preparedness plans and facilities (Section 13.3).

(17) Control room human factors review (Section 18.0)

Byron SER 1-11
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|

1.8 Confirmatory Issues

At this point in the staff review, there are a few items which have essentially
been resolved to the staff's satisfaction, but for which certain confirmatory
information has not yet been provided by the applicant. In these instances,

the applicant has committed to provide the confirmatory information. The staff
is awaiting confirmation of the applicant's commitment to comply with these
positions and/or receipt of the appropriate confirmatory information. These
items, with reference to the applicable sectons of this SER, are identified
below.

(1) Confirmatory analysis to verify river screenhouse seismic response
analysis (Section 2.5.4.3)

_

(2) Catcgory I manhole protection from tornado missiles (Section 3.5.3)

(3) Analysis of tangential shear on containment (Section 3.8.1)

(4) Piping vibration test program (Section 3.9.2.1)

(5) Snubber inspection and testing program details (Section 3.9.2.1)

(6) Seismic reevaluation of components and supports (Section 3.9.2.2)

(7) Basis for steam generator tube plugging (Section 3.9.3.1)

(8) Pump and valve operability assurance (Section 3.9.3.2)

(9) Loose parts monitoring system (Section 4.4.6)

(10) Code cases for control valves (Section 5.2.1)

(11) Fracture toughness data for Byron Unit 2 (Section 5.3.1)

(12) Steam generator tube surveillance (Section 5.4.2.2)

(13) Boration to cold shutdown analysis (Section 5.4.3)

(14) Cooldown rate with RHR (Section 5.4.3.1)

(15) RCS vent procedures (Section 5.4.5)

(16) Charging pump deadheading (Section 6.3.2)

(17) Containment differential pressure analysis (Section 6.2.1)

(18) Containment sump instrumentation (Section 6.2.2.1)

(19) Minimum containment pressure analysis for performance capabilities of ECCS
(Section 6.2.1.5)

(20) Containment leakage testing vent and drain provisions (Section 6.2.6)

(21) Confirmatory test for sump design (Section 6.3.4.1)
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(22) Upper head temperature verification (Section 6.3.5.1)

(23) IE Bulletin 80-06 (Section 7.3.2.2)

(24) Test jacks for P-4 interlock test (Section 7.3.2.9)

(25) Remote shutdown capability (Section 7.4.2.2s

| (26) Steam Generator pressure control (Section 7.4.2.3)
!

(27) Switchover from injection to recirculation (Section 7.6.2.3)
!

! (28) TMI Item II.K.3.1 (Section 7.6.2.7); 11.D.1.1 (Section 9.3.5);
II.K.2.17 (Section 15.5)

(29) Viewing the installation and arrangement of electrical equipment (Section
, 8.1)
f

(30) Independence of redundant electrical safety equipment (Section 8.4.4)

(31) Electrical distribution system voltage verification (Section 8.2.4)

(32) Combined health physics and chemistry organization (Section !2.5.1)
^

|
(33) Revision to Physical Security Plan (Section 13.6)

(34) RCP rotor seizure and shaft break (Section 15,3,6)

(35) A,iticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS) (Section 15.6)

(36) Applicant Compliance with the Commission's regulations (Section 1.1)

1. 9 License Conditions

There are several issues for which a license condition may be desirable to
ensure that staff requirements are met during plant operation. The license
condition may be in the form of a condition in the body of the Operating
Licenses, or a limiting conditio1 for operation in the Technical Specifications
appended to the licenses. These items, with appropriate references to subsec-
tions of this report, are listed below.

(1) Groundwater rnonitoring program (Section 2.4.6)
i

| (2) Masonry walls (Section 3.8.3)
i

| (3) Preservice and Inservice inspection program (Sections 5.2.4 and 6.6)
!

(4) Response time testing (Section 5.2.2.5)
l
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(5) Post accident monitoring (Section 7.5.5.2)

(6) Modifications to permit isolation of non-1E loads from Class 1E power
sources (Section 8.3.2)

(7) Compliance with Appendix R of 10 CFR 50, Fire Protection (Section 9.5.1)

(8) Steam valve inservice inspection (Sections 10.2 and 10.4.2)

(9) Implementation of secondary water chemistry monitoring and control program ;

a.s proposed by the Byron /Braidwood FSAR (Section 10.3.2)

(10) Personnel on shif t with previous commercial PWR experience during startup
phase (Section 13.1.2.1)

(11) TMI Item II.B.3 Postaccident Sampling (Section 9.3.2)

i 1.10 Unresolved Safety Issues

! Section 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, reads as
follows:

1
Unresolved Safety Issues Plan

!

| Section 210. The Commission shall develop a plan for providing
for specification and analysis of unresolved safety issues
relating to nuclsar reactors and shall take such action as may
be necessary to implement corrective measures with respect to
such issues. Such plan shall be submitted to the Congress on or,

4

before January 1, 1978 and progress reports shall be included in
;

the annual report to the Congress thereafter.
,

;

) In response to this reporting requirement, the NRC provided a report to the
Congress, NUREG-04}0, in January 1978, which described the generic issues!

program of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) that had been imple-
mented early in 1977. The NRR program described in NUREG-0410 provides for the
identification of generic issues, the assignment of priorities, the development
of detailed task action plans to resolve the issues, the projections of dollar
and personnel costs, continuing high-level management oversight of task prog-
ress, and public dissemination of information related to the tasks as they
progress.

i
Since the iss'ance of NUREG-0410, each annual report has described NRC progress
in resolving these issues.

,

The staff continuously evaluates the safety requirements used in its review
against new information as it becomes available. In some cases, the staff
takes immediate action or interim measures to ensure safety. In most cases,

however, the initial staff assessment indicates that iomediate licensing
actions or changes in licensing criteria are not necessary. In any event,
further study may be deemed appropriate to make judgments as to whether exist-

,

<

ing staff requirements should be modified. These issues being studied are
sometimes called generic safety issues because they are related to a particular

,

i
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class or type of nuclear facility. A discussion of these matters and the NRC
program for the resolution of these generic issues is provided in Appendix C to
this report. The appendix includes references to sections of this report for
more specific discussions concerning this facility.

.
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2 SITE CHARACTERISTICS
1

Chapter 2, " Site Characteristics," for the Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, has
been reviewed in accordance with the July 1981 edition of the " Standard Review

! Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants" (SRP),
I NUREG-0800.

2.1 Geography and Demography
i

2.1.1 Site Location and Description

The Byron station, Units 1 and 2, is located 9n a 1330-acre site in Ogle County, t

in northern Illinois. The site is on the eastern bank of the Rock River about
! 17 mi southwest of Rockford, Illinois and about 4 mi southwest of Byron, Illinois.

Figure 2.1 shows the general region of the Byron site.

The topography of the Byron site is shown in Figure 2.2. The topography in the
northern half is dissected and slopes to the southeast. In the southern half,
the land slopes to the southwest and is rolling. The elevations range from
approximately 906 ft msl in the southeastern portion of the site to about 670 ft
m:.1 in that portion of the pipeline corridor which lies adjacent to Rock River.

q The grade level for the plant will be 869 ft ms1.

! The coordinates of Byron Unit 1 are 42 4'29" north latitude and 89 16'55" west
longitude. The universal transverse mercator coordinates are 4,661,800 m north
and 310,700 m east.

2.1.2 Exclusion Area Authority and Control
4

The applicant has defined the exclusion area as that property located within
the site boundary as shown in Figure 2.3. The minimum exclusion area boundary,

distance is 1460 ft (445 m), measured from the outer containment wall. The
location of principal plant structures is shown in Figure 2.4. All of the land

; within the excl uion area, including the mineral rights, is owned by Commonwealth
j Edison. There are no plant-unrelated activities within the exclusion area. No

railroads, highways, or waterways traverse the exclusion area. A railroad spur
line,hQever,isusedtotransportequipmenttothenuclearfacility.

ByvirtL[oftheownershipofboththelandandthemineralrightswithinthe;

; exclusiog area, the staff concludes that the applicant has the authority to
determing all activities within the exclusion area, as required by 10 CFR 100.

4

2.1.3 Pchulation Distribution

The resid nt population in the vicinity of the Byron site is shown as a func-
tion of distance in Table 2.1. The nearest community with a population of more
than 1000* persons is Byron, Illinois, which had a 1980 population cf 2037 and
isabout$.7minorth-northeastoftheplant. The 1980 population within a:

10-mi radius of the site is 21,416 persons. The largest community near the
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I
,

site is Rockford, Illinois, located 16.8 mi northeast of the site, which had a
1980 population of about 139,211 persons, a decline from 147,370 in 1970.

!

!

Table 2.1 Population in the vicinity of Byron site

i
Distance from Plant

|

Year 0-1 mi 0-2 mi 0-3 mi 0-4 mi 0-5 mi 0-10 mi

I

j 1980 53 457 1,076 2,611 7,126 21,416

1990 65 538 1,262 2,994 7,942 23,590
i

2020 88 738 1,737 4,086 10,694 31,616 ;

i

i

The applicant'has chosen a low population zone (LPZ) radius of 3 mi. The 1977
population within the LPZ was 1010 persons and is projected to increase to 1737
persons in the year 2020. Although Figure 2.2 shows several schools to be

;

located within about 2 mi of the site, these are no longer in operation, and4

there are no schools located within the LPZ. There are five recreational areas
located within 3 mi of the site. The largest of these is the Byron Dragway,

|. which has a peak attendance of 12,000 persons.
I
j The applicant has indicated that the nearest densely populated center, as
! defined in 10 CFR 100, of about 25,000 or more persons, is the city of Rockford,

Illinois, whose nearest boundary is about 16.8 mi northeast of the Byron site.
q- The population center distance is at least one and one-third times the LPZ

radius (of 3 mi), as required by 10 CFR 100.;

1

! The staff made an independent estimate of the 1970 population within a 50-mi
i radius of the Byron site based on the Bureau of the Census data. The staff

.found that this value of 881,721 agreed reasonably well with the applicant's
i value of 892,897. The applicant projects that this population will increase to
| about 1,514,138 persons by the year 2020. This represents a growth rate of
,

about 14 percent per decade for the period 1970 to 2020. The staff has cal-
J culated an 8 percent per decade growth rate using the Bureau of Economic

_ Analysis (BEA) projections for those BEA areas within a 50-mi radius of the4

i By-nn site.
,

2.1.4 Conclusion
,

On the basis of (1) the 10 CFR 100 definitions of the exclusion area, the low
population zone, and the population center distance; (2) the staff's analysis

I of the onsite meteorological data from which the relative concentration factors
(X/Q) were calculated (see Section 2.3.4 of this report); and (3) the calcu-
lated potential radiological dose consequences of design-basis accidents (see

!
;

' Byron SER- 2-6
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|
|

Section 15 of this report), the staff has concluded that the exclusion area,
low population zone, and population center distance meet the criteria of 10 CFR
100 and are acceptable.

2.2 Nearby Industrial, Transportation, and Military Facilities

j 2.2.1 Transportation Routes
!

The nearest roads are Razorville Road bounding the western side of the site;;

i Deerpath Road, bounding the southern side of the site; and German Church Road,
bounding the eastern side of the site. German Church Road, approximately 1200a

'

ft from safety related structures, is the closest road to the plant. These aregenerally low-volume local roads. The nearest major highway to the Byron site
is State Highway 2, which passes along the western bank of the Rock River 2.5
mi from the plant. River Road (County Highway 39) runs parallel to State
Highway 2 on the eastern bank of the Rock River. Its closest approach to the
plant is 2.1 mi.

The applicant indicates that both chlorine and anhydrous ammonia are shipped on
Route 2 to industries in Byron and Oregon, Illinois, about 5 mi southwest of

3 the site. The staff concludes that the separation distance of Route 2 is
sufficient to preclude adverse effects on the plant as a result of accidental
spillage or release of chlorine and ammonia associated with transportation;

accidents on that route. (See Section 6.4 of this report for additional<

details regarding the effect of toxic materials on the design of the Byron
. station control room.) Explosives are transported on both River Road and
i

German Church Road to a number of quarries in the site vicinity. The shipments
range from 15,000 to 20,000 lb of dynamite or ammonium nitrate every 2 to 4
weeks. Large quantities of explosives are not stored at the quarry sites.
Because the Byron station has been designed to safely withstand a detonation of
up to 60,000 lb of TNT at a distance of 1200 ft, the staff concludes that acci-
dental detonation of any explosives transported along these routes will not
adversely affect the safe operation of the plant.

'

The nearest railroad, as shown in Figure 2.5, is a line of the Chicago, Milwaukee,
; St. Paul, and Pacific that passes through Byron, Illinois, about 4 mi north of
i the plant.

i
;

The Rock River, passing about 2 mi west of the plant, is used heavily for recrea-
tional purposes such as boating, fishing, and waterskiing. Because the river
is considered nonnavigable for commercial purposes and carries no barge traffic,
it poses no hazard to the Byron station with respect to transport of flammable,
toxic, or explosive cargoes. nor with respect to potential impact on the river
intake structure. Moreover, in addition to the Rock River, the applicant has
wells to provide an alternate source of water for makeup to the cooling towers,
potable water, and demineralizer water.

On the basis of the separation distances involved, the nature of the materials
transported, and the plant design characteristics, the staff concludes that

'
traf fic along these transportation routes will not adversely affect .the safe
operation of the Byron station.

f
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!

2.2.2 Nearby Facilities

There are no military facilities within 10 mi of the site and no missile bases
within 50 mi.

The closest pipeline is a 3-in.-diameter natural gas line located about 2.5 mi
north of the site. The closest pipeline carrying petroleum products is a
10-in.-diameter line located about 3 mi SSW. These distances are sufficient to
preclude adverse effects on the safe operation of the Byron station.

Most of the industries within 10 mi of the plant are in Oregon, Illinois, about
5 mi south-southwest of the site. Most of the industries produce building
materials, machinery, and machine parts for use in farming and construction.
The applicant has presented data on the quantities and types of hazardous
materials stored at these industrial sites within 10 mi and has concluded, on
the bases of the distances and quantities involved, that accidental releases
will not adversely affect the plant. The staff concurs.

There are a number of quarries in the site vicinity. The nearest is about 1 mi
northwest of the plant. The staff has evaluated the use of explosives in quarry
operations at distances of 1 mi and beyond and concludes that it will not adversely
affect the safe operation of the plant.

There ere four airstrips and one seaplane base within 10 mi of the site. Figure 2.6
shows teeir locations. These are all private facilities, with no paved runways,
that accommodate only small light aircraft. The closest airport is 1.5 mi
south-southwest. It has one turf runway, 1700 ft long, and has approximately
730 operations annually, all of which involve single engine planes. The second
closest airport is the Lunn Seaplane Base, about 2.5 mi nothwest of the site,
on the Rock River. There are no aircraft regularly based there, and the applicant
estimates that there will be two operations a day for about 9 months of the
year. The nearest airport with commercial facilities is the Greater Rockford
Airport, about 14 mi northeast of the site. The centerline for the three airways
about 5 mi east (for airway V227), 6 mi west (for airway V127), and 8 mi south
(for airway V172).

Ibere is one slow speed low-altitude military training route, SR774, which passes
within 5 mi north of Byron station. However, the Department of Defense has
agreed to relocate such routes so that they are at least 5 mi from an operating
nuclear power plant, and the staff has found such distances to be acceptable.
The staff will, therefore, require satisfactory confirmation that this route
has been relocated before fuel loading for the Byron station. Based on past
reviews of plant sites that meet the staff's criteria and that had equivalent
aircraft traffic in equal or closer proximity, the staff concludes, subject to
the relocation of training route SR774, that the probability of an aircraft
causing radiological consequences in excess of the exposure guidelines of 10 CFR
100 is within the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 2.2.3 (less than about
10 7 per year), and is, therefore, acceptable.

2.2.3 Conclusions

The staff's review has been conducted based on GDC 4, " Environmental and Missile
Design Basis," and SRP Section 2.2.3. The staff concludes that, subject to the

Byron SER 2-9
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| relocation of the military training route, the plant is adequately protected
| and can be operated with an acceptable degree of safety as a result of acti-

vities at nearby transportation, industrial, and military facilities.

2. 3 Meteorolgy

| 2.3.1 Regional Climatology

The plant site climate is " humid continental warm summer," with considerable-

temperature variability over the course of the year. Normal daily temperatures
range from a minimum of -9 C in January to a maximum of 29 C in July.
Precipitation in the region occurs every month, with maximum amounts in the
summer. Annual average precipitation in the area is about 33 mm. The precipi-
tation occurs as a result of passing weather systems and air mass thunderstorms

,

over.the area. As part of the precipitation total, snowfall averages about
914 mm during the winter. Prevailing winds over the area show seasonal
variability, although southwest wind predominates annually.

The average number of thunderstorm days in the area is from 40 to 50 a year.
I Thunderstorms on occasion produce tornadoes, and as a result, the plant has

been designed to accommodate the effects of a design tornado with a 10 7 prob-
: ability for tornado Region I with combined windspeed of 579 km/hr, rotational

speed 467 km/hr, translational speed of 113 km/hr and a 45.7-m radius of maxi- '

2mum wind, and a pressure drop of 0.21 kg/cm2 at a rate of 0.14 kg/cm /sec.

At the Byron site, a conservative estimate for a tornado-return period is
470 years, based on tornado observations for the area surrounding the plant.

i Heavy snows with possible structural effects as a result of snow load combined
! with the 48-hour probable maximum winter precipitation event have been evalu-

2ated. These have shown that a combined load (507.8 kg/m ) represents the
100 year snow load on safety-related structures and provides adequate conser-
vatism. Long-term observations at Rockford, Illinois, provide information on
normal and extreme meteorological conditions in the area. Observations through

'

1976 indicate that the average annual temperature is 9 C. The maximum was 44 C
and the minimum -31.7 C. As noted above, average annual precipitation is 933 mm;
the greatest 24-hour amount was 141.2 mm in September 1961. The greatest monthly
snowfall was 917 mm in January 1918.,

<

Highest winds observed were 87 km/hr in April 1953, well below tne 137 km/hr
100 year wind used for the design of seismic Category I structures.

As discussed above, the sta.'f has reviewed available information relative to
i the regional meteorological conditions of importance to the safe design and
. siting of this plant. Based on this review, the staff concludes that the

| applicant has identified and considered appropriate regional meteorological
| conditions in the design and siting of this plant, and, therefore, meets the

requirements of 10 CFR 100.10 and GDC 2. The design-basis tornado character-
istics selected by the applicant conform to the position set forth in Regula-
tory Guide 1.76, and, therefore, meet the requirements of GDC 4 for determining
an acceptable design-basis tornado for missile generation.

;

;
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2.3.2 Local Meteorology

The plant site is in an area of generally open rolling terrain with about a
30-m variation in terrain heights from the plant grade. The Rock River Valley
approaches to within 3.2 km of the plant to the northwest. The Rockford
meteorological data are generally representative of the Byron site, as indi-
cated by data comparisons between the onsite measurements and Rockford.

The staff has reviewed available information relative to local meteorological
conditions of importance to the safe design and siting of this plant. Based on
this review, the staff concludes that the applicant has identified and con-
sidered appropriate local meteorological conditions in the design and siting of
this plant, and, therefore, meets the requirements of 10 CFR 100.10 and GDC 2,
" Design Basis for Protection Against Natural Phenomena."

2.3.3 Onsite Meteorological Measurements Program

Meteorological conditions onsite are measured at the 10- and 76-m levels for
all parameters except precipitation, which is measured at ground level. The
tower measurements include wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity, and
vertical temperature difference between these two levels. Temperature is also
measured at the 10-m level.

The meteorological data are recorded on strip chart recorders in the control
room and the instrument shed at the base of the tower. In addition, the data

are annually placed on magnetic computer tape, and hourly averages are placed
on microfiche.

The tower is situated 1036 m southwest of the plant, away from structural
influence on the measurements from either the natural draft cooling towers or
the reactor buildings. The measurements taken from the onsite tower from 1974
to 1976 were combined into a joint frequency distribution cf wind speed by wind
direction by stability class for use in short-term and long-term diffusion
assessments.

The onsite meteorological measurements system conforms to the guidance of
Regulatory Guide 1.23 and has provided adequate data to represent onsite
metecrological conditions as required in 10 CFR 100.10. The onsite meteoro-
logical data provide an acceptable basis for making conservative estimates of
atmospheric dispersion conditons used for estimating consequences of accidental
gaseous releases to offsite locations.

2.3.4 Short-Term Accident Diffusion Estimates

Short-term (less than 30 days) accidental releases from buildings and vents
were evaluated using the direction-dependent atmospheric dispersion model
described in Regulatory Guide 1.145, with consideration of increased lateral
dispersion during stable conditions accompanied by low wind speeds. Using the
onsite joint frequency distribution from 1974 to 1976, the Gaussian dispersion
model was evaluated at the variable exclusion area boundary distances and

a
resulted in a 0-2-hour relative concentration (X/Q value of 6.8 x 10 4 sec/m )
434 m southeast of the plant for a ground-level release. This value is expected
to be exceeded less than 5 percent of the time. At the low population zone
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(LPZ) distance of 4827, the X/Q values for various time periods up to 30 days
are given below.

Table 2.2 Byron LPZ relative concentration
factors

3Time X/Q sec/m

0-8 hours 2.3 x 10 5
8-24 hours 1.5 x 10 5
1-4 days 6.4 x 10 6
4-30 days 1.9 x 10 6

All the above x/Q values are calculated with building wake effect and occur to
the southeast of the plant.

The staff concludes that the atmospheric dispersion estimates provided above
are appropriate for assessments of the consequences of radioactive releases for
design-basis accidents in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 100.11.

2.3.5 Long-Term Routine Diffusion Estimates

Routine annual average relative concentrations (X Q) and relative deposition/

(D/Q) values were calculated using the onsite meteorological data with the
straight-line transport and diffusion model described in Regulatory Guide 1.111.
The continuous and periodic releases that result from normal operation were
evaluated at nearby receptors within approximately an 8-km distance of the plant.
The maximum X/Q and D/Q for each receptor type are given in Table 2.3 and represent
the 61-m releases that were considered to be a combination of elevated and ground-
level releases.

The staff concludes that representative atmospheric dispersion estimates have
been determined for demonstrating compliance with the numerical guides for doses
contained in 10 CFR 50 Appendix I.

2.4 Hydrology

2.4.1 Introduction

The staff has reviewed the hydrologic engineering aspects of the applicant's
design, design criteria, and design basis of safety-related facilities for
Byron. The acceptance criteria used as a basis for staff evaluations are set
forth in the SRP Sections 2.4-1 through 2.4-14 (Hydrologic Engineering). These
acceptance criteria include the applicable GDC reactor site criteria (10 CFR i
100), and standards for protection against radiation (10 CFR 20, Appendix B,
Table II). Guidelines for implementation of the requirements of the acceptance
criteria are provided in Regulatory Guides, ANSI standards, and Branch Technical
Positions (BIPs) identified in SRP Sections 2.4-1 through 2.4-14. Conformance

|
.
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Table 2.3 Byron routine releases, maximum X/Q and D/Q

;

.

3X/Q (sec/m )
2Release Receptor, mi 1 2 2 D/Q (1/m )

: A Residence, N 1.1 5.7 8* 5.7 8 5.3 8 8.4 10

Garden, N 1.1 5.7 8 5.7 8 5.38 8.4 10

Site boundary, ESE 0.62 5.9 8 5.9 8 5.5 8 1.6 9

Cow / dairy, NE 1.9 4.6 8 4.6 8 4.4 8 4.4 10

B Residence, N 1.1 2.4 7 2.4 7 2.3 7 3.6 9

Garden, NE 1.0 2.4 ~ 2.4 7 2.2 7 4.8 9

Site boundary, SSE 0.5 3.5 7 3.5 7 3.3 7 8.8 9

Cow / dairy, NE 1.9 2.1 7 2.0 7 2.0 7 2.09

^5.7.s = 5.7 x 10.s
,

A = Continuous

B = 10 8 hr periodic releases

1 = No decay - no depletion

2 = 2.26-day decay - no depletion;

; 3 = 8-day decay with depletion

to the acceptance criteria provides the bases for concluding that the site and
facilities meet the requirements of Parts 20, 50, and 100 of 10 CFR with respect

. to hydrologic engineering.

2.4.2 Hydrologic Description
i

The proposed site for the Byron station is about 2 mi east of the Rock River.
The plant floor elevation is 870 feet msl with the site grade at least 1 ft;

lower. Significant hydrologically related plant features include the river
screenhouse at the Rock River to supply makeup cooling water, twe natural draft
cooling towers, mechanical-draft essential service water cooling towers, and
groundwater wells.

The applicant reports that there are no public water supplies withdrawn from
|

the Rock River in Illinois, nor is the river used for navigation. Further,
,

there are few private water supply users within 50 mi downstream of the site.
i
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|

Private use is principally industrial, although one irrigator about 55 mi down-
stream diverts about 0.5 cfs during the summer. The locations of surface water
intakes downstream of the site are listed in Table 2.4-3 and shown on Figure

| 2.4-5 of the FSAR.
|

2.4.3 Flooding Potential

i Rock River
|
| The applicant has estimated that the Rock River flood of record produced a
| maximum flood flow rate of 57,700 cfs on April 22, 1973. The applicant deter-
| mined that flood durations on the Rock River are relatively long. An example
' cited in the FSAR showed that the flood water level remained above flood stage

for 21 days. The staff and the applicant have investigated numerous potential
flood sources, including failure of upstream dams and ice flooding. The appli-
cant has concluded that the controlling flood events are river flooding of the
river screenhouse and local intense precipitation at the plant site. The staff
concur with this conclusion.

The applicant has estimated that the probable maximum flood (PMF) at the river
screenhouse would produce a maximum flood flowrate of 308,000 cfs and a corres-
ponding water surface elevation of 708.3 f t msl. The flood level would be about
160 ft below the proposed plant grade. The technique used by the applicant to
estimate the PMF was to double the maximum flood flow of the standard project
flood (SPF) as defined by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The staff finds
this technique is acceptable for this site when the resultant PMF level is used
to demonstrate flood invulnerability.

|

The only safety-related structure that can be affected by the Rock River PMF is
the river screenhouse, which houses the makeup pumps for the essential service
water system. These pumps provide makeup to the mechanical-draft cooling-tower
basins, which are located in the main plant area and contain less than a 1-day
supply. In addition to the river makeup system, there is also a safety,

j Category II, Quality Group D makeup system that uses two onsite wells as a
water source.

During the construction permit (CP) review stage, the applicant and NRC agreed
on a design-basis flood for the river intake structure that is less than the

! PMF and would allow the applicant some credit for the onsite wells, which are
not seismically qualified, as a makeup source for the cooling tower basins.
This flood has an estimated peak discharge of 178,000 cfs, or 115 percent of

| the SPF, and would produce a stillwater elevation of 698.68 ft. msl at the
! river screenhouse. It was concluded at the CP review stage that the combined
| occurrence of a more severe flood and an earthquake severe enough to damage the
! onsite wells need not be considered. The combined flood and earthquake design 1
| basis was reviewed and approved during the CP stage of review and there have I

'been no changes in the interim that would alter the previous conclusions on
I acceptability.
i

The applicant has analyzed the loadings on the river screenhouse that would
result from various combinations of river flows and associated wind waves and
seismic events. The applicant has stated: "The stress levels in the structural
elements designed for these hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces are within the
design basis allowables" The staff has reviewed the applicant's water levels,
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wave heights, and associated hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces and finds that
they are within acceptable limits of the values independently calculated by the
staff. The staff further concludes that the applicant's considerations of,

water-induced loads for the river screenhouse are accepi.able and meet the
:

requirements of GDC 2.

Local Probable Maximum Precipitation on Plant Area

In accordance with the criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.59, " Design Basis Floods
for Nuclear Power Plants," the applicant used Hydrometeorological Report No.
33, " Seasonal Variation of Probable Maximum Precipitation East of the 105th
Meridian for Areas from 10 to 1000 Square Miles and Durations of 6, 12, 24 and
48 Hours," to compute probable maximum precipitation (PMP) values for the local
plant area. The rainfall was segmented into 5-min increments and was distributed
as suggested in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers EM 1110-2-1411. The maximum
5 min increment for the postulated PMP would have a rate of 50.7 in./hr. The
staf f concurs with the applicant's values and concludes that they are acceptable
as the basis for estimating potential site flooding caused by local runof f.

A system of ditches, culverts, and road weirs is used to convey local runoff
from the main plant area. The rainfall that falls on the main plant area is
somewhat confined by the roads and railroads that surround the main plant area.
A large portion of the flow is directed to the northeast corner of the power-
block area where the discharge is controlled by a road culvert between the
cooling tower and turbine building. Due to the limited discharge capability,
the peak rainfall produces a ponded water elevation of about 870.5 ft msl,
which is about 6 in. above the floor level (870.0 f t ms1) of safety related1

buildings in the main plant area. The applicant has constructed curbs to
;

elevation 871.0 feet msl, outside the two entrances to the auxiliary building
to preclude the entrance of flood waters. This provision ensures that safety-
related equipment and systems, necessary for safe shutdown of the plant, will
not be affected by local flooding.

The staff has reviewed the provisions for conveying local rainfall away from
safety-related buildings and has made independent calculations to verify the
maximum flood level. Because of the very conservative nature of its calcula-
tions, the staf f concludes that it is very unlikely that local flood levels
would ever exceed elevation 870.0 ft msl (floor level of safety-related build-
ing) but even if they should, the safety systems required for shutdown would be
protected by the curbs. The staff further concludes that the provisions for
local site drainage meet the requirements of GDC 2 and are acceptable.

Roof Drainage

The roofs of safety-related buildings have parapet walls that are 1 f t 4 in.
high. This is the maximum depth that water can pond to during the summer PMP.I

| This would produce a water load of 93.6 lb/ft . The applicant states that the2 ,

roofs of all safety-related structures are designed for a water load of |
104 lb/ft . The winter PMP is 14.7 in. and the coincident snow load is

'

2

28 lb/ft , so even in the unlikely event that the winter PMP would pond and2

freeze on the roof and the snow load would then occur, the combined load would
2 or 104 lb/ft2 total, which would not exceed thebe 76 lb/ft2 plus 28 lb/ft

design value. Thus, the applicant's provisions for precipitation on roofs of
safety related buildings meet the requirements of GDC 2 and are acceptable.
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2.4.4 Ice Effects
i

Seven of the 10 largest Rock River floods near the site occurred during the
months'of March and April. Ice cover and snowmelt are generally at their
greatest during these months. This combination of conditions indicates the
potential for ice jams at bridges, islands, channel bends, and other natural or
manmade flow constrictions during late winter and early S irir.g periods of high
water.

Although there are no records for ice jam floods in the vicinity of the river
screenhouse, th'e applicant has computed a comparable elevation at the river
screenhouse for the worst ice jam flood at Rockton. The elevation at the river
screenhouse would be about 679.0 ft msl, which is considerably less than the
design-basis flood elevation of 698.7 ft msl.

Ice from floods does not generally produce peak flood stages because the block-
age is usually confined to the channel portion of the river. At higher dis-
charges the flow goes over and around the blocked area so that the blocked
channel portion generally does not have a significant effect on stage. At the
river screenhouse there is relief on the right (looking downstream) overbank
area.

The applicant has provided some information on Rock River ice thicknesses with
regard to the possibility of blocking the river intake. He has stated that the
maximum thickness of ice observed by the U.S. Geological Survey at the Rockton,
Byron, and Como gaging stations was 1.9 ft. This occurred during the winter of
1978-1979, one of the severest winters of record. The applicant also provided
conservative estimates of normal and maximum ice thicknesses, using an empirical
equation for lakes. These were 23 in. for an average year and 29 in. for the
coldest year of record (1976-1977). Based on its review of the material pre-
sented, the staff concludes that ice thickness will not limit the capability to
withdraw river water except during low water conditions with Oregon Dam assumed
failed. Further discussion of this scenario is contained in Section 2.4.8.

2.4.5 Groundwater

The most significant geologic units for groundwater consideration are the glacial
drift, the Galena-Platteville dolomite, the two sandstone units of the Cambrian-
Ordovician aquifer (St. Peter and Ironton-Galesville Sandstones), and the Mt.
Simon Sandstone. The glacial drift provides only low a quantity of water for
domestic use. At the site the drif t is only about 10 ft thick and does not
contain significant quantities of water. Wells completed in the dolomite are
mostly used for domestic supplies with limited pumpage for public and domestic
use. The dolomite unit is about 190 ft thick at the site. The Cambrian-
Ordovician Sandstones comprise the most important aquifers. The thickness of

| -the two aquifers beneath the site is about 400 ft. There are six villages or
other public water supply systems within 5 mi of the site. All obtain their
supplies from the Sandstones.

2.4.6 Design Basis for Subsurface Hydrostatic Loading

The design-basis groundwater level for the powerblock area at Byron is elevation
869.0 ft msl. This is plant grade elevation and as such is the upper limit for
groundwater rise and is, therefore, acceptable.
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l

|
|

The applicant has not provided design-basis groundwater levels for the seismic'

; Category I makeup pipeline from the river screenhouse to the mechanical draft
! cooling towers. The staff has identified one area (11) where the underlying

soils may be subject to liquefaction if subjected to a seismic event when in a,

saturated condition. The applicant contends that the groundwater will not rise
| above elevation 825 to 830 ft ms1. His bases for this contention are data from

several piezometers. However, none are in the area in questien and the water
level data is extremely sparse (2 to 4 readings per piezometer over a 7 year

,

period). It is the staff's position that the applicant has not provided suffi-'

cient bases to preclude a critical level of 850 ft msl with any reasonable
assurance. Thus, in the presence of a saturated groundwater condition (eleva-

. tion 850 ft ms1) and a seismic event that could liquefy the soils, there is a
{ potential for failure of the pipeline and subsequent loss of river water makeup
' capability (see Section 2.5.4.3.4).

It must also be assumed that the seismic event that causes liquefaction would
also fail the onsite wells that are not seismically qualified and thereby leave:

: the plant without a makeup capability to the mechanical-draft cooling-tower
i basins.
1

Under severe meteorological conditions the water supply in the basins would
last only several hours and not considerably longer under normal meteorological

; conditions.
|

Therefore, in the absence of a sound basis for the staff to be able to conclude
. that groundwater in area 11 would not rise to the level at which liquefaction
! could occur during a seismic event, the staff will require a Technical Specifi-
; cation that will require the applicant to monitor groundwater levels. If they
i rise to a predetermined level below that at which liquefaction could occur, NRC
j will be notified and a contingency plan developed for plant operation. The
i applicant has agreed to such a ground monitoring program.

9

The applicant should provide a draft Technical Specification and bases thereof
i for the groundwater elevation for which NRC will be notified. The specifica-

tion should consider the maximum rate of groundwater tise in the site vicinity
so that the level at which NRC notification would be giv(n would allow enough

! time to develop and implement contingency plans before grcundwater elevation
j 850 ft ms1 is exceeded at area 11. The Technical Specific 6 tion should also

include provisions for monitoring the groundwater levels. lhe frequency of
monitoring is directly related to the maximum rate of groundwater rise and the

; groundwater elevation for NRC notification. As a minimum, the staff will
require two separate (locations) readings in each of the two ageifers involved,e

that is, the upper soils that have been identified for possible 'iquefaction1

and the lower dolomite aquifer.
f

Groundwater monitoring will have to continue until enough information is
obtained to make a reliable estimate of the upper bound for groundwater rise in,

area 11. The staff anticipates that this time might be 2 to 5 years.;

. If future reliable projections of maximum groundwater level, based on the data
obtained from the monitoring, show that the groundwater in area 11 will not
rise to the critical elevation (850 ft msl), then the Technical Specification
can be deleted. If they show that it is possible for groundwater to equal or

,

,
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!

i.

!
: exceed elevation 850.0 ft msl in area 11, then the Technical Specification

would remain in effect.
i 2.4.7 Dispersion, Dilution, and Travel Times of Accidental Releases of j
; Liquid Effluents ~

The applicant has analyzed the consequences of a postulated failure of the,

boron recycle holdup tank and concluded that the resulting concentrations at
the nearest offsite user would be less than the 10 CFR 20 limits.

The staff concludes that the critical tank is the concentrate holding tank
i located at elevation 815 ft msl in the auxiliary building. The inventory of
i several critical nuclides in this tank is much greater than that of the boron
j recycle holdup tank.

The staff has considered the possible failure of the concentrate holding tank
and concludes that liquid effluents from both the boron recycle holdup and the

j concentrate holding tanks would drain thiough the floor drain system to the
; auxiliary building sump which is at about elevation 785.0 ft msl. The contents
I would be pumped from the sump to the radwaste system for processing. In the

event that the pumps failed and the floor of the auxiliary building was cracked,'

the effluent still would not leak to the groundwater aquifer. The normal ground-
; water level, which is about 820 to 840 ft msl, would create net positive pressure
i on the exterior of the building. So, if leakage were to occur, it would be the

groundwater that would leak in rather tha'n the tank effluents leaking out. . The
staff, therefore, concludes that an accidental tank spill will not affect offsite.

water users, (see Section 15.4.7).
;

1 2.4.8 Safety-Related Water Supply

) The ultimate heat sink (UHS) complex for Byron consists of two seismic Category
I mechanical draft cooling towers, electrical power supply, associated piping,i

seismic Category I river screerhouse and makeup pipeline to the towers, and two
onsite makeup wells. The safety related water supply consists of a 580,000 gal
supply (less than 1 day at maximum heat load) that is stored in the cooling
tower basins plus primary makeup capability from the river screenhouse and alter-
nate makeup capability from the two onsite wells that are tornado protected.

Regulatory Guide 1.27 states that the UHS should be capable of providing cooling
'

water, below plant design temperatures, for 30 days under severe meteorological
conditions.

|

.The applicant has stated that the design-basis cold water oulet temperature f
from the cooling tower basins is 100 F. The highest predicted temperature based
on parameters suggested by the manufacturer and on the worst 1-hour and 1-day
meteorological conditions is 94.6 F. The applicant has also estimated the makeup
requirements based on maximum heat loads and predicted tower performance and

; worst 1-day meteorology to be 1545 gpm. The applicant has committed to pre-
operational testing of the mechanical draft cooling towers to verify predicted
cooling tower. performance. The staff has reviewed the applicant's provisions

i for maximum temperature and water use rates.and finds.them acceptable. The
staff concludes,. subject to verification during preoperational testing, that'

the mechanical draft cooling towers will be capable of cooling water to below
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the design temperautre of 100 F under meteorological conditions of the severity
discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.27.

Because the cooling tower basins contain water for less than 1 day of emergency
cooling, makeup water is needed to meet the 30-day criteria of Regulatory
Guide 1.27. The applicant has proposed two independent sources of makeup water:
a seismic Category I intake on the Rock River with a Category I pipeline to the
mechanical-draft cooling tower basins and two onsite wells and associated piping
that are not Category I.

Each system is independently capable of supplying sufficient makeup water to
the cooling towers under most conditions. However, each system is subject to
being incapacitated by severe natural phenomena. The river intake system is
susceptible to extreme high (floods) and low (droughts) river stages. In
addition, the seismic capability of its pipeline during periods of high ground-
water has not been resolved (see Section 2.4.6). The onsite wells are subject
to failure during seismic events. The combined system (river intake and wells)
should be capable of supplying makeup water during all conditions of the severity
discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.27.

The river intake is capable of providing water to the cooling tower during floods
up to about 58 percent of the PMF (115 percent of the SPF) discharge (see Sec-
tion 2.4.3). During larger floods, makeup would be supplied by the onsite wells.
Thus, the two safety-related water sources for the Byron station are capable of
supplying water during all combinations of flood and seismic events as specified
in Chapter 9 of American National Standard 2.8-1981. The remaining natural
events that require consideration with respect to the safety-related water
sources are low water or drought conditions on the Rock River, sediment and/or
ice accumulation, and combined seismic events.

During drought conditions, water level in the Rock River at the intake is main-
tained by Oregon Dam, a run of the river dam, located 5 mi downstream. The
historical low flow in the Rock River in the site region was about 500 cfs
recorded at the Rockton gage on September 14, 1958, and about 440 cfs at the
Como gage on August 20, 1934. The applicant estimates the comparable low flow
at the site to be 400 cfs. Assuming breaching of Oregon Dam, the low flow would
result in an estimated water surface elevation of 664 ft msl. The invert
elevation of the baserat for the river screenhouse is 663.5 ft msl. The
resultant 6 in. of available depth would not be acceptable because no allowance
is made for sediment or ice accumulation in the intake canal nor for inaccuracies
or variability in the analyses for water level determinations.

The applicant has taken a considerable amount of credit for the ability of Oregon
Dam to maintain the Rock River at a high enough level to be able to obtain the
safety-related water supply, even though the dam is not seismic Category I nor
under the jurisdiction of the applicant. Oregon Dam is a run of the river
hydropower dam that was built in 1914. The dam has in the past been washed out.
and rebuilt several times. .The most recent reconstruction repaired severe
erosion at the downstream toe of the dam. Based on the information that the
staff has reviewed, the repair, which consisted of filling the eroded area with
crushed rock and covering it with cover stone, appears to be more than adequate,
providing that the cover stone was properly designed to resist movement by
maximum erosional forces. The csd?et works for the dam consist of three pen-
stocks and stoplogs from the original power house.
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The staff has no information on the condition of these outlet tunnels. In any
event, it is the staff judgment that there is a very good possibility that the
dam may suffer a water-induced failure during the life of the plant. The staff
has considered the various aspects of Oregon Dam and its relationship f.o the
safety related water supply and concludes that no credit can be given for
Oregon Dam.

With the loss of Oregon Dam, the river intake is susceptible to loss of capabi-
lity due to low water or drought conditions and considering normal possible
sediment and ice accumulation in the intake canal. Thus, the plant would be
subject to loss-of all makeup capability with the postulation of a coincident
seismic event that would fail its onsite wells. Based on information available,
the staf f has made a preliminary determination that the 1-day-10 year drought
flow of 714 cfs (FSAR Table 2.4.15) would have a water surface elevation at the
river screenhouse of about 665.0 ft msl. It considers this to be the lowest
level, during winter months when icing is possible, for which there is reason-
able assurance that water would reach the service water pump sumps. The postu-
lated coincident seismic event would be either an operating-basis earthquake
(OBE) or safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE), but in either case the intensity would
be greater than that for which the onsite wells are qualified.

The staff will require a Technical Specification or license condition to require
prompt NRC notification of actions or contingencies to ensure an adequate supply
of cooling water to the Byron station if river flow decreases to a predetermined
low-flow condition or water makeup capability is lost from either the river
screenhouse or the onsite wells.

2.5 Geology and Seismology

For this SER, the staff has reviewed all available relevant geologic and seismo-
logic information obtained since the issuance of the SER and a supplement to
the SER (SSER) for the construction permit in 1975 in accordance with the SRP,
except for a deviation from the SRP, in the determination of the SSE as dis-
cussed and justified in Section 2.5.2.4.

In the CP-SER the staff concluded that !

(1) Geologic and seismologic investigations and information provided by the |
i

applicant and required by Appendix A to 10 CFR 100 provide an adequate
basis for determining that no capable faults exist at the plant site or
within 5 mi.

(2) Earthquakes that have occurred in the region cannot be related directly to
any faults in the area.

(3) Ground motion values of 0.20 g and 0.09 g anchoring Regulatory Guide 1.60
response spectra at the foundation level of rock-supported structures for
the SSE and the OBE, respectively, are adequately conservative.

Af ter careful review of the new information as provided and evaluated by the
applicant, the staff concludes that there is no basis for altering its conclu-
sions stated in the CP-SER concerning the safety of the Byron site.
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| The staff has evaluated the FSAR and subsequent documents and information,
including excavation mapping, a trenching and drilling program in a solution
basin, and new determinations by the Illinois Geological Survey on postulated

| faults and the age of the glacial till in the site vicinity. The staff has
concluded that the applicant has (1) performed site and regional geologic andt

! geophysical investigations, (2) reviewed all available pertinent literature,
and (3) provided the staff with all information necessary to evaluate, assess,
and support the applicant's conclusions concerning the safety of the Byron site
from the geologic and seismologic standpoint, except as noted in subsequent
sections. In addition, the staff finds the applicant has satisfied the require-
ments of and is in compliance with applicable portions of the following:

(1) Appendix A to 10 CFR 50

(2) Appendix A to 10 CFR 100

(3) SRP Sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, and 2.5.3

(4) Regulatory Guide 1.70, " Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 2

(5) Those portions of Regulatory Guide 1.132, " Site Investigations for Founda-
,

| tions of Nuclear Power Plants," applicable to tne development of geologic i

and seismologic information relevant to the stratigraphy, lithology, geo-
logic history, and structural geology of the site

(6) Regulatory Guide 4.7, " General Site Suitability Criteria for Nuclear Power
Stations"

(7) Regulatory Guide 1.60, " Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of
Nuclear Power Plants"

In the following sections, the staff reviews briefly the geologic and seismo-
logic ir. formation and bares for its conclusions.

2.5.1 Geology

2.5.1.1 Summary of Regional and Site Geology

The site is located in the Till Plains Section of the Central Lowland Physio-
graphic Province which is characterized by undulating low relief topography of
Pleistocene loess, glacial drift, and residuum (1+ million-15,000 years old)
overlying horizontal or gently dipping strata of Paleozoic age (600-250 million
years before the present (mybp)). The site is underlain by a thin veneer of
loess and glacial drift, ranging in thickness from 4 to 37 ft, which overlies
Ordovician age (500-430 mybp) bedrock of primarily dolostone. Thickness of the
Paleozoic section beneath the site is estimated to be 2000-3000 ft. Beneath
this lies the primarily granitic Precambrian (800+ mybp) basement.

At the site, the glacial deposits consist of Illinoisan-stage drift (400,000 to
125,000 ybp), and less. 'In the PSAR, the applicant stated that the glacial
drift was of Illinoisan and Wisconsinan stages of the Pleistocene. Recent
studies and reevaluation'of the.till by the Illinois State Geological Survey
have led to the determination that all of the till at and near the site is of
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Illinoisan age. The numerical age determinations of the site glacial deposits
are based on correlation with glacial deposits in Nebraska and western Iowa,
where a volcanic ash interbed in the Kansan drift, the Pearlette ash, has been
isotopically dated at 500,000 to 1 million ybp (John Kempton, geologist,
Illinois Geological Survey, personal communication). While there are no
datable materials in the younger drift formations, calculation of rates of (1)
development of interglacial weathered soils, (2) ice-cap formation, (3) advances '

of the ice, (4) melting, and (5) drift deposits, correlated with sea level
curves, allows credible estimates of ages of the Illinoisan and Wisconsinan
glacial drift.

The uppermost rock unit below the glacial and soil overburden is the middle
Ordovician Galena Group that consists of dolostone strata of the Dunleith and
Guttenberg formaticos. Because of the carbonate content of these rocks, solu-
tioning has occurred along joints, at joint intersections, and along bedding
planes. In the site vicinity and at the site, solutioning at joint intersec-
tions has resulted in a few solution basins, oval depressions at the surface
about 50 ft in diameter. One such basin has been found to be larger, almost
150 ft in diameter. These have been termed sinkholes in the FSAR. However, at
a recent meeting, the applicant and his consultants demonstrated by drilling
and trenching one solution basin that the horizontal bedding continues undi-
sturbed at the rim and on the floor of the depression, thereby excluding a
collapse origin for the basin. They are preparing a report of this investiga-
tion to be submitted later. The results of the staff review of the findings
will be presented in a supplement to this SER. Drilling and excavations for

. Category I structures have not uncovered larger voids or caves capable of
4

causing collapse in the Galena Group in the site region. Additionally, Dennis
Kolata of the Illinois Geological Survey (personal communication) has confirmed
that large scale or extensive solutioning is not characteristic of the dolomitic
carbonate rocks of Northern Illinois.

Based on the information presented as the result of the applicant's site inves-
tigation and by the Illinois Geological Survey, the applicant concludes that it
is unlikely that large voids or caves capable of causing ground collapse are
present in the subsurface of the site and site vicinity. The staff concurs
with this assessment.

Structurally, the site is located on the northern flank of the Illinois Basin,
near the crest of the Wisconsin Arch, in a region characterized by broad
upwarped domes, arches and anticlines, and downwarped basins. These are all
considered to be Paleozoic in age, based on stratigraphic evidence. The'
upwarps are commonly associated with faults or fault zones that parallel them
and are related in age.

.

Major faults closest to the site are the east-west trending Plum River Fault,
the eastern end of which comes to 5.3 mi northwest of the site, and the Sandwich
Fault, 6 mi southwest of the site. Detailed investigations by the Illinois
Geological Survey (Ill. Geological Survey Circulars 491 and 505) conclude that
these faults predate the Pleistocene epoch because the Illinoisan till that
overlies these faults is undisturbed in the vicinity of the _ faults. Some dis-
turbances of glacial till and blocks of bedrock close to the Plum River Fault
have been interpreted as " ice-shove" structures attributed to glacial movement
during the Pleistocene period, and not of tectonic origin (Ill. Geol. Survey
Circular 395). Knowledge of the regional tectonics supports the conclusion |
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that there are Paleozoic faults with later movement probably not after the
Cretaceous period (65 mybp). As nc seismicity is associated with either fault,
and no evidence for surface displacement more recent than 125,000 years (the
youngest age of the Illinoisan till) has been observed, these faults are con-
sidered noncapable within the meaning of Appendix A to 10 CFR 100.

Structural anomalies in the subsurface in the site region (listed in the CP-SER
as postulated faults), such as the Janesville Fault in southern Wisconsin and
the Oglesby and Tuscola Faults in northern Illinois, have rince been reinter-
preted by the Wisconsin and Illinois Geological Surveys as irregular erosion
surfaces or minor flexures in subsurface bedrock. They are, therefore, not
considered significant in the safety evaluation of the Byron station.

Minor faults discovered during the excavation for Category I structures were
subject to extensive investigation by the applicant. In a report entitled

" Fault Specific Geotechnical Investigation" submitted as Attachment 2.5C of the
FSAR, the applicant ed his consultants concluded that undisturbed residual
soil above the faults was formed about 200,000 years ago, and provided support-
ing evidence by letter reports from experts of the Illinois Geological Survey.
They, therefore, concluded that the faults at the site are noncapable within
the meaning of Appendix A to 10 CFR 100. The staff concurs with this conclusion.

2.5.2 Seismology

2.5.2.1 Introduction

: In its review the staff has followed the tectonic province approach to determine
the vibratory ground motion corresponding to the SSE (Appendix A of 10 CFR 100).
Two important considerations in this approach are the earthquakes that can be
considered to be related to known tectonic structures and the random individual
events which occur in the same tectonic province as the site but which cannot
be related to tectonic structures. Where the occurrence of historic earthquakes
can be correlated with tectonic structure, the ground motion at the site is
determined assuming that the largest earthquake related to the tectonic structure
is situated at the point on the structure closest to the site. Where the occur-
rence of the earthquake cannot be reasonably related to a tectonic structure,
ground motion at the site is usually determined assuming that the largest historic
earthquake in the tectonic province can occur near the site.

At the conclusion of the CP review, the staff considered an SSE of 0.20 g at
the bedrock-till ir.tuface to be an adequately conservative value for the Byron
site. This was based on the assumed occurrence of a maximum modified mercalli
(MM) intensity VIII earthquake at the Byron site. Byron station is located in
the central stable region (CSR) tectonic province. Although, the largest
historical earthquake, in terms of intensity, which is not associated with
tectonic st.ructure is the P337 Anna, Ohio, event (MM VIIVIII), the staf f's
position was that the historical frequency of earthquakes in the site region,
including three MM VII events within 200 mi, is too high to consider an SSE of
less than MM VIII conservative. The staff also concluded that the maximum
ground acceleration of 0.09 g for the OBE was conservative and acceptable on
tha basis of the applicant's computed recurrence interval of 2150 years for an
earthquake of maximum MM intensity VI (CP-SER).
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It is the staff's current position that the accelerations of 0.20 g and 0.09 g
anchoring Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectra at the foundation level are adequately
conservative for the SSE and OBE, respectively, for plant structures supported
on bedrock. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has acted as con-
sultant to the staff in this review and has concluded that an SSE of 0.20 g is
adequate and an OBE of 0.09 g is a conservative representation of the maximum
earthquake motion likely to be experienced at the foundation level of the Byron
site during the operating life of the plant. The LLNL Ictter report is attached
as Appendix E to this SER.

2.5.2.2 Tectonic Province

The Byron site lies within the CSR tectonic province described by Eardley (1962).
The CSR is a region of relative consistency of surface geologic structural
features characterized by a series of arches, basins, and domes formed during
the Paleozoic era. King (1969) describes the area as " platform deposits on
Precambrian foldbelts." The province is a rather extensive region which is, in
general, characterized by a relatively low level of seismicity. However, a few
areas within the province have experienced significant earthquakes and/or activity
aoove this moderate level. Barstow et al. (NUREG/CR-1577) developed an earth-
quake frequency map of the Central and Eastern United States. Their work shows
that the Byron site region has experienced between 4 and 2 earthquakes per 11,680
km2 in the period 1800 to 1977.

The staff has recognized that the surface geology of the CSR may not exnlain
the fact that different areas of this large region exhibit different levels of
seismicity. Earthquakes typically occur at depths (below ground surface) of 5
to 20 km in the Central United States; therefore, the relevant explanation of
the geologic mechanism causing earthquakes is to be found in the geologic
structural features at these depths rather than those at the surface. In the
absence of any definite knowledge as to the causative geologic structure,
levels of seismicity are an important means of assessing earthquake potential.

2.5.2.3 Maximum Earthquake

As discussed in Section 2.5.2.1, to determine the vibratory ground motion under
the tectonic province approach, the largest historical earthquakes in the
site's tectonic province are considered. The largest historical earthquake, in
terms of intensity, in the CSR tectonic province was the 1929 Attica, New York,
event (maximum MM intensity VIII). This earthquake is associated with the
Clarendon-Lindon structure (CP-SER Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station Unit 2,
June 1973; CP-SER Erie Nt.: lear Plant Units 2 and 3, July 1978). The largest
historical earthquake, in terms of intensity, in the CSR tectonic province that
has not been associated with tectonic structure is the 1937 Anna, Ohio, event
(maximum MM intensity VII-VIII). As stated in the CP-SER (NUREG-7023), histo-
rically 3 earthquakes of maximum MM intensity VII, 6 of maximum MM intensity
VI, 11 of maximum MM intensity V, and many smaller events have occurred within
approximately 200 mi of the Byron site. The earthquake of May 26, 1909 which
had an epicenter at 42.5 N, 89.0 W (Coffman and von Hake, 1973) probably pro-
duced the highest historical intensity (MM VI) at the site. Generally, in the
CSR tectonic province the controlling earthquake for nuclear power plant seismic
design is an Anna, Ohio, type event (MM VII-VIII). However, based on the seismi-
city level that was perceived to be relatively higher than other parts of the
CSR tectonic province, the staff concluded, at the CP stage, that the likelihood
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that the site could experience; intensity VII is too high for a controlling earth-
quake of MM intensity less than VIII to be considered conservative. Accordingly,
the staf f based the SSE for the Byron site on the postulated occurrence of a
maximum MM intensity VIII near the site. The applicant, while accepting this
position maintains in Section 2.5.2.4 of the FSAR that the maximum earthquake
which could be expected near the site should be intensity VII. The staff has
not been made aware of any compelling information during the operating license
review which would cause us to change its position as to the possible occurrence
of an MM intensity VIII event near the site.

2.5.2.4 Safe Shutdown Earthquake

In the CP-SER the staff accepted an SSE of 0.20 g to be an adequately conser-
vative value for the Byron site based on the postulated occurrence of a
mnimum MM intensity VIII earthquake neai the site. While the seismologicai
and geological evaluation of this controlling earthquake has not been altered
since the CP review, the staff has in the interim adopted an SRP and Regulatory
Guides which have the effect of changing the acceleration for a MM intensity
VIII earthquake. Specifically, following the present SRP an MM VIII earthquake
is characterized by a peak acceleration of 0.25 g which is used as the high-
frequency anchor of a Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum. This higher reference
acceleration is determined using the trend of the means relating peak acceler-
ation to intensity shown by Trifunac and Brady (1975). The SRP and Regulatory
Guides represent one approach which the staff considers acceptable to establish
conformance with NRC regulations. Another acceptable approach to establish the
adequacy of the seisn.ic design of nuclear power plants is the use of site-specific
spectra (see Sequoyah SER, Watts Bar SER, and Fermi 2 SER). In order to compute

site-specific response spectra, it is necessary to characterize the earthquake
size, the epicentral distance (distance between the surface location of the
earthquake and the site), and the site conditions (soil or rock) being modelled.
There are relatively few recordings of strong ground motion at intensity VIII
and none (at least in the western United States) recorded at rock sites. This
and the more dependable classification of strong motion records by magnitude
has led the staff to use magnitude estimates in site-specific studies.

Nuttli and Hermann (1978) developed a relation between maximum MM intensity
and magnitude for the Central United States. Using this relation results in an
estimated magnitude of 5.75 for an MM intensity VIII. Nuttli and Brill

(NUREG/CR-1577) estimates the magnitude of the May 26, 1909 northern Illinois
earthquake (MM VII) as 5.1. Estimates of the magnitude of the 1937 Anna, Ohio,

| earthquake (MM VII-VIII) range from 5.0 to 5.3 (Nuttli and Hermano, 1978; Nuttli
and Brill, (NUREG/CR-1577). Therefore, using the site-specific spectrum deve-
loped from magnitude 5.8 earthquakes provides a conservative estimate of the
vibratory ground motion expected at the site.

The staff has available for its use two site specific spectra that are suitable
for use in establishing the adequacy of the Byron seismic design for structures
founded on rock. One of these was generated by the Tennessee Valley Authority
for the justification of the seismic design of the Sequoyah, Watts Bar, and
Bellefonte nuclear power plants (Tennessee Valley Authority, 1979) and the
other was generated by LLNL for use in the NRC-sponsored seismic hazard
analysis program (NUREG/CR-1581, Vol.4).
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Each of these spectra was generated from real accelerograms of earthquakes in.

the body wave magnitude range 5.8 1 0.5 (5.3 to 6.3), recorded at rock sites,
at epicentral distances of less than about'25 km. Using a magnitude range
helps account for uncertainty in the characterization of the earthquake and

; also helps ensure an adequate amount of data. The distance range chosen, less
than about 25 km, is the distance range to which maximum intensities are felt.
in the Central United Stages (Gupta and Nuttli, 1976). In addition, at these

i close distances, the differences in seismic wave attenuation between earth-
quakes east and west of the Rocky Mountains have not yet affected the ground
motion (Nuttli, 1981). It is the staff's position that the 84th percentile
spectrurs represents an appropriately conservative representation of the site-

; specific earthquake (see Sequoyah SER, 1979 (NUREG-0011); Watts Bar SER, 1982
j (NUREG-0847); Fermi Unit 2 SER, 1981 (NUREG-0793); and San Onofre Units 2 and 3

SER, 1981 (NOREG-0712)). While neither of the two site-specific spectra was
established directly for the Byron site, they generally conform to th'e Byron
site-specific spectrum criteria of earthquake magnitude and site geology. The

i staf f has compared the Byron site SSE (Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum anchored
at zero period by a peak acceleration of 0.20 g) to both of these site-specific
spectra and found it to be more conservative than both these site specific
spectra because it exceeds them at all frequencies.

The New Madrid earthquakes of 1811-1812 are the largest historical earthquakes
in the United States east of the Rocky Mountains. Nuttli (1981) indicated that
the New Madrid 1811-1812 type earthquake would have a body wave magnitude of
7. 2. The staff's position has been that the closest approach to the Byron site
of a possible recurrence of a New Madrid type earthquake is Vincennes, Indiana.
This is over 400 km from the site. The staff has calculated the effect of a
magnitude 7.2 earthquake at a distance of approximately 400 km and used the
results in conjunction with the mean plus one standard deviation amplification
factors from NUREG/CR-0098 to estimate a response spectrum. The Byron SSE'

response spectrum is greater than the estimated spectrum at all frequencies.
.

Staff consultants at LLNL used another approach to investigate the adequacy of
the seismic design of Byron. They performed a seismic hazard analysis of the

1, Byron site using the data and models given in NUREG/CR-1582, Vols. 2 and 3 and
Bernreuter (NUREG/CR-1581). They concluded that the SSE (0.20 g high frequency
anchor for Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum) for the Byron site is sufficiently
conservative. While the staff considers the probabilistic information relevant,
it has not used probabilistic procedures to directly determine design ground
motion levels for the SSE in operating license reviews. They have been used in
a comparative manner such as the comparison of different levels of ground
motion at the same site (Sequoyah SER) or equivalent hazard at different sites
(Midland Hearing Testimony and Clinton SER). The staff considers the probabi-
listic approach in the nature of a confirmation of its deterministic approach,
Therefore, based on its review and the report of its consultant (Appendix E),s

it is the staff's position that the SSE with a high-frequency acceleration of
0.20 g anchoring a Regulatory Guide-1.60 spectrum at the foundation level of

,

; the structures founded on rock is adequately conservative. |

i

| 2.5.2.5 Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE)

! To justify an OBE of 0.09 g, which is less than half the SSE, the applicant
| computed the recurrence interval for an earthquake of maximum MM intensity VI

in the site region. The result obtained is 2150 years. Using-the trend of the'

|
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means relating peak acceleration to an intensity as shown by Trifunac and Brady
(1975) results in a peak acceleration of less than 0.07 g for MM VI. Therefore,

the return period for a peak accelenation of 0.09 g should be greater than 2150
Consultants at LLNL calculated a return period in the range of 200 to,

; years.
| 1000 years for a Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum with a high frequency anchor of
.

0.09 g. This apparent conflict in return periods between the recurrence studies
performed by the applicant and LLNL are most probably caused by the different

I!

methods and assumptions used. However, in light of the Appendix A to 10 CFR
100 definition of the OBE, these differences in estimated return period do not
effect the staff's' conclusion that the OBE of 0.09 g is acceptable. This
definition states that the OBE is "that earthquake which... could reasonably be
expected to affect the plant site during the operating life of the plant." The
staff concludes that the OBE of 0.09 g is an adequate estimate of the maximum
earthquake motion likely to be experienced at the site during the operating
life of the plant.

2.5.3 Surface Faulting
:

The applicant has shown through borehole data, geophysical studies, remote
sensing techniques, and, since the CP-SER review, excavation mapping and a fault-
specific geotechnical investigation that subsurface faults present at the site
are covered by a flat-lying and undisturbed overburden of Pleistocene glacial
drift, loess, and alluvium interpreted to be no younger than 125,000 years.

Therefore, the applicant has concluded, and the staff concurs, that there is no
evidence of surface displacement or capable faults, within the meaning of
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100, at or within 5 mi of the site.

2.5.4 Stability of Subsurface Materials and Foundations

2.5.4.1 Site Conditions.

2.5.4.1.1 General Plant Description

The plant site is located in north central Illinois about 2 mi east of the Rock
River and about 3 mi southwest of Byron in Ogle County. The site is divided
into a flat upland portion containing the plant buildings and a small portion 2
mi to the west, in the Rock River Valley, containing the intake works. The

maximum topographic relief between the two parts is about 230 ft. The eleva-
tions range from approximately 900 ft above msl in the southeastern portion of

1 the site to about 670 ft msl in that portion of the intake works adjacent to
Rock River. The final plant grade in the upland area is at 869 ft msl.

There are two power units at the site. Each unit consists of a containment
building and an essential service water cooling tower. The units share the

;

auxiliary building, fuel-handling building, turbine building, and intake works.;

All seismic Category I structures are founded on grouted bedrock except the
intake works where the river screenhouse is founded in soil. The seismic
Category I pipelines and conduits that run between the intake works and the
main plant structures are founded partly in soil and partly in rock. These

safety-related structures, systems, and components, which were reviewed for
foundation and slope stability, are listed i, Table 3.2-1 of the FSAR.

i

t

i
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2.5.4.1.2 Site Investigation

A series of explorations was conducted to identify the geologic, groundwater,
and foundation characteristics of the site. These investigations included test

j borings, test pits, and surra _e seismic and borehole geophysical surveys.
|

About 154 borings, ranging in depth from 5 to 317 ft, were drilled or augered
at the site. These borings were divided into the following groups:

,

| (1) Geologic exploratory borings consist of 25 widely spaced borings ranging
in depth from 98 to 317 ft.

(2) Main plant site borings consist of 75 borings ranging in depth from 9 to
226 ft.

(3) River screenhouse borings consist of 7 borings ranging in depth from 111
. to 135 ft.

i (4) Essential service water pipeline borings consist of 18 boring and 30 auger
borings.

:

| Disturbed samples were extracted using the standard penetration test procedure
(ASTM D-1586); undisturbed samples were obtained in accordance with ASTM D-1587.

,

. Rock samples were cored using NX doubletube core barrels. Water pressure; tests
'

using inflatable packers were performed on certain borings.

Three test pits were excavated in conjunction'with auger borings drilled along
the pipeline to determine the depth to bedrock and auger refusal.

i

The surface seismic and borehole geophysical surveys consisted of

(1) seismic refraction surveys along nine seismic lines for a total of 24,700
lineal feet

.

(2) surface and shear wave velocity survey along a 2300-ft line

(3) an uphole velocity survey in a boring to check the compressional wave
i . velocities measured during the seismic refraction survey

(4) downhole shear wave survey.in two borings

(5) gamma-ray, electrical resistance, and temperature logs in 11 borings
,

|_ 2.5.4.1.3 Properties of Subsurface Materials
.

Soil thickness at the main plant site varies from a few feet to about 40 ft.
The soil. consists of alluvial deposits associated with the rivers and streams
in the area, glacial till deposits, and locally some thin residual' soils deve-
loped from the weathering of the bedrock. .These soil deposits are underlain by
2500.to 3000 f t of nearly horizontal sedimentary rocks. The uppermost bedrock
in the. site area is the Galena Group, which' consists mainly of dolomite with a
thickness of about 200 ft. Directly underlying the Galena Group is the Harmony

; Hill Shale Member, which is slightly silty to sandy and thinly laminated.
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The results of the field and laboratory testing program were used to evaiuate
the engineering properties of subsurface materials. The laboratory testr con .

sisted of: unconfined compression, particle size analysis. Atterberg limits,
moisture and density, consolidation, cyclic triaxial compression, shockscope,
and resonant column tests. The results of Atturberg limits, moisture and
density, standard penetration tests, and unconfined compression tests are
presented on the boring logs in the FSAR (Figures 2.5-104 through 2.5-227).
Grain size analyses are presented on Figures 2.5-42 through 2.5-51, and con-
solidation test results are presanted on Figures 2.5-53 through 2.5-56 in the
FSAR. The results of the rock cor.pression tests are presented in Table 2.5-11
in the FSAR.

The results of the field geophysical surveys show that the values of the
velocities increased with depth. The compressional wave velocity values ranged
from 1000 to 4000 fps in the soils while the compressional wave velocity values
of the rock increased from 7500 fps below the soil layer to 15500 fps at a depth
of about 100 ft. The shear wave velocity values of the rock ranged from about
3000 fps immediately below the soil to 9600 fps at a depth of cbout 100 ft.
Several iow velocity zones were detected within bedrock velocity units and those
zones are thought to correspond to jointed, fractured bedrock that has undergone
weathering and solutioning. These results are shown in Tables 2.5-14 and 15
and Figures 2.5-65 through 2.5-73 of the FSAR. The dynamic laboratory tests on
these soils are discussed in Section 2.5.4,3.4 of this SER.

2.5.4.1.5 Groundwater Conditions

The groundwater conditions are discussed in Section 2.4.13 of the FSAR. A
piezometric surface map, showing the direction of groundwater flow and the
hydraulic gradient, is presented in Figure 2.4-25 of this FSAR. For the design
of safety-related plant structures, the groundwater level was assumed to be at
the plant grade, 869 feet msl. The staff's evaluation of groundwater is pre-
sented in Section 2.4 of this SER.

2.5.4.2 Excavation and Backfill

Soil and rock excavations were required to reach bearing elevations of seismic
Category I structures at the site. Excavations for safety structures and portions
of the essential service water makeup pipeline were carried into bedrock. Excava-

tion for the river screenhouse was in soil.

The extent of excavations for the main plant structures is shown on Figures
2.5-57 and 2.5-58 of the FSAR. Excavation of rock was facilitated by a carefully
planned and monitored blasting program. A grout curtain was used to cut oft
seepage into the excavation. Minor seepage and rain water entering the excavation
were removed using sump pumps.

All safety structures in the main plant area are founded on grouted bedrock.
Lean concrete was used to reach the foundation elevations in overexcavated areas.
Crushed rock backfill was used to bring the excavation up to grade e'evation.
Backfill was required to meet the gradation requirement shown on Figure 2.5-31
of the FSAR and to be compacted to a minimum of 90 percent of the maximum dry
density determined in accordance with ASTM D-1557. Inplace density tests con-
firmed that these criteria have been met.
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At the river screenhouse area, groundwater was lowered to about 5 ft below the'

foundation level by eight deep wells before excavation. The base of the excava-:

! tion was compacted and then covered by a bash mudmut to prevent foundation
i degradation and disturbance. The excavated sandy gravel with some clay inter-
! mixed because of rehandling and crushed recks was used to backfill around the
|- river screenhouse. Backfill was compacted to 95 percent modified practor (ASTM

{ D-1557) and is acceptable to the staff.

j 2.5.4.3 Foundation Stability

| 2.3.4.3.1 Plant Structures
;

i All seismic Category I plant structures are supported on mat foundations on
i bedrock. The foundation bedrock has been pressure grouted to the top of the

Harmony Hill Shale Member, approximately 200 ft below the natural bedrock surface'

to improve the foundation and to reduce permeability. The foundation grouting
i program is presented in Attachments 2.5.A and 2.5.B of the FSAR.
i
j The ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation bedrock was evaluated in accord-
; ance with methods described in Stagg and Zienkiewicz. No consideration was
| given to the increase in bearing capacity because of the foundation grouting.
! Based on the foundation rock strength, core recovery, and rock quality designa-

tion (RQD), the applicant has stated that the factor of safety against bearing
capacity failure under the postulated SSE event is in excess of 5. The staff
finds that the bearing capacity for the main plant structures is acceptable.

| The total settlement for structures on grouted bedrock was calculated to be
less than 1/8 in. No differential settlement is anticipated. The staff con-

|
curs with the applicant's conclusion.

t

2.5.4.3.2 River Screenhouse

The river screenhouse is supported on a mat foundation established on the natural
i alluvial soils. The base of the fcundation mat is at elevation 12 ft below the

groundwater level and 22 ft below the design flood level.
1

j The ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation soils was evaluated in accord-
| ance with the method described by Terzagni and Peck. Based on soil density
; data, grain size distributions, and standard penetration resistance, the appli-
; cant has calculated the factor of safety against bearing capacity failure under
j the postulated SSE conditions to be more than 22. The staff finds the bearing

capacity for the river screenhouse acceptable.t

i

| The total static settlement of the river screenhouse was estimated to be 1 in.
1 and would be substantially completed during construction. Records of settle-
] ment monitoring using 7 settlement monuments indicate that settlement is
i essentially completed. The maximum expected dynamic settlement induced-by the
4 SSE event was computed according to Pyke to be 1.3 in. with the differential

settlement less than that. The staf f concurs in the applicant's settlement'

; calculations and estimates of maximum settlement.

i

:
.

I
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2.5.4.3.3 Essential Service Water Makeup Pipeline
.

As stated by the applicant, settlement and bearing capacity are not of concern
for the essential service water makeup pipeline because the net increase in
soil loading due to the pipeline is not significant. However, the presence of
sinkholes * or solution basins at the site is important to pipeline design.
Occasional solution basins have developed in the dolomite formations between |
the bluff-line and the main plant but the applicant concluded that only recent |

,

(post-Pleistocene) solution basins are active. The maximum diameter of the
post-Pleistocene aged solution basins is stated to be approximately 50 ft with
the average diameter being approximately 25 ft.

One 150-ft-diameter solution basin in the site area was considered to be pre-
Pleistocene to Wisconsinan in age. The other solution basins at the site that

4

have diameters up to 50 ft are located in areas where there are little or nod

Wisconsinan and residual soil deposits. Thus, it is not possible to assign a
relative age to them. The applicant has chosen a 50-ft-diameter solution basins
as the design solution basins. The essential service water makeup pipeline is
designed to span any solution basin with a diameter of up to 50 feet.4

However, on the basis of its review to date, the staff has been unable to deter-
mine that the exploration program along the pipeline is adequate. The staff

will meet with the applicant in the future to verify the adequacy of the pipe-
line foundation and design and will report the resolution of this item in a
future supplement to this report.

2.5.4.3.4 Liquefaction Potential
|

There is no potential for liquefaction of the grouted rock supporting the main
plant structures.

; The qpplicant analyzed the liquefaction potential of the granular soils that
suppo'rt the river screenhouse and portions of the essential service water makeup'

line. This liquefaction evaluation was initially performed based on an arti-
ficial base rock motion of 0.12 g with a spectrum conforming to Regulatory
Guide 1.60. Additional analyses were performed based on two real earthquake
time-histories scaled to 0.2 g and applied at the bedrock surface. However,
this evaluation does not meet the NRC requirements (NUREG-0800) because the SSE
specified is aa earthquake of 0.2 g at the bedrock-till interface, and the arti-
ficial time-history should be scaled to 0.2 g and meet the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 1.60.*

; 2.5.4.3.4.1 Liquefaction Potential at the River Screenhouse

Initially, the liquefaction potential of the granular soil deposits in_the vici-
nity of the river screenhouse was assessed by the applicant based on the procedure
described by Seed and Idriss (1971). A maximum horizontal ground acceleration
of 0.2 g and the standard penetration resistance values obtained from the field
exploration were used in the analysis. The result indicates that the liquefaction
of most alluvial deposits under SSE conditions is unlikely. The staff is satisfied

*The term " sinkhole" has been revised to " solution basin" in a meeting with'

the applicant held on December 22, 1981.
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that a sufficient margin of safety against liquefaction exists at the river
screenhouse.

The margin of safety against liquefaction was further investigated by the
applicant using a one-dimensional wave propagation analysis. The procedure
used was in accordance with that described by Seed and Idriss (1967) and Seed
and Peacock (1971). For this method, the shearing strength of the soils under
cyclic loading conditions were determined in the laboratory using 5 percent
double amplitude strain as the failure criteria. Eleven cyclic triaxial tests
were performed to define the cyclic shear strengths of the in situ soils. The
results of cyclic tests are shown on Figure 2.5-100 of the FSAR.

The soil parameters for the dynamic response analysis were selected on the basis
of density determinations and resonant column and dynamic triaxial tests. Four
dynamic triaxial compression tests, two intact and two reconstituted samples.
were performed. The results are shown on Figures 2.5-89 and 2.5-90 of the FSAR.

The shear moduli obtained from the reconstituted samples were not used in the
liquefaction analysis because the moduli are much higher than those obtained
from the intake samples. The dynamic shear stresses induced by the SSE were
calculated using the SHAKE computer program (Schnabel, Lysmer, and Seed,1972).

lThree accelerograms, one artificial and two measured time histories, were used '

in the analyses. The nonconformance of these time histories with the plant SSE
design has been discussed above (Section 2.5.4.3.4).

It is the staff's opinion that the shear moduli used in the analysis were not
representative of the in situ soil conditions. The grain size test data, as
shown on Figures 2.5-44 through 2.5-49 of the FSAR, indicate that the soil
deposits at the river screenhouse contain significant amounts of gravel. Based
on published data on these types of gravelly soil (Seed and Idriss, 1970), the
shear moduli at low strain level (10 6) could be twice that used in the analysis.
This indicates that the shear moduli of the reconstituted samples may be more
representative of the in situ conditions than that used by the applicant.

To verify the seismic analyses of the river screenhouse foundation, the staff
requires that the applicant perform a confirmatory analysis using upper bound
shear moduli values on the results of the field cross-hole tests.

2.5.4.3.4.2 Liquefaction Potential Along the Essential Service Water
Makeup Pipeline

The applicant has identified four sections along the pipeline as areas that
might be susceptible to liquefaction because of the presence of a significant
thickness of granular soils below the pipeline invert elevation. The remainder
of the pipeline is not susceptible to liquefaction because'the invert elevation
is either below or only slightly above the bedrock surface or in cohesive soils.

The investigation of liquefaction potential for the sections-in question consisted
of a field investigation of 27 borings, laboratory testing, and engineering
analysis. Representative samples were subjected to laboratory tests for moisture
content,- Atterberg limits, and grain-size distribution. Based on the field
observations, groundwater conditions, and index properties, the applicant con-
cluded that the subgrade soils along those four sections are not susceptible tot

| liquefaction.- Factors that led to this conclusion were:
|
[
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(1) ' Soils are all above groundwater table and most have low degrees of satura-;'
tion.

| (2) Most of the soils tend to be well graded and possess some degree of
! plasticity.

! (3) The nonplastic granular soils are generally medium dense to dense.
!
' Based on a review of the applicant's submittals, the staff has concluded that

the in situ conditions are different from those cited above. The bases for the
staff's conclusion are as follows:s

f
' (1) The design groundwater table in the main plant area, as specified in

Section 2.4.13.5 of the FSAR, is at plant grade, 869 ft msl. If this is

the case, the groundwater levels at the areas of concern, areas 9 and 11-*

(identified on Figure 2.5G-3 of the FSAR), would likely be at the groundi

surface or a few feet lower. Additionally, the results of the site ground-'

J water monitoring program show that the groundwater levels could fluctuate
as much as 100 ft (Table 2.4-28 of the FSAR)- Therefore, the soils imme-s

diately beneath the pipeline should be considered fully saturated unless
the applicant can substantiate the FSAR contention that all soils area

located above the groundwater level.

(2) The SPT values in the coarse grained soils at area 11 (as shown on
- Figure 2.5G-4b of the FSAR) show that some of the soils are in a loose

'

' state and, therefore, could be susceptible to liquefaction.

.
(3) The grain-size analyses on samples from area 11 were performed on five

I samples with SPT values ranging from 5 to 12. However, looser soils were
not analyzed, and if the looser soils are granular they could be susceptible;

; to liquefaction.

(4) Soils in area 1 (shown on Figure 2.5G-3a of the FSAR) were replaced with
; controlled compacted fill because SPT values indicated that the in situ

~

i granular soils were in a loose state. The sample descriptions and
particle size-analysis results (shown on Figure 2.5G-7b of the FSAR)'

indicate that the in site soils in area 1 were similar to those that were
not removed from area 11. Because of these similarities and the absence
of contradictory evidence, the staff. concludes that the soils at area 11
could also be loose granular materials that are susceptible to liquefaction.

The. applicant's evaluation and conclusion on liquefaction potential of soils
along the' essential service water pipeline are not acceptable to the staf f. It,

requires the applicant to provide either additional analyses based on' actual'

i field data and laboratory tests to demonstrate that -liquefaction of those loose
| soils at areas 11 will not take place under SSE conditions, improved soil condi-
i tions in area 11, means to prevent saturation of the loose soils, or assurance
| that saturation will not occur. The latter alternative can be provided by moni-

toring groundwater levels in two observation wells that measure these' levels'in;

: the rock and in the liquefiable soils. The applicant has committed to such a
| groundwater monitoring program; this matter is discussed in Section 2.4.6.

i
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2.5.4.3.5 Lateral Loads

Subsurface walls were designed to resist both the static and dynamic pressures
resulting from the surrounding earth and water. The value of the lateral earth

. pressure coefficient used in the design for compacted granular soils behind
rigid walls of all seismic Category I structures, except the river screenhouse,'

is 0.88. The value used for the river screenhouse is 0.8. The dynamic lateral
earth pressure on the subsurface walls was determined in accordance with the
1970 Seed and Whitman procedure. These procedures are acceptable and-in accord-
ance with state of-the-art methods required by the SRP.

' 2.5.4.4 Conclusions

| Based on the applicant's design criteria and construction specifications and on
the results of the applicant's investigations, laboratory and field tests, and
analyses, the staff has concluded that the grouted plant foundations will be
adequate to safely support the safety structures.

However, the foundation design for the support of the 3-mi-long essential service
i water makeup pipeline is not acceptable because the applicant has not provided

adequate information about subsurface rock conditions, solution activities, and
groundwater conditions at areas 9 and 11. Without this information, the staff

' cannot accept the foundation design bases at areas 9 and 11 or rule out the
possibility that liquefaction will occur at area 11 during an SSE.

Additionally, the liquefaction potential analysis using the wave propagation
method for the river screenhouse foundation does not adequately cover the

| possible range of the soil properties. Additional analysis using upperbound
i shear moduli or other acceptable methods is needed to confirm that liquefaction

is not a concern at the river screenhouse if this method is to be relied on.
1

2.5.5 Slope Stability

In the plant structure area, there are no steep natural slopes whose failure
would be of concern. All artificial slopes are less than 10 ft high, no'

steeper than 3 horizontal to 1 vertical, and present no safety problem.

The river screenhouse is located on the eastern flood plain of the Rock River.
! The river bank adjacent to the-screenhouse was regraded to 5 horizontal to 1
'

vertical slopes or flatter. Riprap was used to protect the slopes within 100
ft of the screenhouse. The river screenhouse intake channel was constructed
constructed with side slopes of 5 horizontal to'l vertical and protected by
riprap. The results of the slope stability analysis indicate that the intake,

channel slopes and the river bank slopes will_ remain stable under all combina-
tions of design loads. The minimum factor of safety under the combined rapid
drawdown and SSE conditions is greater than 1.1. )
The slopes along the pipeline are relatively flat and present. no safety problem.

The staff finds that the analyses were performed in accordance with the SRP and
accepted engineering pratice. Thus, they are acceptable.

,

) '

|j
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2. 5. 6 Embankments and Dams
1

There are no seismic category 1 embankments or dams at the site.

.
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3 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS

3.1 Conformance with General Design Criteria and NRC Regulations

Chapter 3, " Design Criteria for Structures, Systems and Componen's" for thet

Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, has been reviewed in accordance with the July 1981
edition of the "$tandard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports

| for Nuclear Power Plants" (SRP), NUREG-0800.

In FSAR Section 3.0, the applicant presented an evaluation of his design bases
against the General Design Criteria. The applicant has agreed to provide a

| compilation documenting that the Byron Units 1 and 2 comply with the regula-
| tions given in 10 CFR 20, 50, and 100. The staff will review the final design

and the design criteria using this information to verify that the facilities
have been designed to meet the requirements of the GDC.

| The staff review of structures, systems, and components relies extensively on
the application of industry codes and standards that have been used as accepted|

industry practice. These codes and standards cited in this report and the
'

attached bibliography (Appendix B) previously have been reviewed by the staff,|

faund acceptable, and incorporated into the Standard Review Plan.

3.2 Classification of Structures, Components, and Systems

3.2.1 Seismic Classification
,

GDC 2, " Design Bases for Protection Against Natural Phenomena," of 10 CFR 50,
i Appendix A, in part, requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems, and

components important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of earth-
quakes without loss of capability to perform their safety function. These
plant features are those necessary to ensure (1) the integrity of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary, (2) the capability to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, or (3) the capability to prevent or
mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in potential offsite
exposures comparable to 10 CFR 100 guideline exposures. The earthquake for
which these plant features are designed is defined as the safe shutdown earth-
quake (SSE) in 10 CFR 100, Appendix A. The SSE is based on an evaluation of

| the maximum earthquake potential and is that earthquake which produces the
maximum vibratory ground motion for which structures, systems, and components

| important to safety are designed to remain functional. Those plant features
'

that are designed to remaio f unctional if the exclusion requirements of foot-
! note 2 of the rule are classified Quality Group B in accordance with Regulatory
'

Guide 1.26.

The July 1981 edition of the SRP for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants, includes Section 3.2.2, " System Quality Group Classifi-
cation." lhe Byron Units 1 and 2 were reviewed in accordance with SRP 3.2.2.
The results of this review are contained in this SER.
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The systems and components important to safety of Byron have been identified in
an acceptable manner in Table 3.2-1 of the FSAR. Table 3.2-1, in part, identi-

fies the major components in fluid systems such as, pressure vessels, heat
exchangers, storage tanks, pumps, piping, and valves and mechanical systems,
such as cranes. refueling platforms, and other miscellaneous handling equipment.
In addition, the piping and instrumentation diagrams in the FSAR identify the
Quality Group classification boundaries of the interconnecting piping and
valves. The staff has reviewed Table 3.2-1 and the fluid system piping and
instrumentation diagrams and concludes that pressure-retaining components have
been properly classified as Quality Group A, B, C, or D components in confor-
mation with Regulato.'y Guide 1.26, Revision 3, except for the following item.

Regulatory Position C.1.a(2) of the guide identifies systems or portions of
systems important to safety that are designed for postaccident containment heat
removal as constructed to Quality Group B standards. The reactor containment
fan coolers for Byron Units 1 and 2 are constructed to Quality Group C standards.
To be acceptable, the staff requires the applicant to upgrade the reactor
containment fan coolers to Quality Group B standards to the extent practical.
The cooling coils which are an integral part of each unit are the only pressure-
retaining portion of the fan coolers that are affected by this upgrading to
Quality Group B standards. Therefore, in order to provide a level of quality
equivalent to Quality Group B standards (ASME Section III, Class 2), the
applicant will perform a volumetric examination on the welding neck flange of
each cooling coil. Other portions of the cooling coils such ac brazed joints
and fillet welds are acceptable, as the examination requirements are the same
for Quality Group B and C components. In addition to this upgrading of the
containment fan coolers, the influent and effluent lines of the essential ser-
vice water system (ESWS) extending from the outermost containment isolation
valve up to the inlet and outlet flanges of each cooling coil of,the fan
coolers will be upgraded from Quality Group C to Quality Group B standards. As
required by Quality Group B standards (ASME Section III, Class 2), volumetric
examination will be performed on the circumferential weld joints in the piping
of that portion of the ESWS identified above. In reclassifying this portion of
the ESWS to Quality Group B standards, the applicant has provided a closed
systa which meets the requirements of GDC 57. The staff finds these actions
taken by the applicant to upgrade the containment fan coolers and that portion
of the ESWS which is a closed system within containment to the equivalent of
Quality Group B standards to be acceptable. The containment fan coolers and
the portion of the ESWS within containment will be inspected as Quality Group B
components as part of the plant Inservice Inspection Program Section XI require-
ments during plant operation.

The codes and standards used in the construction of Quality Group A, B, C, or D
components are identified in Table 3.2-2 of the FSAR. The staff finds this
summary list of codes and standards used in the construction of components to
be acceptable.

Quality Group A components of the RCPB have been constructed * in accordance
with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 1, Class
2. Components in fluid systems important to safety that are classified Quality

* Constructed, as used herein, is an'all-inclusive term comprising materials
certification, design, fabrication, examination, testing, inspection, and
certification required in the manufacture and installation of components.
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Graup C have been constructed in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section III, Division 1, Class 3. Components in fluid systems
that are classified Quality Group D have been constructed to the following
codes as appropriate: ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII,

i Division 1 and 2; ANSI B31.1.0 Power Piping; and storage tank ccdes such as
API-620, API-650, AWA-D100, or ANSI 896.1.

!

| The staf f coacludes that construction of the compenents in fluid systems impor-
tant to safety in conformance with the ASME Code, the Commission's regulations,
and the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.26 provides assurance that com-
ponent quality is commensurate with the importance of the safety function of
these systems and constitutes an acceptable basis for satisfying the require-
ments of GDC 1 and is, therefore, acceptable.

3.2.2 System Quality Group Classification

GDC 1, " Quality Standards and Records," of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A requires that
nuclear power plant systems and components important to safety be designed,
fabricated, erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the
importance of the safety function to be performed. These fluid system pressure-
retaining components are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary and
other fluid systems important to safety, where reliance is placed on these
systems: (1) to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents and malfunc-
tions originating within the reactor coolant pressure boundcry, (2) to permit
shutdown of the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, and
(3) to retain radioactive material. Regulatory Guide 1.26, " Quality Group
Classification and Standards for Water , Steam , and Radioactive Waste Contain '
ing Components of Nuclear Power Plants," is the principal document used in the
staff's review for identifying on a functional basis the components of those
systems inportant to safety that are Quality Groups B, C, and D. 10 CFR 50.55a
identifies those ASME Section III, Class 1 components- that are part of the
reactor coolant pressure bot.ndary (RCPB). Conformance of these RCPB components
with 10 CFR 50.55a is discussed in Section 5.2.1.1 of this SER. These RCPB
components are designated in Regulatory Guide 1.26 as Quality Group A. Certain
other RCPB components that meet SSE are designated seismic Category I in
Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification," the principal document
used in staff review for identifying those plant features important to safety
that, as a minimum, should be designed to seismic Category I requirements. The
July 1981 edition of the SRP includes Section 3.2.1, " Seismic Classification."
The Byron Station Units 1 and 2 were reviewed in accordance with SRP 3.2.1.
The results of this review are contained in this SER.

The structures, systems, and components important to safety of tne Byron
Station Units 1 and 2 that are required to be designed to withstand the effects
of an SSE and remain functional have been identified in an acceptable manner in
Table 3.2-1 of the FSAR. Table 3.2-1, in part, identifies the major components
in fluid systems, mechanical systems, and associated structures designated as
seismic Category I. In addition, piping and instrumentation diagrams in the
FSAR identify the interconnecting piping and valves and the boundary limits of
each system classified as seismic Category I. The staff has reviewed FSAR
Table 3.2-1 and the fluid system piping and instrumentation diagrams, and con-
cludes that the structures, systems, and components importaat to safety of
Byron Units 1 and 2 have been properly classified as seismic Category I items

:
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i in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.29, Revision 3, except for the following
. item.

| Regulatory Position C.1 of the guide identifies structures including their
foundations and supports, that perform a safety function as seismic Category I.

,
' The seismic Category I supply and return lines of the essential service water

system at Byron Units 1 and 2 are routed throughthe basemat of the turbine
r tegory I structure. The acceptance of the routing ofbuilding, a nonseismic a

these supply and return lines through the basemat of the turbine building is-

discussed in Section 3.8.4 of this SER.
.

In its review of Section 3.9 of the FSAR, the staf f confirmed that acceptable
design interfaces exist between seismic Category I and nonseismic portions of'

piping systems. All other structures, systems, and components that may be
required for operation of the facility are not required to be designed to
seismic Category I systems such as vent lines, fill lines, drain lines, and
test' lines on the downstream side of isolation valves and portions of these
systems that are not required to perform a safety function.

<

The staff concludes that the structures, systems, and components important to
safety of Byron Station Units 1 and 2 are properly classified as seismic

I Category I items in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.29 and constitute an
acceptable basis for satisfying, in part, the requirements of GDC 2, and are,

' therefore acceptable.

I 3.3 Wind and Tornado Loadings
!

i 3.3.1 Wind Loadings

$ All seismic Category I structures exposed to wind forces were designed to
withstand the effects of the design wind. The design wind specified has a
velocity of 85 mph based on a recurrence of 100 years.

'

The procedures that were used to transform the wind velocity into pressure
i loadings on structures and the associated vertical distribution of wind
| pressures and gust factors are in accordance with " Building Code Requirements

for Minimum Design Loads in Buildings and Other Structures,'? ANSI A 58.1-1972.

The procedures that were'used to determine the loadings on seismic Category I
structures induced by the design wind specified for the plant are acceptable

j because these procedures provide a conservative basis for engineering design to
ensure that the structure will withstand such environmental forces.,

The staff concludes that the plant design is acceptable and meets the require-
ments of GDC 2 with respect to the capability of the' structures to withstand:

I design wind loading so that their design reflects

(1) appropriate consideration for the most-severe wind recorded for the site-!

with an appropriate margin

j- (2) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions
| with the effects of the natural phenomena
e,

i

(3). the importance of the safety function to be performed

I Byron SER 3-4
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The applicant has met these requirements by using ANSI A58.1 and ASCE paper
No. 3269, which the staff has reviewed and found acceptable, to transform the
wind velocity into an effective pressure on structures and to select pressure
coefficients corresponding to the structural geometry and physical configuration.
The applicant has designed the plant structures with sufficient margin to pre-
vent structural damage during the most severe wind loadings that have been
determined appropriate for the site so that the requirements of item (1) above
are met. In addition, the design of seismic Category 1 structures, as required
by item (2) above, has included in an acceptable manner load combinations that
occur as a result of the most severe wind load and the loads resulting from
normal and accident conditions.

f

The procedures used to determine the loadings on structures induced by the
design wind specified for the plant are acceptable because these procedures
have been used in the design of conventional structures and have to provide a
conservative basis. This, together with other engineering design consider-
ations, ensures that the structures will withstand such environmental forces.
The use of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that in the event of
design-basis winds, the structural integrity of the plant structures that have

' to be designed for these winds will not be impaired. As a result, safety-
related systems and components located within these structures are adequately
protected and will perform their intended safety functions if needed, thus
satisfying the requirement of item (3) listed above.

3.3.2 Tornado Loadings

All seismic Category I structures exposed to tornado forces and needed for the
safe shutdown of the plant were designed to withstanc a tornado of 290 mph
tangential wind velocity and a 70-mph translational wind velocity. The simul-!

taneous atmospheric pressure drop was assumed to be 3.0 psi in 1.5 sec. *

Tornado missiles are also considered in the design, as discussed in Section 3.5
of this report.

The procedures that were used to transform the tornado wind velocity into
pressure loadings are similar to those for the design-wind loadings, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.3.1 of this report. The tornado missiles effect were
determined using procedures discussed in Section 3.5 of this report. The total
effect of the design tornado on Category I structures is determined by appro-
priate combinations of the individual effects of the tornado-wind pressure,

!pressure drop, and tornado associated missiles. Structures are arranged on the lplant site and protected in such a way that collapse of structures not designed 1

for the tornado will not affect other safety-related structures.

The staff concludes that the plant design is acceptable and meets the require-
ments of GDC 2 with respect to the structural capability to withstand design ;

tornado-wind loading and tornado missiles so that their design reflects
!

(1) appropriate consideration for the most severe tornado recorded for the
site with an appropriate margin

(2) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions
with the effects of the natural phenomena

(3) the importance of the safety function to be performed

Byron SER
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The applicant has met these requirements by using ANSI A58.1 and ASCL paper
No. 3269, which the staff has reviewed and found acceptable, to transform the
wind velocity generated by the tornadc into an effective pressure on structures
and to select pressure coefficients corresponding to the structural geometry
and physical configuration.

The applicant has designed the plant structures with sufficient margin to
prevent structural damage during the most severe tornado loadings that have
been determined appropriate for the site so that the requirements of item (1)
above are met. In addition, the design of seismic Category 1 structures, as
required by item (2) above, has included, in an acceptable manner, load com-
binations which occur as a result of the most severe tornado-wind load and the
loads resulting from normal and accident conditions.

The procedures used to determine the loadings on structures induced by the
design-basis tornado specified for the plant are acceptable because these
procedures have been used in the design of conventional structures and have
provided a conservative basis. This, together with other engineering design
considerations, ensures that the structures will withstand such environmental
forces.

The use of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that in the event of
design-basis tornado, the structural integrity of the plant structures that
have to be designed for the tornadoes will not be impaired. As a result,
safety-related systems and components located within these structures are ade-
quately protected and will perform their intended safety functions if needed,
thus satisfying the requirement of item (3) above.

3.4 Water Level (Flood) Design

3.4.1 Flood Protection

To ensure conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, and 10 CFR 100, Appen-
dix A, with respect to protection against flooding, the staff reviewed the
overall plant flood protection design including all systems and components
whose failure as a result of flooding could prevent safe shutdown of the plant
or result in the uncontrolled releases of significant radioactivity. The
applicant has provided protection from inundation and the static and dynamic
effects for safety-related structures, systems, and components by the " dry
site" method as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.102, " Flood Protection for
Nuclear Power Plants," and described below.

With the exception of the safety-related essential service water makeup pumps
in the river screenhouse, all safety-related equipment is protected from flood
by virtue of its location above the probable maximum flood (PMF) elevation and
by being housed within flood protected structures. The PMF level has been
determined to be 708.3 ft msl, in accordance with the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 1.59, " Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants." Refer to SER Sec-
tion 2.4 for further discussion on the PMF level. Plant grade is elevation 870
ft. Access openings to structures containing safety-related equipment are at
or above pl. int grade. All piping penetrating the exterior walls of these
structures below grade has watertight penetration sleeves, and water stops are
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provided in horizontal and vertical construction joints in all exterior walls
as protection against the entry of groundwater.

The essential service water makeup pumps at the river screenhouse, which
provide ultimate heat sink (UHS) makeup during long-term reactor cooldown, are
mounted at an elevation of 702 ft and enclosed by a 4-ft high concrete fire
wall. The PMF level would, therefore, be 2.3 f t over the fire wall and the
essential service water makeup pumps would be flooded. As backup to the
essential service water makeup pumps, nonsafety-related wells are provided. The
wells and well pumps are above the PMF level, are powered from the essential
(Class 1E) power sources, and thus are capable of supplying makeup to the UHS
in the event of the loss of the essential service water makeup pumps coincident
with a loss of of fsite power as a result of the PMF. The staff concludes that
the above design is acceptable.

Within plant structures, safety-related equipment is protected against flooding
from failures in tanks, vessels, and fluid piping systems as identified in the
guidelines of BTP ASB 3-1, " Protection Against Postulated Piping Failures in
Fluid Systems Outside Containment," by equipment location and drainage as
described in Section 9.3.3 of this SER.

Based on its review of the design criteria and bases, and the safety classi-
fication of safety-related systems, structures, and components necessary for a
safe plant shutdown during and following flood conditions, the staff concludes
that the design of the facility for flood protection conforms to the require-
ments of GDC 2 and 10 CFR 100, Appendix A with respect to protection against
natural phenomena and conforms to the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.59 and
1.102 concerning flood protection. It is, therefore, acceptable.

3.4.2 Analysis Procedures

The design flood level resulting from the most unfavorable condition or com-
bination of conditions that produces the maximum water level at the site is
discussed in Section 2.4. The hydrostatic effect of the flood was considered
in the design of all seismic Category I structures exposed to the water head.

The procedures utilized to determine the loadings on seismic Category I struc-
tures induced by the design flood or highest groundwater level specified for
the plant are acceptable because these procedures provide a conservative basis
for engineering design'to ensure that the structures will withstand ~such
environmental forces.

The sta'ff concludes'that the plant design is acceptable and meets the require-
ments of GDC 2 with respect to' the structural capablity to withstand the
effects of the flood or highest groundwater level so that their design reflects

[ -(1) appropriate consideration for the most severe flood recorded for the site
| with an appropriate margin

(2) appropriate combinations of- the effects of normal and accident conditions
| with the effects of the natural phenomena
|

(3) the importance of the safety function to be performed

Byron SER 3-7
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The applicant has designed the plant structures with sufficient margin to pre-;

-vent structural damage during the most' severe flood or highest groundwater and>

the associated dynamic effects that have been determined appropriate for the
i site so that the requirement of item (1) above is met. In addition, the design,

of. seismic Category I structures, as required by item (2) above, has included
in an acceptable manner load combinations which occur as a result of the mosti

severe. flood or groundwater-related load and the loads resulting from normal
and accident conditions.

The procedures' utilized to determine the loadings on seismic Category I struc-
tures induced by the design flood or highest groundwater level specified for

i

|- the plant are acceptable because these procedures have been used in the design
of conventional structures and have provided a conservative basis which together
with other engineering design considerations ensures that the structures will

1 withstand such environmental forces.

The use of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that in the event of'

floods or high groundwater, the structural integrity of the plant seismic
Category I structures will not be impaired and, in consequence, seismic Cate-

. gory I systems and components located within these structures will be adequately
protected and may be expected to perform necessary safety functions, as required,
thus satisfying requirement of item (3) above.

3.5 Missile Protection

} 3.5.1 Missile Selection and Description

f 3.5.1.1 Internally Generated Missiles (Outside Containment)
!

! Protection against postulated internally generated missiles outside containment
associated with plant operation, such as missiles generated by rotating or!

i pressurized equipment as identified in the requirements of GDC 4, is provided
! by any one or a combination of compartmentalization, barriers, separation, and
j equipment design. The primary means utilized by the applicant to provide pro-

tection to safety-related equipment from damage resulting from . internally;

j generated missiles is through the use of plant physical arrangement and by the
i design adequacy.of plant equipment to prevent missile generation. Safety-

related systems are physically separated from nonsafety-related systems, and
i redundant components of safety-related systems are physically separated so that

a potential missile could not damage both trains of the safety-.related system.
Stored fuel is protected from damage by internal missiles that could result in *

4

radioactive release as identified in the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.13,; .

j " Spent Fuel Storage Facility Design Basis," by the fuel pool walls and by
: locating new and spent fuel-in an area with no high-energy piping system or
! rotating machinery in the vicinity.

The applicant has provided an evaluation of potential missile sources from
rotating equipment failures and high-energy systems on the basis that a single ,

failure -in a system component could result in potential missiles. This evalua-,

'

tion included typical internal. missile sources-such as valve stems, valve
)." bonnets, instrument wells, and pump impellers. Based on the design of these'

i components,.the applicant concluded that none of these sources would provide
.

credible missiles. Remote' location and. separation of safety-related system
trains provides further protection against the effects of potential internally

Byron SER 3-8
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generated missiles. Protection of safety related equipment and stored feel
| from the-effects of turbine missiles, including compliance with the guidelines i

|of Regulatory Guide 1.115, " Protection Against Low-Trajectory Turbine Missiles,"
is discussed in Section 3.5.1.3 of this SER.!

|

| The staff has reviewed the adequacy of the applicant's design to maintain the
| capability for a safe plant shutdown in the event of internally generated
| missiles outside containment. Based on the above, the staff concludes that

through the use .of compartmentalization, barriers, separation, and equipment
design, the applicant's design is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 4
with respect to missile protection and meets the guidelines of Regulatory.
Guide 1.13 concerning protection of spent fuel from internally generated
missiles and is, therefore, acceptable.

3.5.1.2 Internally Generated Missiles (Inside Containment)

Protection against postulated internally generated missiles inside containment
associated with plant operation, such as missiles generated by rotating or
pressurized equipment as identified in the requirements of GDC 4 is provided by
any one or a combination of barriers, separation, and equipment design. The
primary means of providing protection for safety-related equipment from damage
resulting from internally generated missiles is provided by shield walls and
separation within the containment.

The applicant has provided an evaluation of potential missile sources inside
containment. The only credible potential missile sources identified from-
high-energy systems are:

(1) Reactor vessel: control rod drive mechanism housing plug, drive shaft,
|

and drive shift and drive mechanisms latched together
I

(2) Pressurizer: safety valve, spray valve, relief valve, relief isolation
valve, heaters, instrument well

I
'

(3) Main coola.o piping temperature nozzle with resistance temperature detec-
tor ,

(4) Reactor coolant pump thermowell with resistance temperature detector

Characteristics were determined for each of the above potential missiles. The
applicant's analysis verified (1) that structures, shields or barriers, and
equipment orientation provide protection for safety-related equipment from the
above primary missiles and any secondary missiles generated by their impact or
(2) that these missiles do not have sufficient energy to cause unacceptable
damage. The applicant's analysis also confirmed that no nonseismically supported
components within the containment result in gravitational missiles with poten-
tially adverse consequences to safety-related equipment. The staff concurs
with the applicant's assumptions and evaluation for potential missiles inside-'

containment.

The applicant. has analyzed the potential for the reactor coolant pump flywheel
to become a missile source as a result of flywheel' failure in accordance with
the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.14, " Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Integ-
rity." The applicant's analysis evaluated the materials integrity of the-

~
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:

i

f flywheel under assumed overspeed conditions of the pump as a result of pipe
|

break at the pump discharge. This analysis verified that failure of the i

flywheel is not credible and thus it is not a postulated missile source. (See
Section 5.4.1.1 for further discussion of reactor coolant pump flywheel inte3-

,j rity and compliance with the criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.14.)

, The staff has reviewed the adequacy of the applicant's design to maintain the
! capability for a safe plant shutdown in the event of internally generated

missiles inside containment. Based on the above, the staff concludes that$

through the use of barriers, separation, and equipment design, the design is in
conformance with the requirements of GDC 4 with respect to missile protection
and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.14 concerning reactor coolant pump,

; flywheel integrity. It is, therefore, acceptable.

3.5.1.3 Turbine Missiles

) According to GDC 4 nuclear power plant structure, systems, and components
! important to safety shall be appropriately protected against dynamic effects
'

including the effects of turbine missil,es. Of those systems important to
i safety, this section is primarily concerned with safety related systems; that

is, those structures, systems, and components necessary to perform required
safety functions ar<d to ensure:

,

(1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary

(2) the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shut
down condition<

i

(3) the capability to prevent accidents that could result in potential offsite
exposures that are a significant fraction of the guideline e gosures of 10
CFR Part 100, " Reactor Site Criteria"

The turbine generator placement and orientation at Byron Units 1 and 2 are4

unfavorable relative to station reactor buildings; that is, there are systems
important to safety inside the low trajectory missile strike zone (see Regula-4

) tory Guide 1.115). Hence, low as well as high trajectory turbine missile risk
analyses are required. The applicant has informed the staff that he intends to

| redo Section 3.5.1.3, " Turbine Missiles," of the FSAR in order to incorporate
significant new data supplied to him by the turbine manufacturer, Westinghouse!

Electric Corporation. Until the section is completed by the applicant and
reviewed and accepted by the staff, this will remain an open item.

3.5.1.4 Missiles Generated by Natural Phenomena
!

GDC-2 requires that structures, systems, and components essential to safety be' -

designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena, and GDC 4 requires that
these same plant features be protected against missiles. The missiles gener-,

ated by natural phenomena of concern are those resulting from tornadoes. The
'

j applicant has identified a spectrum of missiles for a tornado Region 1 site as
identified in Regulatory Guide 1.76, " Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power

.

Plants." The spectrum includes the weight, velocity, kinetic energy, impacti

area, and height in accordance with' current tornado-missile criteria. The4

'

staff has reviewed this spectrum and concludes that it is representative of
missiles at the site. It is, therefore, acceptable. Discussion of the pro-'

i
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tection (barriers and structures) afforded safety-related equipment from the
identified tornado m;ssiles including compliance with the guidelines of Regula-
tory Guide 1.117, "lornada Design Classification," is provided in Section 3.5.2
of this SER. Discussion of the adequacy of barriers and structures designed
withstand the effects of the identified tornado missiles is provided in Sec-
tion 3.5.3 of this SER. Based on its review of the tornado-missile spectrum,
the staff comludes that it was properly selected and meets the requirements of
GDC 2 and 4 with respect to protection against natural phenomena and missiles
and the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.76 and 1.117 with respect to identi-
fication of missiles generated by natural phenomena, and is, therefore,
acceptable.

3.5.2 Structures, Systems, and Components To Be Protected from Externally
Generated Missiles

GDC 4 requires that all structures, systems, and components essential to the
safety of the plant be protected from the effects of externally generated mis-
siles. The tornado missile spectrum is discussed in Section 3.5.1.4 of this
SER. The applicant has identified all safety related structures, systems, and
components requiring protection from externally generated missiles. All

safety-related structures (including the containment, auxiliary building, fuel
handling building, and main steam safety valve rooms) are designed to withstand
postulated tornado generated missiles without damage to safety-related equip-
ment, with the exception of the river screenhouse and essential service water
cooling towers. All safety-related systems and components including outside
air intakes and exhausts in safety-related structures and stored fuel are
located within tornado-missile protected structures, or are provided with
tornado-missile barriers or other protection (such as burial underground), or
are oriented so that tornado missiles do not present a safety hazard with the
exception of the diesel generator exhaust stacks, main steam safety and relief
valve exhaust stacks, essential service water makeup pumps, and essential
service water cooling tower fans and fan motor drives. The guidelines oif
Regulatory Guide 1.117 are thus satisfied as further described below.

The safety-related essential service water makeup pumps are located within the
river screenhouse and thus are not protected from tornado generated missiles.
However, nonsafety-related onsite wells housed in missile proof structures and
capable of being powered from the diesel generator essential (Class 1E) power
supplies provide a backup supply of makeup water to the essential service water
cooling towers (the ultimate heat sink) if tornado generated missiles--coupled
with the loss of offsite power and a concurrent single failure- prevent oper-
ation of the essential service water makeup pumps. The staff concurs that the

i applicant's design for providing a tornado missile protected supply of essential
' service water makeup is acceptable.

Each unit has one essential service water cooling tower composed of four cells
which serves as the ultimate heat sink. The towers are concrete structures
designed to withstand tornado-missile impact. However, exposed piping on the
towers, and the cooling tower fans and fan motor drives located on top of the

I towers are not protected from tornado generated missiles. 'The applicant has
committed (Tramm letter dated January 2, 1982) to provide protection for all
piping external to the missile proof cooling tower walls. The applicant has
also provided the results of an analysis (Tramm letter dated January 2, 1982)

.

which shows that in the event of a failure of all the essential service water j
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i

cooling tower fans, the essential service water system temperature can be'

maintained within acceptable limits for proper operation of safety-related,

: equipment served in both units with the towers functioning strictly in a
natural draft cooling mode and makeup available from the tornado-missile-
protected onsite wells. The staff concurs that the applicant has satisfac-
torily demonstrated the availability of the essential service water system and
ultimate heat sink in the event of postulated tornado missiles. ' Thus, the'

design of the essential service water cooling towers meets the guidelines of ,

,

Regulatory Guide 1.27, " Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power Plants," with
; respect to missile protection.

The main steam safety and relief valve discharge exhaust stacks which are
exposed for a short distance above the valve house roof are of sufficient wall
thickness to prevent collapse or significant crimping of the stacks because ofa

tornado-missile impact and thus will remain functional.
i

The station diesel generator exhaast stacks are protected on one side by the
i turbine building outside wall, but they are expos.ed on the other side to tor-

nado missiles. Tornado generated missiles could collapse or crimp and block
the diesel engine exhaust stacks and cause the diesel generator to fail to run.

,

The applicant has committed (Tramm letter dated January 2, 1982) to provide
tornado-missile protection for the diesel generator exhaust stacks in either of

j the following ways:

| (1) exhaust pressure relief via a tornado proof weighted damper system, or
i

(2) strengthening the exhaust stacks to withstand tornado-missile impact
without unacceptable damage.;

The staff concurs with the applicant's approach and considers either method of
3
: tornado-missile protection acceptable.

In addition, although the fuel-handling building is designed to be tornado-;

missile resistant, the rollup freight door which is a large opening in the
building is not capable of resisting tornado-missile impact. A tornado or

i tornado missile could destroy the door and may allow a relatively lightweight
missile of large area, such as a steel panel or the door itself to travel

j inside the fuel-handling building. However, the spent fuel pool is suffici-
ently far from the door that any resulting tornado missile and debris could not
enter the spent fuel pool and cause damage to the spent fuel assemblies or

i block coolant flow. This is due to the low trajectory that the missile would
I have to follow through the door and toward the fuel pool. Further,.it would

~

! then be required to turn 90 in order to enter the fuel pool. Therefore,
unacceptable radiological release is prevented. Thus, the guidelines of-

,

I Regulatory Guide 1.13, " Spent Fuel Storage Facility Design Basis," with respect
to missile protection for spent fuel are satisfied.i

,

i Based on.the above, the staff _ concludes that the applicant's list of safety-
| related structures, systems, and components to be protected from externally
; generated missiles and the provisions in the plant design providing this pro- |

tection are in accordance with the requirements of GDC 4 with respect to |
missile effects and the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.13, 1.27, and 1.117
concerning protection of spent fuel, the ultimate heat sink, and other safety-
related plant. features from tornado missiles, and is therefore, acceptable.

.
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3.5.3 Barrier Design Procedures
t

The plant Category I structures, systems, and components are shielded from, or
designed for, various postulated missiles. Missiles considered in the design
of structures include tornado generated missiles and various containment inter-
nal missiles, such as those associated with a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).

Information has been provided indicating that the procedures that were used in
the design of the structure, shields, and barriers to resist'the effect of
missiles are adequate. lhe analysis of structures, shield, and barriers to
determine the effects of missile impact was accomplished in two steps. In the
first step, the potential damage that could be done by the missile in the imme-
diate. vicinity of impact was insestigated. This was accomplished by estimating
the depth of penetration of the missile into the impacted structure. Secondary
missiles are prevented by fixing the target thickness well above that deter-
mined for penetration. In the second step of the analysis, the overall struc-
tural response of the target when impacted by a missile is determined using
established methods of impact analysis. The equivalent loads of missile
impact, whether the missile is environmentally generated or accidentally
generated within the plant are combined with other applicable loads as is
discussed in Section 3.8 of this report.

At the audit meeting held October 20-23, 1981 at Sargent & Lundy offices, the
staff asked that the applicant demonstrate that the Category I manholes are
adequately protected against impact of tornado missiles.

The applicant committed to replace the existing covers for Category I manholes
with ductile steel covers to proviae the necessary protection against tornado
missiles. In the analysis the criteria of the SRP Section 3.5.3 are used. The
staff will review the results of the item as a confirmatory item and report its

,

findings in a supplement to this SER.
,

The following conclusions are subject to review of the confirmatory information
as described above.

The barrier design is acceptable and meets the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 with
respect to the capabilities of the structures, shields, and barriers to provide
sufficient protection for equipment that must withstand the effects of natural
phenomena (tornado missiles) and environmental effects including the effects of
missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging fluids. This conclusion is based on
the following.

The procedures utilized to determine the effects and loadings on seismic Cate-
gory I structures and missile shields and barriers induced by design-basis
missiles selected for the plant are acceptable because these procedures provide
a conservative basis for engineering design to ensure that the structures or
barriers are adequately resistant to and will withstand the effects of such
forces.

The use of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that if design-basis
missiles strike seismic Category I structures or other missile shields and
barriers, the structural integrity of the structures, shields, and barriers
will not be impaired or degraded to an extent that will result in a loss oft

required protection. Seismic Category I systems and components protected by
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these structures are, therefore, adequately protected against the effects of
missiles and will perform their intended safety function, if needed. Conform-
ance with these procedures is an acceptable basis for satisfying in part the
requirements of GDC 2 and 4.

3.6 Protection Against Effects Associated with the Postulated Rupture of Piping

3.6.1 Plant Design for Protection Against Postulated Piping Failures in Fluid )
Systems Outside Containment,

GDC 4 requires that systems and components important to safety be appropriately
protected against dynamic effects, including the effects of missiles, pipe
whipping, and discharging fluids that may result from equipment failures. To
meet this requirement with regard to protection against pipe breaks oukide*

containment, the applicant has designed the plant in accordance with the
moderate energy line analysis criteria and the criteria of Appendix B of BTP
ASB 3-1. These criteria concern failures in "igh- and moderate energy fluid
systems. The applicant has identified all high- and moderate energy piping

! systems in.accordance with these guidelines and has also identified those
systems requiring protection from postulated piping failures.

The applicant has not provided sufficient information to allow the staff to
verify that adequate means--such as physical separation, enclosure within suit-
ably designed structures, pipe whip restraints, and equipment shields--have
been incorporated in the plant design as necessary to provide protection for
safety-related components against the effects of piping failures coincident
with a single active failure in order to ensure a safe plant shutdown. The

4 staff has identified a specific concern with respect to a postulated moderate-
energy pipe crack in the safety-related component cooling water system dis-
charge piping. Because this system is not separated into redundant trains and*

automatic sectionalizing valves are not provided in all common headers, a break,

in the discharge line of one component cooling water pump would cause draining;

of the entire system and potential subsequent damage to all system pumps. The
applicant has committed (Tramm letter dated January 13, 1982) to address this
concern in the response concerning pipe break protection outside containment.

The applicant has presented the transient pressure and temperature effects of
postulated pipe ruptures in selected auxiliary building subcompartments, and
pressure transients only in the main steam tunnel, auxiliary feedwater tunnel,
and the safety valve room after failure (pipe crack) in.the break exclusion
boundary of the main steamline. However, the applicant's analysis does not'
provide correlation between the results of the subcompartment analyses and the
specified environmental qualification requirements for safety-related equipment
within these compartments. For example, the staff cannot verify that the
essential main steam isolation valves, power-operated atmospheric relief
valves, and auxiliary feedwater system components are protected from the
environmental conditions resulting from the postulated main steamline failure
in the safety valve house or main steam pipe tunnel. Therefore, the staff
cannot verify that the environmental conditions are properly applied to safety-
related equipment. The applicant will be required to provide the correlation
for all environmental conditions resulting from the subcompartment pressuriza-
tion analyses considered for safety related equipment.

Byron SER- 3-14
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Based on the above, the staff cannot conclude that the plant design for protec-
! tion against postulated piping failures in fluid systems outside containment is

in compliance with the requirements of GDC 4 and the guidelines of BTP ASB 3-1,
I and is, therefore, not acceptable. The staff will report resolution of this

matter in a supplement to this SER.;

3.6.2 Determination of Break Locations and Dynamic Effects Associated with
| the Postulated Rupture of Piping
|
| GDC 4 of 10 CFR fn), Appendix A, requires that structures, systems, and compon-
| ents important te safety be designed to accommodate the effects of and to be
| compatible with the environmental conditions associated with normal operation.
| maintenance, testing, and postulated accidents, including loss-of-coolant acci-
' dents. These structures, systems, and components shall be appropriately pro-

tected against dynamic effects, including the effects of missiles, pipe whipping,
and discharging fluids, that may result from equipment failures and from events
and conditions outside the nuclear power plant.

The staf f's review, conducted in accordance with the July 1981 edition of the
SRP 3.6.2, " Determination of Break Locations and Dynamic Ef fects Associated
With the Postulated Rupture of Piping," pertains to the methodology used for ,

protecting safety-related structures, systems, and components against the
' effects of postulated pipe breaks both inside and outside containment. The

effect that breaks in high energy fluid systems would have on adjacent safety-
related structures, sytems, or components has been reviewed with respect to jet
impingement and pipe whip. The staff also reviewed the location, size, and
orientation of postulated failures and the methodology used to calculate the
resultant pipe whip and jet impingement loads that might af fect nearby safety-
related structures, systems, or components.

Pipe whip need only be considered in those high energy piping systems having
fluid reservoirs with sufficient capacity to develcp a jet stream. The cri-
terion for determining high- and moderate-energy lines is found in Regulatory
Guide 1.46, " Protection Against Pipe Whip Incide Containment." This criterion
has been used correctly by the applicant in determining the list of all high-
energy systems.

The staf f's review under SRP 3.6.2 covered the implementation of pipe-break and
pipe-crack criteria. The specific areas investigated were the location of pipe
breaks and pipe cracks, and the resulting jet thrust and impingement forces
which could damage nearby safety-related components. The implementation of
special criteria and features dealing with inservice inspection and the use of
pipe whip restraints to protect against the postulated breaks were also
investigated.

In Section 3.6.2, the applicant uses WCAP-8082A as a reference to justify the
selection of pipe breaks for the loss-of-coolant analysis. However, the set of
traasients used for the fatigue analysis in WCAP-8082A which essentially deter-
mines pipe break locations, are not the same as the transients listed in Sec-
tion 3.9.1 of the Byron FSAR. In addition, the WCAP-8082A analysis was bused

| on a four-loop Westinghouse plant with no loop isolation valves, whereas Byron
| has loop isolation valves.
|
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In order to justify use of the same break locations for Byron as specified in
the WCAP-8082A analysis, the applicant has performed a plant-specific fatigue
analysis for the Byron plant which considered the offects of loop isolation

; valves and the set of transients listed in the FSAR. It was determined that
'

actual plant thermal and OBE moments calculated for Byron were considerably
less than those used in the WCAP-8082A reference analysis and that no additional
break locations were required to be postulated because of the additional
transients or loop isolation valves.

The applicant has also described acceptable interface responsibility between
i the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) and balance of plant (BOP) supplier i

relative to design of component supports and other portions of the reactor1

coolant pressure boundary so that component displacement at support interfaces.

and at pipe break locations are within the limits specified in WCAP-8082A.
a

On page 3.6-16 of the FSAR, the applicant states that the SATANIV Code has been
used for two phase flow hydrodynamic blowdown analysis of piping systems.
SATANIV Code is identified in WCAP-7263 which is an unapproved topical report.
The Multiflex Code it. WCAP-8002A is used by the applicant for the two phase
hydrodynamic analysis of reactor internals in Chaptar 3.9 of the FSAR, and is
an approved topical report. The applicant has performed comparisons between
Multiflex and SATANIV and has shown that comparable results are obtained.
Based on a review of these results, tne staff finds the use of SATANIV accept-
able for blowdown analysis of piping systems.

,

i

Upon review of Section 3.6.2 of the FSAR, the staff's findings are as follows:

The pipe rupture postulation and the associated effects are adequately con-
sidered in the plant design, and therefore, are acceptable; and meet the
requirements of GDC 4. This conclusion is based on the following:

(1) The proposed pipe rupture locations have been adequately assumed and the
design of piping restraints and measures to deal with the subsequent
dynamic effects of pipe whip and jet impingement provide adequate protec-
tion to the integrity and functionality of safety-related structures,
systems, and components.

(2) The provisions for protection against dynamic effects associated with pipe
! ruptures of the reactor coolant pressure boundary inside containment and

the resulting discharging fluid provide adequate assurance that design-
basis loss-of-coolant accidents will not be aggravated by sequential
failures of safety related piping, and emergency core cooling system per-
formance will not be degraded by these dynamic effects.

i (3) The proposed piping and restraint arrangement and applicable design con-
siderations for high- and moderate energy fluid systems inside and outside
of containment, including the reactor coolant pressure boundary, will pro-
vide adequate assurance that the structures, systems, and components
important to safety that are in close proximity to the postulated pipe

t rupture will be protected. The design will be of a nature to mitigate the
' consequences of pipe ruptures so that the reactor can be safely shut down

and maintained in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a postulated
rupture of a high- or moderate energy piping system inside or outside of
containment.
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3. 7 Se,i,smic Design

3.7.1 Seismic Design Parameters

The input seismic design response spectra for the OBE and SSE are defined at
the ground sur face. These spectra comply with Regulatory Guide 1.60. The
design time history is obtained using the following two-step procedure. in the
first step, the north-south and vertical compor+nts of the 1940 El Centro'

earthquake records are modified so that the response spectra generated using
these synthetic records matched closely with the Regulatory Guide 1.60 response
spectra for horizontal m d vertical directions. In the second step, the design
time history obtained in step 1 is applied at the ground surface of a one-
dimensional shear layer system extending to bedrock, and the time histories at

i foundation and bedrock level are computed using the wave propagation theory.

In the process of developing the response spectra in step 2, the response
spectra at the foundation level have displayed a significant dip over a large
range of frequencies. This reduction of motion at foundation level is not
acceptable to the staff. Therefore, the staff asked the applicant to perform
the analysis based on the Regulatory Guide 1.60 free-field surface design
response spectra applied at the foundation level and the response spectra
resulting from synthetic time history generated envelope the Regulatory
Guide 1.60 design spectra at the foundation level.

As a result of a series of meetings between the applicant and the staf f, an
agreement was reached and the criteria for re-evaluation of Byron plant were
developed. The staff reviewed the applicant's submittal of results of the
reanalysis and concluded that it is acceptable. The reassessment was based on
the design response spectra for the Marble Hill nuclear plant, which were,

developed in accordance with the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.60. Because
of the similarity between the Marble Hill and Byron plants, the response

I spectra developed for the Marble Hill plant could be used for reevaluation of
! the Byron plant. Although there are some features unique to Marble Hill, the

effect of these features is negligible for purpose of seismic analysis. The
reassessment was made using the average actual material strength and included
the combined effect of the LOCA and SSE load combinations. Reassessment was
made for OBE loads on a few randomly selected structural elements which were
reassessed earlier for increased SSE loads. Marble Hill used a zero period
acceleration of 0.08 OBE and Byron used 0.09 OBE, therefore the Marble Hill
loads were factored by 0.09/0.08 to determine the Byron OBE loads.

Based on the applicant's reevaluation as outlined above, the staff concludes
that the seismic design basis used in the Byron plant ensures that the integ-
rity and functionality of safety-related structures is maintained.

All of the seismic Category I structures are supported directly on the rock
except for the river screenhouse. For structures founded on rock, the rock
motion was used to excite the fixed-base model. For the Byron River screen-
house, soil-structure interaction was included in both horizontal and vertical
directions. The horizontal soil-structure interaction was done using a finite
element model (FEM). It is the staff's position that the soil structure inter-
action should include both elastic half space (EHS) and FEM approaches for all
Category I structures and should be designed to responses obtained by any of
the following methods:
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(1) Envelope the results of the two methods.

(2) Use the results of one method with conservative design consideration of
impact from use of the other method. j

(3) Combine (1) and (2) with provision of adequate conservatism in designs.

In response to the staff's request, the applicant requalified the Byron River
screenhouse structures using the enveloped spectra resulting from the elastic
half-space and finite element methods. The requalification was limited to the !

SSE load combinations. The staff concluded that this limitation is acceptable
inasmuch as the plant has been originally designed and analyzed for both 0BE
and SSE load combinations using the finite element method.

The analysis performed by the applicant indicated that in order to meet the
requirements of the requalification of the river screenhouse at the Byron plant
for the SSE load combinations some modifications to the superstructure will be
necessary. These modifications will consist of the following:

(1) Vertical bracing will be added.

(2) Existing connections for the veritically braced column rows will be
reinforced.

(3) Cover plates will be added to floor and roof beams.

The applicant informed the staff that these modifications will be started in
the spring of 1982 and will be completed before the fuel loading which is
scheduled for March 1983.

Based on the applicant's commitment, the staff considers this item to be
resolved.

Conformance with Regulatory Guides 1.60 and 1.61 requirements provides reason-
able ensurance that for an earthquake whose zero period accelerations are 0.09
for the OBE and 0.2 g for the SSE, the seismic inputs to Category I structures,
systems, and components are adequately defined to ensure a conservative basis
for the design of such structures, systems, and components to withstand the
consequent seismic loadings.

The applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC 2 and Appendix A to
10 CFR 100 by appropriate consideration for the most severe earthquake recorded
for the site with an appropriate margin and considerations for two levels of
earthquakes (SSE and OBE). The applicant has met these requirements.

The seismic design response spectra (OBE and SSE) applied in the design of
seismic Category I structures, systems, and components comply with the recom-
mendations of Regulatory Guide 1.60. The specific percentage of critical
damping values used in the seismic analysis of Category I structures, systems,
and components is in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.61. The artificial
synthetic time history used for the seismic design of Category I plant struc-
tures, systems, and components is adjusted in amplitude and frequency content
to obtain response spectra that envelop the design response spectra specified
for the site. Conformance with the recommendations of Regulatory Guides 1.60
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and 1.61 ensures that the seismic inputs to Category I structures, systems, and
components are adequately defined so as to form a conservative basis for the
design of such structures, systems, and components to withstand seismic loadings.

3.7.2 Seismic Structural System and Subsystem Analysis

The scope o review of the Byron seismic system and subsystem analysis for the
plant included the seismic analysis methods for all Category I structures,
systems, and components. It included review of procedures for modeling, seis-
mic soil structure interaction, development of floor response spectra, inclu-4

sion of torsional effects, evaluation of Category I structur" overturning, and
determination of composite damping. The review included design criteria and
procedures for evaluation of interaction of non-Category I structures and pip-
ing with Category I structures and piping and effects of parameter variations
on floor response spectra. The review also included criteria and seismic
analysis procedures for Category I buried piping outside containment.

During the review process, it was revealed that there are existing as well as
potential sink holes in the area of the essential service water underground
piping. The applicant postulated the p'itential sink hole, 50-f t diameter, to
be formed under the buried piping, and in order that the pipe could safely span
the sink hole, 70 percent of the pipeline was encased in concrete, thus forming
a concrete rectangular beam 3-ft deep x 4-ft wide. The rectangular beam was
analyzed for the loads containing SSE earthquake according to ACI-318 code"

which the staff found acceptable.

The postulated 50-ft diameter of the sink hole is under review by the Geotech-
nical Engineering Section of the Hydrologic and Geotechnical Engineering Branch
(HGEB). Consequently, the staf f's approval of the analysis of the pipeline
encasement is subject to the approval of the geotechnical aspects of the sink
hole by the HGEB.

The system and subsystem analyses were performed by the applicant on an elastic
basis. Modal response spectrum and time history methods form the bases for the
analyses of all major Category I structures, systems, and components. When the
modal response spectrum method was used, governing response parameters were
combined by the double-sum method. The square root of the sum of the squares
of the maximum codirectional responses was used in accounting for three compo-
nents of the earthquake motion for both the time history and response spectrum
methods. Floor spectra inputs used for design and test verifications. of struc-
tures, systems, and components were generated from the time history method,
taking into account variation of parameters by peak widening. A vertical
seismic system dynamic analysis is employed for all structures, systems, and
components, where analyses show significant structural amplification in the
vertical direction. Torsional effects and stability against overturning are
considered.

The applicant reported that an average torsional moment of 8 percent of the
maximum building dimension times the story shear resulted from the seismic
analysis of plant complex structures. It is the staff's position that to
account for accidental torsion, an additional eccentricity of 5 percent of the
maximum building dimension at the level under consideration should be assumed.
The applicant claimed that it is not appropriate to include arbitrary torsion

|

!
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in the complex (auxiliary, fuel-handling, and turbine buildings). The appli-
cant justified his position as follows.

(1) It is understood that the staff position is intended for isolated
structures.

(2) The mathematical model includes the entire power block--namely, turbine
building, auxiliary Luilding, and fuel-handling building--and because of
the configuration of the plant, implementation of additional torsion would
result in excessive sboar forces on the walls. )

*

(3) The mathematical model includes the permanent equipment and the addition
of 5 percent of torsional eccentricity is not necessary because mass
distribution has been accounted for.

The staff considered these arguments and concludes that the position on acci-
dential torsion should not be applied to the Byron plant.

The applicant, at the audit meeting, indicated that the t.able tray and support
system are considered as electrical items and only qualified for the SSE. The
staff requested that the applicant demonstrate that the cable tray supports can
withstand the loads associated with the OBE. In resolution of this audit
action item, the applicant submitted computer results of two representative
cable tray supports using OBE response spectra. The results showed that the
supports have been designed within design-basis allowable.

The staff also requested that the applicant provide it with the description of
the method and summary of the analysis of the HVAC hangers. The applicant
reported that as a result of re-evaluatian of the plant (see SER Section 3.7),

'

7 of the 347 systems examined may be expected to have inelastic behavior. Con-
sidering that the resulting cuctility will be relatively low (less than 3), the
staff considers that these systems are satisfactory.

The staff concludes that the plant design is acceptable and meets the require-
ments of GDC 2 and Appendix A to 10 CFR 100. With respect to the capability of
the structures to withstand the effects of the earthquake so that their design
reflects:

(1) appropriate consideration for the most severe earthquakr: recorded for the
site with an appropriate margin (GDC 2); consideration of the two levels
of earthquakes (Appendix A, 10 CFR 100)

(2) appropriate combination of the effects of normal and accident conditions i

with the effect of the natural phenomena

(3) the importance of the safety functions to be performed (GDC 2); the use of
a suitable dynamic analysis or a suitable qualification test to demon-
strate that structures, systems, and components can withstand the seismic
and other concurrent loads, except where it can be demonstrated that the
use of an equivalent static load method provides adequate consideration
(Appendix A, 10 CFR 100)

The applicant has met the requirements of item (1) above by use of the accept-
able seismic design parameters, as per SRP 3.7.1. The combination of earthquake-
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resulted loads with those resulting from normal and accident conditions in the
design of Category I structures as specified in SRP Sections 3.8.1 through
3.8.5 will be in conformance with item (2).

The staff concludes that the use of the seismic structural trulysis procedures
and criteria delineated above by the aprii w .t pr9vides an acceptable basis for
the seismic design which is in conformance with the equirements of item (3).

3.7.3 Seismic Mechanical Subsystem Analysis
.

'

The staff's review under SRP 3.7.3 included the applicant's dynamic analysis of
all seismic Category I piping systems, structures, and components. The dynamic
analysis was performed by conversion of the real structure or component into a
system of masses, springs, and dashpots which would mathematically simulate
real displacement and motion of the structure or component. Each pipeline was
idealized as a system of lumped masses connected by elastic members. The
stiffness matrix of the piping system was then calculated using the elastic
properties of the pipe which included the effects of torsion, bending, shear,
and axial deformation as well as changes in stiffness because of curved members.
The dynamic analysis was then performed using a model analysis to determinei

frequencies and mode shapes plus either the response spectrum method of analysis,
or direct integration of the uncoupled modal equations or coupled differential
equations of motion.

When piping systems were anchored or supported at different elevations or
points of excitation, the response spectrum analysis was performed using the
enveloped response spectra of the points of support or excitation. The di f-
ferential seismic movements of interconnected supports for seismic Category I
piping systems were obtained from a time-history analysis of the supporting
structure. The resulting displacements were assumed to cause moments and
forces which when applied to the piping system resulted in self-limiting
stresses much like those from thermal expansion. A static analysis was,
therefore, justified for use in determining these secondary stress
distributions.

! During plant life, five OBEs with ten stress cycles each were considered for
piping subsystem fatigue analysis.

The applicant's procedures for seismic subsystem analysis of Category I struc-
tures, piping, and components have been reviewed by the staff and found to be
acceptable. The applicant has discussed the seismic analysis methods used to
qualify piping systems and equipment. Equipment, within the NSSS scope of
responsibility, with more than one mode below 33 Hz was qualified using
response spectrum analysis methods. Similarly, all piping systems are quali-
fied using response spectrum analysis methods. All equipment with frequencies
above 33 Hz is qualified using static analysis methods. The applicant has
specified the components and equipment with fundamental frequencies below 33 Hz
and for which a dynamic or response spectrum analysis was performed.

The modeling of the seismic restraints and snubbers has been discussed in the
FSAR. For all NSSS piping systems, the stiffness of supports is calculated and
included in the analyLical model of the system. For B0P ciping systems, all
seismic restraints and snubbers are assumed to be infinitely rigid. These
assumptions are acceptable.
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The applicant's method for combination of closely spaced modes is not in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.92. However, this method has been approved
as an acceptable alternative to Regulatory Guide 1.92 on previous plant dockets

;
'

such as RESAR 41 and RESAR 414. The staff, therefore. concludes that this |

method is equivalent to the Regulatory Guide 1.92 method for combination of
closely spaced modes and is, therefore, acceptable for Byron.

,

3.7.4 Seismic Instrumentation

The type, number, location, and utilization of strong motion accelerographs to
record seismic events and to provide data on the frequency, amplitude, and
phase relationship of the seismic response of the containment structure comply
with Regulatory Guide 1.12. Supporting instrumentation is being installed on
Category I structures, systems, and components to provide data for the verifi-
cation of the seismic responses determined analytically for such Category I
items.

1
The staff concludes that the applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 100,

' Appendix A, by providing the instrumentation that is capable of measuring the
effects of an earthquake. The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR
50.55a by providing an inservice inspection program that will verify oper-
ability by performing channel checks, calibrations, and functional tests at
acceptable intervals. In addition, the installation of the specified seismic
instrumentation in the reactor containment structure and other Category I
structures, systems, and components constitutes an acceptable program to record
data on seismic ground motion as well as data on the frequency and amplitude
relationship of the seismic response of major structures and systems. A prompt
readout of pertinent data at the control room can be expected to yield suffi-
cient information to guide the operator on a timely basis for the purpose of
evaluating the seismic response in the event of an earthquake. Data obtained
from such installed seismic instrumentation will be sufficient to determine
that the seismic analysis assumptiens and the analytical model used for the
design of the plant are adequate and that allowable stresses are not exceeded
under conditions where continuity of operation is intended. Provision of such
seismic instrumentation complies with Regulatory Guide 1.12.

3. 8 Desion of Seismic Category I Structures

3.8.1 Concrete Containment

The reactor coolant system is enclosed in a prestressed concrete containment as
! described in FSAR Section 3.8.1. The major code used for materials, design,

fabrication, construction, examination, testing, and surveillance of the con-
crete containment is the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Division 2, " Concrete Reactor Vessels and Containments," April 1973.

| The containment is designed to resist various combinations of dead loads; live
loads; environmental loads, incleding those from wind, tornadoes, OBE and SSE;
and loads generated by the design-basis accident, including pressure and
temperature.

The design and analysis procedures that were used for the containment are the
same as those approved on previously licensed applications and, in general, are

|
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| in accordance with procedures delineated in the ASME Code, Section III,
Division 2.

The materials of construction, the quality control procedures, and the fabrica-
tion and construction requirements are also in accordance with requirements
delineated in the ASME Code, Section III, Division 2.

The containment strecture was designed and proportioned to remain within elas-
tic limits under the various postulated load combinations. The criteria for
allowable stresses and strains are in accordance with those delineated in the
ASME Code, Section III, Division 2.

Testing of materials during construction and of the completed containment prior
to operation is also in accordance with the ASME Code, Section III, Division 2,
and with Regulatory Guide 1.136.

The applicant proposed a tendon inservice surveillance program which complies
with the criteria stated in Regulatory Guides 1.35 and 1.35.1.

The containment shell has been designed for tangential shear using criteria
contained in ACI 318. The staff requested that the applicant compare the shear
reinforcement requirements with those stated in the ASME/ACI 359 Code Case
N-250 and submit the results for review. The applicant agreed to perform the
additional calculations and submit them for review. Additionally, at the audit
meeting, the applicant informed the staff that the criteria adopted for the
design of the plant are more conservative than those in Code Case N-250. The
applicant confirmed this statement in subsequent resolution of the audit action
items indicating that Code Case N-250 does not have an impact on the design.

The staff concludes that the design of the concrete containment is acceptable
and meets the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2, 4, 16, and
50. This conclusion is based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1 with
respect to ensuring that the concrete containment is designed, fabricated,
erected, contracted, tested, and inspected to quality standards commen-
surate with its safety function to be performed by meeting the guidelines
of regulatory guides and industry standards indicated below.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the concrete
containment to withstand the most severe earthquake that has been estab-
lished for the site with sufficient margin and the combinations of the
effects of normal and accident condition with the effects of environmental
loadings such as earthquakes and other natural phenomena.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the
design of the concrete containment is capable of withstanding the dynamic
effects associated with missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging fluids.

(4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 16 by designing the concrete
containment so that it is an essentially leaktight barrier to prevent the
uncontrolled release of radioactive effluents to the environment.
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(5) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 50 by designing the concrete
containment to accommodate, with sufficient margin, the design leakage
rate, and calculated pressure and temperature conditions resulting from
accident conditions, and by ensuring that the design conditions are not
exceeded during the full course of the accident condition. In meeting
these design requirements, the applic u t has used the recomaendations of
Regulatory Guides and industry standards indicated below. The applicant
has also performed appropriate analyses which determine the ultimate
capacity of the containe nt.

The criteria used in the analysis, design, and construction of the concrete
1 containment structure to account for anticipated loadings and postulated condi-

tions that may be imposed upon the structure during its service lifetime are in
conformance with established criteria, and with codes, standards, guides, and

"

specifications acceptable to the staff. These include the positions of .egu-
;

latory Guides 1.10 1.15, 1.18, 1.19, 1.35, 1.55, 1.90, 1.94, 1.103, 1.107, and
1.136 and ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 2.

The use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, guides,
and specifications; the loads and loading combinations; the design and analysis
procedures; the structural acceptance criteria; the materials, quality control
programs, and special construction techniques; and the testing and inservice
surveillance requirements provide reasonable assurance that if winds, torna-
does, earthquakes, and various postulated accidents occur within and outside
the containment, the structure will withstand the specified design conditions
without impairment of the containment's structural integrity or its safety
function of limiting the release of radioactive material.

3.8.2 Concrete and Structural Steel Internal Structures

The containment interior structures consist of walls, compartments, and floors.

The major code used in the design of concrete internal structure is ACI 318-71,
" Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete." For steel internal1

structures, the AISC specification, " Specification for the Design, Fabrication,
and Erection of Structural Steel for Building," is used.

The personnel lock and equipment hatch, emergency personnel lock, and penetra-
tions have been designed as pressure-retaining components. The portions of the
sleeves not backed by concrete have been analyzed and designed according to the
provisions of subsection NE of Section III of the ASME Code.

The containment concrete and steel internal structures were designed to resist
various combinations of dead and live loads, accident-induced loads, including
pressure and jet loads, and seismic loads. The load combinations used cover
those cases likely to occur and include all loads which may act simultaneously.
The design and analysis procedures that were used for the internal structures
are the same as those on previously licensed applications and, in general, are
in accordance with procedures delineated in ACI 318-71 and in the AlSC specifi-
cation for concrete and steel structures, respectively.

The containment internal structures were designed and proportioned to remain
~

within limits established by the regulatory staff under the various load combi-
nations. These limits are, in general, based on ACI 318-71 and on the AISC
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specification for concrete and steel structures, respectively, modified as
appropriate for load combinations that are considered extreme.

Tha materials of construct ion, their fabricathn, construction, and installa-
tion are in accordance with ACI 318-71 and AISC specification for concrete and
steel structures, respectively.

The applicant stated that the load combinations used in design comply with
those portions of ACI 349, " Code Requirements for Nuclear Safety-Related Con-
crete Structures," which are based on ACI 318-71. It is the position of the
staff that the design in accordance with the provisions of ACI 349 is accept-
able only if it is used in conjunction with the Regulatry Guide 1.142. Other-
wise, the design should comply with the corresponding requirements of the SRP.
The staff requested that the applicant clarify his compliance with regard to
the applicable regulatory criteria and the positions contained in the SRP or
justify any exceptions taken. The applicant responded to the staff's request,
and this item has been resolved as described in Section 3.8.3 of this SER.

The staff concludes that the design of the containment internal structures is
acceptaLle and meets the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2,
4, 5, and 50. This conclusion is based on the following:,

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1 with
respect to ensuring that the containment internal structures are designed,
fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and inspected to quality stand-
ards commensurate with its safety function to be performed by meeting the
guidelines of Regulatory Guides and industry standards indicated below.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the contain-
ment internal structure to withstand the most severe earthquake that has
been established for the site with sufficient margin and the combinations ,

of the effects of normal and accident conditions with the effects of
environmental loadings such as earthquakes and other natural phenomena.-

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the
design of the internal structures is capable of withstanding the dynamic
effects associated with missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging fluids.

(4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 5 by demonstrating that
structures, systems, and components are either not shared between units
or, if shared, they have demonstrated that such sharing will not impair
their ability to perform their intended safety function.

(5) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 50 by designing the contain-
ment internal structures to accommodate, with sufficient margin, the j
design leakage rate, calculated pressure, and temperature conditions !

resulting from accident conditions and by ensuring that the design condi-
tions are not exceeded during the full course of the accident condition.
In meeting these design requirements, the applicant has used the recom-
mendations of Regulatory Guides and industry standards indicated below.
The applicant has also performed appropriate analyses which demonstrate
the ultimate capacity of the structures will not be exceeded and estab-
lishes the minimum margin of safety for the design. I
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The criteria used in the design, analysis, and construction of the containment
internal structures to account for anticipated loadings and postulated condi-
tions that may be imposed during their service lifecime are in conformance with
established criteria and with codes, standardo, and specifications acceptable
to the staff. These include meeting the positions of Regulatory Guides 1.10,
1.15, 1.55, 1.57, 1.94, and 1.142 and industry standards ACI 349; ASME Code,
Section III, Division 2, " Code for Concrete Reactor Vessels and Containments";
ASME Code, Section III, Subsections NE and NF; AISC, " Specification for the
Design, Fabrication, and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings"; and

,

| ANSI N45.2.5.
.

,

j The use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, and speci-
| iscations, the loads and loading combinations; the design and analysis proce-

dures; the structeral acceptance criteria; the materials, quality control pro-
| grams, and special construction techniques; and the testing and inservice
| surveillance requirements provide reasonable assurance that, in the event of

earthquakes and various postulated accidents occurring within the containment,'

the interior structures will withstand the specified design conditions without
impairment of structural integrity or the performance of required safety
functions.

3.8.3 Other Seismic Category I Structures

Category I structures other than the containment and its interior structures
are of structural steel and concrete. The structural components consist of
slabs, walls, beams, and columns. The major code used in the design of con-
crete Category I structures is the ACI 318-71. For steel Category I struc-
tures, the AISC, " Specification for the Design, Fabrication, and Erection of
Structural Steel for Buildings," is used.

The concrete and steel Category I structures were designed to resist various
combinations of dead loads; live loads; environmental loads including winds,
tornadoes, OBE, and SSE; and loads generated by postulated ruptures of high-
energy pipes such as reaction and jet impingement forces, compartment pres-
sures, and impact effects of whipping pipes.

The design and analysis procedures that were used for these Category I struc-
tures are the same as those approved on previously licensed applications and,
in general, are in accordance with procedures delineatea in ACI 318-71 and in
the AISC specification for concrete and steel structures, respectively.

The various Category I structures are designed and proportioned to remain with-
in limits established by the staff under the various load combinations. These
limits are, in general, based on ACI 318-71 and on the AISC specification for
concrete and steel structures, respectively, modified as appropriate for load
combinations that are considered extreme.

The materials of construction, their fabrication, construction, and installa-
tion are in accordance with ACI 318-71 and on the AISC specification for con-
crete and steel structures, respectively.

The applicant stated that the load combinations used in the design comply with
the provisions of ACI 349. As described in Section 3.8.3 of this SER, the

staff asked the applicant to clarify his conformance with provisions of the
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Regulatory Guide 1.142 which defines the regulatory positions on adoption of
and exceptions to provisions of the ACI 349.

In the response to the staff's request, the applicant stated that he is in
compliance with the Regulatory Guide 1.142 with the following two exceptions:

(1) Frequency of test cylinders of concrete was every 150 yd instead of every3
3100 yd as required by the Regulatory Guide (the minimum of one test per

day required by the Regulatory Guide has been observed).

(2) The Category I embedded piping was tested using ASME Code, Division 1,
Section III, Article NB-6000 (Class I), NC-6000 (Class II), and ND-6000
(Class III) instead of ACI-318-71 Code. The staff has reviewed the mate-
rial submitted by the applicant and found that these exceptions will not
adversely affect quality of design and construction of the plant. To
arrive at this conclusion, the staff took into account the following:

(a) The concrete was tested once a day thus partially satisfying the
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.142.

(b) The high rate of pour and large volume of concrete deposited per day
in construction of a structure such as a nuclear plant reduces
sensitivity of frequency of testing.

(c) Other tests such as slump, air content, and temperature were taken
every 50 yda which further reduced the probability that substandard
concrete was placed.

In Section 9.2 of the FSAR, the applicant stated that the supply and return
routings for the essential service water system is through the turbine room
basemat which is classified as a non-Category I structure. In response to the
staff's request that the applicant demonstrate conformance of the turbine room
mat design and construction with the regulatory position contained in SRP Sec-
tion 3.7.2, the applicant informed the staff that the design of the turbine
building used the same SSE load combinations and design allowables as those for
the other Category I structures. Furthermore, the material suppliers and con-
tractors for the construction of the turbine building were the same as for
Category I structures, and the applicant's construction personnel monitored the
construction work and ensured quality control. The documentation of the
quality control of the material is available at the site. The staff finds thisto be acceptable.

By letter dated July 8, 1980, from D. L. Peoples of the Commonwealth Edison
Company to Darell G. Eisenhut of NRC, the applicant has provided information on
seismic Category I masonry walls. However, the staff has identified the need
for additional information to complete its review of these walls.

The information provided by the applicant on the analysis, design, and erection
of masonry walls is currently under review. There is a possibility that addi-
tional modifications or analysis of the masonry walls may be required to fully
render these walls acceptable to the staff. However, the staff finds that
these walls are adequately designed with ample margin of safety to allow plant
operation before final resolution of this issue. If it is determined that
additional modifications are required, a license condition will be recommended
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in a supplement to this SER. This license condition will be similar to that
used in some recent operating license review cases, such as LaSalle, Salem 2,
and fermi and it requires complete resolution of the issue including fixes,
before the beginning of the power operations after the first refueling outage.

Because of the unique nature of the spent fuel racks, the staff developed the
technical position describing the requirements for their design. The staff
provided this positico to the applicant and requested that he indicate his con-
formance with the staff's position and/or describe any deviations therefrom.
The applicant indicated that the design criteria for the spent fuel racks com-
ply with those outlined in the staff's position except for the following:

(1) The cask drop has not been considered in the design of the fuel pool
because the rails of the fuel-handling building crane do not permit the
hook of the crane to travel over the storage rack area.

(2) The maximum velocity of the floor of the pool and the relative velocity of
the rack with respect to the floor of the pool, have been combined on a
square-root-sum-of-squares basis to obtain the maximum value of the
velocity of the fuel assembly instead of the spectral velocity. At the

staff's request, the apolicant demonstrated that the values of velocity'

used in the design are conservative when compared with the staff's tech-
nical position and the staff found it acceptable.

The staff concludes that the design of safety-related structures other than the
containment is acceptable and meets the relevent requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a
and GDC 1, 2, 4, and 5 because

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a AND GDC 1 with
respect to ensuring that the safety-related structures other than the
containment are designed, fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and
inspected to meet quality standards commensurate with their safety func-
tion to be performed by meeting the guidelines of Regulatory Guides and
industry standards indicated below.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the safety-
related structures other than containment to withstand the most severe
earthquake that has been established for the site with sufficient margin
and the combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions with
the effects of environmental loadings such as earthquakes and other
natural phenomena.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the
design of the safety-related structures is capable of withstanding the
dynamic effects associated with missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging
fluids.

(4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 5 by demonstrating that
structures, systems, and components are either not shared between units or
that, if shared, sharing will not impair their ability to perform their
intended safety function.
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(5) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, because
his quality assurance program provides adequate measures for implementing!

| guidelines relating to structural design audits.

The criteria used in the analysis, design, and construction of the plant Cate-
gory I structures to account for anticipated loadings and postulated conditions
that may be imposed upon each structure during its service lifetime are in con-
formance with the established criteria, codes, standards, and specifications
acceptable to the staff. These include meeting the positions of Regulatory
Guides 1.10, 1.15, 1.55, 1.69, 1.91, 1.94, 1.115, 1.142, and 1.143 and industry
standards ACI 349 and AISC " Specification for the Design, Fabrication, and
Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings."

The use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, and speci-
fications; the loads and loading combinations; the design and analysis proce-
dures; the structural acceptance criteria; the matcrials, quality control, and
special construction techniques; and the testing and inservice surveillance
requirements provide reasonabic assurance that, in the event of winds, torna-
does, earthquakes, and various postulated accidents occurring within the struc-
tures, the structures will withstand the specified design conditions without
impairment of structural integrity or the performance of required safety
functions.

3,6.4 Foundations

Foundations of Category I structures are described in FSAR Section 3.8.5.
Primarily, these foundations are continuous and multilevel, of the mat type.
The major code used in the design of these concrete mat foundations is ACI
318-71. These concrete foundations have been designed to resist various com-
binations of dead loads; live loads; environmental loads including winds, tor-
nadoes, OBE, and SSE; and loads generated by postulated ruptures of high energy
pipes.

The design and analysis procedures that were used for these Category I founda-
tions are the same as those approved for previously licensed applications and,
in general, are in accordance with procedures delineated in ACI 318-71. The
various Category I foundations were designed and proportioned to remain within
limits established by the staff under the various load combinations. These
limits are, in general, based on ACI 318-71, modified as appropriate for load
combinations that are considered extreme. The materials of construction, their
fabrication, construction, and installation, will be in accordance with the ACI
318-17 Code.

The criteria that were used in the analysis, design, and construction of all
the plant Category I foundations to account for anticipated loadings and
postulated conditions that may be imposed on each foundation during its service
lifetime are in conformacne with the etablished criteria, codes, standards, and
specifications acceptable to the NRC staff.

The staff concludes that the design of the seismic Category I foundations is
acceptable and meets the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2,
4, and 5 because
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; (1) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1 with
'

respect to ensuring that the seismic Category I foundations are designed,
fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and inspected to quality stand-
ards commensurate with their safety function to be performed by meeting

| the guidelines of Regulatory Guides and industry standards indicated
below.

! (2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the seismic
Category I foundations to withstand the most severe earthquake that has

,

been established for the site with sufficient margin and to withstand the
combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions with the

j effects of environmental loadings such as earthquakes and other natural
phenomena.4

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the
design of seismic Category I foundations is capable of withstanding the
dynamic effects acsociated with missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging
fluids.

.

'
(4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 5 by demonstrating that

! structures, systems and components either are not shared between units or
| that, if shared, that sharing will not impair their ability to perform

their intended safety function.

. The criteria used in the analysis, design, and construction of all the plant
j seismic Category I foundations to account for anticiptaed loadings and postu-
'

lated conditions that may be imposed upon each foundation during its service
lifetime are in'conformance with established criteria, codes, standards, and
specifications acceptable to the staff. These include meeting the positions of
Regulatory Guide 1.142 and industry standards ACI 439 and AISC, " Specification
for Design, Fabrication, and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings."

, The use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, and
i specifications; the loads and loading combinations; the design and analysis

procedures; the structural acceptance criteria; the materials, quality control,
and special construction techniques; and the testing and inservice surveillance
requirements provide reasonable assurance that, in the event of winds, torna-J

*

does, earthquakes, and various postulated events, seismic Category I founda-
tions will withstand the specified design conditions without= impairment of
structural integrity and stability or the performance of required safety
functions.

From October 20 through 23, 1981, the staff met with the applicant and his con-
tractors in Chicago to conduct the seismic and structural audit. The audit

'

covered each major safety-related structure at Byron.

The staff conducted the audit

(1) to investigate in detail how the applicant has implemented the structural,

and seismic design criteria that he committed to use before obtaining con-
struction permits for the facility

(2) to verify that the key structural and seismic design and the related cal-
culations'have been conducted in an acceptable way

i
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(3) to identify and assess the safety significance of these areas where the
plant structures were designed and analyzed using methods other than those
recommended by the SRP.

During the audit, the staff reviewed the basic design assumptions, the design
procedures, and the results, ard verified that the engineering drawings of key
structural elements contain the information and the data corresponding to that
called for by the analysis. The staff also discussed the additional informa-
tion requested from the applicant in the course of the staff's review of the
FSAR.

As a result of the audit, the staff identified 30 action items. The review and
evaluation of the information resulting from these action items has provided
the basis for the staff's resolution of the items for which the staff had a
concern during the review process of the FSAR.

3.9 4echanical Systems and Components

The staf f's review under SRP Sections 3.9.1 through 3.9.6 was performed using
the July 1981 edition of the SRP pertaining to the structural integrity and
operability of variaus safety related mechanical components in the plant. This
review included the general method of analysis and modeling techniques that I

were used as well as the treatment of transients in the fatigue analysis of '

ASME Code Class 1 components. The staf f's review was not limited to ASME Code
components and supports, but extended to other components such as control-drive
mechanisms, reactor internals, and any safety-related piping designed to
industry standards other than the ASME Code. The staff review was directed at
providing assurance that all mechanical systems and components would be capable
of performing their safety-related functions under all combinations of normal
operating conditions, system operating transients, and postulated accidents.

3.9.1 Special Topics for Mechanical Components

In this section, the staff reviewed the treatment of transients as applied to
fatigue analysis of ASME Code Class 1 components. The review also covered the
computer programs and any experimental or inelastic stress analyses that were
used by the applicant in the design of seismic Category I mechanical compcnents.

In addition, Argonne National Laboratory under contract with the NRC, has per-
formed an independent analysis for the 16-in.-loop 3-feedwater line. This con-
firms the results obtained by the applicant and provides a check on the appli-
cant's ability to correctly model and analyze his piping systems to ASME Code
requirements and limits. For flexible equipment within the NSSS scope of
responsibility, the applicant utilized multiple degree of freedom dynamic
models as verified by over 200 degrees of freedom for the steam generator. The
analytical results were then verified by comparison to actual inplant test
results with respect to fundamental modes and frequencies. The 80P integrated
piping analyses were performed by PIPSYS, a computer code which is presently
being benchmarked. It is concluded that the measures discussed above will
ensure that the applicant has properly modeled the Byron piping systems and
components.

All Class 1 components are designed and analyzed for the design, normal, upset,
and emergency conditions to the rules and requirements of ASME Code Section III.
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The design analysis test methods and associated stress or load allowable limits'

that were used in evaluation of faulted conditions are those that are defined
in dppendix F of the ASME Code with supplementary options as distnsed below.

The reactor vessel support pads are qualified using the test load method given
,

in F-1370(d). This is an acceptable method of qualifying components in lieu of
satisfying the stress load limits established for the component analysis.

Computer programs were used in the analysis of many mechanical components. A
list of the computer programs used in the static and dynamic analyses to deter-
mine the structural integrity and functional capability of these components is
included in the Byron FSAR along with a brief description of each program. As
stated in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, design control measures are required to verify
the adequacy of the design of safety-related items. Methods of verification
for all computer programs used in the design of safety-related mechanical items
have been included in the FSAR. The staff has reviewed the list of computer
codes and their methods of verification and finds them acceptable.

The SSE seismic analysis of the reactor coolant loop and supports on p<tge
3.9-18 of the FSAR specifies 4 percent critical damping. This value appears to
be greater than that allowed by Regulatory Guide 1.61 for reactor coolant loop
piping. The justification for this damping value is provided in WCAP-7921-AR,
which has been reviewed and approved by the staff and is referenced in the
Byron FSAR.

The staff concludes that the design transients and resulting loads and load
combinations with appropriate specified design and service limits for mechani-
cal components are acceptable and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 1, 2,
14, 15, 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, and 10 CFR 100, Appendix A. This conclusion is
based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC 14 and 15 by
demonstrating that the design transients and resulting loads and load
combinations with appropriate specified design and service limits which
the applicant has used for designing Code Class 1 and CS components and
supports, and reactor internals provide a complete basis for design of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary for all conditions and events expected
over the service lifetime of the plant.

(2) The applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC 2 and 10 CFR 100,
Appendix A, by including seismic events in design transients which serve
as a design basis to withstand the effects of natural phenomena.

(3) The applicant has met the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
and GDC 1 by having submitted information that demonstrates the applic-
ability and validity of the design methods and computer programs used for
the design and analysis of seismic Category I Code Class 1, 2, 3, and CS
structures, and non-Code structures within the present state-of-the-art
limits and by having design control measures that are acceptable to ensure
the quality of the computer programs.
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3.9.2 Dynamic Testing and Analysis of Systems, Components, and Equipment

In this section, the staff has reviewed the criteria, test procedures, and
dynamic analyses which were employed by the applicant to ensure the structural
integrity and operability of piping systems, mechanical equipment, reactor
internals, and their supports under vibratory loadings. These same criteria
procedures and analyses would be acceptable in qualifying system, components,
and equipment under seismic input acceptable under the current SRP. This
review covered the following specific areas.

3.9.2.1 Preoperational Vibration and Dynamic Effects of Testing on Piping

Piping vibration, thermal expansion, and dynamic effects testing will be con-
ducted during a preoperational testing program. The purpose of these tests is
to ensure that the piping vibrations are within acceptable limits and that the
piping system can expand thermally in a manner consistent with the design
intent. During the Byron plant's preoperational and startup testing program,
the applicant will test various piping systems for abnormal steady-state or
transient vibration and for restraint of thermal growth. Systems to be moni-
tored include (1) ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems; (2) high energy
portions of systems whose failure could reduce the functioning of seismic Cate-
gory I plant features to an unacceptable safety level; and (3) seismic Cate-
gory I portions of moderate-energy piping systems located outside containment.
The piping vibration test program will comply with the ASME Code, Section III
paragraphs NB-3622.3, NC-3622-3, and ND-3622.3 which requires that the appli-
cant be responsible, by observations during startup or initial operations, for
ensuring that the vibration of piping systems is within acceptable levels.
This vibration might be due to plant transients or might be associated with
steady state plant operation. This steady-state vibration, whether flow
induced or caused by nearby vibrating machinery, could cause 108 or 109 cycles
of stress in the pipe during its 40 yr life. For this reason, the staff
requires that the stress associated with steady-stata vibration be limited to
50 percent of the alternating stress intensity, 5 , at 106 cycles, as defined

3
in the ASME Code, Appendix I, Figures I-9.1 and I-9.2. In item C.2 of a letter
from T. R. Tramm to H. R. Denton, dated June 30, 1980, the applicant committed
to use the above criteria. The staff finds this commitment to be acceptable.

The test program snould consist of a mixture of instrumented measurements and
visual observation by qualified personnel. In addition, pipe whip restraint
initial clearances will be checked, as will snubber response. The applicant
will be required to provide a summary of the results of this test program upon
its completion.

Because of the potential safety significance of failed snubbers in safety-
related systems and components, it was requested that snubber operability be
ensured through a program of preservice examination and preoperational testing.
The applicant has provided a preliminary program for all safety-related hydrau- i

lic and mechanical snubbers in accordance with staff guidelines. The appli-
cant's detailed program will be submitted by March 1982. This remains a con-
firmatory item pending completion of the detailed program.
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3.9.2.2 Seismic Qualification Testing of Safety-Related Mechanical Equipment
t

A discussion on the seismic analysis of buried Category I piping has been pro-
! vided in Section 3.7.2.12 of the FSAR. At the staff's request, the design of

the Byron structures and components required for safe shutdown was reassessed1

by the applicant using Regulatory Guide 1.60 input. The original design was
based on a safe-shutdown earthquake of 0.12 g. This value was subsequently
increased to 0.2 g since the stcff concluded that the deconvolution procedures
are not acceptable and that Regulatory Guide 1.60, " Design Response Spectra,"4

should be applied at the foundation level. The Marble Hill design forces and'

spectra were used as the reassessment basis for Byron since the Marble Hill
design is based on Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectra for a safe-shutdown earthquake
of-0.2 g. The reassessment covered primary and auxiliary mechanical and com-
ponents and piping required for safe shutdown. The applicant has provided a

3

: seismic reevaluation according to guidelines acceptable to the staff. As a
result of the staff review of this seismic reevaluation, the applicant has

: agreed to identify components or supports which are designed at or close to the
,

j allowable stress or strain limits and the conservatisms inherent in seismic
! design and resistance capabilities. This commitment is acceptable; however,

the review and evaluation of the information resulting from these action items
will be addressed in a supplement to this SER.'

3.9.2.3 Preoperational Flow-Induced Vibration Testing of Piping Internals

In FSAR Sections 3.9.2.3 and 3.9.2.4, the applicant has committed to test the
reactor internals in accordance with the provision of Regulatory Guide 1.20,-
" Comprehensive Vibration Assessment Program for Reactor Internals During Pre-i

operational and Initial Startup Testing," Revision 2, for non prototype Cate-
gory I plants. The purpose of this testing is to demonstrate that flow-induced
vibration similar to that expected during normal operation will not result in
vibration of significant magnitude or structural damage. During hot functional
testing, the reactor internals will be subjected to greater than 240 full-flow,

hours which will ensure that a minimum of 106 cycles of vibration will be
experienced by the main structural elements of the reactor internals. Pre- and
post-hot-fuactional inspection results, with the vessel head removed, will
confirm that the internals are structurally adequate and sound for. operation.

] Acceptance standards are the same as required in the shop by original design
drawings and specifications. The conduct of this preoperational vibration test"

is in conformance with the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.20 and SRP Sec-
tion 3.9.2. This program satisfies the applicable requirements of GDC 1 and 4
by assuring the inservice integrity of the reactor internals which is required

,

for proper positioning of fuel assemblies and control rods and, therefore,
permits the safe operation and shutdown of the reactor.

3.9.2.4 Dynamic System Analysis of Reactor Internals Under Faulted Conditions

The applicant has performed dynamic system analyses to confirm the structural
adequacy of the reactor internals and unbroken loops of the reactor coolant

. pressure boundary, including supports, for the combined loads due to a simul-
taneous loss-of coolant accident and safe shutdown earthquake. The Byron FSAR
Section 3.9.2.5, " Dynamic System Analysis of the Reactor Internals for Faulted
Conditions," describes in detail the applicant's blowdown analysis for reactor
internals, including the asymmetric blowdown loads outside the reactor vessel.

:
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The results of the analysis indicate that these loads from to cavity pressure
along with loop loads are insignificant with respect to reactor internals.

The staff concludes that the dynamic testing and analysis of systems, compo-
nents, and equipment as described in Section 3.9.2 of the FSAR is acceptable
and meets the relevant requirements of GDC 1, 2, 4, 14, and 15. This conclu-
sion is based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC 14 and 15 with
respect to the design and testing of the reactor coolant pressure boundary .

to ensure that there is a low probability of rapidly propagating failure t:

| and of gross rupture and to ensure that design conditions are not exceeded
{ during normal operation including anticipated operational occurrences by
i

having an acceptable vibration, thermal expansion, and dynamic effects
test program which will be conducted during startup and initial operation
on specified high and moderate-energy piping, and all associated systems,
restraints, and supports. The tests provide adequate assurance that the
piping and piping restraints of the system have been designed to withstand
vibrational dynamic effects from valve closures, pump trips, and other
operating modes associated with the design-basis flow conditions. In t

addition, the tests provide assurance that adequate clearances and free
! movement of snubbers exist for unrestrained thermal movement of piping and

supports during normal system heatup and cooldown operations. The planned
tests will develop loads similar to those experienced during reactor
operation.

(2) The applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC 2 with respect to,

i demonstrating design adequacy of all Category I systems, components,
| equipment, and their supports to withstand earthquakes by meeting the

regulatory positions of Regulatory Guides 1.61 and 1.92 and by providing
acceptable seismic systems analysis procedures and criteria. The scope of
review of the seismic system analysis included the seismic analysis,

i methods of all Category I systems, components, equipment, and their
I supports. It included review of procedures for modeling, inclusion of

torsional effects, seismic analysis of Category I piping systems, seismic
analysis of multiple-supported equipment and components with distinct
inputs, justification for the use of constant vertical static factors, andt

| determination of composite dr.mping. The review has included design
! criteria and procedures for evaluation of the interaction of non-Category I
| piping with Category I piping. The review has also included criteria and
i seismic analysis procedures for reactor internals and Category I buried
| piping outside containment.
|

The system analyses are performed by the applicant on an elastic basis.
Modal response spectrum, multidegree of freedom, and time-history methods
form the bases for the analyses of all major Category I systems, compo-
nents, equipment, and their supports. When the modal response spectrum
method is used, governing response parameters are combined by the square-
root of-the-sum-of-the squares rule. However, the absolute sum of the
modal responses are used for modes with closely. spaced frequencies. The
square root of the sum of the squares of the maximum codirectional
responses is used in accounting for three components of the earthquake
motion for both the time-history and response spectrum methods. Floor
spectra inputs to be used for design and test verifications of systems,
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components, equipment, and their supports are generated from the time- j
history method, taking into account variation of parameters by peak
widening. A vertical seismic system dynamic analysis will be employed for
all systems, and components, equipment, and their supports where analyses
show significant structural amplification in the vertical direction.

(3) The applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC 1 and 4 with
respect to the reactor internals being designed and tested to quality
standards commensurate with the importance of the safety functions being
performed and being appropriately protected against dynamic effects by
meeting the regulatory positions of Regulatory Guide 1.20 for the conduct
of preoperational vibration tests and by having a preoperational vibration
program planned for the reactor internals which provides an acceptable
basis for verifying the design adequacy of these internals under test
loading conditions comparable to those that will be experienced during
operation. The combination of tests, predictive analysis, and post-test
inspection provide adequate assurance that the reactor internals will,
during their service lifetime, withstand the flow-induced vibrations of
reactor operation without loss of structural integrity. The integrity of
the reactor internals in service is essential to ensure the proper posi-
tioning of reactor fuel assemblies and unimpaired operation of the control
rod assemblies to permit safe reactor operation and shutdown.

(4) The applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC 2 and 4 with
respect to the design of systems and components important to safety to
withstand the effects of earthquakes and the appropriate combinations of
the effects of normal and postulated accident conditions with the effects
of the SSE. The applicant performs a dynamic system analysis which
provides an acceptable basis for confirming the structural design adequacy
of the reactor internals and unbroken piping loops to withstand the
combined dynamic loads of postulattid loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA) and
the SSE. The analysis provides adequate assurance that the combined
stresses and strains in the components of the reactor coolant system and
reactor internals will not exceed the allowable design stress and strain
limits for the materials of construction, and that the resulting deflec-
tions or displacements at any structural elements of the reactor internals
will not distort the reactor internals geometry to the extent that core
cooling may be impaired. The methods used for component analysis have
been found to be compatible with those used for the systems analysis. The
proposed combinations of components and system analyses are, therefore,
acceptable. The assurance of structural integrity of the reactor internals
under LOCA conditions for the most adverse postulated loading event
provides added confidence that the design will withstand a spectrum of
lesser pipe breaks and seismic loading events.

(5) The applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC 1 with respect to
systems and components being designed and tested to quality standards
commensurate with the importance of the safety functions to be performed
by the proposed program to correlate the test measurements with the
analysis results. The program constitutes an acceptable basis for demon-
strating the compatibility of the results from tests and analyses, the
consistency between mathematical models used for different loadings, and
the validity of the interpretation of the test and analysis results.
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3.9.3 ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 Components, Component Supports, and Core
Support Structures

The staff's review under SRP Section 3.9.3 is concerned with the structural
integrity and operability of pressure retaining components, their supports, and
core support structures which are designed in accordance with the rules of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, Section III or earlier industrial standards. The review is divided into
four parts, each of which is briefly described below.

3.9.3.1 Loading Combinations, Design Transients, and Stress Limits

The applicant has described acceptable load combinations, design transients,
and stress limits for all ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components, component
supports, and core support structures. These loads were combined by algebraic
summation with the signs for OBE and SSE chosen to maximize the magnitude of
the total load. A summary of the faulted loads which control the design and
the resulting stresses has been provided. In all cases, the stresses are less
than or equal to the allowable stresses. The highest stressed member for each
components' support along with a qualitative discussion of the stress state and
margin to failure have been provided.

The allowable stresses for bolting materials used in component supports are
allowable within the ASME Code Section III for conditions for which stresses up
to level B are appropriate. The faulted allowables for high-strength bolts
used in Class 1 supports are less than 90 percent of yield strength in tension
and 60 percent of yield strength in shear. The staff finds these strecs
criteria acceptable.

The staff requires that the functional capability of all piping components in
essential ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems designed to level C or 0
Service Limits be demonstrated. For B0P piping systems, the applicant has
committed to demonstrate piping functional capability by using the screening
criteria provided in the General Electric topical report, " Functional Capabil-
ity Criteria for Essential Mark II Piping" (NED0-21985), dated September 1978.
This topical report Sas been approved by the NRC. Although the report was
prepared by GE for BWR Mark II plant applications, the staff has concluded that
the results are applicable to all nuclear plants. If any piping component in
the piping systems does not satisfy the screening criteria, then the applicant
has committed to demonstrate the functional capability of the components by
other means. The staff finds this procedure acceptable.

For the functional capability of NSSS piping systems, the applicant proposes
the same screening criteria that were agreed upon and accepted by the staff
during the Comanche Peak review (letter dated October 15,1981 from H. C.
Schmidt, Texas Utilities Service, to H. R. Denton, NRC). ,

|

In Chapter 16 of the FSAR, " Technical Specifications," the applicant has
'

committed in Section 3.4.4.5 to plug all degraded tubes that have been reduced
in wall thickness by 40 percent of the nominal tube wall thickness. On com-
pletion of Regulatory Guide 1.121 analyses for Byron steam generators, the
applicant has committed to reevaluate and update his Regulatory Guide 1.121
position. The staff finds this commitment acceptable and consistent with the
Regulatory Guide position.
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3.9.3.3 Design and Installation of Pressure Relief Devices

The review objective for this section is to ensure the adequacy of the design
and installation of pressure relief devices so that the integrity of the
relieving devices and associated piping is maintained during the functioning of !

one or more of the relief devices.

The applicant has discussed the analysis methods used for closed systems, such
as the pressurizer safety and relief valve discharge lines. Information with
regard to the hydraulic and structural analysis methods, loading combinations
including the effects of water slugs from loop seals, and valve opersing sequence
has been provided. In addition, the make and type of valves which are used as
well as the mounting arrangement have been specified.

For those safety and relief valves that discharge into an open system, justifi-
cation for use of a design load factor of less than 2.0 has been provided. It

was determined that only the main steam relief valves utilized a factor of less
than 2.0, and that the justification for its use was a parametric study based
on a dynamic analysis as allowed by ASME Code Case 1569.

Uith regard to TMI Action Plan Item II.D.1, " Relief and Safety Valve Test
Requirements," the applicant has stated that he will participate in the EPRI/
PWR program to conduct performance testing of PWR relief and safety valves and
associated piping and supports. The applicant has referenced the proposed EPRI
program (" Program Plan for the Performance Verification of PWR Safety / Relief
Valves and Systems," dated December 13, 1979) for the performance testing of
these valves.

!A description of the EPRI/PWR test program was provided to NRC by EPRI in
December 1979 and an updated revision of the program description was provided
in July 1980. The staff has reviewed these descriptions and is in agreement
that the NUREG-0737 technical requirements for relief and safety valves and t

associated piping and supports can be met on satisfactory completion of the
test program.

By letter dated July 1, 1981, from R. C. Youngdahl to H. R. Denton, the PWR
Owners' Group reported on the status of the EPRI/PWR safety and relief valve
test program to date and requested an extension of the completion dates speci-
fied in NUREG-0737. The Owners' Group stated its intention to develop an
expanded test matrix in order to obtain more information with respect to the
effects of inlet piping configurations and adjustments of ring settings on
safety valve operation.

On July 17, 1981, the staff met with EPRI and the PWR Owners Group represent-
atives to review the status of the test program and discuss the expanded test
matrix. Although the exact number of additional tests will have to be deter-
mined as the program progresses, the test program managers estimated that it
could take from 4 to 8 months longer than the original test completion date of
July 1, 1981 to complete the expanded test program.

The PORV test results reported to date indicated that, although the initial
screening criter.ia were not met in some cases, all PORVs tested will function
in the primary mode (pressure relief) as required. Additional PORV tests have
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been performed to evaluate the ef fect of variable water seal temperature on
valve closure times.

The safety valve test results indicate a need for additional information
regarding the effects of inlet piping configuration and adjusting ring settingson safety valve operation.

Based on its review of the EPRI test program to date, the staff has concluded
that the program represents a fully responsive effort to meet Commission
requirements and that the additional testing proposed will provide needed

$ information to ensure that the technical requirements of item II.D.1 of NUREG-
0737 will be met. The preliminary testing data received to date has not
uncovered problems with safety and relief valves which indicate the potential
for occurrences that fall outside the safety evaluation of operating plants,
and the staff concludes that good cause has been shown to extend the NUREG-0737
completion date for PORV and safety valve testing so that the expanded EPRI
program may be carried to orderly completion. On this basis, the test comple-
tion dates were extended. Although the extended test completion date was
April 1,1982, notification has been received that all testing has been com-pleted prior to the end of 1981.

The PWR Owners' Group has not committed to a formal generic block valve test
program at this time. During the EPRI steam testing of PORVs at the Marshall
facility, testing was performed on several readily available block valves even
though there was no commitment to a test program.

At the July 17, 1981 meeting with the NRC staff, the PWR Owners' Group pre-
sented its conclusion that it need not commit to any PORV block valve testing
beyond that already completed by EPRI for the following reasons: (1) the
isolation of a stuck-open PORV is not required to safely shut down a plant, as
shown by PWR NSSS vendor analyses; (2) post-TMI plant procedures address means
for dealing with steck open PORVs; (3) EPRI testing of PORVs has demonstrated
that PORVs perform well over a wide range of accident conditions. The PWR
Owners' Group is, therefore, satisfied with the degree of " operability" demon-
strated at the Marshall facility for PORV block valves.

A report justifying these conclusions and the Owners' Group assertion that
further block valve testing is not warranted is due to the staff in April 1982.
Af ter review of the block valve report, NRC will determine further actions to
be taken to ensure compliance with the NUREG-0737 block valve qualification
equipment. Nevertheless, it is the applicant's responsibility to fulfill the
NUREG-0737 requirements and provide plant specific submittals by July 1, 1982
or fuel load, whichever is later, which demonstrate that the block valves are
qualified.

The applicant is participating in the EPRI/PWR safety and relief valve perform-
ance verification test program and is monitoring this program to ensure that
the test results apply to the plant specific valves and associated piping and
supports. The applicant agrees to provide in FSAR Amendment 36 submittals of
safety and relief valves, and piping and supports on the latest schedule
requirements set forth in the D. G. Eisenhut letter dated September 29, 1981.
For Byron Units 1 and 2, submittal dates prior to fuel load of the first unit
are applicable. With regard to block valve qualification, the applicant plans
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to abide by the final conclusions reached between the PWR owners and the NRC
staff.

Based on staff review of the amended FSAR and the test program results to date,'

the staff concludes that the applicant has committed to the requirements of
; item II.D.I to the extent practicable at this time. The staff will continue

its review of forthcoming test program data and plant specific submittals to'

confirm compliance of Byron Units 1 and 2 with requirements of this NUREG-0737
item. Final results of the staff review will be reported in a supplement to
this SER.

i

3.9.3.4 "omponent Supports

To be acceptable, the component supports must provide adequate margins of
safety under all plant operating conditions. Stsff review under this section
includes the combination of loadings which were considered for each component
support within a system, including the designation of the appropriate service'

stress limits for these loadings.

For NSSS component supports, the SRSS methods were used to combine LOCA and SSE
for the faulted condition. The components support stresses calculated on this
basis were found to be less than 0.67 critical buckling in all cases except for
one member of the steam generator lower lateral support which was stressed to
0.73 critical buckling as calculated from ASME Code Appendix XVII interaction
equation. The stress in this member is primarily due to a jet impingement load
resulting in weak axis bending. The ultimate capacity of this wide flange
member, which has acceptable width thickness ratios for its flange, would be
governed by the plastic capacity of the section and, therefore, the recom-
mendations of Regulatory Guides 1.124 and 1.130 critical buckling would not
directly apply. The staff finds this justification acceptable.

i

| The effect of temperature is accounted for by a reduction in yield stress (S )
and ultimate tensile stress (S ) as specified in Subsection NF-3229, Appendix

n

XVII, Article 1121, and Appendix F Section 1370(a) of the ASME Code.
;

The applicant has responded to IE Bulletin 79-02 for the Byron plant on July 5,
1979 and January 4, 1980. The Office of Inspection and Enforcement has asked
the staf f to review the applicant's response with respect to the pipe support
baseplate flexibility and its effect on anchor bolt loads. The staff will
report its findings in a supplement to this SER.

The staff concludes that the specified design and service combinations of
loadings as applied to ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pressure retaining compo-
nents and supports described in Section 3.9.3 of the FSAR are acceptable and
meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2, 4, 14, and 15. This
conclusion is based on the following:

(1) The applicant met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2, and 4
with respect to the design and service load combinations and associated
stress and deformation limits specified for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3
components by ensuring that systems and components important to safety and
that these systems can accommodate the effects of~ normal operation as well
as postulated events such as LOCAs and the dynamic effects resulting from
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2 earthquakes. The specified design and service combinations of loadings as
applied to ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pressure retaining components in

; systems designed to meet seismic Category I standards are such as 's

provide assurance that in the event of an earthquake affecting the ite or

other service loadings because of postulated events or system operating
transients, the resulting combined stresses imposed on system components

! will not exceeu allowable stress and strain limits for the materials of
i construction. Limiting the stresses under such loading combinations
i provides a conservative basis for the design of system components to
^ withstand the most adverse combination of loading events without loss of

structural integrity.<

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 50.55a and GDC 1, 2, and 4
with respect to the criteria used for design and installation of ASME Code,

] Class 1, 2, and 3 overpressure relief devices by ensuring that safety and
i

relief valves and their installations are designed to standards which are
; commensurate with their safety functions, and that they can accommodate

the effects of discharge from normal operation as well as postulated
events such as loss-of-coolant accidents and the dynamic effects resulting.
from the SSE. The relevant requirements of GDC 14 and 15 are also met

,

! with respect to ensuring that the reactor coolant pressure boundary design
limits for normal operation including anticipated operational occurrences
are not exceeded. The criteria used by the applicant in the design and
installation of ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 safety and relief valves provide
adequate assurance that, under discharging conditions, the resulting
stresses will not exceed allowable stress and strain limits for the
materials of construction. Limiting the stresses under the loading
combinations associated with the actuation of these pressure relief<

devices provides a conservative basis for the design and installation of
the devices to withstand these loads without loss of structural integrity-

| or impairment of-the overpressure protection function.
1

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR.50.55a and GDC 1, 2, and
i 4 with respect to the design and service load combinations and associated

stress and deformation limits specified for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3
component supports by ensuring that component supports important to safety

1 are designed to quality standards commensurate with their importance to
i safety, and that these supports can accommodate the effects of normal
! operation as well as postulated events such as LOCAs and the dynamic.
1 effects resulting from the SSE. The combination of loadings (including

system operating transients) considered for each component support within
;a system, including the designation of the appropriate service stress
limit for each loading combination, has met the positions and criteria of'

Regulatory Guides 1.124 and 1.130 and are in ac~cordance with NUREG-0484,
Revision 1. The specified design and service loading combinations used

! for the design of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 component supports in
systems classified as seismic Category I provide assurance that in the

~

event of an earthquakt or other service loadings'from postulated events or
system operating transients, the resulting combined stresses imposed on

. system components will not exceed allowable stress and strain limits for
the materials of construction. Limiting the stresses under such loading
combinations provides a conservative basis for the design of support
components to withstand the most adverse combination of loading events'

without loss of etructural integrity.

..
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.

Class CS core support evaluation findings are covered in SRP Section 3.9.5 |
in connection with reactor internals..

; 3.9.4 Control Rod Drive Systems

The staff review under SRP Section 3.9.4 covers the design of the hydraulic
control rod drive system up to its interface with the control rods. The staff
reviewed the analyses and tests performed to ensure the structural integrity
and functionality of this system during normal operation and under accident;

conditions. The staff also reviewed the life-cycle testing performed to demon-
strate the reliability of the control rod drive system over its 40 yr life.

Based upon its review of FSAR Section 3.9.4, the staff findings are as follows:
'

The staf f concludes that the design of the control rod drive system is accept-
able and meets the requirements of GDC 1, 2, 14, 26, 27, and 29 and 10 CFR
50.55a. This conclusion is based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 1 and 10 CFR 50.55a with
4 respect to designing components important to safety to quality standards

commensurate with the importance of the safety functions to be performed.
The design procedures and criteria used for the control rod drive system;

i are in conformance with the requirements of appropriate ANSI and ASME
i Codes.
i

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2, 14, and 26 with respect
to designing the control rod drive system to withstand effects of earth-<

' quakes and anticipated normal operation occurrences with adequate margins
to ensure its reactivity control function and with extremely low prob-
ability of leakage or gross rupture of reactor coolant pressure boundary.

| The specified design transients, design and service loadings, combination
~ of loads, and limiting the stresses and deformations under such loading

combinations are in conformance with the requirements of appropriate ANSI
and ASME Codes and acceptable regulatory positions specified in SRP

i Sect on 3.9.3.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 27 and 29 with respect to
designing the control rod drive system to ensure its capability of con-
troling reactivity and cooling the reactor core with appropriate margin,
in conjunction with either the emergency core cooling system or the
reactor protection system. The operability assurance program is accept-
able with respect to meeting system design requirements in observed per-
formance as to wear, functioning times, latching, and overcoming a stuck
rod.

3.9.5 Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals
,

Staff review under this section is concerned with the load combinations, allow-
able stress, and deformation limits which were used in the design of the Byron
reactor internals.

It is noted that Indian Point Unit 2 was established as the prototype plant for
testing the Byron four-loop plant reactor internals. In addition, the Trojan
plant instrumentation program provides data to cover the effects of hardware
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modification such as the addition of neutron shielding pads to replace the
thermal shield. These tests and the successful operating experience of other
similar plants indicate that the Byron reactor internals will remain struc-i

i turally sound during the 40 yr design life of the plant.

| The applicant has provided a discussion of load combinations and allowable
stresses for reactor internals in Section 3.9.3.1 of the FSAR. The Byron reac-'

i tor internals meet the design and fabrication requirements of Section NG of the
ASME Code with the exception of no code stamp and no plant-specific stress
report. The LOCA and SSE loads for reactor internal structural components were

. combined using SRSS methods or in some cases absolutely. The staff finds the
applicant's methods of load combination and his stress criteria satisfactory.

The staff concludes that the design of reactor internals is acceptable and
3

meets the requirements of GDC 1, 2, 4, and 10 and 10 CFR 50.55a. This conclu-
I sion is based on the following:
.

| (1) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 1 and 10 CFR 50.55a with
respect to designing the reactor internals to quality standards com-.

4 mensurate with the importance of the safety functions to be performed.
The design procedures and criteria used for the reactor internals are in
conformance with the requirements of Subsection NG of the ASME Code,
Section Ill.i

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 10 with respect to
designing components important to safety to withstand the effects of

; earthquake and the effects of normal operation, maintenance, testing, and
postulated LOCAs with sufficient inargin to ensure that capability to
perform its safety functions is maintained and the specified acceptable
fuel design limits are not exceeded.

| The specified design transients, design and service loadings,-and combination
.

of loadings as applied to the design of the reactor internals structures and
| components provide reasonable assurance that in the event of an earthquake or

of a system transient during normel plant operation, the resulting deflections
and associated stre.sses imposed on these structures and components would not'

exceed allowable stresses and deformation limits for the materials of construc-,

1 tion. Limiting the stresses and deformations under such loading combinations
' provides an acceptable basis for the design of these structures and components

to withstand the most service lifetime without loss of structural integrity or
impairment of function.

3.9.6 Inservice Testing of Pumps and Valves
4

i The inservice testing program for pumps and valves is intended to demonstrate
that they will maintain operational readiness at any time during the plant,

i life. These tests and parameter measurements to detect long-term degradation
j are performed in accordance with_the rules of Section XI of the ASME Code to

verify that pumps and valves operate successfully when called upon. Staff
review under SRP Section 3.9.6 covers the applicant's program for preservice
and inservice testing of pumps and valves and emphasizes those areas of the'

j test program for which the applicant requests relief from the requirements of
: Section XI of-the ASME Code.

3
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The applicant has submitted a preliminary program for the inservice testing of
pumps and valves. Based on its review, the staff finds that the applicant's
program is in accordance with staff guidelines. The applicant proposes to sub-
mit a detailed program including the required system drawings for the inservice
testing of pumps and valves based on the 1977 Coda edition, Summer 1978 Addenda,
by August 1, 1982. The staff will consider any requests for relief from the
pump and valve testing requirements of 10 CFR 50, Section 50.55(g)(2) and
g(4)(i) upon submission and review of the detailed program.

One area of concern during staff review was the periodic leak testing of
pressure isolation valves.

There are several safety systems connected to the reactor coolant pressure
boundary that have design pressure below the rated reactor coolant system (RCS)
pressure. There are also some systems which are rated at full reactor pressure
on the discharge side of pumps but have pump suction below RCS pressure. In
order to protect these systems from the RCS pressure, two or more isolation
valves are placed in series to form the interface between the high pressure RCS

;

and the low pressure systems. The leaktight integrity of these valves must be
ensured by periodic leak testing to prevent exceeding the design pressure of
the low pressure systems and thus causing an intersystem LOCA. Periodic leak
testing of pressure isolation valves shall be performed after all disturbances
to the valve are complete. The pressure isolation valves to be tested are
listed in the Technical Specifications.

The staff will require the Byron pressure isolation valves to be categorized as
A or AC according to IWV-1400 of Section XI of the ASME Code for safety injec-
tion and shutdown cooling systems.

The staff also requires that the Byron Technical Specifications contain limiting
conditions for operation that will require plant shutdown or system isolation
when the leakage limits are not met. The Technical Specifications will include
surveillance requirements which state the acceptable frequency of leak rate
testing and the acceptable values for leakage rates. The above Technical
Specifications will be based on the latest revision of NUREG-0452, " Standard
Technical Specifications for Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactors." Based
on theso Technical Specifications and the applicant's commitment to perform
periodic leak rate testing of pressure isolation valves between the reactor
coolant system and low pressure systems, the staff concludes that there is
reasonable assurance that the design pressure of the low pressure systems will
not be exceeded, and therefore, an intersystem LOCA will not occur. This meets,
in part, the requirements of GDC 55 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50.

3.10 Seismic and Dynamic Qualification of Mechanical and Electrical
Equipment

Staf f evaluation of the adequacy of the applicant's program for qualification
of electrical and mechanical equipment important to safety for seismic and
dynamic loads consists of (1) a determination of the acceptability of the
procedures used, standards followed, and the completeness of the program in
general, and (2) an onsite audit of selected equipment items to develop the
basis for the staff judgement on the completeness and adequacy of the imple-
mentation of the entire seismic and dynamic qualification program.

|
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The Seismic Qualification Review Team (SQRT) has reviewed the methodology and;

! procedures of the equipment seismic and dynamic qualification program contained
| in the pertinent FSAR Sections 3.9.2, 3.9.3, and 3.10. The acceptance criteria :

| used as the basis for evaluation are set forth in the SRP Section 3.10, where
j guidelin<s for implementation of the requirements of the acceptance criteria
' are also provided. The SQRT has concluded that the information contained in
; the FSAR outlining the sta..dards and the general scope of the qualification

program does meet the intent of the current licensing criteria as described in
SRP Section 3.10.

!
'

In its communication with the applicant, the staff indicated that a substantial
portion (85-90 percent) of the equipment must be qualified, documented in an
auditable manner, and installed onsite before a site audit by the SQRT can be
performed. The staff also indicated to the applicant the type of information
necessary for it to select the equipment items for a detailed onsite review.
Based on the above, the applicant has indicated that Byron 1 will not be ready

| for SQRT site audit until June 1982. The site audit schedule for Byron 2 will
| be determined later. The staf f is currently awaiting information necessary for

the selection of equipment for the site audit. Staff review of this area will
be complete after the applicant has demonstrated the adequacy of his qualifica-
tion program through a satisfactory audit. The staff shall report the status
of the applicant's program in a future supplement to the SER.

3.11 Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment

i In December 1979, the staf f issued guidance for the environmental qualification
of safety related electrical equipment in NUREG-0588, " Interim Staff Position
on Environmental Qualification of Safety Related Electrical Equipment." By
letters dated February 5, 1980, and February 21, 1980, the staff required the

,

I applicant to review the environmental qualification documentation for each item
of safety-related electrical equipment which could be exposed to a harsh
environment so as to identify the degree to which the associated environmental
qualification program complies with the staff's position as described in
NUREG-0588. Further, where there are deviations, the staff requested the
applicant to commit to corrective action (requalification, replacement, reloca-
tion, etc.) consistent with the requirements to establish qualification. If

fuel loading occurs before complete qualification can be obtained, justification
|

for operation until the corrective actions are completed must be provided to
| and approved by the staff.

The Commission Memorandum and Order, CLI-80-2L dated May 23, 1980, directs that
by no later than June 30, 1982, all safety related electrical equipment be in
compliance with NUREG-0588 or the " Guidelines for Evaluating Environmental
Qualification of Class 1E Electrical Equipment in Operating Reactors." The

| applicable requirements for Byron Unit 1 are in Category I of NUREG-0588.
!

The applicant has indicated that his environmental qualification program for;

| safety-related electrical equipment will be submitted in June 1982.
! A site audit of the applicant's central files will be conducted to determine
: if there is tangible evidence of qualification for safety related electrical

equipment.
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4 REACTOR

4.1 General

Chapter 4, " Reactor" for the Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, has been reviewed
in accordance with the July 1981 edition of the " Standard Review Plan for the
Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants " (SRP), NUREG-0800.

The reactor design for Byron Units 1 and 2 is similar to that reviewed and
approved in WCAP-9500, the core report for the 17x17 optimized fuel assembly.
The only significant difference in the design is the change from B.C control
rods to newer hafnium control rods. Therefore, Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4
below will rely largely on the previous staff review (Tedesco, May 22, 1981)*
of WCAP-9500. Hafnium control rods and several other plant specific issues
not covered in WCAP-9500 will be addressed.

<

4.2 Fuel System Design

The fuel assembly design described in Section 4.2 of the Byron FSAR is the West-
inghouse optimized fuel assembly (0FA), and the control rods are of the new
hafnium type. The staff has reviewed Section 4.2 of WCAP-9500 and found it
acceptable as a generic replacement for FSAR Section 4.2 if the following are
supplied by each applicant:

(1) Occasional rod worth tests that would detect gross losses of reactivity
worth for plants using boron-containing control rods.

(2) Confirmation that the predicted cladding collapse time exceeds the
expected lifetime of the fuel.

(3) Supplemental ECCS calculations using NRC-supplied LOCA cladding models
when nlant analyses were performed with pre-1981 ECCS evaluation models.

(4) A determination that the appropriate seismic and LOCA forces are bounded
by the cases considered in WCAP-9401, or additional analyses are provided.

(5) Online fuel system monitoring.

(6) Postirradiation poolside surveillance of fuel.

The following paragraphs address each of these issues and the acceptability of
the hafnium control rods.

4.2.1 Hafnium Control Rods

The staff has reviewed the use of the new Westinghouse hafnium control rods for
the Comanche Peak and the Callaway units (see paragraph 4.2.3.1(10) of NUREG-
0830) and found the hafnium rods acceptable subject to some required surveil- !

lance. Surveillance of the new hafnium control rods will not be required for |
Byron because of the first-use surveillance programs that will be performed at i
Comanche Peak and Callaway Unit 1.

^ Complete reference citations for Section 4 are listed alphabetically by
author or sequentially by report number in Section 4.7.
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4.2.2 Rod Worth Tests

This provision, which is discussed in the staff review of WCAP-9500, does not
apply to the Byron plant because Byron uses nonleachable hafnium control rods.

4.2.3 Cladding Collapse

The cladding collapse time for the Byron core has been calculated with the NRC-
approved method described in WCAP-8377 and found to exceed the anticipated fuel
lifetime (Tramm, December 15, 1981). The Byron fuel thus meets the SRP accept-
ance criterion for avoiding cladding collapse.

4.2.4 Supplemental ECCS Calculations

The applicant provided supplemental ECCS calculations for the Byron plant
(Attachment ISB to Byron FSAR Amendment 30). These calculations also accounted
for a nonconservatism identified by Westinghouse (Anderson, November 16, 1979)
in the February 1978 ECCS evaluation model. That model was, in part, based on
cladding tests that were conducted at fast temperature-ramp rates whereas the
Byron plant heatup rates are slow. The Byron submittal assessed the combined
effect of this calculational error and the final NUREG-0630 models and found
that they caused an 855 F increase in peak cladding temperature. The applicant's
calculations also show that a reduction in total peaking factor FQ of 0.118
would offset the portion of the increase in peak cladding temperatures that
exceeded 2200 F. A margin in FQ is available from the unused thermal-hydraulic
models approved for generic upper head injection applications, and for Byron,
this margin in FQ is 0.20--more than enough to cover the needed 0.118. There-
fore, the applicant has satisfied staff requiremeats for a supplemental ECCS
calculation and no reduction in operating limits is required.

4.2.5 Seismic and LOCA Forces

The applicant has confirmed (Tramm, December 15, 1981): (1) that analytical
results in WCAP-9401-P-A, which the staff reviewed and approved, apply to the
Byron plant and (2) that the Byron fuel thus fully meets the guidelines in
Appendix A to SRP Section 4.2.

4.2.6 Online Fuel Failure Monitoring

Gross fuel failure monitoring is included in FSAR Subsection 11.5.2.3.5. Radi-
ation detector 1RE-PR006 (and 2RE-PR006 for Unit 2) continuously monitors the
chemical and volume control system (CVCS) letdown line downstream of the let-
down heat exchangers and upstream of the mixed-bed demineralizers and provides
an online indication of fuel failure. The CVCS system is described and the
piping and instrument diagrams shown in FSAR Subsections 9.3.4 and Figure 9.3.4,
respectively. High radiation alarms are provided in the main control room to
alert the operator of an abnormal increase in gross gamma activity that would
be related to fuel failures.

| A more accurate determination of low-level fuel failures is obtainable from
grab samples (Tramm, January 7,1982). Grab sample features are included on the!

! monitor skid for laboratory analysis of primary coolant letdown activity. In
! addition, process sampling of the letdown line is available at the high radia-
| tion sampling system described in FSAR Subsection 9.3.2.1 and Appendix E.21. In
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i' addition to routine sampling, additional grab samples will be taken for fuel |failure analysis if the _ letdown line monitors indicate failures. The appli- |

cant has methods of inferring the extent of fuel damage from grab sample
activity based on previous experience in Westinghouse reactors and other PWRs.

| This online monitoring program meets the SRP guidelines and is acceptable.

4.2.7 Postirradiation Fuel Surveillance
.

The applicant has made a commitment (Tramm, January 6,1982) to implement a
routine fuel inspection program to provide information on irradiated and dis-
charged fuel at each refueling. The program will primarily involve visual
. examination of selected assemblies. Typically, visual examinations will be
made on. lead burnup and special test assemblies as well as 5 to 10 percent'of
the fuel discharged. Visual observations will include, but not be limited to,
crud buildup, rod bowing, grid strap conditions, missing components, and so
forth. Additional fuel inspections would be performed depending on the results
of operational monitoring, including coolant activity, and the visual fuel

j~ inspections.

This postirradiation surveillance program meets the SRP guidelines and is
acceptable.

4.2.8 Evaluation Findings

The Byron fuel system design has been reviewed according to SRP Section 4.2.
'

i The staff concludes that the fuel system of the Byron plant has been designed
so that (1) the fuel system will not be damaged as a result of normal operation
and anticipated operational occurrences, (2) fuel damage during postulated acci-
dents would not be severe enough to prevent control rod insertion when it is
required, and (3) core coolability will always be maintained, ever af ter severe
postulated accidents and thereby meets the related requirements of 10 CFR 50.46;
GDC 10, 27, and 35; and 10 CFR 50, Appendix K. This conclusion is based on the,

following:;

(1) The applicant has provided sufficient evidence that these design objec-4

tives will be met based on operating experience, prototype testing, and,

! analytical predictions. Those analytical predictions dealing with struc-
tural response, control rod ejection, and fuel densification have been.,

performed in accordance with (1) the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.77
and methods that the staf f has reviewed and found to be acceptable alter-
natives to Regulatory Guides 1.60 and 1.126, and ,_) the guidelines for
" Evaluation of Fuel Assembly Structural Response to Externally Applied

4 Forces"'in Appendix A to SRP Section 4.2.

(2) The applicant has provided for testing and inspection of new fuel to ensure;

j that it is within design tolerances at the time of core loading. The
applicant has made a commitment to perform online fuel failure monitoring4

and postirradiation surveillance to detect anomalies or confirm that the
fuel has performed as expected.

The staff concludes that the applicant has described methods of adequately pre-
: dicting fuel rod failures during postulated accidents so that radioactivity-
| releases are not underestimated and thereby meets the related requirements of
<
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10 CFR 100. In meeting these requirements, the applicant has (1) used the
fission product release assumptions of Regulatory Guides 1.4, 1.25, and 1.77
and (2) performed the analysis for fuel rod failures for the rod ejection
accident in accordance with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.77.

On the basis of this review, the staff concludes that the Byron fuel system
design meets all the requirements of the applicable regulations, regulatory
guides, and current regulatory positions.

4.3 Nuclear Design

The Byron Units 1 and 2 power plants have a reactor based on the optimized fuel
assembly design of WCAP-9500, which was recently reviewed by the staff. The
review of the Byron nuclear design was therefore based on information in WCAP-
9500 in the FSAR and its amendments, and in the referenced topical reports.
Because the results of the review are essentially identical to those provided
in Section 4.3 of the WCAP-9500 review, that material will not be repeated here
and only a few changes or additions to that report will be noted.

4.3.1 Discussion

The first-cycle length for Byron is about 1- years rather than 1 year.

Byron Units 1 and 2 will use the improved load-follow package. The constant
axial offset control (CAOC) band will be +3 to -12 A flux difference for this
control mode. The analysis performed by Westinghouse has indicated that the
peaking factor limit cannot be met at the beginning of life of cycle 1 due to
the wide AI band. This has resulted in limiting the width of the band to the
value of 5% AI until 3000 mwd /MTU burnup for Byron Units 1 and 2. The 5% AI
is the value previously justified by the CAOC analysis. These features will be
incorporated in the Byron Technical Specifications.

The applicant has proposed hafnium as an alternative to silver-indium-cadmium
absorber materials for the control rods. This differs from the B C rods of4

WCAP-9500. The staff has reviewed the hafnium control rod design, in connection
with the Comanche Peak review (NUREG-0797), and finds it acceptable because it
provides nearly the same control worth as the standard silver-indium-cadmium
design. Calculations performed by technical assistance consultants at Brook-
haven National Laboratory (Cohut, September 10, 1931) were also used in reaching
this conclusion.

4.3.2 Evaluation Findings

The Byron nuclear design was reviewed according to SRP Section 4.3.

The applicant has described the computer programs and calculational techniques
used to predict the nuclear characteristics of the reactor design and has pro-
vided examples to demonstrate the ability of these methods to predict experi-
mental results. The staff concludes that the information presented adequately
demonstrates the ability of these analyses to predict reactivity aad physics
characteristics of the Byron plant.

To allow for changes of reactivity due to reactor heatup, changes in operating
conditions, fuel burnup, and fission product buildup, a significant amount of
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excess reactivity is designed into the core. The applicant has provided sub-i

stantial information relating to core reactivity requirements for the first
cycle and has shown that means have been incorporated into the design to
control excess reactivity at all times. The applicant has shown that sufficient
control rod worth is available to make the reactor subcritical with an effective

. multiplication factor no greater than 0.987 in the hot condition at any time
'

during the cycle with the highest worth control rod stuck in the fully withdrawn
position.,

On the basis of its review, the staff concludes (1) that the applicant's assess-
ment of reactivity control requirements over the first core cycle is suitably

'

conservative and (2) that adequate ne p tive worth has been provided by the con-
trol system to ensure shutdown capability. Reactivity control requirements vill
be reviewed for additional cycles as this information becomes available.

The staff concludes that the nuclear design is acceptable and meets the require-
ments of GDC 10, 11, 12, 13, 20, 25, 26, 27, and 28. This conclusion is based>

on the following:
7

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 11 with respect to prompt
inherent nuclear feedback characteristics in the power operating range by,

(a) calculating a negative Doppler coefficient of reactivity, and

(b) using calculational methods that have been found acceptable.

The staff has reviewed the Doppler reactivity coefficients in this case
1 and found them to be suitably conservative.
a

'
(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 12 with respect to power

oscillations which could result in conditions exceeding specified accept-
able fuel design limits by

I

j (a) showing that such power oscillations are not possible and/or can be
easily detected and thereby remedied, and

(b) using calculational methods that have been found acceptable..

; (3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 13 with respect to provision
of instrumentation and controls to monitor variables and systems that can
affect the fission process by

(a) providing instrumentation and systems to monitor the core power dis-
tribution, control rod positions and patterns, and other processa

variables such as temperature and pressure, and

(b) providing suitable alarms and/or control room indications for these
monitored variables.

(4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 26 with respect to provision
of two independent reactivity control systems of different designs by

1
,
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(a) having a system that can reliably control anticipated operational
occurrences,

(b) having a system that can hold the core subcritical under cold
conditions, and

(c) having a system that can control planned, normal power changes.

(5) The applicant has met the requirements of GOC 27 with respect to reactivity
control systems that have a combined capability in conjunction with poison
addition by the emergency core cooling system of reliably controlling
reactivity changes under postulated accident conditions by

(a) providing a movable control rod system and a liquid poison system,
and

(b) performing calculations to demonstrate that the core has sufficient
shutdown margin with the highest worth stuck rod.

(6) The applicant tas met the requirements of GDC 28 with respect to postu-
lated reactivity accidents (reviewed under Sections 15.4.8) by

(a) meeting the regulatory position in Regulatory Guide 1.77,

(b) meeting the criteria on the capability to cool the core, and

(c) using calculational methods that have been found acceptable for
reactivity insertion accidents.

(7) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 10, 20, and 25 with respect
to specified acceptable fuel design limits by providing analyses
demonstrating

(a) that normal operation, including the effects of anticipated opera-
tional occurrences, have met fuel design criteria,

(b) that the automatic initiation of the reactivity control system
ensures that fuel design criteria are not exceeded as a result of
anticipated operational occurrences and ensures the automatic
operation of systems and components important to safety under
accident conditions; and

i (c) that no single malfunction of the reactivity control system causes
violation of the fuel design limits.

I
; 4.4 Thermal and Hydraulic Design

Except for larger flow rates, Section 4.4 of the Byron FSAR is the same as
Section 4.4 of WCAP-9500. The staff has reviewed Section 4.4 of WCAP-9500 and

,

found it acceptable if the following are supplied by each applicant:I

r
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(1) For those plants using the improved thermal design procedure (ITDP),
information indicating that the plant-specific requirements listed in the
safety evaluation has been addressed and satisfied.

(2) A discussion in the basis of the Technical Specifications of any generic
or plant-specific margins that have been used to offset the reduction in
departure from nucleate boiling rate (DNBR) due to rod bowing.

(3) A declaration in the Technical Specifications that prohibits N-1 loop
operation unless it is adequately justified in the plant-specific
analysis.

(4) Appropriate surveillance to ensure acceptable flow rates and to recognize
rapid crud buildup.

(5) Indication that any limitations to the Byron core design resulting from
the staff generic review of thermal-hydraulic stability will be accounted
for by appropriate operating restrictions. However, no operating
restrictions are anticipated and nothing further on this subject is needed
from the applicant.

The following paragraphs will discuss (1) the first four WCAP-9500 issues,
(2) the larger Byron flow rates, (3) loose parts monitoring and instrumentation
for detection of inadequate core cooling, which were not addressed in WCAP-9500,
and (4) a comparison between the thercal-hydraulic parameters of Byron and a .

previously licensed similar plant.
|

4.4.1 Departure from Nucleate Boiling Methodology

The thermal-hydraulic design analyses were performed using the Westinghouse
ITDP. The methodology previously used in the design of Westinghouse reactors
assumed that operating, nuclear, thermal, and fuel fabrication parameters were
concurrently at their most adverse limit values, including uncertainties. The
ITDP considers statistical variations in these parameters to obtain a DNB
uncertainty factor. Application of this uncertainty parameter leads to a
limiting DNBR value to be used for accident analysis in conjunction with input
parameters at their nominal limit values. A complete description of the ITDP
is given in WCAP-8567, " Improved Thermal Design Procedure." This topical
report has been reviewed and approved by the staff. However, in the staff SERs
on WCAP-8567 and WCAP-9500, the staff required that those plants using ITDP
provide justification for the uncertainties, variances, and distributions used
in the ITDP. The staff has requested the necessary information, but the appli-
cant has not responded to the question.

The two major components of the ITDP are the WRB-1 critical heat flux (CHF)
correlation and the THINC-IV computer code.

The WRB-1 correlation was developed from data obtained from tests on 8 end
14-ft heated rod bundles which were in the form of 3x3, 4x4, and 5x5 rectangu-
lar arrays. These test bundles were representative of 14x14,15x15, and 17x17
standard Westinghouse fuel assemblies. The development of the WRB-1 correla-
tion is discussed in WCAP-8762, "New Westinghouse Correlation for Predicting
Critical Heat Flux in Rod Bundles with Mixing Vane Grids." Additional CHF
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a

i

tests were performed on 5x5 rod bundles which modeled 17x17 optimized fuel
assemblies (0FAs). The results of these tests and the applicability of the
WRB-1 correlation to the 17x17 0FA design are reported in WCAP-9401, "Verifi-i

cation Testing and Analysis of the Optimized Fuel Assembly."

Based on the information given in WCAP-8762 and WCAP-9401, the applicant has;

i proposed a minimum DNBR of 1.17. The staff has reviewed and approved WCAP-8762
and WCAP-9401; therefore, the staff concludes that the use of the WRB-1 correla-'

tion with the minimum DNBR of 1.17 is acceptable in the thermal-hydraulic
design of the Byron units.

,

The addition of the ITDP DNBR uncertainty for the Byron units increases the
i limiting DNBR to 1.31 for a thimble cell and 1.33 for a typical cell. The

applicant stated in FSAR Section 4.4.1.1 that these values would serve as the:

basis for the Technical Specifications. Before the staff can determine the
acceptability of the limiting DNBRs, justification for the uncertainties,
variances, and distributions used in accordance with the SER for the ITDP will

! be required.

A plant-specific thermal margin is included in the Byron design since the
lowest DNBR values for design transients are 1.47 for a thimble cell and 1.49

i for a typical cell. The thermal margin available between the plant specific
DNBR values, 1.47 and 1.49, and the DNBR design values, 1.31 and 1.33, can be
used for flexibility in the design, operation, and analyses of the Byron units.

The analytical tool of the ITDP is the THINC-IV computer p'rogram. THINC-IV is
an open-channel code which determines the coolant density, mass velocity,
enthalpy, vapor void, static pressure, and DNBR distributions along parallel

;

flow channels within a reactor core. A description of the THINC-IV program is
given in WCAP-7956, "THINC-IV An Improved Program for Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis

,

of Rod Bundle Cores." The design application of the THINC-IV program is given
in detail in WCAP-8054, " Application of the THINC-IV Program to PWR Design."
Both WCAP-7956 and WCAP-8054 have been reviewed and approved by the staff.

f A reload review of a PWR, not of Westinghouse design, showed that the input
parameters used in the thermal-hydraulic analysis of the initial core did not
bound future cycles (beyond the first cycle). The staff questioned the appli-
cant to determine if his methods appropriately bound future cycles. The appli-
cant responded that the safety analysis is intended to be valid for all plant'

cycles and the input parameters used in the safety analysis are selected to,

| bound the values in all subsequent cycles. The applicant further stated that,
when all . reload related parameters for a given accident are bounded, the refer-
ence safety analysis is valid; however, if a reload parameter is not bounded,

|
further evaluation is necessary. The further evaluation is to confirm that the,

margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is not
reduced. Based on the information given above, the staff concludes that the
applicant has adequately addressed its concerns on future cycle operation.

During its review, the staff requested that the applicant perform THINC-IV cal-
culations using a nonuniform radial core-exit pressure gradient and provide
specific results from these calculations. The applicant did not supply the
requested information, but referenced a Westinghouse letter (Eicheldinger,
November 2,~1977) that describes THINC-IV analyses using an upper plenum radial
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| pressure gradient having a maximum value of 5 psi at the center and 0 psi at
the periphery. The results of these calculations showed that the effects of a
nonuniform pressure distribution on the minimum DNBR are negligible. Based on
the information given in the November 2,1977 letter and the fact that the
staff has approved the use of a uniform pressure gradient in THINC-IV/WRB-1
analyses for D.C. Cook Unit 2, the staf f concludes that the use of a uniform
pressure gradient in the thermal-hydraulic design of the Byron units isi

acceptable.

Before the staff can determine the acceptability of the Byron thermal-hydraulic
design methodology, the staff will require that the applicant provide the

j information that justifies the uncertainties, variances, and distributions used
in the ITDP. Because the applicant cannot supply this information until April
1982, the review of the ITDP application to the Byron units will not be com-
pleted until approximately June 1982.and will be addressed in an SER supplement.

4.4.2 Fuel Rod Bowing

A significant parameter which affects the thermal-hydraulic design of the core
is fuel rod bowing within fuel assemblies. The Westinghouse methods for pre-
dicting the effects of rod bow on DNB are given in WCAP-8691, Revision 1, and
are under review by the staff. Therefore, the magnitude of rod bow as a func-
tion of burnup was evaluated based on interim methods which have been previously
approved by the staff (Ross and Eisenhut, December 8, 1976; Ross and Eisenhut,
February 16, 1977; Meyer, March 2, 1978). The resultant reduction in the
departure from nucleate boiling ratio due to rod bow is given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Rod bow penalties

Burnup DNBR Penalty
(mwd /MTU) (%)

0 0
3500 0
5000 0

10000 2.15
15000 4.64
20000 6.74
25000 8.59
30000 10.27
35000 13.07
40000 19.09

Before the Technical Specifications are issued, the staff will ensure that the
thermal margin reductions given above have been accommodated using an accept-
able method.

|
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For those plants using the Westinghouse standard 17x17 fuel design (RESAR-35),
the staff has previously approved plant-specific and generic margins which
could be used to compensate the DNBR reductions given above. For the Byron
units, the applicant has thermal margin available which could be used to offset
DNBR reductions. If the applicant intends to use this available thermal margin,
a description of the margin and the amount of reduction in the rod bow penal-
Lies should be included in the basis of Technical Specifications.

4.4.3 N-1 Loop Operation

N-1 loop operation is when one reactor coolant loop is out of service, leaving
three coolant loops available to supply coolant to the reactor core.

In response to a staff question, the applicant stated that he did not wish to
exercise the option to operate in the N-1 mode. The staff will require that

the Technical Specifications include appropriate provisions to ensure that this
type of operation is prohibited.

4.4.4 Crud Deposition

Crud deposition in the core and an associated change in core pressure drop and
flow have been observed in some PWRs, not of Westinghouse design. In response
to a staf f question the applicant stated that: (1) operating experience on
Westinghouse reactors indicates that a flow resistance allowance for crud
deposition is not required; (2) the effects of crud enter into the calculations
by the use of a surface roughness factor three times greater than those obtained
from operating Westinghouse reactors; and (3) reduced flow would be observed by
four different means: (a) flow meters, (b) a reduction in reactor power if in
an automatic mode or an increase in AT across the core if in a manual mode,
(c) core exit thermocouples, and (d) incore flux maps.

Based on the information given above, the staff concludes that the applicant
has adequately addressed the staff's concerns relative to uniform or preferen-
tial crud depositions in the core. The staff will ensure that appropriate
surveillance requirements to recognize rapid crud buildup are included in the
Technical Specifications.

4.4.5 Core Flow Rates

The core flow design basis requires that the minimum flow which will pass
through the fuel rod region and be effective for fuel rod cooling be 94.2 per-
cent of the primary coolant flowrate. The remainder of flow, called bypass
flow, will be inef fective for cooling because it will take the following bypass
paths:

(1) flow through the spray nozzle and into the upper head

(2) flow into the rod cluster contol rod guide thimbles

(3) leakage from the vesse' inlet nozzle directly to be the vessel outlet
nozzle

(4) flow between the baffle and barrel
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, (5) flow in the gaps between the fuel assemblies
I

l The amount of bypass flow is determined by a series of hydraulic resistance
i calculations that are performed on the core and vessel internals and verified
! by model flow tests. The amount of bypass flow used in the Byron thermal-

hydraulic design is consistent with the value approved in WCAP-9500. Therefore,:

! the staf f concludes that the core bypass -flow used in the design analysis, 5.8
percent, is acceptable.

4.4.6 Loose Parts Monitoring Systems

The applicant has provided a description of the LPMS which will be used by the
Byron units. The design will include two accelerometers at the reactor vessel
head studs, reactor vessel bottom, and the lower plenum of each steam genera-
tor. Additional accelerometers will be located on the cooling line to each
reactor coolant pump, lower top-narrow range level, and upper top-narrow range
level of each steam generator. The system is designed to operate in the normal
containment and control room environment and will be capable of detecting a

; loose part impacting within 3 ft of an accelerometer having a kinetic energy'

of 0.1 ft-lb. At an impact energy of 0.5 ft-lb, a signal-to-noise ratio of 6
can be maintained for normal plant operating conditions. The applicant is pre-
paring a seismic qualification program which demonstrates the capability of the:

! LPMS to meet the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.133. The seismic require-'
ment is that the LPMS be capable of operating for seismic events up to and
including an operating basis earthquake (0BE). Baseline background data will1

be taken during the heatup, at temperature, and cooldown phases of the NSSS<

functional testing.
i

Appropriate plant personnel will be trained in noise -and vibration theory,:
'

system equipment description, data processing, and diagnostic information.

The staff has reviewed the Byron LPMS by comparing it with the equipment and
I procedures used on other comparable plants, taking into account pertinent-

differences and the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.133. The staff will
require (1) that the limiting conditions for operation and surveillance require-!

| ments be included in the Technical Specifications in accordance with Regulatory
i Guide 1.133 and (2) that the applicant supply a final design report which
; demonstrates that the LPMS is substantially in conformance with the Regulatory
| Guide. Based on its review, the staff concludes that an acceptable LPMS and
i program will be implemented by Byron.
i

4.4.7 Inadequate Core Cooling (ICC) Instrumentation
:

The applicant has provided information in response to NUREG-0737 Item II.F.2,
" Instrumentation for Detection of Inadequate Core Cooling." The system pro-
vided for the detection of ICC consists of three instrumentation subsystems:2

! (1) subcooled margin monitor to measure saturation /superheat margin, (2)_ heated
junction thermocouples to monitor level / temperature in the upper region of the3

i reactor vessel, and (3) incore instrumentation thermocouples-to measure tempera-
ture at the core exit. The staff has reviewed the applicant's submittal and,

;

:

!
i
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has found that the applicant's submittal is incomplete. The resolution of
this matter will be reported in a supplement to this report.

4.4.8 Thermal-Hydraulic Comparison

The thermal-hydraulic design parameters for the Byron units are listed in
Table 4.2 and design values are compared with those for D. C. Cook, Unit 2.

The Byron units are designed to operate at a higher thermal power and flow rate.
The major difference between the two plant designs is a decrease in the active
heat transfer area for Byron. This results in a higher maximum and average heat
flux f or the Byron design. Although the Byron units have a greater flow rate,
the increased heat flux, coupled with a higher nominal inlet temperature, results
in a decrease in the minimum DNBR. Therefore, the net change is a decrease in
the thermal margin available to Byron.

Both D. C. Cook and Byron used the ITDP for the thermal-hydraulic analyses. The

comparability of the Byron design with D. C. Cook, Unit 2, which has been pre-
viously approved, supports the conclusion that the Byron thermal-hydraulic
design is acceptable.

4.4.9 Summary and Conclusion

The Byrom thermal and hydraulic design has been reviewed according to SRP
Section 4.4.

The thermal-hydraulic design of the core for the Byron units was reviewed. The

scope of our review included the design criteria, core design, and the steady-
.

state analysis of the core thermal-hydraulic performance. The review concen-
trated on the differences between the proposed core design and those designs
and criteria that have been previously reviewed and found acceptable by the
staff. It was found that all such differences were satisfactorily justified
by the applicant. The applicant's thermal-hydraulic analyses were performed
using analytical methods and correlations that have been previously accepted.

Before the staff can determine if the c ce has been designed with appropriate
margin to ensure that it meets the requi ements of GDC 10,10 CFR 50, the staff
will require justification of the variantes, uncertainties, and distributions
used in the ITDP.

The applicant has committed to a preoperational and initial startup test program
in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.68 to measure and confirm the thermal-
hydraulic design aspects.

The staff concludes that the loose parts monitoring program that will be imple-
mented for the Byron unit is comparable to systems approved in plants of similar

However, the staff will require that the limiting conditions for opera-design.
tion and surveillance requirements be included in the Technical Specifications.
The applicant has committed to supply a final design report which demonstrates
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Table 4.2 Design comparison

Design Parameter Byron D. C. Cook Unit 2

Performance Characteristics
Fuel assembly design 17x17 0FA 17x17 Standard
Reactor core heat output, MWt 3411 3391
nominal system pressure, psia 2280 2280
nominal minimum DNBR

Typical cell 2.50 3.03
Thimble cell 2.35 2.70

Critical heat flux correlation WRB-1 WRB-1
Design DNBR for design transient

Typical cell 1.49 1.80
Thimble cell 1.47 1.77

Cool.nt flow

Total flow rate, 106 lb/hr 145.1 142.7
Effective flowrate for

heat transfer, 106 lb/hr 138.9 136.3
Average velocity along fuel

rods, ft/s 16.2 16.7
Effective core flow area, ft2 54.1 51.1

Coolant temperature and pressure

Nominal reactor inlet, F 558.5 541.3
Average rise in core, F 60.8 63.4
Pressure drop across 26.3 2.6 23.3 2. 3

the core, psia

Heat transfer, 100% power

Active heat transfer surface 57,500 59,700
2area, ft

Average heat flux, Btu hr-ft2 197,200 188,700
Maximum heat flux, Btu /hr-f t2 457,500 437,800
Average linear heat rate, kW/ft 5.44 5.41
Maximum linear heat rate 12.6 12.6

for normal operation, kW/ft

1

1
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that the LPMS is substantially in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.133.
Based on its review, the staff concludes that an acceptable LPMS and program
will be implemented by Byron.

Also, the applicant will be required to submit the information required by
Item II.F.2 of NUREG-0737. Prompt and satisfactory response to the ITDP
request and to the II.F.2 requirement will be necessary enable the staff to
complete its review.

4.5 Reactor Materials

4.5.1 Control Rod Drive Structural Materials

The staff concludes that the materials used for the construction of the control
rod drive structure materials are acceptable and meet, in part, the requirements
of GDC 1, 14, and 26 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

The applicant has met these requirements by ensuring that the design, fabrica-
tion, and testing of the materials used in the control rod drive structural
materials are of high quality standards and adequate for structural integrity.

The mechanical properties of structural materials selected by the applicant for
the control rod system components that are exposed to the reactor coolant
satisfy the stringent procurement specification requirements applied by the
designer and conform with our position as stated in SRP Section 4.5.1 that the
yield strength of cold worked austenitic stainless steel should not exceed
90,000 psi.

The controls imposed upon the austenitic stainless steel of the mechanisms
conform to the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.31, " Control of Ferrite
Content in Stainless Steel Weld Metal," and Regulatory Guide 1.44, " Control of
the Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel." Fabrication and heat treatment prac-
tices performed in accordance with these recommendations provide added assur-
ance that stress corrosion cracking will not occur during the design life of
the component. The compatibility of all materials used in the control rod
system in contact with the reactor coolant satisfies the criteria of articles
NB-2160 and NB-3120 of Section III of the ASME Code. Martinsitic stainless
steels have been given tempering treatments in accordance with the positions in
SRP Section 4.5.1.

Cleaning and cleanliness control have been performed to provide adequate con-
tamination control of components during fabrication, shipment, and storage.

The controls imposed upon the austenitic stainless steel of the system satisfy
the requirements of the materials specification. The austenitic stainless
steel materials are furnished in solution heat treated condition. Sensitiza-
tion is avoided by not permitting heat treatment in the temperature range of
800 to 1500 F. Fabrication and heat treatment practices performed as stated
above provide added assurance that stress corrosion cracking will not occur
during the design life of the components.

Conformance with the codes, standards, and regulatory guides indicated above,
conformance with staff positions on the allowable maximum yield strength of
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cold worked austenitic stainless steel, and generally the tempering or aging
1 -temperatures of martinsitic and precipitation-hardened stainless steel, con-

stitute an acceptable basis for meeting the requirements of GDC 1,14, and
26 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

4.5.2 Reactor Internals and Core Support Materials

The staff concludes that the materials used for the construction of the reactor
internals and core support are acceptable and meet, in part, the requirements
of GDC 1 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

The applicant has met these requirements by ensuring that the design, fabrica-
tion, and testing of the materials used in the reactor internals and core sup-
port structure are of high quality standards and adequate for structural integ-
rity. The controls imposed upon components during construction of austenitic
stainless steel are in general conformance with the recommendations of Regula-
tory Guides 1.31 and 1.44. Where they were not followed completely, the posi-
tions and actions taken are acceptable.

The materials used for the construction of components of the reactor internals
and core support structure have been identified by specification and found to

i

be in conformance with the requirements of NG-2000 of Section III and Parts A,
B, and C of Section II (or equivalent specification) of the ASME Code. As
proven by extensive tests and satisfactory performance, the specified materials
are compatible with the expected environment and corrosion is expected to be,

negligible.

The controls imposed on the reactor coolant chemistry provide reasonable assur-
ance that the reactor internals and core support structure will be adequately
protected during operation from conditions which could lead to stress corrosion
of the materials and loss of component integrity.

The material selection, fabrication practices, examination and testing proce-
dures, and control practice performed provide reasonable assurance that the
materials used for the reactor internals and core support structure will be in
a metallurgical condition to preclude service deterioration. Conformance with
requirements of the ASME Code and the additional controls described above con-
stitute an acceptable basis for meeting the requirements of GDC 1 and 10 CFR

: 50.55a.

4.6 Functional Design of Reactivity Control Systems

The functional design of the reactivity control systems for the facility have
been reviewed to confirm that they meet the various reactivity control condi-;

tions for all modes of operation. These aret

,

l'

(1) the capability to operate in the unrodded, critical, full power mode i
throughout plant life

(2) the capability to vary power level from full power to hot shutdown and
ensure control of power distributions within acceptable limits at any
power level

l

I

!
,

. |
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(3) the capability to 3 hut down the reactor in a manner sufficient to mitigate
the effects of postulated events discussed in Section 15.0 of this SER

The control rod drive system (CRDS), the safety injection system (SIS), and the
chemical and volume control system (CVCS) are the reactivity control systems.

The CRDM is a magnetically operated jack. The magnetic jack is an arrangement
of three electromagnets which are energized in a controlled sequence to insert
or withdraw rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) in discrete steps.

The CRDS are composed of control rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs) to which the
RCCAs are attached. The RCCAs are divided into two categories: control and
shutdown.

The control category RCCAs may be autumatically inserted or withdrawn to com-
pensate for changes in reactivity associated with power level changes and power
distribution, variations in moderator temperature, or changes in boron concen-
tration. The shutdown category RCCAs, which are fully withdrawn during power
operations, are used solely to insert large amounts of negative reactivity to
shut down the reactor. (See Section 4.3 of this SER for further discussions
on these features.)

The RCCAs are the primary shutdown mechanism for normal operation, accidents,
and transients. They insert automatically upon a reactor trip signal. Concen-
trated boric acid solution is injected by the SIS in the event of a LOCA,
steamline break, loss of normal feedwater flow, steam generator tube rupture,
or RCCA ejection, thereby complying with the requirements of GDC 29.

Failure of electrical power to an RCCA will result in the insertion of that
assembly as will shearing of the connection between the RCCA and CRDM. Single
failure of an RCCA is considered in transient and accident analyses that include
the most reactive RCCA stuck outside the core. Analysis of accident withdrawal
of an RCCA is found to have acceptable results. This conforms to the require-
ments of GDC 23 and 25.

The SIS is automatically actuated to inject borated water into the reactor
coolant system (RCS) upon receipt of a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS).
The SIS pumps take suction from the refueling water storage tank (RWST). The

SIS is discussed further in Section 6.3 of this SER.

The CVCS is designed to accommodate slow or long-term reactivity changes such
as those caused by fuel burnup or by variation in the xenon concentration
resulting from changes in reactor power level. The CVCS is used to control
reactivity by adjusting the dissolved boron concentration in the RCS. The
boron concentration is controlled to obtain optimum RCCA positioning; to com-
pensate for reactivity changes associated with variations in coolant tempera-
ture, core burnup, and xenon concentration; and to provide shutdown margin for
maintenance and refueling operations or emergencies. A portion of the CVCS
(the charging pumps, the boric acid pump discharge, and the boric acid makeup
tanks) injects a concentrated boron solution into the reactor coolant system
to help ensure plant shutdown in the event of a SIAS. The boric acid concen-
tration in the RCS is controlled by the charging and letduwn portions of the
CVCS. ,
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;

; The CVCS can maintain the reactivity of the reactor within required bounds by
means of the automatic makeup system to replace minor leakage without signifi-

i cantly changing the boron concentration in the RCS. Dilution of the RCS boroni _ concentration required for the reactivity losses errurring as a result of fuel
depletion is accomplished by manual action. The YCS is discussed further in
Section 9.3.4 of this SER.

|

The concentration of boron in the RCS is cnanged manually under the following
: operating conditions:
*

'(1) Startup - boron concentration decreased to compensate for moderator
temperature and power increase,

(2) Load follow - baron concentration increased or decreased to compensate for
, xenon transients following load changes
1

(3) Fuel burnup - boron concentration decreased to compensate for burnupi

!

(4) Cold shutdown - boron concentration increased to compensate for increased
i moderator density because of cooldown

J Soluble poison concentration is used to control slow operating reactivity
; changes. If necessary, RCCA movement can also be used to accommodate such
~ changes, but assembly insertion is used mainly to control anticipated opera-

tional occurrences even with a single malfunction, such as a stuck rod. In
either case, fuel design limits are not exceeded. The soluble poison control
is capable of maintaining the core subcritical under conditions of cold shut-.

down, which conforms to the requirements of GDC 26.
i

j The reactivity control systems, including the addition of concentrated boric
acid solution by the SIS, are capable of controlling all anticipated opera-
tional changes, transients, and accidents, except possibly the small-breaki

LOCA. (For further information on the performance of the charging and borating
j portion of the CVCS with respect to small-break LOCA see Sections 6.3 and
: 15.3.5 of this SER.) All accidents are calculated with the assumption that the
j most reactive RCCS is stuck out and cannot be inserted, which complies-with the
; requirements of GDC 27.
4

Compliance with the requirements of GDC 28 is discussed in Sections 4.3 and
15.0 of this SER.

,

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the reactivity control system
functional design meets the requirements of GDC 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 with

} respect to its fail safe design, malfunction protection design, redundancy.and
'

capability, combined systems capability, reactivity limits, and protection
i against anticipated operational occurrences, and is, therefore, acceptable.
J
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5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Chapter 5, " Reactor Coolant System" for the Byron Station, Units 1 and 2,
| has been reviewed in accordance with the July 1981 edition of the " Standard
! Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power

Plants " (SRP),.NUREG-0800.

5.1 Summary Description

The reactor coolant system (RCS) consists of four similar heat transport loops,

! connected to the reactor pressure vessel. Each loop contains a reactor coolant
'

pump, steam generator, and associated piping. In addition, the system includes
a pressurizer, a pressurizer relief tank, interconnecting piping, and instru-
mentation necessary for operational control. All of these components are in
the containment building.

During operation, the RCS transfers the heat generated in the core to the steam
generators where steam is produced to drive the turbine generator. Borated
demineralized water is circulated in the RCS at a flowrate and temperature
consistent with achieving the required reactor core thermal-hydraulic performance.
The coolant also acts as a neutron moderator and reflector and as a solvent for4

the neutron absorbing boric acid used for chemical shim control.

The reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) provides a second barrier against
the release of radioactivity generated within the reactor and is designed tot

ensure a high degree of integrity throughout the life of the facility.

!

The RCS pressure changes during normal operation are controlled by the use of
i the pressurizer where water and steam are maintained in equilibrium by electrical

heaters and water spray. Spring-loaded safety valves and power-operated relief4

valves (PORVs) are mounted on the pressurizer; they discharge to the pressurizer
relief tank where steam is condensed and cooled by mixing with water.

! 5.2 Integrity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

5.2.1 Compliance With Codes and Code Cases

5.2.1.1 Compliance With 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.55a

The components of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) as defined by
the rules of 10 CFR 50.55a, " Codes and Standards," have been properly classi-'

fied in Table 5.2-1 of the FSAR as ASME Section III, Class 1 components for
Byron Station Units 1 and 2. The July 1981 edition of the SRP includes

i Section 5.2.1.1, " Compliance With the Codes and Standards Rule," 10 CFR 50.55a.
The Byron station was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 5.2.1.1 and that

: review was limited to the Class 1 components of the RCPB. The results of this
; review are contained in this SER.

These RCPB components are designated Quality Group A in conformance with
Regulatory Guide 1.26 in Table 3.2-1 of the FSAR. The ASME Section III Code2

i
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Editions and Addenda used in the construction of these Quality Group A components
are at a minimum those that are required to ensure compliance with 10 CFR 50.55a.*
In addition to the Quality Group A components of the RCPB, certain lines that
perform a safety function and that meet the e.clusion requirements of footnote 2
of the rule are classified Quality Group B in accordance with the guidance
provided in Regulatory Position C.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.26 and are constructed
as ASME Section III, Class 2 components. Valve leakage monitoring system lines )
that do not perform a safety function and that meet the exclusion requirements
of footnote 2 of the rule are classified Quality Group D on the downstream side
of the isolation valve.

The staff concludes that construction of the RCPB components in conformance
with the appropriate ASME Code Editions and Addenda and the Commission's
regulations provides assurance that component quality is commensurate with the
importance of the safety function of the RCPB, constitutes an acceptable basis
for satisfying the requirements of GDC 1, and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.2.1.2 Applicable Code Cases

The applicant has identified specific Code Cases of ASME in Table 5.2-la whose
requirements have been applied in the construction of pressure-retaining ASME
Section III, Class 1, components within the RCPB (Quality Group A). The staff
has reviewed these Code Cases in Table 5.2-la. The SRP includes Section 5.2.1.2,
Applicable Code Cases. Byron was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 5.2.1.2
and that review was limited to those Code Cases that have been used in the
construction of Class 1 components of the RCPB. The results of this review are
contained in this SER. The basis for acceptance in the staff's review has been
the Code Cases found to be acceptable in Regulatory Guides 1.84, " Code Case
Acceptability-ASME Section III, Design and Fabrication," and 1.85, " Code Case
Acceptability-ASME Section III, Materials," and the Code Cases previously found
to be acceptable by the staff for plants similar to Byron prior to publication
of the Regulatory Guides. The staff concludes that compliance with the require-
ments of these Code Cases will result in a component quality level that is
commensurate with the importance of the safety function of the RCPB, constitutes
an acceptable basis for satisfying the requirements of GDC 1, and is, therefore,
acceptable.

5.2.2 Overpressure Protection

Overpressure protection for the RCPB is provided by means of three safety and
two relief valves in combination with the reactor protection system and operating
procedures. The combination of these features provides overpressurization
protection as required by GDC 15; ASME Code, Section III; and 10 CFR 50 Appendix G.
The above requirements ensure RCPB overpressure protection for both power
operation and low temperature operation (startup and shutdown). The following
is a discussion of both modes of overpressure protection.

*Ihe control valves for Byron Station Units 1 and 2 are not in compliance with
the addenda to the Code required by the rule. The staff's acceptance is con-
tingent upon a satisfactory demonstration by the applicant that these valves
are constructed to a level of quality equivalent to that requred by the rule.
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5.2.2.1 Power Operation

For this mode, the pressurizer relief valves are sized to limit system pressure-
to a value not exceeding the safety valve setpoint (2485 psig) to minimize
challenges to the safety valves. The pressurizer spray system is designed to
maintain the reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure below the relief valve
setpoint of 2335 psig during a step reduction in power level of up to 10 percent.
The relief valves limit the pressurizer pressure i.o a value below the high
pressure reactor trip setpoint of 2385 psig for all design anticipated transients
up to and including the design-basis 50 percent step-load reduction with steam
dump.

Credit is taken only for safety valves in analyzing operational transients and
faulted conditions. Analysis of Byron overpressurization is provided in a
report entitled " Overpressure Protection Report for Byron /Breidwood Nuclear
Power Plant Units 1 and 2 as Required by ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
Section III, Article NB-7300," docketed September 3, 1981.

Each pressurizer safety valve is spring loaded and has a relieving capacity of
420,000 lb mass /hr of saturated steam at 2485 psig. The combined capacity of
two of these three valves is adequate to prevent the pressurizer pressure from
exceeding the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, limit of

i

110 percent design pressure following the worst RCS pressure transient, identified '

to be a 100 percent load rejection resulting from a turbine trip with concurrent
loss of main feedwater. This event was analyzed with no credit .taken for
operation of RCS relief valves, steamline relief valves, steam dump system,
pressurizer level control system, and pressurizer spray.

In the analysis the applicant has taken credit for a high pressurizer pressure
trip (the first safety grade primary system trip), but has stated that without
that credit, an overtemperature AT trip (second safety grade trip) would termi-
nate the transient without significantly more severe results. The evaluation
is supported by a generic sensitivity study of required safety valve flow rate
versus trip parameter presented in WCAP-7769. The applicant has compared the
ratio of safey valve capacity to peak surge rate into the pressurizer for the
Byron station with the value for the four-loop plant evaluated in WCAP-7769.
This ratio is greater for the Byron station, so the results presented in
WCAP-7769 envelope the results for Byron.

The above analyses were performed using the LOFTRAN Code, a digital simulation
that includes point neutron kinetics, and models the reactor vessel, hot leg,
primary side of the steam generator and cold leg, secondary side of the steam
generator, pressurizer, and pressurizer surge line. This code is currently
under review by the staff. The staff review has progressed to the point that
there is reasonable ~ assurance that the conclusions based on these analyses will
not be appreciably altered by completion of the analytical review. If the
final' approval of LOFTRAN indicates that any revisions to the analyses are
required, the effect of these changes on Byron will be evaluated and the staff
will require implementation.

The safety valves are designed in accordance with ASME Code, Section III, and
periodic testing and inspection are performed in accordance with Section XI.
In Chapter 14 of the FSAR, the applicant has aescribed his preoperational test
program, which includes testing of the pressure-relieving devices. discussed in
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i

this SER section, and has indicated that these tests would be conducted in full
compliance with the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.68. Additionally, Item II.D.1
of NUREG-0737 requires performance testing of relief and safety valves. Con-
formance with this item is addressed in Section 3.9 of this SER. Position
indication for safety and relief values as required for NUREG-0737 Item II.D.3
is discussed in Section 7.3.3 of the SER. The staff concludes that the
overpressure protection provided for Byron at power operating conditions
complies with the guidelines of SRP Section 5.2.2 and the requirements of
GDC 15.

5.2.2.2 Low-Temperature Operation

The low-temperature overpressure protection is primarily provided by the
pressurizer relief valves with automatically adjusted opening setpoints as a
function of reactor coolant temperatures. The reactor coolant temperature

measurements are auctioneered to obtain the lowest value. This temperature is
translated into a maximum allowable system pressure. If the measured reactor
coolant pressure approaches the maximum allowable pressure, an alarm is sounded
in the control room indicating a pressurization transient. If the reactor
coolant pressure continues to approach the maximum allowable system pressure,
the pressure relief valves are opened to relieve system pressure.

The PORV bodies are qualified for a safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE), and PORV
operators are qualified to remain functional following an operating-basis
earthquake (0BE). Seismically qualified backup nitrogen accumulators have been
provided to ensure PORV operability following an OBE.

A potential common mode failure involves the loss of a vital dc bus power,
which leads to letdown line isolation and one PORV failing to open upon request
(loss of instrumentation power leading to air-rperated valves failing in the
closed position). Because the other PORV is powered from the other dc bus it
will remain functional. However, when a single failure is postulated in the
remaining valve, no low-temperature overpressure protection is afforded the
plant. This common-mode failure has been addressed for two cases--one with and
one without the residual heat removal system (RHR) in operation. With the RHR
on line, no overpressurization will occur because at least one RHR relief valve
is available. Without the RHR, the RCS will have a steam bubble present which
slows down the rate of pressure increase, permitting at least 10 minutes for
operator action following receipt of alarms indicating an overpressurization
event. The staff concludes that this is adequately addressed.

As a backup to the low-temperature overpressure protection system, the residual
heat removal system (RHRS) has two suction relief valves with a capacity of
475 gpm each at a setpoint pressure of 450 psig. The relieving capacity of
each valve is more than adequate to relieve the combined flow of the two
centrifugal charging pumps. The RHR suction relief valves provide overpressure
protection after the RHR is put into operation and the RHR suction isolation
valves are open at RCS pressure less than 425 psig. Also, operating procedures
require that when below 1000 psig and 425 F the operator lock out the accumulator
isolation valves in the closed position and the charging pumps that are not
required to be operable. The applicant has similar restrictions on reactor
coolant pump (RCP) operation. This prevents accidental accumulator discharge
or inadvertent charging pump or RCP operation under these conditions. The
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preoperational and initial startup test program of the overpressure protection
system complies with Regulatory Guide 1.68.

The applicant has met GDC 15 and 31 and Appendix G because he has implemented
the guidelines of BTP RSB 5-2. In addition, the applicant has incoprorated
into the design the recommendations of TMI Action Plan Items II.D.1 and II.D.3
of NUREG-0718 and NUREG-0737.

5.2.3 RCPB Materials

The staff concludes that RCPB materials, including the reactor vessels are
acceptable and meet the requirements of GDC 1, 4, 14, 30, and 31; Appendixes B
and G of 10 CFR 50; and 10 CFR 50.55a. Fracture toughness aspects of the RCPB
materials and the reactor vessels are addressed in Section 5.3.1.

The materials used for construction of components of the RCPB, the reactor
vessels, and their appurtenances have been identifed by specification and found
to be in conformance with Section III of the ASME Code. Special requirements of
the applicant with regard to control of residual elements in ferritic materials
have been identified and are considered acceptable. Compliance with the above
Code provisions for material specificaitons satisfies the quality standards
requirements of GDC 1, GDC 30, and 10 CFR 50.55a.

Special processes used for manufacture or fabrication of reactor vessels and
their appurtenances have been identified, and appropriate data reports on
each process as required by Section III of the ASME Code have been submitted by
the applicant. Because certification has been made by the applicant that the
materials and fabi; cation requirements of Section III of the Code have been
complied with, the special processes used are considered acceptable. Compliance
with these Code provisions meets the quality standards requirements of GDC 1,
GDC 30, and 10 CFR 50.55a.

.

Special methods used for nondestructive examination of reactor vessels and
| their appurtenances have been identified and have been found equivalent or

superior to the techniques described in Appendix X of " ode Section III.
Demonstrations have been made using these special techniques and have satisfied
all requirements of the Code. The special methods of nondestructive examination
are deemed acceptable. This acceptability based on the Code provisions satisfies
the quality standards requirements of GDC 1, GDC 30, and 10'CFR 50.55a.

Special control and special welding processes used for welding reactor vessels
and their appurtenances have been identified and found to be qualified in
accordance with the requirements of Code Sections III and IX. Qualification
in accordance with the Code provisions meets the requirements of GDC 1, GDC 30,
and 10 CFR 50.55a concerning quality standards.

j When the reactor pressure vessels and the ferritic steel components of the RCPB
| are welded, Code controls were supplemented by conformance with regulatory
' guides as follows:

(1) The controls imposed on preheat temperature during welding of low-alloy
steels satisfy the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.50, " Control of i

Preheat Temperature for Welding of Low-Alloy Steel," because the preheat '

;

! controls of Position C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.50 are satisfied by
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Westinghouse's alternative, given in WCAP-8577, which has been accepted by
the NRC staff.

(2) Procedures followed during weld cladding low-alloy steel components with
austenitic stainless steel conform with the recommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1.43, " Control of Stainless Steel Weld Cladding of Low-Alloy Steel
Components." The low-alloy steels used were made to fine grained practice,
as recomr ended by Regulatory Guide 1.43, and, therefore, are not subject

).
' to the qualificaiton restrictions of the guide.

(3) Electroslag welding was not performed on RCPB materials or the reactor
vessels, and accordingly, Regulatory Guide 1.34, " Control of Electroslag,

Weld Properties," is not applicable.;

Conformance with the recommendations of the Regulatory Guides, as described
above, provides additional assurance that cracking of components made from
low-alloy steels, including underclad cracking, will not occur during fabrica-
tion, and that the possibility of subsequent cracking due to resioual stress
being retained in the weldment will be minimized. Conform &nce with the appli-
cable provisions of the ASME Code and conformance with the recommendations of
the regulatory guides during welding of ferritic steel components of the RCPB
constitute an acceptable basis for meeting the requirements of GDC 1, 14, and 30.

The materials of construction of the RCP8 exposed to the reactor coolant have
been identified and all of the materials are compatible with the primary
coolant water, which is chemically controlled in accordance with appropriate

: Technical Specifications. This compatibility has been proven by extensive
testing and satisfactory performance.

~

The controls imposed on reactor coolant chemistry are in conformance with they,

recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.44, " Control of Sensitized Stainless,

4 Steel," and provide reasonable assurance that the RCPB components will be
adequately protected during operation from contaminating conditions that could
lead to stress corrosion of the materials and loss of structural integrity of a
component.

2

i Further protection against corrosion problems will be provided by control ~of
the chemical environment The composition of the reactor coolant will be

1 controlled, and the proposed. maximum contaminants levels, as well as the
proposed pH, hydrogen overpressure, and boric acid concentrations, have been

b shown by tests and service experience to be adequate to protect against corrosion
and stress corrosion problems. The instrumentation and sampling provisions for
monitoring reactor coolant water chemistry provide adequate capability to
detect significant changes on the timely basis.

General corosion of all materials, except unciad carbon and low-alloy steel,
will be negligible. For these materials, conservative corrosion allowances
have been provided for all exposed suifaces.in accordance with the requirements
of~the Code, Section III. The above evidence of compatibility with the coolant,

and compliance with the Code provisions satisfy the requirements of GDC 4 I
1. relative to compability of components with environmental conditions.

i

i

{
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The thermal insulation used on the RCPB is either the reflective stainless
steel type or is made of nonmetallic compounded materials that meet the recom-
mendations of Regulatory Guide 1.36, " Nonmetallic Thermal Insulation for
Austenitic Stainless Steels." Coformance with the above recommendations
satisfies the requirements of GDC 14 and 31 relative to prevention of failure
of the RCP8.

The controls imposed on welding ferritic steels under conditions of limited
accessibility are in accordance with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.71,
" Welder Qualification foi Areas of Limited Accessibility," and provide assurance

i

that proper requalification of welders will be required in accordance with the
welding conditions. These controls also satisfy the quality standards require-
ments of GDC 1, GDC 50, and 10 CFR 50.55a.

The ferritic steel tubular products and the tubular products fabricated from
austenitic sta'nless steel have been found to be acceptable by nondestructive
examinations in accordance with the provisions of the ASME Code, Section III.
Compliance with these Code requirements satisfies the quality standards require-
ments of GDC 1, GDC 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

The controls to avoid stress corrosion cracking in RCPB components constructed
of austenitic stainless steels limit yield strength of cold-worked austenitic
stainiess steels to 90,000 psi maximum.

The controls during fabrication, shipment, and storage of components of
austenitic stainless steel to avoid stress corrosion cracking by avoiding
surface contaminants and sensitization were in general conformance with the
major recommendations of Regulatory Guides 1.44, " Control of the Use of
Sensitized Stainless Steel" and 1.37, " Quality Assurance Requirements for
Cleaning of Fluid Systems and Associated Components of Water Cooled Nuclear
Plants." The controls followed in accordance with these recommendations,
during material selection, fabrication, examination, and protection, in order
to prevent excessive yield strength, sensitization, and contamination, provide
reasonable assurance that the RCPB components of austenitic stainless steels
will be in a metallurgial condition that minimizes susceptibility to stress
corrosion cracking during service. These controls meet the requirements of
GDC 4 relative to compatibility of components with environmental conditions and
the requirements of GDC 14 relative to prevention of leakage and failure of the
RCPB.

The welding controls imposed upon components constructed of austenitic stainless
steel and used in the RCPB satisfy the requirements of the ASME Code, Sections III
and IX.

Electroslag weld fabrication of austenitic stainless steel components meets the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.34, " Control of Electroslag Weld Properties."
Conformance with these recommendations provides reasonable assurance that the
electroslag welds in components of austenitic stainless steel in the RCPB will
be sound and free of unacceptable fissures or cracks.

The welding of austenitic stainles steel was controlled to prevent the occurrence
of microfissuring (or hot cracking) in the welds. The controls consisted of
control of welding materials to deposit a minimum of 5 percent delta ferrite,
in accordance with the Westinghouse production weld verification program that
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was approved by the NRC staff as an acceptable alternative for conformance with
the Interim Position then in effect for Regulatory Guide 1.31, " Control of
Ferrite Content in Stainless Steel Weld Metal." The Westinghouse program is
described in WCAP-8314-A, and its results are summarized in WCAP-8693.
Conformance with the above-described alternative to the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.31 provides reasonable assurance that no deleterious hot
cracking will result during the fabrication and assembly of the austenitic
stainless steel components of the RCPB.

The controls imposed on welding austenitic stainless steels under conditions of
limits accessibility are in accordance with the recommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1.71, " Welder Qualification for Areas of Limited Accessibility." These |

controls provide reasonable assurance that welded components of austenitic l

stainless steel will not develop microfissures during welding and will have
high structural integrity. These controls meet the quality standards require-
ments of GDC 1 and 30, and 10 CFR 50.55a and satisfy the requirements of GDC 14
relative to prevention of leakage and failure of the RCPB.

5.2.4 RCPB Inservice Inspection and Testing i

l

This section was prepared with the technical assistance of DOE contractors from
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratories.

5. 2. 4.1 Compliance With the SRP

SRP Section 5.2.4 is entitled " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Inservice
Inspection and Testing." The Byron review under this section is continuing
because the applicant has not completed his preservice inspection (PSI) program
and has not completed his PSI examinations. The staff review to date was
conducted in accordance with SRP Section 5.2.4, except as discussed below.

Paragraph II.4, " Acceptance Criteria, Inspection Intervals," has not been
reviewed because this area applies only to inservice inspections (ISIS), not to
the preservice inspection. This subject will be addressed during review of the
ISI program after licensing.

Paragraph 11.5, " Acceptance Criteria, Evaluation of Examination Results," has
been reviewed and the applicant has incorporated ASME Code Section IWB-3000,
" Standards for Examination Evaluation," into his PSI Program. However, ongoing
NRC generic activities and research projects indicate that the presently
specified minimum ASME Code procedures may not always be capable of detecting
the acceptable size flaws specified in the IWB-00 standards. For example, ASME
Code procedures specified for volumetric examination of reactor vessels, bolts
and studs, and piping (in particular cast austenitic piping) have not proven to
be capable of detecting - ptable size flaws in all cases. The applicant, in
a meeting on January 5, DR , committed to using augmented procedures that
exceed the minimum ASME Code requirements for the above examinations. These
augmented procedures should result in improved detectability. The staff will
continue to evaluate development of improved procedures and will require that
these improved procedures be made a part of the inservice examination
requirements.

Byron SER 5-8



The staff has not reviewed the applicant's repair procedures based on ASME Code
Section IWB-4000, " Repair Procedures." Repairs are not generally necessary in
the PSI program. This subject will be addressed during its review of the ISI
program. Paragraph II.8, " Acceptance Criteria, Relief Requests," has not been
completed because the applicant has not identified all limitations to examina-
tion. Specific areas where ASME Code examination requirements cannot be met
will be identified as performance of the PSI progresses. The complete
evaluation of the PSI program will be presented in a supplement to this report
after the applicant submits the required examination information, identifies
all plant-specific areas where ASME Code Section XI requirements cannot be met,
and provides a s~upporting technical justification.

5.2.4.2 General Requirements

GDC 32 requires, in part, that components that are part of the RCPB be designed
to permit periodic inspection and testing of important areas and features to
assess their structural and leaktight integrity. To ensure that no deleterious
defects develop during service, selected welds and weld heat-affected-zones
(HAZ) will be inspected periodically. The design of the ASME Code Class 1 and
2 components of the RCPB incorporate provisions for access for ISI, as required
by Paragraph IWA-1500 of Section XI of the ASME Code. 10 CFR 50.55a(g) defines
the detailed requirements for the preservice and inservice inspection programs
for light-water-cooled nuclear power facility components. Based upon the
construction permit date of December 31, 1975, this section of the regulations
requires that a preservice inspection program be developed and implemented
using at least the Edition and Addenda of Section XI of the ASME Code applied
to the construction of the particular components. Also, the initial ISI
program must comply with the requirements of the latest Edition and Addenda of
Section XI of the ASME Code in effect 12 months prior to the date of issuance
of the Operating License, subject to the limitations and modifications listed
in 10 CFR 50.55a(b).

5.2.4.3 Evaluation of Compliance of Byron Unit I with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)

A preservice examination is being performed based on the 1977 Edition of
Section XI of the ASME Code, including Addenda through Summer 1978. At a
public meeting on January 5, 1982, draft copies of the PSI program were made
available. The applicant presented a detailed technical discussion of this
document, the current status of piping system examination, a summary of the
automated ultrasonic examination of the reactor vessel, and the nondestructive
examination techniques being used. As a result of this meeting, the applicant
has committed to revise the draft PSI program to incorporate improved nondestruc-
tive examination methods and to submit the completed program on the docket.

The applicant has completed the reactor vessel examination and approximately
80 percent of the examination of the ASME Code Class 1 and 2 piping. The
examination of the cast stainless steel elbows in the RCPB piping will be
performed af ter fabrication of a calibration standard. The applicant is
addressing the generic problem of the ultrasonic examination of cast stainless
steel weldments by using a procedure qualification concept. A full scale
mockup of a cast elbow with a representative weld and reflectors on the far
side of the weld is being fabricated. The use of a special dual beam refracted

Ilongitudinal wave search unit is planned. j
1
|

|
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Based on its review of the draft PSI program and the results of the meeting !i

with the applicant on January 5, 1982, the staff finds the selection of thea

| ASME Code Class I and 2 components subject to examination acceptable. This

! conclusion is based on the applicant's conservative approach of performing a
| preservice examination of a significantly larger sample of welds than required

by Section XI of the ASME Code. The specific areas where the Code requirements
j cannot be met will be identified after the examinations are performed. fhe
! applicant has committed to identify all plant specific areas where the Code
i requirements cannot be met and provide a supporting technical justification.
i The staff considers the review of the preservice inspection program to be a

confirmatory issue contingent upon the applicant's committing to
,

(1) docketing an acceptable revised PSI program

(2) submitting all relief requests with supporting technical justifications-

1
-

(3) submitting conclusions regarding the ability to examine the cast stainless
,

steel pipe elbows

The staff will complete its evaluation of the Byron Unit 1 PSI program in a
7 supplement to the SER after the applicant provides an acceptable response.
1

The initial ISI program has not been submitted by the applicant. The staff
,

will evaluate the program after the applicable ASME Code Edition and Addenda
can be determined based on 10 CFR 50.55a(b), but before the first refueling

j outage when ISI commences.

5.2.4.4 Evaluation of Compliance of Byron Unit 2 with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)

.

A preservice inspection program for Unit 2 has not been submitted. The regula-

] tions permit tne applicant to meet the requirements set forth in subsequent
editions of Section XI which are incorporated by reference in Section 50.55a(b),
subject to the limitations and modifications listed therein. We will evaluate

,

the PSI program and plant-unique requests for relief from impractical examina-
tion requirements after the applicant provides this information. The initial
inservice inspection program for Unit 2 will be evaluated after the applicable
ASME Code Edition and Addenda can be determined based on Section 50.55a(b) of

I 10 CFR Part 50. A supporting technical justification evaluating the preservice
and inservice inspection program for Unit 2 will be presented in a supplement
to the SER.

1

1

5.2.4.5 Conclusions:

The conduct of periodic inspections and hydrostatic testing of pressure retaining
components of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, in accordance with the

4

requirements of Section XI of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and 10 CFR 50, will provide reasonable assurance-

that evidence of structural degradation or loss of leaktight integrity occurring
during service will be detected in time to permit corrective action before the
safety functions of a component are compromised. Compliance with the preservice
and inservice inspections required by the Code and 10 CFR 50 constitutes an
acceptable basis for satisfying the inspection requirements of GDC 32.

3
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5. 2. 5 Detection of Leakage Th ough Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

A limited amount of leakage is to be expected from components forming the RCPB.
. _ .

Means are provided for detecting and identifying this leakage in accordance
with the requirements of GDC 30, " Quality of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary."
Leakage is classified into two types--identified and unidentified. Components
such as valve stem packing, pump shaft seals, and flanges are not completely |leak tight. Because this leakage is expected, it is considered identified I

leakage and is monitored, limited, and separated from other leakage (unidentified)
by directing it to closed systems as identified in the guidelines of Position
C.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.45, " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage
Detection Systems."

Sources, disposition, and indication of identified leakage as follows:

(1) Reactor coolant pump seal number 1 leakage will result in excessive flow
to the chemical and volume control system (CVCS). The rate of this
leakage from each pump is indicated and alarmed at the main control board.
Leakage through the number 2 seal results in increased flow to the reactor
coolant drain tank. This leakage rate is also indicated and alarmed at
the main control board.

(2) Reactor coolant system (RCS) valves (including manual, motor operated,
throttling control, and RCS loop stop valves) are provided with double
stuffing boxes and leakoff connections. All leakoff connections are piped
through sight-flow indicators and routed to the pressurizer relief tank.
In addition, pressurizer relief and safety valve and reactor coolant pump
seal water return relief valve leakage passes to the pressurizer relief
tank. The pressure, level, and temperature of the pressurizer relief tank
are indicated and alarmed at the main control 'oard.c

(3) Reactor vessel flange seal leakage is detecteg by two leakoff connections,
one between the inner and outer 0-ring, and ohe outside the outer 0-ring.
Leakage is indicated and alarmed at the main control board by a surface-
mounted resistance thermocouple which monitors the leakage before it is
collected in the reactor coolant drain tank.

Unidentified leakage, which includes steam generator tube, isolation valve
seat, and intersystem leakage, is monitored by several devices as identified in
the guidelines of Positions C.2, C.3, and C.4 of itegulatory Guide 1.45.
Leakage is detected by the increasing of interfac ng system level, temperacure,
and pressure or by the lif ting of relief valves accompanied by increasing
interfacing system level, temperature, and pressure. Specific intersystem
leakage detection methods are as follows:

(1) Residual heat removal (RHR) system suction siile isolation valves are
monitored for seat leakage by the lif ting of 1.he RHR relief valves that
discharge to the recycle holdup tank resulting in increased recycle holdup
tank level, pressure and temperature indications, and alarms at the main
control board.

(2) Safety injection system (SIS) accumulators are isolated from the RCS by
check valves. Leakage past these valves is detected by redundant
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accumulator pressure and level indications and alarms at the main control
board.

(3) RHR/ SIS discharge headers are isolated from the RCS by check valves and a
gate valve. Seat leakage will pressurize the RHR/ SIS discharge headers,

lifting the relief valves which discharge to the recycle holdup tank'

resulting in increased recycle holdup tank level indication and alarm at |

the main control board.

(4) Leidown heat exchanger, RCP seal water heat exchanger, and excess letdown3

4 heat exchanger tube leakage to the component cooling water system is
; detected by any combination of the component cooling water system radia-
! tion monitors and surge tank level. High component cooling water radia-

tion and high surge tank level are alarmed in the main control room.

(5) SIS pump discharge subsystem (hot leg injection) is isolated from the RCS
; by check valves and a gate valve. Leakage past these valves will pressurize

the safety injection pump discharge resulting in main control room indica-
q tion and eventually lifting relief valves with resulting indication and

alarm of increasing recycle holdup tank level.,

1

(6) Steam generator tube leakage from the RCS to the secondary system will be
detected by radiation monitors in the steam generator blowdown system and
by the chemical process sampling system. Samples from each steam generator

'.
will indicate reduced pH from the presence of boric acid having leaked
from the RCS to the secondary system.

Indication of unidentified leakage from the RCPB into the containment is pro-
i vided by two sources. The first is containment atmosphere radiation monitor

indicators and alarms. The second is containment sump flow with its associated
alarms. The containment atmosphere radiation monitor operates continuously to
detect particulate, iodine, and gaseous radiation in the containment atmosphere.

.
Indication and alarms are provided in the main control room. The sensitivity

1 of the containment atmosphere radiation monitor is such that leaks of 1 gpm are
l detectable in less than 1 hour. The radiation monitors are seismic Category I

and are located in flood- and tornado protected structures, thus meeting the
requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29. They are
also testable and may be calibrated as identified in the guidelines of
Positions C.6, C.7, and C.8 of Regulatory Guide 1.45. If a break were to occur
.in the primary system, the resulting coolant flow would pass to the containment *

atmosphere, providing airborne contamination, or condense and fall to the
,

floor. Unidentified leakage to the containment floor drain sump is monitored'

by a capacitance-type level probe in a weir box. The collection system and
weir box design will allow detection and monitoring of a 1 gpm leak within
1 hour. Signals from the level transmitter in the weir. box are recorded and
alarmed in the main control room. A similar leakage detection system is used
in the reactor cavity sump. An additional means of determining sump flow for
the reactor cavity and containment floor drain sumps is provided by sump-
pump-run-time totalizing meters. The sump-flow measuring system is testable

| and can be calibrated as required. The sensitivity of these measuring systems
meets the guidelines of Position C.5 of Regulatory Guide 1.45. Additional;

sources of indication of unidentified leakage include containment pressure,>

temperature and humidity indicators, and pressurizer level indicators in the
main control room.

4
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Based on the above, the staff concludes that the RCPB leakage detection systems
are diverse and provide reasonable assurance that primary system leakage (both
identified and unidentified) will be detected and meet the requirements of
GDC 2 and 30 with respect to protection against natural phenomena and provisions
for RCPB leak detection and identification, and the guidelines of Regulatory
Guides 1.29 and 1.45 with respect to seismic classification and RCPB leakage
detection system design and are, therefore, acceptable.

5.3 Reactor Vessel

5.3.1 Reactor Vessel and RCPB Materials

The fracture toughness of ferritic reactor vessel and RCPB materials, and the
materials su. seillance program for the reactor vesssel beltline have been
reviewed using the acceptance criteria and references in Paragraph II.3.a of
Section 5.2.3 and Paragraphs II.5, II.6 and II.7 (Appendices G and H, 10 CFR
Part 50) of SRP Section 5.3.1. A discussion of this review follows.

The staff has reviewed the materials selected, the fabrication and welding
methods / processes and inspection methods used for manufacturing the reactor
pressure vessels and finds them acceptable. The detailed review on these
aspects of the reactor vessels are covered in Section 5.2.3, " Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary Materials."

GDC 31, " Fracture Prevention of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," requires
that the RCPB be designed with sufficient margin to ensure that, when it is
stressed under operating, maintenance, testing, and anticipated transient
conditions, the boundary behaves in a nonbrittle manner and the probability of
rapidly propagating fracture is minimized. GDC 32, " Inspection of Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary," requires, in part, that the RCPB be designed to
permit an appropriate material surveillance program for the reactor pressure
vessel.

The staff has reviewed the materials selection, toughness requirements, and
extent of materials testing conducted by the applicant in accordance with the
above criteria, subject to the rules and requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a; Appen-
dix G, " Fracture Toughness Requirements;" and 10 CFR 50, Appendix H, " Reactor
Vessel Material Surveillance Program Requirements."

The edition and addenda of the ASME Code which are applicable to the design and
fabrication of any RCPB component are specified in 10 CFR 50.55a and are based
on the construction permit date.

The Ryron Construction Permits (CP) were issued on December 31, 1975. Based on
the CP date,10 CFR 50.55a requires that the Byron RCPB materials meet the
fracture toughness requirements of the ASME Code no earlier than the 1971
Edition, Summer 1972 Addenda. The applicant indicated in FSAR Table 5.2-1 that
RCPB materials were ordered to meet several editions and addenda. The earliest
code and addenda for Byron RCPB materials is 1971 Edition, Summer 1972 Addenda,
and the latest is the 1974 Edition, Summer 1974 Addenda. Theretore, the
applicant's RCPB materials have met the minimum fracture toughness requirements
of 10 CFR 50.55a.
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Appendix G, " Fracture Toughness Requirements," and Appendix H, " Reactor Vessel
Material Surveillance Requirements," of 10 CFR 50, specify the fracture toughness
requirements for the ferritic materials of the readtor coolant pressure boundary.

5.3.1.1 Evaluation of Compliance to Appendix G, 10 CFR 50

Based on its review of the applicant's submittal that describes the extent of
compliance of Byron with Appendix G, 10 CFR 50, the staff has determined that
the requirements of Appendix G have been met except for Paragraphs IV.A.1 and
IV.B. The evaluation of each of these areas and the applicant's use of RCPB
materials which have minimum yield strength over 50 ksi follows.

Paragraph I.A states that the adequacy of the fracture toughness of ferritic
materials that are used in the RCPB and have a minimum specified yield strength
greater than 50,000 psi be demonstrated to the Commission on an individual case
basis. Table 5.2-2 of the Byron FSAR indicates that SA-533 Grade A Class 2
steels have been used in RCPB components. SA-533 Grade A Class 2 steels have
specified minimum yield strengths of 70,000 psi. The applicant must supply
fracture toughness data from a sufficient number of heats to demonstrate the
generic fracture toughness of SA-533 Grade A Class 2 steels.

Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-9292, " Dynamic Fracture Toughness of ASME
SA-508 Class 2a and ASME SA-533 Grade A Class 2 Base and Heat-Affected Zone |

;

Material and Applicable Weld Metals," contains fracture toughness data from a
i

sufficient number of heats of SA-533 Grade A Class 2 Steels to demonstrate the
generic fracture toughness of these steels. The applicant indicates that the
conclusion in Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-9292 are applicable to Byron 1
and 2 and Braidwood 1 and 2. Based on report WCAP-9292, the staff considers

,

'

the applicant's use of SA-533 Grade A Class 2 steels in reactor coolant pressure
boundary applications acceptable.

Paragraph IV. A.1 of Appendix G requires that each ferritic RCPB material be
fracture toughness tested to the requirements of paragraph NB 2330 of the ASME
Code. Paragraph NB 2330 of the ASME Code requires that a reference tempera-
ture, RTNDT, be determined and that this reference temperature be used as a
basis for providing adequate margins of safety for reactor operation. The
value of the RT is defined in the ASME Code from the results of the drop-NDT

weight test and the CVN impact test. The drop-weight test must be performed in
accordance with ASTM E-208.

The Byron FSAR has reported the RT nd nil-ductility temperature for allNDT

ferritic reactor pressure vessel base materials and the limiting ferritic
reactor pressure vessel weld in Byron Unit 1.

The applicant has not provided any fracture toughness data for Byron Unit 2.
To confirm compliance of Byron Unit 2 to the requirements of Paragraph IV. A.1
of Appendix G, the applicant has agreed to provide the following fracture
toughness data for Byron Unit 2.

(1) the material specification, class, and grade, the RT nd the nil-NDT,
ductility temperature for each base material in the reactor vessel
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d the heat identification, the RTNDT, and the nil-ductility temperature for
the reactor vessel weld that is most limiting for operation of the reactor i

vessel

Paragraph IV.B of Appendix G, 10 CFR 50, requires that all reactob vessel
beltline materials have a minimum unirradiated CVN impact test upper shelf
energy of 75 ft-lb in the transverse direction unless it can be demonstrated by
appropriate data or analyses that lower CVN impact test upper shelf energies
still provide adequate margin for deterioration from irradiation.

I

The applicant has reported the average CVN upper shelf energy data for the
lower shell targing (heat number SP5951), the upper shelf forging (heat numbers
SP5933), and the upper to lower shell weld, which are the materials in the
Byron 1 reactor vessel beltline area. The data therein fully satisfy the
requirements of Paragraph IV.B. of Appendix G.

To demonstrate compliance with the requirements of Paragraph IV.B of Appen-
dix G, 10 CFR 50, the applicant has agreed to provide the chemical composition
(Cu and P) and the complete CVN impact transition curve for each reactor vessel
beltline material in Byron 2. The CVN impact data will be provided in. tabular
and graphical form.>

5. 3.1. 2 Evaluation of Compliance to Appendix H
|

Based on its review of the applicant's submittal that described the extent of
compliance of Byron with Appendix H,10 CFR 50, the staf f has determined that
Byron 1 has complied with all the requirements of Appendix H. The applicant
has agreed to provide additional information required to show that Byron 2 is
in compliance with Appendix H.

In WCAP-9517, the applicant has provided the staff with sufficient information
to determine that Byron 1 will comply with all the requirements of Appendix H.

Paragraph II.B of Appendix H requires that a reactor beltline material sur-
veillance program be followed. This surveillance program should comply with
ASTM E-185-73, " Standard Recommended Practice for Surveillance Tests for
Nuclear Reactor Vessel." ASTM E-185-73 requires that the limiting reactor
vessel beltline materials be included in the rurveillance program. The appli-
cant has indicated the reports similar to WCAP-9517 are to be submitted for
Byron 2. Until these rep, orts are received, the staff cannot complete its
evaluation of compliance with Appendix H,10 CFR 50.

5.3.1.3 Conclusions Regarding Compliance to Appendices G and H, 10 CFR 50

The staff's technical evaluation indicates that Byron Unit 1 has met all the
requirements of Appendices G and H, 10 CFR 50. The applicant has indicated
that Byron Unit 2 pressure vessel and RPCB has been fabricated to the same
specifications as that at Unit 1. He has also agreed to provide the necessary
information to demonstrate Byron Unit'2 compliance with Appendix G and H. The
staff will confirm the Unit 2 material qualities upon receipt of the information
from the applicant.

i
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| Appendix G, " Protection Against Nonductile Failure," Section III of the ASME

Code, will be used, together with the fracture toughness test results. required<

; by Appendices G and H, 10 CFR 50, to calculate the RCPB pressuce-temperature
' limitations for Byron.

1- The fracture toughness tests required by the AsME Code and Appendix G of
10 CFR 50 will provide reasonable assurance that adequate safety margins1

' against the possibility of nonductile behavior or rapidly propagating fracture
i can be established for all pressure-retaining components of the RCPB. The use

of Appendix G, Section III of the ASME Code, as a guide in establishing safe
operating procedures, and the results of the fracture toughness tests performed
in accordance with the ASME Code and NRC regulations will provide adequate
safety margins during operating, testing, m2intenance, and anticipated transientq

conditions. Compliance with these Code pr; visions and NRC regulations consti-
i tutes an acceptable basis for satisfying the fracture toughness requirement of
| GDC 31.

The materials surveillance program, required by Appendix H, 10 CFR 50, will
provide information on material properties and the effects of irradiation on
material properties so that changes in fracture toughness of material in Byron
reactor vessel beltline caused by exposure to neutron radiation can be properly
assessed and adequate safety margins against the possibility of vessel failure

; can be provided.

1 Compliance with ASTM E-185-73 and Appendix H, 10 CFR 50, ensures that the
; surveillance program constitutes an acceptable basis for monitoring radiation-

induced changes in the fracture toughness of the reactor vessel material and'

satisfies the materials surveillance requirements of GDC 31 and 32.
<

5.3.2 Pressure-Temperature Limits

The applicant's presure temperature limits for operation of his reactor vessels,

| have been reviewed using the acceptance criteria set forth in the SRP Section
5.3.2. A discussion of this review follows.

.

Appendices G and H, and 10 CFR 50 describe tne conditions that require pressure-
temperature limits for the RCPB and provide the general bases for these limits.
The appendices specifically require that pressure-temperature limits must
provide safety margins for the RCPB at least as great as the safety margins;

recommended in the ASME Code, Section III, Appendix G. Appendix G, 10 CFR 50,
; requires additional safety margins whenever the reactor core is critical,

except for low-level physics tests.

i
| The following pressure-temperature limits imposed on the'RCPB during operation
~

and tests are reviewed to ensure that they provide adequate safety margins
against nonductile behavior or rapidly propagating failure of ferritic compo-
nents as required by GDC 31:

'

(1) preservice hydrostatic tests

(2) inservice leak and hydrostatic tests
(3)- heatup and cooldown operations

t

| (4) core operation
!

|
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The applicant has provided pressure-temperature limit curves for Byron Unit 1.
i The staff has reviewed these curves as they are valid for 32 effective full

power years. The applicant has not provided pressure-temperature limit curves,

for Byron Unit 2. Until the applicant provides pressure-temperature limit'

curves for Byron Unit 2 and provides the information requested in SER Sec-
1 tion 5.3.1, the staff cannot complete its review of this section.

The pressure-temperature limits to be imposed on the RCS for all operating and
j testing conditions to ensure adequate safety margins against nonductile or

rapidly propagating failure must be in conformance with established criteria,i

i codes, and standards acceptable to the staff. The use of operating limits
i based on these criteria--as defined by applicable regulations, codes, and i

standards--will provide reasonable assurance that nonductile or rapidly prop-,
. agating failure will not occur and will constitute an acceptable basis for
i satisfying the applicable requirements of GDC 31.
1

.

5.3.3 Reactor Vessel Integrity
'

The staff has reviewed the FSAR sections related to the reactor vessel integrity
! of Byron. Although most areas are reviewed separately, reactor vessel integrity

is of such importance that a special summary review of all factors relating to4

j reactor vessel integrity is warranted.
]

I Fracture toughness of ferrite reactor vessel and RCPB materials, the pressure
temperature limits for operation of the reactor vessels, and the materials

i surveillance programs for the reactor vessel beltline has been reviewed by the
| staff. The acceptance criteria and references which are the basis for this
j evaluation are set forth in Paragraphs II.2, II.6, and II.7 (Appendices G and
j H, 10 CFR 50) of SRP Section 5.3.3. A discussion of this review follows.

I

N

j The staff has reviewed the above factors that contribute to the structural
integrity of the reactor vessel and concludes that the applicant has compliedJ

j with Appendices G and H, 10 CFR 50, except for the following items:
,

) (1) Paragraph IV.A.1, Appendix G: The applicant has not provided sufficient
i CVN impact and drop-weight test data for Byron Unit 2 to demonstrate
1 compliance with the fracture toughness requirements of Paragraph IV.A.1 of
', Appendix G.

| (2) Paragraph IV.B., Appendix G: For Byron 2, the applicant has not provided
; the CVN impact test results from reactor vessel beltline materials which
' demonstrate the materials have a CVN upper shelf energy of 75 ft-lb.

i (3) Paragraph II.B, Appendix H: For Byron 2, the applicant has not adequately
; identified the material in the surveillance capsule to enable the staff to
L determine whether these materials comply with the requirements of Para-
' graph II.B of Appendix H.

- The staff has reviewed all factors contributing to the structural integrity of-
the reactor vessel and concludes that there are no special considerations that
make it necessary to consider potential reactor vessel failure for Byron Unit 1.

i

i

1
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The applicant has agreed to supply the information necessary to complete the
staf f evaluation of Byron compliaace to Appendices G and 11 of 10 CFR 50. The
staff will complete its evaluation of the st,'uctural integrity of the reactor
vessels in Byron 2 and report in a supplement to this SER.

5.3.4 Pressurized Thermal Shock

Pressurized thermal shock (PTS), as a consequence of certain postulated accident
scenarios, is of concern primarily for vessels that have experienced signifi-
cant degradation of material properties as a result of irradiation damage in
the beltline region during operation. The staff's unresolved safety issue
(USI) A-49 will address this issue for all PWR facilities (see Appendix C).

I The rate of degradation of material properties is related to the concentration
of trace elements in the vessel materials, especially copper, nickel, and
phosphorus. The phenomenon of radiation damage versus accumulated fluence is
accounted for in Regulatory Guide 1.99, which is used by the staff to conser-
vatively predict material property degradation until sufficient data from
irradiation specimens is accumulated for a particular vessel.

,

The Byron 1 reactor vessel has a predicted end-of-life (EOL) RT f bout
NDT

120 F. This was calculated for the limiting material in the beltline, the
i upper shell forging, which had 0.05 percent copper and 0.010 percent phosphorus

and an initial RT f 40 F. The nickel content for the upper shell forging,NDT

which is in accordance with the A-508 specification, is in the "high" category.
The E0L fluence at the inside wall is predicted to be 2.4 x 10 W n/cm2 (E)MeV).
Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 1, was used to estimate the adjustment of
reference temperature; hence, the value of 120 F EOL RT is believed to be

, NDTconservative.

The staff believes that pressurized thermal shock will probably not pose a
threat to the Byron 1 reactor vessel for 32 effective full power years because
of the relatively low E0L RTNDT (120 F). However, the staff is continuing to
study this issue as USI A-49 and, if necessary, may reevaluate this conclusion
within the next few years.

5.4 Component and Subsystem Design

5.4.1 Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Integrity

The staff has reviewed the applicant's reactor coolant pump flywheel design,
material selection, fracture toughness, preservice and inservice inspection
program and overspeed test procedure. The acceptance criteria and references
which are the basis for this evaluation are set forth in the SRP Section 5.4.1.1.
A discussion of this review follows.

GDC 4 requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems, and componentsI

important to safety be protected against the effects of missiles that might
| result from equipment failures. Becaust flywheels have large masses and rotate
j at speeds of approximately 1200 rpm during normal operation, a loss of flywheel

!
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integrity could result in high-energy missiles and excessive vibration of the
reactor coolant pump assembly. The safety consequences could be significant
because of possible damage to the reactor coolant system, the containment, or
the engineered safety features. Adequate margins of safety and protection
against the potential for damage from flywheel missiles can be achieved by the
use of suitable material, adequate design, and inspection.

According to FSAR Section 5.4.1.5.2.1, the material used to manufacture the
,

pump flywheels is SA-533 Grade B Class 1 steel plate. The applicant further
states that the nil-ductility transition temperature (NDTT), of the flywheel
material is no higher than +10 F, and that the Charpy upper shelf energy level
in the " weak" direction is no les than 50 ft-lbs at 70 F.

Paragraph C.1.c.(2) of Safety Guide 14 requires that the adjusted fracture
energy, as read from the adjusted CVN curve at normal operating temperatures of
the flywheel, be demonstrated to be equivalent to a KIc (dynamic) value of at
least 100 ksi in. 2 by using appropriate correlation of data. The staff analysis
indicates that the normal operating temperature of the flywheel material must
be greater than 100 F above the RT t ensure the material has a KIc (dynamic)NDT
value of at least 100 ksi in.b The applicant has indicated that the RTNDT I

the flywheels is at leat 100 F less than their normal operating temperature.
Therefore, the applicant satisfies Paragraph C.1.2(c)sof Safety Guide 14 for
Byron 1 and 2.

The pump flywheels are designed to the requirements of paragraph C.2 of Safety
Guide 14 and the flywheel assembly are given a preoperational test at the
design overspeed of the flywheel.

The Technical Specification for inservice inspection and testing of the pump
flywheel has been submitted by the applicant for Byron 1 and 2. The staff
finds it complies with Paragraph C.4 of Safety Guide 14, dated October 27,
1971.

Based on the data provided by the applicant, the staff concludes that Byron
Units 1 and 2 have a margin of safety against flywheel missiles equivalent to
that recommended in Safety Guide 14. Compliance with Safety Guide 14 will
provide a basis acceptable to the staff for satisfying the requirements of
GDC 4.

5.4.2 Steam Generators

5. 4. 2.1 Steam Generator Materials

The staf f concludes that the materials specified for the steam generator are
acceptable and meet the requirements of GDC 1,14,15, and 31 and Appendix B of
10 CFR 50. This conclusion is based on the considerations discussed below.

The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 1 with respect to codes and
standards by ensuring that the materials for use in Class 1 and 2 components
will be fabricated and inspected in conformance with codes, standards, and
specifications acceptable to the staff. Welding qualification, fabrication,

1
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and inspection during manufacture and assembly of the steam generator will be
done in conformance with the requirements of Sections III and IX of the ASME
Code.

The requirements of GDC 14 and 15 have been met to ensure that the RCPB and
associated auxiliary systems have been designed, fabricated, erected, and
tested so as to have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage, of
rapidly propagating failure, and of gross rupture during normal operation and
anticipated operational occurrences. The selection and use of the materials
satisfies the requirements of GDC 14, as they relate to a design having an
extremely low probability of abnormal leakage, of rapidly propagating failure,
and of gross rupture. The crevice between the tubesheet and the inserted tube
will be minimal because the tube was expanded to the full depth of insertion of
the tube in the tubesheet. The tube expansion and subsequent positive contc t
pressure between the tube and the tubesheet will preclude a buildup of impurities
from forming and the crevice region and reduce the probability of crevice
boiling.

.

1

The requirements of GDC 31 regarding fracture toughness of the ferritic materials
have been met, because the pressure boundary materials of ASME Class 1 components
of the steam generator comply with the fracture toughness requirements and
tests of subarticle NB-2300 of Section III of the ASME Code. The materials of
the ASME Class 2 components of the steam generator comply with the fracture
toughness requirements of subarticle NC-2300 of Section III of the ASME Code. j

The materials of construction exposed to the reactor coolant, secondary coolant,
and containment sprays are compatible with the expected environment as proven
by extensive testing and satisfasctory performance. General corrosion of all
materials except carbon and low alloy steel is expected to be negligible. For
these materials, conservative corrosion allowances have been provided in
accordance with the requirements of Section III of the ASME Code. The external
nonmetallic insulation to be used on austenitic stainless steel components
conforms with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.36, "Non-Metallic
Thermal Insulation for Austenitic Stainless Steels."

The onsite cleaning and cleanliness controls during fabrication and erection
conform to the recommendations of ANSI Standard N45.2.1-1973, " Cleaning of
Fluid Systems and Associated Components During the Construction Phase of
Nuclear Power Plants," and Regulatory Guide 1.37, " Quality Assurance Require-
ments for the Cleaning of Fluid Systems and Associated Components of Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants."

Reasonable assurance of the satisfactory performance of steam generator tubing
and other steam generator materials is provided by (1) the design provisions
and manufacturing requirements of the ASME Code, (2) secondary water monitoring
and control, and (3) the limiting of condenser inleakage. The controls described
above combined with conformance with applicable codes, standards, staff
positions, and Regulatory Guides constitute an acceptable basis for meeting in|

part the requirements of GDC 1, 14, 15, and 31 and Appendix B of 10 CFR 50.'

!
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5.4.2.2 Steam Generator Tube Inservice Inspection

5.4.2.2.1 Compliance with the SRP

The July 1981 edition of the SRP includes Section 5.4.2.2, " Steam Generator
Tube Inservice Inspection." Byron Units 1 and 2 were reviewed in accordancei

with this section of the SRP. However, the review is continuing because the
applicant has not revised his inspection program in accordance with the Stan-
dard Technical Specifications, and the staff is evaluating a generic issue
regarding the po.tential for tube degradation in Westinghouse Model D steam'

generators. The results of the staff review to date are summarized below.
|

The SRP Acceptance Criteria recommend that the applicant perform inspections
based on Regulatory Guide 1.83 and the applicable Standard Technical Specifi-
cations. The applicant has committed to perform the inspection of the steam
generator tubes in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.83, Revision 1, but has
not revised the extent and frequency of examinations to correspond to the Stan-
dard Technical Specifications. The staff will document its conclusions regard-
ing the steam generator tube examinations in a supplement to this SER.

5.4.2.2.2 Evaluation of the Inspection Program

GDC 32, " Inspection of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," requires, in part,
that components that are part of the RCPB be designed to permit periodic
inspection and testing of important areas and features to assess their struc-
tural and leaktight integrity. The steam generators at Byron have been designed
to meet the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code requirements for Class 1 and 2
components. Provisions also have been made to permit inservice inspection of

;' the Class 1 and 2 components, including individual steam generator tubes. The
design aspects that provide access for inspection and the proposed inspection
program must follow the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.83, Revision 1,
and NUREG-0452, Revision 2, " Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse
Pressurized Water Reactors," and comply with the requirements of Section XI of

'j the ASME Code, with respect to the inspection methods to be used, provisions
for a baseline inspection, selection and sampling of tubes, inspection inter-
vals, and actions to be taken in the event that defects are identified.

The applicant has committed to perform the preservice and inservice inspection
of the steam generator tubes in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.83, Revi-
sion 1, which the staff finds acceptable. However, the applicant has not
revised his Technical Specification to conform with the recommendations
described in Section 3/4.4.5, " Steam Generators,"; Paragraph 4.4.5.4a.9,
"Preservice Inspection,"; and Paragraph 4.4.5.5, " Reports," of NUREG-0452,
Revision 2.

t Because the applicant has made commitments in the FSAR and his letter of
January 13, 1982 to meet the technical requirements of Section 3/4.4.5 of
NUREG-0452, the staff considers this a confirmatory issue and will address
it in the staff review of the final Technical Specifications. Recently, a
generic problem concerning the potential for tube degradation caused by flow-
induced vibration in the preheater section of Westinghouse Model D steam
generators has been identified in nondomestic plants. -The staff is closely 1

monitoring developments at McGuire Unit 1, the only operating domestic plant
i
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with Model D steam generators, and at foreign plants to evaluate its impact on
the other domestic plants with similar steam generator design. The staff has
not completed the evaluation of this problem and its impact on the integrity
of Byron station Model D steam generators. The staff will address this issue
in a supplement to this SER.

5.4.2.2.3 Conclusions

Conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.83, NUREG-0452, and the inspection require-
ments of Section XI of the ASME Code constitutes an acceptable basis for meeting,
in part, the requirements of GDC 32. For the recently identified flow-induced
tube vibration problem in the Westinghouse Model 0 steam generators, because
the staff has not completed its evaluation of this problem, final conclusions
regarding the Byron steam generator tube inservice inspection will be documented
in a supplement to this SER.

5.4.3 Residual Heat Removal System

The residual heat removal (RHR) system is designed to remove heat from the
reactor coolant system after the system temperature and pressure have been
reduced to approximately 350 F and 400 psig, respectively. The RHR system is
capable of reducing the reactor coolant to the cold shutdown temperature and
maintain this temperature until the plant is started up again.

The RHRS operates in the following modes:

(1) Emergency Core Cooling System Injection Mode

Functions in conjunction with the high head portion of the emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) to provide injection of borated water from the
refueling water storage tank (RWST) into the RCS cold legs during the
injection phase following a LOCA.

(2) Emergency Core Cooling System, Recirculation Mode

Provides long-term core cooling during the recirculation phase of a LOCA.
This function is accomplished by aligning the RHR system to take fluid
from the containment sump, cool it by circulation through the RHR heat
exchangers, and supply it to the reactor core.

(3) Refueling

Used for filling the refueling c.nal.

(4) Cold Shutdown

Removes RCS decay heat and maintains cold shutdown conditions.

(5) Startup

Connected to the CVCS via the low pressure letdown line to control reactor
coolant pressure.
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Design data for the RHRS are

Pressure 600 psig
Temperature 400 F
Pump capacity 3000 gpm
Number of independent trains 2

The RCS cooldown time with one RHR train from initial conditions of 400 psig
and 350 F to cold shutdown conditions of atmospheric pressure and 200 F is 25.3
hours.

The two RHR trains are independent in action and powered by separate power
supplies to provide redundancy.

The applicant has addressed the capability of the RHR system to meet BTP
RSB 5-1, " Design Requirements of the Residual Her.t Removal Systems."

Four processes are involved in taking the plant from hot standby to cold
shutdown conditions. These are: (1) removal of residual heat and stored
energy; (2) circulation of the reactor coolant; (3) boration of the reactor
coolant to the cold shutdown boron concentration and coolant makeup; and
(4) depressurization. With loss of offsite power, the reactor coolant pumps,
main condenser and the main feedwater pumps are unavailable. Heat removal and
coolant circulation under natural circulation conditions is then controlled by
use of the steam generator atmospheric dump valves and the auxiliary feedwater
sytem.

The water supply for the auxiliary feedwater system is provided initially from
the nonseismic condensate storage tank. The operator can switch the source of
auxiliary feedwater to the seismic Category I service water system. The four
steam generator atmospheric relief valves will be actuated by Class 1E qualified,
solenoid actuated, hydraulic operators powered from emergency buses. Two
valves are powered from one emergency bus and two from the other emergency bus.
In the event that an emergency bus is lost, the plant may still be cooled down,
but at a slower rate. BTP RSB 5-1 requires that a natural circulation test,
with supporting analysis, be conducted to demonstrate the ability to cool down
and depressurize the plant and to demonstrate that boron mixing is sufficient
under such circumstances. Comparison with the performance of previously tested
plants of similar design may be substituted for these tests, if justified. The
applicant plans to reference tests to be conducted at Diablo Canyon to meet
this requirement. The applicant has provided a preliminary assessment of the
differences between Diablo Canyon and Byron which might affect boron mixing
under natural circulation. This assessment indicates that the results of the
Diablo Canyon tests and supporting analysis would satisfy the BTP RSB 5-1
requirements for Byron. However, the staff does not plan to reach a conclusion
on this matter until the Diablo Canyon results have been reviewed and their
applicability to Bryon evaluated. If the Diablo Canyon tests are not completed
or do not provide satisfactory results, the applicant has committed to perform
such tests before startup after the first refueling.

This testing is not necessary for first-cycle operation of Bryon. The major
purpose _of the natural circulation test is to obtain information on the time
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| needed to take the plant from hot standby to the cut-in point of the RHR system
under conditions such as extended loss of offsite power when the RCS pumps are:

not available. It would be preferable to run this test after the first reload
,

when the decay heat is relatively large. This would result in more meaningfult

test data and testing under conditions more representative of those occurring
over the 40 yr plant life.

Boration to cold shutdown conditions is normally accomplished through the
,

makeup line and reactor coolant pump seal injection flow path. The effect of a'

loss of air supply renders the normal letdown and makeup lines inoperable
because several valves are air operated. Boration without letdown is accom-
plished with 4 w/% boric acid from the redundant seismic Category I boric acid
tanks and boric acid transfer pumps through the charging pumps to the safety

' injection flow path. The applicant has stated that there is sufficient volume,

from coolant contraction and pressurizer steam space to accommodate the volume ,

of boric acid needed to reach cold shutdown. The staff has requested confirma- |

tory analysis to support this statement; including the effects of xenon decay.

Under natural circulation conditions, the normal supply for the pressurizer
i spray from the cold legs of two coolant loops is lost. In this case, the

pressurizer spray can be supplied by flow from the centrifugal charging pumps
through a line branching off from the charging pumps of the CVCS. This supply
could be lost by a single failure involving either closing of a single valve in

7

; the supply line or opening of one of several valves in lines connected to the
supply line. If manual actions to correct for such failures were not successful,
a backup method of depressurization would involve opening either
of the two seismic Category I PORVs of the pressurizer that discharge to the
pressurizer relief tank. To reduce the potential for a higher than normal4

containment temperature and humidity, the applicant has stated that the proce-
dures for depressurization using the PORVs will include precautions to ensure
integrity of the pressurizer relief tank (PRT). In addition, the ability to

depressurize without rupturing the PRT rupture disk will be confirmed on the
. Byron simulator. The staff also requires confirmation that the PORVs will
i function in the environment that is expected in achieving cold shutdown.

The staff concludes that with satisfactory resolution of the confirmatory items
described above, the Byron station meet the requirements of BTP RSB 5-1.;

5.4.3.1 Functional Requirements
,

The RHR system for Byron must meet GDC 1 through 5. GDC 1 through 4 regarding
quality standards and records, design bases for protection against natural

-phenomena, fire protection, and environmental and missile design bases are
covered in Sections 3 and 9.5.1 of this report, respectively. GDC 5, " Sharing
of Structures, Systems, and Components," is met for the Byron RHR systems
because components are not shared between units.

i

Redundancy in the RHR system is provided by two independent trains for each
unit. Leak detection for the RHR system is discussed in Section 5.2.5 of this

,

report. Isolation valve and power supply redundancy are discussed under
separate topics in this section. The staff has reviewed the description of the

|

RHR system and the piping and instrumentation diagrams to verify that the
system can be operated without offsite power and assuming a single failure.

5-24 <
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The two RHR pumps are connected to separate buses which can be powered by-

separate diesel generators in the event of loss of offsite power.

The RHR system must be aparable from the control room in accordance with
GDC 19. Limited manual actions are permitted outside the control room assuming
a single failure, if justified. The Byron RHR system is designed to be fully i

operable from the control room. To ensure ECCS readiness and to protect RHR.

pumps, valve positions, pump running status indications, and low flow alarms
are provided in the control room.;

1

The cooldown tinie under one RHR train of 25.3 hr is acceptable. With the
stated 4-hr time for cooldown from the standby to RHR conditions, the Byron !
plant can be brought to cold shutdown within a reasonable period of time with
or without off.ite power. The staff requested that the applicant confirm that
this cooldown rate is slow enough to preclude voiding in the RCS.

5.4.3.2 RHR System Isolation Requirements

The RHR system valving arrangement is designed to provide adequate protection
to the RHR system when the reactor coolant system is at high pressure operation.

There are two separate and redundant motor-operated isolation valves (MOVs)
between each RHR pump suction and the RCS hot legs. These valves are separately
and independently interlocked to prevent valve opening until the RCS pressure
falls below 400 psig. If the valves are open, they are separately and inde-
pendently interlocked to close when the RCS pressure rises above 750 psig.
Each of the four RHR suctwn MOVs is aligned to a separate motor-control
center. One MOV in each su: tion line is powered from power train B. That is,
the loss of one power train will prevent opening of both suction lines and
establishing normal shutdown cooling. Should this situation develop, RCS
cooling via the steam system can be resumed until power is regained to the
failed power train or manual action is taken. Further discussion of this valve
configuration is addressed in Chapter 7 of this SER.

:

There are two check valves and an open MOV on each RHR discharge line. The two
check valves protect the system from the RCS pressure during operation. The
applicant has provided design features to permit leak testing of each check
valve separately during plant operation to fulfill the staff requirements for
high/ low pressure isolation with two check valves. This testing is further
addressed in Section 5.2.5.;

5.4.3.3 RHR Pressure Relief Requirements

Overpressure protection of the RHR system is provided by four relief valves,
one on each of tha suction and discharge lines. Each suction line relief valve
has a capacity of 475 gpm at 450 psig, which is sufficient to discharge the
flow from both charging pumps at the relief valve setpoint. Each hot-leg
discharge line relief valve has a capacity of 20 gpm at a pressure of 600 psig,
which protects the RHR system from leakage past the check valves. The cold-leg,

! discharge lines have a relief valve capacity of 400 gpm at 600 psig. These
relief valves are adequate to protect the RHR system from overpressurization.
Discharge from the RHR suction line relief valves is directed to the pressurizer
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relief tank. Relief for water trapped between isolation valves is provided by
a check valve in parallel with each inner isolation valve.

5.4.3.4 RHR Pump Protection

The RHR pumps have a miniflow bypass line to prevent overheating and ensure
flow to the pump suction. A valve in the line is controlled by flow sensors in
the pump discharge header. Pressure sensors in the discharge header provide
pressure indication and an alarm for high RHR discharge pressure in the control
room. A low flow alarm is provided.

5. 4. 3. 5 Tests, Operational Procedures, and Support Systems
IThe plant preoperational and startup test program provides for demonstrating

the operation of the RHR system in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.68,
" Initial Test Programs for Water-Cooled Reactor Power Plants." |

The staff has reviewed the component cooling water system to ensure that
sufficient cooling capability is available to the RHR system heat exchangers.
The acceptability of this cooling capability and its conformance to GDC 44, 45,
and 46 are discussed in Section 9.

The acceptability of natural circulation heat removal and baron mixing will be
discussed in the staff's evaluation of BTP RSB 5-1.

The applicant states that the system is housed within a structure that is
designe_1 to withstand tornadoes, floods, and seismic phenomena. This area is
addressed further in Section 3.

The RHR system capability to withstand pipe whip inside containment as required
by GDC 4 and Regulatory Guide 1.46 is discussed in Section 3. Protection
against piping failures outside of containment in accordance with GDC 4 is also
discussed in Section 3.

All RHR lines, including instrument lines, have containment isolation features;
their satisfaction of the requirements of GDC 56 and 57 and Regulatory Guide 1.11
is discussed in Section 6.2.

The applicant has met GDC 19 with respect to the main control room requirements
for normal operations and shutdown and GDC 34, which specifies requirements for
the residual heat removal system be meeting the regulatory position in BTP
RSB 5-1.

In addition, the applicant has committed to meet the requirements of
Item III.D.1.1 of NUREG-0737 as it relates to primary coolant sources outside
of containment.

Subject to confirmation of the preceeding items, the staff concludes that
the Byron station meets the SRP Section 5.4.7 and is acceptable.

I
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5.4.4 Pressurizer Relief Tank

The pressurizer relief discharge system consists of the pressurizer relief
, tank, the discharge piping from the pressurizer relief and safety valves, the
! relief tank internal spray header, the tank nitrogen supply, the vent to

containment, and the drain to the waste processing system. The system is
nonsafety related (Quality Group D, ncaseismic Category I) and is not part of,

the RCPB because all of its components are downstream of the RCS safety and
relief valves. Therefore, its failure would not affect the integrity of the
RCP8.

The pressurizer relief tank is sized to absorb the energy content of 110 per-
cent of the full power pressurizer steam volume through the primary relief and
safety valves. Other relief valve discharges to the pressurizer relief tank
are from the RHR system and from the CVCS. Releases from these sources are
less than the design-basis release from the pressurizer. The internal spray
and bottom drain on the pressurizer relief tank are used to cool the water
within the tank. A nitrogen blanket is also provided in the tank to permit
expansion of entering steam and to control the tank internal atmosphere. If a

j discharge exceeding the design bases should occur, the rupture discs on the
'

tank would pass the discharge through the tank to the containment. The con-
tents of the tank are normally drained to the waste holdup tank in the waste
processing system or the recycle holdup tank in the boron recycle system via
the reactor coolant drain tank pumps. The rupture discs on the pressurizer
relief tank have a capacity equal to or greater than the combined capacity of
the pressurizer safety valves. The tank and the rupture disc holders are

j designed for full vacuum to prevent collapse if the contents cool following a
discharge without nitrogen being added. The pressurizer relief tank is pro-
vided with instrumentation in the control room to indicate pressure and temper-

| ature and alarms for high or low level, high pressure, and temperature.

The pressurizer relief tank is located at grade elevation inside the contain-
ment, which provides protection against natural phenomena. The tank is separated
from safecy-related equipment so that its failure does not compromise the
capability to safely shut down the plant, and possible rupture disc fragments
do not present a missile hazard when the disc ruptures. Thus, the requirements
of GDC 2 and 4, and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29, Position C.2 are
satisfied.

<

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the pressurizer relief discharge
system meets the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 with respect to the need for pro-
tection against natural phenomena and internal missile protection because its

i failure does not affect safety system functions, its meets the guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 1.29 concerning seismic classification, and is, therefore,
acceptable.

.

'

-5.4.5 Item II.B.1 Reactor Coolant System Vents

The reactor coolant system vent (RCSV) line is located at the top of the
reactor vessel head. This 0.5-in.-diameter schedule 160 line contains four
safety grade solenoid-operated valves which are powered by emergency buses.
The RCSV is remotely operated and monitored from the main control room. The
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RCSV line is a 0.5-in. pipe and is smaller than the size for which a LOCA
analysis would be required.

The RCSV line was designed and installed as ASME Section III, Class 1 piping.
Positioning of the discharge of the RCSV minimizes possible impingement on
equipment or obstructions. Seismically and environmentally qualified ASME
Section III Class 1 solenoid-operated valves are installed in parallel sets of'

two, supplied by redundant emergency buses. Positive indication of valve
position is provided, from valve operator limit switches, to the control switch
lights in the main control room. A main control room alarm is also provided in
conjunction with valve position indication to sound when any vent valve is
open. In addition, surface-mounted resistance temperature detectors with main
control room alarms are provided downstream of the solenoid-operated valves for

i leak detection.

These valves are designed to pass steam, steam / water, water, and noncondensible
gases. The vents discharge directly to the containment. Possible hydrogen
concentration will be controlled by the containment hydrogen recombiners.

The staff concludes that the above vent design meets the staff criteria and is
acceptable. The procedures for operation of the vents must be submitted,
reviewed and approved by plant startup. These procedures will be based on
Owners Group guidelines, which should be submitted with the implementation
schedule in NUREG-0737.
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6 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES
,

l

The engineered safety features for the Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, have been
reviewed in accordance with Chapter 6 of the July 1981 edition of the " Standard
Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants,"
(SRP),NUREG-0800. !

6.1 Engineered Safety Features Materials

Engineered safety features (ESF) are provided at Byron to mitigate the consc-
quences of design-basis accidents, including LOCAs. Because of the importance of
the ESF systems, the applicant is required to ensure the compatibility of mate-
rials and fluids used in the ESF syste:ns.

6.1.1 Metallic Materials

The staff has reviewed the materials and fabrication procedures used in the
! design of ESF. The purpose of this review was to ensure compatibility of the

materials with the specific fluids to which the materials are subjected.

The staff concludes, as a result of its review, that the ESF features materials
specified by the applicant are acceptable and meet the requirements of GDC 1,
4, 14, 31, 35, and 41; 10 CFR 50 Appendix B; and 10 CFR 50.55a. This con-

| clusion is based on the following:

(1) Materials and Fabrication

GDC 1, 4, and 31, and 10 CFR 50.55a have been met with respect to ensuring,

an extremely low probability of leakage, of rapidly propagating failure,
and of gross rupture. This is based on the fact that the materials
selected for the ESF satisfy Appendix I of Section III of the ASME Code,
and Parts A, B, and C of Section II of the Code, as well as satisfying the

i staff position.that the yield strength of cold-worked stainless steels
' shall be less than 90,000 psi. Fracture-toughness data for the ferritic

materials in the ESF were not provided in the FSAR. However, . based upon
testing performed by other applicants on the same specification steels,
and the data presented in NUREG-0577, the staff concludes that the frac-
ture toughness of these ferritic steel materials used will meet the4

requirements of the Code.

The controls on the use and fabrication of the austenitic stainless steel
of the system satisfy the requirements of Regulatory Guides 1.31 and 1.44.
Where the applicant provides alternatives, they are considered to be
acceptable. The staff concludes that the fabrication and heat treatment
practices performed provide assurance that the probability of stress cor-
rosion will be reduced during the postulated accident time interval.

i

f
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(2) Component and System Cleaning

The controls placed upon component and system cleaning are in accordance
with Regulatory Guide 1.37, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning
of Fluid Systems and Associated Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Plants," and provide a basis for the finding that the components and
systems have been protected against. damage or deterioration by con-
taminants as stated in the cleaning requirements of Appendix B,10 CFR 50.

(3) -Thermal Insulation and Coatings

GDC 1, 14, and 31 and Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 have been met with respect
to ensuring that the reactor coolant boundary and associated auxiliary
systems have an extremely low probability of leakage, of rapidly
propagating failures, and of gross rupture. The controls placed on con-
centrations of leachable impurities in nonmetallic thermal insulation
used on components on the ESF are in accordance with the requirements of l

Regulatory Guide 1.36, " Nonmetallic Thermal Insulation for Austenitic
Stainless Steels." Compliance with the requirements of Regulatory Guide
1.36 form a basis for meeting the requirements of GDC 1, 14, and 31.j

The protective coating systems have been qualified by tests acceptable to
the staff. This qualification provides reasonable assurance that the
coating system will r.ot degrade the operation of the ESF by delaminating,
flaking, or peeling. The coatings applied are in accordance with Regula-

i tory Guide 1.54, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Protective Coatings
Applied to Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." Conformance with this
Regulatory Guide provides a basis for meeting the requirements of
Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants."

(4) Composition and Compatibility of ESF Fluids

' The requirements of GDC 4, 35, and 41 and Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 have
been met with respect to compatibility of ESF components with environmental

I conditions associated with normal operation, maintenance, testing, and
postulated accidents, including loss-of-coolant accidents. This is.because
in the staff's judgments the controls of the pH and chemistry of the reactor
containment sprays and the emergency core cooling water, following a loss-of-
coolant or design-basis accident, are adequate to reduce the probability of
stress corrosion cracking of the austenitic stainless steel components and
welds of the ESF systems in containment throughout the duration of the
postulated accident to completion of cleanup.

During the containment spray injection phase, 30 w/% Na0h will be educated
into the containment spray solution that is supplied from the refueling
water storage tank at a nominal concentration of 2000 ppm boron or boric
acid. The injection phase containment spray pH versus time is discussed
in SRP Section 6.5.2.

<

.

.
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During the containment spray recirculation phase, a final pH of 8.55 will be
achieved in the sump once the borated water has thoroughly mixed with the
educted Na0H.

There are two independent safety grade sumps in the containment that are used
to recycle ESF fluids. In the event of a LOCA, the reactor coolant will be
diluted by the containment spray. A sufficient quantity of NaOH is used in the
spray to maintain the pH of liquids in the containment above 7.0.

The staff evaluated the pH of the containment sump water after it was mixed in
the containment sump with the educted NaOH. The staff verified by independent
calculations that sufficient Na0H is available to raise the containment sump
water pH to between 7 and 9. This is consistent with the minimum pH of 7.0,

required by BTP MIEB 6-1 in SRP Section 6.1.1 to reduce the probability of
stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steel components. The
proposed plant Technical Specifications surveillance requirements include
verification that the 30 w/% Na0H does not deteriorate.

On the basis of the above evaluation, the staff concludes that the postaccident
emergency core cooling water chemistry meets the guidelines of BTP MIE86-1 SRP
Section 6.1.1 and GDC 14, and is, therefore, acceptable.

6.1. 2 Organic Materials Inside Containment

This evaluation is conducted to verify that protective coatings applied inside
containment meet the testing requirements of ANSI N101.2 (1972) " Protective
Coatings (Paints) for Light Water Nuclear Reactor Containment Facilities," and
the quality assurance guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.54, " Quality Assurance
for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." Compliance with these requirements
provides assurance that the protective coatings will not fail under DBA condi-
tions and generate significant quantities of solid debris or combustible gas
that could aggravate the accident conditions.

Coatings on steel containment, concrete walls and steel embedded in walls,
concrete floors and steel embedded in floors, and some of the equipment coating
applied to exposed surfaces will be applied in accordance with the quality

. assurance requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.54. In addition, the applicant'

has verified that the protective coatings for use in the reactor containment
have been evaluated under simulated DBA conditions and confirmed that they meet
the requirements of ANSI N101.2 (1972).

The staff concludes that the protective coating systems and their applications
are acceptable and meet the requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50. This con-
clusion is based on the applicant's having met the quality assurance positions
of Regulatory Guide 1.54 and the requirements of ANSI N101.2. These measures
demonstrate their suitability to withstand a postulated DBA environment.

The control of combustible gases that can potentially be generated from the
organic materials and from qualified and unqualified paints is reviewed under |Section 6.2.5. The consequences of solid debris that can potentially be formed '

from unqualified paints are reviewed in Section 6.2.2.

|
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6.2 Containment Systems

The Byron containment systems include the containment heat removal systems, the
containment isolation system, and the containment combustible gas control
system. The containment and the containment systems function to prevent or
control the release of radioactive fission products that might be released into
the containment atmosphere following a postulated LOCA, secondary system pipe
rupture, or fuel-handling accident. The SRP was used as the guidance and
acceptance criteria in this review.

6.2.1 Containment Functional Design

6.2.1.1 Containment Structure

The Byron containment is a prestressed-concrete shell structure made up of a
cylinder with a shallow dome roof and a flat foundaticn slab. The entire
containment structure is lined on the inside with steel plate, which acts as a
leak tight membrane. The containment completely encloses the entire pres-
surized water reactor, steam generators, reactor coolant loops, and portions of
the auxiliary and ESF systems (see also Section 3.8).

Maximum Pressure and Temperature Analysis

The applicant has performed containment analyses on a spectrum of reactor
coolant system and secondary system pipe ruptures to verify the containment
functional design pressure and temperature and to establish the pressure and
temperature conditions for environmental qualification of safety related
equipment located inside containment. The containment functional analyses
include the assumption of the most limiting single active failure and the
availability or unavailability of offsite power dependent on which results in
the highest containment temperatures and pressures.

The applicant's spectrum of breaks in the reactor coolant system (during LOCAs)
included a double ended guillotine break in the hot leg, double ended guillotine
breaks in the cold leg at the reactor coolant pump suction and discharge, and a
0.6-ft2 double ended break and a 3-ft2 split break in the pump suction line.
For the double ended guillotine pump suction break, both minimum and maximum
ECCS flow cases were considered. The design basis break at Byron was determined
to be the double ended guillotine reactor coolant pump suction break with
maximum ECCS. The analysis additionally assumed the loss of offsite power and,
for the worst single active failure, conservatively assumed the failure of one
train of the containment heat removal system (one train of the containment
spray system and two of the four reactor containment fan coolers (RCFCs)).

The spectrum of secondary system breaks analyzed by the applicant included
various sizes of double ended and split breaks of the main steamline at four
dif ferent power levels from 0 to 102 percent. Main feedwater line breaks were
not included because the break effluent is of a lower specific enthalpy and
thus main feedwater line breaks are not as severe as main steamline breaks.

i All of the main steamline break (MSLB) analyses conservatively assumed the
availability of offsite power to maximize heat transfer from the primary

| coolant system by keeping the reactor coolant pumps operating, thus maximizing
the mass and energy release rate to containment. The applicant's analyses
found the design-basis main steamline break was the 0.942 ft2 split break at

|
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| 30 percent power with the assumptions of a steamline stop valve failure and
! loss of one containment spray system train.

The applicant performed all of his containment pressure and temperature analyses
using the.COC0 computer code. Initial conditions and input data, including
passive and active heat removal parameters, were conservatively chosen to

| produce the highest containment pressures and temperatures. The results of the
l design-basis LOCA analysis gave a peak pressure of 43.6 psig versus the contain-

ment design pressure of 50 psig and a peak temperature of 267 F. The design-basis
LOCA analysis al,so showed that the containment pressure was reduced to less
than 50 percent of the peak calculated pressure within 24 hours as required.
The design-basis MSLB resulted in a peak pressure of 35.1 psig and a peak
temperature of 317 F.

The staff has reviewed the spectrum of reactor coolant system and secondary
system pipe breaks analyzed by the applicant and the applicant's choice of.
initial conditions, input parameters, and assumptions, and it fids them to be
acceptable. Additionally, the staf f performed confirmatory andyses on the
design-basis reactor coolant system breaks and MSLBs using the CONTEMPT-LT/28
computer code. The results of the staff's confirmatory analysis of the double-
ended guillotine reactor coolant pump suction break with maximum ECCS showed a

.

peak containment pressure and temperature of 45.0 psig and 287 F, respectively,
i and showed that the 24-hour pressure was below 50 percent of the peak pressure.
| These results confirm the applicant's analysis results. The MSLB confirmatory
| results showed a peak pressure and temperature of 30.2 psig and 330.0 F,
| respectively. This peak temperature exceeds the cor.tainment accident tempera-
| ture envelope used in the applicant's environmental qualification of safety-
| related equipment. The staff review of the environmental design of mechanical
| and electrical equipment will, therefore, require satisfactory demonstration
| that safety-related equipment in containment will acceptably function following '

' an MSLB with the higher containment temperatures calculated by the staff's
j confirmatory analysis (see Section 3.11).

Based on the above review of the applicant's containment pressure and temperature
functional analyses, the staff concludes that the applicant has satisfactorily

| demonstrated the adequac'y of the containment functional design following a LOCA
or MSLB, but that a temperature envelope slightly higher than that shown in
FSAR Table 3.11-2 will be required for the environmental qualification of-
safety-related equipment located inside containment.

Protection Against Damage from External Pressure
.

To dcmonstrate the adequacy of the containment external pressure design basis,
the applicant calculated the resulting external pressure load from the worst
case event, which is.the inadvertent actuation of the containment spray system '

and the resulting depressurization of the containment until the temperature of '

the containment air is approximately the temperature of the spray. The appli --
cant's analysis conservatively assumed initial conditions to maximize the "

differential pressure load on the containment (maximum initial containment
temperature and relative humidity and minimum spray temperature). The analysi_s'
calculated a 3.47 psi differential pressure across the containment. .Although'
the conservatively calculated external differential pressure resulting.from

,

; inadvertent containment spray system actuation is greater than the 3.0 psid

,,
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external design loading stated in the FSAR, the applicant has indicated that
the containment structure will withstand this higher differential pressure.

,

The staff has reviewed the initial conditions and assumptions used in the
analysis and finds them acceptable. However, because the calculated maximum,

i external pressure exceeds the design value listed in the FSAR, the staff is
reviewing the applicant's structural analysis to confirm that the containment
is adequately designed to accommodate with sufficient margin the maximum

j postulated external loading of 3.47 psig. This will be a confirmatory item and
will be discussed in a supplement to the SER.

,

i~' Containment Instrumentation

The Byron design includes containment pressure monitoring and containment water
level monitoring instrumentation as required by NUREG-0737 Item II.F.1 Attach-'

; ments 4, " Containment Pressure Monitor," and 5, "Contairment Water Level
j Monitor." The redundant containment pressure monitoring instrumentation pro-'

i vides continuous display and recording in the main control room of containment
pressure over the range of 5 psia to 150 psig. The containment water level.

monitoring instrumentation provides redundant measurement and continuous,

i indication in the main control room of containment water level from the bottom
i . of containment to the equivalent level of 600,000 gal of water and of contain-
.' ment sump level from the bottom to the top of the sump. The applicant has

_ stated that all containment pressure and containment water level monitoring
instrumentation will be qualified to IEEE 323-1974 and IEEE 344-1975. The
staff also reviewed the accuracy and response time of the containment pressure
and water level instrumentation and found them acceptable.

Concerning the required instrumentation capable of operating in the postaccident
-/

. environment for monitoring the containment atmosphere temperature and containment
*

sump water temperature, the applicant has stated that modification of the Byronr
,

design to implement Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, " Instrumentation for'

Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants To Assess Plant Conditions During and
Following an Accident," is not complete and that the required information on
the' range, accuracy, and response time of the containment atmosphere temperature
and. containment sump water temperature instrumentation will be provided by3

: August 1982. The applicant has, however, committed to meet the postaccident
'

monitoring instrumentation requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2,
'or provide justification for any exceptions taken.

In summary,-the staff review of the containment postaccident monitoring instru-,

mentation provided in the Byron design has found that all requirements of4

NUREG-0737 Item II.F.1 Attachments 4 and 5 relating to containment pressure and
containment water level monitoring have been satisfied. ~ The acceptability of
the containment atmosphere temperature and containment sump water temperature

~

9 monitoring instrumentation will be confirmed as part of the staff's overall.

i review of the applicant's compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2,
,- and will be documented in a supplement to the SER. The staf f will verify that

this commitment has been fulfilled prior to fuel loading.

6.2.1.2 Subcompartment Analysis

! Subcompartment analyses are required to determine the acceptability of the'

. design differential pressure loadings on containment internal structures from,

,
,
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[ high energy-line ruptures. The applicant has performed the necessary sub-
compartment analyses for the reactor cavity, the inspection cavity, the loopI

compartment, the steamline pipe chases, and the upper pressurizer cubicle where
high-energy-line ruptures are postulated to occur. A spectrum of pipe breaks
was analyzed by the applicant to determine the break sizes and locations that
result in peak differential loads on each of the walls around each subcompartment.

The mass and energy release rate data used in the subcompartment analyses,
except for the steamline pipe chasts, were developed from computer programs

i described in WCAP-8312A, which was pproved by NRC in a letter dated March 12,
1975. The mass and energy release rates for the MSLB in the steamline pipe
chase subcompartment analysis were calculated by hand using conservative
initial conditions and a simple but conservative model which the staff reviewed
and found acceptable. The staf f concludes that the 'nethodology for computing
the mass and energy release rates for subcompartment analyses is, therefore,
acceptable.

Separate discussions of the reactor cavity and inspection cavity, loop compart-
ment, upper pressurizer cubicle, and steamline pipe chase subcompartment
analyses are presented below.

Reactor Cavity and Inspection Cavity Analysis

The reactor cavity is formed as a separate subcompartment within containment,
above the basemat, by the primary shield wall, which is a cylindrical re-
inforced concrete structure. The reactor cavity annulus is that space between
the reactor ;usel and the primary shield wall; it is connected to the loop
compartment via the instrument tunnel leading from the area below the reactor
vessel and to the upper containment through the narrow annular gap at the top
of the reactor cavity annulus. At the top of the reactor cavity, separated by
a 1-f t-thick coaxial concrete wall, an inspection cavity annulus surrounds the
reactor cavity and provides capabilities for inservice inspection of the
reactor coolant loop piping welds. Tha m3jor vent paths for the inspec-
tion cavity are the four cold leg an< uur hot-leg penetrations that inter-
connect with the reactor cavity, r ; i e. cren area around the shield doors
located 1 ft above the top of * isp ; tion cavity. The shield doors would
open upward to allow increase s into the upper containment following as

LOCA, but this is conservative < ign .ea in the analysis.

A single combined model was used by the applicant for the reactor and inspection
cavities. Although no nodal sensitivity study was performed by the applicant,
the model was designed to take into consideration all natural geometric bound-
artes and all physical restrictions in the vent flow paths. The staff review
of the reactor cavit,v/ inspection cavity model included a detailed look at plant
layout and elevation drawings to confirm the applicant's nodal selection and
also included a sensitivity analysis which showed that increasing the number of
nodes did not significantly increase the calculated pressures. Based on this,
the staff finds the applicant's nodal model acceptable.

Two reactor cavity / inspection cavity cases were analyzed by the applicant using
the RELAP4 computer code. The worst reactor coolant pipe break for both cases
was the double-ended cold-leg guillotine break 150-in.2 in area. Pipe movement
and, thus, the flow area are mechanically constrained by pipe restraints and
keyways within the sleeve in the primary shield wall to limit the postulated
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pipe rupture to this break size. The staff concurs in the selection of this
reactor cavity / inspection cavity design-basis pipe break, contingent upon the
acceptability of the mechanically constrained limit on the pipe break size (see
SER Chapter 3.0). The two cases analyzed were Case A where it was assumed that
the penetration between the reactor cavity and inspection cavity around the
ruptured pipe was blocked with insulation and Case B where it was assumed that
the penetration between the reactor cavity and inspection cavity was clear of
any obstruction. These two cases maximize the inspection cavity pressurization
and the reactor cavity pressurization, respectively. The peak differential
pressure across the wall separating the two cavities was calculated by the
applicant to be 88.0 psid. The peak calculated differential pressure across
the outside inspection cavity wall was 95.1 psid.

All assumptions, including initial conditions, used in the reactor cavity /
inspection cavity analysis have been reviewed and found to be appropriate.
Additionally, the staff has performed a confirmatory analysis with the computer
code COMPARE-MODIA. The confirmatory results showed a peak dif ferential pres-
sure across the wall separating the reactor cavity and inspection cavity of
96.8 psid, and on the outside inspection cavity wall a differential pressure of
106.4 psid. Although these results are somewhat greater than the applicant's,
the applicant has shown after reviewing the structural capabilities of these
walls that they will accommodate the higher differential pressures calculated

Iby the staff's confirmatory analysis. Therefore, the staff finds the design
basis of the reactor cavity and inspection cavity walls adequate for the
differential pressure loads expected from the worst postulated pipe rupture in
the reactor cavity / inspection cavity.

The applicant has also been requested to provide the peak transient loadings
(forces and moments) on the reactor pressure vessel resulting from the reactor
coolant system break that gives the peak differential loads within the reactor
cavity (see Task Action Plan A-2 of NUREG-0609, " Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on
PWR Primary Systems"). Until the staff has received and reviewed the applicant's
analysis and resulting forces and moments this will be an open issue and will
be discussed in an SER supplement.

Loop Compartment Analysis

The loop compartment is the area located inside the crane wall and below the
operating deck that contains all the reactor coolant piping, the steam generators,
and the reactor coolant pumps. A 28-node model of the containment was utilized
by the applicant for the subcompartment analyses of the loop compartment, the
upper pressurizer cubicle, and the steamline pipe chases. The containment
model nodalization considered all differences in flow areas that have signifi-
cant pressure difference effects on adjacent walls. While no sensitivity

analyses were provided by the applicant, the staff has reviewed in detail plant
layout and elevation Jeawings showing the location of the 28 nodes and it
concludes that the applicant's model is acceptable for the loop compartment,
steamline pipe chase, and upper pressurizer cubicle analyses.

Two postulated breaks were analyzed by the applicant for the loop compartment,
a double-ended cold-leg (DECL) guillotine break and a double-ended hot-leg
(DEHL) guillotine break of the reactor coolant piping. These two breaks
maximize the mass and energy release rate to the loop compartment; thus the
staff finds their use as the design-basis breaks acceptable. Results of the
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applicant's loop compartment analyses using the TMD computer code showed a peak
differential pressure of 19.39 psid for the DECL break and 20.27 psid for the
DEHL break. The applicant stated that these peak calculated differential
pressures with a 40 percent margin were used as input in the design of the loop
compartment walls.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's choice of initial conditions and the
applicant's modeling assumptions with special attention, as indicated above, to
the details of the nodal boundary placement and blowdown configuration and
finds them acceptable. In addition, a confirmatory calculation of the DEHL
guillotine break was performed using the COMPARE-MODIA computer code. The
confirmatory analysis resulted in a peak differential pressure of 20.6 psid,
which satisfactorily confirms the applicant's analysis results. Therefore,
based on its review, the staff finds the design basis of the loop compartment
walls adequate to accommodate any postulated pipe rupture accident.

Upper Pressurizer Cubicle Analysis

The upper pressurizer cubicle is an irregularly shaped subcompartment that
encloses the pressurizer within walls of reinforced concrete. The subcompart-
ment is vented at the top to the upper containment and also near the bottom to

| the loop compartment. The only high energy line in the upper pressurizer
' cubicle is the spray line. The design basis break, therefore, was assumed to

be the double ended guillotine rupture of the spray line. The break location
was at the elbow near the top of the pressurizer because this is the point of
stress concentration in this line within the upper pressurizer cubicle. The
single node used to model the upper pressurizer cubicle in the 28-node model
described above in the loop compartment section is acceptable because of the
nearness of the spray line break to the top of the upper pressurizer cubicle,
which opens directly to the upper containment. The results of the applicant's
analysis using the TMD computer program showed a peak differential pressure of
10.24 psid across the walls of the upper pressurizer cubicle.

The staff performed a confirmatory subcompartment analysis on the upper pres-|

surizer cubicle using the COMPARE-MODIA computer code and the staff's results
! confirmed the applicant's findings. Therefore, based on its confirmatory
!

analysis results and its review and acceptance of the applicant's nodal model,
initial conditions, and other assumptions, the staff concludes that the appli-

| cant has acceptably demonstrated the adequacy of the upper pressurizer cubicle
wall design basis.

Steamline Pipe Chase Analysis

For the two steamline pipe chases the double ended MSLB is the design-basis|

i break. Using the TMD computer code and the previously described 28-node
containment model, the applicant calculated a peak differential pressure of
13.43 psid across the pipe chase walls. Based on its review and acceptance of

i the applicant's initial conditions, input data, and 28-node containment model,
'

and on the 40 percent safety margin incorporated by the applicant into the
.

structural design of the steamline pipe chase walls, the staff finds the |
applicant has adequately demonstrated the acceptability of the steamline pipe '

chase wall design basis.
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6.2.1.3 Mass and Energy Release Analysis for Postulated LOCA

The applicant has provided the mass and energy release rate data for a spectrum
of reactor coolant pipe break sizes and locations that were used in the contain-
ment functional analyses. The break locations included the cold-leg piping at
the suction and discharge sides of the reactor coolant pump and the hot-leg
piping (see Table 6.2-1 in the Byron FSAR). The effects of single failures on
the mass and energy release rates were included by bounding the possible
effects with two cases (for the design-basis break--the double-ended reactor
coolant pump suction guillotine break--the mass and energy releases were cal-
culated for both the maximum safeguards case where no single failures are
assumed, and for a minimum safeguards case where the single failure assumed
is the loss of one emergency diesel). The staff has reviewed the applicant's
spectrum of breaks and the single failures considered and finds them acceptable. |

The method used by the applicant to compute the mass and energy release rates
from postulated reactor coolant pipe breaks for the containment functional
analyses are documented in Topical Report WCAP-8312A, " Westinghouse Mass and
Energy Release Data for Containment Design," which was approved by NRC in a
letter dated March 12, 1975. Therefore, the applicant's mass and energy
release rate data for postulated reactor coolant pipe breaks are acceptable for
use in the containment functional analyses.

6.2.1.4 Mass and Energy Release Analysis for Postulated Secondary System
Pipe Ruptures

The applicant has computed the mass and energy release rates for a spectrum of
postulated MSLBs. The spectrum included both double-ended and split ruptures of
varying sizes evaluated at power levels of 102 percent, 70 percent, and 30 per-
cent cf nominal full power and at hot shutdown conditions. The analyses included
the effects of core power generation, main and auxiliary feedwater additions,
engineered safeguards systems, reactor coolant system thick metal heat storage,
and reverse steam generator heat transfer. The contributions of the unisolated
steamline and feedwater line volumes were also included. In addition, various

single failures, including loss of a diesel generator, failure of a main steam
isolation valve, failure of the main feedwater pump trips, loss of the feedwater
condensate tank and switchover to the service water system for the auxiliary
feedwater pump suction, and failure of a main feedwater isolation valve, were
considered.

Mass and energy release rates for the spectrum of MSLBs were calculated using
the MARVEL code described in Topical Report WCAP-8822, " Mass and Energy Release
Following a Main Steamline Break." This report is being reviewed by the staff.
On the basis of the review of this report to date, the staff concludes that
there is reasonable assurance that the mass and energy release rates will not
be appreciably altered by completion of the analytical review.

Liquid entrainment with the steam blowdown has been included in the calculated
mass and energy releases. Entrainment was based on results of the TRANFLO
computer code, developed specifically for Westinghouse steam generators.
TRANFLO results have been benchmarked against experimental results and the com-
parison has been described in WCAP-8821, "TRANFLO Steam Generator Code Descrip-
tion," which is currently under NRC review. The staff finds, that there is

reasonable assurance, based on its existing review of this report, that the
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staff's final conclusions concerning liquid entrainment in the MSLB blowdown
model will not significantly change the calculated mass and energy release
rates.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the MSLB mass and energy release
rate data used by the applicant are acceptable for the containment functional
analysis of Byron.

6.2.1.5 Minimum Containment Pressure Analysis for Performance Capability
Studies on the ECCS

Appendix K to 10 CFR 50 requires that the containment pressure used for evalu-
ating cooling effectiveness during reactor core reflood shall not exceed a
pressure calculated conservatively for this purpose. The calculation must
include the effect of operation of all installed containment pressure reducing
systems and processes. The corresponding reflood rate in the core will then be
reduced because lessened containment pressure reduces the resistance to steam
flow in the reactor coolant loops and increases the boiloff rate from the core.

The applicant has performed the required minimum containment pressure calculation
using the C0C0 computer code for the worst case LOCA, the DECL guillotine break
(C = 0.6) (that is, the break found to produce the peak cladding temperature).D i

Mass and energy release rates for this break were calculated using the method
described in Chapter 15 of the FSAR. This method is evaluated separately in
Section 6.3.5 of this SER and was found acceptable.

The staff has also reviewed the applicant's input parameters used in the
minimum containment pressure analysis including initial containment conditions,
containment net free volume, passive heat sinks, heat transfer to passive heat
sinks, containment active heat removal, and containment purge system operation,
and it has found them to be acceptably conservative and in conformance with BTP
CSB 6-1, " Minimum Containment Pressure Model for PWR ECCS Performance Evaluation,"
with three exceptions. The first exception is the nonconservative assumption
of a 100 F essential service water temperature when calculating the heat ;
removal capacity of the reactor containment fan coolers (RCFCs). BTP CSB 6-1 i

requires that the minimum cooling water temperature be used to maximize the
heat removal capacity of the RCFCs. The second exception is the nonconservative
assumption of 40 seconds for the RCFC initiation following the LOCA. According
to information provided by the applicant, the initiation time should be approxi-
mately 17 seconds. The third exception is the lack of consideration of the
effect on the minimum containment pressure analysis from the operation of the
miniflow purge system, that is, an open purge line at the time of the postulated
LOCA.

The applicant has agreed to provide by April 1982 a revised minimum containment
pressure analysis for ECCS performance studies that corrects the above problems
regarding the RCFC heat removal capacity and initiation time and that addresses
the etfect of the miniflow purge system. This commitment is acceptable.
Following receipt of the revised minimum containment pressure analysis, the

,

staff will verify that it is acceptable and report its resolution in a supple- !
ment to the SER.
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6.2.1.6 Summary and Conclusions

The staff has evaluated the Byron containment functional design with respect to
all of the acceptance criteria listed in SRP Sections 6.2.1, 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2,
6.2.1.3, 6.2.1.4, and 6.2.1.5 and concludes that GDC 13, 16, 38, and 50 have
been met with one exception. This one exception is the required submittal by
the applicant of the forces and moments analysis of the reactor pressure vessel
resulting f rom a reactor coolant system pipe break. Based on additional infor-
mation required from the applicant, the staff will confirm the capability of
the containment to withstand an external pressure differential of 3.47 psi and
confirm the acceptability of the containment temperature and containment sump
water temperature monitoring instrumentation range, accuracy and response time,
which is a part of a larger issue dealing with the applicant's compliance with
Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2.

The applicant's minimum containment pressure analysis for performance capability
studies on the ECCS required by Appendix K to 10 CFR 50 also has been reviewed.
As a result of concerns with the nonconservative assumptions of reactor contain-
ment fan cooler heat removal capacity and initiation time and the lack of con-
sideration of the effects on the analysis as a result of containment minipurge
system operation, the applicant is redoing the analysis. Upon receipt, the
staff will review the new containment pressure analysis to confirm that it meets
the requirements of Appendix K to 10 CFR 50.

6.2.2 Containment Heat Removal Systems

The function of the containment heat removal systems is to remove heat from the
containment atmosphere to limit, reduce, and maintain at acceptably low levels
the containment pressure and temperature following a LOCA or secondary system
pipe rupture. In addition to heat removal provided by passive nieans such as
heat transfer through, and heat storage in, containment walls, structures, and
equipment located inside containment, the Byron design includes active contain-
ment heat removal systems. The active containment heat removal systems include
the containment spray system, whose primary function is the removal of iodine
and radionuclides from the containment atmosphere following a LOCA (see Section
6.5), the reactor containment fan cooler (RCFC) system, and the residual heat
removal system (RHRS).

The containment spray system consists of two independent 100 percent-capacity
trains each containing a containment spray pump, a spray additive eductor, a
10-in, riser pipe leading to three ring-type spray headers in the containment,-

and associated valves, instrumentation, and controls. The "A" and "B" contain-
ment spray pumps are rated at 3550 and 4060 gpm, respectively, at a head of 450
ft during the injection and caustic eduction phase. The injection and caustic
eduction phase of containment spray is automatically initiated by a high-high-high
(Hi-3) containment pressure signal; upon receipt of the signal the containment
spray pumps are started, the spray header and the spray additive tank isolation
valves are opened, and borated water from the refueling water storage tank
(RWST) is delivered to the containment spray headers. Containment spray
injection and caustic eduction continue until the low-low level of the RWST is
reached. At that time operator action is required to transfer the containment
spray system from the injection and caustic eduction mode to the recirculation
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mode. The containment spray pumps will be operated for a minimum of 2 hours
following a LOCA and the pumps are available for longer operation if required.

The RCFC system is arranged in two trains of two RCFC units each with each unit
capable of providing 50 percent of the required RCFC cooling capacity. Each
RCFC unit consists of a fan / motor assembly, an essential service water (ESW)
cooling coil assembly, a chilled water cooling coil assembly, a backdraft (RCFC
check) damper, two housing relief dampers, a return air riser, a discharge duct,
RCFC housing, and associated instrumentation and controls. During normal opera-,

I tion, only one RCFC train is operating with both fans at high speed and the ESW
cooling coils (and as necessary the chilled water cooling coils) removing heat

j to control containnent temperature. Upon receipt of a signal from the ESFAS,
both trains of the RCFC system automatically commence operation in the post-LOCA
mode (that is, with the fan motors on. low speed, the ESW cooling coils carrying,

! the entire RCFC cooling load, and the chilled water cooling coil lines isolated).
| The backdraft dampers and housing relief dampers protect the RCFC fans, motors,

and housings against possible adverse effects of transient-induced reverse flow
in the discharge ducts and transient differential pressures, respectively.

The RHRS serves as an active containment heat removal system during the recircu-
lation phase following a LOCA along with its function of providing long- term
core cooling in its capacity as the low head portion of the ECCS. Both functions
are accomplished by cooling water taken from the containment recirculation sumps
in the residual heat exchangers, and then pumping this cooled water to the

,

' reactor vessel where it absorbs heat to cool the core before it spills back into
the containment sumps through the pipe break. For additional description and
evaluation of the RHRS, see Section 6.3.

i

The RCFC system and the containment spray system, in conjunction with the RHRS
and the passive containment heat sinks, are capable: (1) of removing sufficient
heat energy from the containment atmosphere following a LOCA or MSLB to maintain
the containment pressure below the design value and (2) of reducing the contain-
ment pressure following a LOCA to 50 percent of its peak value within 24 hours
(see Section 6.2.1).

The RCFC system and containment spray system satisfy the provisions of Regulatory
Guides 1.26 and 1.29 and meet or invoke the design, quality assurance, redundancy,
power source, and instrumentation and control requirements of ESFs contingent
on the applicant upgrading the RCFCs to the equivalent of Quality Group B. The
applicant has committed to accomplish this upgrading before initial fuel loading,
and this will be verified by the staff. The applicant has also provided single-
failure analyses and other information demonstrating the ability of the contain-
ment heat removal systems to function following postulated single-active failures.
In addition, the heat removal capability of the RCFC units has been verified by
performance testing of the ESW cooling coil assemblies, and performance testing
of the containment spray nozzles has verified that they will perform satis-
factorily during postulated accidents.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's net positive suction head (NPSH) calcula-
tions and finds the NPSH available f rom either the RWST or the containment
recirculation sumps satisfactory. T1e applicant has complied with the pro-
visions of Regulatory Guide 1.1, " Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency Core
Cooling and Containment Heat Removal Systems," with one exception. Regulatory
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Guide 1.1 states that containment heat removal systems should be designed so
that adequate NPSH is provided to system pumps asst. ming maximum expected
temperatures of pumped fluids and no increase in containment pressure from that
present before postulated LOCAs. Instead, the applicant has calculated NPSH
available using a saturated sump model (that is, the containment atmospheric
pressure is conservatively assumed to be equal to the vapor pressure of the
liquid in the recirculation sumps, ensuring that credit is not taken for
containment pressurization during the transient). The staff has previously
found the saturated sump model to be conservative (SRP Section 6.2.2, Accept-
ance Criterion 2) and, therefore, acceptable.

Regulatory Guide 1.82, " Sumps for Emergency Co e Cooling and Containment Spray
Systems," provides guidelines to be met by reactor building sumps that are
designed to be sources of water for the ECCS and the containment spray system
following a LOCA. The guidelines address redundancy, location, and arrangement
of sumps as well as provisions to screen out debris and to ensure adequate pump
performance. The applicant's sump design conforms to the guidelines in Regula-
tory Guide 1.82 except that the floor in the vicinity of each sump is level and
does not slope gradually down away from the sump to assist in preventing
heavier debris from accumulating at the sump, and the design coolant velocity at
the inner screen surface, based on one half of the free surface area of the
inner screen, is 1.0 f t/sec, five times the recommended velocity of 0.2 f t/sec.
To compensate, the applicant has committed to add an additional outer screen
that will encompass both of the existing outer containment recirculation sump

The new outer screen will be sized so that the water inlet velocityscreens.
will be 0.2 ft/sec, with one half of the screen area blocked, it will be
elevated on a 6- to 12-in.-high concrete curb, and it will otherwise be similar
to the existing outer screen. The staff finds that with the addition of this
new outer screen, the applicant's containment recirculation sump design is
acceptable. The staff will confirm that the applicant has properly installed
this new outer screen prior to initial fuel loading.

The staff has reviewed the information in the FSAR and the responses to staff
requests for additional information concerning the containment heat removal
systems to ensure conformance to all of the acceptance criteria in SRP Section
6.2.2. The staff concludes that the containment heat removal systems satisfy
the requirements of GDC 38, 39, and 40 and the provisions of Regulatory Guides
1.1 and 1.82 on an acceptable alternative basis as defined above. The systems
are, therefore, acceptable. The staff must confirm, however, that the applicant
has satisfactorily upgraded the RCFCs to the equivalent of Quality Group B and
has acceptably installed a new containment recirculation sump outer screen.

6.2.3 Secondary Containment Functional Design

The Byron design does not include a secondary containment.

6.2.4 Containment Isolation System

The function of the containment isolation system is to allow the normal or
emergency passage of fluids through the containment boundary while preserving
the ability of the boundary to minimize the release of fission products that
may result from a postulated accident, such as a LOCA or a fuel-handling
accident inside containment. The containment isolation system includes the
portions of all fluid systems penetrating the containment that perform the
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isolation function. In general, for each penetration at least two barriers are
| required between the containment atmosphere or the reactor coolant system and
; the outside atmosphere, so that failure of a single barrier will not prevent
| isolation.

Byron employs a phased containment isolation system. The Phase A containment
isolation signal, which isolates the majority of containment fluid line penetra-
tions, is initiated by any one of the following: (1) low steamline pressure;
(2) low pressurizer pressure; (3) high containment pressure (Hi-1 setpoint); or

| (4) manual actuation. The Phase B containment i:,olation signal, which isolates
the component cooling water lines for the reactor coolant pump motors and

, thermal barriers and for penetration cooling, is actuated by a high containment
! pressure signal (Hi-3 setpoint) or manually. The containment ventilation

isolation signal is used to isolate the containment purge valves and is initiated
by a Phase A signal or by a high containment atmosphere radiation signal. The
Phase A and B containment isolation signals, the containment ventilation
isolation signal, and all other actuation signals with containment isolation
functions are summarized in Table 6.1. The applicant has provided documentation
demonstrating that each line having automatic containment isolation valves,
which must be isolated immediately following an accident, is isolated by one of
the signals listed in Table 6.1. Although the Phase B containment isolation
signal is not actuated by diverse parameters, this is acceptable because the
only affected lines are considered important to safe shutdown of the plant, the
lines are also isolated by the diverse main steam isolation signal, and the
lines can be remote-manually isolated. The staf f concludes that adequate
diversity has been provided with regard to the different monitored parameters
which actuate containment isolation.

The staf f has reviewed the applicant's containment isolation system design
information and has found that (1) there are at least two barriers between the
atmosphere outside containment and the reactor coolant system or the contain-
ment atmosphere on each fluid line penetrating containment, (2) automatic
isolation valves are provided in those lines that must be isolated immediately

j following an accident, (3) each line that must remain open for safety reasons
j following an accident has at least one valve capable of being remote-manually
| isolated, (4) each power-operated isolation valve is provided with position
! indication and a remote-manual switch in the main control room, and (5) each
! air , hydraulic , or electric-solenoid-operated isolation valve assumes the
j position of greater safety in the event of power failure to the valve operator.
|
! The applicant has stated that the closure time for all power operated contain-
' ment isolation valves is being verified with each valve supplier to ensure that
i cach valve will close in 60 seconds or less. In addition, the applicant has
i specifically stated that the containment purge system isolation valves are
! designed to close in less than 5 seconds in compliance with BTP CSB 6-4. The
| 48-in. normal containment purge system isolation valves will also be sealed

closed during power operation, startup, hot standby, and hot shutdown, and will
be verified closed at least every 31 days in accordance with NUREG-0737 Item
II.E.4.2. Based on this, the staff finds that the containment isolation valve

t closure times are acceptable. The closure time of each individual valve will
be confirmed as acceptable during the Technical Specifications review.

Conformance of the containment isolation system design to GDC 1, 2, and 4 has
also been reviewed. The applicant has stated that containment isolation

l

|
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barriers are protected from missiles and the dynamic effects of postulated pipe
ruptures, and that the containment isolation system components have been
designed to operate in normal, abnormal, and postulated accident environments.
The containment isolation system also meets the provisions of Regulatory Guides
1.26 and 1.29. The staff, therefore, finds that the Byron containment isolation
system meets the requirements of GDC 1, 2, and 4.

Table 6.1 Containment isolation signals
and actuation parameters

Phase A containment isolation signal
a. Low steamline pressure
b. Low pressurizer pressure
c. High containment pressure (Hi-1)
d. Manual actt:ation

Phase B containment isolation signal
a. High containment pressure (Hi-3)
b. Manual actuation

Containment ventilation isolation signal
a. High containment atmosphere radiation
b. Phase A containment isolation signal

Safety injection signal
a. Low steamline pressure
b. Low pressurizer pressure
c. High containment pressure (Hi-1)
d. Manual actuation

Main steam isolation signal
a. Low steamline pressure
b. High containment pressure (Hi-2)
c. High steam pressure rate
d. Manual actuation

Main feedwater isolation signal
a. Safety injection signal
b. High steam generator water level
c. Low Tavg

The staf f review has confirmed that the containment isolation system meets the
requirements of GDC 54, 55, 56, and 57 except in those cases which are discussed
below.

GDC 54

The containment isolation system meets the requirements of GDC 54 except in
cases where remote-manual isolation valves have not been supplied with Class 1E
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emergency power, and where redundant containment isolation valves in series
have not been powered from diverse power supplies.

i
| The remote manual isolation valves in the safety injection system test lines are
| not supplied with Class IE emergency power. The staff finds this acceptable
| because these valves are normally closed and under administrative control, and

also f ail to the closed position upon loss of electrical power or air supply.
The applicant has committed to provide Class 1E emergency power to the remote-
manual isolation valves on the reactor coolant pump seal water injection lines.
Completion of this design modification will be required before initial fuel
loading and will be confirmed by the staff.

The lines where redundant containment isolation valves in series are not powered;

from diverse power supplies are the offgas system lines to and from the hydrogen
recombiners and the hydrogen monitoring system sampling lines. Because these!
lines are part of ESF systems, the electrical independence of redundant system
lines takes precedence over the diversity of isolation valve power supply in a
particular line. Therefore, the staff finds the power supply design for these
lines penetrating containment acceptable.

In conclusion, the staff finds that the containment isolation provisions for
Byron either meet the requirements of GDC 54, or, for the specific lines
described above, are acceptable alternatives to the requirements of GDC 54.

GDC 55

The containment isolation system meets the requirements of GDC 55 except in
cases where remote manual isolation valves are used instead of automatic
isolation valves and in cases where automatic isolation valves fail "as is"
versus fail closed upon loss of power to the valve operators.

The cases where remote manual isolation valves are used instead of automatic
isolation valves include the reactor coolant pump seal water injection lines,
the safety injection system lines discharging to the reactor, and the RHRS
shutdown lines. The reactor coolant pump seal water injection lines and the
safety injection system lines discharging to the reactor are important to safe
shutdown of the plant, and provisions have been made to detect possible leakage
from these lines outside containment, thereby allowing remote-manual instead of
automatic isolation valves. Each of the RHRS shutdown lines contains two
normal.ly closed, motor-operated valves in series inside containment. These
valves are interlocked to prevent them from being inadvertently opened during
normal operation. Outside containment the RHRS shutdown lines either connect
to closed systems or to lines with containment isolation valves that are inter-
locked with the inside containment isolation valves. This design provides
assurance that containment integrity will be maintained following an accident,
and, hence, use of remote-manual valves instead of automatic isolation valves

I is acceptable.
|

The cases where automatic isolation valves fail "as is" versus fail closed
| include the reactor coolant pump seal water return line and the chemical and
j volume control system charging line. Each of these lines, however, contains

either a check valve or an independently powered automatic isolation valve!

j inside containment in series with the automatic isolation valve outside contain-
| ment, so a single active failure will not result in the loss of both containment
i isolation barriers. )
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The staff, therefore, finds that the containment isolation provisions for Byron
either meet the requirements of GDC 55, or, for the specific lines discussed

i -above, are acceptable alternatives to the requirements of GDC 55.
'

GDC 56.

! The containment isolation system meets the explicit requirements of GDC 56
' except in cases where remote-manual isolation valves are used instead of

autom1 tic. isolation valves, in cases where automatic isolation valves fail "as
. is" * ersus fail closed -upon loss of power to the valve operators, in cases
I where fluid lines penetrating containment do not contain two isolation valves
; in series, and in cases where both isolation valves are located outside

containment.
|

The cases where remote-manual isolation valves are used instead of automatic
isolation valves include the RHRS suction lines from the containment recircula-'

i tion sumps and the containment spray system lines to the spray nozzles. All of

| these lines are part of ESFS and are required to be open following an accident.
In addition, provisions have been made to detect possible leakage from these
lines outside containment. Based on this, the staff finds the use or . emote-

{ manual instead of automatic isolation valves acceptable.

The cases where automatic isolation valves fail "as is" versus fail closed
-include the hydrogen monitoring system lines, the component cooling water

,

j supply and return lines for the reactor coolant pump motors and thermal barriers
and for penetration cooling, the offgas system lines serving the hydrogen
recombiners, and the chilled water system lines. The hydrogen monitoring
system lines are important for the mitigation of the consequences of accidents,
so failure in the "as is" position is acceptable. The component cooling water
supply and return lines have either check valves or independently powered
automatic isolation valves inside containment in series with the automatic4

i isolation valves outside containment, so a single-active failure will not
-result in the loss of both containment isolation barriers. The staff finds
this acceptable.

The fail "as is" design of the containment isolation valves on the offgas
! system lines serving the hydrogen recombiners is acceptable because this system

is an ESF. In addition to the existing inside containment isolation valves,
the applicant has committed to install new containment isolation valves on the
redundant hydrogen recombiner supply and return lines outside containment, each,

j powered from the same Class 1E emergency power source as the inside isolation
valve to maintain independence of redundant systems. These new valves will be
normally closed, fail "as is" valves located as close to containment as practical,;

,

and they will meet all containment isolation barrier requirements including
; automatic isolation on a Phase A isolation signal and provision of positive
i position indication and remote-manual control switches in the main control

room. Completion of these design modifications will be required prior to
',

' initial fuel loading and will be confirmed by the staff.

Concerning the fail "as is" design of the automatic isolation valves on the
chilled water system penetrations, the chilled water supply lines have check

; valves inside containment in series with the automatic isolation valves outside
containment. On the chilled water return lines, the applicant has committed to
install either fail closed hydraulically actuated valvec or . motor-operated

.
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valves incide containment. These new containment isolation valves will be
powered from a different Class 1E emergency power source than the outside
containment isolation valves. The valves will meet all containment isolation
barrier requirements including automatic isolation on a Phase A isolation
signal and provision for a positive position indication and re. .e-manual
control switches in the main control room. Therefore, a single active failure
will not result in the loss of both containment isolation barriers for the
chilled water system penetrations. Completion of the above design modification
will be required prior to initial fuel loading and will be confirmed by the
staff.

The cases where fluid lines penetrating the containment do not contain two
isolation valves in series include the suction lines from the containment
recirculation sumps, which have single isolation valves, and the containment
pressure instrument lines, which contain no isolation valves. The suction
lines from the containment recirculation sumps must be opened following a LOCA
to satisfy their postaccident functional requirement, which is to permit
long-term cooling of the reactor core and the containment atmosphere. For
these lines, a single isolation valve located outside containment is provided
because system reliability is greater with only one isolation valve in the line
and because it is not practical to locate a second valve inside containment
where it would be submerged following a LOCA. The containment spray system and
the ECCS, which are closed ESF grade systems outside containment, serve as the
second containment isolation barrier. In addition, the piping from the contain-
ment to and including the outside isolation valve is enclosed in a watertight
compartment. The staff finds the design of these lines with a single contain-
ment isolation valve outside containment acceptable.

The containment pressure instrument lines are used to monitor containment
pressure for the ESFAS. Thus, it is essential that these instrument lines
remain open and not be isolated following an accident; hence, these lines
contain no isolation valves. In lieu of isolation valves, the applicant has
provided information demonstrating that the containment pressure instrument
lines are designed to withstand the containment design pressure and temperature
and to meet the requirements of a missile protected closed system inside and
outsire containment. The staff therefore finds the containment isolation pro-
visions for these instrument lines acceptable.

The cases where both containment isolation valves are located outside contain-
ment are the process radiation and hydrogen monitoring system sampling lines.
Both containment isolation valves are located outside containment on the
process radiation sampling line since this is the only line for postaccident
containment atmosphere sampling and it is important to maintain access to the
containment isolation valves to ensure operability of the process radiation
system. Similarly, both containment isolation valves on the redundant hydrogen
monitoring sampling lines are located outside containment to ensure the capabil-
ity of measuring the containment hydrogen level at two different containment
locations. In lieu of a leak tight or controlled leakage housing enclosing the
first isolation valve and the piping between it and containment, the applicant
has stated that a breach of piping integrity is precluded in the process
radiation and hydrogen monitoring sampling lines by conservative design of the
piping and first isolation valve in accordance with SRP Section 3.6.2. The
staff finds *he containment isolation provisions for the process radiation

|
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sampling line and hydrogen monitoring sampling lines are acceptable contingent
on acceptance of the design adequacy of the piping and first isolation valve.

The staff finds that the containment isolation provisions for Byron either meet
the requirements of GDC 56 or, for the specific lines described above, are
acceptable alternatives to the requirements of GDC 56.

GDC 57

The containment isolation system meets the explicit requirements-of GDC 57 con-
tingent upon the upgrading of the essential service water system lines to and
from the reactor containment fan coolers to the equivalent of Quality Group B.
The applicant has committed to do this prior to initial fuel loading and this
will be confirmed by the staff. !

Contingent upon the acceptability of the valve operability assurance program, l

the containment isolation provisions of the miniflow purge system conform to
the provisions of BTP CSB 6-4, " Containment Purging During Normal Plant Opera-
tion," with one exception. The exception is that the applicant has not provided
an analysis of the reduction in the containment pressure resultino from the
partial loss of containment atmosphere through minipurge system olation
valves, which may be open at the onset of a LOCA, and the consequent impact on
the minimum ECCS backpressure determination. As stated in Section 6.2.1.5
of this SER, the applicant will provide the required analysis by April 1982,
and the staff will report its resolution of this confirmatory issue in a supple-
ment to this SER. Compliance with BTP CSB 6-4 is also contingent upon the
addition of a debris screen in the miniflow purge system supply duct. The
applicant has committed to add this debris screen to the miniflow purge supply
duct before initial fuel loading and the staff will confirm that this has been
acceptably done. Furthermore, as a result of the staff study of valve leakage
due to seal deterioration, leakage integrity tests must be conducted peri-
odically on the containment purge system containment isolation valves. This
requirement, together with testing frequency, will be included in the plant
Technical Specifications. The staff will also require that the need for con-
tinuous operation of the miniflow purge system be demonstrated by the plant-
operating experience.

The staff has also reviewed information provided by the applicant to demonstrate
compliance with the provisions of NUREG-0737 Item II.E.4.2, " Containment Isola-
tion Dependability." As previously described, the applicant has complied with
the provisions regarding diversity in parameters sensed for initiation of con-
tainment isolation, closure of containment purge and vent isolation valves on a
high_ radiation signal, and sealing closed the 48-in. normal (refueling) purge
isolation valves during power operation, startup, hot standby, and hot shutdown
and verifying that these valves are closed at least every 31 days. The appli-
cant has also given careful consideration to the functional requirements of all
systems penetrating containment, and has made acceptable provisions for isola--
tion of all systems not required for safe shutdown of the plant or mitigation
of the consequences of an accident. In addition, the applicant has stated that

; resetting of a containment isolation signal will not result in the automatic
| opening of containment isolation valves and that reopening requires operator
| action for each valve and does not compromise the containment isolation signal.
| The applicant has not, however, adequately demonstrated that the containment
| setpoint pressure that initiates containment-isolation has been reduced to the

r
|
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minimum compatible with normal operating conditions. Therefore, the staff con-
cludes that the applicant has complied with the provisions of NUREG-0737 Item
II.E.4.2, with the exception of the containment isolation setpoint pressure
which will be covered in the Technical Specifications review for Byron.

.

In summary, the staff has reeiewed the information in the FSAR and the responses
to NRC questions concerning the containment isolation system to ensure conform-
ance to all of the acceptance criteria contained in SRP Section 6.2.4. The
staf f concludes that the Byron containment isolation system meets the require-
ments of GDC 1, 2, 4, 16, 54, 55, 56, and 57, satisifies the provisions of
Regulatory Guide 1.141, and conforms to all staff positions and industry codes
and standards. The system is, therefore, acceptable with the exception of the

3

requirement for an analysis of the effect on the minimum containment pressure 'I
analysis for ECCS evaluation resulting from miniflow purge system operation at
the time of the LOCA, which is a confirmatory item. The actual closure time of
each individual containment isolation valve and the justification of the contain-
ment pressure setpoint that initiates containment isolation will be addressed as
part of the plant Technical Specifications review. Additionally, the staff will
verify that the following design modifications committed to by the applicant are
completed prior to initial fuel loading: (1) the provision of Class 1E emergency
power to the remote-manual containment isolation valves on the reactor coolant
pump seal water injection lines, (2) the addition of four new containment isola-
tion valves immediately outside containment on the redundant hydrogen recombiner
supply and return lines, (3) the addition of containment isolation valves inside
containment on the chilled water system return lines, (4) the upgrading of the
essential service water system inside containment to the equivalent of Quality
Group B, and (5) the addition of an acceptable debris screen to the miniflow
purge system supply duct.

6.2.5 Combustible Gas Control System

Following a LOCA, hydrogen may accumulate within containment as a result of (1)
metal water reaction between the zirconium fuel cladding and the reactor
coolant, (2) radiolytic decomposition of the water in the reactor core and the
containment sump, and (3) corrosion of metals by emergency core cooling and
containment spray solutions. To monitor and control the buildup of hydrogen
within containment, the applicant has provided hydrogen monitors, a hydrogen
recombiner system, and a post-LOCA purge system.

The hydrogen recombiner system consists of two independent, full-capacity,
permanently mounted thermal-type hydrogen recombiners and associated control
units located in the auxiliary building. Each hydrogen recombiner is connected
to both the Unit 1 containment and the Unit 2 containment by redundant, seismic
Category I, Quality Group B lines which meet the explicit requirements of
NUREG-0737 Item II.E.4.1, " Dedicated Hydrogen Penetrations." The hydrogen
recombiners themselves are classified seismic Category I, the pressure boundary
and component supports are constructed in accordance with Quality Group B j

standards, and all essential electrical components are Class 1E and are powered {from Class 1E emergency power sources. The combination of the Unit 1 and Unit
2 hydrogen recombiners and associated piping and valves will perform the
intended hydrogen control function assuming any single component failure coin-
cident with loss of offsite power contingent upon a design modification whereby )the electrical power to each recombiner and its associated suction and discharge j

1
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valves will be supplied from the same Class 1E power supply. The applicant has
committed to make this required design change prior to initial fuel loading and
this will be verified by the staff. The hydrogen recombiners are designed to
be started manually from their local control panels in the auxiliary building
and are locally controlled and operated. Sufficient local alarms are provided
to indicate if the hydrogen recombiners are not performing properly, and this
information a'so is indicated in the main control room by a common trouble
alarm.

The hydrogen recombiners used at Byron are Atomics International (AI) thermal
hydrogen recombiners capable of processing 70 scfm of containment atmosphere
for postaccident hydrogen control. Similar AI hydrogen recombiners are presently
being utilized at a number of operating plants. The staff has reviewed Topical
Report AI-75-2 which discusses the design and testing of the Al hydrogen
recombiner system and conclude that results from testing of the AI hydrogen
recombiner system adequately demonstrate that it will provide effective control
of the hydrogen concentration within containment following a LOCA. The staff
has specifically confirmed that the conservatively calculated containment
pressure and temperature at the time the hydrogen recombiners are required to
operate following a LOCA are below the maximum allowable operating pressure (21
psig) and inlet temperature (225 F).

Each Byron unit has a redundant hydrogen monitoring system consisting of two
identical, independent, and physically separated hydrogen monitoring units.
The hydrogen monitoring units receive representative containment atmosphere
samples through separate dedicated containment sampling lines. The entire
hydrogen monitoring system is designated seismic Category I and the hydrogen
monitoring piping is Quality Group B. The two hydrogen monitoring units are
powered from separate redundant Class 1E emergency power supplies and the
applicant has stated that they will be qualified to IEEE 323-1974. The staff
review has shown the hydrogen monitoring system me9ts the single failure and
other criteria of an ESF.

The hydrogen monitoring system has a range of 0-10 percent hydrogen concentra-
tion by volume over the pressure range of -5 psig to 60 psig with an accuracy
of 15 percent of full scale. Actuation and control of the hydrogen monitoring
system are from the main control room where the containment hydrogen concentra-
tion will be indicated and recorded. In order to meet the NUREG-0737 Item
II.F.1 Attachment 6, " Containment Hydrogen Monitor," requirement of continuous
indication of containment hydrogen concentration within 30 minutes of the
initiation of safety injection, the hydrogen monitoring units will be operated
in a standby mode during normal operation.

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.44 and Regulatory Guide 1.7, " Control of Com-
'astible Gas Concentration in Containment Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident,"
each Byron unit includes a post-LOCA purge system. The post-LOCA purge system
is designed to continuously purge 400 cfm of air from the containment and filter
it through prefilters, HEPA filters, and charcoal filters before releasing it
to the stack. The post-LOCA purge system takes its suction from containment
through the miniflow purge exhaust penetration and is manually controlled from
the main control room.

The applicant has analyzed the production and accumulation of hydrogen within
containment using the guidelines provided in Regulatory Guide 1.7 and shown
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that a single recombiner is sufficient to limit the hydrogen concentration in
containment to below the Regulatory Guide 1.7 lower flammability limit of 4.0
volume / percent. Using the COGAP computer code the staff has confirmed, even
with a more conservative calculation of hydrogen production from radiolysis and
from corrosion of aluminum and zinc, that one hydrogen recombiner (70 scfm)

;
actuated when the containment hydrogen concentration reaches 3.5 volume / percent |is capable of maintaining the hydrogen concentration in containment below 4.0 '

volume / percent.

Hydrogen mixing to prevent excessive stratification and to eliminate areas of
potential stagnation is provided at Byron by the reactor containment fan coolers
(RCFCs) (see Section 6.2.2) and by natural convection processes. Mixing also is
assisted by the containment spray system when it is operating. During post-LOCA
operation, a minimum of two RCFCs will be discharging 53,000 cfm of air each
through concrete ducts to the lower elevation of the containment inside the
secondary shield wall. The return air will be drawn through the return air
ductwork in the upper part of the containment, creating an upward flow of air
within the containment. The high-velocity discharge of the RCFCs at the lower
levels of containment enhances the mixing process at these elevations. Natural
circulation additionally will provide containment atmospheric mixing as will the
containment spray system when it is operating initially following a LOCA. An
onsite inspection of the Byron containment has shown that there are no closed
areas or rooms where stagnation would occur. Therefore, the staff finds that
active and natural means provided for hydrogen mixing will ensure essentially
uniform hydrogen concentration within containment and limit the potential for
local hydrogen pocketing following a LOCA.

The staff concludes, following review of the Byron design for compliance with
all of the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 6.2.5, that the applicant's design
includes acceptable systems for monitoring, mixing, and controlling the hydrogen
potentially generated in containment following a LOCA. Specifically the Byron
combustible gas control system satisfies the design and performance requirements
of 10 CFR 50.44, the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.7, the requirements of
GDC 5, 41, 42, and 43, and the requirements of NUREG-0737 Items II.E.4.1 and
II.F.1, Attachment 6. The applicant will, however, be required to make the
above mentioned design change concerning Class 1E power to the hydrogen recom-
biners and their associated supply and discharge valves prior to initial fuel
loading.

6.2.6 Containment Leakage Testing

The Byron containment design includes provisions and features required to
satisfy the testing requirements of Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50. The design
of the containment penetrations and isolation valves permits periodic leakage
rate testing at the pressure specified in Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50.
Included are those penetrations that have resilient seals and expansion bellows:
i.e., personnel lock, equipment hatch, fuel transfer tube, and electrical
penetrations.

The applicant will perform' Type A tests (containment integrated leakage rate
tests) preoperationally and also periodically at a frequency of three tests
every ten years, at approximately equal intervals during each 10 year period,
as required by Appendix J to 10 CFR 50. In relation to this Type A testing,
the applicant has stated that there are no instrumentation lines penetrating
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the containment that will be isolated during the Type A tests. However, if
modifications should result in any such instrumentation lines being isolated
during Type A tests, the applicant has committed to locally (Type C) leakage
testing the lines and adding the measured leakage to the total leakage resulting
from the Type A test.

Fluid systems which may be open to the containment atmosphere under postaccident
conditions and become extensions of the boundary of the containment must, in
general, be vented a'id drained during Type A testing so as to ensure exposure
of the system containment isolation valves to containment air test pressure and
postaccident differential pressure. Certain exceptions are allowed, as noted
in paragraph III.A.1(d) of Appendix J to 10 CFR 50. The applicant has not yet
completed preparation of the Type A test procedures concerning venting and i

draining, but has committed to comply with the appropriate requirements of
IAppendix J to 10 CFR 50. When the procedures are completed, the staff will

confirm, prior to initial fuel loading, that proper venting and draining pro-
visions are employed.

The applicant will perform Type B tests (local leakage tests of containment
penetrations) preoperationally and also periodically at least once every two |

years, as required by Appendix J to 10 CFR 50. For Type B testing of the
electrical penetrations, a permanently installed leakage surveillance system
will be used for pressurization between the closure flanges of all the elec-
trical penetrations at the same time. The total measured leakage will be added
to the total of Type B and Type C leakage. This method will be used in lieu of
more conventional Type B testing. The staff finds this acceptable.

The leakage testing provisions for the two containment air locks for personnel
are in compliance with the requirements of Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50, with
one exception which is discussed below.

The applicant has requested an exemption for the Byron Units 1 and 2 from
certain requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, paragraph III.D.2(b)(ii), which
states:

" Air locks opened during periods when containment integrity is not required
by the plant's Technical Specifications shall be tested at the end of such
period at not less than P '"

a

Whenever the plant is in Mode 5 (cold shutdown), containment integrity is not
required. Hence, if an air lock is opened during Mode 5 operations, paragraph
III.D.2(b)(ii) requires that an overall air lock leakage test at not less than
P be conducted prior to entry into Mode 4.

a

Even if the periodic 6-month test required by paragraph III.D.2(b)(i) of
Appendix J has been satisfied, to meet the requirement of paragraph III.D.2(b)(ii),
no access to the containment can be allowed while preparing to leave Mode 5
until every air lock that has been opened in Mode 5 is first tested and the
plant has entered Mode 4. The test would effectively be required every time
Mode 5 was entered. The containment would have be cleared of personnel during
performance of this test or they would be required to remain inside containment
during the test and until the plant reached Mode 4. Often there are several
minor operational and maintenance problems that require containment entry just
prior to entering Mode 4; the special air lock test would have to wait until
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all problems requiring containment entry were first corrected. This is a very
restrictive requirement and would slow the process of returning to operation.

If the periodic 6-month test of paragraph III.D.2(b)(i) and the test required
by paragraph III.D.2(b)(iii) are current, no maintenance has been performed on
the air lock, and the air lock is properly sealed, there should be no reason to
expect the air lock to leak excessively just because it has been opened in
Mode 5 or Mode 6.

Accordingly, the staff concludes that the applicant's proposed approach of
substituting the seal leakage test of paragraph III.D.2(b)(iii) is acceptable
when no maintenance has been performed on an air lock. Whenever maintenance
has been performed on an air lock, the requirements of paragraph II.D.2(b)(ii)
of Appendix J must still be met by the applicant.

Therefore, an exemption from this requirement [10 CFR 50, Appendix J, paragraph
III.D.2(b)(ii)] is justified and acceptable for Byron Units 1 and 2, and
appropriate requirements will be added to the plant Technical Specifications.

The applicant will perform Type C tests (local leakage tests of containment
isolation valves) preoperationally and also periodically at least once every
two years, as required by Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50. Not all containment
isolation valves are required by Appendix J to be Type C tested; those contain-
ment isolation valves not receiving Type C tests will be identified and justified
during the staff's review of the plant Technical Specifictions, and the staff
will ensure that the valves to be Type C tested will be properly identified at
that time.

The applicant will place under administrative control the test, vent, and drain
connections that are used to facilitate Type A, B, and C testing. These con-
nections will be closed and signed off and under periodic surveillance to
ensure their integrity and to verify the effectiveness of administrative
controls.

Based on the above discussion, the staf f concludes that the proposed reactor
containment leakage testing program is acceptable and complies with the require-
ments of GDC 52, 53, and 54; Appendix J to 10 CFR 50; and 10 CFR 100. Such
compliance provides adequate assurance that containment leak-tight integrity
can be verified periodically throughout service lifetime on a timely basis to
maintain such leakage within the limits of the Technical Specifications.
Maintaining containment leakage rates within such limits provides reasonable
assurance that, in the event of any radioactivity releases within the contain-
ment, the loss of the containment atmosphere through the leak paths will not be
in excess of acceptable limits specified for the site.

6.2.7 Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundary

The staff safety review assessed the ferritic materials in the Byron Units 1
and 2 containment system that constitute the containment pressure boundary to -

determine if the material fracture toughness is in compliance with the require-
ments of GDC 51, " Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundary."

GDC 51 requires that under operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated
accident conditions (1) the ferritic materials of the containment pressure
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boundary behave in a nonbrittle manner and (2) the probability of rapidly
propagating fracture is minimized.

The Byron 1 and 2 containments is a reinforced concrete structure with a thin
steel liner on the inside surface that serves as a leaktight membrane. The
ferritic materials of the containment pressure boundary that were considered in
the staf f assessment are those which have been applied in the fabrication of
the equipment hatch, personnel lock, penetrations, and fluid system components
including the valves required to isolate the system. These components are the
parts of the containment system that are not backed by concrete and must
sustain loads during the performance of the containment function.

The Byron 1 and 2 containment pressure boundary is comprised of ASME Code
Class 1, Class 2, and Class MC components. In late 1979, the staff reviewed
the fracture toughness requirements of the ferritic materials of Class MC,
Class 1, and Class 2 components that typically constitute the containment
pressure boundary. Based on this review, the staff determined that the fracture
toughness requirements contained in ASME Code editions and addenda typical of
those used in the design of the Byron 1 and 2 containment may not ensure
compliance with GDC 51 for all areas of the containment pressure boundary. The

staff initiated a program to review fracture toughness requirements for contain-
ment pressure boundary materials for the purpose of defining those fracture
toughness criteria that most appropriately address the requirements of GDC 51.
Prior to completion of this study, the staff elacted to apply in its licensing
reviews of ferritic containment pressure bound.ry materials the criteria for
Class 2 components identified in the Summer 1977 Addenda of Section III of the
ASME Code. Because the fracture toughness criteria that have been applied in
construction typically differ in Code classification and Code edition and
addenda, the staff has chosen the criteria in the Summer 1977 Addenda of
Section III of the Code to provide a uniform review, consistent with the safety
function of the containment pressure boundary materials. Therefore, the staff

has reviewed the Class 1, Class 2, and Class MC components of the Byron 1 and 2
containment pressure boundary according to the fracture toughness requirements
of the Summer 1977 Addenda of ASME Section III for Class 2 components.

Considered in the staff review are components of the containment system which
are load bearing and provide a pressure boundary in the performance of the
containment function ender operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated
accident conditions a addressed in GDC 51. These components are the equipment
hatch, personnel airlock, penetrations, and elements of the main steam and main
feedwater systems.

In some cases, materials were not fracture toughness tested or were inappro-
priately tested. Typically, these materials are applied in the main steam and
main feedwater systems. Generally, those materials which were not fracture-
toughness tested were not tested because the ASME Code edition and addenda in
effect at the time the components were ordered did not require.that they be
tested. The staff assessment of the fracture toughness of materials that were
not fracture-toughness tested or were inappropriately tested is based on the
metallurgical characterization of these materials and fracture-toughness data
presented in NUREG-0577, " Potential for Low Fracture Toughness and Lamellar
Tearing on PWR Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports," and ASME
Code Section III, Summer 1977 Addenda, Subsection NC.
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The metallurgical characterization of these materials with respect to their
fracture toughness was developed from a review of how these materials were
fabricated and what thermal history they experienced during fabrication. The
metallurgical characterization of these materials, when correlated with the
data presented in NUREG-0577 and the Summer 1977 Addenda of the ASME Code
Section III, provided the technical basis for the staff evaluation of compli-
ance with the Code requirements for materials that were not fracture-toughness
tested.

Based on its review of the available fracture-toughness data and material
fabrication histories and the use of correlations between metallurgical charac-
teristics and material fracture toughness, the staff concludes that the ferritic
components in the Byron 1 and 2 containment pressure boundaries meet the
fracture-toughness requirements that are specified for Class 2 components by
the 1977 Addenda of Section III of the ASME Code. Complaince with these code
requirements provides reasonable assurance (1) that the Byron 1 and 2 reactor
containment pressure boundaries will behave in a nonbrittle manner, (2) that
the probability of rapidly propagating fracture will be minimized, and (3) that
the requirements of GDC 51 satisfied.

6.3 Emergency Core Cooling System

The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) is designed to provide core cooling as
well as additional shutdown capability for accidents that result in significant
depressurization of the reactor coolant system (RCS). These accidents include
mechanical failure of the reactor coolant system piping up to and including the
double-ended break of the largest pipe, rupture of a control rod drive, spurious
relief valve operation in the primary and secondary fluid systems, and breaks
in the steam piping.

The principal bases for the staff's acceptance of this system are conformance
to 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR 50, and GDC 2, 17, 27, 35, 36, and
37.

The applicant states that the requirements will be met even with minimum
engineered safeguards available, such as the loss of one emergency power bus,
with offsite power unavailable.

6.3.1 System Design

The ECCS design is based on the availability of a minimum of three accumulators,
one charging pump, one safety injection pump, and one residual heat removal
(RHR) pump together with associated valves and piping. Following a postulated
LOCA, passive (accumulators) and active (injection pumps and associated valves)
systems will operate. After the inventory in the refueling water storage tank
(RWST) has been depleted, long-term recirculation will be provided by taking
suction from the containment sump and discharging to the RCS cold and/or hot
legs. The low pressure passive accumulator system consists of four pressure
vessels partially filled with borated water and pressurized with nitrogen gas
to approximately 640 psia. Fluid level, boron concentration, and nitrogen
pressure can be remotely adjusted in each tank. When RCS pressure is lower
than accumulator tank pressure, borated water is injected through the RCS cold
legs.
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The high head injection system consists of two centrifugal charging pumps which
provide high pressure injection of boric acid solution into the RCS. In

s addition to the high head charging pump system, two intermediate head safety
injection pumps deliver fluid to the RCS. Both high and intermediate head
pumps are aligned to take suction from the RWST for the injection phase of
their operation. Both types of pumps are manually aligned to take suction from

i the RHRS discharge during the recirculation mode. Low head injection is
accomplished by two RHR pump subsystems taking suction from the RWST during the
short-term ECCS injection phase and from the containment sump during long-term!

ECCS recirculation.

The RWST minimum inventory is 350,000 gal of 2000 ppm borated water. To
maintain the RWST water above the temperature of boron precipitation and
freezing, the applicant has provided the RWST with a heating system. In
addition, heat tracing will be added to the RWST vent line to minimize the

4

i potential for ice or snow blockage. The staff requires that this heat tracing
be included with the cold weather surveillance items in the Technical Speci-
fications. Confirmation of this specification will be made during the review

| of Technical Specifications prior to power operation.i

.

1 The ECCS system is initiated either manually or automatically on (1) low
! pressurizer pressure, (2) high containment pressure, or (3) low pressure in any

steam line. This meets the requirements of GDC 20.

The ECCS may also be manually actuated, monitored, and controlled from the
control room as required by GDC 19. The ECCS is supplemented by instrumenta-
tion that will enable the operator to monitor and control the ECCS equipment

: following a LOCA so that adequate core cooling may be maintained. As discussed
in Section 5.4.7, a low flow alarm is provided to assist the operator in'

diagnosing ECCS flow degradation.

.

Instrumentation provides-sufficient information so the operator can maintain
I adequate core cooling following an assumed LOCA. The acceptability of the

proposed ECCS instrumentation and controls is addressed further in Section 7.

f The available net positive suction head for all the pumps in the ECCS, the
i safety injection, centrifugal charging, and RHR pumps has been shown to provide

adequate margin by calculations performed in accordance to Regulatory Guide
1.1, " Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency Core Cooling and Containment Heat

'

Removal System Pumps."

The valve arrangement on the ECCS discharge lines have been reviewed with
respect to adequate isolation between the RCS and the low pressure ECCS.

,

In some lines, this isolation is provided by two check valves in series with a
; closed isolation valve (high head injection discharge, intermediate and low
i head injection discharge to the hot legs).

Other discharge lines have only two check valves in series. This arrangement
i is acceptable since periodic leak detection across each check valve is performed
i during plant operation. Test lines are provided for periodic leakage checks of
1 reactor coolant past the check valves forming the reactor coolant system
j pressure boundaries. This is discussed further in Se ' ion 3.9.6.
!

I
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Containment isolation features for all ECCS lines, including instrument lines,
the requirements of GDC 56 and Regulatory Guide 1.11, " Instrument Lines Pene-
trating Primary Reactor Containment," are discussed in Section 6.2.

The effects of primary coolant sources outside containment, NUREG-0737, Item
III.D.1 are discussed in Section 9.3.5.

The safety injection lines are protected from intersystem leakage by relief
valves in both suction header and discharge lines. Intersystem leakage detec-
tion is described in Section 5.2.7 for the RHR and safety injection pump
systems.

No ECCS components are shared between units, which meets the requirements of
GDC 5.

4

6.3.2 Evaluation of Single Failures

The staff has reviewed the system description and piping and instrumentation
diagrams to verify that sufficient core cooling will be provided during the
initial injection phase with and without availability of offsite power, assuming
a single failure. The colo-leg accumulators have normally open motor operated
isolation valves in their discharge lines. One accumulator is attached to each
of the RCS cold legs. These isolation valves will have control power removed
to preclude inadvertent valve movement that could result in degraded accumulator-
performance.

Three active injection systems are available, each system having two pumps.
The pumps in each system are connected to separate power buses and are powered
from separate diesel generators in the event of loss of offsite power, as
required by GDC 17. Thus, at least one pump in each injection train would be
actuated. The high head injection systems contain parallel valves in the
suction and discharge lines, thus ensuring operability of one train even in the
event that one valve fails to open. The low and intermediate head injection
systems are normally aligned so that valve actuation is not required during the
injection phase.

Power will be locked out from the operators of the following valves whose
spurious movement could cause degradation of emergency core cooling system
performance:

(1) accumulator discharge isolation valves (locked open)

(2) safety injection pumps cold-leg discharge isolation valve (locked open)

(3) RWST to safety injection pumps suction valve (locked open)

(4) safety injection pumps miniflow line isolation valve (locked open)

| (5)' safety injection pump hot-leg discharge isolation valves (locked closed)

(6) RHR pumps hot-leg discharge isolation valve (locked closed)

(7) RHR cold-leg discharge isolation valves (locked open)
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The applicant's proposed method for locking out power to valves is addressed in
Section 7.

The applicant has proposed a partially automatic system with operator action to
saitch the low head system from the injection to the recirculation mode. The
automatic functon of the system opens the RHR pump suction valves from the
containment sump, with operator action required to isolate the RWST. Several
valves that would have to be actuated during the switchover are interlocked to
other components to prevent out-of-sequence operation. No operator action is
required for 20 minutes following a large break LOCA.

The staff has reviewed the plant's capability for hot-leg injection during the
recirculation phase to preclude excessive buildup of boron concentration in the
pressure vessel. The staff has concluied that there is sufficient redundancy
in injection lines and pumps to ensure adequate hot leg injection after 18 hours
of cold-leg injection.

During the long-term recirculation cooling phase of ECCS, leak detection is
required to identify passive ECCS failures outside of containment, such as pump
seal failures. The applicant has provided a system of water-level monitors and
radiation detectors located in each compartment that contains ECCS components.
With this system, the limiting leak (assumed to be 50 gpm) would be detected I

and isolated within 30 minutes. The applicant has calculated that the total
leakage in 30 minutes would not compromise long-term cooling. Leak rates of
less than 50 gpm would result in ccenarios in which the detection (alarm) time
would be longer, but the time available for operator response would also be
longer. The staff finds the system acceptable because it provides a means of
identifying and isolating a passive failure in the ECCS outside of containment.

Flooding of ECCS components inside containment following a LOCA has been
evaluated by the applicant. No ECCS LOCA-related instruments or valve operators
will be flooded following a postulated accident. Two valves (RH 8701A-1 and
RH 8701A-2) will be submerged, but the valve motor operator is above the flood
level.

The applicant has comm .ted to install an automatic system prior to fuel load
to ensure adequate mini num charging pump flow to prevent deadheading that could
otherwise damage the pumps. Subject to confirmation of the applicant's design,
this commitment is acceptable to the staff.

Based on its review of the design features and with satisfactory resolution of
confir.natory items discussed above, the staff concludes that the ECCS complies
with the single-failure criterion of GDC 35.

6.3.3 Qualification of Emergency Core Cooling System

The ECCS design to seismic Category I cequirements in compliance with Regulatory
Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification," and its housing in structures
designed to withstand a safe shutdown sarthquake and other natural phenomena,
as required by GDC 2, are discussed in Section 3. The equipment design to
Quality Group B in compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.26, " Quality Group
Classification and Standards for Water , Steam , and Radioactive Waste-Containing
Ccmponents of Nuclear Power Plants," is discussed in Section 3.2.
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The ECCS protection against missiles inside and outside containment by the
design of suitable reinforced concrete barriers which include reinforced
concrete walls and slabs--conformance to GDC 4--is discussed in Section 3.5.
The protection of the ECCS from pipe whip inside and outside of containment is
discussed in Section 3.6.

The active components of the ECCS design to function under the most severe duty
loads ' including safe-shutdown-earthquake is discussed in Section 3.9. The ECCS
design to permit periodic inspection in accordance with ASME Code, Section XI,
which constitute ~s compliance with GDC 36, is discussed in Section 3.9.

The ECCS incorporates two subsystems which serve other functions. The RHR
system provides for decay heat removal during reactor shutdown--at other times
the RHR system is aligned for ECCS operation. The centrifugal charging pumps
are utilized for maintaining the required volume of primary fluid in the RCS.
On an ECCS actuation signal, the system is aligned to ECCS operatian and the
CVCS function is isolated. In neither case (RHR or centrifugal charging) does
the normal system use impair its capability to function as an integral portion
of the ECCS.

6.3.4 Testing

The applicant has committed to demonstrate the operability of the ECCS by
subjecting all components to preoperational and periodic testing, as required
by Regulatory Guides 1.68, "Preoperational and Initial Startup Test Programs
for Water-Cooled Power Reactors," and 1.79, "Preoperational Testing of Emergency
Core Cooling System for Pressurized Water Reactors," and GDC 37.

6.3.4.1 Preoperational Tests

One of these tests is to verify system actuation; namely, the operability of
all ECCS valves initiated by the safety injection signal, the operability of
all safeguard pump circuitry down through the pump breaker control circuits,
and the proper operation of all valve interlocks.

Another test is to check the cold-leg accumulator system and injection line to
verify that the lines are free of obstructions and that the accumulator check
valves and isolation valves operate correctly. The applicant will perform a
low pressure blowdown of each accumulator to confirm the line is clear and
check the operation of the check valves.

The applicant will use the results of the preoperational tests to evaluate the
hydraulic and mechanical performance of ECCS pumps delivering through the flow
paths for emergency core cooling. The pumps will be operated under both
miniflow (through test lines) and full-flow (through the actual piping) conditions.

By measuring the flow in each pipe, the applicant will make the adjustments
necessary to ensure that no one branch has an unacceptably low or-high resistance.
As a part of the ECCS verification, the applicant will analyze the results to
ensure there is sufficient total line resistance to prevent excessive runout of
the pumps and adequate net positive suction head (NPSH) under the most-limiting
system alignment. The applicant will verify that the maximum flowrate from the
test results confirms the maximum flowrate used in the NPSH calculations under
the most. limiting conditions and will also confirm that the minimum acceptable
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flow used in the LOCA analysis are met by the measured total pump flow and a
relative flow between the branch lines.

The applicant has indicated a commitment to implement Regulatory Guide 1.79
! that covers testing of the ECCS. He has proposed actual recirculation testing

to demonstrate the sump design and to verify RHR NPSH. Pending test results
,

which confirm the sump design, this commitment is acceptable to the staff.

Based on its review of the test objectives discussed above, the staff concludes
that the preoperational test program conforms to the recommendations of Regula-
tory Guides 1.68 and 1.79 and is acceptable pending successful completion of
the program. Additional discussion of the preoperational test program is
presented in Section 14 of this SER.

i

6.3.4.2 Periodic Component Tests

i Routine periodic testing of the ECCS components and all necessary support
systems at power will be performed. Valves that actuate after a LOCA are i

operated through a complete cycle. Pumps are operated individually in this I

test on their miniflow lines except the charging pumps which are tested by
their normal charging function. The applicant has stated that these tests will
be performed in accordance with ASME Code, Section XI.:

6.3.5 Performance Evaluation
' The ECCS has been designed to deliver fluid to the RCS to limit the fuel

cladding temperature following transients and accidents that require ECCS
actuation. The ECCS is also designed to remove the decay and sensible heat
during the recirculation mode. 10 CFR 50.46 lists the acceptance criteria for4

an ECCS. These criteria include the following:

! (1) The calculated maximum fuel element cladding temperature does not exceed
2200 F.'

'| (2) The calculated total oxidation of the cladding does not exceed 0.17 times
the tot.al cladding thickness before oxidation.

t

| (3) The calculated total amount of hydrogen generated from the chemical
reaction of the cladding with water or steam does not exceed 0.01 times

| the hypothetical amount that would be generated if all the metal in the
! cladding cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding surrour. ding

the plenum volume, were to react.

| (4) Calculated changes in core geometry are such that the core remains amenable
to cooling.'

.

(5) After any calculated successful initial operation of the ECCS, the calculated
core temperature is maintained at an acceptable low value and decay heat

| is removed for the extended period of time required by the long-lived
I radioactivity remaining core.

In addition, 10 CFR 50.46 states: "ECCS cooling performance shall be calculated
in accordance with an acceptable model, and shall be calculated for a number of
postulated loss-of-cociant accidents. Appendix K of 10 CFR 50, ECCS Evaluation
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Models, sets forth certain required and acceptable features of evaluation
models."

6.3.5.1 Large-Break LOCA

The applicant has examined a spectrum of large breaks in RCS piping and these
analyses indicate that the most limiting event is a cold leg guillotine break
with a discharge coefficient of 0.6. The applicant took credit for one train
of active ECCS components and three of the four accumulators in the analysis.

The large-break LOCA evaluation model utilized in this analysis is described in
WCAP-9220 (February 1978). This model was approved by NRC (letter from J. F
Stolz (NRC) to T. M. Anderson (W) dated April 29, 1978) and is used in large-
break LOCA analyses for Westinghouse plants. Concerns expressed in NUREG-0630
about the conservatism of fuel cladding swelling and rupture models used in
LOCA analyses have been addressed by the applicant.

Containment parameters are chosen to minimize containment pressure so that core
reflood calculations are conservative. Fuel rod initial conditions are chosen
to maximize clad temperature and oxidation. Calculations of core geometry are
carried out past the point where temperatures are decreasing. The most limiting
break with respect to peak clad temperature is the double-ended guillotine
break in the pump discharge leg with a C = 0.6. The peak clad temperature is
2102 F, which is below the 2200 F limit.D The limiting local and core-wide clad
oxidation values calculated by the applicant were 5.33 percent and less than
0.3 percent, respectively.

The amount of bypass flow into the upper head region has been predicted by the
applicant to be sufficient to maintain the upper head region at cold-leg
temperatures. Similar calculations performed for other types of Westinghouse
plants have agreed with measured values of upper head temperatures. The staff
requires the applicant to experimentally confirm the upper head region tempera-
tures in a plant of the Byron class. Operation of the plant before receipt of
these test data is acceptable based on the predictions of temperatures that have
been made to date. The staff considers verification of upper vessel temperatures
confirmatory. However, if upper vessel temperatures are not verified to be
equal to cold-leg temperatures, the ECCS analysis must be revised.

6.3.5.2 Small-Break LOCA

The applicant has submitted analyses for a spectrum of small-break LOCA analyses
(3-in., 4-in., 6-in.,). These identify that the 4-in. break is the limiting
small break; the calculated peak cladding temperature is 1778 F, the local
metal water reaction is 1.67 percent, and the core-wide oxidation is less than
0.3 percent. None of these small-break analyses was analyzed with a model that
properly accounted for fuel cladding strain and rupture. Because of the
magnitude of cladding' temperatures involved, the error is small. A " corrected"
peak cladding temperature for these small breaks would be far below that for

,

large breaks and clearly would not be limiting.
{

The core geometry remains amenable to cooling throughout both types of LOCAs
discussed above. The ECCS is designed to remove decay heat for in extended
time followirig a LOCA. The staff concludes that the applicant's analyses of
the LOCAs meet the acceptance criteria and, therefore, are acceptable.
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The applicant has responded to NRC concerns about LOCAs occurring during plant
heatup or cooldown with certain safety injection actuation signals bypassed and'

accumulators isolated. A large-break LOCA initiated at 425 F and 1000 psig was
i examined. The results were less limiting than a similar LOCA at full power.
#

The. applicant has analyzed the performance of the ECCS in accordance with the
criteria set forth in Section 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR 50. The staff has
reviewed the applicant's evaluation, and concludes that it is acceptable and1

meets the criteria of 10 CFR 50.46.

6.3.5.3 Conclusions

As noted_above, the staff has reviewed the ECCS design and functional capability
to ensure that there is suitable redundancy in components and features and
suitable interconnections, leak detection, isolation, and containment capabili-
ties so that the system will be capable of-performing its safety function
assuming a single failure (with or without offsite power) as required by
GDC 35. By meeting SRP Section 6.3 requirements, the staff finds that the,

' criteria of GDC 2, 5, 17, 35, 36, 37 and TMI Task Action Plan Items III.D.1.1
and II.K.3.10 have been addressed. Based on its review and 0.1 conformance with
criteria noted above, the staff concludes that the system is acceptable pending
satisfactory resolution of the concerns'as noted.

6.4 Control Room Habitability;

Based on its evaluation, the calculated toxic gas and radiological consequences
are within the acceptance criteria contained in SRP Section 6.4 so that the
staff finds that the design of the control room emergency ventilation system -is
acceptable for the purpose of preventing significant toxic gas and radiological
exposure to operating personnel in the control room.

The control room design meets GDC 4, " Environmental and Missile Design Bases,"
; with respect to the requirements that "... structures, systems and components

shall be designed to accommodate the effects of and to be compatible with the
environmental conditions associated with normal operation, maintenance, testing,
and postulated accidents...." This conclusion is based, in part, on the
following:

Isolation of the control room occurs automatically upon the actuation
of a safety injection signal or upon indication of high radioactivity,
chlorine or smoke concentrations in the outside air supply. The opera--

tors have the capability of manually purging smoke or fumes from the
control room.'

The two units at~the Byron station share a' common control room. The control
room habitability systems are sufficiently diverse and redundant so that there,

is no impairment of the ability of the habitability systems to maintain a safe
environment for control room personnel during normal and accident conditions.

f~ Thus, the staff _ finds that the requirements of GDC 5, " Sharing of. Structures,
Systems and Components," have been met.

I

; Specifically with respect to GDC 19, " Control Room," the applicant has protected
the control room operators against radiation by the use of shielding and by thei

|
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installation of a filtration system to remove airborne contaminants. After an
accident, isolation occurs automatically in response to the accident signal
(safety injection) or the high gaseous radioactivity signal for inlet air.
This places the control room ventilation system in a pressuri7ation mode so
that 6000 cfm of pressurized air is supplied through charcoal adsorbers while
51,000 cfm is recirculated through redundant particulate and carbon filtration
components.

In summary, the staff review was performed in accordance with SRP Sections 2.2.1,
2.2.2, 2.2.3, and 6.4, and Regulatory Guides 1.78 and 1.95. The staff finds
that the control room habitability systems are adequate to provide safe,
habitable conditions within the control room under both normal and accident
conditions without personnel receiving radiation exposures in excess of 5 rems
whole body, or its equivalent to any part of the body, for the duration of the
accident.

As a result, the staff concludes that the control room satisfies the require-
ments of Item III.D.3.4 of NUREG-0737 and GDC 19, and is, therefore, acceptable
for a full power license.

6. 5 Fission Product Removal and Control System

6.5.1 Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) Atmospheric Cleanup System

6.5.1.1 Summary Description

The ESF atmospheric cleanup systems at Byron consist of process equipment and
instrumentation necessary to control the release of radioactive iodine and
particulate material following a DBA. There are three filtration systems
designed for this purpose:

(1) control room HVAC makeup air filter units

(2) non-accessible area exhaust filter plenum in the auxiliary building

(3) fuel-handling building exhaust system

The control room HVAC makeup air filter units are used to filter makeup air to
the control room on either a high radiation signal from the radiation monitors
in the outside air intake duct or upon activation by the control room operator.
The source of the makeup air may be either the outside air or the turbine
building.

The nonaccessible area exhaust filter plenums of the auxiliary building treat
exhaust air from the nonaccessible areas of the auxiliary building and discharge
into the auxiliary building exhaust plenum upon receipt of a high radiation
signal from the exhaust air duct or by manual initiation from the control room.
This system filters air from such areas as the floor drain and equipment drain
sump rooms, RHR, containment spray, safety injection, positive displacement
charging, and centrifugal charging pump rooms, RHR heat exchanger rooms,
radwaste and recycle evaporator rooms along with various other sump rooms, pump
rooms, aisles and tunnels, and miscellaneous . oms which are described in FSAR
sections listed below.
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The fuel handling building exhaust plenum treats exhaust air from the fuel
handling building and discharges into the auxiliary building exhaust plenum.
Upon receipt of a high radiation signal from the monitor in the fuel handling
building exhaust air duct, the effluents are automatically routed throughi

charcoal adsorbers and a HEPA filter. The systea may also be operated upon
initiation by the control room operator.

Sections 6.5.1, 9.4.1, and 9.4.5.1 of the Byron FSAR contain a detailed descrip-
tion of the three ESF filter systems.

6.5.1.2 Evaluation and Findings

lThe staff has reviewed all ESF filter systems with respect to SRP Section 6.5.1
|and with respect to Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 1. The staff's findings as !

,
'

a result of this review, are presented below.
!

The applicant has not included either moisture separators or heaters in the
nonaccessible area exhaust i:lter system or the fuel handling building exhaust
system. The applicant has installed cubicle coolers in some of the cubicles of,

ivarious ESF system pumps. The applicant has indicated that the cubicle coolers I

'

are designed to limit the temperature in the cubicles to 122 F with the pumps
cperating; however, the applicant has not indicated that the relative humidity
will be controlled to 70 percent..

In the SER-CP, the staff took the positions that relative humidity control to
70 percent was required for the incoming air to the ESF filter systems and that
HEPA tilters would be required downstream of the charcoal adsorbers. The HEPA3

filters have been installed and a relative humidity control feature has been
installed on the control room makeup air system. However, such control features
have not been added to either the nonaccessible area exhaust filter system of
the auxiliary building or the fuel handling building filter exhaust system.
The applicant, in response to NRC question 321.23, provided an analysis of four
different cases for the fuel-handling building filter exhaust system, two
summer and two winter. The worst case summer condition was inlet air with a
dry bulb temperature of 95 f and a wet bulb temperature of 78 F. At these
temperatures, the relative humidity of the air to the filter system was calcu-

i lated to be 48 percent. It is the staf f's posicion that such a case is not
indicative of the conditions that could be present during the course of an
accident. The daily maximum ielative humidity in the Byron area ranges from
87-92 percent during the summer months. The monthly average relative humidityis consistently over 72 percent. The applicant has recently submitted a study

1

which shows that no humidity control is required for the fuel handling building
and the nonaccessible area of the auxiliary building. The staif is presentlyreviewing this study. Because the staff has not completed its review of the
applicant's study and therefore cannot concur with the applicant's assumption
of assigning a filter ef ficiency of 90 percent for the nonaccessible area,

exhaust filter system or the fuel handling building filter exhaust system for
organic radioiodines, an adsorber efficiency of 90 percent for elemental
radiciodine and 50 percent for organic radioiodines has been assigned to the
nonaccessible area exhaust filter systra of the auxiliary building and 90 percent .

for elemental iodine and 70 percent for organic radioiodines for the fuel
handling filter exhaust system. The adsorber ef ficiency for organic radiciodines
may be increased for the fuel handling building filter system and the nonacces-
sible area exhaust filter system upon completion of the staff's review.
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The applicant has not committed to record flow rate through the system as noted
under acceptance criteria II.2.e of SRP Section 6.5.1. This will be acceptable
provider +5e fans are fixed-speed fans and the applicant has a curve of flow
rate versus pressure drop, with pressure drop verified during plant operation
on a routine basis. Such a requirement will be made a part of the Byron
Technical Specifications 3/4.7.6, 3/4.7.7, and 3/4.9.12.

The applicant provided the decay heat rate for the three ESF filter systems.
It was the applicant's position that no cooling mechanism is required because
the decay heat is so small that the ignition temperature for the charcoal will
never be reached. The staff has performed an independent calculation of the
decay heat rate for the nonaccessible area filtration system and the fuel
handling building filtration system. The staff's calculation confirms the
applicant's conclusions that a cooling mechanism is not required for these two
ESF f ilter systems. The staff had previously concluded that a cooling mechanism
was not required for the control room makeup air filter units.

As a result of the staf f's review of the applicant's designs, design criteria,
i

and design bases for ESF atmospheric cleanup systems and the system's con- I

formance to applicable regulations, guides and industry standards, the staff
has concluded that the ESF atmospheric cleanup systems include the equipment I

and instrumentation necessary to control the release of radioartive materials
in airborne effluents following a design-basis accident.

6.5.2 Containment Spray as a Fission Product Cleanup System

The iodine removal function of the containment spray system is achieved by two
redundant trains of containment spray (CS) pumps, spray lines, and separate
sets of spray headers. Sodium hydroxide solution is added to the spray lines
to promote the removal of elemental iodine.

Upon automatic initiation through the CS actuation signal, the CS pumps start
and take suction from the refueling water storage tank (RWST), which contains
borated water. A portion of the flow from the CS pumps is diverted to educators
(one per CS train), to provide the driving force to draw suttion from the spray
additive tank. A 30 percent NaOH solution from the spray additive tank mixes
in the educator with the flow from the CS pump outlet and is then returned to
the CS pump suction, providing a high PH containment spray solution to the
headers. There are three spray headers in each containment spray train, and
each train provide suf ficient coverage of the containment. Each spray train is
separate and redundant, except for the shared spray additive tank and RWST.

At some time after an RWST low-low level signal is received in the control
room, the operators will manually transfer the CS pumps' suction from the RWST
to the containment recirculation sump. The NaOH from prior spray operation
will remain in solution and, although more dilute, will continue to provide for
elemental iodine removal, and will prevent significant iodine re evolution.
If, as a result of an additive valve or educator failure, insufficient NaOH
solution has been added prior to the switch to the recirculation mode, Na0H
addition is continued during the first part of recirculation.

SRP Section 6.5.2 states that the containment spray system should be designed
to transfer automatically from the injection mode to the recirculation mode to
ensure continuous operation until the design objectives of the system have been
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achieved. In all cases, the operating period should not be less than two hours.
However, the staff may find manual switchover to be acceptable if, following a
potentially severe accident, there is assurance that manual actions are not
required in such a short time that the operator (s) may not be able to complete
them. The containment spray design for Byron is acceptable with respect to
this concern, because only two operator actions are required, and there is a
sufficient margin of volume in the RWST after level indications alert the
operator to initiate the 5witchovers.

The following parameters can be used for a conservative thyroid dose calcula-
tion for the postulated LOCA: an overall first-order removal constant of 10
per hour for elemental iodine and 0.45 per hour for particulate iodine, an

2effective spray volume of 2.35 million ft , and a maximum decontamination
factor of 100 for elemental iodine.

The staff concludes that the containment spray sytem as a fission product
cleanup system is acceptable and meets the relevant requirements of GDC 41,
" Containment Atmosphere Cleanup"; 42, " Inspection of Containment Atmosphere
Cleanup Systems"; and 43, " Testing of Containment Atmosprere Cleanup Systems."
This conclusion is based on the following:

The concept on which the proposed system is based has been demonstrated to be
effective for iodine absorption and retention under postaccident conditions.
The proposed system design is an acceptable applicatian of this concept. The
system provides suitable redundancy in components and features or that its
safety function can be acccmplished assuming a single failure. The staff
concludes that the system meets the requirements of GDC 41.

The proposed preoperational tests, postoperational testing and surveillance,
and proposed limiting conditions of operation for the spray system provide
adequate assurance that the iodine scrubbing function of the containment spray
system will meet or exceed the effectiveness assumed in the accident evaluation.
Therefore, it meets the requirements of GDC 42 and 43.

6.6 Inservice Inspection of Class 2 and 3 Components

This section was prepared with the technical assistance of DOE contractors from
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratories.

6.6.1 Compliance with the Standard Review Plen

SRP Section 6.6 is entitled " Inservice Inspection of Cla;s 2 and 3 Components."
The Byron review under this section is continuing because the applicant has not
completed his preservice inspectim (PSI) program and has not completed his PSI
examinations. The staff review to date was conducted in accordance with SRP
Section 6.6 except as discussed below.

Paragraph 11.4, " Acceptance Critecla, Insper. tion Intervals," has not been
reviewed because this area applies only to inservice inspection (ISI), not to
PSI. This subject will be addressed during review of the ISI program after
1icensing.

Paragraph II.5, " Acceptance Criteria, Evaluation of Examination Results," has
beer, reviewed and the applicant has incorporated ASME Code Sectiens IWC-3000
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and IWD-3000, " Standards for Examinat. ion Evaluation," into his PSI program.
However, ongoing NRC generic activities and research projects indicate that the
presently specified minimum ASME Code procedures may not always be capable of
detecting the acceptable size flaws specified in these standards. For example,
ASME Code procedures specified for volumetric examination of vessels, bolts and
studs, and piping have not proven to be capable of detecting acceptable sizei

flaws in all cases. The applicant, in a meeting on January 5, 1982, committed
to using augmented procedures which exceed the minimum ASME Code requirements
for the above examinations. These augmented procedures should result in
improved detectability. The staff will continue to evaluate development of
improved procedures and will require that these improved procedures be made a
part of the inservice examination requirements.

The staff has not reviewed the applicant's repair procedures based on ASME Code
Sections IWC-4000 and IWD-4000, " Repair Procedures." Repairs are not generally

! necessary in the PSI program. This subject will be addressed during the staff
review of the ISI program. Paragraph 11.9, " Acceptance Criteria, Relief
Requests," has not been completed because the applicant has not identified the
limitations to examination. Specific areas where ASME Code examination require-
ments cannot be met will be identified as performance of the PSI progresses.
The complete staf f evaluatico of the PSI program will be presented in a supple-

) ment to this report after the applicant submits the required examination
information and identifies all plant specific areas where ASME Code Section XI
requirements cannot be met and provides supporting technical justification.

Paragraph II.7, " Acceptance Criteria, Augmented ISI to Protect Against Postulated
Piping failures," has not been completed because this subject has not yet been
addressed in the applicant's FSAR or draft PSI program. The staff evaluation
will be presented in a supplement to this report after the applicant submits
the required examination information.

6.6.2 Introduction

GDC 36, 39, 42, and 45 require, in part, that the Class 2 and 3 components be
designed to permit appropriate periodic inspection of important components to
ensure system integrity and capability. 10 CFR 50.55a(g) defines the detailed
requirements for the preservice inspection programs for light-water-cooled
nuclear power facility components.

Based on the const.ruction permit date of December 31, 1975, this section of the
regulations requires that a PSI program for Class 2 and 3 components be developed
and implemented using at least the Edition and Addenda of Section XI of the
ASME Code applied to the construction of the part.icular components. Also, the

-

initial ISI program must comply with the requirements of the latest Edition and!

uldenda of Section XI of the ASME Code in effect 12 months prior to the date of
issuance of the operating license, subject to the limitations and modifications
listed in 10 CFR 50.55a(b).

,
6.6.3 Evaluation of Compliance of Byron Unit 1 with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)

A preservice examination is being ps formed based on the 1977 Edition of
Section XI of the ASME Code including N!denda through Summer 1978. At a public
meeting on January 5, 1982, draft copies of the PSI program were made available.
The applicant presented a detailed technical discussion of this document, the
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current status of piping system examination, and a summary of the nondestructive
examination techniques being used. As a result of this meeting, the applicant
has committed to revise the draft PSI program to incorporate improved nondestruc-
Live examination methods and to submit the completed program on the docket.
The applicant has completed approximately 80 percent of the examination of the
ASME Code Class 2 piping. A visual examination during hydrostatic tests is
required for the ASME Code Class 3 components.

Based on its review of the draft PSI program and the results of the meeting
with the applicant on January 5, 1982, the staff finds the selection of the
ASME Code Class 2 and 3 components subject to acceptable examination. This
conclusion is based on the applicant's conservative approach of performing a
preservice examination of a significantly larger sample of welds than required
by Section XI of the ASME Code.

The specific areas where the Code requirements cannot be met will be identified
after the examinations are performed. The applicant has committed to identify
all plant-specific areas where the Code requirements cannot be met and provide
a supporting technical justification. The staff considers the review of the
preservice inspection program to be a confirmatory issue based on the applicant
providing the following informdtion:

(1) docketing an acceptable revised PSI Program

(2) submitting all relief requests with a supporting technical justification

The staff will complete its evaluation of the Byron Unit 1 PSI program in a
supplement to this report after the applicant provides an acceptable response.
The initial inservice inspection program has not been submitted by the applicant.
Tho staff will evaluate the program after the applicable ASME Code Edition and
Addenda can be determined based on 10 CFR 30.55a(b), but before the first
refueling outa0e when inservice inspection commences.

6.6.4 Evaluation of Compliance of Byron Unit 2 with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)

A preservice inspection program for Unit 2 has not been submitted. The regula-
tions permit the applicant to meet the requirements set forth in subsequent
editions of Section XI which are incorporated by reference in 10 CFR 50.55a(b),
subject to the limitations and modifications listed therein. The staff will
evaluate the PSI program and plant-unique requests for relief from impractical
examination requirements after the applicant provides this information.

The initial inservice inspection program for Unit 2 will be evaluated af ter the
cpplicable ASME Code Edition and Addenda can be determined based on 10 CFR
50.55a(b). A supporting technical justification evaluating the preservice and
inservice inspection program for Unit 2 will be presented in a supplement to
the SER.

6.6.5 Conclusions

Compliance with the preservice and inservice inspections required by ASME Code
and 10 CFR 50 constitutes an acceptable basis for satisfying applicable require-
ments of GDC 36, 39, 42, and 45.
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7 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL |

Chapter 7 " Instrumentation and Control" for the Byron Station, Units 1 and 2,
has been reviewed in accordance with the July 1981 edition of the " Standard'
Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power
Plants " (SRP), NUREG-0800.

7.1 Introduction

7.1.1 Acceptance Criteria

The instrumentation and controi systems for the Byron station have been reviewed.
The bases for evaluation of the applicant's design, design criteria, and design
bases are set forth in the SRP, Table 7-1, " Acceptance Criteria for Instrumenta-
tion and Control Systems Important to Safety," and Table 7-2, "TMI Action Plan
Requirements for Instrumentation and Control Systems Important to Safety."
These acceptance criteria include the applicable GDC and IEEE Standard 279,
" Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations" (10 CFR
50.55a(h)). Guidelines for implementation of the requirements of the acceptance
criteria are provided in the IEEE Standards, Regulatory Guides, and BTPs of the
Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch (ICSB) identified in Section 7.1 cf
the SRP- Conformance to the acceptance criteria provides the bases for con-
cluding that the instrumentation and control systems meet the requirements of
10 CFR S0.

,

7.1. 2 General Findings

The applicant has identified the instrumentation and control systems important
to safety. The acceptance criteria, consisting of the GDC and IEEE Standard
279, are included in the Commission's regulations, and are applicable _to the
systems as identified in the SRP. In addition, the applicant has identified
the guidelines, consisting of the Regulatory Guides and the industry codes, and
standards which are applicable to the systems. The acceptance criteria and
guidelines identified by the applicant are provided in Table 7.1-1 and Appendix '

A of the fSAR.

Based on the review of FSAR Section 7.1, the staff concludes that the imple-
mentation of the identified acceptance criteria and guidelines satisfies the
requirement- of GOC 1, " Quality Standards and Recordt ," with respect to thea

design, fabrication, crection, and testing to quality standards commensurate
with the importance of the safety functions to be performed. The staff finds
that the instrumentation cad control systems important to safety, addressed in
Section 7.1 of the FSAR, satisfy the requirements of GDC 1 and, therefore, are
acceptable.

/ .1. 3 Site Visit

A site review will be performed for the purpose of confirming that the physical
arrangements and installation of electrical m,uipment are in accordance with
the design criteria and descriptive information reviewed by the staff. The
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site review will be completed before issuance of the license and any problems
found will be addressed in a supplement to this report.

7.1. 4 Fire Protection Review

The review of the auxiliary shutdown panel discussed in Section 7.4 of this
report covered the compliance of this panel with GDC 19, " Control Room." The
aspects of the auxiliary shutdown panel related to fire protection (10 CFR 50,
Appendix R) are discussed in Section 9.5. The remote shutdown instrumentation
and controls are discussed in Section 7.4.2.1.

7.1.5 TMI Action Plan Items

The TMI Action Plan was developed to provide a comprehensive and integrated plan
for actions now judged necessary to correct or improve the regulation and opera-
tion of nuclear facilities based on the experience from the accident at TMI-2.
Guidance on implementation of the Action Plan was provided to applicants in
NUREG-0737. The following Action Plan Items are applicable to the instrumenta-

| tion and control systems important to safety at the Byron station. The sec-
tions in which these items are addressed, are as follows:

II.D.3 Direct Indication of Relief and Safety Valve Position (7.5.2.3)

II.E.1.2 Auxiliary Feedwater System Automatic Initiation and Flow Indica-
tion (7.3.2.8)

II.E.4.2 Containment Isolation Dependability (6.2.4)

II.F.i Additional Accident Monitoring Instrumentation (7.5.2.4)

II.K.3.1 Installation and Testing of Automatic Power Operated Relief
Valve Isolation System (15.5)

! II.K,3.9 Proportional Integral Derivative Controller Modification
(/.7.2.5)

II.K.3.10 Proposed Anticipatory frip Modification (7.2.2.8, 15.5)
i

ll.K.3.12 Confirm Existence of Anticipatory Reactor Trip Upon Turbine Trip
(7.2.2.9)

7.1. 6 Compliance with Regulatory Guides

Appendix A of the FSAR addresses application of Regulatory Guides. In many
cases, it was not clear as stated that the design conformed to the guidance of
the Regulatory Guides or if exceptions were taken. In response to the staff's
concern, the applicant has revised Appendix A to more clearly indicate compli<
ance or exceptions to all Regulatory Guides. Based on its review, the staff

finds that acceptable conformance to the guidelines of the Regulatory Guides
has been provided.
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7.2 Reactor Trip System

7.2.1 System Description

The reactor trip system (RTS) automatically shuts down the reactor to prevent
the established limits of safe operation from being exceeded. In order to
accomplish its function, the RTS includes instrumentation channels to monitor
various plant variables, process and nuclear pertinent to reactor safety. When-
ever a monitored variable reaches a set limit, the associated instrumentation
channel trips a bistable. lhis turns off power to the relays that provide
inputs (voltage /no voltage) corresponding to the condition (normal / abnormal) of
the measured parameter to the solid state logic protection system, which con-
sists of two redundant trains. Each of the trains controls power to the under-
voltage ceil of a separate and independent, series-connected, reactor trip
breaker. Whenever an esi.ablished combination of input signals is received by
the solid state logic protection system, power to the undervoltage coils is
interrupted and the breakers open. Opening either of two breakers interrupts
power to the control rods, and the rods fall, by gravity, into the core,
shutting down the reactor. Concurrent with the reactor trip, the RTS also
initiates a turbine trip to prevent reactivity insertion that would otherwise
result from excessive reactor system cooldown.

In addition to the automatic trip of the reactor described above, means are
also provided for manual trip by the operator. The manual reactor trip consists
of two switches. Each of the switches controls power to the ur.dervoltage and
shunt trip coils of both reactor trip breakers. Actuation of a switch removes
power from the undervoltage coil and also energizes the shunt trip coil, either
of which trips the breaker. The reactor will be tripped in the same manner by
actuating either of two manual switches used for safety injection initiation.

The trips included in the reactor trip system are listed below. The first num-
.

ber in parentheses after each trip parameter is the number of coincident trips
i required, and the second number is the number of redundant channels provided.

(1) power range high neutron flux
(a) low setting (2/4)
(b) high setting (2/4)

(2) intermediate range high neutron flux (1/2)'

(3) source range high neutron flux (1/2)
(4) power range high positive neutron flux rate (2/4)
(5) power range high negative neutron flux rate (2/4)
(6) overtemperature AT trip (2/4)
(7) overpower AT trip (2/4)
(8) pressurizer low pressure (2/4)
(9) pressurizer high pressure (2/4)
(10) pressurizer high-water level (2/3)
(11) reactor coolant pump breakers open (2/4)
(12) low reactor coolant flow (2/3 in any loop)
(13) reactor coolant pump bus undervoltage (2/4)
(14) reactor coolant pump bus underfrequency (2/4)
(15) low-low steam generator water level (2/4 in any loop)
(16) safety injection (see Section 7.3) (1/2)
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(U) turbine trip
(a) low auto stop oil pressure, or (2/3)
(b) turbine stop valve close (4/4)

(18) general warning alarm (2/2)
(19) manual (1/2)

Most of the trip parameters shown in the list above are monitored directly, and
their functions are self-explanatory. Exceptions are the overtemperature AT,
the overpressure AT, and the general warning alarm. The overtemperature AT
protects against a low departure-from-nucleate-boiling-ratio (DN8R). The set-
point for this trip is continueusly calculated by analog circuitry for each
loop and depends on temperatures in the loop, axial neutron flux in the reactor,
and the pressurizer pressure. The overpower AT protects against excessive local
linear power density. As for the overtemperature AT, the trip setpoint for the
overpower AT is continuously calculated by analog circuitry for each loop and
depends on the temperatures in the loop and the axial neutron flux in the reac- |
tor. The general war ing alarm system monitors various conditions, such as
power supply output, test switch position, and so forth, in the solid state
logic protection system. If any of the monitored conditions in a train is
abnormal, the alarm relay for that train is de-energized. This actuates the
train trouble annunciator in the control room. If an abnormal condition occurs
simultaneously in both trains, the reactor is automatically tripped.

Some of the trips shown in the list above are not effective below or above cer-
tain power levels. The source range high neutron flux trip can be manually
blocked when one of the two intermediate range channels reads above approx-
imately 6 x 10 11 amperes (P-6 interlock). The intermediate range high neutron
flux trip and the power range high neutron flux low setting trip can be manually
blocked above approximately 10 percent power (P-10 interlock). All of the above
blocks are automatically removed when the power level decreases below the set
value. The pressurizer low pressure and high-water-level trips, reactor coolant
pumps breaker open trip, low reactor coolant flow trip, reactor coolant pump
bus undervoltage and underfrequency trips, and the turbine trip are automa-
tically blocked below approximately 10 percent power with the turbine impulse
chamber pressure setpoint below set value (P-7 interlock). In addition, at
power levels below approximately 50 percent (P-8 interlock) the trip logic for
the low reactor coolant flow is changed from 2/3 in any loop to 2/3 in any two
loops. All of the blocks above are automatically removed " hen the power
increases above set value.

The reactor trip system includes provisions for testing the system operation.
Ihe testing is carried out in steps, a part of the system at a time, in a
sequence that provides the necessary overlap to ensure complete system oper-
ability. All of the system can be tested at power, except for the manual reac-
tor trip and the manual safety injection switches and the reactor coolant pump
breakers. The manual trip switches have inputs in both reactor trip breakers,
and their actuation would trip the reactor. Opening a reactor coolant pump
breaker would not trip the reactor directly because of the coincidence in the
trip logic, but could result in a reactor trip due to low coolant flow. Also,
the nuclear channel trips that are not effective above certain power levels
are tested at reduced power levels and at shutdown. Bypassing of the trip
functions during testing is required for the source and intermediate range
nuclear channels that are arranged in one-out-of-two trip logic.

I
.
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The analog process channel testing is performed by introducing dummy input
~

' signals into.the instrumentation channels and observing the tripping of the
appropriate output bistables. The power range nuclear channels are tested by
superimposing a test signal on the actual detector signal. To test the logic t

matrices of the solid-state logic protection system, pulse test signals are
use in all possible trip and nontrip logic combinations. The test pulses are
of short duration, and the trip logic is not maintained sufficiently long to
permit opening of the reactor trip breakers. During logic testing of one
train, the other train can initiate any required protective action. To test
the reactor trip breakers, bypass breakers are provided. After a bypass
breaker is closed, the associated reactor trip breaker can be tripped with a
signal from the corresponding logic train.

In addition to providing inputs to the solid-state logic protection system,
analog signals of the protection channels are used for nonprotective functions,
such as control, remote indication, and computer monitoring. To protect from
faults in the nonsafety circuits affecting the protection system, isolation
amplifiers are used. The isolation amplifiers are classified as part of the
protection system.

7.2.2 Specific Findings

The concerns arising from the staff review of the reactor trip system and their
resolution follow.

7.2.2.1 Testing the Reactor Trip Breakers and Manual Trip Switches
|

The reactor trip breakers are provided with undervoltage and shunt trip coils.
Interrupting power to the undervoltage coil or energizing the shunt coil will

| trip the breaker. The undervoltage coils receive trip signals from both the
| solid-state logic protection system and the manual trip switches (including the

manual reactor trip switches and the safety injection switches). The shunt
trip coils receive trip signals from the manual trip switches only. This pro-
vides diversity and enhances the separation between the automatic and manual
reactor trip systems.

Testing of the undervoltage coil operation is carried out with a trip signal
from the solid-state logic protection system. . Testing of the manual reactor
trip channel does not allow independent verification of the operability of the
shunt coil and the undervoltage coil because the operation of a manual trip
switch results in a simultaneous trip action by both coils. The staff will
include in the station's Technical Specifications a requirement to periodically
and independently verify the operability of the undervoltage and shunt trip
functions at least once each refueling outage.

7.2.2.2 Protection System Sensors and Cabling in Nonseismic Structures

Protection system trip circuit inputs that are located in the nonseismic tur-
bine building are (1) turbine stop valve closure limit switches, (2) turbine
auto stop oil pressure switches, and (3) turbine; impulse pressure transducers.

Items 1 and 2 above provide inputs to the reactor trip on turbine trip circuit;
Item 3 provides inputs to the P-7 interlock. The reactor trip on turbine trip

! Byron SER 7-5
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is classified as an anticipatory trip for which no credit is taken in the safety
analyses. The staff position regarding anticipatory trips, as stated in BTP

.

ICSB 26, requires that all reactor trips, including the anticipatory trips,
should meet the requirements of IEEE Standard 279. It also requires that no
credible fault, such as grounding or shorting in the portion of the trip cir-
cuitry in the nonseismic structures, should cause any adverse consequences in4

the protection system operation.

Of the three groups of components (Items 1, 2, and 3 above) that provide inputs
to the reactor trip system, the turbine stop valve closure limit switches and
tne turbine impulse pressure transducers are seismically and environmentally
qualified. The auto stop oil pressure switches are not environmentally quali-
fied; however, in response to the staff's concern, the applicant has stated

j his intent in a letter dated January 26, 1982 to obtain qualified switches.
The cables for the two turbine trip inputs and the turbine impulse pressure
input are routed in conduits through the turbine building. Although the con-
duits are identified as nonsafety related, they have been treated, insofar as
possible, as safety related. The conduit support system has been given special
attention to ensure that the conduits are well supported and that mutually
redundant cables are adequately separated.

As stated by the applicant in a letter dated January 26, 1982, all of the cir-
cuitry in the turbine building, except for the environmental qualification of
the auto stop oil pressure switches, complies with all requirements of IEEE
Standard 279. Further, circuit analysis shows that no credible fault in the
portion of the trip circuitry in the turbine building would degrade the per-;

formance of the reactor trip system. This is in compliance with the require-
ments of BTP ICSB 26.

.

7.2.2.3 Water Level Measurement Errors

The steam generator and pressurizer water level measurement channels utilize
~

differentia! pressure transmitters. The measurement accuracy of such a system
is affected by several factors. Of primary importance is the increase in the
indicated water level caused by a decrease of the water density in the refer-
ence leg resulting from an increase in the ambient temperature due to a high-
energy-line break. For such an accident, the steam generator water level pro-
vides the primary trip function and the trip setpoints need to be selected to
ensure that the action required by the safety analyses will be initiated
throughout the range of temperatures that can be expected. This issue was
addressed for operating reactors in IE Bulletin 79-21. In response to this
concern, the applicant has committed in a letter dated January 26, 1982, to

,

evaluate the ef fect of high temperature on the reference legs of water levelf

measurement systems following a high-energy-line break and to factor the
measurement errors in the trip setpoints. The offects of environmental errors
in level measurement will be reviewed as part of the staff review of setpoint
methodology (see Section 7.3.2.4).

L 7,2.2.4 Lead, Lag, and Rate Time Constant Setpoints Used in Safety System
Channels

Several safety system channels make use of lead, lag, or rate signal compensa-
tion to provide signal time responses consistent with assumptions in the
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Chapter 15 analyses.~ The time constants for these signal compensations are
adjustable within the analog portion of the safety system. The applicant has
committed to incorporate testing of the time constants in the station Technical
Specifications.

7.2.2.5 Response Time Testing

To ensure that the response time of each protective function of the reactor
trip system and engineered safety features actuation system is within the time
limit assumed in the accident analyses, Technical Specifications require test-
ing the time response at specified intervals. The applicant intends to use a
computer-based system using process noise with the plant at power for sensor
response time testing. The staff concluded that this method is acceptable
during its review of the Callaway Operating License application (Docket No.
50-483). Ilowever, because there is only limited experie,1ce to date in the use
of this technique for response time testing, the Callaway OL will be conditioned
to require the submittal of test results and conclusions through the first three
fuel cycles to allow a more thorough review of the adequacy of this technology.
During the review of this subject on the Byron application, the applicant noted
that Westinghouse is in the process of preparing a topical report to justify
the adeqmcy of this method of response time testing. If staff review and
approval of the topical report does not occur before the issuance of the Byron
Operating License, conditions will be included in the license to re,Jire the
submittal of test results and conclusions to permit further staff review of the
experience with this technique for response time testing.

7.2.2.6 General Warning Alarm Trips

The general warning alarm system monitors various conditions, such as power
supply output and test switch positions in the solid state logic prot,?ction
system. If any of the monitored conditions in a train are abnormal, the alarm
relay for that train is de energized. This actuates the train trouble annunci-
ator in the control room. If an abnormal condition occurs in both trains, the
reactor is automatically tripped.

The information presented in the FSAR did not identify the fact that the general
warning alarm system is incorporated in the reactor trip system. In response to
a staff concern the applicant indicated in a letter dated December 21, 1981 that
the design of the general warning alarm system is identical to that of the pre-
viously reviewed Callaway plant. This is acceptable to the staff.

7.2.2.7 Verification of the Resistance Temperature Detectors Bypass Loop Flow

The reactor coolant system hot and cold-leg resistance temperature detectors
(RTDs) used for reactor protection are located in reactor coolant bypass loops.
A bypass loop from upstream of the steam generator to downstream of the steam
generator is used for the hot-leg RTD and a bypass loop from downstream of the
reactor coolant pump to upstream of the pump is used for the coif-leg RTD. The
flow rate af fects the overall time response of the temperature signals provided
for reactor protection and, thus, should be monitored at appropriate intervals.

| The staf f requires that the magnitude of the"RTD bypass loop flow rate be veri-
i fled to be within required limits at each refueling period. This requirement

will be incorporated in the plant Technical Specifications.

I
!
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7.2.2.8 TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.10, Proposed Anticipatory Trip
Modification

This item deals with the modification proposed by some licensees to raise the
power level at which the anticipatory trips are unblocked.

The applicant has not proposed a change in the interlock for the anticipatory
reactor trip on turbine trip (the trip is active above approximately 10 percent
of power); therefore this item is not. applicable to Byron.

7.2.2.9 TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.12, Confirm Existence of Anticipatory
Reactor Trip Upon Turbine Trip

The Byron station has an anticipatory reactor trip on turbine trip, which
satisfies this item.

l

7.2.3 Conclusions

The RTS for Byron is functionally identical to the RTS reviewed and approved by I

the staf f on previous OL applications, of which the Callaway applicat ion
(Docket No. 50-483) is the most recent. Based on prior review and approval of
the standard design of the Westinghouse-designed RTS including its conformance

. to the requirements of IEEE-279 and related GDC, the staff finds that the RTS
for Byron is acceptable subject to completion of the applicable confirmatory
items and conditions as noted.

7.3 Engineered Safety features Systems

7.3.1 System Description

This section describes the engineered safety features actuation system (ESFAS)
that initiates the operation of both the engineered safety features (ESF) and
essential auxiliary support (EAS) systems. Also described are the control
systems that regulate the operation of the ESF and EAS systems following their
initiation.

7.3.1.1 Engineered Safety features Actuation System

The ESFAS monitors selected plant parameters, and whenever predetermined safety
limits are reached, the system sends actuation signals to the appropriate ESF
and the auxiliary support systems equipment. Typical accidents that require
actuation of the ESF systems are a loss of primary coolant. and steamline breaks.
The plant variables that are monitored by the analog circuitry of the ESFAS
include pressurizer pressure, steamline pressures and flows, steamline differ-
ential pressure, containment pressure, and reactor coolant average temperature.
Whenever a monitored variable reaches a set limit, the associated instrumenta-
tion channel trips a bistable. This turns off power to the relays that provide
inputs (voltage /no voltage) corresponding to the condition (normal / abnormal) of
the measured parameter to the solid-state logic protection system consisting of
two redundant trains each capable of actuating the ESF equipment required.
Whenever a required logic combination of inputs is received by the solid state
logic protection system, each train operates an appropriate master relay. Con-
tacts of these relays are used to operate slave relays that in turn provide
contacts to actuate various ESF system equipment.
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The ESFAS signals and the plant conditions that generate these signals are as
follows: (The first number in parentheses after each parameter indicates the,

t number of coincident trips required, and the second number is the number of
redundant channels provided.)

(1) Safety Injection

(a) manual (1/2)
(b) high containment pressure (2/3)
(c) low compensated steamline pressure (2/3 in any steamline)
(d) pressurizer low pressure (1/3)

(2) Containment Spray and Containment Isolation, Phase B

(a) manual (two sets, two switches per set) (1/2 sets)
(b) containment pressure high-high-high (Hi-3) (2/4)

(3) Containment Isolation, Phase A

(a) manual (1/2)
(b) automatic safety injection See items b through d

for Function (1) above

(4) Steamline Isolation

(a) manual (1/1 for any loop)
(b) low steamline pressure (interlocked) (1/2 for all loops)

with loop stop valves) (2/3 in any steamlire)
(c) containment pressure high-high (Hi-2) (2/3)
(d) high steam pressure rate (2/3 in any steamline)-

(5) Feedwater Line Isolation

(a) safety injection (1/2)
(b) steam generator level high-high (Hi-2) (2/4 for any steam

generator)
(c) low l and reactor tripped (2/4)ag

The testing of the ESFAS analog instrumentation channels and the solid state
logic protection system is carried out in the same manner as described for the
reactor trip system in Section 7.2.1. The solid-state logic testing checks the
signal path, from and including input relay contacts, through the master relay
coils and performs continuity tests on the coils of the output slave relays.
During logic testing of one train, the other train can initiate the required
actuation function. Final actuator testing operates the output slave relays
and verifies operability of those devices that require safeguard actuation and
that can be tested without causing a plant upset. A continuity check is per-
formed on the actuators of the untestable devices. To enable a continuity
check, these devices have been assigned to slave relays for which additional
test circuitry has been provided to individually block actuation to a final
device. Interlocking prevents blocking the output from more than one output
relay in a protection train at a time. Interlocking between trains is also
provided to prevent continuity testing in both trains simultaneously.

!
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7.3.1.2 ESF and EAS System Operation

7.3.1.2.1 Auxiliary Feedwater System

The functic, of the auxiliary feedwater system (AFS) is to provide an adequate
supply of water to the steam generators in the event the main feedwater supply
is not available. The AFS consists of two subsystems. One subsystem utilizes
an electric-motor-driven pump which is powered from one of the emergency power
systems supported by a diesel generator. The other utilizes a pump that is
driven directly by a diesel engine. All electrical equipment in each of the
two subsystems is powered from a separate ESF bus. The water to the AFS is
normally supplied from the condensate storage tanks. A backup source is avail-
able from the essential service water system (LSWS) through two normally closed
motor-operated valves in series for each pump.

A manual control switch is provided for each pump on the main control board and
at the remote shutdown panel. The auxiliary feedwater flow is automatically
controlled by flow controllers which have setpoint stations at the main control
board. The capability is provided to manually position the flow control valves
from the remote shutdown panel to control flow. To start the pump and control
flow at the remote shutdown panel, transfer switches (REMOTE / LOCAL), located at
the remote shutdown panel, must be turned to the LOCAL position. The pumps are
started automatically on either a low-low level in any steam generator, a safety
injection signal, or a complete loss of offsite electrical power. Manual start-
ing of the auxiliary feedwater pump requires contact from a pressure switch
closure which monitors lube oil pressure. Under the automatic safeguardst

start condition, the permissive from the lube oil pressure switch is bypassed.
The pump is tripped automatically on low-low pump suction pressure.

7.3.1.2.2 Containment Isolation

The function of containment isolation is to provide a barrier against uncon-
trolled release of radioactivity to the environment following an accident which
releases radioactive material inside the containment. The containment isolation
system is actuated automatically by signals from the ESFAS (see Section 7.3.1.1).
The Phase A signal isolates all nonessential process lines penetrating the con-
tainment; Phase B isolates the rest of the lines, except the safety injection
and containment spray lines.

All remotely operated (automatic or manual) containment isolation valves are
provided with control switches and position-indicating lights on the main con-
trc.; board. Additionally, a second pair of open/close indicating lights for
each valve is provided on the monitor light panel (see Section 7.5.1). <

7.3.1.2.3 Emergency Core Cooling System

The primary function of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) is to remove
the stored and fission product decay heat from the reactor core during accident
conditions. The ECCS is a two-train, fully redundant ESF. Separate power
sources are provided for each train from the ESF buses. The instrumentation
and controls of one train are electrically independent and physically separate
from the instrumentation and controls of the other train. Redundant as well as
functionally independent variables are used to initiate safeguard signals (see
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| Section 7.3.1.1). The safety injection signal initiates the following actions
' in the ECCS: (1) starts centrifugal charging pumps, (2) opens refueling water
| storage tank suction valves to charging pumps, (3) opens safety injection con-
! tainment isolation valves, (4) closes normal charging path valves, (5) closes
j charging pump miniflow valves, (6) starts safety injection pumps, (7) starts
. RHR pumps, and (8) closes volume control tank outlet isolation valves. No
! manual actions are required of the operator for proper operation of the ECCS

during the injection mode of operation. Only limited manual actions are
required to realign the system for the recirculation mode of operation (see

| Section 7.6.1.3).
!
| 7.3.1.2.4 Containment Spray System

The containment spray system (CSS) is designed to remove fission products,
primarily elemental iodine, from the containment atmosphere following a LOCA.
At the same time the spray water reduces the containment temperature and pres-

The CSS consists of two independent, 100 percent-capacity systems eachsure.
powered from a separate ESF bus.

The CSS is provided with instrumentation and controls te permit the monitoring|

| and actuation of the system. The containment spray pumps and valves are actu-
; ated automatically by the containment spray actuation signal from the ESFAS (see

Section 7.3.1.1). Manual control switches are provided on the main control
board. Indicating lights are provided on the main control board and on the FSF
status boards (see Section 7.5.1) to show the status of the pumps and the posi-
tion of the valves. Abnormal conditions in the pump and valve operation and
in the spray water supply are alarmed on the main control board.

7.3.1.2.5 Reactor Containment Fan Cooler System

The function of the reactor containment fan cooler (RCFC) system is to cool and
dehumidify the containment under normal and accident conditions. The RCFC
system consists of two redundant trains each powered from a separate ESF bus.
The instrumentation and controls of each redundant train are powered from the
same ESF bus that powers the equipment in the train. Variables important to
RCFC system operation are indicated in the control room, and alarms are pro-
vided to warn the operator of abnormal conditions.

The RCFC fans are started automatically at low speed upon receipt of an ESF
actuation signal. For manual control of the RCFC syst,m operation, switches
are provided on the main control board and at the remote shutdown control
panel.

|

| 7.3.1.2.6 Combustible Gas Control System
i

The combustible gas control system controls the buildup of hydrogen gas within
the containment. One hydrogen recombiner with associated controls is provided

| at each unit and is powered from one of the FSF buses. The hydrogen recombiners
are portable units, allowing moving a recombiner from one unit to another if
necessary. The recombiner control panel is located outside the containment.
All controls, alarm, and readout instrumentation are located on this panel.
After the recombiners are manually started, the system is designed to operate'

automatically.
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7.3.1.2.7 Essential Service Water System

The essential service water system (ESWS) wpplies water to all essential heat
loads. Two full-capacity service water loops are provided for each unit; each
takes suction from different essential service water cooling tower basins at
Byron. ine two pumps and associated valves in each unit are powered from
separate emergency power ouses.

A manual control switch is provided for each pump on the main control board and
at the remote shutdown panel. The switch on the remote shutdown panel is
activated by turning a transfer switch (REMOTE / LOCAL), located on the remote
shutdown panel, to LOCAL position. The pumps are started automatically by a
safety injection signal provided that the suction valve is open. The pumps are
stopped automatically by protective overcurrent relays, or by low suction pres-

One motor-operated isolation valve is provided in the suction line ofsure.
each pump. The power source for the valve motor is supplied from the same
power train as the associated pump.

7.3.1.2.8 Main Control Room HVAC System

The function of the control room HVAC system is to provide environmental condi-
tions conducive to habitability and long component life in the control room
under normal and abnormal station conditions. The system is comprised of two
full-capacity equipment trains. Instrumentation and controls for each train
are completely independent of each other.

The instrumentation and control systems monitor radiation in the makeup air
intakes, chlorine concentrations in the outside air intakes, and combustion
products in the makeup air intakes, and take necessary action to ensure control
room habitability. Also, alarms are actuated on the main control board on
detection of high radiation or chlorine level, or combustion products. Temper-
ature ard pressure in the control room are also monitored and appropriate con-
trol actions are taken to maintain the temperature and pressure within estab-
1ished 1imits.

7.3.1.2.9 Auxiliary Building HVAC System

lhe auxiliary building HVAC system serves all areas of the auxiliary building
including ESF cubicles, and fuel-handling building, but excludes the control
room, computer room, and offices and laboratories that are served by independent
HVAC systems. The auxiliary building HVAC system consists of redundant equip-
ment having independent cor:trols and instrumentation. The function of the HVAC
system is to control radioactivity in the areas served and also to minimize the
release of airborne activity.

The controls and instrumentation are powered from the ESF buses. lne control
system is interlocked with a high-radiation signal f rom the radiation monitor-
ing system to automatically route the exhaust air through normally bypassed
charcoal filters and start booster fans. In case of fire in the charcoal
tilters, the associated booster fan will be tripped automatically by a signal
from the fire detection system. Detection of combustion products in the aic
supply or exhaust ducts will actuate an alarm on the local control panel.

|
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7.3.1.2.10 Essential Switchgear Rooms, Miscellaneous Electrical Equipment
Rooms, and Battery Rooms Ventilation Systems

The function of the ventilation systems in the essential switchgear rooms, mis-
cellaneous electrical equipment rooms, and the battery rooms is to remove heat
generated by electrical equipment and prevent accumulation of hydrogen gas
generated during charging of batteries. Ventilation fans are controlled from
either the main control panel or the local control panel. Outside air and'

return air dampers are interlocked to open when the ventilation fans are run
and are modulated by a temperature controller. Power to the instruments and
controls is supplied from the same ESF buses that feed the associated HVAC
equipment.

7.3.1.2.11 Diesel Generator Facilities Ventilation System

Each of the four diesel generator rooms and day tank rooms is provided with an
independent ventilation system which provides continuous ventilation for the
day tank room and ventilation and a source of combustion air for the diesel
generator when it operates. The instruments and controls for the diesel gene-
rator facilities ventilation system are not redundant, because redundant diesel
generators are provided. The instrumentation channels and logic circuits of
each diesel generator room ventilation system are, however, physically and elec-
trically separated to prevent a failure in one diesel generator room ventilation
system affecting the other system. Diesel generator room ventilating fans
start automatically by the diesel generator start sequence or manually by con-
trol switches in the main control room.

7.3.2 Specific Findings

7.3.2.1 Steam Generator Level Control and Protection

As described in the FSAR, three steam generator level channels are used in 2-
out-of-3 logic to isolate the feedwater on high-high (Hi-2) water level. In
addition, one of these channels is used to provide a level signal to the three-
element feedwater controller. A downscale failure of the level channel used
for control would result in a continuous demand for feedwater and at the same
time make this channel inef fective in providing protection for high-water level.
This would reduce the high-level-trip protection from 2 out of-3 to 2-out-of-2,
and result in violation of the requirements of IEEE Standard 279, Paragraph
4.7, " Control and Protection System Interaction," because the remaining protec-
tion system would not meet the Gngle-hilure criterion. In response to the
staf f concern the appli ant bs committed in a letter dated January 26, 1982
to provide a fourth channel and modify the logic so that protective action is
initiated on 2 out of-4 log c. The staff considers this issue resolved.

7.3.2.2 Compliance with IE Bulletin 80-06

IE Bulletin 80-06 requests a review of the ESF, with the objective of ensuring
that no device will change position solely because of the reset of the actuation
signal. In response to the staff question on how the Byron design meets the
requirements of IE Bulletin 80-06, the applicant stated in a letter dated
January 26, 1982 that the requested reviews have been performed and a number of
circuits were redesigned so that the requirements of IE Bulletin 80-06 have been

I
~
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met. The applicant also stated that a test, to verify that the actual installed
i instrumentation and controls are in compliance with the requirements of IE

Bulletin 80-06, will be conducted as part of the preoperational tests. Based on
this commitment the staff considers this issue resolved, subject to staff con-
firmation of the test completion.

7.3.2.3 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) Interface Requirements
4

The applicant has referred to the Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-8584,
" Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) of the Engineered Safety Features

: Actuation System," as the supporting document of FMEA for ESFAS equipment
! within the Westinghouse scope of supply. The staff asked the applicant to

confirm that the interface requirements specified in WCAP-8584 have been met.
In response, the applicant stated that the interface criteria have been met and

.,

added a statement of confirmation to FSAR Amendment No. 35. Based on the
2

staff's review of this information, the staff finds this item acceptable.
,

i 7.3.2.4 Safety System Trip Set Point Methodology

The methodology followed in setting the safety system trip points has not been
described in the FSAR. In response to a request for information concerning this

,

j item, the applicant stated that the setpoint study has not been completed for
] Byron. Because the primary function of this information is to confirm the ade-
i quacy of set points specified in the plant Technical Specifications, the staf f
! will audit this information on set point methodology, including the effect of

water level measurement errors (Section 7.2.2.3), at the time the Technical'

Specifications are available for review.

7.3.2.5 Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Cont.vller Settings

The auxiliary feedwater flow in each of the lines to the steam generators is
j maintained automatically at a set level by flow controllers that have setpoint
i stations located in the main control room. The staff was concerned that no

means were provided to ensure that the flow control is set to provide full<

i flow of approximately 160 gpm after initiation of the feedwater system opera-
tion. In response to this concern, the applicant committed in a letter dated .

i January 26, 1982 to provide an alarm that is actuated if any of the flow set
points are not at the full-flow value when the auxiliary feed pumps are not
running. This satisfies the staff concern.

,

i

7.3.2.6 Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Control

A motor-operated block valve is provided downstream of each auxiliary feedwater*

flow control valve. The block valve operates as a throttling control valve in
that its control circuit does not seal in on a momentary open or close command.
The capability to control auxiliary feedwater flow with the block valve fulfills
the safety function of the system in that the operation of the auxiliary feed-
water flow control valves is dependent on the nonsafety grade instrument air
system. The block valve is po cred from a 480-V essential bus. Instrument
power for the flow indication and control is derived from a 480- to 120-V
instrument power transformer connected to the-same essential bus supplying '

; power to the block valve. This is in contrast to the normal practice of
supplying power to essential instrument control and indication systems from
battery-backed vital 120-V ac power sources.

1
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From an operability standpoint, this design does not introduce any concerns,

with respect to the A train of the auxiliary feedwater systems because theI

motor-drivcn pump operability is dependent on the same diesel generator backed,

| essential power train. Ilowever, with respect to the 8 train of the auxiliary
feedwater system, the operability of the diesel-driven auxiliary feed pump is
not dependent on the availability of the B train diesel generator-backed essen-
tial buses. Thus, for events which lead to a loss of the B train essential
buses, the diesel-driven auxiliary feedwater pump would be operable. If these
events were accompanied by a demand for auxiliary feedwater, the operator may
not recognize that the diesel-driven pumo is running and providing water to
the steam Generators because flow indication would indicate no flow on the
loss of the B train power source. This could lead to an overcooling event that;

| could be further complicated by a safety injection on low primary pressure, the
most common cause of inadvertent safety injection.

For accident sequences with a loss of the B train power source, a faulted
steam generator (feedwater or steamline break) presents an additional concern.
In this case, flow from the diesel-driven auxi?iary feed pump would not be
limited to 160 gpm for each steam generator, and, again with the loss of flow

! indication, the operator must recognize that the diesel pump is running and
take action to trip the pump to terminate flow to the faulted steam generator.

) Although this is not a design-basis event, the applicant has been requested to
prepare emergency procedures for a total loss of ac power. In this event, the

; diesel-driven pump is the source of auxiliary feedwater to permit safe shutdown.
If the flow indication and controls were powered f rom battery-backed 120-V vital

j instrument buses, indication of flow would be available from the control room,
as well as flow control, for as long as instrument air is available from the
instrument air system.

Therefore, the staff concludes that there is a sufficient basis to require
station modifications so that the steam generator flow indication and control
instrumentation are powered from battery-backed 120-V vital instrument buses.
This would ensure a system that is more tolerant of potential failures and that
would not complicate the operator's ability to maintain the plant in a safe
condition for such events.

The applicant agreed in a letter dated January 9, 1982 to change the power
source for the train B auxiliary feedwater flow instruments from ESF Bus 12 <

to a battery-backed supply. This issue is resolved.
! 7.3.2.7 Auxiliary Feedwater System Switchover to Essential Service Water

The normal supply of water to the auxiliary feeowater system is from the con-
densate tanks. In case this supply is not available, the water is supplied4

from the ESWS. The automatic switchover is initiated when the pressure in the
feedwater pump suction line drops to the switchover setpoint (LO-2) while the
safety injection signal is present. Although an alarm is sounded in the control
room to warn of impending switchover when the LO-2 setpoint is reached, no clear
indication was provided of actual switchover. In response to the staff concern,
the applicant committed in a letter, dated January 26, 1982, to provice an
alarm to indicate that automatic switchover from the condensate storage tank to i
the ESWS has been initiated. This commitment is acceptable to the staff.

1
l
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7.3.2.8 TMI Action Plan Item II.E.1.2, Auxiliary Feedwater System Automatic
Initiation and Flow Indication

Action Plan Item II.E.1.2 requires the following features: (1) a reliable auto-
matic initiation of the auxiliary feedwater system and (2) a reliable indication I

Iin the control room of the auxiliary feedwater flow.

Automatic initiation of the auxiliary feedwater system is part of the ESFAS and
conforms to the requirements for protection systems in accordance with IEEE
Standard 279. Therefore, the staff finds that the design of this system con-
forms to the action plan guidelines.

A single auxiliary feedwater flow indicator is provided in the control room f >.-
each steam generator. The flow instrumentation is powered from ESF buses
(backed up by diesel generators). Therefore, the staff finds that the design
of this system conforms to the action plan guidelines.

7.3.2.9 Test Jacks for P-4 Interlock Test

The ESFAS includes a number of interlocks, designated "P", that perform various
permissive and blocking functions depending on monitored conditions. Although
as stated in the FSAR, the P interlocks are designed to meet the testing require-
ments of IEEE Standards 279-1971 and 338-1971, the P-4 interlock was found not
to be fully testable. This was reported to the Commission by Westinghouse on
November 7, 1979, and test procedures were recommended for all Westinghouse plants.
In response to a staff concern about the Byron P-4 interlock testing, the appli-
cant stated in a letter dated January 26, 1982 that test jacks will be provided
at the reactor trio breakers to facilitate testing of the P-4 interlock. Based
on this information, the staff considers this issue resolved, subject to con-
firmation that this modification has been implemented.

7.3.2.10 Reset of Containment Ventilation Isolation Signal

The containment ventilation isolation actuation logic includes a retentive
memory device with manual reset. This device receives a signal frnm an "0R"
gate that has inputs from a containment radiation monitor and the safety injec-
tion actuation system. A high radiation or safety injection signal will gene-
rate a containment ventilation isolation actuation signal. This signal can be
reset by operating a reset button. After the reset, if the initiating signal

remains, the logic will not respond to another initiation signal. In response
to staff concern, the applicant modified the logic so that the reset of one
actuation signal will not block the other signal from performing its protective
action. FSAR Amendment No. 35 shows the revised system. This is acceptable to
the staff.

7.3.2.11 1MI Action Plan Item II.E.A.2, Containment Isolation Dependability,
Positions (4), (6), and (7)

Action Plan Item II.E.4.2, Position (4) requires that the design of control
systems for automatic containment isolation valves be such that resetting the
isolation signal will not result in the automatic reopening of containment
isolation valves; Position (6) requires that certain containment purge valves
that do not satisfy specific operability criteria be sealed closed in a defined
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manner; Position (7) requires containment purge and ventilation valves to close
on a high radiation signal.

Based on its review of the instrumentation and control system in this area, the
staff finds that the applicant nas satisfied this item. See Section 6.2.4 of
this report for a detailed discussion of the applicant's compliance with TMI
Action Plan item II.E.4.2.

7.3.3 Conclusions

The review of the instrumentation and control aspects of the ESF systems
included the ESFAS and the ESF control systems. The ESFAS detects a plant

! condition requiring the operation of an ESF system and/or essential auxiliary
support (EAS) system and initiates operation of these systens. The ESF conti01
system regulates the operation of the ESF system following automatic initiation
by the protection system or manual initiation by the plant operator.

The staf f has conducted an audit review of these systems for conformance to
guidelines of the applicable Regulatory Guides and industry codes and standards.
In Section 7.1 of this SER, the staff concluded that the applicant had ade-
quately identified the guidelines applicable to these systems. Based on the
dudit review of the system design for conformance to the guidelines, the staff
finds that there is reasonable assurance that these systems conform to the
applicable guidelines.

The staff review included the applicant's identification of those systems and
components for the ESFAS and ESF control systems that are designed to survive
the effects of earthquakes, other natural phenomena, abnormal environments, andmissiles. Based on the review, the staff concludes that the applicant has
identified those systems and components consistent with the design bases for
the systems. Section 3 of this SER addresses the qualification programs to
demonstrate the capability of these systems and coeponents to survive applic-
able events. Therefore, the staf f finds that the applicant's identification of
the systems and components designed to survive applicable events satisfies this
aspect of GDC 2 and 4.

Based on its review, the staf f concludes that the ESFAS conforms to the design-
bases requirements of IEEE Standard 2M. The system includes the provisions to
sense accident conditions and anticipated operational occurrences to initiate
the operation of ESF and EAS systems consistent with the analyses presented in
Chapter 15 of the FSAR. Therefore, the staff finds that the ESFAS satisfies
the requirements of GDC 20, " Protection System Fun:tions."

The ESFAS adequately conforms to the guidance for periodic testing in Regulatory
Guide 1.22 and IEEE Standard 338, as supplemenKd by Regulatory Guide 1.118.
The bypassed and inoperable status indication adequately conforms to the guid-
ance of Regulatory Guide 1.47. The ESFAS adequately canforms to the guidance
on the application of the single-failure criterion in IEEE Standard 279, as
supplemented by Regulatory Guide 1.53. Based on the review, the staff concludes
that the ESTAS satisfies the requirement of IEEE Standard 279 with regard to
system reliability and testability. Therefore, the staff finds that the ESFAS
satisfies the requirements of GDC 21, " Protection System Reliability and
Testability."
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The ESFAS adequately conforms to the guidance in IEEE Standard 384-74, as
supplemented by Regulatory Guide 1.75, for the protection system independence.
Based on the review, the staff concludes that the ESFAS satisfies the require-
ment of IEEE Standard 279 with regard to the systems independence. Therefore,

the staf f finds that the ESFAS satisfies the requirement of GDC 22, " Protection
System Independence."

Based on the review of the ESF/c , the statf concludes that the system is
designed with due consideration of safe failure modes if conditions such as dis-
connection of the system, loss of energy, or a postulated adverse environment
are experienced. Therefore, the staff finds that the ESFAS satisfies the
requirements of GDC 23, " Protection System failure Moe s."

Based on the review of the interf aces between the FSFAS and plant-operating con-
trol systems, the staff concludes that the system satisfies the requirements of
IEEL Standard 279 with regard to control and protection system interactions.
Therefore, the staff finds that the ESFAS satisfies the requirement of GDC 24,
" Separation of Protection and Control Systems."

The conclusions noted above are based on the requirements of IEEE Standard 279
with respect to the design of the ESFAS. Therefore, the staff finds that the
ESIAS satistles the requirement of 10 CFR 50.55a(h) with regard to IEEE Stand-
ard 2/9.

lhe review of the ESFAS wd ESF control sy tems has examined the dependence of
these systems on the availability of EAS systems. Based on the staff review
and coordination with those having primary review responsibility of the EAS

the staff concludes that the design of the ESFAS and ESF controlsystems,
systems are compatiole with the functional performance requirements of EAS
systems. Therefoce, the statt finds the interfaces between the ESFAS and ESF
control systems and the EAS systems to be acceptable.

The review of the ESF control systems included conformance to'the requirements
for testability, operability with onsite and offsite electrical power, and

Thesingle failurcs consistent with the GDC applicable to these ESF systems.
stat f concludes that the FM control systems are testable and are operable on
ei ther r.as i te or offsite power (assuminu onl'y one source is available) and that
the conh ols associated with redundant ESF systems are independent and satisfy
the requirements of the single-failure criterion. Therefore, the staff finds
the ESF control systems meet the relevant requirements of GDC 34, " Residual
Heat Removal"; GDC 35, " Emergency Core Cooling"; GDC 38, " Containment Heat
Removal"; and GDC 41, " Containment Atmosphere Cleanup."

In summary, the stat f concludes that the ESFAS and the ESF control systems are
acceptable and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 2, 4, 20 through 24, 34,
35, 38, and 41 and 10 CFR 50.55a(h), subject to completion of the applicable
confirmatory items identified herein.

7. 4 Systea.s Required for Safe Shutdown

7.4.1 System Description

This section describes the equipment and associated controls and instrumenta-
tion of systems required for safe shutdown. It also describes controls and
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instrumentation outside the main control roem that enable safe shutdown of the
plant in case the main control room needs to be evacuated.

7.4.1.1 Safe Shutdown Systems
)

Securing and maintaining the plant in a safe shutdown condition can be achieved1

by appropriate alignment of selected systems that normally serve a variety of
operational functions. The functions which the systems require for safe shut-
down must

(1) prevent the' reactor from achieving criticality

(2) provide an adequate heat sink such that the design and safety limits of
the reactor coolant system temperature and pressure are not exceeded

To perform the above functions, the systems required for safe shutdown must
have the following capabilities:

(1) boration
(2) adequate supply of auxiliary feedwater
(3) residual heat removal

In addition to the operation of systems required to provide the above functions
to achieve and maintain safe shutdown, the following conditions are applicable:

,

(1) The turbine is tripped (in addition to automatic trip, this can also be
accomplished manually at the turbine as well as from the control room).

(2) The reactor is tripped (in addition to automatic trip, this can also be
accomplished manually at the reactor trip switchgear as well as from the
control room).

(3) All automatic protection and control systems are functioning (discussed in
Sections 7.2 and 7.3).

The monitoring indicators considered by the applicant as necessary for main-
taining hot standby are

|

(1) water level for each steam generator
(2) pressure for each steam generator
(3) pressurizer water level
(4) pressurizer pressure
(S) primary coolant hot- and cold-leg temperatures
(6) auxiliary feedwater flow for each steam generator

The above indicators are provided in the main control room and also on the
remote siiutdown panels.

The equipment considered necessary for safe shutdown includes the follosiog:

(1) auxiliary feedwater pumps
(2) centrifugal charging pumps
(3) essential service water pumps
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(4) component cooling water pumps
(5) reactor containment fan coolers

:
(6) control room ventilation unit, including control room air inlet dampers
(7) auxiliary feedwater control valves'

(8) atmospheric steam safety valves
i (9) steam generator PORVs
1

All of the equipment above is powered from ESF buses and can be controlled from
both the main control room and the remote shutdown panel. Exceptions are the
atmospheric steam safety valves, which are self actuated and require no power or

,

2

controls, and the steam generator PORVs that are being modified as noted in Sec-
tion 7.4.2.3 of this report. Important additional equipment that is available
for safe shutdown and has controls both at the main control room and the remote

; shutdown panel, but is not powered from ESF buses, includes-
4

(1) boric acid transfer pumpsa
I (2) primary water makeup pumps

(3) charging flow control valve
(4) letdown orifice isolation valves,

; (5) power-operated atmospheric steam relief valves
(6) pressurizer heater controli

(7) emergency boration isolation valve
a

7.4.1.2 Remote Shutdown

In addition to the controls and instrumentation in the main control room,
selected duplicate controls and instrumentation are provided outside thei

control room t.o enable safe shutdown of the plant in case the main control room
i raust be evacuated. The primary remote controls and instrumentation are at the

remote shutdown panel that is located in the redwaste control area. This panel
is divided into three sect 6cos; two sections for the two redundant ESF trains,
and one section for the nonsafety-related equipment. Separation between the

;
sections is provided by physical barriers. The remote shutdown design meets
the single-failure criterion assuming there are no fire or accident conditions.

i
' The remote shutdown panel is provided with the necessary controls and instru-

mentation to maintain the plant in a hot standby condition. fhe plant design
I also provides a capability for cold shutdown using the instrumentation and

controls outside the main control room.
.

|
Normal control of equipment and systems that have duplicate local controls and
instrumentation is accomplished in the main control room. In the event of a

>

,

main control room evacuation, local control is established by use of selector
i switches that transfer the control from the main control room to the local con-

trols. For the remote shutdown panel, switching to local control causes an
annunciator alarm to sound in the main control room. Local control panel
instrumentation such as analog indicators requires no transfer because it is
normally energized and operating.

7.4.2 Specific Findings
,

The concerns' arising from the staff review and their' resolution follow.

i

!
!
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! 7.4.2.1 Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls
1
|

An analysis is being carried out to determine how the system meets the require-
-ments of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R (shutdown capability for the analysis of fire

[ hazards). See also Section 9.5.1 of this report for a detailed discussion.
Because changes in the system design of the remote shutdown system may be
required because of the results of this analysis, the staff will review the
final design before issuance of the Operating iicense. Any problems resulting
from this review will be addressed in Section 9.S.1 or in a supplement to this
report.

7.4.2.2 Remote Shutdown Capability Test
i

| A concern raised by the staff regarding the remote ;hutdown capability, was a
'

need for a test to verify design adequacy. In response to staff concern, the
applicant stated in a letter dated January 26, 1982 that the plant startup test
program includes a one-time demonstration to maintain a safe shutdown condition
f rom outside the control room. The test is to be carried out with the plant
initially above 10 percent power. Subject to confirmation that this test has
been successfully completed, the staff considers this item to be resolved.

i 7.4.2.3 Steam Generator Pressure Control
!

| Following a reactor trip and a terbine trip from full load, the pressure in the
! steam generator is initially controlled by the steam dump valves. If the con-

denser is not available, such as on the loss of offsite power, steam is vented
to the atmosphere by the steam generator power-operated relief valves (FORVs).
For this case, it is the staf f's position that steam generator pressure control,

'

should be maintained by safety grade systems without reliance on Code safety
valves for long-term pressure control.

!

The applicant has indicated in a letter dated January 26, 1982 that design
changes are being implemented for the steam generator PORVs so that their

! operation would not be dependent on the nonsafety grade instrument air system.
Hydraulic operators will be provided fo< these valves. Power for two of the
valve operators will be supplied from E5F Division 11 and the other two valve
operators will be supplied from ESF Division 12. These operators will allow
full control _of valve position. This issue is resolved subject to staff con-
firmation that these design modifications have been acceptably implemented.

7.4.3 Conclusions

i The review of systems required for safe shutdown included the sensors, circuitry,
3 redundancy features, and actuation devices that provide the instrumentation and

control functions that prevent the reactor from returning to criticality and-
provide means for adequate residual heat removal.

The. staff has conducted an audit review of these systems for conformance to
guidelines of the applicable Regulatory Guides and industry codes and standards.
In.Section 7.1 of this SER, the staff concluded that the applicant had ade-
quately identified the guidelines applicable to these systems. Based on the
audit review of the systems designs-for conformance to the guidelines, the
staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the syr,tems conform fully
to the applicable guidelines.
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The staf f review has incl ided the review of the applicant's identification of
those systems and components required for safe shutdown that are designed to
survive the etfects of earthquakes, other natural phenomena, abnormal environ-
ments and missiles. Based on the review, the staff concludes that the appli-
cant has identified those systems and components consistent with the design
bases for the systems. Section 3 of this SER addresses the qualification pro-
grams to demonstrate the capability of these systems and components to survive
applicable events. Therefore, the staff finds that the identification of these
systems and components satisfies this aspect of the CDC 2 and 4.

Based on the review, the staff concludes that instrumentation and controls have
been providcd to maint.ain variables and systems that can affect the fission
pr acess, the integrity of the reactor core, the reactor coolant pressure
boundary, and the containment and its associated systems within prescribed
operating ranges during plant shutdown. Therefora, the staff finds that the
systems required for safe shutdown satisfy the requirements of GDC 13,
" Instrumentation and Control."

Instrumentation and controls have been provided within the control room to allow
actions to be taken to maintain the nuclear power unit in a safe condition
during shutdown inc.luding a shutdown f ollowing an accident. Equipment at appro-
priate locat. ions outside the control room has been provided with (1) a design
capability for prompt hot shutdown of the reactor, including necessary instru-
mentation and controls to maintain the unit in a safe condition during hot shut-
down and (2) a potential capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor
through the use of suitable procedures. Therefore, the staff concludes that. the
systems required for safe shutdown satisfy the requirements af GDC 19, " Control
Room."

lhe statf review of the instrumentation and controls required for safe shutdown
has examined the dependence of these systems on the availability of essential
auxiliary support (LAS) systems. Based on the review and coordination with
those having primary review responsibility for the EAS systems, the staff con-'

cludes that the design of EAS systems is compat.ible with the' functional per-
formance requirements of the systems reviewed in this section. Therefore, the

staff finds the relationship between the design of safe shutdown systems and
the design of LAS systems to be acceptable.

lhe review of the instrumentat. ion and control systems required for safe shutdown
j included conformance to the requirements for testability, operability with on-
3

site and oftsite ele ical power, and single failures consistent with the GDC
applicable to safe shutdown systems. The staff concludes that these systems are

testable and are operable on either onsite or offsite electrical power, and that
the controls associated with redundant safe shutdown systems are independent and
satisfy the requirements of the single-failure criterion. Therefore, the staff

finds tlat these systems meet the relevant requirements of GDC 34 and 38.;

In summary, the statf concludes that the systems required for safe shutdown are
accep hle and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 2, 4, 13, 19, 34, 35, and
38 subject to the completion of the confirmatory items identified herein.
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7.5 Information Systems Important to Safety

7.5.1 System Description

The' function of the safety-related display instrumentation is to provide infor-
mation so that the reactor operator can perform required safety functions during

,! normal, abnormal, and postaccident conditions.

The information systems important to safety are composed of display instruments
that provide information to the operator to enable him to perform required
manual actions following a reactor trip. Information that the operator needs
to maintain the plant in a hot standby condition or to proceed to cold shutdown
withir, the limits of the Technical Specifications is also displayed. The

'

operator uses these information systems to monitor conditions in the reactor,
the reactor coolant system, and in the containment and process systems through-
out all normal operational conditions of the plant, including anticipated

; operational occurrences. The display systems include bypassed and inoperable
status information, ESF monitors, and postaccident monitoring indications.

' All safety-function actuations are initiated automatically so that the plant
operator is not required to initiate action to put the plant in a safe shutdown
condition. All transmitted signals (including flow, pressure, and temperature)

{ that can cause a reactor trip are either indicated or recorded for each channel,
; including all neutron flux power range signals (top and bottom detector, alge-
| braic difference, and average of top and bottom detector signals). Any reactor ;

trip will actuate an alarm and an annunciator. Such protective actions are
indicated and identified down to the channel level.

i

Six monitor light panels are provided in the control room to provide the opera-
tor with the information necessary to quickly assess the status of all remotely
operated ESF valves, motors, or other essential components. Each r.;onitor. panel
consists of an array of lights with a single light for each safety feature

| component monitored. When a monitor light is energized, the statement written
on the window is true. Because all the lights in a particular grouping operate
in the same manner, a component _ failure is readily apparent. A mechanism for
testing light bulbs is provided in each light group.

The assignment of an ESF component to a light grouping is determined by that
component's operation as follows:-

(1) Group 1 lights monitor those components whose status is essential for-
advance readiness to actuate the ESF. These lights should all be dark
during norn al operation.,

(2) Group 2 lights monitor those ESF components that must actuate during the
injection' phase of an accident. These lights should all-light for an,

accident. Some of these lights'may be lit during normal operation--for
instance, component' cooling, centrifugal charging, and essential service
water pumps and fans running.

! (3) Group 3 monitors those valves required to close for containment isolation
Phase A. They are separated to show pairs of redundant. valves subject to

i

L
.
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closure by the A and 8 trains. These lights should all light for an acci-
dent. Some of these lights may be lit during normal operation (for

;
' instance, sample line isolation valves).
.

; (4) Group 4 monitors those components that must be changed te achieve'the
cold-leg recirculation mode. The transition from injection mode to cold-
leg recirculation is done manually by the plant operators. They use this
group as a guide, realigning 18 valves and restarting the RHR pumps until

i- all lights in this group are lit. Some of the lights may be lit during
normal operation or nonaccident cooldowns (such as centrifugal chargingg

] and RHR pump lights).
'

.

(5) Group 5 monitors those compor.rnts that must be changed to achieve the hot-
leg recirculation mode. The transition from cold-leg recirculation to hot-
leg recirculation mode is done manually by the plant operators. They use

,

this group as a guide, realigning eight valves and checking that the RHR
, pumps continue running until all lights in this group are lit. Some of
| the lights may be lit during normal opeiation or nonaccident cooldowns

(such as centrifugal charging and RHR pump lights).
.

'

(6) . Group 6 monitors those components that actuate on a high-high or a high-
'

high-high containmeret pressure signal, including -the containment spray
sy> tem components, containment isolation phase 8 components, and the main

,

steam isolation valves. In nonaccident conditions, these lights will
usually be all dark except during system testing or isolation of a steam

! generator.

The following types of safety grade readouts are provided in the control room.

j to enable the operator to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition or to
take the correct action during the course of an event or during postaccident
recovery:

(1) nuclear instrumentation - flux level and rate
;

i_ (2) reactor coolant system - coolant temperatures, pressures, and flow; pump
current and frequency; overpower and overtemperature AT setpoints;4

' pressurizer water level

! (3) reactor control system - rod position, demanded rod position and speed

(4) containment system containraent pressure

j (5) feedwater and steam systems - main and auxiliary feedwater flow, steam
flow and pressure, steam generator level and_ programmed level signal,.

! turbine: impulse chamber pressure, steam dump modulate signal
I

; In addition to the instrumentation for normal operational monitoring, instru-
mentation channels-are provided to enable the operator to_ perform manual safety
functions, to determine the effects of manual actions taken, and to maintain

! safe shutdown following a reactor trip due to anticipated operational occur-
[ rences and accidents. This in5trumentation, designated as the postaccident
j monitoring system (PAMS), monitors the following variables:
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-

(1) wide-range T and Tg cold
(2) pressurizer water level
(3) primary system wide-range pressure
(4) containment pressure
(5) steamline pressure
(6) steam generator water level
(7) refueling water storage tank level
(8) boric acid tank level i

The requirements applied to this system include redundancy, separation, and
independent power sources to meet single-failure criterion; capability for
verifying operability; and isolation f rom nonsafety systems. One of the
channels used to monitor each parameter is also recorded. The recorders are
qualified to be operable following (not during) a seismic event. This system
is currently under review for redesign as needed to comply with the recommenda-
tions of Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2 (see Paragraph 7.5.2.2).

The bypass /inoperability status of systems that are important to plant safety
is displayed on the equipment status display (ESD) panel in the control room.
Indication is provided by means of.a visual indicator on a system level and an
audible alarm. Information related to the status of various components of a
safety system is either directly wired or manually entered into the station
computer. Software programming combines these inputs logically into a decision
on whether the system is operable. For the systems selected, the time a system
is not available generally is a limiting condition. Therefore, the logic
decision includes timing functions that will determine when the time allowed
f or operation in a degraded condition expires.

Back-lighted pushbuttons on the ESD panel are used for system inoperable status
indication. Yellow light corresponds to allowable operation in a degraded con-
dition, and red signifies that the allowable time for operation in a degraded
condition has expired. Upon receiving an alarm (flashing yellow or flashing red
light plus an audible alarm), the operator acknowledges the alarm by depressing
the pushbutton. This changes the flashing light to steady, silences the audible
alarm, and transmits data back to the computer recording the alarm acknowledg-
ment. When the operator wishes to determine why the system condition is
abnormal, the operator 'ay interrogate the computer or physically check them
system for failed components.

7.5.2 Specific Findings

The concerns resulting from the staff review and their status follow.

7.5.2.1 Bypass or Inoperative ~ Status Indication

As described in Section 7.5.1, the station computer is used to operate the
bypass / inoperative status alarms of systems important to safety. 'The staff was-

concerned about the degree of reliability of the bypass indication system and
the associated software. -In response to the staff concern, the applicant
stated that the computer system used is a high reliability system.that is pro-
vided with a dc battery backup for its normal ac power source. A third inde-
pendent power' source (ac) may be selected in the event of a problem with the
first two-sources. Also, the computer system includes four central processing
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units (CPUs): one CPU serves as a backup for any other CPU that may fail.
further the bypass / inoperable system meets the requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.4/. On this basis, the staff concludes the system is acceptable.

7.5.2.2 Postaccident Monitoring

Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants To Assess Plant Environs Conditions During and Following
an Accident," was issued in December 1980. In response to a staff question
regarding implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97 for the Byron design, the
applicant stated that design changes in the postaccident monitoring system are
presently being developed and will be submitted to the staff for review. The

Operating License will be conditioned to require that the applicant comply with
the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, or provide justifica-
tion for any alternatives taken.

7.5.2.3 TMI Action Plan Item II.D.3, Direct Indication of Relief-and Safety-
Valve Position

This action plan item requires providing a positive indication in the control
room of the relief- and safety-valve position.

Direct, safety grade position indication and alarm are provided in the control
room f or each of the pressurizer power-operated relief vahes and the safety /
relief valves. The position indication limit switches of the power operated
relief valves and the relief isolation valves are qualified according to WCAP-
8587, Revision 2, March 5, 1979, " Environmental Qualification of Westinghouse
Class IE Equipment." The pressurizer safety relief position indication reed
switches are qualified to IEEE Standard 323-1974. The review of the valve
position indication is also included in the Byron control room design review
for NUREG-0700. Based on the above ;nformation, the staff concludes that the

design of this system conforms to the action plan guidelines.

7,5.2.4 TMI Actiori Plan Item II.F.1, Additional Accident-Monitoring
Instrumentation Positions (4), (5), and (6)

Action Plan Item II.F.1, Position (4) requires a continuous indication of con-
tainment pressure in the control room, Position (5) requires a continuous indi-
cation of containment water level in the control room, and Position (6) requires
a continuous indication of containment hydrogen concentration in the control
room.

Based on the review, the staff finds the applicant has satisfied this item and
adequately addressed the points of clarification as stated in NUREG-0737. (See
Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.5 of this report for a detailed discussion of the appli-
cant's compliance with IMI Action Plan Item II.F.1. )

7.5.3 Conclusions

The information systems important to safety provide the <>perator with informa-
tion on the status of the plant to allow manual safety actions to be performed
when necessary. The scope of review included tables of system variables and
component states to be indicated, functional diagrams, electrical and physical
layout drawings, and descriptive information. The review has included the
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applicable acceptance criteria and guidelines and design bases, including those
for indication of bypassed or inoperabia safety systems. The review has also
included the applicant's analyses of the manner in which the design of informa-
tion systems conforms to the acceptance criteria and guidelines that are applic-
able to these systems as noted in the staf f's SRP.

The staff conducted an audit review of these system, for conformance to guide-
lines of the applicable Regulatory Guides and industry codes and standards. In
Sectica 7.1.2 of this SER, the staff concluded that the applicant had adequately
identified the guidelines applicable to these systems. Based on the audit
review of the systems designs for conformance to the guidelines, the staf f finds
that there is reasonable assurance that the systems conform to the applicable
guidelines.

The review has included the identification of those systems and components of
the information systems that are designed to survive the effects of earth-
quakes, other natural phenomena, abnormal environments, and missiles. Based
on this review, the staf f concludes that the applicant has identified those

; systems and components consistent with the design bases for the systems. Sec-
'

tions 3.30 and 3.11 of this SER address the qualification programs to demon-
strate the capability of these systems and components to survive these events.
Therefore, the staff finds that the identification of these systems and cor
ponents satisfies this aspect of GDC 2.

The staff review also indicates that the redundant safety grade information
systems adequately conform to the guidance for the physical independence of
electrical systems provided in Regulatory Guide 1.75.

1

The staff concludes that the information systems important to safety include!

! appropriate variables and that their range and accuracy are consistent with the
| plant safety analysis. Therefore, the staff finds that the information systems

satisfy the requirements of GDC 13, " Instrumentation and Control," for monitor-
ing variables and systems over their anticipated ranges for normal operation,
for anticipated operational occurrences, and for accident conditions. Further,
the staf f finds tr,at conformance to GDC 13 and tne applicable guidelines satis-
fies the requirements of GDC 19, with respect to information systems provided
in the control room from which actions can be taken to operate the unit safely
under normal conditions and to maintain it in a safe condition under accident
conditions.

,

| In summary, the staff concludes that the information systems important to
'

safety are acceptable and meet the requirements of GDC 2, 4,13, and 19 subject
to satisfactory completion of the licensing candition identified herein.

7.6 Interlock Systems Important to Safety

7.6.1 System Description
i

The systems described in this section operate to reduce the probability of
cccurrence of specific events or to maintain safety systems in a state to
ensure their availability when required.-
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7. 6.1.1 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Isolation Valve Interlocks

The RHR system consists of two residual heat exchangers, two pumps, and the
associated piping, valves, and instrumentation necessary for operational control.
The inlet lines to the RHR system are connected to the hot legs of two reactor
coolant loops, and the return lines are connected to the cold legs.

The RHR system is a low pressure system and is isolated during normal operation
from the high pressure reactor coolant system (RCS). The isolation is provided
by two motor-opercted valves in series in each of the two RHR pump suction lines.
Interlocks prevent the opening of the valves until the RCS pressure is below a
predeterminad value (approximately 425 psig). Once opened, the valves will
close autonatically if the pressure increases above a preset value (approxi-
mately 700 psig). The position of the valves is indicated on the main control ;

board by lights actuated by the valve limit switches.
]

7.6.1.2 Accumulator Motor-Operated Valve Interlocks
1

The accumulators are pressure vessels partially filled with borated water and !
pressurized with nitrogen gas. During normal operation, each accumulator is
isolated from the RCS by two check valves in series. Should the RCS pressure
fall below the accumulator prescure, the check valves open and borated water is
forced into the RCS. To prevent injection of borated water at low pressure
operation during shutdown and startup, each of the accumulators is provided
with a motor-operated isolation valve in series with the check valves. The
valve is closed by the operator shortly after the RCS is depressurized below
the safety injection unblock setpoint.

The motor-operated isolation valves are controlled by switches on the main
control board and are interlocked as follows:

(1) Iley open automatically on receipt of a safety injection signal (S) with
the control switch in either the AUTO or CLOSE position.

(2) They open automatically whenever the RCS pressure is above the safety
injection unblock pressure (P-11 interlock) when the control switch is in
the AUTO position.

(3) They cannot be closed as long as an 5 signal is present.

After the RCS pressure is decreaced during shutdown and the motor operated
isolation valves are closed, power to the valves is disconnected to prevent
accidental operation. The power to the valves is also disconnected after the
valves are opened during startup to prevent accidental closing. A light, actu-
ated by the valve motor operated limit switch, on the Group 1 monitor light box
(see Section 7.5.1.1) is on if the valve is not fully open. An alarm, operated
by the valve stem limit switch, is activated when a valve is not fully open with
the system above the safety injection unblock pressure. See Section 5.4.7 for
a discussion of conformance to RSB BTP 5-1.

7.6.1.3 Switchover fr.om Injection to Recirculation

The switchover from the injection mode to the recirculation mode is initiated
automatically and completed manually by the operator from the main control

:
I
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room. During the injection mode, the RHR pumps deliver water to the reactor
coolant system from the refueling water storage tank (RWST). During the recir-
colation mode the water is taken from the containment sump. The transfer of
'the pump suction to the containment sump is accomplished automatically when4

|. the RWST level decreases below the low-low level setpoint following initiation
of the safety injection. Four level measurement channels are provided and<

! arranged in a 2-out of-4 coincidence logic to egen the two sump isolation
j valves. The RHR pumps continue to run during tn switchover.
.

! Af ter receipt of the RWST auto switchover lovel signals and af ter the sump
? isolation valves are fully open, the operator closes the RWST isolation valves.
j As part of the manual switchover procedure, the two charging pumps and the two
j safety injection pumps are realigned in series with the RHR pump discharge.

- Each of the four RWST level channels provides level indication in the control
! room and also generates high, low, low-low, and empty level alarms. The low-
) low level alarm automatically opens the sump isolation valves and alerts the
j operator to complete the switchover as described above.
!

j 7.6.1.4 Reactor Coolant System Loop Isolation Valve Interlocks
i
; Each of the reactor coolant loops is provided with two motor-operated stop
j valves which permit the loop to be isolated from the rest of the RCS. One stop
i valve is provided in the hot leg and one in the cold leg of each loop,

j The controls of the stop valves are interlocked to prevent an injection of a
i large amount of cold coolant resulting in a high reactivity insertion rate.
i The interlocks ensure that flow from the isolated loop to the remainder of RCS

: takes place through the relief line at a limited rate until the temperature and
j boron concentration in the isolated loop are brought into equilibrium with the r

j remainder of the system. The interlocks include independent stop valve posi-
| tion limit switches, and differential pressure indicating switches in the
| relief line for flow monitoring.
4

| 7. 6.1. 5 Reactor Coolant System Pressure Control During Low-Temperature
Operation

i

i The RCS pressure control curing low-temperature operation includes automatic.
| actuation logic for the two pressurizer power-operated relief valves (PORVs).
j The pressure control system functions by continuously monitoring reactor
j coolant temperature and pressure. The temperature is measured in each of the

loops, and the auctioneered lowest temperature signal is processed to generate
{ a signal representing the allowable pressure. This reference signal is then
i compared with the actual measured pressure. An actuation signal to the PORVs
| will be generated if the measured pressure is higher than the reference pres-
i sure. Separate temperature and pressure monitoring channels are used for the
! actuation signal logic train for each of the two valves. The actuation signal
! from either train is effective only if the temperature is below an established
! level as determined by the temperature measurement channels of the other train.
1
;

i

i

i
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7.6.2 Specific findings

7.6.2.1 Residual lleat Removal Isolation Valve Interlocks

As discussed in Section 7.6.1.1, two motor-operated valves are provided in
series in each of the two RHR pump suction lines to isolate the low pressure
RHR system from the high pressure RCS during normal operation. The two in-
series isolation valves are powered from separate power sources and are
separately and independently interlocked with pressure signals to prevent their
opening above approximately 425 psig, and to close them automatically if the
pressure increases to approximately 700 psig. Also, the power source and pres-
sure vessel signal are common to one valve in each of the two suction lines.

The use of independently powered motor-operated valves in each of the two inlet
lines, along with two independent pressure interlock signals, provides a system
that meets the single-failure criterion in regard to having at least one valve
closed in each line to isolate the RHR system when required. The system, how-
ever, does not. meet the single-failure criterion for opening at least one of the
suction lines. One of the failures that would prevent opening of the isolation
valves is a failure in one of the pressure monitoring channels providing inter-
locks to the valves. The other is a failure of an electrical power train. In
either case, one of the two in series valves in each of the suction lines could
not be opened. In response to the staff's concern, the applicant stated in a
letter, dated January 26, 1982, that such a failure is not considered to have
adverse safety impact. In such a situation, the auxiliary feedwater system and
steam generator power-operated relief valves can be used to perform the safety
function of removing residual heat. This allows the operator to take a neces-
sary corrective action, such as bypassing the failed interlock, or restoring
the power, or bringing in an alternate power source. Based on its review, the
staff finds the design acceptable.

7.6.2.2 Interlocks for Reactor Coolant System Pressure Control During Low-
femperature Operation

The generation of actuation signals to open the pressurizer power operated
relief valves to prevent the RCS from exceeding allowable limits during low-
temperature operation is described in Section 7.6.1.5. In its review of the
control logic of the automatic actuation system, the staff found that a failure
resulting in a high output signal from either of the two auctionecrs would pre-
vent both relief valves from opening when needed. This is because the output
signal from an auctioneer is used in the control logic to generate an actuation
signal to the associated relief valve and also provides a permissive signal to
the logic train of the other valve.

In response to the staff's concern that the relief valve actuation system does
not meet the single-failure criterion, the applicant agreed to adopt the West-
inghouse recommendation to remove the cross connect and employ manual arming of
the channels to meet the single-failure criterion. Based on the applicant's
letter dated January 9, 1982, the staff considers the issue resolved.'

7.6.2.3 Switchover from Injection to Recirculation Mode

As described in Section 7.6.1.3, the switchover from injection mode to recir-
culation mode is initiatea when water level in the RWST reaches a preset trip l

|
I
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point, and a safety injection signal (S) has been received. The S signal is
latched in by a retentive memory device and can be reset manually. If the S
signal were reset, no switchover to recirculation mode would be initiated even
though it would be required by low-water level in the RWST. The staff was con-
cerned that the operator may not be aware of the situation, because no indica-
tion of " Reset" is provided. In response to the staff concern, the applicant
agreed in a letter dated January 26, 1982, to add an indication light to the
RESET function. Based on this commitment, the staff considers the issue
resolved, subject to confirmation of circuit revision.

7.6.2.4 Boron Dilution Control

One of the means of positive reactivity insertion to the reactor is the addi-
| tion of unborated water into the ECS. A concern was raised about an inadver-
| tent dilution resulting from either operator action or a mechanical failure in

the makeup system. In response to this concern, the applicant comitted to pro-
vide a boron dilution control system identical to that provided for the pre-
viously reviewed Callaway plant. This system invohes upgrading the source
range and intermediate range nuclear channels to meet the requirements of IEEE
Standard 323-1974. In addition, these channels will be modified to provide
measurement of doubling time. Whenever a set limit of doubling time is reached,
an alarm will be generated and valves in the chemical and volume control system
(CVCS) will be automatically operated as required to prevent further dilution.
The staff considers the issue resolved based on information received from the

| applicant in a letter dated January 12, 1982.

1
'

7.6.2.5 Isolation nf Nonqualified Systems from Essential Service Water

The function of the ESWS is to supply water to the loads that are safety related
or essential to the safe shutdown of the reactor. To preserve system integrity
in case of a seismic event, it is necessary to isola'.e nonseismically qualified
loads. In response to the staff's concern, the applicant stated that the only
equipment items that are nonseismically qualified and are supplied from the
ESWS are the reactor containment fan cooler system chillers. The isolation
valves to the chillers are solenoid operated. The valves close on safety
injection and fail closed on loss of power. Closed-valve position is indicated
on the monitor light box (see Section 7.5.1.1). As concluded by the applicant
in a letter dated January 26, 1982, a failure of the chiller system would not

! compromise the operation of ESWS. Based on this statement, the staff considers
the issue resolved.

7.6.2.6 Reactor Coolant System Loop Isolation Valve Interlocks

As described in Section 7.6.1.4, each reactor coolant loop is provided with two
motor-operated stop valves. A requirement was imposed in the CP SER for the
valve interlocks to conform to the requirements of IEEE Standards 279-1971 and
338-1971, or lockout of power to the valve operators will be required to prevent
accidental closing of the valves during operation. In response to this require-
ment, the applicant has agreed to remove the power to the reactor coolant loop
isolation valve operators during operational Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4. The power
lockout will be controlled by administrative procedure. Based on information
contained in the applicant's letter dated January 14, 1982, the staff considers
this issue resolved.
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7.6.2.7 TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.1, Installation and Testing of Automatic
Power-0perated Relief Valve Isolation System

This action plan item requires all PWR licensees to provide a system that uses
the PORV block valve to protect against a small-break LOCA. The system would
automatically close the block vclve when the RCS pressure decays after the PORV

The staff requirements provide, however, that such a control system isopens.
not required if studies provided in response to item Il.K.3.2, " Report on Over-
all Safety Ef fect of Power Operated Relief Valve Isolation System," show that
the possibility of the POR" stickirig open is suf ficiently small.

The applicant has stated in a letter, dated January 26, 1982, that he agrees
with the Westinghouse conclusions that an additional block valve closure
system would add little protection against a PORV failure. If the staff does

not accept the Westinghouse conclusions, this item will be addressed in a
supplement to thic report.

7.6.3 Conclusions

The staff concludes that the designs of the interlock systems important to
safety are acceptable and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 2 and 4, as
discussed in the following paragraphs.

The review of the interlock systems important to safety included the interlocks
to prevent overpressurization of low pressure systems when they are connected
to the primary coolant system. The staff position with regard to this inter-
lock system is set forth in BIP ICSB-3, " Isolation of Low Pressure Systems from
the High Pressure Reactor Coolant System." Based on the review, the staff con-
cludes that the design of this system adequately complies with the staff's'

guidance.

The review included the interlock provided to prevent overpressurization of the
primary coolant system during low-temperature operation. The staff's position

with regard to this interlock system is set forth in BTP RSB 5-2, "Over-
pressurization Protection of Pressurized Water Reactors While Operating at Low'

Temperatures."

The review included the interlocks for ttm ECCS accumulator valves. The staff's
position with regard to this interlock sy Aem is set forth in BTP ICSB-4,
" Requirements of Motor Operated Valves in the ECCS Accumulator Lines." Based
on the review, the staff co:cludes that thece interlocks adequately comply with
the staff's guidance.

i

Based on the review of the interlock systems important to safety, the staff
concludes that their design bases are consistent with the plant safety analysis
and the system's importance to safety. Further, the staff concludes that the
aspects of the design of these systems with respect to single failures, redun-
dancy, independence, qualification, and testability are adequate to ensure that

q the functional performance requirements will be met.

The review has included the identification of those systems and components of
interlock systems important to safety that are designed to survive the effects
of earthquakes, other natural phenomena, abnormal environments, and missiles.
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1

Based on-this review, the-staff co.,cludes that the applicant has identified the
' systems and components consistent with the design bases for the interlock;

systems. Section 3 of this SER addresses the qualification programs to demon-
strate the capability of these systems and components to survive applicable
events. Therefore, the staff finds that the identification of the systems and
components satisfies this aspect of the GDC 2 and 4.

In summary, the staf f concludes that the interlock systems important to safety
are acceptable subject to completion of the confirmatory items identified
herein.

7.7 Control Systems

7.7.1 General

The general design objectives of the plant control system are

(1) to establish and maintain power equilibrium of the primary and secondary
system during steady-state unit operation

(2) to constrain operational transients to preclude unit trip and re establish
steady state unit operation

(3) to provide the reactor operator with monitoring instrumentation that
indicates all required input and output control parameters of the systems
and provides the capability of assuming manual control of the system

7.7.2 System Description
,

(1) Reactor Control System

The reactor control system enables the plant to accept a step-load increase
or decrease of 10 percent and a ramp increase or decrease of 5 percent
per minute within the load range of 15 to 100 percent without reactor trip,
steam dump, or pressurizer relief actuation, subject to possible xenon
limitations. The system also maintains the reactor coolant average
temperature within established limits by generating the bank demand signals
for moving the control rods.

(2) Rod Control System

The rod control system modulates the reactor power by automatic or manual
control of full length control rod banks. The system receives rod speed
and direction signals from the reactor control system. Manual control is
provided to move a control bank in or out at a predetermined fixed speed.
An interlock derived from measurements of turbine impulse chamber pressure

<

prevents automatic control when the turbine load is below 15 percent.

The five shutdown banks are moved to the fully withdrawn position by
manual control prior to criticality. These rods remain in that position
during normal operation. The control banks are the only rods that are I
manipulated under-automatic control. Each control bank is divided into |. two groups to obtain smaller incremental reactivity changes per step. All |

| |

L )
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rod control cluster assemblies (RCCAs) in a group move simultaneously.
There is individual position indication for each rod cluster control
assembly.

(3) Plant Control Signals for Monitoring and Indication

(a) Nuclear Instrumentation Power Range System--Four channels are pro-
vided with each using a dual-section ionization chamber as a neutron
flux detector. The currents from the ionization chambers are used to
measure the power level, axial flux imbalance, and radial flux
imbalance.

(b) Rod Position Monitoring System--Two separate systems are provided,
digital rod position indication and the demand position indication
system. The digital rod position indication system measures the
actual position of each rod. The demand position indication system
counts pulses generated in the rod drive control system to provide a
readout of the demanded bank position.

(c) Control Bank Rod Insertion Monitoring--The monitoring provides warn-
ing to the operator of excessive rod insertion. The " low" alarm
alerts the operator of an approach to the rod insertion limits
requiring boron addition. The " low-low" alarm alerts the operator
to a need for immediate action to add boron by any one of several
alternate methods.

(d) Rod Deviation Alarm--The rod deviation alarm is generated by the
digital rod position indication system whenever a preset limit is
exceeded as a result of a comparison of any control rod position
against the other rods in the bank.

(e) Rod Bottom Alarm--A local " rod-at-bottom" alarm is generated for each
of the rods by the digital rod position indication system. In
addition, a control room annunciator is actuated when any rod is at
bottom.

(4) Plant Control System Interlocks

(a) Rod Stops--Prevent abnormal power conditions that could result from
excessive control rod withdrawal initiated by either a control system
malfunction or operator violation of administrative procedures. The
interlocks are generated by signals from the neutron flux, over-
temperature AT, overpower AT, and turbine impulse chan.ber pressure
measurement channels.

(b) Automatic Turbine Load Runback--Prevents high power operation which,
if reached, would initiate reactor trip. Signals from overtempera-
ture AT and overpressure AT measurement channels are used, and auto-
matic turbine load runback is initiated by an approach to an over-

power or overtemperature condition.

(c) Turbine Loading Stop--Limits turbine loading in a power transient
resulting from a reduction in reactor coolant temperature. The
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interlock is cleared by an increase in coolant temperature that is
accomplished by reducing the boron concentration in the coolant.

(5) Pressurizer Pressure Control

The reactor coolant system pressure is controlled by using either the
heaters (in the water region) or the spray (in the steam region) of the
pressurizer plus steam relief for large transients.

The electrical immersion heaters are located near the bottom of the
pressurizer. A portion of the heater group is proportionally controlled
to correct small pressure variations. These variations are due to heat
losses, including heat losses due to a small continuous spray. The

remaining (backup) heaters are turned on when the pressurizer pressure
control signal demands approximately 100 percent proportional heater
power.

The spray nozzles are located on the top of the pressurizer. A small con-
tinuous spray is normally maintained to reduce thermal stresses and thermal
shock and to help maintain uniform water chemistry and temperature in the
pressurizer.

(6) Pressurizer Water Level Control

The pressurizer operates by maintaining a steam cushion over the reactor
coolant. As the density of the reactor coolant adjusts to the various
temperatures, the steam-water interface moves to absorb the variations
with relatively small pressure disturbances.

A programmed pressurizer water level is maintained by the CVCS. During
normal plant operation, the charging flow varies to produce.the flow
demand by the pressurizer water level controller. The pressurizer water
level is programmed as a function of coolant average temperature, with the
highest average temperature (auctioneered) being used. The pressurizer
water level decreases as the load is reduced from full load. This is a
result of coolant contraction following programmed coolant temperature
reduction from full power to low power. The programmed level is designed
to match as nearly as possible the level changes resulting from the
coolant temperature changes.

To control pressurizer water level during startup and shutdown operations,
the charging flow is manually regulated from the main control room.

(7) Steam Generator Water Level Control

Each steam generator is equipped with a three-element _feedwater flow con--
troller that maintains a constant water level for normal power operation.
The three-element feedwater controller regulates the feedwater' valve by
continuously comparing the feedwater. flow signal, the water level signal,
the programmed level, and the pressure compensated steam flow signal. The
feedwater pump speed is varied to maintain a programmed pressure differen-
tial between the steam header and the-feed pump discharge header.
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! Continued delivery of feedwater to the steam generators is required as a
sink for the heat stored and generated in the reactor following a reactor
trip and turbine trip. An override signal closes all feedwater valves
when the average coolant temperature is below a set value and the reactor
has tripped. Manual override of the feedwater control system is available
at all-times.

(8) Steam Dump Control System

The steam dump system, together with the rod control system, is designed
to accept a 50 percent loss of net load without tripping the reactor. The
system functions automatically by bypassing steam directly to the conden-
ser and/or the atmosphere to maintain an artificial load on the primary
system. The rod control system can then reduce the reactor temperature to
a new equilibrium value'without causing overtemperature and/or overpressure

,

conditions.

A demand signal for the load rejection steam dump controller is generated'

if the difference between the reference average temperature based on tur-
bine impulse chamber pressure and the measured average temperature exceeds
a preset value. To prevent actuation of steam dump on small load perturba-
tions, an independent load rejection sensing circuit is provided.~ This
curcuit senses the rate of decrease in the turbine load as detected by
the turbine impulse chamber pressure and blocks the steam dump unless the
rate exceeds a preset value.

Following a turbine trip, the load + rejection steam dump controller is
deactivated and the turbine trip steam dump controller becomes active.
The demand signal for this controller is generated if the difference

i between the measured average temperature and the no-load reference average
! temperature exceeds a preset value. As the error signal reduces in magni-

tude following tripping of the dump valves, the dump valves are modulated
by the controller to regulate the rate of heat removal and thus gradually
establish the equilibrium hot shutdown condition.

Removal of the residual heat during a shutdown'is accomplished by the
steam pressure controller, which controls the steam flow to the condensers

j based on measured steam pressure. This controller operates a portion of
the same steam dump valves to the condenser which are used following load
rejection.or plant trip.

'

(9) Incore Instrumentation

The incore instrumentation includes the following systems:
!

(a) Thermocouples--Chromel-alumel thermocouples are used and located at
fixed core outlet positions. The thermocouple readings are monitored

,

by the plant computer. A backup readout is provided by an indicator I;

with manual point selection located in the main control room.
'

(b) Movable Neutron F s..x Detector System--Miniature Fission Chambers.
These can be positioned in retractable guide thimbles for flux-

,

mapping of the core. The controls, position indication, and flux
~

recording for each detector. are located in the control room.
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(10) Boron Concentration Measurement System

The boron concentration measurement system employs a sample measurement
device that contains a neutron source and neutron detector in a shielded
tank. A coolant sample flow is maintained between the neutron source and
the neutron detector. The neutron flux at the detector depends on the
boron concentration in the coolant. Electronic circuitry converts the
signal from the detector into a digital display of boron concentration in
parts per million (ppm).

(11) Main Steam Isolation Valve Control

Each steam generator main steamline is provided with a hydraulically
operated isolation valve with a 4-in. air-operated bypess around the
valve. Both the isolation valves and the bypass valves will be closed
automatically on receipt of an isolation signal (see Sectien 7.3.1.1).
Manual close open controls for all valves are provided in the main control
room. The main isolation valves may also be manually closed or opened
from the remote shutdown panel. Means for proportional (throttling)
control of the bypass valves are provided in the control room.

(12) Turbine Generator Controls

The turbine is provided with a digital electrohydraulic control system.
The controller generates i control signal that actuates hydraulic controls
of the governor valves and the reheat steam interceptor salves. The con-
trol signal is' based on comparison of signals representing turbine speed
and first stage pressure with the reference signal representative of load
demand. The turbine instrumentation and controls are located in the
main control room.

(13) Main Condenser Controls

The following systems are provided:

(a) Condenser Water Level Control--Redundant water level instrument
channels monitor and control water level in the hot well. Each
channel includes a level transmitter, four level controllers, and
three level switches. Each of the four controllers provides a
pneumatic signal for the positioning of its associated control
valves. These valves control the normal overflow, emergency overflow,
normal makeup, and emergency makeup. Selection of one of the redun-
dant controllers to drive each of the four control valves is made
through a locally mounted, manually operated three-way valve.

(b) Condenser Vacuum Control--Two steam jet air ejectors are provided to
maintain condenser vacuum at 3.5 in. Hg absolute at design conditions.
Additionally, redundant hogging vacuum pumps are provided to establish
initial vacuum conditions during startup. Controls for the vacuum
pumps are on the main control board.

1

i

|

|
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(14) Circulating Water System Controls

The circulating water system provides a supply of water to the main con-
denser to remove the cycle waste heat. Cooling of the heated circulating
water is provided by the cooling towers. Circulating water pumps are
normally operated from the main control board.

7.7.3 Specific Findings

The concerns arising from the staff review of the control systems and their
status follow:

7.7.3.1 Loss of Non-Class 1E Instrumentation and Control Power System Bus
During Operation

A concern was raised in IE Bulletin 79-27, issued November 30, 1979, regarding
the loss of a non-Class 1E power bus resulting in a consequential control
system malfunction and significant loss of information to the operator. The

applicant has provided the results of the Byron review as required by Bulletin
79-27 in a letter dated January 26, 1982. Based on this review, the staff
finds the applicant's response in compliance with the requirements of this
bulletin.

7.7.3.2 Failures of the Rod Control System

in its review, the staff found that the FSAR did not include sufficient infor-
mation to evaluate what design features are provided in the rod control system
to limit reactivity insertion rates and incorrect sequencing or positioning of
control rods resulting from a single failure within the system. In response to
this concern, the applicant stated in a letter dated January 26, 1982, that the
Byron rod control system is the same as the generic system used for other
current Westinghouse plants which have been previously reviewed, and has since
incorporated the evaluation for such a rod control system in the FSAR.

7.7.3.3 High-Energy-Line Breaks and Consequential Control System Failures

A concern was raised in IE Information Notice 79-22, issued September 19, 1979
that certain nonsafety grade or control equipment, if subjected to the adverse
environment of a high-energy-line break, could malfunction and cause the plant
conditions to be more severe then those analyzed in the safety analyses of
Chapter 15 of the FSAR. In response to the concern raised in Notice 79-22,
the applicant submitted the results of his review of potential control systems
failures in a letter dated January 26, 1982. The information supplied is based
on the Westinghouse generic review of this subject. In this review, four control

Thesesystems were identified whose failure could impact the plant conditions.
systems are

Automatic Rod Control System--Of concern is a failure in the neutron(1) detector output in the low direction causing an automatic rod withdrawal
following a steamline break.

Main Feedwater Control System--A postulated problem is a malfunction of(2) the main feedwater control system following a rupture of a small feedwater

/
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line. An assumption is made that this malfunction would result in closing
the feedwater valves to all steam generators.

|

(3) Pressurizer PORV Control System--The potential problem involves the PORV
valve failing to open due to the adverse environment resulting from a
feedwater line rupture.

|

(4) Steam Generator PORV Control System--A failure of the PORV control. system
could result in a depressurization of the steam generators following the
feedwater line break. The primary concern of such a failure is a loss of
steam to a turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump.

The four possible failures above have been investigated by the applicant, and
he has concluded that the accident sequences would not result in more limiting
events than those presented in Chapter 15 of the FSAR. Based on its review of
the applicant's response, the staff considers this item resolved.

7.7.3.4 Multiple Control System Failures

| A concern was raised that if two or more control systems receive power or sensor
information from common power sources or common sensors (including common headers
or impulse lines), failure of these power sources or sensors, or rupture /plugg-
ing of a common header oc impulse line, could result in transients mere severe
than considered in plant safety analyses.

The applicant has conducted a review to identify power sources, sensors, or
sensor impulse lines that provide power or signals to two or more control -

! systems. The effects of the failures of each of these power sources, sensors,
i or sensor impulse lines were analyzed. The analysis was conducted for all five
! major NSSS control systems: (1) reactor control system, (2) steam dump system,

(3) pressurizer pressure control system, (4) pressurizer level control system,
and (5) feedwater control system. The initial conditions for the analysir were
assumed to be anywhere within the full operating power range of the plant
(0-100 percent) where applicable.

As stated by the applicant in a letter dated January 26, 1982, the results of-
the analysis indicate that for any of the postulated events considered--includ-
ing (1) loss of any single instrument, (2) break of any single instrument line,
and (3) loss of power to all systems powered by a single power supply system
(that is, single inverter)--the Condition 11 accident analyses given in Chap-

1

ter 15 of the FSAR are bounding. Based on the results of the applicant's ' :
review, the staff considers this item resolved.

7.7.3.5 TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.9, Proportional Integral Derivative
Controller Modificatlon

This action plan item calls for implementation of a Westinghouse recommendation
to modify the PORV proportional integral derivative controller to prevent
derivative action from opening the PORV. The applicant has satisfied this
requirement by setting the derivative time' constant equal to zero.
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7.7.4 Conclusions

The control systems used for norxal operation that are not relied on to perform
safety functions, but which control plant processes having a significant impact
on plant safety, have been reviewed. These control systems include the reactiv-
ity control systems and the control systems for the primary and secondary
coolant systems. The staff concludes that the control systems are acceptable
and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 13 and 19.

Based on its review of the applicant's design bases, functional diagrams, and
discussion of the control systems presented in the FSAR, the staff concludes
that the control systems are capable of maintaining system variables within
prescribed operating limits. Therefore, the staff finds that the control
systems satisfy this aspect of GDC 13.

The review of control systems included the features of these systems for both
manual and automatic control of the process systems. The staff finds that the
control systems permit actions that can be taken to operate the plant safely
during normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences; there-
fore, the control systems satisfy GDC 19, with regard to normal plant opcra-
tions. The conclusions of the analysis of anticipated cperational occurrences
and accidents presented in Chapter 15 of the FSAR have been used to confira
that plant safety is not dependent upon the response of the control systems.
The staff concludes that failure of the systems in themselves or as a cor.se-
quence of supporting systems failures, such as power sources, does not result
in plant conditions more severe than those bounded by the analysis of antici-
pated operational occurrences.

Finally, the staff has concluded that the consequential effects of anticipated
operational occurrences and acciC?nts do not rasult in control room system
f ailures that would cause plant coaditions more severe than those bounded by
the analysis of these events. The staff finds that the control systems are not
relied on to ensure plant safety and are, therefore, acceptable.

In summary, the staff concludes that the control systems are acceptable.
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8 ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

Chapter 8, " Electric Power Systems" for th" Syron Station, Units 1 and 2,
has been reviewed in accordance with th J"!y 1981 edition of the " Standard
Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power
Plants " (SRP), NUREG-0800.

8.1 Acceptance Criteria

The acceptance criteria used as the basis for the staff's evaluation are set
forth in SRP Table 8-1. The primary bases within the criteria detailed in SRP
Table 8-1 are provided by GDC 5, 17, and 18 and Regulatory Guides 1.6,
" Independence Between Redundant Standby (Onsite) Power Sources and Between
Their Distribution Systems"; 1.9,'" Selection of Diesel Generator Set Capacity
for Standby Power Supplies"; 1.75, " Physical Independence of Electric Systems";
1.63, " Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures for Light
Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"; 1.32, " Criteria for Safety-Related Electric
Power Systems for Nuclear Power Plants"; and IEEE Standard 308-1974, " Criteria
for Class 1E Power Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations." Additional
guidance is provided by other Regulatory Guides, and BTPs also delineated in-

SRP Table 8-1.

Conformance with the acceptance criteria forms the basis for concluding that
electric power systems satisfy the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

The following subsections provide the staff's evaluation of the design
description in the FSAR.

The conclusions in the following subsections are subject to acceptable
implementation of design changes that may be required as a result of the staff
verification.

8.2 Offsite Power System

8.2.1 General Description

The offsite power system is the preferred source of power for each plant. This,

4

system includes the grid, transmission lines, transformers, switchyard
components, and associated control systems provided to supply electric power to
safety related and other equipment. The electrical grid is the source of
energy for the offsite power system. The safety function of the offsite power
system (assuming that the onsite power systems are not available) is to provide
sufficient capacity and capability to ensure that the specified acceptable fuel
design limits and design conditions of the RCPB will not be exceeded and to,

! ensure that core cooling, containment integrity, and other vital functions will
! be maintained in the event of postulated accidents. The objectives of the
i staff review are to determine that the offsite power system (1) satisfies the

criteria set forth in Section 8.1 of this report and (2) can reliably perform'

its design functions during plant normal operation, anticipated operational
I occurrences, and accident conditions.

1
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The plant consists of two main generating units designated as Unit 1 and
Unit 2. Each main generator (1361 MVA) is directly connected to two half-size
main power transformers through an. isolated phase electrical bus. The two
half-size main power transformers'are connected in parallel at their high- and
low-voltage terminals and transform the output of each generator from a
generator voltage of 25 kV to a nominal- 345-kV transmission system voltage.-

The transmission lines enter the station through three separate' rights of way.
A structure failure in any one line will not result in the loss of the
transmission lines entering the site through the other two rights of way.

The transmission lines are each' protected by two high speed protective relaying
schemes via a microwave system utilizing six microwave channels per line. The
primary high-speed relaying scheme, a solid-state mixed excitation phase
comparison scheme with line transfer trip, utilizes four channels. The backup
relaying scheme is an underreaching line transfer trip scheme using
distance-type phase and ground relays over two microwave channels. Besides the
above mentioned relaying schemes, there is a local breaker backup scheme (stuck
breaker scheme) that will operate to open all adjacent circuit breakers to
isolate the faulted section.

Power for the 345-kV switchyard protective relays is provided by two inde-
pendent non-Class IE 125-V dc supply systems, one for the primary relays and
the'other for the backup relays. These dc supplies also provide control power
for the switchyard breakers. Switchyard breakers'have two trip coils, each
served from a different 125-V dc supply. These two switchyard dc systems are
independent of the station Class 1E dc systems and are located in the 345-kV
relay house.

Two physically independent 345-kV circuits are provided from the switchyard for
each unit, one through the unit's assigned system auxiliary transformers (SATs)
and the other through the SATs of the other unit. Each unit has two SATs
connected to a single 345-kV circuit from the switchyard. Each SAT supplies
power to a single redundant division. The SATs step the 345-kV system down to
the station 4160-V and 6900-V power systems. In the event of a failure of one
system auxiliary transformer, removable links can be relocated to connect the
other system auxiliary transformer to supply both divisions. Each system
auxiliary transformer is capable of supplying the DBA loads of both divisions
of one unit and the safe shutdown loads of both divisions of the other unit '
simultaneously. One syste:n auxiliary transformer is not capable of supplying
the DBA loads and all the nonsafety loads of one unit simultaneously. The
initiation of automatic transfer will simultaneously trip enough nonsafety
loads so that the total of the remaining nonsafety loads and the DBA loads is
within the capability of the system auxiliary transformer.

Two unit auxiliary transformers _(UATs) are connected to the main generator
buses of each unit by isolated phase bus duct. They are the normal power
sources for the nonsafety-related 6900-V and 4160-V buses. The unit's four
nonsafety-related 6900-V buses serve the reactor coolant pumps and other larget'

auxiliary loads. Each SAT provides offsite power to an'ESF 4-kV bus of the
unit. In addition, each system auxiliary transformer serves as a reserve power
source for the unit's nonsafety-related 6900-V and 4160-V buses as well as a
second source of offsite power for the corresponding ESF bus of the other unit.
It is -the applicant's practice to _ operate with approximately 50 percent of the
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load on the UATs and 50 percent on the SATs, and each nonsafety 6900-V
switchgear may be manually transferred at any time during normal plant
operation to balance the load.

Each unit has four 4160-V buses. Two buses supply power to ESF loads as well
as certain essential (but not safety-related) loads (such as lighting and the
turbine bearing oil pump). The other two buses supply power to large,
nonsafetv-related, auxiliary loads as well as small, nonsafety-related loads.
All nonsafety-related loads, such as pressurizer heaters, that require access
to the diesel generators are fed from these buses. A tie breaker between the
4160-V ESF bus and the 4160-V nonsafety-related bus may be manually closed (by
operator action) in the event of the lc,ss of both the UAT and SAT power sources
to these loads. This tie breaker is tripped automatically in the event of an
undervoltage on the 4-kV ESF bus.

The two physically independent transmission circuits provide each Byron unit
;

i with two immediate access circuits which exceed the minimum requirements of GDC
17 and are acceptable.

|

8.2.2 Testability'

Capability is provided to test the transfer scheme (from normal to alternate
source) once each 18 months during shutdown as specified in the Technical
Specifications (4.8.1.1.1.6). The design of the offsite power system including
its protection schemes described above permits periodic inspection and testing
of all Class 1E equipment and systems important to plant safety during power
operation. The systems will have a capability to periodically test the
operability and functional performance of the components of the systems and the
operability of the systems as a whole. The above meet the requirements of
GDC 18 and are acceptable.

8.2.3 Grid Stability Analysis

The applicant is a n. ember of Mid-American Interpool Network (MAIN), which in
general includes all electric utilities in Illinois, Missouri, Upper Michigan,
and the eastern half of Wisconsin. Power flow and transient stability studies
are conducted on a regular basis using the criteria stated in MAIN Guide No. 2,
a portion of which is as follows:

The generation and transmission system shall be adequate to withstand
the most severe of the following set of contingencies without
resulting in an uncontrolled widespread tripping of lines and/or
generators with resulting loss of load over a large area:

1. Sudden loss of any power line at a time when any other line is
out of service.

2. Sudden outage of any transmission circuit at a time when a
combination of any three generating units is out of service.

3. Sudden outage of any double-circuit transmission tower line at a
time when a combination of any two generating units is out of
service.
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4. Sudden outage of all transmission lines on the same right of
way.

5. Sudden outage of any generating unit at a time when any two
other generating units are out of service.>

6. Sudden outage of all generating capacity at any generating
plant,

7. Suddea ' age of any transmission station including alli .

gene:7 g capacity associated with such a station.
,

8. Sudden dropping of a large load or a major load center.

9. Any credible contingency which might lead to system cascading.
,

i

i

Separate studies conducted by the applicant demonstrated the adequacy of the
transmission system under various line contingencies on the Byron 345-kV,

lines. Contingencies studied were three phase faults near the 345-kV
switchyard which are the most severe as concerns the stability of the units.
Included are single-line faults with normal clearing of the line's protective
systems and also abnormal clearing involving the failure of a relay or circuit

! breaker. Other conditions studied were

(1) double-line tower faults
!

| (2) single-line faults during planned maintenance outages
.

All units remained stable throughout all the line outages mentioned above.

Based upon its review of the results of the applicant's stability study, the
staf f concludes that the offsite power grid will be stable under all fault
conditions and states noted above. This satisfies the applicable portions of
GDC 17 and is acceptable.

i

; 8.2.4 Adequacy of Station Electric Distribution System Voltages

! Events at the Millstone station have shown that adverse effects on the Class 1E
loads can be caused by sustained low grid voltage conditions when the Class 1E
buses are connected to offsite power. These low voltage conditions will not be

, detected by the loss of voltage relays (loss of offsite power) whose low
| voltage' pickup setting is generally in the range of 0.7 per unit voltage or
' less.

The above events also demonstrated that improper voltage protection logic can
itself cause adverse effects on the' Class 1E systems and equipment such as
spurious. load shedding of Class 1E loads from the standby diesel generators and
spurious separation of' Class 1E systems'from offsite power as a result of

; normal motor starting transients.
i

A more recent event at the Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO) station and the
subsequent analysis performed disclosed the possibility of degraded voltage

i
i
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1

) conditions existing on the Class IE buses even with normal grid voltages as a
; result of deficiencies in equipment between the grid and the Class 1E buses or

.by the starting transients experienced during certain accident events not
'

-

i originally considered in the sizing of these circuits.
.

| The paragraphs below address the staff evaluation of the Byron design fcr
conformance with the-BTP PSB-1, " Adequacy of Station Electric Distribution:

; System Voltages."
,

f- There are two redundant and independent 4-kV emergency buses and each has two
i levels of undervoltage protection: (a) loss of power and (b) degraded grid
] voltage.
J

The first level of undervoltage protection is provided by induction disc type
, undervoltage relays. The approximate pickup voltage for the first level of
{ protection is 70 percent of rated voltage.

The second level of undervoltage protection is provided by instantaneous
; undervoltage relays. The voltage and time setpoints will be determined from

analysis of voltage r(quirements of the safety-related loads and actual field.,

[ measurements of bus voltages under various motor starting conditions. The <

preliminary settings for the second level of undervoltage protection is:

! 92 percent of 4160 volts. There is a 10 second time delay to avoid transients,
! and if the degraded voltage is not corrected within 5 minutes, the bus will
l automatically disconnect from the offsite power source and connect to its

onsite diesel generator. This is in conformance with the staf f position and i' is, therefore, acceptable.

The circuit will be designed to prevent automatic load shedding of the
; emergency power buses once the onsite sources are supplying power to all
} sequenced loads on the buses. The load shed-interlock feature will use the 'b'
| contact of the respective diesel generator breaker. This interlock will defeat'

the load shedding feature while the loads are being fed from the ensite power
i source. The load shed feature will be reinstated when the diesel generator
I breaker is open and the loads are fed from the offsite source. The applicant

has agreed to specify maximum and minimum limits of the setpoint value for the:
4 first level of undervoltage protection in the Technical Specifications. This
| is consistent with the staff-position and i,, therefore, acceptable.
4

During preoperational testings voltage levels of the ESF buses will be verified
,

i as the buses are loaded. Transformer taps will be set to obtain optimum
3 voltage _ levels from no-load to fully loaded conditions. Voltage levels will be

| compared with design analysis. The staff finds this to be consistent with its
requirements and, therefore, acceptable.

I

{ Voltage levels of the safety-related buses for the 4-kV level down to the 120-V
level will be measured and documented prior to the initial reactor power

' operation. This is in accordance with the staff position and is, therefore,
acceptable.2

,

i
i
.

'
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8.2.5 Conclusion

On the basis of its evaluation, the staff has concluded that the offsite power
system for Byron Station Units 1 and 2 meets the requirements of GDC 5, 17, and
18 and is acceptable

8.3 Onsite Emergency Power System
_

8. 3.1 AC Power Systems

The ac onsite emergency power system is a Class 1E system that serves as a
standby to the offsite power system. The safety function of the ac onsite
emergency power system (assuming the offsite power system is not functioning)
is to provide sufficient capacity and capability to ensure that the structures,
systems, and components important to safety perform as intended. The

objectives of the staff review are to determine that this system has the
required rejundancy, meets the single-failure criterion, is testable, and has
the capacity, capability, and reliability to supply power to all required
safety loads in accordance with the requirements of GDC 5, 17, and 18.

The onsite ac power system consists of various auxiliary electrical systems
dcsigned to provide electric power to Class 1E and non-Class 1E station loads.
The standby ac power system is an independent, onsite system designed to
automatically start and provide adequate power for Class 1E loads to ensure
sate plant shutdown when preferred and alternate power sources are not
available.

7

The Class lE portion of the onsite power system is comprised of two redundant
and independent 4160-V distribution systems with their 480-V load centers and
motor-control centers,120-V alternating current power system, 125-V dc system,
and the standby power supplies (diesel generator units).

Onsite emergency power for each unit is supplied by two diesel generators
manufactured by Cooper-Bessemer. Each diesel generator is automatically
started by either a safety injection signal or an emergency bus untrvoltage
signal on its respective ESF hus. Each diesel generator is capable af
attaining rated voltage and frequency within 10 seconds after receiving a start
signal. Upon a loss of offsite power, all the loads required for safe shutdown
except the 4160/480-V ESF transf or mers are tripped and are automatically
sequenced after the diesel generator has attained rated voltage and frequency.
In the event of LOCA with sustained degraded offsite power, a signal is used to
trip a closed tie breaker 1411 (2411) to ensure that non-Class IE buses are not
connected to ESF buses. The ESF actuation system will sequentially load the
diesel generator. lhere is one diesel generator per ESF bus. Each diesel
generator, and its associated equipment, is located in a separate seismic
Category I room, rated at 5500 kW for continuous operation, and has a 2-hour
rating of 6050 kW. The continuous rating exceeds the maximum predicted
operating loads. The applicant has documented that tests will be w formed to
demonstrate that daring the loading sequence, the frequency, and voltage are
maintained above a level which would degrade the performance of any load below
minimum requirements. The design and continuous rating is consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.9, " Selection of Diesel Generator Set Capacity for Standby
Power Supplies," and IEEE-387 and is, therefore, acceptable.

Byron SER 8-6
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BIP ICSB 2 requires that new and previously untried diesel generator designs to
be used in nuclear power plant service undergo a prototype reliability
verification testing program. The staff review indicates that the diesel
generators have successfully passed a prototype reliability verification
program of 300 valid start and load tests with no more than three allowed
failures. This is in conformance with the staff position and is acceptable.

The staff requires that during the periodic testing of a diesel generator, if a
LOCA occurs, the generator breater should be tripped automatically by safety
injection signal.. This would permit the unit to be cleared from parallel -

operation with the system and enable the diesel generator to attain tne
emergency standby mode. In this mode of operation the diesel governor control
changes automatically to the isochronous mode, which maintains the engine
running at a synchronous speed corresponding to 60 tiz at the generator
terminals. All noncritical protective trips except engine overspeed and
generator differential are bypassed. Simultaneously, the voltage regulator
changes to the automatic mode maintaining the generator at a preset constant
voltage of 4.16 kV. The diesel generator unit is now ready to accept load in
the event of a loss-of-offsite power (LOOP) signal. If during the periodic
testing of a diesel generator a LOOP should occur, the diesel generator breaker
is tripped on overcurrent creating a loss of voltage signal on the bus. The
offsite power feed breaker is tripped and the diesel generator remains running,
shifting automatically the governor from droop to isochronous mode and the
voltage regulator to automatic mode. The diesel generator breaker is closed
connecting the diesel generator to the bus. This feature of tripping the
diesel generator breaker in case of a LOCA was not included in the Byron
design, and during discussions with the applicant ho committed to comply with
i t.

BIP ICSB 17 requires that diesel generatcr protective trips be bypassed when
the diesel generator is required for a design-basis event. All protective
trips are allowed during periodic testing. The allowed exceptions to the above
requirement for bypassing are diesel engine overspeed and generator
differential current. Any other trips retained must utilize coincident logic
in order to avoid spurious trips. In case of a DBA the applicant is bypassing
all the protective trips except engine overspeed and generator current
differential. This is in full conformance with the staff position and is
acceptable.

Diesel generator instrumentation and alarm annunciators are located on the
local engine control panel. One " engine trouble or fail to start" signal is
sent to the control room when any local alarm is received on the local engine
control panel. In response to staff questions, the applicant provided a list
of conditions that wauld render the diesel generator units incapable of
responding to an automatic emergency start signal. The listed conditions light
a common window located on the equipment status display (ESD) systems. A

lockout switch is provided to disconnect both the remote control switch in the
control room and the automatic start signal whenever the engine is to be taken
out of service for maintenance. The alarm will persist until the switch is

| returned to the normal position. The alarm system display of " bypassed and
! inoperable status" of the diesel generators fulfil's the requirements of
! Regulatory Guide 1.47 and is acceptable.

! i

Il

i

|
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The 120-V ac single phase, 60 Hz, grounded, uninterruptible power is supplied
to those critical instruments, control circuits, equip:ent, and systems which
must remain in operation during a momentary or prolonged loss of other sources
of ac power.

There are four (static type) uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) for the
reactor protection system and one (static type) uninterruptible power supply
for the nonsafety-related station computer. Each UPS consists of an inverter,'

an ac input transformer / rectifier unit, and a dc input with blocking dicde.
Each Class 1E inverter receives incoming " normal" power trom a Class 1E, 480-V
motor control center, with " backup" dc power from a Class 1E, 125-v hus by
means of an auctionerring-type circuit. If the ac power source fails. the
118-V E inverter output will be maintained without interruption by the dc
power from the battery.

Each 120-V ac instrument bus is normally powered by the inverter. However, to
allow for inverter maintenance, a manual transier switch is provided to
transfer the 120-V ac instrument bus to an alternate 1E source. The manual
transfer switch consists of two hand-operated ALBS that are mechanically
interlocked so that only one can be closed at a time.

Based on its review, the staff has determined that the four uninterruptible
power supplies for the rm ctor protection systems are independent and are,
therefore, acceptable.

Conclusion

The statt has reviewed the emergency onsite ac power system and has determined
that there are no automatic transfers of loads or sources between redundant
emergency buses, which is in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.6. The two
divisions of the emergency power and distribution system are independent, meet
the single-failure criterion, and have the required capability and capacity as
required by GDC 17. The design is in conformance with IEEE Standard 308-1974,
as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.32. The electric power systems are designed
to permit inspection and testing of all Class 1E systems. Periodic testing is

performed on a scheduled basis to demonstrate the operability and continuity of
dll safety-related systems and Components. This is in accordance with GDC 18.
Therefore, the staff finds the emergency onsite ac power system acceptable.

8.'.2 Nonsafety Loads on Emergency Sources

Pa sent regulatory guidelines for OL applications allow the manual connection
of nonsafety loads in addition to the required safety loads to Class 1E-

(emergency) power sources if it can be shown that the connection of nonsafety
loads will not result in degradation of the Class 1E system. The Byron design
provides for the connection of both safety and selected nonsafety loads to the
Class 1E emergency buses of the ac and dc onsite emergency power systems.

There are no nonsafety-related loads supplied f rom the safety-related 4.16-kV
buses other than nonsafety-related buses whit.h may be manually connected to
safety related buses.

At 480-V and 120-V ac level, the applicant states that only those non-Class 1E
loads (ac and dc mode) that are either important to plant safety or those whose
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loss could have an adverse effect on plant availability are connected to
| Class IE buses. The Byron design utilizes Class 1E qualified circuit breakers
'

that trip on overcurrent to isolate non-Class 1E loads from-Class 1E power
sources. Regulatory Position C.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.75 indicates that
breakers that trip on receipt of a signal other than one derived from the fault
current or its effects (such as, an accident signal) are acceptable isolation

! devices. The applicant was informed that his approach of coordinating the
circuit breaker (that feeds the norClass IE load from Class 1E bus) with the;

| upstream breaker was not in accordance with the above position. -The applicant
| responded to the staf f concern by stating that, where practical, two Class 1E
| load breakers in series, each coordinated with the upstream breaker, will be

prov ided.- These will be periodically tested to ensure proper coordination. In
addition, any remaining non-Class 1E loads will be automatically disconnected
- from the Class 1E buses upon initiation of a safety injection signal coincident
with a loss of offsite power. The applicant has also stated that the cables
supplying the non-Class IE loads from redundant Class 1E buses are run in|

separate raceways. The applicant has minimized the number of these circuits to
those important to safety or whose loss has an adverse impact on plant
availability. The staff finds that the design modifications proposed by the
applicant (1) are responsive to its concern, (2) are a significant improvement
over recently licensed plants, and (3) give added assurance that non-Class 1E
loads will not degrade Class 1E buses below an acceptable level. The staff,;

therefore, concludes that the proposed design is acceptable.

- 8.3.3 System Grounding

| System grounding and equipment grounding are provided to reduce the hazard to
| plant personnel. The 4160-V system is resistance' grounded at the UAT and SAT
| and the diesel generator has an effective high resistance ground-by using a

distribution-type transformer, loading resistor, and relay in the generator
neutral. The 480-V system is solidly grounded.

8.3.4 DC Power System

The station dc systems supply power to the plant instrumentation and control
under all modes of plant operation. In addition, upon loss of ac power, the dc
systems also provide. power for emergency lighting and turbine generator-
auxiliary motors.

The de systems for each unit consist of one 250-V and one 125-V non-Class 1E
battery system and two independent and redundant Class 1E 125-V battery
systems. One (common for' two units) 48-V non-Class IE battery system is

| provided for the control.of the non-Class 1E switchgear at the river
j screenhouse.

The Class 1E 125-V battery systems supply power to Class 1E loads without
interruption during normal operations or DBA conditions, iach Class IE 125-V
dc system consists of one battery, one main distribution bus with molded-case
circuit breakers, one static battery charger, and local distribution panels.
Redundancy and independence of components precludes the loss of both systems as-
a result of a single failure. For~ Unit 1, Battery 111 supplies ESF Division 11
load requirements; Battery 112 supplies ESF Divison 12 load requirements.
There are no bus ties, or sharing of power supplies, between redundant trains.
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Each Class IE 125-V battery, battery charger, and distribution panel associated
with one ESF division is located in a seismic Category I room, physically
separated from the redundant equipment. Electrical separation is also
maintained to ensure that a single failure in one train does not cause failure
in the redundant train. lhere is no sharing between redundant Class IE trains
of equipment such as batteries, battery chargers, or distribution panels.

Each Class 1E 125-V dc system has the capacity to continuously supply all the
connected normal running load while maintaining its respective battery in a
fully charged condition. Each battery has a nominal rating of 1200
ampere-hours and is capable of carrying the various loa + continuously, for the
time periods indicated in Table 8.3-5 of the FSAR, in tce event of a total loss
on onsite and offsite ac power.

One 400-ampere capacity static battery charger supplied by a Class 1E motor-
control center (MCC), is provided for each Class 1E 125-V battery system.
Protection is incorporated in the battery chargers to preclude the ac supply
source from becoming a load on the battery as a result of power feedback upon
loss of ac input power. Backup protection is incorporated by an overvoltage
relay set at 140-V dc, mounted on the charger, which trips the charger supply
and annunciates the tripped condition in the control room.

Each battery charger is capable of floating the battery on the bus or
recharging a completely discharged battery within a 24-hour period while
supplying the largest combined demands of the various steady-state loads under
all plant operating conditions.

All battery areas are ventilated to prevent the accumulation of gases produced
during charging operations. Each Class 1E 125-V battery area is provided with
an independent safety-related ventilation system. A separate safety-related
exhaust f an and duct is provided for each Class JE battery area.

In addition, the battery cells are provided with explosion-resistant vent caps
that prevent the ignition of gases within the cell from an ignition source
outside the cell.

The Byron design has circuit ties at the 125-V dc level between ESF bus 111 of
Unit I and bus 211 of Unit 2 and similarly between ESF bus 112 of Unit I and
ous 212 of Unit 2. A manually operated circuit breaker is installed at each
end of the circuit ties. Operation of the circuit breakers is under
administrative control and " tie breaker closed" alarms are provided. The ties
are intended to permit interconnection during refueling outages and for
maintenance of a battery associated with the above described ESF 125-V dc

The applicant has committed to padlock these tie breakers in openbuses.
position and the operation of these breakers will be done under administrative
control. ,

The isolation of the nonsafety-related loads from the safety-related 125-V dc
bus, as the result of a fault on nonsafety-related circuits, is performed by
two circuit breakers connected in series, qualified to Class 1E requirements,
operated by over current. This alternate approach meets the requirements of
nonsafety loads connected to emergency sources and is acceptable.
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The guidelines used in the licensing review of the Class IE dc power systems
require the following indications and alarms provided ir. the control room:

(1) battery current (ammeter-charge / discharge)

(2) battery charger output current (ammeter)

(3) dc bus voltage (voltmeter)

(4) battery charger output voltage (voltmeter)

(5) battery high discharge rate alarm

(6) dc bus undervoltage and overvoltage alarm

(7) dc bus ground alarm (for underground system)

(8) battery breaker (s) or fuse open alarm

(9) battery charger output breaker or fuse open alarm

(10) battery charger trouble alarm

The above-cited monitoring, augmented by the periodic test and surveillance
requirements included in the Technical Specifications, provides reasonable
assurance that the Class IE dc power system is ready to perform its intended
safety function.

Each Class 1E 125-V dc instrumentation system transmits Alarms to the control
room for (1) los:: of ac power to the battery charger, (2) loss of dc output
from battery charger, (3) low dc voltage at battery charger, (4) tripping of
battery charger output circuit breaker, (5) tripping of battery circuit
breaker, (6) undervoltage at 125-V dc bus, (7) ground detector alarm, and
(8) tie breaker closed alarm.

Conclusions'

Based on its review of the dc power system as described in the FSAR, the staff.
concludes that two fully redundant Class 1E systems are provided. The systems
.are testable, independent, and conform to the requirements of Regulatory
Guides 1.6 and 1.32. The staff finds these systems meet the requirements of
GDC 5, 17, and 18 and are acceptable.

8.3.5 -Power Supplies to ArW Pumps '

The motor-driven AFW pumps are not shared between units and, therefore, the
requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable. The normal source of power for each
AFW pumps is from the system auxiliary transformer and in the. case of loss of
this source, the AFW pump can be fed from an emergency diesel generator. In
case of loss of the SAT, and the diesel generator, the safety bus feeding to
the AFW pump could be connected to the other unit's safety bus by manually
closing two breakers.
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The applicant states that the breakers 'eeding their respective ESF buses are
rated to carry the load of the AfW pump of the other unit, in addition to
carrying its own safe shutdown leads. The events which are postulated are the
following:

(1) loss of offsite power for both units

(2) failure of the diesel-driven AfW pump on one unit

(3) failure of the diesel generator feeding the motor-driven AFW pump on the
same unit

(4) safe shutdown on the other unit

Each diesel generator feeding the safety buses can handle safe shutdown loads
of its own unit plus the additional load of the motor-driven AFW pump of the
other unit.

The staff has evaluated this mode of ESF bus operation and has found that this
feature of the design conforms to Regulatory Guide 1.81, Position C.2 and is,
therefore, acceptable.

8.4 Other Electrical Features and Requirements for Safety

lhis section presents the staff comments on the review of certain electrical
subsystems or aspects of the Byron station design. The objective of the review
was to determine that these electrical features and requirements are
implemented in accordance with all applicable acceptance criteria set forth in
Section 8.1 of this report. The staff review and evaluation of each of these
matters is given below.

8.4.1 Containment Electrical Penetrations

in order to meet the requirements set forth in IEEE Standard 317-1972,
" Electrical Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures for Nuclear
Generating Stations," as augmented by the recommendations of Regulatory Gu g
1.63, " Electrical Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures for Nuclear
Power Generating Stations," the containment electrical penetration assemblies
for Byron are designed to withstand, without loss of mechanical integrity, the
maximum available fault current for the period of time sufficiently long enough
to allow backup circuit protection to operate assuming a failure of the primary
protective device. The circuit averload protection systems for electrical
penetration assemblies meet the single-failure criterion. The applicant has
applied the following design criteria to the containment electrical penetration
circuits.

(1) Reactor coolant pumps are the only 6900-V loads inside the containment.
The primary and backup protection of these circuits are provided by means
of a reactor coolant pump breaker and a bus incoming supply breaker. The

control power for the primary breaker is supplied from a Class IE source
and dc control power for the backup breaker is supplied from a
non-Class IE source. This is in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.63
and is acceptable.
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(2) For circuits energized from 480-V pressurizer heater distribution
cabinets, the primary and backup protection is provided by two molded case
air circuit breakers connected in series.

(3) For nonsafety-related circuits energized from 480-V substations, the
primary protection is provided by the feeder breaker and the backup
protection is provided by a 480-V main bus breaker.

For circuits energized directly from 480-V MCC, the primary and backup
protection is provided by two molded case air circuit breakers connected
in series.

(4) For 480-V ESF motor control centers outgoing teeder, two molded case
breakers are used in series in each circuit; one is a primary and the
other as a backup device.

(5) For 120-V ac control circuits energized from the 480-120-V control power
transformers, two similar fuses are used in series te provide primary and
backup protection.

(6) Emergency lighting is the only load energized from 125-V dc distribution
panel. The primary and backup protection is provided by two molded case
breakers connected in series. For circuits (solenoid operated valves)
energized from 125-V dc distribution fuse panels, primary and backup
protection is provided by two fuses connected in series.

(7) The primary and backup protection for the rod control system lif t and
gripper coil circuits consists of two fuses in series.

(8) The primary and backup protection for tie rod position indication data
cabinets consists of two 120-V ac moldes' case breakers connected in
series.

At each voltage level, the applicant will periodically test the penetration
protective devices during station shutdowns, and the test interval will not
exceed 18 months. The applicant's design of electrical containment
penetrations is in conformance with IEEE Standard 317-1972 and with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.63 and is therefore acceptable.

8.4.2 Thermal Overload Protection Bypass

Motor-operated valves with thermal overload protection devices for the valve
motors are used in safety systems and their auxiliary supporting systems.
Operating experience has shown that indiscriminate application of thermal
overload protection devices to the motors associated with these valves could
result in needless hindrance to successful completion of safety functions.

,

Regulatory Guide 1.106, " Thermal Overload Protection for Electric Motors on'

Motor-0perated Valves" (November 1975), recommends in Position C.1 bypassing
thermal overload devices during accident conditions, or in Position C.2,
properly selecting the setpoints for the thermal overloads in a manner that
precludes spurious trips. In the Byron design, the applicant has committed to
comply with Position C.2, and Appendix A in the FSAR will be revised
accordingly. The staff finds that the above proposed design conforms to
Regulatory Guide 1.106 and is acceptable.
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8.4.3 Power Lockout to Motor-0perated Valves

The applicant has provided a list of valves that require power lockout to meet
the single failure criterion in the fluid systems. BTP ICSB 18 (PSB) requires
that all such valves and their required position be listed in the Technical
Specifications and that the position indications for these valves meet the
single-failure criterion. To meet the staff requirements on the power lockout
to the motor-operated valves, the applicant has provided two creakers in
series for these valves.

To meet the staff requirement that redundant valve status indication be
provided to the control room operator, the applicant has provided redundant and
separate valve position switches. One position swito is gear driven and
mounted on the valve operator. The second position switch is mounted on the
valve stem. If one position switch is inoperable, the second will ba available
to provide position indicatien. The position switch on the valve operatur
actuates an indicated light in the main control room, and the position switch
on the stem gives annunciation in the main control room. These circuits are
powered from separate power supplies.

As required, the applicant has agreed to list all such valves and their
required position in the Technical Specifications. The staff finds that the
design of power lockout to motor-operated valves conforms to BTP ICSB 18 and
is, therefore, acceptable.

8.4.4 Physical Identification and Independence of Redundant Safety-Related
Electrical Systems

The applicant has provided the criteria for physical identification and
separation of electrical equipment to preserve the independence of redundant
equipment. Physical identification of safety-related electrical systems is
accomplished as follows: Class 1E components of an ESF division are physically
separated from Class 1E components of the unit's other ESF division as well as :

from non-Class 1E components that could cause loss of redundancy as the result
of a design-basis event affecting failure of these components. Each tray is
marked with a colored alphanumeric separation code to indicate its separation
group. The markings are placed at intervals not to exceed 15 ft and at points
of entry to and exit from enclosed areas. All power, control, and instrumenta-
tion cables are identified by a unique number on permanent color-coded tags at
each terminating point in switchboards, switchgear, motor-control centers,
motor conduit boxes, control cabinets, equipment cubicles and so forth, and in
all intervening manholes, cable rooms, pull boxes, and the like. The tags
shall be color coded, allowing positive identification of safety-related cables.

In general, plant areas which are free from potential hazards such as missiles,
external fires, end pipe whip, the minimum separation between redundant ESF
divisions or redundant RTS channels is 3 ft between trays separated
horizontally and 5 ft between trays separated vertically. In the cable
spreading areas and the control room, the minimum separation between redundant
ESF divisions or redundant RTS channels is 1 ft between trays separated
horizontally and 3 f t between trays separated vertically. Horizontal and
vertical spacing between power and instrument trays within the same division
are a minimum of (1 ft 8 in.) metal to metal. Horizontal and vertical spacing
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between control and instrtment trays within the same division are a minimum of
(1 ft 0 in.) metal to metal. In the case of a control cable tray passing
(crosswise) over or under an instrument cable tray within the same division,
the minimum vertical spacing is 6 in. Solid covers are provided for all
instrumentation cable trays. Solid covers are provided for power cable trays
wherever the power cable trays passed below control cable and/or
instrumentation cable trays

Where termination arrangements or space limitations preclude maintaining the
above space separations, the redundant cables are run in enclosed raceways that
quality as barriers, or other barriers, shall be provided between redundant
cables The minimum distance between these redundant enclosed raceways and
between barriers and raceways is 1 in.

The main control board (MCB) is segregated into separate sections for control
of the plant main power generation and auxiliary systems. Each section
containing wiring and control equipment for a specific ESF division is
physically separated by fireproof barriers or the required spatial distance
from other sections of the MCB.

Each diesel generator including its associated auxiliaries is located in a
separate room. The electrical switchgear of one division is separated from
that of the other division by locating them in different rooms.

Each Class 1E 125-V dc battery, the battery charger, distribution panels, and
inverters of one division are separated from those of other divisions because
they are located in separate rooms. Class 1E MCCs and distribution panelr of
one division are located in physically separate seismic Category I areas. The
control room and cable spreading area do not contain high-energy equipment such
as switchgear, transformers, rotating equipment, high energy piping, or other
potential sources of missiles.

Based on its review of the applicant's design criteria regarding physical
identification, separation, and independence of redundant safety related
electrical systems, the staff finds these criteria to be in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.75, ' Physical Independence of Electric Systems," and
therefore acceptable. For these areas, however, the staff will verify the
implementation of applicant's design criteria during a site visit.

8.4.5 Use of a Load Sequencer with Offsite Power

The Byron design does not include load sequencing for the connection of
emergency safety feature loads to the emergency buses when power is being
supplied from offsite power. The system auxiliary transformers are designed to
take the block loads.

The staff concludes that this aspect of design meets its requirements and is,
therefore, acceptable.

8.4.6 Item II.E.3.1 Emergency Power Supply for Pressurizer Heaters

To meet the positions and clarifications regarding this item, at Byron, power
is supplied to four pressurizer heater groups from offsite power when it is
available and from the onsite emergency generators through ESF buses via a tie
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breaker. Redundancy is provided by supplying two groups of heaters from a
different ESF division. Control power for these two heater groups is supplied
from the 125-V dc ESF bus via a non-ESF dc bus in the same train as the main
power supply.

The connection of the pressurizer heater elements and controls to the Class 1E
buses is through safety grade circuit breakers, and heaters are automatically
tripped off of the emergency buses upon occurrence of a safety injection (SI)
signal.

Procedures and training will be established to ensure that the operator
reenergizes the heaters at the proper time to initiate and maintain natural
circulation.

Control power sources for the control of each of these two heater groups is
supplied from 125-V dc ESF bus in the same train as the main supply.

The pressurizer heaters which are connected to non-ESF 480-V switchgear connect
to 4160-V emergency buses through 4160-480-V transformers, and the 4160-V bus
tie circuit breakers.

Based on it~s review, the staff concludes that the design for providing
emergency power to the pressurizer heaters at Byron 1 and 2 is consistent with
NUREG-0737 and is acceptable.

8.4.7 Item II.G.1 Emergency Power for Pressurizer Equipment

To meet the staff positions and clarifications regarding this item, the
motor-operated pressurizer relief isolation valves and the solenoid
air-operated pressurizer power relief valves are qualified Class 1E devices per
keference 1 of FSAR Section 3.11.6. Therefore, their motive and control power
is supplied from qualified emergency buses at all times.

The motor-operated pressurizer relief isolation valves is supplied f rom
Class 1E 480-V buses that may be supplied from eithor offsite power or onsite
emergency diesel generators. Control power is provided from the control
transformer. The relief isolation valves and power relief valves are powered
from different sources and through devices that are qualified in accordance
with safety grade requirements.

The pressurizer level indication on Byron is designed for post-accident
monitoring and, therefore, the instrument channels are always powered from the
vital instrument buses.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the design for providing
>

emergency power for pressurizer equipment at Byron 1 and 2 is consistent with
the staff positions and clarifications in NUREG-0737 and is acceptable.
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9 AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

Chapter 9, " Auxiliary Systems," for the Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, has been
reviewed in accordance with the July 1981 edition of the " Standard Review Plan
for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," (SRP),
NUREG-0800.

The staf f has reviewed the design of the miliary systems necessary for safe
reactor operation, shutdown, and fuel storage, or whose failure might affect
plant safety, including their safety related objectives and the manner in which
these objectives are achieved.

The auxiliary systems necessary for safe reactor operation or shutdown include
the essential service water system (ESWS), component cooling water system
(CCWS), ultimate heat sink (VHS), control room chilled water system, the
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system for the control room
and essential portions of the auxiliary building, essential portions of the
chemical and volume control system (CVCS), and the auxiliary feedwater system
(AFWS).

The auxiliary systems necessary to ensure the safety of the fuel storage
facility include new fuel storage, spent fuel storage, the spent fuel pool
cooling and cleanup system, fuel handling systems, and the spent fuel pool area
ventilation system.

The staff has also reviewed other auxiliary systems to verify that their
failure will not prevent safe shutdown of the plant or result in unacceptable
release of radioactivity to the environment. These systems include the nonessen-
tial service water system, the demineralized water makeup system, potable and
sanitary water system, station heating system, nonesssential chilled water
systems, nonessential portions of the CAS, nonessential portions of the CVCS,
and HVAC system for nonessential portions of the auxiliary building, and the
turbine building.

9.1 Fuel Storage and Handling

9.1.1 New-Fuel Storage

A single new-fuel storage facility located in the fuel-handling building is
used for both Units 1 and 2. The new-fuel storage facility provides dry
storage for 132 fuel assemblies (approximately 2/3 of a cnre load) and includes
the new-fuel assembly storage racks and the concrete storage vault that contains
the storage racks.

The fuel * handling building which houses the facility is designed to se bmic
Category I criteria, as are the storage racks and vault. This building is also
designed against flooding and tornado missiles (refer to Sections 3.4.1 and

i

3.5.2 of this SER). Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and tne guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 1.29 are satisfied.
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The new-fuel storage vault is not located in the vicinity of any high-energy
lines or rotating machinery. Physical protection by means of separation is
provided for new fuel from internally generated missiles and the effects of
pipe breaks. Therefore, the requirements of GDC 4 are met, as described in
Sections 3.5.1.1 and 3.6.1 of this SER.

Although the new fuel storage facility is common for both units, this sharing
will not impair safety as discussed below and meets the requirements of GDC 5.

The new-fuel storage facility is designed to store unirrasiated, low emission,
fuel assemblies. Accidental damage to the fuel would release relatively minor
amounts of radioactivity that would be accommodated by the fuel handling
building ventilation system. The facility is accessible to plant personnel for
inspection. Thus, the requirements of GDC 61, " Fuel Storage and Handling and
Radioactivity Control," are satisfied.

The new-fuel storage racks are designed to store the fuel assemblies in an
array with a minimum center-to-center spacing of 21 in. , which is suf ficient to
maintain a Kunboratedwab.oflessthan0.95withthefuelassembliesfloodedwithcold,The racks are designed to maintain a K of 0.98 or less
under optimum moderation (foam, mist, or fog). Alocked"bbverisprovidedover
each new-fuel storage cell as additional protection for the new fuel. The
racks themselves are designed to preclude the inadvertent placement of a fuel
assembly in other than the prescribed spacing. Thus, the requirements of
GDC 62, " Prevention of Criticality in Fuel Storage and Handling," are satisfied.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the new fuel storage facility is
in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 5, 61, and 62 as they relate to
protection against natural phenomena, shared systems, radiation protection, and
prevention of criticality and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 relating
to seismic classification. It is, therefore, acceptable.

9.1. 2 Spent-Fuel Storage

A single spent-fuel storage Ocility located in the fuel-handling building is
shared by both plant units. ihe spent-f uel storage facility provides under-
water storage for 1050 fuel assemblies plus 10 failed fuel assemblies, or
approximately five full-core loads. The facility includes the spent fuel
storage racks and the lined spent-fuel storage pool that contains the storage
racks.

Ihe structure housing the facility (the fuel-handling building) is designed to
seismic Category I criteria, as are the stainless steel storage racks and
storage pool (including the gates between the pool), fuel transfer canal, and
cask loading area. The stainless steel spent-fuel pool liner plate is designed
to stay in place in an SSE, thus preventing potential mechanical damage to the
spent fuel or damage resulting from ova Mating as a result of blocking of
cooling water flow paths. The fuel-han. ling building is also designed against
flooding and tornado missiles (refer to Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER).
Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.13,
1.29, and 1.117 are satisfied.

The fuel pool is not located in the vicinity of any high-energy lines or
rotating machinery. Therefore, protection of spent fuel from internally
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generated missiles and the effects of pipe breaks is provided by physical
separation (refer to Sections 3.5.1.1 and 3.6.1 of this SER). Thus, the
requirements of GDC 4 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.13 concerning
missile protection for spent fuel are satisfied.

Although the spent-fuel storage facility is common for both units, this sharing
is acceptaole as only c'e unit is refueled at a time. It thus meets the
requirements of GDC 5.

The seismic Category I storage rack arrangement provides a fuel storage array
adequate to maintain the multiplication factor, K below 0.95 for both
normalstorageandincaseofaccidentaldropping*N,afuelassembly. The
design of the storage racks is such as to preclude placement of a fuel assembly
in a position other than the prescribed location. The racks can withstand the
impact of a dropped fuel assembly without unacceptable damage to the fuel and
can withstand the maximum uplift forces exerted by the fuel-handling machine.
Thus, the requirements of GDC 61 and 62 and the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 1.13 concerning the protection of fuel from mechanical damage and pre-
vention of criticality are satisfied.

The design of the storage pool includes a pool water level monitoring system
and radiation and temperature monitoring systems with local indication and
alarm in the control room. These features satisfy the requirements of GCC 63.

The staff has reviewed the compatibility and chemical stability of the mate-
rials (except the fuel assemblies) wetted by the pool water.

The pool liner, rack lattice structure, and fuel-storage tubes are stainless
steel, which is compatible with the storage pool environment. In this environ-
ment of oxygen-saturated borated water, the corrosive deterioratiori of the
type 304 stainless steel should not exceed a depth of 6.00 x 10 5 in. in 100
years (Johnson,1977), which is negligible relative to the initial thickness.
Dissimilar metal contact corrosion (galvanic attack) between the stainless
steel of the pool liner, rack lattice structure, fuel-storage tubes, and the
Inconel and the Zircaloy in the spent-fuel assemblies will not be significant
because all of these materials are protected by highly passivating oxide films
and are, therefore, at similar potentials.

From the evaluation as discussed above, the staff concludes that the corrosion
that will occur in the spent-fuel storage pool environment should be of little
significance during the 40 year life of the plant. Components in the spent-fuel
storage pool are constructed of alloys that have a high resistance to general I

corrosion, localized corrosion, and galvanic corrosion.

The staff, therefore, concludes that the environmental compatibility and
stability of the materals used in the spent-fuel storage pool are adequate
based on test data and actual service experience in operating reactors. The
staff finds that the selection of appropriate materials of construction by the
applicant meets the requirements of GDC 61, because there is the capability to
permit appropriate periodic inspection and testing of components, and GDC 62,
because there is the capability to prevent criticality by maintaining structural '

integrity of components and is, therefore, acceptable.

|
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Based on its review, the staf f concludes that the spent-fuel storage facility
is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, 61, 62, and 63 as they
relate to protection against natural phenomena, missiles, pipe break effects,
shared systems, radiation protection, prevention of criticality, and monitoring
provisions, as well as the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.13, 1.29, and
1.117 concerniog the f acility's design, seismic classification, and protection
against tornado 3:issiles, and is, therefore, acceptable.

9.1. 3 Spent-Fuel-Pool Cooling and Cleanup System

The spent-fuel pool cooling and cleanup system is shared by both units. It is
designed to remove the decay heat generated by the stored spent-fuel assemblies
and to maintain clarity and purity of the spent-fuel pool water. The spent-fuel
pool cooling system is designed to remove the decay heat generated by the
number of spent-fuel assemblies that are stored following a back-to-back
refueling of both station units and the accumulated fuel assemblies from pre-
vious annual cyclic refuelings. The system includes all components and piping
from inlet to exit from the storage pools, piping used for fuel pool makeup,
and the cleanup filter /demineralizers to the point of discharge to the radwaste
system. The design consists of two essential fuel pool cooling trains, each
with a spent fuel pit pump and heat exchanger that are completely redundant. A
separate nonsafety-related fuel pit skimmer pump and filter is also provided
for keeping the pool water surface clean.

The essential portions of the system are housed in the seismic Category I,
flood and tornado protected fuel-handling building (refer to Sections 3.4.1
and 3.S.2 of this SER). The system itself, with the exception of the cleanup
portion, is designed to Quality Group C and seismic Category I requirements.
Failure of the nonsafety-related (nonseismic Category I) Quality Group D
cleanup portion will not affect operation of the cooling train as isolation
capability of that portion of the piping system is provided, and, therefore, no
adverse ef fect on safety-related equipment would result from such a failure.
Therefore, the design satisfies the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of
Regulatory Guides 1.13, 1.26, and 1.29 with respect to seismic and quality
group classification of the fuel pool cooling system. Discussion of compliance
with Regulatory Guide 1.52, " Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for
Engineered-Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtr<. tion and Adsorp-
tion Units of of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," for the f uel-handling
building is discussed in Section 9.4.2 of this SER.

The various components of the system are located in separate missile-shielded
cubicles 'ithin the tornado-missile protected fuel-handling building and are
separata from other moderate- and high-energy piping systems (refer to Sec-
tions 3.5.1.1 and 3.6.1 of this SER). Thus, the requirements of GDC 4 are
satisfied.

Although the spent-fuel pool cooling and cleanup system is common for both
units, this sharing will not impair safety as a single failure in the system
does not adversely affect the system safety function for either unit. Thus,
the requirements ut GDC 5 are satisfied.

Either fuel pcol cooling train maintains the pool water temperature at 126 F or
less with a heat load based on decay heat generation for the design storage -
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case of 857 fuel assemblies (one-third of a core placed in the pool 218 hours
after reactor shutdown, plus one-third placed in the pool 626 hours previously,
plus 12 previous back-to-back annual cyclic refueling batches). This " normal"
heat load temperature is below the staff acceptance criterion of 140 F.

Space is normally reserved in the pool for a full core offload. Either fuel-
pool cooling train maintains the pool water temperature at 151 F or less for
the maximum storage case of 1050 fuel assemblies (one full-core offloaded to
the pool 218 hours after reactor shutdown, plus one-third placed in the pool
436 hours previously, plus one-third placed in the pool 844 hours previously,
plus 12 previous back-to-back annual cycle refueling batches). For the same
storage condition, both spent-fuel pool cooling trains maintain the pool
temperature at 129 F or less. These " abnormal" heat load temperatures are
within acceptable limits and assume the full core offload has occurred when the
fuel storage racks are full (maximum storage condition).

Heat loads for the above storage modes (" normal" and " abnormal") are based on
BTP ASB 9-2, " Residual Decay Energy for Light Water Reactors for Long-Term
Cooling."

All connections to the spent-fuel pool are either near the normal water level
or are provided with antisiphon holes to preclude possible siphon draining of
the pool water. The safety-related CCWS provides cooling water to the fuel
pool heat exchanger and transfers its heat to the ultimate heat sink via the
essential service water system (refer to Sections 9.2.2 and 9.2.5 ef this SER).
The spent-fuel pool pumps can be powered from the emergency (Class IE) power
sources. Thus, the requirements of GDC 44, " Cooling Water," are met.

The design of the spent-fuel pool cooling system and its accessible location
permit periodic testing and inservice inspection ( - the system. The active
components of the spent-fuel pool cooling system are either in continuous or
intermittent operation during all plant operating conditions. Thus, the
requirements of GDC 45 and 46 are satisfied.

Normal makeup to the spent-fuel pool to replace losses due to evaporation or
leakage through the liner and thus maintain proper water level for shielding is
provided by the seismic Category I refueling water storage tanks via the
seismic Category I Quality Group C refueling water purification pump. This
pump is powered from an emergency (Class IE) power source. Backup makeup water
is supplied from the nonseismic Category I primary water makeup system or the
seismic Category I fire protection system. Thus, the requirements of GDC 61
and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.13 concerning fuel pool design are
met.

The system incorporates control room alarmed pool water level, temperature, and
building radiation level monitoring systems. The pool liner seam welds are
also equipped with a continuous drainage system that is monitored to detect
leakage through the liner. Spent-fuel pool pump flow and pressure can also be
monitored locally. Thus, the requirements of GDC 63 are satisfied.

9.1. 3.1 Spent-Fuel-Pool Cleanup System

The spent-fuel pool cleanup system is designed to (1) remove halides and both
soluble and insoluble radioactive species to maintain area radiation levels as
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low as is reasonably achievable during fuel handling and other maintenance
operations, and (2) remove corrosion products and debris to maintain water
clarity for the purposes of facilitating fuel movement. The fuel pool cleanup
system services the spent fuel pool, refueling pool, and fuel transfer canal.
The system consists of two separate purification trains and one skimmer.

The fuel pool cleanup system will be used continuously during refueling opera-
tions to reduce radioactivity and maintain clarity of the refueling pool.
After refueling, the cleanup system will be manually operated intermittently to
maintain clarity and reduce radioactivity of the spent fuel pool water area at
or below 5 x 10 3 pCi/cm (B and P) gamma and to keep the dose at the surface of
the pool to less than 2.5 mrem /hr. Manual intermittent use of the fuel pool
cleanup system will usually be initiated concurrently with the fuel pool
cooling system which will maintain the bulk fluid temperature of the pool below
126 F.

During operation of the fuv1 pool cleanup system samples will be taken for
chemical analysis of boron, chloride, fluoride, pH, and radioactivity on an
intermittent basis. Additionally, the system decontamination factor and
differential pressure for the filters and ion exchanges will also be monitored
to determine the need for filter or resin replacement. The sampling frequency
for the various analyses ranges from once a week to three per week depending on
the frequency of fuel movements.

The staff finds that the spent-fuel pool cleanup system (1) provides the cap-
ability and capacity of removing radioactive materials, corrosion products, and
impurities from the pool water, and thus meets the requirements of GDC 61 as it
relates to appropriate filtering systems for fuel storage; (2) is capable of
reducing occupational exposure to radiation by removing radioactive products
from the pool water, and thus, meets the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1(c), as it
relates to maintaining raciation exposures as low as is reasonably achievable;
(3) confines radioactim materials in the pool water into the demineralizer and
filters, and thus, me 3ts Regulatory Position C.2.f(2) of Regulatory Guide 8.8,
"Information Relevant to Ensuring that Occupational Radiation Exposure at
Nuclear Power Stations Will Be as Low as is Reasonably Achievable," as it
relates to reducing the spread of contaminants from the source; and (4) removes
suspended particles from the pool water by filters, and, thus, meets Regulatory
Position C.2 f(3) of Regulatory Guide 8.8, as it relates to removing cruds
through physical action.

On the basis of the above evaluation, the staff concludes that the spent fuel
pool cleanup system meets GDC 61, Section 20.1(c) of 10 CFR 20 and the appro-
priate sections of Regulatory Guide 8.8 and, therefore, is acceptable.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the fuel pool cooling and cleanup
system is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, 44, 45, 46, 61,
and 63 as they relate to protection against natural phenomena, missiles and
environmental effects, shared systems, cooling water capability, inservice
inspection, functional testing, fuel cooling and radiation protection, and
monitoring provisions and with the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.13, 1.26,
and 1.29, relating to the system's design, seismic and quality group classifica-
tion. It is, therefore, acceptable.
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9.1.4 Light-Load-Handling System (Related to Refueling)

The light-load-handling system in conjunction with the fuel storage area pro-
vides the means of transporting, handling, and storing fuel (both new and spent

| fuel). The system consists of the equipment necessary to facilitate the
periodic refueling of the reactor. The system consists of the refueling
machine, spent-fuel pit bridge crane, new-fuel elevator, the fuel transfer
system, and associated handling tools and devices. The handling of fuel during
refueling is controlled by a series of interlocks to ensure that fuel-handling
procedures are maintained. The design ensures that no failure will result in
release of radioactivity in excess of that assumed in the design-basis fuel-
handling accident.

The refueling machine is a rectilinear bridge and trolley system with a vertical
mast extending down into the refueling water. The machine is used to handle
new- and spent-fuel assemblies within the reactor vessel and refueling cavity
inside the containment. Electrical interlocks and limit switches on the bridge

: and trolley drives prevent damage to the fuel assemblies. Redundant limit
switches on the mast winch prevent a fuel assembly from being raised above a
safe-shielding water depth.

: The spent-fuel pit bridge crane is a wheel-mounted walkway with a monorail
hoist. It is used exclusively for handling fuel assemblies within the spent-
fuel storage area, including loading the spent-fuel storage racks and the
spent-fuel cask.

The new-fuel elevator is used to lower new-fuel assemblies (one at a time) to
the bottom of the fuel-storage area where it is transported by the spent-fuel pit
bridge crane to the storage racks.

I The fuel transfer system includes an underwater motor-driven transfer car that
| runs on tracks extending from the refueling cavity through the transfer tube

and into the refueling canal. Fuel assemblies are placed on the car within the
refueling cavity by the refueling machine and removed within the spent fuel
pool by the spent-fuel pit bridge crane after passing through the transfer
tube.

The entire system is housed within the fuel-handling building and reactor
| building (containment) which are seismic Category I, flood- and tornado-
| protected structures (refer to Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER). Although

fuel-handling system components are not required to function following an SSE,
| critical components of the fuel-handling system are designed to seismic Category I
( requirements so that they will not fail in a way that results in unacceptable
| consequences such as fuel damage or damage to safety-related equipment. The 1

'

| spent-fuel pit bridge crane that travels over the spent-fuel storage racks, as
|

described above, is designed to seismic Category I requirements. The design
' thus satisfies the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of Regulatory

Guides 1.13 and 1.29.
|

Although all components of the fuel-handling system in the fuel-handling
building are shared in common by both units, this sharing does not impair
safety as it does not affect the fuel-handling accident analysis because only
one fuel assembly is handled at a time. Thus, it meets the requirements of
GDC 5.
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In addition, the staff has identified a new generic concern with respect to
dropping of loads lighter than a spent-fuel assembly over stored spent fuel in
the fuel pool and in the reactor vessel from heights greater than that assumed
in the design-basis fuel-handling accident. In response to this concern, the
applicant reviewed the fuel-handling procedures and identified these loads,
their weight and height when lif ted, measures in the design or procedures for
ensuring the lift height is not exceeded, and the kinetic energy of these loads
on impacting spent fuel. The applicant verified that the resulting radiological
releases are less than those assumed in the fuel-handling accident. Thus, tha

staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 61 and 62 are satisfied.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the light-load handling system is
in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 5, 61, and 62 as they relate to
protection against natural phenomena, shared systems, and safe fuel-handling,
including prevention of criticality and with the guidelines of Regulatory
Guides 1.13 and 1.29 with respect to overhead crane interlocks and maintaining
plant safety in a seismic event and is, therefore, acceptable.

9.1.5 Overhead Heavy-Load-Handling System

The overhead heavy-load-handling system consists of equipment necessary for the
safe handling of the spent-fuel cask and for safe disassembly, handling, and
reassembly of the reactor vessel head and internals during refueling operations.
The containment polar crane is used for handling heavy loads in containment and
the fuel-handling building crane is used for handling heavy loads in the
fuel-handling building.

The entire system is housed within the fuel-handling building and reactor
building (containment) which are seismic Category I, flood- and tornado protected
structures (refer to Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER). Although fuel-
handling system components are not required to function following an SSE,
critical components of the fuel-handling system are designed to seismic
Category I requirements so that they will not fail in a manner which results in
unacceptable consequences such as fuel damage or damage to safety-related
equipment. The 125-ton fuel-handling building crane is used for handling the
spent-fuel shipping cask and is designed to seismic Category I requirements.
The 230-ton contaimment polar crane is used to move the reactor vessel head and
vessel internals and is designed to seismic Category I requirements. The

design thus satisfies the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of Regulatory
Guides 1.13 and 1.29.

IPthough the fuel-handling building crane is shared by both Units 1 and 2, this
sharing does not impair safety as it does not af fect the fuel-handling accident
analysis as discussed in this SER section and, thus, meets the requirements of
GDC 5, " Sharing of Structures, Systems and Components."

The fuel-handling building crane is prevented from traveling over the spent-
fuel pool by mechanical end stops. Although the spent-fuel cask storage area
is located in one corner of the spent-fuel pool, it is separated from the
balance of the pool by reinforced concrete walls and a watertight gate. Both
lateral and longitudinal movement of the crane over spent fuel is prevented by
the crane stops on the rails carrying the crane bridge as well as those on the
bridge carrying the trolley. However, because the fuel-handling building crane
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main hook and auxiliary hook are moved on a common trolley, the main hook can
be positioned over the spent-fuel pool while the auxiliary hook is unloading
new fuel even though the main hook is not used in fuel-handling operation over
the spent-fuel pool. It is the staff's position that a single failure not
result in dropping of the main hook load block onto stored spent fuel such that
radioactive releases in excess of that assumed in the design-basis fuel-handling

,

accident occur. This concern will be included in the staff's evaluation of the
applicant's response to NUREG-0612, " Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power
Plants." The review against NUREG-0612 criteria is discussed further below.

The spent-fuel cask is brought to the cask storage area along a prescribed path
and enters the storage area without passing over spent fuel in the pool. The
cask is not lifted more than 30 ft above any structural surface and thus damage
to the cask which could result in unacceptable radiological release is prevented.
No safety-related equipment is located along the path of travel of the cask.
The walls that surround the cask-loading area rise to the full height of the
pool and are structurally designed to withstand the impact force caused by a
falling cask. Should the cask tip after falling on the guard walls surrounding
the cask-loading area, its center of gravity is such that it will not fall
outside the cask-load area and will thus not af fect the fuel in the spent-fuel
storage pool. Thus, the requirements of GDC 4 and 61 and the guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 1.13 are satisfied for handling of the spent fuel cask.

The applicant has not provided a load drop analysis for the containment polar
crane but has referenced Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP 9198 dated January 23,
1978 as being applicable. This analysis is required as part of the applicant's
response to NUREG-0612, which was transmitted to the applicant for action by
generic NRC letters dated December 22, 1980, and February 3, 1981 and will be
included in the staff's review of the applicant's response. NUREG-0612 resolved
Generic Task A-36 and provides guidelines for necessary changes to ensure safe
handling of heavy loads once the plant becomes operational. The applicant will
submit the results of the full review against NUREG-0612 guidelines at a later
date. Enclosure 2 attached to the December 22, 1980, generic letter identified
a number of interim measures dealing with safe load paths, procedures, operator
training and crane inspections, testing and maintenance. The applicant has
committed to implement these interim actions before the final implementation of
the NUREG-0612 guidelines and before receiving an Operating License.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the overhead heavy load-handling
system is in conformance with the requirements of GOC 2, 4, 5, and 61 as
relates to protection against natural phenomena, internal missiles, shared
systems, and safe handling of the spent-fuel cask and with the guidelines of
Regulatory Guides 1.13 and 1.29 with respect to overhead crane design features
and maintaining plant safety in a seismic event. The staff concludes that
implementation of the interim actions of NUREG-0612 before final implementation
of NUREG-0612 guidelines and before receiving an OL provides reasonable ensur-
ance of safe handling of heavy loads until NUREG-0612 can be fully implemented.
The staff concludes that the overhead heavy-load handling system is, therefore,
acceptable.
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9.2 Water Systems

9.2.1 Station Service Water Systems

Both an essential and a nonessential service water system are provided for
cooling various plant equipment. The nonessential (nonseismic Category I,
Quality Group D) service water system serves only nonsafety-related components
and performs no safety function. The staff review verified that its failure
would have no adverse effects on safety-related systems as it is separated from
essential components. The system can be shared between Units 1 and 2.

The essential service water system (ESWS) supplies cooling water to safety-
related equipment from the essential service water cooling towers (the UHS
discussed in Section 9.2.5 of this rer-:rt) and returns the water to the cooling
towers for dissipation of heat to the atmosphere. The ESWS provides cooling
for the component cooling heat exchangers, diesel generator coolers, containment
fan coolers, auxiliary feedwater pump oil cooler, auxiliary building chillers,
centrifugal charging pump room coolers, containment spray pump room coolers,
safety injection pump room coolers, residual heat removal pump room coolers,
auxiliary feedwater pump room cooler, and control rcom air conditioning units.
The system operates in normal and emergency situations. The ESWS operating
pressure is lower than that for the CCWS and other potentially radioactive,

systems. Radiation monitors are provided in the system to detect potential
inleakage of radioactivity.

The ESWS consists of two redundant, independent, full-capacity closed cooling
piping trains per unit. Each serves redundant essential components and is
capable of providing 100 percent of the required cooling function in all
operating modes. Each train contains one full-capacity pump which is powered
from a separate emergency (Class 1E) power source. Both system trains are
automatically started on receipt of a safeguards actuation signal. The trains
are cross connected with each unit and between units through redundant isolation
valves powered from separate emergency (Class 1E) power supplies. A small
amount of blowdown is continuously discharged from the cooling towers for
chemistry control through a connection from'the ESWS that contains a locked-open
valve to a nonsafety-related (nonseismic Category I) system. Failure of the
nonsafety-related system results in no significant increase in blowdown and
therefore does not affect the safety function of the ESWS. Thus, the require-
ments of GDC 5 and 44 are met.

The ESWS is seismic Category 1, Quality Group C. The system is housed in the
seismic Category 1, flood- and tornado protected reactor building, auxiliary
building, and essential service water cooling towers (refer to Sections 3.4.1
and 3.5.2 of this SER). The piping between the cooling towers and the auxiliary
building is buried underground and within the turbine building basemat to
provide tornado-missile protection. However, a portion of the piping is
exposed but is provided with tornado missile protection as discussed in
Section 3.5.2 of this SER. The turbine building basemat is designed not to
fail in an SSE; thus, the integrity of the ESWS piping is maintained. There-
fore, the requirements of CDC 2 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 are
met.
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During normal plant operation, one ESWS pump is operating. Availability of the
remaining pumps is ensured by periodic functional tests and inspections as
delineated in plant Technical Specifications. The system components are
located in accessible areas to permit inservice inspection as required. Thus, j
the requirements of GDC 45 and 46 are met.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the ESWS meets the requirements of
GDC 2, 5, 44, 45, and 46 with respect to the system's protection against
natural phenomena, shared systems, decay heat removal capability, inservice
inspection and functional testing, and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29
with respect to the system's seismic classification. It is, therefore, acceptable.

9.2.2 Reactor Auxiliaries Cooling Water Systems

The component cooling water system (CCWS) serves as an intermediate closed
cooling water system between radioactive or potentially radioactive heat
sources. The CCWS rejects its heat through the ESWS (refer to Section 9.2.1 of
this SER) to the essential service water cooling towers (the UHS, refer to
Section 9.2.5 of this SER). This arrangement minimizes the possibility of
leakage of radioactive material into the environment. The system is shared
between Units 1 and 2.

The CCWS strplies cooling to safety-related and nonsafety-related plant compo-
nents during normal operation and to safety-related components during postulated
accident and emergency conditions. The system serves the residual heat removal
heat exchangers and pumps, letdown heat exchangers, excess letdown heat
exchangers, seal water heat exchanger, positive displacement charging pump,
reactor coolant pumps, reactor coolant sample heat exchanger, pressurizer
liquid sample heat exchanger, pressurizer steam sample heat exchanger, spent-
fuel pool heat exchangers, waste gas comprei, sors, baron recycle evaporator
condenser, and containment penetrations. Radiation monitors are provided in
the system to detect inleakage'of radioactivity.

The CCWS consists of five pumps, three heat exchangers, and two baffled surge
tanks serving two redundant cooling trains in each unit. Each of four pumps is
powered from a separate emergency (Class 1E) power source in its associated
plant unit. The fifth pump can be powered from any of the emergency power
sources. During normal operation, two pumps, two heat exchangers, and the two
surge tanks serve both units in common (no isolation between units is employed).
With an " abnormal" spent-fuel pool cooling heat load (full-core offload), the
spare pump and heat exchanger may be employed (aligned to either unit). During
the limiting mode of plant operation, a simultaneous LOCA in one unit and a
safe shutdown of the other, the CCWS is split on receipt of an engineered
safety features actuation signal. Each unit is served by two pumps, one heat
exchanger, and one surge tank; the third heat exchanger is aligned to the unit
undergoing post-LOCA recovery. One pump and one heat exchanger are sufficient
to carry the heat load in either unit during this emergency condition, thus
ersuring adequate cooling capability in the event of a single failure. Redun-
dant isolation valves powered from separate emergency (Class 1E) power supplies
perform the splitting of the CCWS to serve each. unit individually. Thus, the
requirements of GDC 5 and 44 are satisfied.
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in response to the staff concern about loss of component cooling water flow to
the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) as a result of a single failure in the common
supply line and possible Occurrence of an unacceptable locked pump rotor
condition, the applicant indicated that the RCPs have been tested by the

They have teen shown to operate satisfactorilymanuf acturer (Westinghouse). 4
without excess seal leakage or bearing temperature for 10 minutes without
component cooling water flow. Low component cooling water flow alarms and high
component cooling water temperature alarms from the RCP oil coolers are provided
in the control room to indicate a loss of component cooling water supply. This
allows the operator sufficient time to trip the pumps before unacceptable
damage would occur. In addition, high RCP winding and bearing temperatures are
alarmed and printed out by the plant computer. None of these alarm indications
are safety grade. However, in response to the staff's concern, the applicant
has committed (by letter dated December 31, 1981) to provide safety grade
(Class 1E) indication of loss of CCWS flow to the RCPs to provide increased
ensurance that the operator will trip the RCPs before occurrence of an unaccept-
able locked pump rotor condition.

The CCWS is seismic Category I, Quality Group C. The system is housed in the
seismic Category 1, flood and tornado protected auxiliary bu'' Jing and reactor
building (containment) (refer to Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER). Thus,

the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 are met.

The CCWS operates continuously in all plant operating modes. Pumps are rotated
in service on a scheduled basis to obtain even wear or are periodically tested
in accordance with plant Technical Specifications. The system is located in
accessible areas to permit inservice inspection as required. Thus, the require-
ments of GDC 45 and 46 are met.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the CCWS meets the requirements
GDC 2, 5, 44, 45, and 46, with respect to the system's protection against
natural phenomena, shared systems, decay heat removal capability, inservice
inspection, and functional testing, and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29,
with respect to the system's seismic classification. It is, therefore, acceptable.

9.2.3 Demineralized Water Makeup System

The nonsafety-related (Quality Group D, nonseismic Category I) demineralized
water makeup system provides treated and deminerali ed water to various plant7

systems and components that include: condensate makeup (to the condenser hot-
well and condensate storage tank), auxiliary steam boiler makeup, primary and
socondary process sampling makeup, chemical feed and handling makeup, waste
disposal system, reactor coolant makeup, radwaste station makeup, boric acid
processing, component cooling water makeup, chemical and volume control, and
boron thermal regeneration. Onsite wells provide the source of water to the
demineralized water makeup system.

The system has no safety-related functions. Adequate isolation is provided at
all demineralized water makeup connections to safety related systems. Protec-
tion from flooding for safety-tvlated equipment resulting from failure of the
system is discussed in Section 9.3.3 of this SER. The sys*em is capable of
fulfilling the normal operating requirements of the facility for acceptable
makeup water with the necessary component redundancy. At each point of discharge
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from the system, check valves prevent contamination of the makeup demineralizer
j system by backflow from the systems that it supplies. Alarmed instrumentation

has been provided to prevent delivery of offspecification water to safety related
systems. Failure of the system does not affect the capability to safely shut
down the plant as described above; thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and 5 and
the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 Position C.2 are met.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the demineralized water makeup
system meets the requirements of GDC 2 and 5 with respect to the need for pro-
tection against natural phenomena and shared systems because its failure does
not affect safety system functions and meets the guidelines of Regulatory Guide
1.29 concerning its seismic classification. It is, therefore, acceptable.

9.2.4 Potable and Sanitary Water Systems

The nonsafety related (Quality Group D, nonseismic Category I) potable and
sanitary water systems provide clean water for drinking and sanitary purposes
and include all components and piping from the potable supply connection from
onsite deep wells to points of discharge.

There are no cross connections between the potable and sanitary water systems
and potentially radioactive systems, and, therefore, inadvertent contamination
is prevented. Protection f rom flooding for safety-related equipment resulting
from failure of the system is discussed in Section 9.3.3 of this SER. Failure
of the system does not affect plant safety as described above. Thus, the
requirements of GDC 60 are met.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that potable and sanitary water
systems meet the requirements of GDC 60 with respect to prevention of release
of potentially radioactive water and are, therefore, acceptable.

9.2.5 Ultimate Heat Sink
.

The ultimate heat sink (VHS) provides heat dissipation capability for the
reactors and their essential auxiliaries through the ESWS during normal operat-
ing and accident conditions. Heat dissipation is by forced air cooling to the
atmosphere of warm water returned to the essential service water (mechanical
draft) cooling towers through the ESWS (refer to Section 9.2.1 of this SER).

The UHS is shared by both Units 1 and 2 and consists of two separate, full-
capacity redundant trains each containing a seismic Category I, Quality Group C

l four fan cell mechanical-draf t cooling tower and makeup water system. The UHS
is used during normal operation, but only essential heat loads are rejected to
the cooling towers at any time. Each pair of cooling tower fans is powered
from separate emergency (Class lE) power sources, and each of the two essential
service w'ter makeup pumps is powered directly by an individual diesel engine.
Each diesel is provided with a dedicated seismic Category I fuel oil supply.
Each pump is capable of meeting makeup requirements for the cooling towers
under the design basis conditions described below. Adequate isolation is
provided at all connections between UHS components and nonseismic Category I
systems. In addition, valves are provided to isolate the UHS trains between
units.
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One train of the UHS (one essential service water cooling tower and makeup
pump) provides the capability to dissipate 100 percent of the heat load under
accident conditions (including LOCA) in one unit and safe shutdown of the other
assuming the highest historical ambient temperatures for a 30-day period. To

demonstrate this capability, the applicant has used BTP ASB 9-2, " Residual
Decay Energy for Light-Water Reactors for Long-Term Coolirig," to establish the
heat input to the UHS as a result of fission product and heavy element decay.
The applicant performed a heat transfer analysis assuming conservative worst
site meteorology to verify the performance capability of the UHS. This analysis
verified that the UHS is capable of providing sufficient cooling for normal
shutdown of one unit and accident conditions in the other and maintains the
ESWS temperature at the design maximum. The design described above ensures
that adequate heat rec., oval capability to maintain plant safety is provided by
the UHS for its design modes of operation, including accidents coincident with
a single active failure. Thus, the requirements of GDC 5 and 44 and the
guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.27 Positions C.1, C.3, and C.4, regarding the
UHS ability to maintain proper system temperature under all design modes of
operation, are met.

Both cocling towers are normally operated. System components that are not
normally operating are tested in accordance with plant Technical Specifications.
The UHS components are accessible to permit inservice inspection as required.
Thus, the requirements of GDC 45 and 46 are met.,

The applicant has evaluated the potential for ice accumulation on the essential
service water cooling towers during periods of extreme cold weather and low
heat injection load when water to be cooled is bypassed directly to the cooling
tower basins. The applicant's analysis shows that operation of the safety
grade (Class lE) automatic control system which periodically reintroduces warm
water into the tower fill is adequate to remove ice that may have accu.nulated
by evaporation and condensation on the tower fill. Normal plant heat load to
the UHS is adequate to maintain the tower basin water temperature high enough
to prevent ice formation within the basin itself. (Refer to Section 2.3.2 of
this SER for discussion of the cold weather design basis for the plant.)

The river screenhouse that houses the essential service water makeup pumps is
seismic Category 1, but is not designed to withstand the probable maximum flood
or tornado missiles (refer to Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER). Backup
sources of makeup water are the nonseismic Category I, Quality Group D onsite
wells and the circulating water makeup system. The redundant onsite wells are
enclosed in a tornado-missile proof structure that is located above the PMF
level. The well pumps are adequate to supply the required amount of cooling
tower makeup water under the above design-basis heat-load conditions assuming a
single failure, and can be powered from the emergency (Class 1E) power sources.
(Refer to SER Section 2.4.8 for a discussion of essential service water makeup
during low water levels in the Rock River.) The UHS function is not affected
by tornado missiles as discussed further in Section 3.5.2 of this SER. Thus,

the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.27, Posi-
tion C.2, regarding UHS protection against natural phenomena, and 1.29 are met.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the UdS meets the requirements of
GDC 2, 5, 44, 45, and 46 with respect to protection against natural phenomena,

I
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shared systems, decay heat removal capability, inservice inspection and testing
and meets the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.27 and 1.29 with respect to its
design capability and seismic classification. It is, therefore, acceptable.

9.2.6 Condensate Storage Facilities

The nonsafety-related (Quality Group D, nonseismic Category I) condensate
storage facilities provide storage and transfer of condensate water for the
main condensate system, the auxiliary feedwater system, and the auxiliary steam
t,oi lers. They also serve as an alternate supply for the pump seal water system
and as a source of water for testing the auxiliary feedwater system. The
condensate storage facili+.ies consist of two condensate storage tanks and three
condensate makeup pumps which serve both units. The storage tanks and condensate
makeup pumps are interconnected between units with manual butterfly valves.

The facilities are capable of fulfilling the normal operating requirements of
the plant for storage of condensate water with the necessary component redundancy.
The facilities were evaluated and found to have no functions necessary for
achieving safe reactor shutdown conditions or for accident prevention or
accident mitigation. Failure of the facilities will not affect the safety
function of safety-related systems. The condensate storage tank provides the
normal (preferred) supply to the safety-related auxiliary feedwater system.
However, this function is not required to maintain plant safety because the
safety related ESWS serves as a backup water source. Adequate isolation is
provided between the condensate storage tanks and the auxiliary feedwater
system. (Refer to Section 10.4.9 of this SER for discussion of compliance with
GDC 44, 45, and 46.)

The condensate storage tanks are located outdoors, while the pumps and most
valves are in the turbine building. The tanks are provided with heaters and
the exposed outdoor piping with heat tracing to ensure their availability in
cold weather. Low water temperature in the condensate storage tank is alarmed
in the control room. The piping to the auxiliary feedwater pumps extends into
the auxiliary building. Flooding of the auxiliary building from this source is
prevented by the piping and valve arrangements. Thus, the requirements of
GDC 2 and the guidelines of Position C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29 are satis-
fied. The condensate storage facilities are shared between units; however,
this sharing does not present any safety concerns as identified above, and thus
the requirements of GDC 5 are met.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the condensate storage facilities
meet the requirements of GDC 2 and 5 with respect to the need for protection
against natural phenomena because their failure does not affect safety system
functions and shared systems and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29
concerning seismic classification. They are, therefore, acceptable.

9.2.7 Plant Chilled Water Systems

The plant chilled water systems provide cooling to various safety-related and
nonsafety-related ventilation fan cooling units. They consist of the following
subsystems: containment chilled water system, service building chilled water

,system, auxiliary building chilled water system, and control room chilled water j
system. Of these, only the control room chilled water system serves safety- |
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related equipment. Failure of the remaining chilled water systems does not
affect plant safety.

The control room chilled water system supplies chilled water to the safety-
related control room HVAC system chilled water cooling coils during normal and
accident conditions. The system is shared between Units 1 and 2 as are the
control room HVAC system cooling coils (refer to Section 9.4.1 of this SER).
The makeup water connection between the control room chilled water system and
nonsafety-related demineralized water system is provided with adequate isola-
tion valves to ensure isolation of the safety-related system from the nonsafety-
related system. The control room chilled water system consists of two inde-
pendent, full-capacity seismic Category I, Quality Group C, redundant
closed-cooling piping trains serving both Units 1 and 2, each containing an
essential water chiller and its associated chilled water circulating pump and
expansion tank and piping, valves, and controls. Each train serves redundant
safety-related equipment and is capable of removing 100 percent of the heat
necessary to ensure the proper environment in both the Units 1 and 2 control
rooms under all operating conditions. Cooling water to the chillers is supplied
by the safety-related essential service water system which rejects the system
heat to the UHS. The redundant chillers / pumps are powered from separate,
inJependent, emergency (Class 1E) power sources. The design of the control
room chilled water system as described above ensures that its function is not
lost assuming a single active component failure coincident with a loss of
offsite power. Thus, the requirements of GDC 5 and 44 are met.

The system is housed in the seismic Category 1, flood- and tornado protected
auxiliary building (refer to Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER). The system
is designed to seismic Category I, Quality Group C requirements. Thus, the
requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 are met.

The control room chilled water system components undergo periodic functional
tests and inspections to ensure their availability as delineated in plant
Technical Specifications. The system is located in accessible areas to permit
inservice inspection as required. Thus, the requirements of GDC 45 and 46 are
met.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the control room chilled water
system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 5, 44, 45, and 46 with respect to the
system's protection against natural phenomena, shared systems, decay heat
removal capability, inservice inspection, and functional testing and the guide-
lines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 with respect to the system's seismic classifi-
cation, it is, therefore, acceptable.

9.3 Process Auxiliaries

9.3.1 Compressed Air System

The compressed air system consists of a service air system and the instrument
air system for the main plant area of both units and a separate system for the
river screen house. The service air system provides oil-free compressed air
for general plant use. The instrument air system provides dry, oil-free
compressed air for both nonessential and essential components and instruments
in accordance with the criteria of ANSI MC 11.1-1976 (ISA S7.3), " Quality
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Standard for Instrument Air." The river screenhouse system provides compressed
air service for components in that building. These systems are nonsafety-related
'(Quality Group D, nonseismic Category I), with the exception of containment
penetrations, which are designated as safety related (seismic Category.I,1

Quality Group B). The systems are not required to achieve safe reactor shutdown
or to mitigate the consequences of an accident. Failure of the service air,
instrument air, and river screanhouse air systems will not prevent safety-related,

'

components or systems from performing their intended safety function. Because
- the compressed air system serves no safety functiori, the requirements of GDC 1,
! " Quality Standards and Records," are not applicable.

A common compressor system provides both service and instrument air for both
station units; it consists of three motor-driven centrifugal air compressors,3

filters, coolers, and air receivers located in the turbine building.

Each air receiver has two discharge connections, one to distribute air directly
| to the service air system and the second to the instrument air system. Air
! discharged to the instrument air system is processed in three air dryer units,

ii each consisting of a prefilter-dryer-af ter filter train, and then is held in '

air receivers. The air receivers distribute instrument air to the turbine
_ buildings, auxiliary building, fuel-handling building, and containment of both
j units.
J-

Failure of the service or instrument air systems will not prevent safety related,
;

1 components or systems from performing as intended under emergency cooldown '

conditions or result in unacceptable radioactive releases. All air-operated
safety related valves and devices are designed for a fail-safe mode on loss of
instrument air and do not require a continuous air supply under emergency or4

{ abnormal conditions. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of
Position C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29 are satisfied.

,

4

, The staff has evaluated the system and found it has no functions necessary for'

achieving safe reactor si.utdown conditions or for accident prevention or |
' mitigation. The staff has determined that the system is capable of providing ,

normal instrument and service air needs. Discussion of preoperational testing
'

'
of the compressed air systems and compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.80,i

"Preoperational Testing of Instrument Air Systems," is in Section 14 of this
SER. In addition, the applicant has committed (by letter dated January 2, 1982)>

to incorporate periodic sampling (at each refueling outage) of the instrument
air quality in plant procedures.

All compressed air system containment penetrations are provided with seismic
Category I, Quality Group B isolation valves, which are located in seismic
Category I, flood- and tornado protected structures. Thus, the requirements of
GDC 2 are satisfied for these portions of the system.

The compressed air system is shared between units with the exception of the
safety-related portions (the containment penetrations) which are not shared.
This 3 haring does not present any safety concerns as discussed above. Thus,
the requirements of GDC 5 are met.

Based on its review, the staff concludes (1) that the compressed air systems
meet the requirements of GDC 2 with respect to the need for protection against
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natural phenomena because their failure does not affect safety system functions
and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 concerning seismic classification
and (2) that safety related portions of the systems meet the requirements of
GDC 2 and 5 regarding protection against natural phenomena and shared systems.
They are, therefore, acceptable.

9.3.2 Process and Postaccident Sampling System

Process sampling is accomplished by a primary sampling system and by a secondary
sampling system. The primary sampling system is designed for manual operation
on an intermittent basis under conditions of normal operation to cold shutdown,
and it is designed to collect gaseous and water samples from the containment
and f rom the reactor coolant and associated auxiliary system. Typical analyses
include reactor coolant boron and chloride concentrations, fission product
radioactivity level, hydrogen, oxygen, fission gas content, conductivity, pfi,
corrosion product concentration, and chemical additive concentration. The
information is used in regulating boron concentration, and in evaluating fuel
element integrity and demineralizer performance.

The secondary sampling systems extract and analyze samples from the secondary
cycle and plant auxiliary systems. The systems are designed to permit liquid
and gaseous sampling of the secondary systems to determine chemical concentra-
tions. Sampling facilities provide a means to obtain grab samples for laboratory
analysis for all sample points. Certain sample points have continuous analyzers.
Typical analyses involve chloride concentration, conductivity, oxygen, fission
gas content, and so forth.

The sampling systems are designed to ensure representative sampling of the
process streams. Parameters for sampling of flow rate and temperature are
regulated within limits required to maintain accuracy of analyses in accordance
with plant requirements. The primary sample lines penetrating the containment
are each equipped with two normally closed, pneumatically operated isolation
valves, which, if open, close on a containment isolation actuation signal.

The process sampling systems include components associated with the system from
the point of sample withdrawal from a fluid system up to the analyzing station,
sampling station, or local sampling point. The staff review included the pro-
visions proposed to sample all principal fluid process streams associated with
plant operation and the applicant's proposed design of these systems, including
the location of sampling points, as shown on piping and instrumentation diagram.

In the review, the staff noted that the chemical additive tank, because of its
mode of operation, will not be sampled for chemical analysis. flowever, according
to SRP Section 9.3.2 and the Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse
PWRs, the chemical additive tank--along with the refueling water storage tank,
the boric acid mixing tank, and the sump tank--should be sampled. At the
r, quest of the staff, the applicant in Amendment 34 committed to sample the

- spray chemical additive tank.

Based on the information provided by the applicant and the supplemental infor-
mation transmitted to NRC on October 14, 1981, as well as the above commitment,
the staff determined that the proposed process sampling system meets (1) the
requirements of GDC 13, by sampling the reactor coolant, the safety injection
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accumulators, the refueling water storage tank, the boric acid mixing tank, and
the boron injection tank for baron concentration, which can affect the fission

i process for normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and accident
conditions; (2) the requirements of GDC 14, by sampling the reactor coolant and
the secondary coolant for chemical impurities to ensure that the reactor,

'

coolant pressure boundary will have a low probability of abnormal leakage,
rapidly propagating failure, and gross rupture; (3) the requirements of GDC 26,i

by sampling the reactor coolant, the refueling water storage tank, and the
boric acid mix tank for boron concentrations for controlling the rate of;

reactivity change; (4) the requirements of GDC 41, tn monitor variables that,

3 can reduce the concentration and quality of fission products released to the
environment following postulated accidents, by sampling the spray additive tank
for spray additive concentrations, to ensure an adequate supply of NaOH for
meeting the elemental iodine removal requirements of the containment spray and

_ recirculation solutions following a postulated accident; (5) the requirement of
i GDC 63, by sampling the spent fuel pool and the gaseous radwaste storage tank
| for radioactivity to detect conditions that may result in excessive radiation
: levels; and (6) the requirements of GDC 64, by sampling the reactor coolant,
; the pressurizer, the steam generator blowdown, the sump inside containment, the

containment atmosphere, and the gaseous radwaste storage tank for radioactivityr

| that may be released from normal operations, including anticipated operational
'

occurrences and from postulated accidents.

i The staff further determined that the proposed process sampling system meets
the standards of ANSI N13.1-1969 for obtaining airborne radioactive samples,
the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1, and Regulatory Positior.3 2.d(2), 2.f(3),
2.f(8), and 2.i(6) of Regulatory Guide 8.8, Revision 3, to maintain radiation
exposures to ALARA, by providing (1) ventilation system and gaseous radwaste;

; treatment system to contain airborne radioactive materials; (2) liquid radwaste
j treatment system to contain radioactive material in fluids; (3) spent fuel pool

cleanup system to remove radioactive contaminants in the spent fuel pool water;
and (4) remotely operated containment isolation valves to limit reactor coolant
loss in the event of rupture of a sampling line. The system also meets the:

requirements of GDC 60, to control the release of radioactive materials to _the'

i environment by providing isolation valves that will fail in the closed position;
| and Positions C.1, C.2, and C.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.26, Revision 3, and C.1,

C.3, and C.4 of Regulatory Guide 1.29, Revision 3, by designing the sampling'

lines and components of the process sampling system to conform to the classifi-
cation of the system up to and including the first isolation valves to which
each sampling line and component is connected. It thus meets the quality
standards requirements of GDC 1 and the seismic requirements of GDC 2.

Based on the above evaluation, the staff finds the proposed process sampling
system acceptable.

|

TMI Action Item II.B.3 Postaccident Sampling Capability

This item requires the applicant to provide a capability to obtain and quanti-
tatively analyze reactor coolant and containment atmosphere samples, without
radiation exposure to any individual exceeding 5 rems to the whole body or
75 rems to the extremities (GDC 19) during and following an accident in which
there is core degradation. Materials to be analyzed and quantified include
certain radionuclides that are indicators of severity of core damage (such as
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noble gases, iodines, cesiums, and nonvolatile isotopes), hydrogen in the
containment atmosphere and total dissolved gases or hydrogen, boron, and
chloride in reactor coolant samples in accordance with the requirements of
NUREG-0737.

To satisfy the requirements, the applicant should (1) review and modify his
sampling, chemical analysis, .md radionuclide determination capabilities as
necessary to comply with this item, and (2) provide the staff with information
pertaining to system design, analytical capabilities, and procedures in suffi-
cient detail to dcmonstrate that the requirements have been met.

The applicant has submitted a description on postaccident sampling system to
meet the requirements of this item in Amendment 31, but has not provided
sufficient technical information as required by NUREG-0737 for this evaluation.
Implementation of the requiremeat is not necessary prior to low power operation
because only small quantities of radionuclide inventory will exist in the
reactor coolant system and therefore will not affect the health and safety of
the public. Before 5 percent power operation is exceeded, the applicant must
demonstrate the capability to promptly obtain reactor coolant samples in the
event of an accident in which there is core damage consistent with the condi-
tions stated below:

(1) Demonstrate compliance with all requirements of NUREG-0737, II.B.3, for
sampling, chemical, and radionuclide analysis capability, under accident
conditions.

(2) Provide sufficient shielding to meet the requirements of GDC 19, assuming
Regulatory Guide 1.4 source terms.

(3) Commit to meet the sampling and analysis requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.97, Revision 2.

(4) Verify that all electrically powered components associated with postaccident
sampling are capable of beinq supplied with power and operated within
30 minutes of an accident in which there is core degradation, assuming
loss of offsite power.

(5) Verify that valves which are not accessible for repair after an a sident
are environmentally qualified for the conditions on which they must
operate.

(6) Provide a procedure for relating radionuclide gaseous and ionic species to
estimated core damage.

(7) State the design or operational provisions to prevent high pressure'

carrier gas from entering the reactor coolant system from online gas
analysis equipment, if it is used.

(8) Provide a method for verifying that reactor coolant dissolved oxygen is at
( 0.1 ppm if reactor coolant chlorides are determined to be > 0.15 ppm. |

I(9) Provide information on (a) testing frequency and type of testing to ensure
long-term operability of the postaccident sampling system and (b) operator
training requirements for postaccident sampling.
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In addition to the above licensing conditions, the staff is conducting a generic
review of accuracy and sensitivity for analytical procedures and online instru-
mentation to be used for postaccident analysis. The staff will require that
the applicant submit data supporting the applicability of each selected
analytical chemistry procedure or online instrument, along with documentation
demonstrating compliance with the licensing conditions 4 months before exceeding
5 percent power operation, but review and approval of these procedures will not
be a condition for full power operation. If the staff generic review determines
that a specific procedure is unacceptable, the staff will require the applicant
la make modifications as determined by its generic review.

The applicant must satisicctorily address the above-stated criteria or the
staff will condition the license.

9.3.3 Equipment and Floor Drainage System

The nonsafety related (Quality Group D, nonseismic Category I) equipment and
floor drainage system includes all piping from equipment or floor drains to the
sump, sump pumps, and piping necessary to carry potentially radioactive and
nonpotentially radioactive effluents through separate subsystems. Potentially
radioactive drainage is collected in floor and equipment drain sumps in each
building and discharged to the radwaste processing system, thus satisfying the
requirements of GDC 60. Drainage from nonpotentially radioactive sources such
as turbine building liquid waste or roof drains is processeo in the industrial
waste system or discharged directly offsite. The containment penetration for
the containment sump pump discharge line is designed to seismic Category I and
Quality Group B requirements and is located in seismic Category I, flood and
tornado protected structures.

The staff review considered those safety systems needed to provide safe plant
shutdown and the physical location of those systems with regard to potential
inplant flooding. Because of their location at the lowest elevation in the
auxiliary building, the essential service water pump rooms that contain pumps
and equipment necessary for safe plant shutdown under accident conditions have

a
been reviewed in detail relative to their provisions for prevention of water
accumulation. Each station unit has both redundant pumps in a single water-
tight essential service water pump room. Sumps in each room contain sump pumps '

with check valves that prevent backflooding into the room. Drain water from
these sumps is pumped to the turbine building floor drain tank and ultimately
discharged to the release tank or radwaste evaporators. The applicant states
that sump pump capacities are adequate to prevent pump room flooding and that
there are no high- or moderate energy lines with sufficient fluid to cause

.

flooding of safety related equipment. However, the staff is unable to confirm |this statement. The applicant has indicated that an analysis is in progress
that will show that the worst case hypothetical leakage, including failure of
all nonseismic fluid systems in safety related equipment areas, does not result
in a water level that will impair the functioning of safety-related systems
before corrective action can be taken. The staff will review the results of
this analysis when they become available. Until that time, the staff canr.ot
conclude that the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 and the guidelines of Position C.2
of Regulatory Guide 1.29 are satisfied. It is the staff's position that the
. applicant must (1) demonstrate drainage capability by natural or by failed
nonseismic Category I drainage systems, (2) equip leak detection sumps with
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redundant safety grade alarms in the control room and verify that, if operator
action is required, flooding will not occur within 30 minutes, or (3) provide
separate watertight rooms and independent drainage paths with leak detection
sumps for each redundant safety-related component.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the equipment and floor drainage
system complies with the requirements of GDC 60 with respect to protection
against releases of radioactive material to the environment. However, the

staff cannot conclude that the system complies with the requirements of GDC 2
and 4 with respect to protection against natural phenomena and environmental
effects (flooding) and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29, Position C.2,
concerning protection of safety-related components from failure of nonsafety-
related components. The staff will report resolution of these concerns in a
supplement to this SER.

9.3.4 Chemical and Volume Contro; System

The chemica! and voltme control system (CVCS) is designed to control and
maintain reactor coolant inventory and to control the reactor coolant boron
concentration through the process of charging (makeup) and letdown (drawing
off). The CVCS purifies the primary coolant by passing letdown flow through
heat exch:mgers and purification ion exchangers. The CVCS is also designed to
provide reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal injeitior, flow and to collect the
controlled bleedoff from the RCP seals. Three charging pumps--one positive
displacement and two centrif uga'--supply high ;v essure injection (charging) of
borated water into the reactor coolant for normal and emergency boration. The
volume control tank serves as a surge volume for the reactor coolant letdown
system, to provide for control of hydrogen concentration in the reactor coolant
and to provide a reservoir of makeup for the charging pumps. The boric acid
makeup system, in conjunction with the boron thermal regeneration system,
provides for boron additions to compensate for reactivity changes and to
provide shutdown margin for maintenance and refueling operations or emergencies.
The charging portion of the system is designed to seismic Category I requirements
and contains redundant active components and an alternate flow path in order to
meet the single-failure criteria.

The CVCS (including boron recovery system) includes components and piping
associated with the system from the letdown line of the primary system to the
charging lines that provide makeup to the primary system and the reactor
coolant pump seal water system.

The basis for acceptance in the statf's review has been conformance of the
applicant's design of the CVCS system with the following regulations and
regulatory guides: (1) the requirements of GDC 1 aad thc guidelines of Regu-
latory Guide 1.26 by assigning quality group classifications to system components
in accordance with the importance of the safety function to be performed;
(2) the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 by
designing safety-related portions of the system to seismic Category I require-,

ments; (3) the requirements of GDC 14 by maintaining reaccor coolant purity and
material compatibility to reduce corrosion and thus reduce the probability of
abnormal leakage, rapid propagating failure, or gross rupture of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary; (4) the requirements of GDC 29 as related to the I

reliability of the CVCS to provide negative reactivity to the reactor by i

i
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suppling borated water to the reactor coolant system in the event of anticipated
operational occurrences; (5) the requirements of GDC 33 and 35 by designing the
CVCS with the capability to supply reactor coolant makeup in the event of small
breaks or leaks in the reactor coolant pressure boundary and to function as
part.to ECCS assuming a single failure coincident with loss of offsite power;
(6) and the requirements of GDC 60 and 61 with respect to confining radioactivity
by venting and collecting drainage from the CVCS components through closed
systems.

Based on the review of the system, design bases, and safety classification for
.the chemical and volume control system, and the requirements for system perform-
ance of necessary functions during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions,
the staff concludes that the design of the CVCS and supporting system is
acceptable and meets the requirements of GDC 1, 2, 14, 29, 33, 35, 60, and 61,
and is, therefore, acceptable.

9.3.5 _Ill.D.1.1 Integrity of Systems Outside Containment Likely To Contain
Radioactive Material

In Amendment 34 to the FSAR, the applicant provided a general description of
the program under development to monitor leakage from systems containing radio-
active fluids and gases outside of containment as required by Item III.D.1.1.
The program will include

(1) general inspections and detailed walkdowns of liquid systems at normal
operating pressure and expected test pressures

(2) testing of systems containing gases by tracer gases, pressure decay
testing, or metered makeup tests

(3) high priority assignment of maintenance work requests involving radio-
active fluid leakage

(4) review of leakage related work requests to evaluate possible modifications
to keep leakage and exposures "as low as reasonably" possible

A summary description of the full program, including initial leak test results,
will be provided by the applicant 4 months prior to fuel load. A confirma-'

tory review of this program and the results of the initial. leak testing will
be performed at that time. The results of the review will be presented in a
supplement to this SER. Based on the information presented by the applicant,
the staff concludes that the applicant has taken adequate steps toward meeting
the requirements of Item III.D.1.1.

9.4 Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Systems

9.4.1 Control Room Area Ventilation System

The control room heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system is
shared by both Units 1 and 2 and is designed to maintain a suitable environment
for equipment operation and safe occupancy of the control room under all plant
operating conditions. The control room HVAC system serves the control room,
auxiliary electric equipment rooms, cable ' spreading rooms, HVAC equipment room,
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security control center, record room, miscellaneous locker rooms, toilets,
kitchen, and storage rooms for both units. (Refer to Section 6.4 of this SER
for further discussion of control room habitability.)

The system consists of two redundant full-capacity equipment trains each
containing a supply fan, filter, charcoal absorber, chilled water cooling coil,
return fan, and makeup air filter unit and fan. The system is fully redundant
up to the common interconnected supply and exhaust headers. Multiple fire

dampers are installed as necessary in the common ducting to ensure adequate air
flow in the event of inadvertent closure of a single fire damper.

Power to the redundant essential air conditioning system components is supplied
by separate emergency (Class 1E) power supplies, thus ensuring proper system
f unction and isolation in the event of a single power supply failure. Cooling
water to the chilled water cooling coils of the redundant system trains is
provided from the corresponding redundant trains of the control room chilleo
water system (refer to Section 9.2.7 of this SER).

The control room air conditioning system is designed to automatically maintain
the control room and associated areas discussed above within the environmental
limits required for operation of plant controls and uninterrupted safe occupancy
of required manned areas during all operating modes including LOCA conditions.
During normal operation, outside air is drawn into the control room through two
air intakes, one located in the auxiliary building of each unit. The outside
air is mixed with recirculated air, tempered, and distributed throughout the
control room areas. The system maintains a positive pressure in the control
room with respect to surrounding areas.

A saparate tornado-missile protected outside air intake and exhaust to the
turbine building is also provided for use during the purge mode of system
operation. RMondant radiation and chlorine gas detectors are provided in the
normal outside air intakes. On detection of high radiation in the nermal
auxiliary building air intake, an alarm is annunciated in the control room, the
normal air intake is automatically isolated (redundant isolation dampers are
provided), and the makeup air filter unit is automatically started. Air is

drawn from the turbine building intake through medium efficiency filters, HEPA
filters and charcoal filters before distribution to the control room areas.
The system continues to maintain a positive pressure in the control room. On

detection of high chlorine in the normal air intake, the normal air intake is
automatically isolated and the system operated entirely on recirculation with
no outside air makeup. The operator may control system components from the
control room as conditions dictate. The system incorporates provisions for the
purging of smoke or other contaminants with no recirculation (purge mode) by
bringing in fresh outside air and exhausting the contaminated air to the
outside.

The design described above conforms to the requirements of GDC 4, 19, and 60
and the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.52, " Design, Testing and Maintenance
Criteria for Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of
Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"; 1.78, " Assumptions for Evaluating the
Habitability of a Nuclear Power Plant Control Room During a Postulated Hazardous
Chemical Release"; 1.95, " Protection of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room
Operators Against an Accidental Chlorine Release"; and 1.140, " Design, Testing

,
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and Maintenance Criteria for Normal Ventilation Exhaust System Air Filtration
and Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," with respect
to ensuring environmental limits for proper operation of plant controls and |

uninterrupted safe occupancy of the control room and associated required manned
areas under all normal and accident conditions including LOCA conditions. The
control room HVAC system is shared between units. However, this sharing does
not compromise the system's safety function because of its redundancy, and,
thus, the requirements of GDC 5 are met.

All essential portions of the systam are located in the auxiliary building
which is seismic Category I, flood and tornado protected (refer to Sections 3.4.1
and 3.5.2 of this SER). Essential portions of the system itself are seismic
Category I, Quality Group C, and are physically separated from high energy
systems. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2, " Design Bases for Protection Against
Natural Phenomena," and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic
Design Classification," are met. (Refer to Sections 3.5.1.1, 3.6.1, and 9.3.3
for discussion of protection of essential control room HVAC system components
from internally gecerated missiles, postulated failures in piping systems, and
internal flooding.)

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the control room HVAC system is in
conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, 19, and 60 as related to
protection against natural phenomena, maintaining proper environmental limits
for equipment operation, shared systems, protection to permit access for
occupancy of the control room under accident conditions, and capability to
control accidental radioactive releases and with the guidelines of Regulatory
Guides 1.29, 1.52, 1.78, 1.95, and 1.140 relating to the system seismic classi-
fication, system design for emergency operation, design for protection against
hazardous chemical release, protection of personnel against chlorine gas
release, and system design for normal operation. It is, therefore, acceptable.

9.4.2 Spent-Fuel-Pool-Area Ventilation System

The spent-fuel pool-area ventilation system is a subsystem of the auxiliary
building HVAC system which is discussed in Section 9.4.3 of this SER. The
system is designed to maintain a suitable environment for equipment operation,
personnel access, and to limit potential radioactive release to the atmosphere
during normal and accident conditions. The spent-fuel pool area ventilation
subsystem serves the common (shared) fuel-handling building main floor. area,
spent-fuel storage pool, spent-fuel cask area, spent-fuel pool pump room and
heat exchanger area, and is classified as safety-related with the exception of
the heating and cooling coils, which are structurally designed to seismic
Category I requirements, and the cubicle coolers for the spent fuel pool pump
rooms, that are not required to operate during design-basis accidents. The
cubicle coolers can, however, be powered from the emergency (Class 1E) power !

sources on loss of offsite power. The system consists of two redundant, full-
capacity air exhaust trains each consisting of medium, HEPA, and charcoal
filters, and a booster fan. The fans discharge to the common auxiliary build-
ing HVAC system plenum. The fans and associated components of each train are
powered from redundant emergency (Class 1E) power supplies.

During normal operation, air.is continuously supplied to fuel-handling building
areas by the auxiliary building HVAC system, and the fuel-handling building |

|
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exhaust fans are continuously operating while filtering the exhaust air through
prefilter/HEPA filter banks and bypassing the charcoal adsorbers and downstream
HEPA filters. The redundant trains of these filters are actuated automatically
on a high radiation signal (indication of a fuel-handling accident) from
redundant safety-related area monitors in the fuel-handling building or manually
through a control switch in the main control room, the normal exhaust path is
isolated, and the fuel-handling building air is exhausted through the charcoal
and HEPA filters. The fuel-handling building exhaust subsystem is designed to
maintain the fuel-handling building at a negative pressure of 1/4-in. water
gauge with respect to atmosphere during all operating modes. Thus, the require-
ments of GDC 60 and 61 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.13, 1.52, and
1.140, are satisfied.

The spent-fuel pool-area ventilation system is shared between units since the
design includes a common fuel-handling building and spent fuel pool. Redun-

dancy is included in the system design and thus the requirements of GDC 5 are
met.

The spent-fuel pool-area ventilation system is in the fuel-handling building,
which is a seismic Category I, flood- and tornado protected structure (refer to
Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER). The nonessential cubicle coolers are
separated from the essential portions so that their failure will not prevent
essential saf ety f unctions. Essential portions of the system itself are
seismic Category 1, Quality Group C, and are physically separated from high-
energy systems. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of Regula-
tory Guide 1.29 are met. (Refer to Sections 3.5.1.1, 3.6.1, and 9.3.3 for
discussion of protection of essential spent fuel pool area ventilation system
components from internally generated missiles, postulated failures in piping
systems, and internal flooding.)

Based on the above, the staf f concludes that the spent-fuel pool ventilation
system is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 5, 60, and 61 as they
relate to protection against natural phenomena, shared systems, control of
releases of radioactive materials, radioactivity control, and the guidelines of
Regulatory Guides 1.13, 1.29, 1.52, and 1.140 relating to protection against
radioactive releases, seismic classification, and system design for emergency
and normal operation, and is, therefore, acceptable.

9.4.3 Auxiliary and Radwaste Area Ventilation Systems

The auxiliary and radwaste area ventilation systems are designed to maintain a
suitable environment for equipment operation and personnel access and to limit
potential radioactive releases to the environment during all modes of operation.
lhe systems include the following: radwaste and remote shutdown control room
HVAC system, laboratory HVAC system, radwaste building ventilation system, and
auxiliary building HVAC system. Of these systems, only the auxiliary building
HVAC system is required for accident mitigation or safe plant shutdown. It is

thus classified as safety related while the others are not.

The radwaste and remote shutdown control room HVAC system is classified as
nonsafety related (nonseismic Category 1, Quality Group D) and is common for
Units 1 and 2. It serves the rooms which contain the remote shutdown panels,
the nonsafety-related radwaste system control panels and the associated HVAC |

|
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equipment room. The system recirculates a portion of the auxiliary buildingi

HVAC system cir during normal operation and consists of an electric heating
coil, filter bank, water cooling coil, supply fan, humidifier, return fan,
damners, and isolation valves. The radwaste and remote shutdown control room
area is maintained at a positive pressure with respect to the surrounding area.
However, the system is not required to ensure a proper operating environment
for the equipment served. Therefore, a failure of any portion of the system
will not compromise plant safety. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and 60 and
the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29, Position C.2, and 1.140 are satisfied.

The laboratory HVAC system is nonsafety-related (nonseismic Category I, Quality
Group D) and is common to both units. The system serves the high-level lab-
oratory, low-level labaratory, primary sample room, counting room, hot instru-e

ment room, decontainment room, and iarious offices all located in the auxiliary
building. None of these areas contains safety related equipment or is essen-
tial for maintaining plant safety. The system maintains an environment suit-
able for personnel occupancy in the above areas during normal operation. Ther

| system consists of a supply train with an outside air intake, filters, heating
coils, two supply fans, humidifier, cooling coils, two return air fans, and two|

exhaust trains serving the fume hoods and the laundry room, which consist of
prefilters, HEPA filters, moisture separators, and centrifugal fans. The
laundry room, primary sample room, high-level laboratory, hot instrument room,
and decontamination room are kept at a slightly negative pressure while the
low-level laboratory and counting rooms are kept at a slightly positive pres-
sure with respect to the adjacent area. The system is separated from safety-
related systems and, therefore, its failure will not compromise plant safety.
Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and 60 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guides
1.29, Position C.2, and 1.140 are satisfied.

The radwaste building ventilation system is nonsafety related and is common to
both Units 1 and 2. The system serves the drum storage area and trucking aisle
in the radwaste/ service building complex. These areas contain no safety-
related equipment and are thus not essential for maintaining plant safety. The
system is designed to provide protection from radioactive contaminants by
providing proper air flow patterns from accessible areas to potentially con-
taminated areas. The radwaste building ventilation system consists of a supply
train and an exhaust train with an outside air intake, filters, heating coils,

( centrifugal fan, and two exhaust filter packages with exhaust fans. The
exhaust fans maintain a slight negative pressure in the areas served. Air is

'

supplied from areas outside of those served by the system and is discharged
through the filter packages and radiation monitoring equipment. The system is
separated from safety-related systems, and, therefore, its failure will not
compromise plant safety. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and 60 and the
guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.29, Position C.2, and 1.140 are satisfied.

The auxiliary building HVAC system serves plant areas of the auxiliary building
during normal and emergency plant conditions including the'following engineeredc

,

safety features cubicles: essential service water pump cubicles, safety injec- |

tion pump cubicles, residual heat removal pump cubicles, centrifugal charging
pump cubicles, positive displacement charging pump cubicles, containment spray
pump cubicles, and diesel-driven auxiliary feedwater pump cubicles. The
auxiliary building HVAC system is safety related, except for the normal heating

i
i
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and cooling coils that are structurally designed to seismic Category I require-
ments. The applicant has included the spent fuel pool area ventilation system
as a subsystem within the auxiliary building HVAC system. (Refer to Section
9.4.2 of this SER for discussion of the spent fuel pool area ventilation
system.) The auxiliary building HVAC system is common to Units 1 and 2.

The system controls radioactivity in the areas served by supplying air from the
clean areas to the areas of greater potential contamination and by maintaining
the auxiliary building at a negative pressure during all operating modes. The

auxiliary building HVAC system consists of two 50 percent-capacity air suppiy
trains with protected outside air intake and inlet filters, and two redundant
100 percent-capacity exhaust trains. Redundant trains of emergency exhaust
(charcoal booster) fans and filter units consisting of prefilters, HEPA filters,
and charcoal adsorbers are also provided for control of release of potentially
radioactive effluent during emergency conditions. The nonsafety-related .

heating and cooling coils are capable of maintaining building environmental
conditions within narrow limits for personnel comfort and are not required for
plant safety. Two redundant supply and exhaust fans are furnished in each of
the redundant air supply and exhaust trains. Essential equipment in the system
is powered from separate emergency (Class 1E) power supplies.

During normal plant conditions, air is supplied from outside air intakes, dis-
tributed throughout the building, and discharged through the exhaust plenum.
During abnormal or emergency plant conditions, one of four 50 percent-capacity
exhaust fans continues to run and the supply fans are stop,ned. All dampers in
the supply air duct fail open and outside air is drawn through the auxiliary
building by the exhaust fans. Exhaust air is continuously monitored by the
radiation monitors in the exhaust system. On detection of high radiation, the
charcoal booster fans are automatically started and exhaust air is filtered
through the emergency filter units before it is released to the environment.
Thus, the requirements of GDC 60 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.52
and 1.140 are satisfied.

Safety-related (seismic Category I, Quality Group C) cubicle coolers are pro-
vided in the various pump cubicles previously identified for supplementary
cooling. Each cubicle cooler is comprised of a cooling coil and a fan. The

cooling coils are served by the ESWS and are designed to maintain the pump room
environmental conditicas within the proper limits for safe equipment operation.
One cubicle cooler is provided for each redundant pump and is powered from the
same emergency power supply as its associated pump. The cooler starts auto-
matically on actuation of its associated pump. The cubicle cooler for the
positive displaconent charging pump is not safety related because this cooler
is not required to operate to maintain plant safety. However, it can be
manually loaded to an emergency power supply for availability in a loss of
offsite power event.

The auxiliary building HVAC system is seismic Category I and is located in the
seismic Category I, flood- and tornado protected auxiliary building (refer to
Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER). Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and 4
with respect to protection against natural phenomena and assurance of the I

proper operating environment for essential equipment and the guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 1.29 regarding seismic classification are met.
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Those features of the auxiliary and radwaste area ventilation system that are
shared between Units 1 and 2 do not compromise the safety function because ade-
quate redundancy is provided. Thus, the requiraents of GDC 5 are met.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the auxiliary and radwaste area
ventilation systems are in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 5, and
60 as they relate to protection against natural phenomena, assurance of proper
operating environment for essential equipment, shared systems, and control of
release of radioactive materials to the environment, and the guidelines of
Regulatory Guides 1.29, 1.52, and 1.140 relating to seismic classification and
system design for emergency and normal operation. Th2y are, therefore, acceptable.

9.4.4 Turbine Area Ventilation System (Turbine Building Ventilation System)

The turbine building ventilation system, which provides the turbine building
air flow requirements, is shared by both Units 1 and 2, and is classified as
nonsafety-related (nonseismic Category I, Quality Group D). The system main-
tains an acceptable environment for personnel and the nonessential equipment
served during normal plant operation. The system has no safety function. The
system is separated from safety-related plant systems and potentially radio-
active areas; therefore, failure of the system will not compromise the opera-
tion of any essential plant syscems or result in an unacceptable release of
radioactivity. It thus meets the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 1.29, Position C.2. Further, the requirements of GDC 60 and
the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.140 are not applicable.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the turbine building ventilation
system meets the requirements of GDC 2 with respect to the need for protection
against natural phenomena because its failure does not affect safety system
functions, or result in release of radioactive material, and meets the guide-
lines of Regulatory Guides 1.29 concerning its seismic classification. It is,
therefore, acceptable.

9.4.5 Engineered Safety Features Ventilation and Cnnling System

The engineered safety features ventilation system is composed of three independent
subsystems. These are: the diesel generator room ventilation system,.the
miscellaneous electrical equipment room ventilation system and the switchgear
heat removal system. These subsystems are not required for control or releases
of radioactive materials to the environment, and thus the requiremcats of
GDC 60 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.52 and 1.140 are not applicable.
These subsystems are ' safety related and are seismic Category I, Quality Group C.

The diesel generator room ventilation system is designed to maintain a suitable
environment for equipment operation during normal and emergency operating modes |

when the diesel is required. It consists of four identical, individual, full-
capacity, redundant systems, one for each of two redundant diesel generators
for each plant unit; thus, the requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable. Each
of these four systems provides (1) continuous ventilation for its day tank
room, (2) ventilation for its diesel' generator when it operates, (3) a source
of combustion air for its diesel generator, and (4) continuous ventilation for
its oil storage room. The systems contain a full-capacity supply and exhaust i

fan for the diesel generator and oil day tank rooms, and redundant full-capacity |
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exhaust fans for the oil storage room. Normal ventilation to the diesel
generator and oil day tank rocms is by air infiltration from the turbine
building when the diesels are not running. The oil storage room exhaust fans
operate continuously during all operating modes. Ventilation of the oil
storage rooms is accomplished by circulating air from and returning air to the
turbine building. The diesel generator room ventilation supply and exhaust
fans start automatically on actuation of the associated diesel. The diesel
generator rooms are ventilated by modulation of air drawn from the turbine
building with air drawn from outside intakes. A small portion of this air is
supplied to the oil day tank room.

Each diesel generator room, oil storage room, and day tank room ventilation
system component is powered f rom the emergency (Class 1E) bus corresponding to
the diesel generator it serves. Thus, operation of at least one diesel gen-
erator per unit is ensured in the event of a single failure in any systemi

component. The system is housed in the seismic Category I, flood- and tornado-
protected auxiliary building (refer to Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER).
The outside air intakes are tornado-missile protected. Fire dampers in the
system ducts close upon activation of the associated diesel generator fire
protection system, thus isolating the system. Primary combustion air is drawn
by the diesel engine turbocharger directly from the outside air intake duct
through a filter, independent of the diesel generator room ventilation system.
Thus, the requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 17 and the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 1.29 are met.

Each of four redundant, full-capacity miscellaneous electric equipment room
ventilation systems is an air recirculation system that serves an essential
miscellaneous electrical equipment room and an essential battery area in
combination and is designed to maintain a suitable environment for equipment
operation during all plant operating modes. Each system contains a full-
capacity supply f an and a battery room exhaust fan. All four systems (two for
each plant unit) are separate and inderandent; thus the requirements of GOC 5
are not applicable. Each system is pos.ered from the emergency (Class 1E) bus
serving its associated equipment room. Thus, operation of at least one divi-
sion of miscellaneous electrical equipment and associated battery is ensured in
the event of a single failure in any system component. Supply fans provide air
from separate outside air intakes to both the miscellaneous electrical equipment
rooms and the battery rooms. A portion of the air is normally recirculated and
the balance exhausted. Each battery room is provided with an exhaust fan to
prevent an accumulation of hydrogen. Failure of the essential battery room

exhaust fan is annunciated in the main control room. Fire dampers are provided
in duct penetrations and/or ventilation openings in fire walls. The system is
housed in the seismic Category I, flood- and tornado protected auxiliary
building (refer to Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER). The outside air
intakes are tornado-missile protected. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and 4
with respect to protection against natural phenomena and ensurance of proper
operating environment for essential equipment and the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 1.29 with respect to seismic classification are met.

The switchgear heat removal system for each unit is comprised of two engineered
safety feature switchgear ventilation systems, one cable spreading room venti-
lation system, and two cooling tcwer electric substation ventilation systems i

and is designed to maintain a suitable environment for electrical equipment
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operation during all plant operating modes. Each system contains a full- |

capacity supply fan, except the cable spreading room is served by two redundant
full capacity supply fans. All these systems are separate and independent.
The cable spreading room is shared between Units 1 and 2. Thus, the require-
ments of GDC 5 are not applicable for the switchgear and cooling tower electric
substation ventilation systems; the requirements are satisfied for the cable
spreading room ventilation system as adequate redundancy is provided. Each
system is powered from the emergency (Class IE) bus corresponding to the
switchgear and electrical equipment it serves. Thus, operation of at least one
division of essential switchgear, cooling tower electric substation, and cable
spreading room electrical equipment is ensured in the event of a single failure
in any system component. The supply fan provides air through an outside air
intake. A portion of the air supplied is normally recirculated and the balance
exhausted. Each subsystem of the switchgear heat removal system is located in
a seismic Category I, flood- and tornado protected structure (refer to Sections
3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER). The outside air intakes and exhausts are tornado-
missile protected. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 with respect to
protection against natural phenomena, and assurance of proper operating environ-
ment for essential equipment, and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29
concerning seismic classification are met.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the engineered safety features
ventilation system is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and
17 (diesel generator room ventilation system only) as they relate to protection
against natural phenomena and assurance of proper operating environment for
essential equipment, including the diesel generators and shared systems, and
the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 conc'erning seismic classification. It
is, therefore, acceptable.

9.4.6 Pump House Ventilation System (River Screenhouse Ventilation System)

The Byron river screenhouse ventilation system is nonsafety related (non-
seismic Category I, Quality Group D) and common for both Units 1 and 2. The
system is designed to maintain a suitable environment in the river screen house
for equipment operation during normal operating modes and consists of outside
air intake louvers and two 100 percent-capacity supply air fans. The system
ventilates the general river screenhouse area by modulation of outside air with
recirculated air. The essential service water (ESW) makeup pump diesel oil

i storage rooms and battery rooms are provided with individual full-capacity
exhaust fans which discharge to the outside. Nonsafety-related unit heaters-
limit the minimum temperature in the river screenhouse to an acceptable value.

The river screenhouse itself and the ESW makeup system therein are safety
related. Adequate cooling and ventilation of the diesel engine drives for the
ESW makeup pumps and battery room can be achieved following loss of the normal
nonsafety-related river screenhouse ventilation equipment by the natural draft
of outside air into the open area of the screenhouse and through failed open
outside louvers in the screen house walls and screenhouse battery room ceiling.

As noted above, the Byron river screenhouse is heated by nonsafety-related unit
heaters that are not available in case of a seismic event or loss of offsite
power. The EcW makeup pumps at the screenhouse are started manually from the
control room, locally at the river screenhouse, or automatically on low level
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in an ESW cooling tower basin. Although a screenhouse temperature below 40 F
is alarmed in the main control room, the alarm is not safety grade. Thus, there
is no assurance that this alarm will function following a loss of offsite powar
or that operator action can be taken to correct a low temperature condition in
the pumphouse to ensure ESW makeup pump operation. The applicant has committed
(by letter dated January 2, 1982) to provide procedures to the plant operators
requiring that the ESW makeup pumps be immediately started whenever a loss of
offsite power occurs and the outside air temperature is 40 F or less. Therefore,

the operability of these pumps is ensured on failure of the nonsafety-related
river screenhouse ventilation system. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and 4
and the guideli es of Regulatory Guide 1.29, Position C.2, are satisfied.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the river screenhouse ventilation
system is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 with respect to
the need for protection against natural phenomena and ensuring a proper equip-
ment operating environment because its failure does not affect safety system
function, and with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 concerning its
seismic classification. It is, therefore, acceptable.

9.5 Other Auxiliary Systems

9.5.1 Fire Protection Program
'9.5.1.1 General

The staff has reviewed the fire protection program for conformance with SRP
Section 9.5-1, Fire Protection. The SRP contains, in BTP CMEB 9.5-1, the
technical requirements of Appendix A to BTP ASB 9.5-1 and Appendix R to 10 CFR 50.
Because the applicant has compared his program to the latter guidelines, this
report also references these guidelines.

The applicant's Fire Protection Evaluation Report, transmitted by letter dated
April 31, 1977, was in response to the staff's request that he evaluate his
fire protection program against the guidelines of Appendix A to BTP ASB 9.5-1,
" Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants." The applicant has
provided an evaluation against the requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50 by a
1 tter dated August 31, 1981.

As part of its review, the staff will visit the plant site to examine the
relationship of safety-related components, systems, and structures in specific
plant areas to both combustible materials and to associated fire detection and
suppression systems.

The staf f review inclwied an evaluation of the automatic and manually operated
water and gas fire suppression systems, the fire detection systems, fire
barriers, fire doors and dampers, fire protection administrative controls, and
the fire brigade size and training. The objective of this review is to ensure
that in the event of a fire, personnel and plant equipment would be adequate to I

safety shut down the reactor, to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition,
and to minimize the release of radioactive material to the environment.

Because Units 1 and 2 are of the same design except as noted, the commen's made
in this report apply to both units.
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9. 5.1. 2 Fire Protection Program Requirements

Fire Protection Program

The fire protection program establishes policy for the protection of structures,
systems, and components important to safety. By letter dated August 31, 1981,'

_

the applicant has committed to conform to the technical requirements for fire
protection program in Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, Section II.A (BTP CMEB 9.5-1,

j Section C.1). The staff finds that, with this commitment, the fire protection
program meets the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.1, and is, therefore,'

acceptable.

Fire Hazard Analysis

The applicant provided a fire hazard analysis with the Fire Protection Report
on October 31, 1977. This analysis did not address safe shutdown capability.

| By letter dated August 31, 1981, the applicant committed to provide a fire
j hazards analysis which conforms to the requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50,

Section II.B (BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.1.b). The staff evaluation of thisl

fire hazard follows.

| Alternative Shutdown

| Alternate shutdown capability has been provided for the control room. This'

capability is addressed under Section 9.5.1.4 in this report.

f Implementation of Fire Protection Program

The fire protection program for both units should be operational before initial
fuel loading.

9.5.1.3 Administrative Controls

The administrative controls for fire protection consist of the fire protection
organization, the controls over combustibles and ignition source, and the
prefire plans and procedures for fighting fires. In the August 31, 1981

| letter, the applicant committed to conform with requirements for administrative
;~ controls delineated in Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, Section III.K (BTP CMEB 9.5-1,
| Section C.2) transient combustibles except for delineation regarding unattended
| (C.2.8) and fire fighting strategies (C.2.8). By letter dated January 14,
| 1982, the applicant withdrew the deviation regarding unattended transient

combustibles. The staff finds that the applicant's statement of an exception,

regarding fire fighting strategies is not a deviation from the staff's guide-
i lines. Based on this commitment, the staff finds that the administrative
I controls conform to BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.2, and are, therefore, acceptable.

| Fire Brigade and Fire Brigade Training

In the August 31, 1984 letter, the applicant committed to a fire brigade that
meets the requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, Section III.H (BTP CMEB
9.5-1, Section C.3), except for performance standard of the annual physical
examination and the number of air bottles from the reserve air supply. The I

fire brigade consists of five members on each shift.

l

!
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By letter dated January 7, 1982, the applicant committed to furnish at least
two extra air bottles for each mask. The staff finds this acceptable.

The staff finds that the applicant's comment in the August 31, 1981 letter
regarding the annual physical examination is not in deviation from its require-
ment of a fire brigade training program that meets the requirements of Appendix R
to 10 CFR 50, Section III.1 (BfP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.3), except for the
frequency of fire brigade drills. The applicant proposes to schedule fire
brigade drills every 6 months. However, by letter dated January 12, 1982, the
applicant committed to schedule fire brigade drills every 3 months.

Based on these commitments, the staff finds that the applicant's fire brigade
and fire brigade training program conforms to the requirements of BTP CMEB
9.5-1, Section C.3, and is, therefore, acceptable.

Quality Assurance Program

The applicant has classified the fire protection system as reliability related
and has committed to have its Quality Assurance Department audit fire protection
activities. The staff finds the description of the fire protection Quality
Assurance Program acceptable.

9.5.1.4 General Plant Guidelines

Building Design

Fire areas are defined by walls and floor / ceiling assemblies. Walls that
separate buildings and walls between rooms containing safe shutdown systems are
3-br-fire-rated assemblies. Floor / ceiling assemblies are either 2- or 3-hr-rated
assemblies. In cases where the fire rating is 2 hours, the staff has evaluated
the fuel loading and fire protection provided and found the 2-br fire rating to
be acceptable.

The applicant has committed to provide fire-rated penetration seals for openings
through fire barriers which will have a fire rating at least equal to the
rating of the fire barriers in which they are installed. The applicant has
stated that fire doors will have automatic closures but will be locked only for
security reasons. Their positions will be administrative 1y controlled. The
staff finds this acceptable.

Minor amounts of combustibles are used as architectural finishes. The applicant
has not indicated whether these finishes have a flame spread, smoke, and fuel
contribution of 25 or less in its use configuration (ASTM E-84 test). The
applicant has, however, stated that these materials do not significantly
contribute to fire loading in the plant and do not expose safety-related
systems to undue risks. The staff finds this acceptable. Metal deck roof
construction is not used at Byron.

The applicant has stated that he complies with the guidelines of Appendix A to
BIP ASB 9.5-1, Sections D.1.g and D.1.h (BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.S.a(12) and
C.S.a(13)), concerning transformers installed inside building and outdoor oil-
filled transformers containing safety-related systems, closer than 50 ft to
such buildings. The applicant has also stated that he complies with Section
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D.1.i of Appendix A to BTP ASB 9.5-1 (BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.a(14))
concerning floor drains sized to remove fire fighting water flow.

!

) Based on its evaluation, the staff finds that the building design features will
,

i be provided in accordance with the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, C.5.a and are,
therefore, acceptable.

|

Alternative Shutdown Capability

Alternative shutdown capability is provided for the control room by remote
shutdown panels. The staff will report on this item in a supplement to this,

! report.

|
~

Safe Shutdown Capability

The fire protection features for structures, systems, and components important
to safe shutdown are under review. The staff will report on this item in a

| supplement to this SER.

Control of Combustibles

By letter dated January 8, 1982, the applicant stated that the hydrogen storage
area is in a separate building and that hydrogen piping is not routed through;

.any areas containing safe shutdown equipment or cabling. Thus, a fire or
explosion associated with the hydrogen system will not affect the safe shutdown
capability. However, the hydrogen piping is routed in areas containing safety- '

related equipment.

To meet staff guidelines in BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.d(2), hydrogen lines in
safety-related areas should be either designed to seismic Category I require-
ments, or sleeved so that the water pipe is directly vented to the outside, or
equipped with excess-flow valves so that in case of a line break, the hydrogen
concentration in the affected areas will not exceed 2 percent. The staff will
require the applicant to meet the guidelines of BIP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.d(2).

The applicant has stated in his fire hazard analysis that safety related
systems have been isolated or separated from combustible materials to the
extent possible, that the use of' plastic materials has been minimized, and that
storage of flammable materials complies with the requirements of NFPA 30.

.

Based on this information, the staff concludes that the control of combustibles
| conforms to the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.S.d, and'is, therefore,

acceptable.

Electrical Cable Construction, Cable Trays, and Cable Penetrations

All cables used pass the IEEE 383-1974 flame test. Only noncombustible mate-
rials are used for cable tray construction. Cable tray penetrations will have
a fire rating at least equal to the rating of fire barrier which they are
penetrating. Based on its evaluation, the staff finds that the electrical
-cable construction, cable trays, and cable penetrations meet the guidelines of
BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.S.e, and are, therefore, acceptable.
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Ventilation

All fire barrier ventilation openings are provided with fire dampers which
close if a fire causes room temperature to exceed a set value. All smoke and
gas which contain possible radioactive material will be monitored before
release. Fresh air intakes to areas containing safety-related equipment or
systems are located remotely from exhaust air outlets and smoke vents of other
fire areas to minimize the possibility of contaminating the intake air with
products of combustion. The staff finds this acceptable.

Charcoal filters have been provided with fire suppression systems in accordance
with Regulatory Guide 1.52, " Design, Testirg, and Maintenance Crite,ia for
Atmosphere Cleanup Air Filtration." The staff finds this acceptable.

Where total flooding gas extinguishing systems are used, air intake and exhaust
ventilation dampers are provided with mechanisms which close them upon initia-
tion of gas flow. The staff finds this acceptable.

Based on its evaluation, the staff finds that the ventilation system meets the
guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.f, and is, therefore, acceptable.

Lighting and Communication

The applicant has installed an 8-hr battery pack emergency lighting unit in all
areas of the plant needed for operation of safe shutdown equipment and in
access and egress routes. This emergency lighting meets the requirements of
BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.g, and is, therefore, acceptable.

The applicant has provided a fixed emergency communication system, using voice
powered headsets, and a portable radio communications system. The locations of
repeaters used in connection with the radio system have not been determined.
The staff will require the applicant to provide an emergency communication
system in accordance with the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.g.
This will be reviewed when information is provided and will be addressed in a
supplement to the SER.

Fire Detection and Suppression

Fire Detection-

Separate fire detection systems are provided for Units 1 and 2. The system for
each unit consists of ionization and ultraviolet detectors located in specific
fire zones throughout the plant.

The design of the fire detection system meets the provisions for a Class B
proprietary protective signaling system as defined in NFPA 72D-1975. Both
audible and visual alarms are provided in the main control room for each zone
of the fire detection system. The system is electrically supervised in accord-
ance with the provisions of NFPA 72D and is connected to the plant emergency
power supply and backed up by a battery source. Fire detectors are installed
in accordance with the provisions of NFPA 72E.
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The staf f was concerned that the Class B systems provided would not include
provisions for emergency operation during a single break or a single ground
fault of the signaling line circuit. However, by letter dated January 14,

t 1982, the applicant committed to provide either Class A supervised circuits or
their equivalent for those fire detection circuits associated with automatic
fire suppression systems protecting areas which contain equipment or cables

j which perform a safety related function.

| Based on its evaluation as described above, the staff concludes that the fire
i detection system meets the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.6.a, and is,
j therefore, acceptable.
!

Fire Protection Water Supply System-

!
'

The water supply system consists of two fire pumps separately connected to an
underground 12-in. water main loop around the plant. System pressure is
maintained by two jockey pumps. Each jockey pump is rated at 100 gpm at
145 psi. Whenever system pressure drops, the electric-motor-driven fire pump
will automatically start. If the motor-driven fire pump does not start or is

; unable to satisfy the der"nds of the system, then the diesel-engine-driven fire
pump will automatically start. The diesel-driven pump does not require any
power other than its own batteries to start. Each fire pump is rated at 2500
gpm at 168 psi. The fire pumps and controllers are UL listed and are installed
in accordance with NFPA 20. The fire pumps are located in the circulating,

| water pump house and are separated by 150 ft. The diesel-engine-driven fire
pump is enclosed with its 650 gal fuel tank. The enclosure has a 3-hr fire
rating. An 8-in.-high curb is provided within the enclosure to contain any oil
in the tank location in the event of an oil tank rupture.

The fire pumps take suction from the basin of the natural draft cooling towers.
| These single sources of water are much larger than 300,000 gal recommended by

NRC guidelines; therefore, the staff finds this acceptable.'

Electrical supervision is provided for control valves to individual fixed
extinguishing systems. These circuits alarm in the control room. Interior and
exterior sectional control valves are not electrically supervised. Their
positions are administratively controlled. The staff finds this. acceptable.

The greatest water demand for the fixed fire suppression systems .is 2285 gpm,
and, coupled with 500 gpm for hose streams, creates a total water demand of
2785 gpm. The water supply system can deliver 2700 gpm with one pump out of
service but with both jockey pumps operating. The staff finds this acceptable.

| Based on its review, the staff concludes that the fire water supply system
meets the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.6.b and is, therefore,
acceptable.

Water Suppression and Hose Standpipe Systems-

Water suppression systems and hose stations standpipe systems are separately|

! connected to the yard main or to headers within buildings fed from each end of
the building; therefore, a single failure cannot impair both water suppression
systems and hose stations. Fixed witer spray systems and sprinkler systems are

;
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designed according to the provisions of NFPA Standard 13, " Standard for Instal-
lation of Sprinkler Systems," and NFPA Standard 15, " Standard for Water Spray
fixed System." Manual hose stations are located throughout the plant to ensure
that an effective hose stream can be directed to any safety-related area in the
plant. The system is designed according to the provisions of NFPA Standard 14,
" Standpipe and Hose System for Sizing, spacing, and Pipe Support Requirements."
Areas equipped with water suppression systems are as listed in the Fire Protec-
tion Report, Table 2.2-3.

The applicant has not identified seismic design of standpipe systems which is
recommended in BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.6.c(1). For plants with construction
permits issued before July 30, 1976, the guidelines contained in Appendix A to
BTP ASB 9.5-1 applies, and thtre is no requirement for seismic design of

. standpipe systems. Therefore, this is an acceptable deviation from the guide-
lines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.6.c(1).

Several areas are protected with foam suppression systems as listed in the Fire
Protection Report, Table 2.2-3. These systems are designed in accordance with
NFPA 11.

The staff has reviewed the design criteria and bases for the water suppression
systems and concludes that, with the approved exception on seismic design, of
standpipe systems, tnese systems meet the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section

'

C.6.c, and are, therefore, acceptable.

Halon Suppression Systems-

Automatic Halon 1301 systems have been provided for the upper cable spreading
areas and the QA vault as the primary extinguishing agent. The systems are
actuated by rate compensating detectors. The systems can also be actuated
manually. These systems are designed according to NFPA-12A.

The staff has reviewed the design criteria and bases for the Halon fire suppres-
sion systems and concludes that these systems meet the guidelines of BTP CMEB
9.5-1, Section C.6.d, and are, therefore, acceptable.

Carbon Dioxide Suppression Systems-

Low pressure carbon dioxide automatic and total flooding and local application
systems have been provided for areas listed in Table 2.2-3 of the applicant's
Fire Protection Report. The systems are supplied from a common liquid carbon
dioxide tank having a capacity of 10 tons. Local push buttons and 4-in. master
valves and zone selector valves may be used to initiate the systems. This
system is designed in accordance with NFPA-12. The staff has reviewed the
design criteria and bases for the carbon dioxide fire suppression systems. The
staff concludes that these systems meet the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1,
Section C.6.e, and are, therefore, acceptable.

Portable Extinguishers

Portable fire extinguishers have been provided in accordance with the guidelines*

of NFPA 10 and 10A. The staff finds this acceptable. Based on its review, the
staff concludes that these extinguishers meet the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1,
Section C.6.f, and are, therefore, acceptable.
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9.5.1.5 Fire Protection for Specific Plant Areas

Primary Containment
,

By letter dated August 31, 1981, the applicant stated that oil collection
systems are not provided for the reactor coolant pumps. This deviation from
NRC guidelines has not been justified. The staff will require an oil collection

,

system for each reactor coolant pump in accordance with BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section
; C.7.a(1)(e). Th,e staff will report on this item in a supplement to this

report.

Control Room Complex

The control room complex consists of the control room, record storage rooms,
and toilet room. By letter dated December 31, 1981, the applicant stated that
the control room complex is separated from other plant areas by walls, ceilings
and floor assemblies, and doors with fire ratings of 3 hours. All ventilation
penetrations are located in the ceiling slab and each is equipped with two
curtain-type,1-1/2-hr, horizontal fire dampers in series per penetration. The
staff finds this acceptable.

Ionization detectors are located above the drop egg crate ceiling that alarm
and annunciate locally. In addition, ionization detectors in the exhaust
ductwork from the control panels will alarm in the control room. The staff
finds this acceptable. By letter dated January 8, 1981, the applicant committed
to provide ionization detectors in the air intake ducts.

An alternative shutdown capability is provided for the control rooms. This
capability is evaluated in Section 9.5.1.4. The staff finds the fire protection
for this area to be in accordance with BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.7.b, and is,#

therefore, acceptable.

Cable Spreading Rooms

A separate cable spreading room is provided for each division of each unit.
Each cable spreading room is separated from the balance of the plant by 3-hr-
rated walls and floor / ceiling assemblies. All penetrations through fire rated
barriers are fitted with 3-hr-fire rated dampers and/or 3-hr penetration' seals.

The upper cable spreading room for each unit is protected by an automatic Halon
1301 system with a manually initiated. carbon dioxide system backup system. The
lower cable spreading room for each unit is provided with a carbon dioxide
system that is automatically initiated. The proposed suppression systems do
not meet the staff guidelines that the primary fire suppression system in cable
spreading rooms must be a water system. The applicant has not justified this
deviation from the guidelines.

The areas are provided with ionization detectors that annunciate in the control
room.

Based on its evaluation, the staff concludes that the fire protection for the
cable spreading rooms does not meet its guidelines. The staff will require

that the fire protection suppression in the cable spreading room meet the
guidelines in Section C.7.c of BTP CHEB 9.5-1.
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Switchgear Rooms

Switchgear rooms are separated from each other and the remainder of the plant
by 3-hr-rated walls and floor / ceiling assemblies. Automati; ionization detec-

tors are provided to alarm in the control rcom. Portable tire extinguishers

are located in each room and manual hose stations are located nearby.

ihere is one switchgear room for each division with complete divisional separa-
tion. Based on its evaluation, the staff concludes that the fire protection
for the switchgear rooms meets the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.7.e,
and is, therefore, acceptable.

Remote Safety-Related Panels

The remote shutdown panels are housed in an area separated from the remainder
of the plant by ceiling / floor assemblies, walls and doors with fire ratings of
3 hours. The panels of Unit 1 and Unit 2 are separated by more than 20 ft.
Ionization detectors are located at various points in the room. The staff
finds the fire protection for this area to be in accordance with the guidelines
of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.S.b, and is, therefore, acceptable.

,

Safety-Related Battery Roons

The plant battery rooms are separated from each other and from the balance of
the plant by 3-hr-fire-rated barriers. The ventilation system is designed to
maintain the hydrogen level below 2 percent. Ionization smoke detection
systems are provided in each battery room. Hose stations and portable fire
extinguishers are available in the area for fire suppression. An alarm system
monitors the failure of air flow to the battery rooms.

Based on its evaluation, the staff concludes that the fire protection for the
battery rooms meets the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.7.g, and is,
therefore, acceptable.

Diesel Generator Areas

The diesel generators are located in different fire areas separated by 3-hr-
fire-rated barriers. All cable and piping penetration through the fire rated
barriers are fitted with 3-hr-rated penetration seals.

The diesel fuel oil day tank rooms are also separated from other plant areas by
3-hr-fire-rated barriers. Each 500 gal diesel fuel oil day tank is contained
by 24-in. dike around the tank with drainage to a safe location. Each diesel
fuel oil day tank room, and each diesel generator room is protected by automatic
total flooding carbon dioxide gaseous extinguishing systems. Heat detectors
actuate the carbon dioxide system.

Based on its evaluation, the statf concludes that the fire protection for the
diesel generator rooms meets the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.7.i, i

and is, therefore, acceptable.
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Other Areas

The applicant's Fire Hazards Analysis addresses other plant areas not specific-
ally discussed in this report. The staff finds that the fire protection for
these areas is in accordance with the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and,
therefore, the fire protection in these areas is acceptable.

9.5.1.6 Deviations From BTP CMEB 9.5-1

On February 19, 1981, the Commission approved a rule concerning fire protection.
The technical requirements set forth in Appendix R are being used as guidelines
in the licensing of plants after January 1, 1979. On April 27, 1981, the
Commission required that Operating Licenses issued af ter January 1,1979,
contain a condition requiring compliance with commitments made by an applicant
and agreed to by the staff af ter differences between the applicant's program
and the guidelines set forth in Appendix A to BTP 9.5-1 and Appendix R to
10 CFR 50 (BTP CMEB 9.5-1) have been identified and evaluated.

The technical requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50 and Appendix A to BTP ASB
9.5-1 have been included in BTP CMEB 9.5-1. The applicant has identified one
deviation from the staff guidelines that the staff has approved: namely, the
utandpipe system need not be seismically designed.

9. 5.1. 7 Conclusion

As discussed in the previous sections, the following items of the applicant's
fire protection program are unresolved (the number in parentheses indicates the
section of this report in which the item is addressed):

(1) sprinklers in the cable spreading rooms (9.5.1.5)

(2) oil collection system for reactor coolant pump (9.5.1.5)

(3) fire protection features for safe shutdown systems (9.5.1.4)

(4) alternative shutdown capability (9.5.1.4)

(5) emergency communications system (9.5.1.4)

(6) hydrogen line routing (9.5.1.4)

Also, the applicant has not committed to meet all the technical requirements
of BTP CMEB 9.5-1. The applicant has not justified the deviations from such
requirements, as noted above.

These items will be addressed in a supplement to this SER.

9.5.2 Communication Systems

The communication system is designed to provide reliable intraplant and inter-
plant (or plant-to-offsite) communications under both normal plant operation
and accident conditions.
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9.5.2.1 Intraplant Systems

The intraplant communications systems provide sufficient equipment of various
types so that the plant has adequate communications to startup, continue safe
operation, or safely shut down. The intraplant systems include:

(1) Public Address Systems

The public address (PA) system is designed to provide effective communica-
tion between plant personnel in all vital areas during the full spectrum
of accident or incident conditions under maximum potential noise levels,
and consists of an integrated system of speakers and handset paging units
located in designated plant areas. The power source for the PA system is
from the ESF motor control center for each unit.-

(2) Telephone System

The telephone system consists of PBX equipment and telephone stations
located throughout the plant and the main control room. The power supply
to the telephone PBX equipment is from the security system motor control
center, which has a diesel generator backup.

(3) Sound-Powered Telephone System

The intraplant sound powered telephone system provides communication in
the control room and other areas of the plant necessary for the operation
and shutdown of the plant. This system does not require any power supply
because all required energy is generated by the speaker.

(4) Intraplant Radio System

The intraplant radio system operates on two separate frequencies; each
frequency has both a main and reserve transmitter and a main reserve
receiver. Locations for the fixed repeaters installed to permit use of
portable radio communication units will be determined after plant construc-
tion to ensure adequacy of coverage. The power source for the intraplant
radio system is the same as for the telephone system. The portable units
will be provided with rechargeable batteries.

Actual demonstration of the installed systems will check for effective communi-
cation between plant personnel in all vital areas during maximum potential
noise levels. The outcome of these high noise level tests may result in some
modification to the installation.

9.5.2.2 Interplant (Plant-to-Of f site) Communication Systems

The design basis for interplant communications is to provide dependable communi- I

cations for reliable operation. The interplant communication systems include

(1) Telephone Communication

Discussed in Section 9.5.2.1 of this SER.
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(2) Microwave System

The microwave system consists of solid-state, battery powered equipment
designed and engineered for intersystem communication, and the protective
relaying of the transmission system. A voice channel is also provided
which serves as an additional offsite communication medium. The tones
received through this channel have volume, fidelity, and freedom from
extraneous noises comparable to the quality obtained on a commercial
telephone.

(3) Plant-to-Offsite System

Emergency offsite backup communication facilities will be provided through
a licensed emergency two-way radio transmitter and receiver. The power
supply to the emergency radio equipment shall be obtained from a nonsafety-
related power supply with backup power being provided by the security
diesel generator.

The scope of review included assessment of the number and types of communication
systems provided, assessment and adequacy of the power sources and verification
functional capability of the communications systems under all conditions of
operation.

The basis for acceptance in the staff review was conformance of the design
criteria and bases and design of the installed communciations systems to the
acceptance criteria in Section II of the SRP Section 9.5.2. Other bases for
acceptance was conformance to industry standards, and the ability of the
systems to provide' effective communications from diverse means within Byron
Units 1 and 2 and emergency conditions under maximum potential noise levels.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the installed communications.
systems at Byron Units 1 and 2 conform to the above-cited standards, criteria,
and design bases, they can perform their design functions, and are, therefore,
acceptable.

Special requirements needed for the communication systems to satisfy Appendix A
to BTP CMEB'9.5.1, " Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants," will be reviewed-
during the. fire protection review of Byron Units 1 and 2. Additional. require-
ments may be imposed to further improve the capability of the communication
system resulting from the fire protection review.

9.5.3 Lighting System

The lighting system for Byron Units 1 and 2 is designed to provide adequate-
lighting in all areas of the station and consists of normal and standby
(essential) ac lighting systems', an emergency de lighting system', and a battery
pack standby lighting system. The design is based on illumination levels that
equal or exceed those' recommended by the Illiminating Engineering Society for
central' stations.

(1) AC Normal Lighting System

The normal lighting system provides illumination for approximately
90 percent of the station. The ac normal station lighting system generally
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consists of 227-V high pressure sodium vapor and fluorescent lighting
fixtures (except in containment and fuel pool areas, where incandescent is
used). The incandescent lighting fixtures are fed f tom the 480/120-V
transformers while the balance of the system is fed from 480/277-V three-
phase, four-wire system. Both subsystems are supplied ac power from the
normal 480-V station auxiliary switchgear buses.

(2) AC Standby (Essential) Lighting System

The essential lighting system supplements the normal lighting and provides
a minimum level of illumination in about 7.5 percent of the plant in the
event of a failure of the normal lighting system. The ac standby (or
essential) lighting system generally consists of 277-V fixtures similar to
the normal lighting fixtures. The sources of ac power are the Class 1E
480-V ESF buses. The essential lighting system is not tripped on a safety
injection actuation signal (SIAS).

(3) DC Emergency Lighting System

The dc emergency lighting system consists of incandescent lighting fixtures
supplied from 125-V dc station batteries. The system is normally deenergized
and is automatically energized upon loss of ac power to the normal system.
The system provides illumination for the control room, auxiliary electrical
equipment rooms, at stairwells, and at points leading to plant exits. The
ac standby and dc emergency lighting systems are kept separate throughout
the plant so that a failure in one system will not cause the other system
to fail.

(4) 5tandby (Battery-Operated) Lighting Systems

The standby (battery-operated) lighting system consists of self-contained,
battery-operated lighting units to provide additional backup lighting to
dc emergency lighting for 8 hr and are located throughout the plant to
provide for evacuation of personnel and in areas necessary for safe
shutdown. The units are normally deenergized and operate automatically
upon loss of ac standby lighting system in the immediate area. They are
provided with a test switch and status indicating lights. These units
have rechargeable batteries and battery chargers which receive power from
the normal power system. The dc lighting over exit doors is provided on
doors exiting from the plant and on doors leading to the plant exits.
Each is equipped with a long-life lamp and has a battery and battery
charger arrangement.

The plant lighting systems are designed so that a single failure cannot degrade
the essential lighting below a safe level. In addition, battery powered
portable lighting will be provided for emergency use by the fire brigade and
operations personnel required to achieve safe plant shutdown.

The plant lighting systems are tested at installation and provisions are
installed for testing the dc emergency system.

The scope of the review of the lighting system for Byron included assessment of I

all components necessary to provide adequate lighting during both normal and
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emergency operating conditions, the adequacy of the power sources for the
normal-and emergency lighting systems, and verification of functional capability
of the lighting system under all conditions of operation.

The basis for acceptance in the staff review was conformance of the design
bases and criteria, and design of the lighting systems and necessary auxiliary
supporting systems to the acceptance criteria in Section II of SRP Section 9.5.3.
Other basis for acceptance was conformance to industry standards, and the
ability to provide effective lighting in all areas of the Byron plant under all ,

conditions of operations.

Based on its review, the staff concludes the various lighting systems provided
at Byron are in conformance with the above cited standards, criteria design
basis, that they can perform their design function, and are, therefore, acceptable.

Special requirements needed for the emergency lighting system to satisfy
Appendix A to BTP CMEB 9.5.1, " Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants," will
be reviewed separately during the fire protection review of the Byron plant.
Additional requirements may be imposed to further improve the capability of the
lighting system resulting from the fire protection review.

9.5.4 Emergency Diesel Engine Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System

9.5.4.1 Emergency Diesel Engine Auxiliary Support Systems (General)

There are two emergency diesel generators for each unit at Byron and each
diesel engine has the following auxiliary systems which are addressed in detail
in the sections of this report indicated:

(1) fuel oil storage and transfer system (9.5.4.2)

(2) cooling water system (9.5.'5)

(3) starting system (9.5.5)

(4) lubrication system (9.S.7)

(5) combustion air intake and exhaust system (9.5.8)
t

This section applies to all of the above systems.

Except for the diesel generator exhaust stacks and the fuel oil fill and vent
lines, the diesel generator and its auxiliary support systems, including the
diesel fuel oil storage tanks are housed in a seismic Category I auxiliary
building structure which provides protection from the effects of tornadoes,
tornado missiles, and floods. Therefore, the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 and
the recommendations and guidance of Regulatory Guides 1.115, " Protection
Against Low-Trajectory Turbine Missiles, and 1.117, " Tornado Design Classifica-
t ion," are met. Protection from the effects of tornadoes, tornado missiles and
floods is evaluated in Section 3.0 of this report. Tornado missile protection
of the diesel generator fuel oil fill and vent lines and exhaust stacks is
discussed in Sections 9.5.4.2 and 9.5.8, respectively.
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Each diesel generator, and its auxiliary systems, is independent of the other.
The only items that are shared are

(1) The yard storage tank, which is shared by both units. This portion of the

system is nonseismic and is properly isolated from the fuel oil and fill
systems of each plant.

(2) A lube oil drain system, which is provided for each unit and is shared by
the diesel generators of that unit. This system is nonseismic and is
properly isolated from the diesel generators.

(3) A seismic Category I quality group fuel oil fill system, which is provided
for each unit and is shared by the diesel generators of the unit. Proper
isolation is provided between the fuel oil storage tanks so that a failure
of the line will not jeopardize diesel engine operation. Section 9.5.4.2
of this report discunses tank refill procedures.

Thus, the requirements of GDC 5 are met.

The diesel engine and its engine-mounted and separately skid-mounted portions
of the auxiliary support systems piping and components normally furnished with
the diesel generator package are designed to seismic Category I requirements
and follow the guidelines of the Diesel Engine Manufacturers Association (DEMA)
standards. The diesel engine and its mounted auxiliary support systems piping
and components conform to the requirements of IEEE Standard 387-1977, " Standard
Criteria for Diesel Generator Units Applied as Standby Power Supplies for
Nuclera Power Generating Stations," which endorses the DEMA standard and
guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.9, " Selection, Design and Qualification of
Diesel Generator Units Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Plants."
The diesel engine and its auxiliary support systems meets the quality control
requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B. The quality assurance program is evaluated
in Section 17 of this report.

Accumulation of dust (including dust generated from concrete floors and walls on
the electrical equipment associated with starting of the diesel generators,
such as auxiliary relay contacts and control switches) is limited by the diesel
generator building ventilation system design and operation, plant design, and
administrative procedures.

Selected maintenance, quality contrcl, and training personnel will receive
vendor training, and this training will be incorporated into maintenance
department training. Maintenance on diesel generators will be performed or
directly supervised by personnel who have received this training. Ongoing
training will include the requalification training program required by 10 CFR 55
for operations personnel and maintenance departmental training for maintenance
personnel, which will be equivalent to the vendor training program.

Except f or sensors and other equipment that must be directly mot.nted on the
engine and associated piping, the controls and monitoring instrumentation are I

installed on a free standing floor mounted panel separate from the engine
skids, and located in a vibration free floor area.

1
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Preventive maintenance at Byron goes beyond the normal routine adjustments,
servicing, and repair of components when a malfunction occurs. The preventive
maintenance program encompasses investigation of components that have a history
of repeated malfunctioning and require constant attention and repair. The
applicant will also be reviewing operating experiences from other utilities
through vendor programs to aid in identifying prob?ees.

Upon the completion of repairs or maintenance and before an actuai start, run,
and load test, a final equipment check is made to ensure that all electrical
circuits are functional (that is, that fuses are in place, switches and circuit
breakers are in'their proper position, no loose wires, all test leads have been
removed, and all valves are in the proper position to permit a manual start of
the equipment). After the unit has been satisfactorily started and load
tested, the unit is returned to automatic standby service and under the control
of the control room operator.

The applicant discussed his procedures for no-load and light-load operation of
the diesel generators. The applicant committed to implement the following
procedures before startup:

(1) During extended no-load operation, the diesel generators will be loaded to
a minimum of 25 percent of full load for 1 hour following each 8 hours of
continuous no-load operation.

(2) During periodic testing, the diesel will be loaded to a minimum of 25 percent
of full load or as recommended by the manufacturer.

(3) During troubleshooting, no-load operccion will be minimized. If trouble-
shooting operation is over an extraded period of time--3 to 4 hours or
more--the engine shall be cler;ed in accordance with item (1) above.

The applicant will perform preoperational and startup tests of the diesel
engine auxliary support system in accordance with recommendation and guidelines
of Regulatory Guide 1.68, " Initial Test Programs for Water Cooled Reactor Power
Plants." The adequacy of the test program is evaluated in Section 14.1 of this
report.

The design of the diesel engine auxiliary support systems are evaluated with
respect to the recommendations and guidelines of BTP ASB 3-1, " Prevention
Against Postulated Piping Failures in Fluid System Piping Outside Containmut,"
and BTP MEB 3-1, " Postulated Break and leakage Locations in Fluid System PQ,ing
Outside Containment." Evaluation of protection against dynamic effects asso-
ciated with the postulated pipe system failures is covered in Section 3.6 of
this report.

The adequacy of the fire protection for the emergency diesel generator and |

associated auxiliary support systems, with respect to the recommendations and
guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, " Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants," is evaluated in Section 9.5.1 of this report.

The designs of the diesel generator auxiliary support systems also have been
evaluated with respect to the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660, " Enhancement of

;

Onsite Emergency Diesel Generator Reliability." This report made specific j
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recommendations on increasing the reliability of nuclear plant ecargency diesel
generators. Information requests concerning these recommendations were trans-
mitted to the applicant during the review process. The applicant responded in
the amendments to the FSAR stating how they meet or will meet the recemmendations
of NUREG/CR-0660.

The staff has reviewed these responses and has determined that the applicant's
conformance to the recorr..iendations is as follows:

Recommendation Conformance SER Section

Moisture in air starting system Partial 9.5.6
Dust and dirt in diesel generator room Yes 9.5.4.1

Turbocharger gear drive problem N/A

Personnel training Yes 9.5.4.1
Automatic prelube Yes 9.5.7

~

Testing, test loading, and preventive maintenance Yes 9.5.4.1

Improve the identification of root cause of failures Yes 9. 5. 4.1

Diesel generator ventilation and combustion air systems Yes 9.5.8
Fuel storage and handling Yes 9.5.4.2

*High temperature insulation 9.5.4.1
Engine cooling water Yes 9.5.5
Concrete dust control Yes 9.5.4.1
Vibration of instruments Yes 9.5.4.1

* Explicit conformance is considered unnecessary by the staff in view of the
equivalent provided by the design, margin, and qualification testing require-
ments that are normally applied to emergency standby diesel generators.

On the basis of its review, the staff has concluded that there is sufficient
ensurance of diesel generator reliability to warrant unrestricted plant opera-
tion through the first refueling period. However, to ensure long-term reliability
of the diesel generator installations, the staff requires that the following
design and procedural modification be implemented prior to the first refueling.

Moisture in the air starting system is discussed in Section 9.5.7 of this
report.

k The present diesel generator design meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, 17,
18, and 21. Upon completion of the above changes and modifications, the design
of the diesel generator and its auxiliary systems will also be in conformance
with recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660 for enhancement of diesel generator
reliability and the related NRC guidelines and criteria. The staff, therefore,
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concludes that this will provide reasonable assurance of diesel generator
reliability through the design life of the plant.

9.5.4.2 Emergency Diesel Engine Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System
,

The design function of the emergency diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer
system is to provide a separate and independent fuel oil supply train for each
diesel generator and to permit operation of the diesel generator at engineered
safety feature load requirements for a minimum of 7 days without replenishment
of fuel. The system is designed to meet the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5 and
17. The meeting of the requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 5 is discussed in Section
9.5.4.1 of this SER.

There are two emergency diesel generators for each unit of Byron. Each diesel
engine fuel oil storage and transfer system consists of a 500 gal day tank
sufficient to power the diesel engine at rated load for approximately 72
minutes, a diesel fcel oil storage tank (s) (two 25,000 gal tanks for each
emergency diesel of Unit 1 and a 50,000 gal tank for each emergency diesel of
Unit 2) sufficient to power the diesel engine based on the time dependent loads
on the diesel for 7 days, two ac motor-driven transfer pump powered from the
associated diesel, and the associated piping, valves, instrumentation, and
controls.

All fuel storage tanks associated with each unit are filled from a single
above grade fuel oil supply line that has connections to an outside fill pipe
and is also connected to the onsite 125,000 gal fuel oil storage tank. Normal
refilling of the emergency diesel engine fuel oil storage tanks will be from
the nonseismic Category I, 125,000 gal storage tank utilizing gravity flow.
Sample connections are provided at the low point in each system so that the
purity of the fuel can be periodically verified.

Except for the common fuel oil fill line for each unit discussed cbove and in
Section 9.5.4.1 of this report, each diesel engine fuel oil storage and' transfer
system is independent and physically separated from the other systems supplying
the redundant diesel generators. Thus, a single failure within any one of the
systems will affect only the associated diesel generator. Therefore, the
requirements for GDC 17 as related to the capability of the fuel oil system to
meet independence and redundancy criteria are met.

Except for the fuel oil tank vent lines and portions of the fuel oil fill
system, the diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system piping and
components from the isolation valve to the yard storage tank system up to tne
diesel engine interface, including auxiliary skid-mounted piping are designed
to seismic Category I, ASME Section III, Class 3 (Quality Group C) requirements
and meet the recommendations of Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29. The engine
mounted piping and components, from the engine block to the engine interface,
are considered part of the engine assembly and are seismically qualified to
Category I requirements as part of the diesel engine package. This piping and
the associated components such as valves, fabricated headers, fabricated
special fittings, and the like are designed, manufactured, and inspected in.
accordance with the guidelines and requirements of ANSI Standard B31.1, " Code
for Pressure Piping,"_ ANSI N45.2, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements for
Nuclear Facilities," and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The engine-mounted fuel oil
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piping and associated components are intentionally over designed (subject to
low working stress) for the application, and thereby resulting in high opera-
tional reliability. The design of the engine-mounted fuel oil piping and
components to the cited design philosophy and standards is considered equiva-
lent to system designed to ASME Section III, Class 3 requirements with regard
to system functional operability and inservice reliability.

The exposed portions of the diesel oil storage tank fill external to the
auxiliary building ana vent lines are not tornado-missile protected or designed
seismic Category I. The applicant in Amendment 28 committed to seismically
support the fill and vent lines. In a letter dated December 28, 1981, the
applicant stated that in the event of damage to the fill and vent connections
as a result of tornado missiles there are unused flanged connections on the
storage tanks that can be used as fill and vent openings. In addition, because

the lines are desigr~i t o ANSI B31.1, the piping is considered equivalent to
ASME Section III C aiping for the responses stated above for engine
mounted piping. .oif finds this acceptable.

The design of the emergency diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system
conforms to ANSI-N195, " Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators." In
addition, the fuel oil quality and tests will conform with the guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 1.137, " Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators,"
Positions C.2.a through C.2.h, with the exception of Position C.2.g, " Mini-
mizing the Stirring of Sediment During the Addition of New Fuel," which is not
being met. The applicant stated in a letter dated December 28, 1981, that the
diesel oil will be trucked on site immediately whenever a prolonged run is
anticipated. The diesel oil tanks are top filling tanks that will be maintained
full by transfer from the tank trucks to minimize turbulence at the bottom of
the tanks, and, thus, minimize the stirring of the sediment in the bottom of the
tanks. This was found unacceptable, because the decision as to what constitutes
a prolonged run is discretionary and could be delayed for as much as a day and
a half. The staff discussed this issue with the applicant. In a letter dated
January 28, 1982, the applicant proposed the following:

(1) For Unit 1
To minimize turbulence of the sediment in the bottom of the storage tanks
during addition of new fuel while the engine is in operation, the following
procedure will be followed. The twin diesel oil tanks supplying the
Unit 1 emergency diesels during prolonged periods of operation will be
replenished by refilling one tank with the other tank in service and
allowing the refilled tank to settle for 12 hours.

(2) For Unit 2
Because the Unit 2 diesels have only one tank per diesel, the above procedure
cannot be followed. Minimization of turbulence in the Unit 2 tanks will
be accomplished by providing a flow distributor inside each tank on the
fill line. This flow distributor will consist of a section of pipe capped

at the end, projecting approximatley 12 in. into the tank and containing a
multiple number of holes. The flow distributor will act to minimize |turbulence by distributing the flow of new fuel oil over a large surface
area in the tank. .

I

!
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The staff finds the proposed procedure for Unit 1 and the design change for
Unit 2 acceptable as means of minimizing the stirring of sediment in the bottom
of.the tanks.

The scope of review of the diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system
included layout drawings, piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive
informatio: in Section 9.5.4 of the FSAR for the system and auxiliary support
systems essential to its operation.

The basis for acceptance in the staf f's review was' cenformance of the design
criteria and bases and design of the diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer
system to the requirements of GDC 17 with respect to redundancy and physical
independence, the guidance of the cited regulatory guides, the recommendations
of NUREG/CR-0660, and industry codes and standards. The system was reviewed in
accordance with SRP Section 9.5.4.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the emergency diesel engine fuel
oil storage and transfer system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, ar.d 17
and meets the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660, and meets the guidance of the
cited regulatory guides, and industry codes and standards; it can perform its
design safety function and is, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.5 Emergency Diesel Engine Cooling Water System '

The design function of the emergency diesel engine cooling water system is to
maintain the temperature of the diesel engine within a safe operating range
under all load conditions and to maintain the engine coolant preheated during
standby conditions to improve starting-reliability. The system is designed to
meet the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, 17, 44, 45, and 46. The meeting of the
requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 5 is discussed in Section 9.5.4.1 of this SER.

The emergency diesel engine cooling water system is a closed-loop system and
cools the engine jackets, lube oil coolers, governor cooler,. fuel oil cooler,
turbocharger bearings and turbocharger af tercoolers and preheats the combustion
air when the air temperature leaving the turbocharger is less than 105 F. The
major components of this system for each standby emergency diesel engine
include turbocharger coolers; a 100 percent-capacity engine-driven cooling
water circulating pump, two cooling water heat exchangers, an expansion tank
(standpipe), two turDocharger after coolers, governor cooler, a fuel oil
cooler, two lube oil coolers, a motor-driven water circulation pump, an electric

! heater, a thermostatic three-way valve, required instrumentation, controls and
.

alarms, and the associated piping and valves to connect the equipment. Wheni the diesel engines'are operating, the heat generated is rejected to the ESWS by
means of the cooling water heat exchangers,

r

l During operation of the standby diesel engine, temperature regulation of the ,

'

diesel engine coolant is accomplished automatically through the action of a
temperature-sensing three way thermostatic valv6. When the standby diesel
engine is idle, the engine coolant is heated io a minimum temperature of 120 F'

by an electric heater and continuously circulated through the engine. The
temperature is controllad by a thermostat to. keep the engine warm and ready to

. accept loads within the prescribed time interval.
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The diesel generator is capable of operating fully loaded without secondary
cooling for a minimum amount of time. Sufficient water is contained in the
engine and expansion tank to absorb the heat generated during this period.
This time is in excess of the time needed to restore essential service water to
the diesels in the event of loss of offsite power. Alarms have been provided
to enable the control room operator to monitor the diesel generator cooling
while the unit is in the standby mode or in operation.

There are two emergency diesel generators for each unit and each has a physically
separate independent cooling water system. Therefore, the requirements of
GDC 17 and 44 as related to redundancy and single-failure criteria are met.

The diesel engine cooling water system piping and compnnents up to the diesel
engine interface, including auxiliary skid-mounted piping, are designed to
seismic Category I, ASHE 5ection III, Class 3 (Quality Group C) requirements
and meet the recommendations of Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29. The engine
mounted piping and components, from the engine block to the engine interface,
are considered part of the engine assembly and are seismically qualified ta
Category I requirements as part of the diesel engine package. This piping and
the associated components--such as valves, fabricated headers, fabricated
special fittings, and the like--are designed, manufactured, and inspected in
accordance with the guidelines and requirements of ANSI Standards B31.1 and
N45.2 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The engine-mounted cooling water piping and
associated components are intentionally over designed (subjected to low working
stresses) for the application, resulting in high operational reliability. The
design of the engine-mounted cooling water piping and components to the cited
design philosophy and standards is considered equivalent to a system designed
to ASME Section III, Class 3 requirements with regard to system functional
operability and inservice reliability.

The diesel engine cooling water system conforms with Regulatory Guide 1.9,
Position C.7, as it relates to engine cooling water protective interlocks. The
diesel generator system protective interlocks are dicussed in Section 8.3 of
this report.

The diesel engine cooling water system has provisions to permit periodic
inspection and functional testing during standby and normal modes of power
plant operation as required by GDC 45 and 46.

The scope of review of the emergency diesel engine cooling water system included
layout drawings, piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive informa-
tion in Section 9.5.5 of the FSAR for the system and auxiliary support systems
essential to its operation.

The basis for the acceptance in the staff's review was in conformance of the
design criteria and bases, and design of the diesel engine cooling water system
to GDC 17 and 44, with respect to redundancy and physical independence; GDC 45
and 46, with respect to inspection and testability of the system; the guidance
of the cited regulatory guides; and tne recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660 and
industry codes and standards, as well as the ability of the system to maintain
stable diesel engine cooling water temperature under all load conditions. The

,
system was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 9.5.5,

l

!
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Based on its review, the staff concludes that the emergency diesel engine
cooling water system meets the requirements GCC 2, 4, 5, 17, 44, 45, and 46 and
meets the guidance of the cited regulatory guides; it can perform its design
safety function and meets the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0650 and industry
codes and standards, and is, therafore, acceptable.

9.5.6 Emergency Diesel Engine Starting Systems

The design function of the emergency diesel engine starting system is to
provide a reliable method for automatically starting each diesel generator so
that the rated frequency and voltage is achieved and the unit is ready to
accept required loads within 10 sec. The system is designed to meet the
requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17. The meeting of the requirements of GDC 2,
4, and 5 is discussed in Section 9.5.4.1 of this SER.

There are two emergency diesel generators for each unit. Each diesel generator
has an independent and redundant air starting system consisting of two separate
full capacity air starting subsystems each with sufficient air capacity to
provide a minimum of four consecutive cold engine starts. Redundancy in the
starting system is provided by two emergency diesel generators so that a
inalfunction or failure in one system does not impair the ability of the other
system to start its diesel engine. This meets the requirements of GDC 17.

Each subsystem includes a air coupressor, a refrigerated-type air dryer, a
receiver tank, ir,take air filters, injection lines and valves, air to cylinder
control and starting valves, instrumentation, controls, alarms and the associated
piping to connect the equipment. Alarms annunciate on the local panel and in
the main control room to enable the operators to monitor the air pressure of
the diesel generator starting air system. The applicant is providing for
monthly verification and/or maintenance of air dryer performance.

Automatic controls are provided to automatically start and stop each air
compressor when the pressure in its respective air receiver decreases or
increases to predetermined levels.

On each side of the engine a line with a check valve is connected from the
turbocharger air discharge to the starting air header at the fro.it of the
engine. The purpose of this line is to continuously purge the piping between
the air start valve and the air control valve to prevent the possibility of an
exph,sion due to a leaky air starting valve and to prevent any condensation
buildup in the air starting piping while the engine is running. This warm
turbocharger air vents continuously through the orificed check valves and out
the vent port in the starting air control valve. In response to the staff's*

concern about moisture in the air starting system because of this design, the
applicant responded by a letter dated December 28, 1981, that this air is
diesel combustion intake air that has been heated and compressed. This air is
filtered low humidity air ranging in temperature between 200 F and 300 F. When
this air is cooled to ambient temperature, the relative humidity would be less

i, than 100 percent and, therefore, this system will not introduce condensation
into the air starting piping. The staff disagrees with this statement.
Because the humidity of the combustion air before it passes through the turbo-
charger is the relative humidity of the plant environment, upon compression and
cooling the relative humidity will be at most the same as it is before the air

.
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enters the combustion air intake system. Any change in ambient temperature
could result in the accumulation of water in the air start system piping.
Because operating experience has shown that accumulation of water in the
starting air system has been one of the most frequent causes of diesel engine
failure to start on demand, the staff has required that the air in the air
starting system be dried.

The applicant has not provided sufficient information to assure the staff that
the air in the piping between the turbocharger check valve and the air start
and control valves will be relatively dry. The staff has discussed a number of
options with the applicant that will ensure that the air in this portion of the
air start system will be relatively dry. The applicant is evaluating these
options &nd the staff will report on this item in a supplement to this SER.

The diesei engine air starting system piping and components up to the diesel
engine interface, including auxiliary skid-mounted piping, are designed to
seismic Category I, ASME Section III, Class 3 (Quality Group C) requirements
and meet the recommendations of Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29. The engine-
mounted piping and components, from the engine block to the engine interface,
are considered part of the engine assembly and are seismically qualified to
Category I requiremer.ts as part of the diesel engine package. This piping and
the associated components--such as valves, fabricated headers, fabricated
special fittings, and the like- are designed, manufactured, and inspected in
accordance with the guidelines and requirements of ANSI B31.1 and N45.2 and
10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The enoine-mounted air starting piping and associated
components are intentionally over designed (subjected to low working stresses)
for the application, resulting in high operational reliability. The design of
the engine mounted air starting piping and components to tne cited design
philosophy and standards is considered equivalent to a system designed to ASME
Section III, Class 3 requirements with regard to system functional operability
and inservice reliability.

The diesel generator air starting system conforms with Regulatory Guide 1.9,
Position C.7, as it relates to diesel engine air starting system protective

6 interlocks. The diesel generator system protective interlocks are discussed in
Section 8.3 of this report.

The scope of review of the emergency diesel engine starting system included
layout drawings, piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive informa-
tion in Section 9.5.6 of the FSAR for the system and auxiliary support systems
essential to its operation.

The basis for acceptance in the staff's review was in conformance of the design
criteria and bases, and design of the diesel engine air starting system to the
requirements of GDC 17, with respect to redundancy and physical independence;
the guidance of Section II of SRP Section 9.5.6; and the recommendations of
NUREG/CR-0660 and industry codes and standards; and the ability of the system
to start the diesel generator within a specified time period.

Based on its review, the staf f concludes that the emergency diesel engine air
starting system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17 and meets the
guidance of the cited Regulatory Guides, and industry codes and standards.

I

'
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However, because the system does not conform fully to the staff requirements,
additional information on the dryness of the air in that portion of the air
start system described above has been requested from the applicant. Therefore,this item remains open. Upon receipt of the requested additional information,
the staff will report its findings in a supplement to this SER.

9.5.7 Emergency Diesel Engine Lubricating Oil System

The design safety function of the emergency diesel engine lubricating oil
system is to provide a supply of filtered lubrication oil to the various moving
parts of the diesel engine including piston and bearings. The system is
designed to meet the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17. The meeting of the
requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 5 is discussed in Section 9.5.4.1 of this SER.

Major components of the emergency diesel engine lubricating oil system include
an engine-driven lube oil circulation and prelube pump, a lube oil collection
sump, strainers and filters, two lube oil coolers, an electric heater and
thermostatic three-way valve, instrumentation, controls, and alarms, and
associated piping and valves to connect the equipment. Spring-loaded doors are
provided for protection from crank case explosion. Alarms and protective
devices are provided to alert the control room operator to the diesel generator
lube oil system's abnormal conditions during standby, startup, or operating
status.

The emergency diesel engine lubrication oil system is an integral part of the
diesel engine and thus meets the requirements of GDC 17, with respect to system
independence and single-failure criteria. The engine heat is rejected to the
diesel engine cooling water systera. The engine lube oil system supplies oil
during engine operation or when the engine is on standby to all main bearings,
the camshaft bearings, cam followers, engine wearing parts, and the turbocharger.
The circulation and prelubrication portion of the system is operated only when
the diesel enginee speed is less than 280 rpm or the engine is on standby, at
which time the lube oil is heated by an electric heater and circulated through
the engine continuously by an ac motor-driven pump to improve the first try
starting reliability. This portion of the system has an alarm to indicate pump
and/or heater failure.

The diesel engine lubrication oil system piping and components up to the diesel
engine interface, including auxiliary skid mounted piping are designed to
seismic Category I, ASME Section III, Class 3 (Quality Group C) requirements
and meet the recommendations of Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29. The engine-
mounted piping and components, from the engine block to the engine interface,
are considered part of the engine assembly and are seismically qualified to
Category 7 requirements as part of the diesel engine package. The piping and
associated components, such as valves, fabricated headers, fabricated special
fittings, and the like are designed, manufactured, and inspected in accordance
with the guidelines and requirements of ANSI B31.1, ANSI N45.2, and 10 CFR 50,
Appendix 8. The engine mounted lubricating oil piping and associated components
are intentionally over designed (subject to low working stresses) for the
application, resulting in high operational reliability. The design of the
engine-mounted lubricating oil piping and components to tne cited design
philosophy and standards is considered equivalent to a system designed to ASME
Section III, Class 3 requirements with regard to system functional operability
and inservice reliability.
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i The diesel generator lubricating oil system conforms with Regulatory Guide 1.9,>

Position C.7, as it relates to diesel engine lubrication system protective
interlocks. The diesel generator system protective interlocks are discussed in

,

Section 8.3 of this report.|
-

1 The scope of review of the diesel generator lubricating oil system included
i piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive information in Section'

9.5.7 of the FSAR for the system and auxiliary support systems essential to its
operation.

The basis for acceptance in the staff's review was in conformance of the design;

criteria and bases, and design of the diesel engine lubricating oil system to;

the requirements of GDC 17, with respect to redundancy and physical indepen-'

dence, the guidance in Section II of SRP Section 9.5.7, and the reconanendations1

of NUREG/CR-0660 and industry codes and standards.
;

I Based on its review, the staff concludes that the emergency diesel engine
lubricating oil system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17; meets the
guidance of the cited Regulatory Guides and SRP Section 9.5.7; can perform its
design safety function; and meets the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660 and
industry codes and standards. It is, therefore, acceptable.

! 9.5.8 Emergency Diesel Engine Combustion Air Intake and Exhaust System

The design function of the emergency diesel engine combustion air intake and.

i exhaust system is to supply filtered air for combustion to the engine and to
dispose of the engine exhaust to atmosphere. The system is designed to meet
the requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 5. It is discussed in Section 9.5.4.1 of
this SER.1 ,

A separate source of combustion air for each diesel engine is taken from the
associated diesel . generator room ventilation air plenum through an air filter,'

intake silencer, turbocharger compressor and combustion air aftercoolers. The

path of the exhaust air discharge is through the turbocharger, exhaust silencer
and exhaust ducting to the outside of the building. This meets the requirement

;

of GDC 17 with regard to system independence, redundancy, and single-failure
!

criteria.
|

The exhaust system is separate from the air intake system to reduce the possi-
bility of contamination of the intake air with recirculated exhaust gases. The
location of the air intake structures and design precludes the intake of fire

|
extinguishing agents and other noxious gases and dust and other deleterious
materials that would effect diesel generator operation.

i

! The diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust system conforms with
Regulatory Guide 1.9, Position C.7, as it relates to diesel engine combustion
air intake and exhaust system protective interlocks. The diesel generator
cystem protective interlocks are discussed in Section 8.3 of this report.

The diesel engine combustion air intake system piping and components up to the |
|
' diesel engine interface, including auxiliary skid-mounted piping, are designed ;

to seismic Category I, ASME Section III, Class 3 (Quality Group C) requirements |

and meet the recommendations of Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29. The diesel i
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engine exhaust system piping and components from the diesel engine interface up
,

1

i to the diesel generator building boundary are designed to seismic Category I,
requirements and meet or exceed the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.29.
The engine-mounted piping and components, from the engine block to the engine
interface, are considered part of the engine block to the engine assembly and
are seismically qualified to Category I requirements as part of the diesel
engine package. The engine-mounted piping and associated components, such as';

fabricated headers, fabricated special fittings, and the like, including air
intaFe and exhaust piping beyond engine interface, are designed, manufactured,
and inspected in accordance with the guidelines and requirements of ANSI B31.1
and N45.2 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The engine mounted intake and exhaust i

piping and associated components are intentionally over designed (subjected to
low working stresses) for the application, thereby resulting in high operational
reliability. The design of the engine-mounted air intake and exhaust piping

,

and components to the cited design, philosophy, and standards is considered '

equivalent to a system design to ASME Section III, Class 3 requirements with
regard to system functional operability and inservice reliability.

The design of the emergency diesel engine combustion air exhaust system piping
and components from the engine interface is Quality Group D; they are not
tornado-missile protected beyond the diesel generator building boundary. Thisis not acceptable. The staff requires that this piping be designed to seismic
Category I, ASME Section III, Class 3 (Quality Group C) requirements and
tornado missile protected to conform with the recommendations of Regulatory
Guides 1.26 and 1.117. The applicant was informed of this position. The
applicant agreed that the diesel generator exhaust pipes located exterior to
the missile barriers will be exposed to tornado missiles and have not been
designed to withstand these missiles. Damage to the diesel exhaust pipes from
a tornado missile could result in deformation of or severing of the exhaust
pipe. The severing of the exhaust pipe would not affect the operation of the
diesel generator, but deformation of the exhaust pipe could result in a decrease
in the operational performance of the corresponding diesel generator. To
prevent the exhaust stacks from being damaged from a tornado missile to the
extent that diesel performance is reduced, the applicant in a letter dated
January 2, 1982 committed to do one of the following:

(1) strengthen the exhaust stacks to ensure that postulated tornado missiles
will not cause unacceptable damage, or

(2) provide exhaust relief via a tornado proof weighted damper system (blowout
the panel).

Both the proposed solutions are acceptable as a means of ensuring continued
diesel engine operation following a tornado-missile event. The applicant will
submit the final design to the staff for evaluation.

The applicant in a letter dated February 3,1982, discussed the design of the
diesel engine exhaust piping. The applicant stated that the piping is seis-
mically supported and that the piping and the associated components- such as
valves, fabricated headers, fabricated'special fittings, and the like- are
designed, manufactured, and will be inspected in accordance with the guidelines
and requirements of ANSI Standards 831.1 and N45.2, ASME Section III Class 3, and
10 CFR 50 Appendix B. The exhaust piping and associated components are inten-
tionally over designed (subjected to low working stresses) for the application,
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and thereby resulting in high operational reliability. The design of the
exhaust piping and compcnents +o the cited design philosophy and standards is
considered equivalent to a system designed to ASME Code, Section III, Class 3
requirements with regard to system functional operability and inservice relia-
bility. Theref re, the staff finds the exhaust system acceptable.

The scope of review of the diesel generator intake and exhaust system included
layout drawings, piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive informa-
tion in Section 9.5.8 of the FSAR for the system and auxiliary support systems
essential to its operation.

The basis for the acceptance in the staff's review was in conformance of the
design criteria and design of the diesel engine air intake and exhaust system
to the GDC 17, with respect to redundancy and physical independence, the
guidance of the cited regulatory guides, the additional guidance in Section II
of SRP Section 9.5.8, and the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660, and industry
codes and standards, and the ability of the system to provide sufficient
combustion air and release of exhaust gases to enable the emergency diesel
generator to perform on demand.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the emergency diesel engine
intake and exhaust system meets the requirements of G0C 2, 4, 5, and 17 and
meets the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660. The system also meets the guidance
of the cited regulatory guides, and industry codes and standards; it can
perform its design saf ety f unction. It is, therefore, acceptable.
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10 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

Chapter 10, " Steam and Power Conversion System" for the Byron Station, Units 1
and 2, has been reviewed in accordance with the July 1981 edition of the
" Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear
Power Plants " (SRP), NUREG-0800.

10.1 Summary Description

The steam and power conversion system is designed to remove heat energy from
the primary reactor coolant loop via four steam generators and to generate
electric power in the turbine generator. After the steam passes through the
high and low pressure turbines, the main condensers deaerate the condensate
and transfer the rejected heat to the closed-cycle circulating water sytem that
uses a natural-draft cooling tower to dissipate the rejected heat to the
atmosphere. The condensate is preheated and returned as feedwater to the steam
generators. The entire system is designed for the maximum expected energy from
the NSSS.

A turbine bypass system is provided to discharge, directly to the condenser, up
to 40 percent of the main steam flow around the turbine during transient
conditions. This bypass capacity, together with a 10 percent reactor automatic
step load reduction capability, is sufficient to withstand a 50 percent
generator load loss without tripping the turbine, or causing control rod move-
ment, or tripping the reactor.

10.2 Turbine Generator
'

The turbine generator converts steam power into electrical power and has a
turbine control and overspeed protection system. The design function of the
turbine control and overspeed protection system is to control turbine action
under all normal or abnormal conditions, to ensure that a full-load turbine
trip will not cause the turbine to overspeed beyond acceptable limits, and to
minimize the probability of generation of turbine missiles in accordance with
the requirements of GDC 4. The turbine control and overspeed protection system
is, therefore, essential to the overall safe operation of the plant.

The turbine generator is manufactured by the Westinghouse Turbine Division and
is a tandem-compound type (single shaf t) with one double-flow high pressure
turbine and three double-flow 1^.s pressure turbines. The rotational speed is
1800 rpm and is designed for a gross generator output of 1175 MWe at a nominal
plant exhasut pressure of 3.5 in. mercury (absolute).

The turbine generator is equipped with a digital electrohydraulic control (EHC)
system. The EHC system consists of'an electronic governor using solid-state
control techniques in combination with a high pressure hydraulic actuating
system. The system includes electrical control circuits for steam pressure
control,-speed control, load control, and steam control valve positioning.

Byron SER ~ 10-1
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Overspeed protection is accomplished by three independent systems: that is,

normal speed governor, mechanical overspeed, and electric backup overspeed
control systems. The normal speed governor modulates the turbine control
valves to maintain desired speed load characteristics. It will close the

intercept valves and control valves at maximum of 103 percent of rated speed.
The machanical overspeed sensor trips the turbine stop, control, and combined
intermediate valves by deenergizing the hydraulic fluid systems when
108 percent of rated speed is reached. The main steam stop, control, reheat
stop, and intercept valves close in 0.3 sec or less, and the air-operated
extraction steam valves close in less than 3 sec. These valves are designed
to fr.1 closed on loss of hydraulic systems pressures. The electrical backup

overspeed sensor will trip these same valves when 108 percent of rated speed is
reached by independently deenergizing the hydraulic fluid system. Both of these
actions independently trip systems and can be tested while the unit is on line.
Therefore, the requirements with regard to providing a turbine overspeed protec-
tion system of GDC 4 are met.

In order to protect the turbine generator, the following signals will shut down
the turbine: (1) turbine, approximately 8 percent above rated speed (mechanical
and electrical overspeed trips), (2) reactor trip, (3) low condenser vacuum,
(4) thrust bearing trip, (5) steam generator high-high level, (6) safety
injection, (7) external trip signals, including remote manual trip on the
control panel, (8) loss of hydraulic fluid supply pressure (loss of emergency
trip system fluid pressure automatically closes the turbine valves),
(9) generator trip, (10) auto-stop oil pressure low, (11) loss of both the
primary and secondary electrohydraulic control power supplies, (12) manual
mec.hanical trip at the f ront standard, (13) auto stop oil pressure low (anti-
motoring), and (14) turbine bearing low lubrication oil pressure. These

signals will trip the turbine and automatically cause the reactor to scram.

The proposed inservice inspection program for the main steam stop and control
valves, reheat valves, and extraction steam valves does not meet the require-
ments of GDC 4 with regard to an inservice inspection program as stated in
SRP Section 10.2 and is, therefore, unacceptable. The staff requires an

inservice inspection program for these valves to be implemented at Byron
which will be part of the Technical Specifications and will include the
following: (1) dismantling and inspection of at least one main steam stop
valve, one main steam control valve, one reheat stop valve, and one reheat
intercept valve at approximately 3-1/3 yr intervals during refueling or
maintenance suutdowns coinciding with the inservice inspection schedule,
(2) exercising and observing at least once a week the main steam stop and
control, reheat stop, and intercept valves, and (3) at least once-a-week
exercising of the extraction steam nonreturn valves.

The applicant will include preoperational and startup tests of the turbine
generator in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.68, " Initial Test Programs for
Water Cooled Power Plants." The adequacy of the test program is evaluated in
Section 14.1 of this report.

The turbine generator system teets the recommendations of BTP ASB 3-1, i

" Protection Against Postulated Piping Failures in Fluid Systems Outside
Containment," and MEB 3-1, " Postulated Break and Ledakage Locations in Fluid
Systems Outside Containment." Evaluation of protection against dynamic effects
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associated with the postulated pipe system failure is covered in Section 3.6 of
this report. '

The scope of review of the turbine generator included description information
in Section 10.2 of the FSAR, flow charts, and diagrams. The basis for
acceptance in the staff review was conformance of the design criteria and bases
and design of the turbine generator system to GDC 4 with respect to the pre- <

vention of the generation of turbine missiles, the additional guidance in
Section II of SRP Section 10.2 and industry codes and standards.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the turbine generator overspeed
protection system meets the requirements of GDC 4 and the guidance of SRP
Section 10.2; can perform its designed safety functions; and, except for the
license condition stated above, is therefore acceptable.

10.2.1 Turbine Disc Integrity

The staff has reviewed Section 10.2.3 of the Byron FSAR concludes that the
integrity of the turbine will be adequate and that reasonable assurance is
provided that the applicable parts of the GDC will be met.

The turbine discs and rotors are forged from vacuum degassed steel by processes
that minimize flaws and provide adequate fracture toughness. These materiais
have the lowest fracture appearance transition temperatures Sighest Charpy-

V-notch energies obtainable on a consistent. basis. The maxi, a angential stress
in discs and rotors resulting from centrifugal forces, interference fit, and
thermal gradients does not exceed 0.75 of the yield strength of the materials
at 115 percent of the rated speed.

The praservice inspection program calls for 100 percent ultrasonic inspection
(UT) of each rotor and disc forging before finish machining and magnetic
particle (MT) after finish machining. No MT flow indications are permissible
in bores, holes, keyways, and other highly stressed regions. Since 1979, the
staff has known of the stress corrosion problems in low pressure rotor discs in
Westinghouse turbines. The manufacturer has conducted a program to establish
the methods and intervals"for inservice inspection of the bore and keyway areas
in these discs. Westinghouse has developed a method for predicting crack growth
rate based on all of the cracks found to date in Westinghouse turbines, past
history of similar turbine disc cracking,.and results of laboratory tests.
This prediction method takes *into account two main parameters: the yield
strength of the disc and the temperature of the disc at the bore area where the

. cracks'of concern are occurring. The higher the yield strength of the material
and the higher the temperature, the faster the crack growth rate wi.11-be.n

In July 1981, NRC advised all licensees and applicants by mail that they were
requested to continue their current programs in cooperation with the turbine
suppliers to properly monitor the condition of the disc bore and keyway areas.
The staff considers that these programs meet the intent of current staff

. guidelines.

The turbine meets staff criteria regarding the use of materials with acceptable-
fracture toughness and adequate design. Preservice and-inservice inspection-
criteria are in accordance with current staff guidelines. The materials,
processes, and designs used by the applicant are, therefore, considered
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acceptable. The staff concludes that these provisions provide reasonable
assurance that the probability of disc failure with missile generation is low
during normal operation, including transients up to design overspeed.

10.3 Main Steam Supply System

The function of the main steam supply system is to convey steam from the steam
generators to the high pressure turbine and other auxiliary equipment for power
generation. Section 10.3.1 evaluates the safety-related portion of the main
steam system including the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs). Section 10.3.3
evaluates the nonsafety related portion of the main steam system downstream of
the MSIVs up to and including the turbine stop valves.

10.3.1 Main Steam Supply System (Up To and Including the Main Steam Isolation
Valves)

The function of the main steam supply system is to convey steam fram the steam
generators to the high pressure turbine and other auxiliary equipment for power
generation. The steam produced in the four steam generators is conveyed in
separate lines from the steam generators through the MSIV. The four individual
main steamlines each contain one. The portions of the main steamlines from the
steam generators through the containment and up to and including the miin steam
isolation valves and including the main steam safety valves, and atmost heric
relief valves are located in seismic Category I, flood- and tornado prctected
structures (main steam safety valve rooms) (refer to Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2
of this SER) and are Quality Group B and seismic Category I, thereby satisfying
the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29.

Main steam isolation is provided by a hydraulically operated, double-disc gate
valve in each steamline located just outside the containment. The MSIVs auto-
matically close on low steamline pressure signals in any one steamline or on a
high-high containment pressure signal, and can be operated from the main control
room or local panels. The main steam isolation valves are designed to close in
less than 5 sec and are also designed to stop steam flow from either direction.
A steamline break upstream or downstream of the MSIVs coupled with an MSIV
failure to close will not result in the blowdown of more than one steam
generator. In the event of a steamline break upstream of an MSIV and a failure
of an MSIV to close on the unaffected steam generator, blowdown of the unaffected
steam generator through the break is prevented by the closure of the MSIVs for
the affected steam generator. Blowdown through the turbine and condenser is
prevented by closure cf the nonseismic Category I turbine stop valves and
turbine bypass valves, which serves as an acceptable backup for this accident

T in accordance with the guidelines of NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen
Technical Issues Listed in Attachment to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From
Director, NRR, to NRR Staff."

Four seismic Category I, Quality Group B, modulating, hydraulic, power-operated
atmospheric relief valves (one for each steam generator main steamline) are
provided to maintain the steam pressure when normal turbine bypass is not i

available. The valves are normally closed and fail closed (safe position) on
loss of power or control signal and have a combined design capacity of 11
percent of the maximum main steam flow. A pair of valves is powered from
redundant Class 1E power supplies to ensure availability of an operable steam
relief path in event of a single failure; they can be operated manually from

|
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the control room in a loss of offsite power. Twenty seismic Category I, Qual.ity
Group B safety valves (five on each main steamline) are also provided. The
safety valves have a combined capacity of 100 percent of the maximum steam flow.
The safety valves and atmospheric relief valves are located outside containment
and before the MSIVs in the seismic Category I valve rooms between the steam
tunnel and containment, which are accessible areas. The MSIVs, safety valves,
and power-operated relief valves will undergo preoperational functional testing
at normal design temperature and pressure. MSIV closure times and safety and
relief valve capacities will be verified. Thus, the requirements of GDC 34 and
the applicable cjuidelines of BTP RSB 5-1, " Design Requirements of the Residual
Heat Removal System," are satisfied.

The equipment required to function to ensure main steam isolation when called
upon is protected against the effects of high-energy pipe breaks (refer to
Section 3.6.1 of this SER). This equipment is located in tornado-missile-
protected structures and is located so that it is not affected by internally
generated missiles (refer to Section 3.5.1.1 of this SER). Thus, the require-
ments of GDC 4 and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.117 and BTP_ ASB 3-1,
" Protection Against Postulated Piping Failures in Fluid Systems Outside
Containment," are satisfied. There is no sharing between units of any portion
of the main steam supply system; thus, the requirements of GDC 5 are not
applicable. Refer to Section 3.5.1.3 for discussion of turbine missile
protection and compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.115.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the main steam supply system from
the steam generators through the main steam isolation valves meets the require-
ments of GDC 2, 4, and 34 with respect to protection against natural phenomena,
missiles and environmental effects, residual heat removal capability, and the
single-failure criterion,' and the guidelines of Regulatory Guides 1.29 and 1.117
and BTPs ASB 3-1 and RSB 5-1 relating to the system's seismic and Quality Group
classification, protection against turbine and tornado missiles, protection
against high and moderate energy pipe breaks, and residual heat removal system
design, and is, therefore, acceptable.

10.3.2 Main Steam Supply System (Downstream of Main Steam Isolation Valves)

This portion of the main steam system is not required to affect or support safe
shutdown of the reactor.

The main steam system is designed to deliver steam from the reactor to the
high pressure turbine. The main steam and turbine steam systems provide steam
to the feedwater pump turbines, turbine gland sealing system, auxiliary steam
system, steam jet air ejectors, reheaters, feedwater heaters, and turbine
bypass system. The main steam system from the MSIV to the first shutoff valves
and all branch lines in'between these valves up to and including the first valve
are designed to the requirements of ANSI B31.1 and are not seismic.

The staff has also considered a postulated flooding condition due to a condenser
circulating water line break, resulting in flooding of the turbine building and |main steam tunnel up to grade level. This is addressed in Section 10.4.5 of
this report.

The scope of review of the main steam supply system (between the main steam
isolation valve and up to and. including the turbine stop valves). included
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descriptive information in Section 10.3 of the FSAR and flcs charts and
diagrams. The basis for acceptance in the staff review was conformance of the
design criteria and bases and the design of main steam supply system to the
acceptance criteria in Section II of SRP Section 10.3.

Based on its review, the staff concludes the main steam supply system between
the main steam isolation valve and up to and including the turbine stop valves
is in conformance with the above cited criteria and design bases, can perform
its design functions, and is, therefore, acceptable.

10.3.3 Secondary Water Chemistry

In late 1975, the staff incorporated provisions into the Standard Technical
Specifications that required limiting conditions for operation and surveillance
requirements for secondary water chemistry parameters. The Technical Specifi-
cations for all PWR plants that have been issued an Operating License since
1974 contain either these provisions or a requirement to establish these
provisions after baseline chemistry conditions have been determined. The
intent of the provisions was to provide added assurance that the operators of
newly licensed plants would properly monitor and control secondary water
chemistry to limit corrosion of steam generator components such as tubes and
tube support plates.

In a number of instances, the Technical Specifications have significantly
restricted the operational flexibility of some plants with little or no benefit
with regard to limiting degradation of steam generator tubes and the tube support
plates. Based on this experience and the knowledge of corrosion phenomena gained
in recent years, the staf f concludes that, in lieu of specifying limiting condi-
tions in the Technical Specifications, a more effective approach would be to
institute a license cordition that required the implementation of a secondary
water chemistry monitoring and control program containing appropriate procedures
and administrative controls.

The required program and procedures are to be developed by applicants, with
input from their reactor vendor or other consultants, to account for site and
plant-specific factors that af fect water chemistry conditions in the steam
generators. In the staf f's view, plant operation following such procedures
would provide assurance that licensees would devote proper attention to
controlling secondaru water chemistry, while also providing the needcd
flexibility to allow them to deal effectively with an offnormal condition that
might arise.

Consequently, the staff requested in a letter of August 1, 1979 that the appli-
cant propose a secondary water chemistry program which, by being referenced in
a condition to the Operating License, would replace any proposed Technical
Specifications on secondary water chemistry. In response, the applicant pro-
vided additional information by letter of September 29, 1979. The proposed
program addresses the six program criteria of the st.aff position as discussed
below, and is based on the steam generator water chemistry program recommended
by the NSSS vendor.

The proposed program monitors the critical parameters to inhibit steam generator
corrosion and tube degradation. The limits and sampling schedule for these
parameters have been established for steam generator blowdown and feedwater/
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condensate under power operation, startup, shutdown, and wet layup conditions.
The control points for the critical parameters and the process sampling points
have been identified, the analytical techniques for measuring the values of the
critical parameters are indicated in the submittal, and reference to the plant
chemical procedures is given fcc the complete procedures. The procedure for
recording and managing data is stated in each analytical procedure for a given
parameter. The procedure defining corrective actions for offcontrol point
chemistry conditions and the procedures identifying the sequence and timing of
administrative events to initiate corrective actions are given in the submittal.
The station chemist is ultimately responsible for interpretation of secondary
side water chemistry data.

The staf f finds that the applicant's secondary water chemistry monitoring and
control program

(1) is capable of reducing the probability of abnormal leakage in the RCPB by
inhibiting steam generator corrosion and tube degradation and thus meets
the requirements of GDC 14;

(2) adequately addresses all of the program criteria delineated in the staff's
August 1, 1979 letter;

(3) is based on the NSSS vendor's recommended steam generator water chemistry
program;

(4) monitors the secondary coolant purity in accordance with BTP MTEB 5-3,
Revision 1, and thus meets Criterion 3 of SRP Section 5.4.2.1, Revision 1;

(5) monitors the water quality of the secondary side water in the steam
generators to detect potential condenser cooling water inleakage to the
condensate, and thus meets Position 2 of BTP MTEB 5-3, Revision 1;

(6) describes the methods for control of secondary side water chemistry data
and record management procedures and corrective actions for offrontrol-
point chemistry, and thus meets Position 3 of BTP MTEB 5-3, Revision 1.

On the basis of the above evaluation, the staff concludes that the proposed
secondary water chemistry monitoring and control program for Byron Units 1 and
2 meets (1) the requirements of GDC 14 insofar as secondary water chemistry
control ensures primary boundary material integrity, (2) Criterion 3 of SRP
Section 5.4.2.1, Revision 1, (3) Positions 2 and 3 of BTP MTEB 5-3, Revision 1,
and (4) the program criteria in the staff's positior.. It is, therefore, accept-
able. The staff will condition the Operating License to require that the pro-
posed f.econdary water chemistry monitoring and contral program be carried out.

The instrumentation and sampling equipment provided in the original design is
adequate to monitor and control process parameters in blowdown, condensate and
feedwater in accordance with BTP MTEB 5-3, and is therefore acceptable.

10.3.4 Steam and Feedwater System Materials

The applicant has selected materials for Class 2 and 3 components of the steam
and feedwater systems that satisfy Appendix I of Section III of the ASME Code,
and meet the requirements of Parts A, B, or C of Section II of the Code. The
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applicant has also met the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.85, which
describes acceptable Code cases that may be used in conjunction with this
industry standard.

In this time frame, the Code allowed waiving of impact testing of main steam
and feedwater system materials. However, based upon the results of impact
testing of the sana specification steels by other applicants and correlations
of the metallurgical characterization of these steels with the fracture tough-
ness data presented in NUREG-0577, the staff concludes that the fracture tough-
ness properties of the ferritic materials in the main steam and feedwater
systems would satisfy the requirements of the Code. The fracture toughness
tests and mechanical properties required by-the Code provide reasonable
assurance that ferritic materials will have adequate safety margins against the
possibility of nonductile behavior or rapidly propagating fracture.

The applicant has met the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.71, " Welder
Qualification for Areas of Limited Accessibility," by either meeting the
regulatory positions in Regulatory Guide 1.71 or providing and meeting an
alternative to the regulatory positions in Regulatory Guide 1.71 that the staff

|
has reviewed and found to be acceptable. The onsite cleaning and clealiness
controls during fabrication satisfy the position oiven in Regulatory Guide

| 1.37, " Quality Assurance P.equirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and
Associated Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," and the

! requirements of ANSI Standard N45.2.1-1973, " Cleaning of Fluid Systems and

|
Associated Components During Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants."

Based on its review, as described above, the staff concludes that the main
steam and feedwater system materials are acceptable and meet the re' vant
requirements of GDC 1 and 35 and Appendix B to 10 CFR 50.

10 4 Other Features of Steam and Power Conversion System
;

10.4.1 Main Condenser'

The main condenser is designed to function as a heat sink for the turbine
exhaust system, turbine bypass steam, and other turbine cycle flows, and to
receive and collect condensate flows for return to the steam generators. The
main condenser transfers heat to the circulating water system, which uses a
natural draft cooling tower to dissipate the rejected heat to the atmosphere.

The main condenser is not required to effect or support' safe shutdown of the
reactor or to perform in the operation of reactor safety features. The main

,

condenser is a single-shell single pass, multizone deaerating type condenser
and is designed to produce a turbine backpressure of 2.75, 3.46, and 4.09 in.
of mercury absolute in each of the zones when operating at turbine-rated output,

,

i_ The main condenser design includes provisions for condensate deaeration and
hotwell surge storage of the condensate. Offgas from the main condenser is

. processed in the main condenser evacuation system, which is described and
; evaluated in Section 10.4.2 of this report.

!

The main condenser is designed to accept full-load exhaust steam from the main
'

'

) turbine and feedwater pump turbines, up to_40 percent of the main steam flow
from the' turbine bypass system, aad other cycle steam flows. The main co'ndenser
is also designed to deaerate the condensate to the required water quality.

,
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Stainless steel tubes have been used to minimize corrosion and erosion of
condenser tubes. Condenser tube leakage could result in degradation of the
feedwater quality with potential for corrosion of secondary system components.
The applicant monitors condensate conductivity by means of an automatic hotwell
sampling system to give an indication of tube leakage. The applicant, in
response to a request for additional information, prov1&d details on the
detection, control, and correction of condenser cooling water leakage into the
condensate. The adequacy of the secondary sampling system for leak detection
is evaluated in Section 9.3.2 of this report.

Flooding of the' turbine building and adjacent building as a result of condenser
failure or circulating water system failure is discussed and evaluated in
Section 10.4.5 of this report.

The applicant will include preoperational and startup tests of the main condenser
in accordance with recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.68, " Initial Test Programs
for Water-Cooled Reactor Power Plants." The adequacy of the test program is

| evaluated in Section 14.1 of this report.
|
'

The scope of review of the main condenser included layout drawings and descrip-
tive information of the condenser in Section 10.4.1 of the FSAR.

The basis for acceptance in the staff review was conformance of the design
criteria and bases and design of the condenser to the acceptance criteria in
Section II of SRP Section 10.4.1 and industry standards.

!

( Based on its review, the staff concludes that the main condenser is in conform-
'

ance with the above cited criteria and design bases, can perform its designed
function, and is therefore acceptable.

10.4.2 Main Condenser Evacuation System,

|

10.4.2.1 Summary Description

I The main condenser evacuation system (MCES) of each unit consists of a mechani-
| cal vacuum pump that evacuates the main condenser upon startup and two
i 100 percent two-sta9a jet air ejectors. During normal operation, the exhaust
| from the primary and mechanical vacuum pump air separator tanks, the steam jet

air ejectors, and the gland steam condensers are discharged to eacn unit's vent'

stack. On a high radiation signal flow can be diverted to a filter system
which consists of a demister, electric heater, prefilter, HEPA filter, charcoal
absorber, and another HEPA filter before it is released via the vent stack. A
more detailed discussion of the system is presented in Sections 9.4.7.1 and
10.4.2 of the FSAR.

.

|
| The review included the system capability to process radioactive gases and the |

| design provisions incorporated to monitor and control releases of radioactive |

| materials in gaseous effluents in accordance with GDC 60 and 64 and the quality
| group classification of equipment and components used to collect gaseous radio-
| active effluents relative to the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.26. The staff

reviewed the applicant's system descriptions, piping and instrumentation
diagrams, and design criteria for components of the MCES with respect to
SRP Section 10.4.2. The basis for acceptance in the review has been conform-
ance of the applicant's designs, design criteria, and design bases for the MCES
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to the applicable regulations, Regulatory Guides, and industry standards. Based
j upon this evaluation, the staff finds the proposed MCES acceptable.
| -

i 10.4.3 Turbine Gland Sealing System

The turbine gland sealing system provides sealing of the turbine generator
shaft and the main feedwater pump turbine shafts against leakage of air into

'the turbine casings and the escape of radioactive steam into the turbine
building. A portion of the main steam supply is passed through the turbine
gland seals and condensed in the gland seal condenser. The condensate is
returned to the main condenser hotwell while noncondensible gases are
discharged to the steam jet air ejector exhaust header for eventual discharge
to the vent stack. If the radiation monitor in this header indicates a high
radiation signal, then flow will be diverted to the offgas filter system
described in Section 10.4.2 of this SER.

i

The staff has reviewed the turbine gland sealing system with respect to
; SRP Section 10.4.3. The scope of this review included the source of sealing

steam and the provisions incorporated to monitor and control releases of,
; . gaseous radioactive effluents in accordance with GDC 60 and 64. The staff has

reviewed the applicant's system description and design criteria for the com-
ponents of the turbine gland sealing system and found them consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.26. The basis for the acceptance in its review has been the

' conformance of the applicant's designs, design criteria, and design bases for
the turbine gland sealing system to the applicable regulations and regulatory
guide referenced above. Based upon its evaluation, the staff finds the pro-
posed turbine gland sealing system acceptable.

; 10.4.4 Turbine Bypass System
.

The turbine bypass system is designed to bypass up to 40 percent of main steam
flow to the main condenser. This capacity, together'with a 10 percent reactor
automatic step load capacity, is sufficient to withstand a 50 percent generator'

load loss without tripping the turbine'or causing control rod movement. The
turbine bypass system is used to control reactor pressure as follows: (1) dur-.'

ing the reactor heatup to related pressure, (2) while the turbine generator is
!- being brought up to speed and synchronized, (3) during power' operation when the

reactor steam generator exceeds the transient turbine steam requirements, and,
,' (4) during reactor cooldown. This system is not required to perform during
i accident conditions. j

s

The bypass system is composed of the following: (1) 12 bypass (steam dump)
^; valves, (2) pressure-reducing assemblies, and (3) piping. Each valve is rated

for a capacity of approximately 3 percent of the main steam flow at full load
pressure and temperature. The 12 bypass valves are mounted between the main
steam isolation valves and turbine stop valves. Each valve is provided with a
pressure reducer assembly mounted downstream of the valve to reduce steam

; pressure prior to discharge into the condenser. The turbine bypass system is
not a safety-related system and is not required for plant shutdown following an
accident. The turbine bypass valves are designed to fail closed upon loss of

. . electric power or air system pressure to the valve control system. The turbine
| . bypass valves are designed to close on loss of main condenser vacuum.
|

|.
.

r
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The applicant will include preoperational and startup tests of the turbine
bypass system in accordance with recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.68,
" Initial Test Programs for Water-Cooled Reactor Power Plants." The adequacy of
the test program is evaluated in Section 14.1 of this report. The turbine
bypass system can be tested while the unit is on line, but the applicant has
not provided an inservice inspection program for the valves. The staff will
condition the license to require that the inservice inspection program include
the requirement that the valves be stroked at least once a quarter.

The turbine bypass system meets the recommendations of BTP ASB 3-1, " Protection
Against Piping Failures in Fluid System Piping Outside Containment," and MEB

| 3-1, " Postulated Break and Leakage Locations in Fluid System Piping Outside
Containment." Evaluation of protection against dynamic effects associated with
the postulated pipe system failures is covered in Section 3.6 of this report.

The scope of review of the turbine bypass system included drawings, piping and
instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive information of the system in Section
10.4.4 of the FSAR.

The basis for acceptance in the staff review was conformance of the design
criteria and bases and design of the turbine bypass system to the acceptance
criteria in Section II of SRP Section 10.4.4 and industry standards.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the turbine bypass system is in
conformance with the above cited criteria and design bases, can perform its
designed function, and, except for the license condition statad above, is,
therefore, acceptable.

10.4.5 Circulating Water System

The nersafety related (Quality Group D, nonseismic Category I) circulating
system supplies cooling water to the main condenser of each unit. This water
is circulated to the normal heat sink (one natural draft cooling tower for each
unit) where heat is rejected to the atmosphere. Circulating water from the
cooling tower basin is directed back to the main condensers by three circulat-
ing water pumps for each unit, which are located in the circulating water pump-
house. The circulating water system is not required to maintain the reactor in
a safe shutdown condition or mitigate the consequences of accidents.

The applicant has provided the results of an analysis of the effects of possible
flooding of safety-related equipment as a result of a postulated failure in the
circulating water system. The circulating water system has the potential for
flooding the turbine building to a high elevation. This is due to the large
volume contained in the natural draft cooling tower basin and the elevation and
location of a portion of the circulating water system within the turbine build-
ing. No safety-related equipment is located in the turbine building and no
below grade openings from the turbine building connect directly into the
auxiliary building which houses safety-related equipment. Once the water level
reaches grade elevation, the water flows into the yard away from plant struc-
tures, except for smail amounts that may seep under closed doors. The appli-
cant indicates, however, that the main steam tunnel that connects directly to
the turbine building will be flooded. Flooding of the auxiliary feedwater
tunnel is prevented by water-tight closures on the openings to the main steam
tunnel. In examining the consequences of flooding in the main steam tunnel,

_ Byron SER
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the applicant indicates that the MSIVs will eventually be flooded and become
inoperable (fail as is, in the open position). The applicant has determined
that sufficient downstream isolation valves on tne main steamlines and main
steam branch lines are provided to prevent steam blowdown in excess of the
capability of the auxiliary feedwater system should the operator tail to close
the MSIVs prior to their being flooded. None of these valves is affected by
the turbine building flooding. Thus, the requirements of GDC 4 are met with
respect to ensuring a safe plant shutdown in tha event of flooding due to a
circulating water system failure.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the circulating water system
meets the requirements of GDC 4 with respect to protection against environ-
mental effects (flooding) on safety related equipment due to failure (pipe
breaks) in the system and is, therefore, acceptable.

10.4.6 Condensate Cleanup System

By letter dated December 18, 1981, the applicant committed to install a standby
condensate cleanup system (CCS). The proposed system will be able to clean up
the condensate and feedwater system during startup and anticipated operational
occurrences more rapidly than the present blowdown system. The proposed standby
CCS has four demineralizers capable of treating one-third of the full condensate
flow.

The staff has reviewed the proposed CCS in accordance with SRP Section 10.4.6
and finds that it is capable of perforniing its backup function of rapid cleanup
of the condensate and feedwater system during startup and anticipated operational
occurrences to produce feedwater purity in accordance with BTP 5-3.

Therefore, the CCS meets the requirements of GDC 14 as it relates to controlling
secondary water chemistry to reduce corrosion so that the integrity of the
primary cociant boundary (steam generator tubes) will be maintainad.

The instrumentation and sampling equipment provided is adequate to monitor and
control process parameters in accordance with BTP MTEB 5-3.

/ Based on its evaluation, the staff concludes that the proposed condensate cleanup
\ system is acceptable.

10.4.7 Condensate and Feedwater System

The condensate and feedwater system provides feedwater from the condenser to
the steam generators and includes the piping and components from the condenser
hot well, through the condensate and condensate / booster pumps, low pressure
feedwater heaters, feedwater pumps, high pressure feedwater heaters, and con-
tainment isolation valves to the four steam generators. The steam generators
are the preheat type; therefore, two separate feedwater connections are pro-
vided at the steam generators: (1) a tempering line connection, which is
located on the upper part of the steam generator above the normal water level,
used during startup, shutdown, and light load conditions and (2) a preheat line
connection to the preheat section, which is located on the lower part of the
steam generator, used only during normal power operation.

1
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The system serves no safety function (with the exception of containment isola-
tion integrity) and is, therefore, classified as nonsafety related (Quality
Group D, nonseismic Category I). Adequate isolation is provided at connections
between seismic and nonseismic Category I systems; therefore, failure of
nonsafety related portions of the condensate and feedwater system will not
affect safe plant shutdown.

The portions of the system classified as safety related are: (1) the main
feedwater piping from the containment isolation and check valves to the pre-
heater section of the steam generators, (2) the tempering feedwater piping from
the isolation and check valves to the steam generator preheater bypass connec-
tions, (3) the cross-connection piping between the main feedwater and tempering
feedwater lines, (4) the chemical feed piping from the isolation and check valves
to the tempering feedwater line, and (5) the interconnecting piping between the
auxiliary feedwater system and the tempering feedwater lines. These portions
of the system are designed to seismic Category I, Quality Group B requirements
in order to ensure feedwater isolation in accident situations and are located
in seismic Category I, flood- and tornado protected structures (refer to
Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER). Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and the
guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1,29 are satisfied. The structure also provides
protection against tornado nissiles. The essential equipment is_ separated from
the effects of internally generated missiles and is not affected by failures in
high-energy piping (refer to Sections 3.5.1.1 and 3.6.1 of this SER). Thus,
the requirements of GDC 4 are satisfied. None of the condensate and feedwater
system is shared between units so the requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable.

Automatic isolation of the main feedwater system is provided when it is reouired
to mitigate the consequences of a steamline or feedwater line break. The

: hydraulically operated main feedwater isolation valves (one per . team generator)
close within 5 sec on receipt of an ESF actuation signal. Redundant feedwater
line isolation is provided by the fail-closed main feedwater regulating valves

' and bypass valves, which also receive the ESF actuation closure signal and serve
as an acceptable backup. Tempecing line isolation is accomplished by redundant
fail-closed air operated valves, which also receive an ESF actuation signal.
The nonsafety-related startup feedwater train supplying the tempering feedwater
line is the normal means for starting up and shutting down the plant. The
safety-related auxiliary feedwater trains automatically provide flow to the
steam generators via the tempering line for decay heat removal upon failure of
the condensate and feedwater system. (Refer to Section 10.4.9 of this SER for
further discussion of the auxiliary feedwater system.) Thus, the requirements

'

of GDC 44 are satisfied. The safety-related portions of the system are located
in accessible areas and receive periodic inspection and testing in accordance

a. with plant Technical Specifications. Thus, the requirements of GDC 45 and 46
are satisfied.

'

The condensate and feedwater 3,ystem is designed with features to preclude the
potential for damaging flow instabilities (waterhammer). These features
include

(1) location of a tempering feedwater nozzle above maximum water level for
| admitting cold feedwater

|

|
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(2) additional main feedwater isolation valve closure signals on abnormal main
feedwater temperature and flow conditions to preclude cold water admission
to the preheat section of the steam generator

(3) continuous warm water purging of the tempering lines and main feedwater
lines when they are not in service

It should be noted that the Byron preheat model steam generator (Westinghouse
design) does not include a feedring and, therefore, the guidance in BTP
ASB 10-2, " Design Guidelines for Water Hammers in Steam Generators With Top
Feedring Designs," is not applicable.

The staff evaluation of the Byron preheat model steam generator for waterhammer
potential indicates that the applicant should perform a plant-specific verifi-
cation test tc demonstrate that no damaging waterhammer will occur. The
applicant has committed (by letter dated January 2, 1982) to perform this
preoperational test using the standard plant operating procedures to
demonstrate the ability to transfer main feedwater flow from the top feed
nozzle to the main feed nozzle without unacceptable waterhuczer as recommended
in NUREG/CR-1606, "An Evaluation of Condensation-Induced Waterhammer in Preheat
Steam Generators." The test will be conducted as described in the NUREG:

Run the plant at approximately 25% of full power by using feedwater
through the top feed nozzle at the lowest feedwater temperature that
the plant Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) allows. Switch the
feedwate at that temperature from the top feed nozzle to the main
feed nozzle by following the S0P. Observe and record the transient
that follows. .

l

Preoperational testing of the auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) will
'

verify that no unacceptable waterhammer occurs on automatic initia-
tion of AFWS.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the safety-related portion of the
|condensate and feedwater_ system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 44, 45, and

46 with respect to its protection against natural phenomena, missiles, and
environmental effects, decay heat removal function, insecvice inspection and i
testing, and meets the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 and NUREG/CR-1606
with respect to its seismic classification and design and testing for preven-
tion of damaging waterhammer, and is, therefore, acceptable.

10.4.8 Steam Generator Blowdown System

The steam generator blowdown system (SGB5) is designed to assist the control of
the secondary side water chemistry by removing chemical and radioactive impuri-
ties that accumulate in the steam generator water by filtration to remove solid
corrosion products and by ion exchange to remove dissolved impurities.

The portion of the SGBS from the steam generator up to and including the first
isolation' valve outside containment is constructed according to Quality Group B
and seismic Category I requirements, and conforms to the specifications of
Regulatory Guide 1.25 and GDC 1 with respect to quality standards, and to those'

of Regulatory Guide 1.29 and GDC 2 with respect to seismic considerations.
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The components of the SGBS downstream from the outer isolation valves are con-
sidered to be nonsafety related and are constructed according to the quality
standards of Quality Group D, as augmented by Position C.1.1 of Regulatory
Guide 1.143, thereby meeting the quality standards requirements of GDC 1.

The SGBS is adequately designed to be capable of removing chemical impurities
and radioactive contamination from the steam generator secondary water during
normal operation and anticipated occupational occurrences. The SGBS design,
therefore, meets the primary boundary material integrity requirements of GDC 14
as it relates to maintaining acceptable secondary water chemistry control by
reducing the corrosion rate.

Instrumentation and automatic controls are provided to monitor and control the
operation of the blowdown system, with provision for sampling of the blowdown
in conformance with the guidelines of BTP MTEB 5-3.

Based on the foregoing evaluation, the staff concludes that the SGBS is
acceptable.

10.4.9 Auxiliary Feedwater System

The staff has reviewed the auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) against the
specifii acceptance criteria of SRP 59ction 10.4.9 as follows:

(1) GDC 2 as related to structures n.eusiN the system and the system itself
being capable of withstanding the effects of earthquakes. Acceptability
is based on meeting Position C.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.29 for safety-
related portions and Position C.2 for nonsafety-related portions.

(2) GDC 4 with respect to structures housing the system and the system itself
being capable of withstanding the effects of external missiles and
internally generated missiles, pipe whip, and jet impingement forces
associated with pipe breaks. The basis for acceptance for meeting this
criterion is set forth in SRP Sections 3.5 and 3.6.

(3) GDC 5 as related to the capability of shared systems and components
important to safety to perform required safety functions.

(4) GDC 19 as related to the design capability of system instrumentation and
controls for prompt hot shutdown of the reactor and potential capability
for subsequent cold shutdown. Acceptance is based on meeting BTP RSB 5-1,
" Design Requirements of the Residual Heat Removal System," with regard to
cold shutdown from the control room using only safety grade equipment.

(5) GDC 34 and 44 to ensure

The capability.to transfer heat loads from the reactor' system to.a-

heat sink under both normal operating and accident conditions

Redundancy of components so that under accident conditions _ the safety-

function can be performed assuming a single active component failure.
(This may be coincident with the loss of offsite power for-certain
events.) _BTP ASB 10-1, " Design Guidelines for Au iliary Feedwatere
System. Pump Drive and Power Supply Diversity for Pressurized Water
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:
1

! Reactors," as it relates to AFW pump drive and power supply diversity
shall be used in meeting these criteria.

t
-The capability to isolate components, subsystems, or piping if->

required so that the system safety function will be maintained.

In meeting these criteria, the recommendations of NUREG-0611, " Genericj

Evaluation of Feedwater Transisnts and Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Acci-
dents in Westinghouse-Designed Operating Plants," and NUREG-0635, " Generic

,

Evaluation of Feedwater Transients and Small Break Loss-of-Coolant
i Accidents in Combustion Engineering-Designed Operating Plants," shall also

be met. An acceptable AFWS should have an unreliability in the range of
10 4 to 10 5 per demand based on an analysis using methods and data pre-

! sented in NUREG-0611 and NUREG-0635. Compensating factors such as other
methods of accomplishing the safety functions of the AFWS or other reliable

i methods for cooling the reactor core during abnormal conditions may be,

considered to justify a larger unavailability of the AFWS.

i (6) GDC.45 as related to design provisions made to permit periodic inservice
inspection of system components and equipment.d

(7) GDC 46 as related to design provisions made to permit appropriate4

i functional testing of the system and components to ensure structural
integrity and leaktightness, operability and performance of active*

components, and capability of the integrated system to function as
intended during normal, shutdown, and accident conditions. In meeting
this criterion, the Technical Specifications should specify that the

,

monthly AFWS pump test shall be performed on a staggered test basis to )
reduce the likelihood of leaving more than one pump in a test mode !

following the tests.
|

: The following evaluation discusses the implementation of the above acceptance
! criteria and follows.the format of the review procedures identified in SRP

Section 10.4.9. This evaluation also incorporates the staff review of the
,

applicant's response to Item II.E.1.1., " Auxiliary Feedwater System ;
e '

i Reliability," of NUREG-0737. This includes

(1) an evaluation against the determinstic criteria of SRP Section 10.4.9

: (2) an evaluation against the generic recommendations of NUREG-0611 and
! NUREG-0635

1 -(3) an evaluation of system reliability based on the applicant's reliability''

study

| (.4) an evaluation'of the design basis for the flow capacity for the system
!

The'AFWS is designed to supply an independent source of water to the steam
!- generators during normal plant startup, shutdown, and layup operations and in !

the event of a loss of main feedwater supply The system consists of two |(

! redundant, safety-related essential trains and one nonessential (startup) l

( train, all of which supply-water to all four steam generators. One essential !
~

|
train consistc of a 100 percent-capacity (890 gpm) motor-driven pump. The
second train contains a 100 percent-capacity (890 gpm) direct-driven diesel

i
}

|
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pump. Both pumps start automat.ically in transient or accident situations. A

third nonessential, nonsafety related (startup) motor-driven pump with
considerably greater than minimum capacity (5300 gpm) is provided for use
during startup and normal shutdown. This pump must be operated in series with -

a condensate / condensate booster pump and is manually started. Offsite power
must be available to utilize the nonessential train. AFWS water supply to the
essential trains is normally provided by the nonsafety-related condensate

| storage tank with a backup supply available from the safety related essential
,

l service water system. L ter supply to the nonessential startup train is pro-
vided by the nonsafety-related condenser hotwell. With the exception of the
emergency (Class 1E) power supply to the essential motor-driven AFW pump, the

;

AFWS is not shared between units; therefore, the requirements of GDC 5 are not
applicable. The power supply sharing is discussed further in this SER section.
Acceptability of the power supply sharing is discussed in Section 8.3 of this
SER.

The staff has reviewed the AFWS design to verify its acceptability with respect
to its classification and operating characteristics. Minimum performance
requirements for the AFWS have been identified and are sufficient for the
various functions of the system. This is discussed in more detail in the

! following section of this report.

I Adequate isolation of essential portions of the AFWS from nonessential portions
and from other nonessential systems is included in the system design. The
nonessential motor-driven startup pump and its associated piping and valves are
completely separate from the essential AFWS trains. A seismic Category I manual
valve and check valve are provided on the nonsafety-related condensate storage
tank supply line to each essential AFWS pump upstream of the connection from

| the essential service water system supply. A seismic Category I flow restric-
tion device and manual valve are provided on each essential AFWS pump retircu-
lation line to the condensate storage tank to limit flow loss in the event of a

|
downstream pipe failure. Thus, the AFWS function is not adversely affected in

- the event of failure of the tank. The essential AFWS trains cor.nect to the
nonessential main feedwater system in the safety-related portion of the temper-

j
- ing feedwater lines downstream of a safety-related check valve and the tempering

line redundant air operated containment isolation valves. These valves close
automatically on receipt of an ESFAS and fail closed on loss of air supply.
The above features provide sufficient isolation to ensure that system function

l is not inpaired in the event of failure of a nonessential component. Therefore,

the staff concludes that the AFWS meets the isolation requirements of GDC 2 and
44 and the guidelines of Pesition C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29.

I Esse..tial portions of the AFWS are designed to seismic Category I and Quality
| Group C requirements, with the exception of the portion from the main feedwater

tempering line connection through the containment penetration and isolation
valves, which is seismic Category I and Quality Group B. Therefore, the staff

concludes that the AFWS meets the requirements of GDC 2 and guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 1.29 with respect to its seismic classification.

Provisions for AFWS testing and inspection are included in the design. Each

essential AFWS pump is equipped with a recirculation line to the condensate
storage tank for periodic functional testing purposeri. Local manual realign-
ment of valves is not required to accomplish this testing. Periodic surveil-
lance testing of the essential pumps c.nd their associated flow train on a
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staggered basis is identified in the plant Technical Specifications,
Subsection 3.7.1.2. The applicant has committed (by letter dated January 14,
1982) to revise the proposed plant Technical Specifications to state that one
essential AFWS pump train may be inoperable for no more than 72 hours. If this

time is exceeded, the unit affected must be placed in hot s+andby within
6 hours and hot shutdown within an additional 6 hours. The rechnical
Specifications will further state that cold shutdown will begin immediately if
both essential AFWS pumps trains are determined inoperable. Further, the

applicant has incorporated the capability to manually transfer power to the
essential motor-driven AFWS pump from the corresponding emergency (Class 1E)
diesel generator power supply in the opposite unit in order to improve AFWS
availability as discussed further in this SER section. At the request of the
staff, the applicant has committed (Tramm, January 14, 1982) to revise the )

plant Technical Specifications to include a limiting condition for operation
and action statement to ensure maximum AFWS reliability based on the above
power supply transfer feature as follows:

With the "A" diesel generator in either unit inoperable for 7 days,
immediately restore it to an operable condition or place the opposite
unit in hot shutdown within 6 hours and in cold shutdown within an
additional 6 hours.

The staff concludes that the above commitments are acceptable. The applicant
has also committed to incorporate a full AFWS flow path verification test any-
time before leaving hot shutdown. This commitment is acceptable. Therefore,
the staff concludes that the AFWS meets the requirements of GDC 46 and the
recommendations of NUREG-0611 with respect to functional testing and surveil- I
lance requirements.

The AFWS components are located in areas that are accessible during normal
plant operation to permit periodic inservice inspection. The applicant has
committed (by letter dated January 2, 1982) to provide a second (independent)
operator verification of proper AFWS valve position following restoration of an .
AFWS train to service after periodic testing or maintenance. Therefore, the
staff concludes that the AFWS meets the requirements of GDC 45 and the
recommendations of NUREG-0611 regarding provisions for inservice inspection.

The staff reviewed the AFWS design for protection against the effects of
natural phenomena, pipe breaks or cracks in fluid systems outside containment,
single system component failures, loss of an onsite motive power source, or i

Iloss of offsite power.

All essential AFWS components are located in seismic Category I structures.
Protection against failure of nonseismic Category I plant features is provided.
Failure of nonseismic Category I systems, components, or structures will not
adversely affect AFWS function, because adequate isolation or separation is
provided. In the event of failure of the nonseismic Category I condensate
storage tank, a low suction pressure signal will automatically trip the
essential AFW pumps, open the AFWS pump backup water supply valves from the
essential service water system, and restart the AFW pumps. The applicant has 1

performed an analysis that verifies that in a sudden loss ci the condensate j
storage tank, adequate water pressure is provided from the service water system
after the suction supply is transferred to prevent' air binding and ensure that
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the AFW pumps will function properly. Therefore, the staff concludes that the
essential portions of the AFWS are adequately protected from earthquakes and
the requirements of GDC 2 and recommendations of NUREG-0611 are met.

Protection against missiles, tornadoes, and floods is provided. Essential
portions of the AFWS are located in the tornado , missile , and flood protected
auxiliary building and containment. All AFWS components are located above the
design-basis flood level. The nonessential condensate storage tank is located
outdoors and is not tornado-missile protected. Automatic transfer of AFWS pump
suction to the tornado-missile protected essential service water system is
provided in the event of failure of the tank caused by tornado missiles as well
as earthquakes, as identified above. Thus, an AFWS water supply is ensured.
Each essential AFWS pump is located in a separate room within the auxiliary
building that is provided with adequate drainage and provides protection
against internally generated missiles. (Refer to Sections 3.4.1, 3.5.1.1 and
3.5.2 of this report for further discussion. Environmental qualification of
AFWS components is discussed in Section 3.11 of this report.) Therefore, the
staff concludes that the essential portions of the AFWS are votected from
floods, tornadoes, and missiles and meet the requirements oi 6DC 2 and 4 and
the recommendations of NUREG-0611.

The essential AFWS trains are not used during startup and shutdown; therefore,
they are not designed as high energy lines. Protection against moderate-energy
pipe cracks in the AFWS is provided by separation and redundancy of equipment.
Essential portions of the AFWS are separated from the effects of high- and
moderate-energy line breaks in other systems. These include the effects of
pipe whip, jet impingement, and flooding. High-energy piping systems are not
located in the area of essential AFWS components. Therefore, the staff con-
cludes that the essential portions of the AFWS are protected against the-
effects of pipe whip, jet impingement, and flooding associated with pipe breaks
and meet the requirements of GDC 4 with respect to pipe breaks outside contain-
ment. (Protection against the effects of pipe breaks is & cussed further in
Section 3.6.1 of this report. Environmental qualification of AFWS components
with respect to pipe breaks is discussed in Section 3.11.)

The essential AFWS trains can function automatically as required in the event
of a loss of offsite power. The heat transfer path from the steam generators
under this condition is to the atmosphere via the atmospheric relief valves
(refer to Section 10.3.1 of this SER for further discussion). The essential
direct diesel-driven pump functions independently of any onsite or offsite ac
power, as discussed below, and is thus not affected by a loss of offsite power.
The essential motor-driven pump is powered from one emergency (Class 1E) power
supply in its unit. Further, it can be manually cross-connected to the
corresponding emergency (Class IE) power supply in the opposite unit. This is
accomplished by a plant operator closing two breakers in the control room.
Each essential pump supplies a separate piping subsystem (train) to all four
steam generators. Each train contains (1) an air-operated test valve that is
normally open, fails open on loss of air supply, and opens on receipt of an
ESFAS; (2) four normally open air-operated flow control valves (one for each
steam generator) that fail open on loss of air supply; and (3) four normally
open ac powered motor-operated isolation valves, one each in series with the
flow control valves, powered from redundant emergency (Class 1E) power supplies
for each subsystem.
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The above described AFWS design provides a system unavailability within the
range 10 4 to 10 5 per demand, thus satisfying the staff's reliability
acceptance criterion. (Refer to subsequent portions of this SER section for
further discussion on the Byron AFWS reliability.) Therefore, the staff con-
cludes that requirements of GDC 34 and 44 and the recommendations of NUREG-0611
with respect to the ability of the AFWS to transfer decay heat from the reactor
coolant system under a loss of offsite power are satisfied.

The AFWS is desigred to accommodate a single failure in any active system com-
ponent without loss of function. The essential portion of the AFWS consists of
two redundant,100 percent-capacity trains, each supplyino all four steam
gc.nerators, and powered from separate, emergency, Class 1E sources. The
nonessential startup pump also supplies all four steam generators. The
essential AFWS pumps are provided with two suction supply connections to the
condensate storage tank through separate locked open manual valves. Thus,
adequate feedwater to an intact steam generator is ensured in the event of a
postulated design-basis accident concurrent with a single failure. Adequate
isolation is provided for all essential portions of the AFWS from nonessential
portions and systems (see above). Therefore, the staff concludes that the AFWS
meets the requirements of GDC 34 and 44 and the recommendations of NUREG-0611
with respect to single failure.

The direct diesel-driven AFWS pump train provides a diverse means of ensuring
feedwater supply to the steam generators independent of all offsite or onsite
ac power sources for 2 hours. The pump discharge isolation and flow control
valves are normally open. The isolation valves fail as-is on loss of ac
emergency power. The flow control valves fail open on loss of offsite power.
The engine has its own directly driven bearing lube oil pump, water jacket
cooling pump and fan, and passive exhaust building vents, which ensure proper
engine function in a loss of all ac power condition. Backup ac powered lube
oil cooling, engine cooling, and room cooling are also provided from the
essential service water system but are not essential to proper engine
operation. The engine is automatically started by a dedicated battery powered
start system on receipt of an emergency signal from the vital station dc power
sources. The engine is also provided with a dedicated seismic Category I
gravity-feed fuel oil supply which includes a 500 gal day tank. Additional
fuel oil can be supplied to the day tank for long-term operation of the AFWS
pump engine from the station diesel oil storage tanks via the seismic
Category I fuel oil transfer pumps. The applicant has included in the proposed
plant Technical Specifications a requirement to periodically verify a minimum
tual oil supply in the day tank (420 gal of fuel oil). This quantity of oil is
equivalent to the direct diesel-driven pump run time for delivery of the
200,000 gal minimum condensate water supply also incorperated in the current
proposed Technical Specifications for ensuring safe plant shutdown. The

applicant also provided information to vteify that the diesel engine driver is
at least as reliable as the station diesel generators. The staff has reviewed
this information and concludes that the AFWS pump diesel is at least as reliable
as the station diesel generator. Therefore, the staff concludes that the AFWS
meets the requirements of GDC 34 and 44, the guidelines of BTP ASB 10-1, and
recommendations of NUREG-0611 with regard to AFWS power diversity.

Both essential AFWS pumps are automatically started on a low-low level in the
steam generator, a safety injection si nal, and a loss of of fsite power signal.0
Steam generator water level is then manually controlled by the control room

'
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eperator. Safety grade AFWS flow. indicat;on and steam generator level indica-
tion for each essential AFW pump and steam generator is provided in the control
room. The nonessential startup pump is manually started from the control room
for use during startup and normal shutdown. Further discussion of automatic
AFWS initiation, flow indication, and flow control, including compliance with
the recomrendations of Item II.E.1.2 of NUREG-0737, is in Section 7.3 of this

| SER. The manual capability to initiate and control the essential AFW
| pumps / valves and isolate either essential AFWS train is provided in the control

This capability is also provided at a local control panel near the AFW| room.
| pumps. In addition, local manual control at the individual components is
| available. Therefore, the staf f concludes that the AFWS provides adequate
| instrumentation and control for prompt initiation of a shutdown using safety-

related equipment in accordance with the requirements of GDC 19, the guidelines'

of BTP RSB 5-1, and the -ecommendations of NUREG-0611.

The AFWS function is provided in the event of a main steam or main feedwater
line rupture. Flow orifices are provided on each escential AtWS train supply
line to each steam generator to limit AFW flow to a depressurized steam
generator (approximately 160 gpm per steam generator). Operator action can
then be taken within 10 minutes to terminate flow to the d m essurized steam

| generator by manually closing the AFWS isolation valves f rom the control voca.
AFWS flow is not throttled to avoid the occurrence of waterhammer as system
design provisions minimize the possibility of such a condition. Therefore, the
staf f concludes that the AWFS meets the requirements of GDC 34 and 44 with,

! respect to its ability to transfer heat under accident conditions and provide
isolation to ensure system function. It also meets the recommendations of
NUREG-0611 concerning throttling for waterhammer prevention.

Each AFW pump is designed to orovide 100 percent of the flow necessary for
residual heat removal over tne entire range of accidents in accordance with the
conservatisms assumed in the accident analysis. The Technical Specifications
require a minimum 200,000 gal of water reserve in the condensate storage tank.
This volume ensures a cooldown of the reactor coolant system to the shutdown
cooling system cut in temperature (350 F). An additional lon0-term backup
source of AFWS supply is provided by the safety related essentiai service water
system. Automatic transfer to the backup source is provided on low AFW nurp
suction pressure. Each essential AFW pump is provided with a low suction
pressure alarm which is set to provide 20 minutes for operator iction prior to .

I

|
automatic low suction pressure switchover to the essential service water system. '

This alarm is in addition to the control room level indication end low-level
alarm directly on the condensate storage tank. In addition, procedures are
provided to the operator to ensure the availability of the backup sour ce in case
the condensate storage tank is not initially available or is being depleted.
Therefore; the staff concludes that the AFWS meets the decay heat removal
requirements of GDC 34 and 44 and the recommendations of NUREG-0611.

The generic recommendations of NUREG-0611 and NUREG-0635, as they relate to
improvements in AFWS design, procedures, and Technical Specifications, have
been discussed in the preceeding paragraphs. In addition, the applicant has

l committed to perform a 48-hour endurance test ore the essential AFWS pumps and
the startup pump in acrordance with the recommendations of NUREG-0611.

The applicant has submitted an AFWS reliability analysis in accordance with the
requirements of the March 10, 1980 NRC letter, which corresponds to Item II.E.1.1
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| of NUREG-0737. This study is entitled " Byron Units 1 and 2, Braidwood Units 1
I and 2, Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability Analysis," Torrey Pines Technology
| Repoit GA-C1644, dated August 1981, and was included in Amendment 33 to the

Byrp /Braidwood FSAR.

The applicant's analysis evaluated the ' AFWS reliability for the three postu-
'

lated transient and accident-scenarios (Case 1, less of Main Feedwater; Case 2,
Loss of Main Feedwater/ Loss of Offsite Power; Case 3, Loss of Main Feedwater/
Loss of All AC Power) identified for study in the March 10, 1980 letter utiliz-
ing fault tree methodology and generally following the guidance and data base
described in NUREG-0611, Appendix III, as identified in the SRP. The applicant
used a number of more conservative plant-specific component failure rates ~in
lieu of those presented in NUREG-0611. Dominant contributors to system unavail-'

' ability were determined. Overall quantitative system unavailability for each
of the above transient / accident cases were calculated. Recommendations for
M% operatio9 were also identified.

NRC staff consultants (Brookhaven National Laboratory) reviewed the reliability
evaluation for accuracy and completeness and performed an independent simpli-

| fied analysis utilizing the fault tree technique and NUREG-0611 data to uncover
any unreasonable assumptions or errors in the applicant's analysis and to pro-I

vide results for direct comparison to the AFWS unavailabilities present for
operatirig Westinghouse plants in NUREG-0611.

Based on the above review, the staff determined that the AFWS availability per
demand was in the high range for Case 1, the medium range for Casc 2, and the
medium ra ge for Case 3. This result was unacceptable for Case 2 where the SRP
av.eptance criterion of 10 4 to 10 5 (high range) per demand was nat satisfied.
The reason for this was that only two AFWS pumps (with individual power sources)
were available to provide flow to the steam generators in a loss of offsite
power condition; the third, the startup pump, was not available as it requires
offsite power and is not operable from a station emergency (Class 1E) diesel
generator power supply. It was the staff's position that the AFWS unavailabil-

| ity acceptance criterion must be met for a loss of offsite power condition.

In a letter dated December 15, 1981, the applicant revised the reliability
analysis for Case 2 to include the capability to manually transfer power to the
motor-driven AFWS pump in one unit to the corresponding emergency (Class 1E)
diesel generator power supply bus in the other unit. With this additional
feature, the system unavailability just reached the high range and meets the
staff acceptance criterion. This feature wn always part of the Byron power
supply design but was not originally included in the reliability study. The
resulting unavailability was verified correct by Brookhaven.

The results of the staff review of the Byron AFWS reliability' are sumr:arized in
Table 10.1.

As part of its review, Brookhaven included an estimate of uncertainty in the
above analysis. This estimate was requested because the system unavailability
for Case 2 just satisfied the acceptance criterion. Because the data base
(failure rates) used in the study (from NUREG-0611) provides median values, the
value for the unavailability determined for Case 2, including the associated

~

error, ranges from 2 x 10 4 to 5 x 10 5 with approximately a 50 percent pro-
bability that it will exceed the lower end of the criterion range, namely 10 4
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Table 10.1 Byron AFWS reliability summary

Applicant's Brookhaven
Transient / Significant AFWS Dominant contributors calculated calculated
accident' design features to unavailability unavailatility un6vailability

*
Case 1: Three pumps Hardware failure of 6.9 x 10 5 4.4 x 10 5
Loss of main (2 AFW, 3 pumps (high range)

1.1 x 10 ge)2),
(high ran

"(feedwater 1 startup Maintenance on any
1 pump and hardware (high range)

Automatic failure of the
initiation of other 2
2 AFW pumps
Normally open
flow path
Automatic
opening of
test value
Separate flow
paths

Case 2: Two AFW pumps Hardware failure 6.4 x 10 4(1) 4.4 x 10 4(1)
Loss of main (startup pump of the 2 essen- (medium rari (medium ran9.8 x 10 5(ge) 9.8 x 10 5(ge)feedwater/ not available) tial AFW pumps '- ) -),*
loss of Cross-connection Maintenance on 1 (high range) (high range)
offsite of motor-driven AFW pump and hard- 9.2 x 10 5(3)
power AFW pump power ware failure of (high range)

supply to oppo- the other
site Unit 1E
t>us,

Case 3: Direct-diesel Failure of direct 1.7 x 10 2 1.9 x 10 2
Loss of main driven AFW pump diesel-driven pump (medium range) (medium range)
feedwater/ is available in (either hardware
loss of less of-all-ac a maintenance)
all ac power power condition

.

10riginal' reliability study value
2 Recalculated value with power supply unit cross-connection for motor-driven AFW pump
3 Recalculated value with diesel generator failure rate of 10 2 per NUREG-0611
*Brookhaven indicated that 9.8 x 10 5 is justified when 5 x 10 a/ demand rather
than 1 x 10 2 is used for the diesel-driven pump failure rate

In addition, as the AFWS unavailability acceptance criterion is derived from a
risk of core melt frequency of 5 x 10 6 per reactor year (Reactor Safety Study.
WASH-1400), consideration was given to additional plant features available to
bridge the gap from the AFWS unavailability acceptance criterion (10 4 to 10 5
per demand) to the core melt frequency (5 x 10 6 per reactor year). These
mitigating features include a stable grid, long steam generator boil dry time
that allows for operator recovery, and a feed-and-bleed capability. The grid
and offsite power supply line arrangement at Byron includes five offsite lines i
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- to the switchyard and is comparable to most other operating nuclear power plants.
Thus, the frequency of occurrence of a loss of offsite power should be equivalent
to the average assumed in past analyses, approximately 0.2 to 0.4 per reactor
year, further, the 20 to 30 min of steam generator water inventory after a
loss of main feedwater allows time for plant operators to restore the AFWS
should it fail initially, or restore offsite power and main feedwater.
Previous estimates indicate approximately a 50 percent chance of restoring
offsite power within 30 min. Finally, the two PORVs and high pressure safety
injection pumps provide a means of core cooling and primary system depressuri-
zation in the feed-and-bleed mode. These features provide additional
confidence that the risk of core melt probability of 5 x 10 C is not exceeded
for an extended loss-of-feedwater condition.

Based on the above, the statf concludes that tM applicant has satisfactorily
complied with the requirements of Item II.E.1.1 of NUREG-0737 concerning the
AFWS reliability analysis and that the Byron AFWS meets the unavailability
acceptance criterion of 10 4 to 10 5 per demand (high range) for loss of main~

feedwater and loss of main feedwater/ loss of offsite power. It is, therefore,

acceptable. In addition, the staff concludes that it is unlikely that the
Byron plant would fail to meet the guidance of 5 x 10 6 per reactor year for '

risk of core melt as a result of fredwater transients.

The staff reviewed the applicant's response to the staff request in Enclosure 2
of the letter dated March 10, 1980 regarding the design basis for the AFWS flow
requirements. The sh.if concludes that the applicant's design basis for AFWS
flow requirements is acceptable.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the AFWS meets the requirements-
of GDC 2, 4, 5, 19, 34, 44, 45, and 46 with respect to protection against
natural phenomena, missiles, environmental effects, shared systems, operational3

capability from the control room, decay heat and cooling water capability,
inservice inspection and functional testing; the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 1.29 and BTP ASB 10-1 and RSB 5-1 concerning seismic classification,
pcwer diversity, ar.d design of decay heat removal systems; and the recommenda-
tions of NUREG-0611, c.oncerning generic improvements to the AFWS design,

,

j procedures, and Technical Specifications and AFWS reliability. Therefore, the

; AFWS is acceptable.

i

!

i

et
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11 RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

11.1 Acceptance Criteria

The staff has reviewed the applicant's design, design criteria, and design
bases far the ra.dioactive waste management systems for the Byron station.
The au.eptance criteria used as the basis for the staff evaluation are .in
the SRP (NOREG-0800) in Sections 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, and 11.5. These
acceptance criteria include the applicable GDC, 10 CFR 20.196, and Appendix I
to 10 CFR 50. Guidelines for implementation of the requirements of the
acceptance criteria are provided in the ANSI standards, Regulatory Guides,
and other documents identified in the SRP. Conformance to the acceptance
criteria provides the bases for concluding that the radioactive waste manage-
ment systems meet the requirements of 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 50.

11.1.1 Source Terms

The applicant calculated the liquid and gaseous effluents from the Byron
station using the PWR GALE computer program. The applicant used the source
assumptions of Regulatory Guide 1.112, " Calculation of Releases of Radioactive
Materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluents from Light-Water-Cooled Power Reactors,"
and NUREG-0017, " Calculation of Releases of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous
and Liquid Effluents From Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs)." Gaseous efflu-
ents were calculated from such sources as offgases from the main condenser
evacuation system; leakage to containment, fuel-handling building, auxiliary
building, and turbine building; noble gases stripped from the primary coolant
during normal operation and at shutdown; and cover and vent gases from tanks
and equipment containing radioactive material. Liquid effluents were calculated
from such sources as shim bleed, leakage collected in equipment and floor drains
of the turbine and auxiliary buildings, steam generator blowdown, contaminated
liquids from anticipated plant operations such as resin sluices, filter back-
wash, decontamination solutions, sample station drains, and detergent wastes.

.

Evaluation and Findings11.1.2

The staff has performed an independent calculation of the primary and sccondary
coolant concentrations and of the release rates of radioactive materials using
the information supplied in the applicant's FSAR, the GALE computer program,
and the methodology presented in NUREG-0017. Table 11.1 presents the principal
parameters that were used in this independent calculation of the source terms.;

'

These source' terms were used in Sections 11.2 and 11.3 to calculate individual
doses in accordance with the mathematical models and guidance contained in
Regulatory Guide 1.109, " Calculation of Annual Average Doses to Man From
Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance.
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix I."

Liquid effluents occur from the boron recycle system, the steam generator blow-
down subsystem, and the nonblowdown radwaste subsystem. The boron recycle
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Table 11.1 Principal parameters and conditions used in calculating
releases of radioactive material in liquid and gaseous
effluents from Byron Units 1 and 2

Parameter Amount

Reactor power level, MWt 3565

Plant capacity factor 0.80
a

Failed fuel, % 0.12

Primary system
Mass of coolant, lb 4.7 x 105
Letdown rate, gpm 75 i

Shim bleed rate, gpm 2.16 x 103
Leakage to secondary system, lb/ day 100
Leakage to containment building, lb/ day b
Leakage to auxiliary building, lb/ day 160
Frequency of degassin0 for cold shutdowns, times /yr 2 ,,

" . _

Letdown cation demineralizer flow, gpm 7. b

Secondary system
Steam flow rate, lb/hr 1.S x 107
Mass of liquid / steam generator, lb 9.3 x 104
Mass of steam / steam generator, lb 9.5 x 103
Secondary coolant mass, lb 2.0 x 106
Rate of steam leakage to turbine area, lb/hr 1.7 x 103

Containment building volume (ft3) 2.8 x 106
Frequency of containment purges, times /yr 6
Containment low volume purge rate, ft3/ min 0
Containment atmosphere cleanup rate, ft3/ min 1.6 x 104

Prepurge cleanup time duration, hr 16

Iodine partition factors, gas / liquid
Leakage to auxiliary building 0.0075
Leakage to turbine area 1. 0
Main condenser / air ejector (volatile species) 0.15

Liquid radwaste system decontamination factors

Boron recycle Nonblowdown Steam generator
Material system radwaste system blowdown system

Iodine 1 x 105 1 x 104 1 x 102
Cesium, 2 x 103 1 x 105 1 x 101
Rubidium
Other 1 x 104 1 x 105 1 x 102

'This value is constant and corresponds to 0.12% of the operatins power
bproduct source term as given in NUREG-0017 (April 1976).

1%/ day of the primary coolant noble gas inventory and 0.001%/ day of the
primary coolant iodine inventory.
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system was assumed to treat letdown from the primary coolant system, valve
leakoff, and liquid collected in the reactor coolant drain tank. Additionalinformation with respect to flow rates, decontamination factors, . fraction of
primary coolant ~ activity, and so forth, is contained in Tables 11.1-11.3 undershim bleed and equipment drains and the boron recycle system.

~ The nonblowdown
radwaste treatment subsystem treats liquid wastes collected in the auxiliary
building equipirent and floor drain tanks, the regeneration waste drain tank,
and the chemical drain tank. - Additional information on the nonblowdown radwaste
treatment subsystem can be found in Tables 11.1-11.3, in particular under cleanand dirty wastes. Information oa the steam generator blowdown treatment
subsystem is contained in the same table.

Table 11.2 Individual equipment decontamination factors

EVAPORATOR

All nuclidesSystem except iodine Iodine
Nonblowdown radwaste system, radwaste 104 103evaporator decontamination factor
Boron recycle system, recycle evaporator 103 102decontamination factor

DEMINERALIZERS

Cesium, OtherSystem Anions rubidium nuclides
Boron recycle evaporator feed

demineralizer (HaB0 ) 10 2 103
Primary coolant letdown cation

demineralizer decontamination
factor 1 10 10Primary coolant letdown mixed bed
demineralizer (Li 80 ) 10 2 103 3

Boron recycle evaporator condensate
demineralizer (Anion) 102 1 1Steam generator blowdown
demineralizer 102 10 102

Radwaste mixed bed polishing
demineralizer 10 10 10

.

Decontamination Factorsi

Volume Reduction Equipment Iodine Others

; Fluidized bed dryer or dry waste 2 100
processor / gas / solids separator

! Scrubber /preconcentrator 3 100
: Recycle air stream 3 1; HEPA filter 1 100: Charcoal'adsorber 100 1
i

k

i

:
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Table 11.3 Waste inputs

Decay

Liquid Flow rate fraction Fraction Collection time
waste inputs (gpd) of PCA discharged time (days) (days)

Shimbleed rate 2,160 1. 0 0.1 20.3 2.31
Equipment drains 300 1.0 0.1 20.3 2.31
Clean wastes 5,600 0.3 1.0 1.14 0.15
Dirty wastes 3,850 0.044 1. 0 1.14 0.08
Blowdown 173,000 - 1.0 0 0

Gaseous waste inputs *

Holdup time for xenon (days) 36.4
Holdup time for krypton (days) 36.4
Fill time of decay tanks (days) 36.4

Source of volume Total
reduction system wastes volum2/yr activity (Ci/yr)

Evapoiator bottoms 8,500 fta 370
Combustible trash 10,000 fta 5

Contaminated oil 500 gal 1.9 x 10 s
^Ihere is not continueus stripping of full letdown flow

Airborne effluents occur from the normal ventilation system, from the waste gas
decay tanks, and from the main condenser air ejector.

All airborne effluents except those released from the gas decay tanks and the
main condenser air ejector exhaust are passed through HEPA filters prior to
discharge.

The a.aplicant has indicated in the FSAR that flow from the main condenser air
ejectors can be diverted to a filter system consisting of a demister, elec-
trical heater, prefilter, HEPA, charcoal adsorber, and a HEPA prior to release
via the vent stack. However, the applicant did not indicate, based upon the
noble gas release, at what corresponding I-131 release rate flow would be
diverted to the filtration system. It is the staff's position that no credit
may be given for such a filtration system that is not used on a continuous
basis unless the applicant agrees to use the system at a given release rate.
Therefore, the fraction of iodine activity which was assumed to be released
from the main condenser air ejectors was 1.0 rather than 0.10, the value it
would have been if credit were given.

In the review of the applicant's input parameters to the GALE Code (which are
presented in Table 11.2-2 of the FSAR), the fractions of primary coolant activ-
ity associated with the clean wastes, dirty waste, and equipment drain streams
were lower than those values assumed by similar plants. Insufficient informa-
tion and, in some cases, conflicting information in Section 11.2 of the FSAR

Byron SER 11-4
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did not aliow the staff to verify the applicant's values. Therefore, the staff
based the values for these parameters on what it considered the best informa-
tion presented in the FSAR together with some conservative assumptions. Thus,
.the staff's source terms for liquid effluents may be overestimated with respect
to actual releases. Likewise, the gaseous source term for radioiodine from the
main condenser air ejectors may be overestimated because no credit was given
for the use of the charcoal adsorber and HEPA filters on an intermittent basis.

,

!
The applicant is installing a fluidized bed dryer to process evaporator bottoms I

and a dry waste ' processor to incinerate contaminated oil ana compactible and
combustible trash. The purpose of this equipment is to reduce the volume of
solid radwaste shipped offsite from the station. The operation of this volume
reduction (VR) equipment will result in additional liquid and airborne effluents.
Airborne effluents will result from the VR system's offgas and will be dis-

. charged on a continuous basis while the system is operating.
|

There are no liquid effluents that will be discharged directly offsite as a
result of VR equipment operation. However, based on the Aerojet Energy Conver-
sion Company Topical Report No. AECC-2-P entitled " Radioactive Waste Volume
Reduction System," which was referenced by the applicant, the operation of the
VR system will result in the pumping of decontamination solutions back to an
evaporator feed tank, the return of condensate from the VR system condenser
sump, and the pumping of scrub solutions back to the evaporator feed tanks when
operating in the incineration-only mode. These streams will result in addi-
tional quantities of wastes being treated by the radwaste evaporators. Ulti-
mately, some of these wastes will be discharged offsite from the release tank
and some will be treated in the VR system.

The applicant has not addressed (1) the quantity of airborne radioactive
effluents released from the VR system; (2) the additional volume of wastes to
be treated by the liquid radwaste system as a result of operation of the VR
system; and (3) the additional radioactive liquid effluents resulting from
operation of the VR system. The staff has estimated the quantity of wastes to
be treated by the VR system and the radioactivity associated with these wastes.
The staff has also estimated the additional amount of radioactivity released as
airborne effluents from the VR system and as liquiJ effluents from the liquid
radwaste system. These releases were included with the releases calculated
using NUREG-0017 and the total quantity of effluents was presented in Section 5
of the Byron Draft Environmental Statement (DES). Tables 11.2 and 11.3 present
assumptions that were utilized in the calculation of effluents resulting from
VR equipment. The applicant has not submitted details on the VR system design
and its interface with various plant systems. Such information will be required
before the staff can approve the station's radwaste VR systems.

I 11.2' Liquid Radwaste System

| 11.2.1 Summary Description
l

! The liquid radwaste system at Byron consists of process equipment and instrumen-
tation necessary to collect, process, monitor, and recycle and/or dispose of
radioactive liquid wastes. The liquid radwaste system is designed to collect {
and process wastes based on the origin of the waste in the plant and the j
expected levels of radioactivity. All liquid waste except steam generator
blowdown is processed on a batch basis to permit optimum control of releases.
Before liquid waste is released, samples are analyzed to determine the types
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and amounts of radioactive material present. Based on the results of the
analysis, the waste is recycled for eventual reuse in the plant, retained for
further processing, or released to the environment under controlled conditions.
A radiation monitor in the discharge line will automatically terminate liquid
waste discharges if. radiation measurements exceed a predetermined level.

The liquid radwaste system at Byron is composed of two subsystems: (1) the
steam generator blowdown subsystem, and (2) the nonblowdown radwaste subsystem.

The steam generator blowdown subsystem treats the blowdown from the steam
generators by passing it through a prefilter, a mixed bed demineralizer, and an
afterfilter. The blowdown is collected in the blowdown monitor tank. If the

blowdown is to be released o.ffsite, it is pumped from the monitor tank to the
release tank. The steam generator blowdown subsystem of Unit 2 also treats the
liquid wastes collected in the turbine building equipment drain tanks.

The nonblowdown radwaste subsystem treats liquid wastes collected in: (1)
auxiliary building floor drain tanks, (2) auxiliary building equipment drain
tanks, (3) chemical drain tank, (4) regeneration waste drain tank.

These wastes are treated by filtration, evaporation, polishing demineralization,
and filtration before they are collected in the radwaste monitor tank. From

the radwaste monitor tank the wastes may be pumped to the release tank for
offsite discharge, reprocessed, recycled to the condensate storage tank, or
recycled to the primary water storage tanks via the recycle vacuum deaerator.

The waste collected in the laundry drain tank and the turbine building floor
drain tanks is filtered before it is collected in the release tank. All

intended offsite liquid releases from Byron occur from the release tank.

The liquid radwaste system at Byron is shared between Units 1 and 2 with the
exception that each unit has separate equipment and floor drain sump systems.
However, blowdown from Units 1 and 2 is normally segregated through the recycle
phase because the Units 1 and 2 condensate storage tanks are normally segregated.

The liquid radwaste system consists of a number of crossties that allow alter-
native treatment schemes to those discussed above. Further detail on the
1iquid radwaste system and these treatment schemes is provided in Section 11.2
of the Byron FSAR.

The structures housing the liquid radwaste system are Safety Category I (see
definition in FSAR-Section 3.2) for the auxiliary building and Safety Category
II for the turbine and radwaste buildings. All components of the liquid
radwaste system containing radioactive waste (including tanks, pumps, valves,
and piping) are Quality Group D with the exception of the spent resin tank,
hich is Quality Group C, and the containment penetration piping out to andw

including the second isolation valve from the containment sump pump discharge,
which are Quality Group B piping and valves. Additional information on specific
seismic categorization is in Table 11.4.

The liquid radwaste system is designed to the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 1.143.
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Table 11.4 Design parameters of principal components considered in
the evaluation of liquid and gaseous radioactive waste
treatment systems of Byron Units 1 and 2

Capacity Safety QualityComponent Number (each) category group
Liquid Radwaste

Boron Recycle System
Evaporator feed demineralizer 2 120 gpm I CHoldup tank 2 125,000 gal I C
Evaporator feed pump 2 30 gpm I C
Evaporator feed filter 2 la ' gpm I CEvaporator 4 15 gpm I CEvaporator condensate demineralizer 1 120 gpm II DEvaporator condensate filter 1 35 gpm II DMonitor tank 2 20,000 gpm II DMonitor tank pump 2 250 gal II D

Steam Generator Blowdown Subsystem
Blowdown condenser 2 360 gpm II DHotwell tank 2 300 gal II D
Blowdown condenser hotwell pump 4 250 gpm II DBlowdown prefilter 4 250 gpm II D
Blowdown mixed bed demineralizer 4 180 gpm II DBlowdown afterfilter 4 250 gpm II D
Blowdown monitor tank 3 20,000 gal II D
Blowdown monitor tank pump 3 350 gpm II D

Nonsteam Generator Blowdown Subsystem
Chemical drain tank 2 6,000 gal II D
Chemical drain tank pump 2 60 gpm II DChemical drain tank filter 2 150 gpm II DRegeneration waste drain tank 2 10,000 gal II D
Regeneration waste drain tank pump 2 60 gpm II DRegeneration waste drain tank filter 2 150 gpm II DAux bldg equipment drain tank 4 8,000 gal II D
Aux bldg equip drain tank pump 4 60 gpm II DAux b1dg equip drain tank filter 2 150 gpm II DAux bldg floor drain tank 4 8,000 gal II D
Aux bldg floor drain tank pump 4 60 gpm II D
Aux bldg floor drain tank filter 2 150 gpm II DLaundry drain tank 1 4,000 gal II D
Laundry drain tank pump 1 30 gpm II D
Laundry drain tank filter 1 150 gpm II D
Laundry waste storage tank 2 2,000 gal II D
Laundry waste storage tank pump 2 25 gpm II D
Turbine b1dg equip drain tank 2 12,000 gal II D
Turbine bldg equip drain tank pemp 2 90 gpm II D
Turbine b1dg equip drain tank filter 1 150 gpm II D
Turbine bldg floor drain tank 2 12,000 gal II D
Turbine bldg floor drain tank pump 2 90 gpm Il D
Turbine bldg floor drain tank _ filter 1 150 gpm II D
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Table 11.4 (Continued)

Capacity Safety Quality
Number (each) category group

Component

Radwaste evaporator 3 30 gpm II D

Radwaste mixed bed demineralizer 3 45 gpm II D

Radwaste demineralizer afterfilter 3 150 gpm II D

Radwaste monitor tank 2 20,000 gal II D

Radwaste monitor pump 2 350 gpm II D

Release tank 1 30,000 gal II D

Release pump 1 500 gpm II D

Spent resin storage tank 2 I C

Spent resin pump 2 II D

Decanting tank 2 500 gal II D

Concentrate holding tank 1 6,400 gal II D

Gaseous Waste

Waste gas compressor 2 40 cfm3 I C

Gas decay tanks 6 600 ft3 I C

j
11.2.2 Evaluation and Findings

-The liquid radwaste system was reviewed against SRP Section 11.2. The review
censidered the capability of the proposed liquid radwaste treatment system to
meet the anticipated demands of the station because of anticipated operational
occurrences, and the staff has concluded that the system's capacity and design
flexibility are adequate to meet the anticipated needs of the station.

The potential consequences resulting from reactor operation have also been
considered, and the staff has detem.ined the concentrations of radioactive
materials in liquid effluents in unrestricted areas to be a small fraction of
the limits in Table 2, column 2 of Appendix B to 10 CFR 20. In addition, the i

staff has determined that the proposed liquid radwaste system is capable of
maintaining releases of radioactive materials in liquid effluents so that the
calculated individual doses in an unrestricted area from all pathways of
exposure are less than 3 mrem to the total body and 10 mrem to any organ.

The staff has also considered the potential consequences resulting from reactor
operation with 1 percent of the operating fission product inventory in the core
being released to the primary coolant and has determined that the concentrations
of radioactive materials in liquid effluents in unrestricted areas will be a
small fraction of the limits of Table 2, column 2 of Appendix B to 10 CFR 20.

As discussed in Section 11.1 of this SER, the staff calculated liquid effluents
using the GALE computer program based upon the treatment systems for liquid
effluents described above. These source terms were presented in Section 5 of
the Byron DES.

The staff calculated th2 doses to offsite individuals utilizing the methodology
of Regulatory Guide 1.109 and the liquid dispersion parameters calculated in

'
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accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.113, " Estimating Aquatic Dispersion of
Effluents From Accidental and Routine Reactor Releases for the Purpose of
Implementing Appendix I." The staff also calculated the releases resulting
from liquid wastes generated by the VR system. The staff has determine 1 that
the proposed liquid radwaste treatment systems are capable of maintaining
releases of radioactive materials in liquid effluents so that the calculated
individual doses in an unrestricted area from all pathways of exposure are less
than 3 mrem to the total body and 10 mrem to any organ.

As noted in Sect-ion 11.1, the staff has calculated the release of radioactive
materials in liquid effluents exclusive of tritium and noble gases. It was
found to be less than 5 Ci/yr per reactor, and the annual dose to any organ of
an individual in an unrestricted area was found to be less than 5 mrem per year
total from both reactors. Therefore, in accordance with the option to Section
II.D of Appendix I as provided in Annex to Appendix I of 10 CFR 50, the staff
finds that the licuid radwaste system is capable of reducing liquid radioactive
effluents to "as low as is reasonably achievable" levels in accordance with
10 CFR 50.34a of Appendix I to 10 CFR 50 and the Annex to Appendix I.

The Byron DES presents a comparison of the RM 50-2 and Appendix I design
objective doses with the doses calculated for the liquid source terms and a
comparison of the RM 50-2 curie limitation with the projected releases for the
Byron station.

The applicant has stated in the FSAR that the liquid radwaste system meets the
design criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.143.

The design of the liquid radwaste presented in the FSAR is different from that
which was proposed at the construction permit (CP) stage.

At the CP stage, the steam generator blowdown subsystem was intended to process
steam generator blowdown continuously through a blowdown evaporator and polishing
demineralizers with the water reused in the station. The present scheme treats
this blowdown by demineralization with either reuse or discharge offsite.

At the CP stage, laundry wastes were to be treated by reverse osmosis and
evaporation with the. liquid either recycled or discharged. The present intended
treatment is for the laundry wastes to be filtered and then discharged.
However, the capability is present in the liquid radwaste for the steam gener-
ator blowdown and the laundry wastes to be treated by the radwaste evaporators
but that is not the intended mode of treatment. The staff finds that these
design changes still result in the station meeting the requirements associated
with SRP Section 11.2.

Based upon the foregoing evaluation, the staff concludes that the proposed
liquid radwaste treatment system is acceptcble. The basis for this acceptance
has been the conformance of the applicant's design, design criteria, and design
bases for the liquid radwaste system to the Commission's regulations, Regula-
tory Guides, and the acceptance criteria of the SRP for this system.

1

i
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! 11.3 Gaseous Waste Management System
1

11.3.1 Summary Description
.

The gaseous waste management sy;tems_at the Byron station include systems which
treat the normal ventilation exhausts; the exhaust from the main condenser air
ejectors, hogging pumps, and gland steam condensers; and the gaseous wastes
associated with degassing primary coolant, purging the-volume control tank,

~ displacing cover gases, purging of equipment, sampling and gas analysis opera-
tions, and boron recycle process operations.

Table 11.5 provides a listing of the various normal ventilation systems at the
Byron station and the type of treatment associated with each system. Additional
details are provided in Sections 6.5.1 and 9.4 of the FSAR. If a generalization
can be made about the normal ventilation exhaust treatment systems at Byron, it

; is that the exhausts usually flow through a prefilter and a HEPA filter.
[ Exceptions are the nonaccessible area and fuel-handling building ESF grade
| systems, which have the capability of diverting flow to a charcoal adsorber and

another HEPA on a high radiation signal.

The offgas filter system depicted in Table 11.5 is the filtration system
| associated with the main condenser air ejector and turbine gland seal con-
! densers and was discussed previously in Sections 10.4.2, 10.4.3, and 11.1 of

this SER.

The gaseous waste processing system consists of two waste gas compressor
packages, six 600-ft3 gas decay tanks, and a sequential gas analyzer for H /0 -2 2
The gaseous waste processing system serves both units. This system collects
the gases from degassing the reactor coolant, purging the volume control tank,
displacing cover gases, sampling and gas analyses, and from the boron recycle
process operation. Further detailed discussion of the ventilation and waste.

' gas systems is contained in Sections 6.5.1, 9.4, 10.4.2, 10.4.3, and 11.1 of
the FSAR.

Those gaseous waste management systems that are in the containment, auxiliary,
and fuel-handling buildings are located in Safety Category I (see definition in
FSAR Section 3.2) structures. All other structures are Safety Category II.

Those components of the gaseous waste management system are Safety Category I,
Quality Group C are listed in Table 11.6. Those which are Safety Category II,
Quality Group D are also listed in this table.

For.the gaseous waste processing system, a sample will be taken of the gas
decay tank to be discharged and analyzed. The inventory is determined from the
analysis and the pressure in the tank. When the contents of the gas decay tank
are released, the local manual stop valve is opened to the plant vent and the
gas discharge modulating valve is opened. On a high radiation signal in the
vent, the modulating valve closes.

11.3.2 Evaluation Findings

The gaseous waste management system was reviewed with respect to the acceptance
criteria of SKP Section 11.3. At the CP stage, the building ventilation
systems.of.the auxiliary, radwaste, and fuel-handling buildings included a HEPA
and a charcoal adsorber online at all times as did the main condenser air

~
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Table 11.5 -Byron filtration systems for normal ventilation,

Moisture Electrical Pre- Charcoal
separator heater filters HEPA adsorber HEPA

Nonaccessible area - - N N H H

(see Section 6.5.1 of
SER for description
of sources), 3-50%-
systems

Accessible area - - N N - -

exhaust filter plenum
4-33% systems

Fuel-handling bldg - - N N H H
exhaust, 2-100%
systems

Laboratory HVAC
(common)

Fume hood exhaust - - N N - -

filter train
Laundry room exhaust
filter train N - - N - -

Radwaste bldg - - N N - -

ventilation system
Turbine area - - - - - -

ventilation system
Offgas filter system H H H H H H

Miscellaneous' tank N N N N N N

vent (from filters,
heat exchangers, tanks) I

Containment purge * - - N N - -

Post-LOCA purge - - -H H H H

* Separate system for each unit.
N - Operates under normal conditions.
H - Operates on a high radiation signal.

!
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Table 11.6 Safety category and quality group clas-
sification of various components of the
gaseous waste management system at Byron

Safety Category I, Quality Group C
(1) Waste gas compressors
(2) Gas decay tanks
(3) Auxiliary building HVAC
Safety Category II, Quality Group D
(1) Auxiliary building filtered and nonfiltered vents
(2) Containment filtered and nonfiltered vents
(3) . Laboratory HVAC

Safety Category II
(1) Containment charcoal filter unit
(2) Containment charcoal filter fan
(3) Containment charcoal filter fan motor
(4) Containment purge exhaust fan
(5) Containment purge exhaust fan motor
(6) Containment purge exhaust fan filters
(7) Miscellaneous ventilation
(8) Radwaste facility ventilation

,

ejector exhaust. As noted above, these building ventilation systems, as
; proposed, will utilize only a HEPA filter on a routine basis. No credit was

given for filtration of main condenser exhaust, as noted in Section 11.1 of
this SER.

As discussed in Section 11.1 of this SER, the staff calculated gaseous efflu-
' c.its using the GALE computer program based upon the treatment systems for

gaseous effluents described above. These source terms were presented iri
Section 5 of the Byron DES.

The staff has calculated the doses to offsite individuals utilizing the method-
ology of Regulatory Guide 1.109 and the atmospheric dispersion parameters
calculated in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.111. The staff also calculated
the. releases resulting from gaseous effluents from the VR system. The staff
has determined that the proposed gaseous radwaste treatment systems are capable
of maintaining releases of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents so that*

the calculated individual doses in an unrestricted area from all pathwa'ys of
exposure are'less than 5 mrem to the total body and 15 mrem to any organ from
noble-gases and that releases of radiciodine.and radioactive material in

'

particulate form result in doses which are less than 15 mrem to any organ.

The staff has also considered the potential effectiveness of augmenting the
i proposed gaseous radwasie treatment systems using items of reasonably demon-

strated technology. The applicant has chosen to show compliarce with Section
~

II.D of Appendix I to 10 CFR 50 by complying with the Annex to Appendix I (RM,

'

.50-2). The Byron DES presents a comparison of the doses and release calculated
from Byron with the design objectives of Appendix I and RM 50-2. The applicant's
proposed design complies with the design objectives of RM 50-2; therefore, the

:
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staff determined that no further effluent treatment equipment will reduce the
cumulative population doses within a 50-mi radius in a cost-effective manner.

The staff has also considered the potential cc isequences resulting from reactor
|operation with 1 percent of the operating fisr an product inventory in the core '

being released to the primary coolant and has onermined that the concentrations
of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents in unrestricted areas will be a
small fraction of the limits of Table 2, column 1 of 10 CFR 20.

The capability of the proposed gaseous radwaste treatment systems to meel, the
anticipated demands of the plant as a result of operational occurrences was
also considered, and the staff concluded that the system capacity and design
flexibility are adequate to meet the anticipated needs of the station.

The applicant's quality assurance provisions for the gaseous radwaste systems,
the quality group classifications used for system components, the seismic
design applied to the system, and the structures housing the radwaste systems
were also reviewed. The design of the systems and the structures housing these
systems meets the criteria set forth in Regulatory Guide 1.143, as indicated by
the applicant in Appendix A to the FSAR.

,

The staff has reviewed the provisions incorporated into the applicant's design
to control releases due to hydrogen explosions in the gaseous radwaste system
and concludes that the measures proposed by the applicant are adequate to
prevent the occurrence of an explosion.

Based upon the foregoing evaluation, the staff concludes that the proposed
gaseous radwaste treatment system is acceptable. The bases for the acceptance
has been the conformance of the applicant's design, design criteria, and design
bases for the gaseous radwaste treatment system to the applicable regulations
and Regulatory Guides referenced above.

11.4 Solid Waste Management Systems

11.4.1 System Description

The solid radioactive waste system is designed to process two general types of
solid wastes: " wet" solid wastes and " dry" solid wastes. Wet solid wastes
consist mainly of spent filter cartridges, demineralizer resins, and evaporator
bottoms that contain radioactive materials removed from liquid streams during
processing. Dry solid wastes consist mainly of ventilation air filtering
medium (HEPA, charcoal), contaminated clothing, paper, rags, laboratory glass-
ware, and tools.

Spent filter cartridges will be placed in drums unsolidified for disrssal. For
those filters which contain large ai.sunts of radioactive material, the drum
will be precast concrete lined. Demineralizer resins will be solidified in
55 gal drums using portland cement.

Two methods of treatment will be available for evaporator bottoms and dry
compactible trash. Evaporator bottoms can be solidified in 55 gal drums using
portland cement. Dry compactible trash can be compacted in 55 gal drums.
Alternatively, both types of wastes may be treated in the volume reductioni

.
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system. Evaporator bottoms can be calcined in a fluidized bed dryer where they
will be reduced in volume and increas9d in activity per unit volume.

The dry salts from the fluidized bed dryer and the fines collected at the
gas / solids separator of the VR system will then be solidified using a polymer
binder. The volume of compactible trash can be reduced in the dry waste
processor (incinerator) which is also a fluidized bed. The ash from the dry
waste processor will be carried by the fluidizing air to the gas / solids sepa-
rator where most of the ash will be removed from the gas stream. This ash will
be combined with the calcination fines collected in the same gas / solids separator
and the salt from the fluidized bed dryer and solidified using a polymer
binder.

'

The gas from the gas / solids separator will flow to a venturi scrubber /
preconcentrator to a secondary scriabber and to a condenser. A portion of the
gas will be recycled to the fluidized bed dryer, and a portion will be
discharged through a HEPA, charcoal, and HEPA filter system before release to
the vent stack. The evaporator bottoms will be increased in solids concentra-
tion in the scrubber preconcentrator. This liquid will be pumped-to the
fluidized bed dryer or recirculated to the venturi scrubber. The dry waste
processor will also be capable of incinerating contaminated oil.

The applicant will have a low-level storage area which will store 570 drums and
an intermediate level storage araa capable of storing 640 drums. The station
will contain areas capable of storing 70 drums of compactible waste and 90 ft3
of dry uncompacted waste.

Additional information with respect to the solid radwaste system is in'Section
11.4 of the FSAR and in Aerojet Energy Conversion Company Topical Report
AECC-2-P, which describes the volume reduction cystem.

11.4.2 Evaluation and Findings1

The staff has reviewed the portland cement portion of the solid waste system
(SWS), which is one of the systems intended to be used for the solidification,
packaging, and storage of radioactive wastes before their shipment offsite for
burial. The scope of the review included line diagrams of the system, piping,
and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive information for the SWS and for
those auxiliary supporting systems that are essential to the operation of the
SWS. The applicant's proposed design criteria and design bases for the SWS,
and the applicant's analysis of those criteria and bases, have also been
reviewed. The capability of the proposed system to process the types and
volumes of wastes expected during normal operation and anticipated operational
occurrences in accordance with GDC 60, provisions for the handling of wastes
relative to the requirements of 10 CFR 20 and 71 and of applicable Department
of Transportation regulations have been reviewed.

The portland cement portion of the SWS has also been reviewed with respect to
SRP Section 11.4 and Regulatory Guide 1.143. Based upon the review, the staff
finds the portland cement system of the SWS acceptable.

! The staff has not reviewed the VR system or the polymer binder system for
conformance with SRP Section 11.4 and Regulatory Guide 1.143. The applicant
% not provided any information on the polymer system and has referenced the
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AECC-2-P as the source for details on the VR system. The staff is in the
process of. reviewing this topical report. As a result of this review, generic
questions will be asked about the system. However, detailed questions will be
asked of the applicant with regard to the application of the Aerojet design to
the Byron station. The staff anticipates that the information required of the
applicant will be' considerably greater than that presently in the FSAR. Until
the above reviews are completed, information requested of the applicant, and
responses received and reviewed, no determination can be made as to the accept-
ability of the VR system and polymer binder system. The results of this review
will be published in a supplement to this SER.

The applicant has not provided the process control program or the Technical
Specifications for the SWS. These items are not required until 6 months prior
to the issuance of the operating license. They will be judged as to their
acceptability at that time.

11.5 Process and Effluent Radiological Monitoring and Sampling Systems

11.5.1 Summary Description

The process and effluent radiological monitoring and sampling systems are
designed to provide information concerning radioactivity levels in systems
throughout the plant, indicate radioactive leakage between systems, monitor
equipment and performance, and monitor and control radioactivity levels in
plant discharges to the environs.

At the Byron station, the airborne effluent sampling and monitoring systems are.

located at the plant vents. For liquid effluents, these locations are downstream
of the liquid radwaste system release tank and in the blowdown line to the Rock
River. Table 11.7 contains a listing of both the process and effluent monitors
for airborne and liquid sources. This table also includes the type of radio-
activity monitored, the type of monitor used, and the plant-specific number of4

the monitor for ease of reference. Section 11.5 of the FSAR presents a detailed
analysis of the process and effluent monitoring system.

.

11.5.2 Evaluation and Findings

The staff has reviewed the process and effluent monitoring system with respecti

to the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 11.5, Revision 2. As a result of,

this review, the staff has made the following evaluation and findings.

The process and effluent monitoring system provides for monitoring and sampling
all normal and potential pathways for the release of radioactive materials to
the environment. However, the process portions of the nonblowdown liquid
radwaste system and the spent fuel pool treatment system do not have continuous
monitoring capability, as indicated in Table 18, SRP Section 11.5.

With respect to the nonblowdown liquid radwaste system, the FSAR indicated in
Section 11.2.1.10 that waste collected in the radwaste monitor tanks would be
sampled prior to discharge to the release tark. As long as this process4

includes analysis of the sample and as long as this process continues, a
continuous process monitor will not be required for the nonblowdown liquid'

; radwaste system.

!
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Table 11.7 Liquid and airborne process and effluent monitoring
system at the Byron station

Monitor
Monitor Monitor no. Monitoring type

Process
Airborne

Aux bldg
(a) Filters pipe tunnel 1RE-PR021A Particulate pScin.

el 383' Units 1 and 2 1RE-PR021B Gas pScin.
Y cin.S1RE-PR021C 1 2

(b) Pipe tunnels of Unit 1
#at el 394 6"

(c) Spray additive tank v-ea
of Unit 1

(d) Piping penetration areas
at el 364', 383', and
401' of Unit 1

Aux bldg
(b), (c), and (d) above 2RL-PR021A Particulate pScin.
only for Unit 2 2RE-PR021B Gas pScin.

Y cin.S2RE-PR021C 1 2

Fuel-handling bldg exhaust ORE-PR024A Particulate pScin.
ORE-PR024B Gas pScin.

Y cin.SORE-PR024C I 2

Radwaste bldg ver.tilation ORE-PR026A Particulate Scin.
exhaust ORE-PR0263 Gas pScin.

Y cin.SORE-PR026C 1 2

Laboratory fume hood exhaust ORE-PR003A Particulate Scin.
ORE-PR003B Gas Scin.

Y cin.SORE-PR003C 1 2

Miscellaneous tank filter ORE-PR025A Particulate pScin.
vent exhaust ORE-PR02SB Gas pScin.

Y cin.SORE-PR02SC 1 2

Containment purge 1RE-PR001A Particulate Escin.
2RE-PR001A Particulate pScin.
1RE-PR001B Gas pScin.
2RE-PR001B Gas pScin.

Y cin.S1RE-PR001C 1 2

Y cin.S2RE-PR001C 1 2

Gas decay tank ORE-PR002A Gas pScin.
ORE-PR002B Gas pScin.
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Table 11.7 (Lentinued)

Monitor
Monitor Monitor No. Monitoring Type

Steam jet air ejector / 1RE-PR027A Particuhte pScin.
gland steam exhaust 2RE-PR027A Particulate Escin.

1*'E 9R0278 Gas pScin.*

291 P?0278 Gas pScin.
1RE-PRU27C I ySCiG '

2
2RE-PR027C I YScin.2

Laundry room exhaust ORE-PR015 Particulate pScin.
Aux bldg plant areas ORE-PR021A Particulate Escin.

ORE-PR022A Particulate SScin.
ORE-PR021B Gas pScin.
ORE-PR022B Gas Scin.

ORE-PR021C I2 yScin.

ORE-PR021C 12
yScin.

Liquid
Steam nener;itor blowdown 1RE-PR008 Gross y yScin.
prefil6er 2RE-PR008 Gross y yScin.
Steam generator ORE-PR016 Gross y yScin.
after filter ORE-PR017 Gross y yScin.

ORE-PR018 Gross y yScin.
ORE-PR019 Gross y yScin'.

Reactor containment fan 1RE-PR002 Gross y yScin,
coolers essential service 2RE-PR002 Gross y yScin.
water outlets
Component cooling water ORE-PR009 Gross y yScin.
heat exchanger water 1RE-PR009 Gross y yScin.
outlet 2RE-PR009 Gross y yScin.
Boron thermal regeneration 1RE-PR007 Gross y Y cin.S

chiller surge tank return 1RE-PR007 Gross y . yScin.
Gross failed fuel 1REPR006 Gross y Y cin.S

monitor 2REPR007 Gross y yScin.
Radwaste evaporator ORE-PR006 Gross y yScin.
condensate return ORE-PR007 Gross y * yScin.

ORE-PR008 Gross y yScin.
Airborne Effluents

Aux b1dg vent stacks 1RE-?R028A Particulate pScin.
2RE-PR028A Particulate pScin.

1RE-PR028B Gas Escin.
2RE-PR0288 Gas Escin.
1RE-PR028C I2 yScin.

2RE-PR028C I2 yScin.

;
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Table 11.7 (Coatinued)

Monitor
Monitor Monitor No. Monitoring Type

Liquid Effluents

Liquid rariwaste effluent ORE-PR001- Gross y yScin.
Station blowdown ORf-PR010 Gross y yScin.

The applicant has indicated in Sectio., 12.3-4 that there is an airborne gamma
radiation detector in the area of the spent fuel pool capable of detecting
activity over the range 0.1-100 mR/hr. 1his monitor does not replace the
function of a liquid monitor in the spent fuel p901, as required by Table 18.
However, Revision 3 to SRP Section 11.5 does not require such a monitor if
there is no liquid effluent from the spent fuel pool. Because the applicant
has proposed to perform a weekly gross p, gross y, and radionuclide analysis on
the outlet and inlet streams of the spent fuel pool demineralizer, no process
monitor is required.

Table IB of SRP Section 11.5 indicates that a grab sample should be obtained in
the process stream from laboratory and sample system wastes. These wastes are
drained to the chemical drain tank, which will be sampled as noted in the FSAR.
Sampling at this location will satisfy the intent of Table IB of SRP Section 11.5.

i

The applicant has indicated that there will not be process and effluent monitor-
ing associated with the volume reduction equipment. 'UpoW the completion of the
staff's review of the VR system, a determination will be made whether the
applicant's position is acceptable. The staff position wil!-be indicated in a
supplement to this SER.

The process and effluent monitoring and sampling system provisions during the:

course of postulated accidents have been addressed by the applicant. These!

, items were addressed as TMI Items II.F.1 attachments 1 and 2. The applicant'
has-not provided the calibration techniques nor the energy dependence of
response of the noble gas monitor. However, the applicant has agreed to

'

provide this information to meet the requirements of NUREG-0737. .The staff
finds this acceptable.

i

lhe staff review of the process and effluent monitoring system has not addressed
some items of SRP Section 11.5. Those items tnat were not addressed will be O
reviewed at the-time the Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications are
submitted by the applicant. Those areas of the process and effluent monitoring
system which will be reviewed at that time include:

r

(1) sampling frequencies, required analyses, instrument alarm / type setpoints,
calibration, and sensitivities

(2) frequency of routine instrument calibration, maintenance, and inspections

(3) release rates
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'The staff concludes that the process and effluent radiological monitoring and
sampling systems include the-instrumentation for monitoring and sampling
ccr,taminated liquid and gaseous, procc ss and effluent streams. The staff'se

review included the provisions proposed to sample and monitor all station
effluents in accordance with GDC 64, the provisions proposed to provide auto-
matic termination of effluent releases and ensure control over discharges in
accordance with GDC 60, the provisions proposed for sampling and monitoring
plant liquid and gaseous waste process streams for process control in accord-
acce with GDC 63, the provisions for conducting sampling and analytical programs
in accordance with the guidelines in Regulatory Gudie 1.21, and ti,e provisions
for monitoring process and effluent streams during postulated accidents. The
review included piping and instrument diagrams and process flow diagrams for
the liquid and gaseous radwaste systems and ventilation systems and the location
of monitoring points relative to effluent release points on the site plot
diagram.

The basis for the staff's acceptance has been conformance of the applicant's
designs, design criteria, and design bases for the process and effluent radio-
logical monitoring and sampling systems to the applicable regulations and
guides, as indicated above, as well as to staff technical positions and industry
standards. Based on the evaluation, the staff finds the proposed systems to be
acceptable.

I

l i

i
'

,

|

:
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12 RADIATION PROTECTION

The staff has evaluated the proposed radiation protection program presented in
FSAR Chapter 12 against the criteria set forth in the SRP (NUREG-0800). The
radiation protection measures at Byron station are intended to ensure that
internal and external radiation exposure to station personnel, contractors,
and the general population as a result of station condition::, including
anticipated operational occurrences, will be within applicable limits of
10 CFR 20, and will be as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA).

The basis of the staff acceptance of the Byron radiation protection program is
that doses to personnel will be maintained within the limits'of 10 CFR 20,
" Standard for Protection Against Radiation." The applicant's radiation protec-
tion designs and program features are consistent with the guidelines of Regula-
tory Guide 8.8, "Information Relevant to Ensuring that Occupational Exposures
at Nuclear Power Stations Will Be As Low As Is Reasonably Achievable." Some of
the radiation protection measures which the applicant will use at Byron include:
use of remote handling equipment; coating of concrete shields for ease of decon-
tamination; location of radiation components in separately shielded cubicles;
and training of personnel in radiation protection. The applicant's use of these
and other radiation protection features will help to ensure that occupational
radiation exposures are maintained ALARA, both during plant operation and during
decommissioning.

On the basis of its review of the Byron station FSAR, the staff has concluded
that the radiation protection measures incorporated in the design will provide
a reasonable assurance that occupation doses will be maintained ALARA and below
the limits of 10 CFR 20. These radiation design features are consistent with
the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.8.

12.1 Ensuring that Occupational Radiation Exposures Are ALARA

12.1.1 Policy Considerations

The applicant provides a management commitment to ensure that the Byron station
will be designed, constructed, and operated in a manner consistent with Regula-

| tory Guides 8.8; 8.10, " Operating Philosophy for Maintaining Occupational Radi-
ation Exposures As Low As Is Reasonably Achievable"; and 1.8, " Personnel Selec-
tion and Training" (Revision 1). The ALARA philosophy was applied during the
initial design of the plant. Since then experies.:ed operating personnel of the
applicant have continued to review, update, and modify the plant's design and
construction based on exposure data and experienced gained from operating nuclear
power plants. This is done to ensure that occupational exposures will be kept
as low.as is reasonably achievable in accordance with Regulatory Guide 8.8 cri-
teria. Therefore, the policy considerations are acceptable.

12.1.2 Design Considerations

The objective of the plant's radiation protection design is to naintain indivi-
dual doses and' total person-rem doses to plant workers, including construction
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workers, and to members of the general public ALARA, and to maintain individual
doses within the limits of 10 CFR 20. Within restricted areas, all plant
sources of direct radiation and airborne radioactive contamination are con-
sidered in the staff review.

To reduce radiation exposure, the applicant has utilized feedback information
obtained from plants currently operational. Some examples of design improve-
ments directly attributed to experiences and operations are

(1) .An adequate number of equipment decontamination areas has been included to
reduce congestion and reduce maintenance time.

(2) Concrete shield walls, floors, and ceiling are coated with a nonporous
coating to enhance decontamination whenever a potential for leakage or
spillage of radioactive material exists on these surfaces.

(3) To reduce the amount of radioactive sources in valve aisles, radioactive
pipe runs to and from valves aisles are routed, whenever practical, behind
the shield wall separating the piece of equipment and the valves.

(4) Components associated with control of the instrument air supply to air-
operated valves are not themselves radioactive or potentially radioactive,
and are located in low-radiation areas.

(5) Instruments readouts are designed and located to minimize the time and
exposure necessary to take a reading.

Utilizing the feedback information from operating plants and following Regula-
tory Guide 8.8, the applicant has incorporated the following equipment design
considerations listed below at Byron to satisfy the plant's radiation protec-
tion design objectives:

(1) Equipment that processes fluids with low radioactivity is located in
separate cubicles from equipment that processes highly radioactive fluids.

(2) Galleries, hatches, and gratings are provided as needed to allow access to
equipment from the top, especially if a piece of equipment is high above'a
floor.

(3) Equipment is located in accessible parts of cubicles. Equipment frequently
changed in whole or in part is readily accessible.

(4) Cranes or lifting lugs are provided as needed for equipment servicing,
maintena'nce, and removal.

(5) localized shielding or space and adequate structure for localized shield-
ing are provided as part of the shielding design.

.(6) Unmortared removable block walls or easily removable floor or wall plugs
are provided to minimize tne radiation exposure when it is necessary for
workers to gain access to highly radioactive components when removal (for

j example,' tube' pulling) is required.

!
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These design considerations conform with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.8
and are acceptable.

12.1.3 Operational Considerations

The Byron station operational considerations included the development of a
radiological training program, a radiation zoning and access control system,
and general guidelines for workers performing maintenance in high-radiation
areas. These operational considerations ensure that operating and maintenance
personnel follow specific plans and procedures in order to ensure that ALARA
goals are achieved in the operation of the plant. High-radiation exposure
operations are carefully preplanned and carried out by personnel well trained
in radiation protection and using proper equipment. During such maintenance
activities, personnel are monitored for exposure to radiation and contamina-
tion. Upon completion of major maintenance jobs, personnel radiation exposures
are evaluated and compared with predicted person-rem exposures. The results
are used to make changes in future job procedures and techniques. The station's
management personnel annually reviews radiation exposure trends to determine
(1) major changes in problem areas, and (2) which workers' groups are accumu-
lating the highest exposures. The station personnel uses these reports to
recommend design modifications or changes in plant procedures. The operational
considerations conform to Regulatory Guides 8.8 and 8.10 and are acceptable.

The staff concludes that the policy considerations, design considerations and
operational considerations at Byron station are adequate to ensure that occupa-
tional rad ation exposures will be ALARA in accordance with Regulatory Guides 8.8
and 8.10 e d are acceptable.

12.2 Radiation Sources

Section 12.2 of the FSAR describes the sources of contained and airborne radio-
activity used as inputs for the dose assessment and for the design of the
shielding and ventilation systems. The methods and bases used by the applicant
to estimate the source terms are also described. Additional information on
source terms is described in Chapter 11.

12.2.1 Contained Sources and Airborne Radioactive Material Sources

Inside the containment during power operation, the greatest potential for per-
sonnel dose during operation results from nitrogen-16, noble gases, and neu-
trons. Outside the containmen' and after shutdown inside the containment, the
primary . sources of personnel exposure are fission products from fuel-clad defects
and activation products, including activation corrosion products. Almost all
of the airborne radioactivity within the plant results from equipment leakage.
The source terms are based on the ANSI Source Term Specification N237-1976.
The t.oolant and corrosion activation product source terms are based on operat-
ing experience from reactors of similar design; allowances are included for the
buildup of activated corrosion products. Neutron and prompt gamma source terms
are based on reactor core physics calculations and operating experience from
reactors of similar design. The source terms presented are comparable to esti-

i mates by other applicants and are acceptable.

The applicant has provided a tabulation of the maximum expected radioactive
airborne concentration in equipment cubicles, corridors, a d operating areas,i
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from equipment leakage. The bases for these leakage calculations are in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.112, " Calculation of Releases of Radioactive
Materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluents From Light-Water-Cooled Power Reac-
tors," and are acceptable.

The ventilation. system will be designed to provide enough volume changes per >

hour in occupied areas that may contain significant airborne activity to main-
tain exposure to plant personnel ALARA. Air will be routed from areas of low
potential airborne contamination to areas of increasing potential airborne con-
tamination. The resulting estimated airborne radioactivity concentrations in
frequently occupied areas will be a small faction of 10 CFR 20.103 limits and
are acceptable. The source terms used to develop these airborne concentration
values are comparable to estimates by other applicants with similar. design and
are acceptable.

12.3 Radiation Protection Design Features

Section 12.3 of the FSAR describes the features that are included in the .radia-
tion protection design of the plant to ma M a'n exposures ALARA.- Separate
descriptions are presented for the categories oi 'acility design features,
shielding, ventilation, and area-radiation and airborne radioactivity monitor-
ing instrumentation.

12.3.1 Facility Design Features
1

The applicant has provided evidence that the dose-accunulating functions per-
1

formed by workers have been considered in the plant. design. Features have been !

included in the design to help maintain exposure ALARA in the performance of
those functions. These features will facilitate access to wo) k areas, reduce
or allow the reduction of source intensity,. reduce the time required in the
radiation fields, and provide for portable shielding and remote handling tools.
The applicant's . facility design features are consistent with the guidance of-
Regulatory Guide 8.8. Therefore, the staff concludes that the facility design
features are acceptable.

The applicant has provided five major radiation zones, with six additional sub-
. zones as a basis for classifying occupancy and access restrictions on various
areas within the plant. On this basis, maximum design dose rates are estab-
lished for each zone and used as input for shielding of the respective zones.
The areas.that will have to be occupied on a predictable basis during normal
operations and anticipated occurrences are zoned so that exposures are below
one limits of 10 CFR 20, and will be ALARA. The zoning system and access con-
trol features will also meet the posting entry requirements of 30 CFR 20.203 or
Standard NRC Technical' Specifications and are consistent with Regulatory Guide
8.8.:

i
L Several: features are included in the plant design and operational program to

minimize the buildup of activated corrosion product, a major contribution toi

occupational doses.

! . Examples-include
;

| (1) Tanks containing radioactiv.e material have sloped bottoms wherever practi-
( cal so that. sludge accumulation-is minimized and ease of drainage is enhanced.

!
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(2) Equipment is selected and the design reviewed to ensure that there are no
obvious ledges or pockets where radioactivie material may be trapped or
accumulated.

(3) Drain piping, where practical, is of welded construction and is welded in
a manner (for example, using consumable inserts) to minimize crevices which
might collect radioactive material.

(4) The flushing capability of radioective service equipment is used to mini-
mize radioactive crud or sludge retention in the equipment prior to tiain-

'

tenance or removal of the equipment.

(5) Chemistry in the primary system is controlled.

The applicant's cerrosion product control features are consistent with the guid-
ance cf Regulatory Guide 8.8 and are acceptable.

The design features incorporated by the applicant for maintaining occupational
radiation doses ALARA during plant operation and maintenance will also serve to
maintain radiation doses ALARA during decommissiening operations and are, there-
fore, acceptable.

12.3.2 Shielding
.

The objectives of the plant's radiation shielding are to provide protection
against radiation for operating personnel, both inside and outside the plant,
and for the general public , during normal operation, including anticipated
operational occurrences and during reactor accidents. The shielding was

idesigaed to meet the requirements of the radiation dose rate zone system dis-
cussed above. The following are several of the shielding design features
incorporated into Byron station.

(1) Access labyrinth are provided for rooms housing equipment that contain
high radiation sources to preclude a direct radiation path from the equip-
ment to accessible areas.

(2) Radioactise piping is ro.;ted through high-radiation areas where practical,
or in sh,'elded pipe chases in low-radiation areas.

(3) Shielding is provided for all eoeipment wr.ich is cnticipated to be nor-
mally radioactive.

(4) Pioing penetrations, ducts, and voids in radiation shield walls are located
[ to preclude the possibility of streaming from a high to a low radiation

area.

(5) Shielding is designed to be removable where required, to provide personnel
access for inspection, servicing, maintenance, or replacement of plant
equipment.

These shielding techniques are designed to maintain personnel radiation exposure
ALARA. Therefore, the staff concludes that the shielding design objectives are
acceptable.
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The applicant's shielding des ko methods, included the use of computer codes
such as, ANISN, 0GRE-G, G , QAD, and ISCSHLD and other source material. The3

applicant also used shielding information from operating nuclear plants as
input data for his shield design calculations. All concrete shielding in the

plant will be constructed in general compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.69,
" Concrete Radiation Shields for Nuclear Power Plants." Therefore, the staff
concludes that the shielding aesign methodology presented is acceptable.

In accordance with the criteria of Item II.B.2, NUP.EG-0737, " Clarification of
TMI Action Plan Requirements," the applicant has performed a design review of
station shielding to allow cccess to plant areas after an accident.

The systems designed to function after an accident included: (1) the emergency
core cooling system, which m nsists of all or parts of the safety injection,
residual heat retsval, and d emical anc volume control systems; (2) the contain-
ment spray and hy @ ogen recombiner systems, which assist in maintaining contain-
ment integrity; (3) the control room, technical support center, and auxiliary
building HVAC systems, portions of which are designed to remove airborne fiision
products; (4) the high radiation sampling system; (5) those parts of the chemi-
cal and vM ume control and the boron recycle systems associated with charging,
letdown, and seal water; (6) the shutdown cooling portion of the residual heat
removal system; and (7) parts of the gaseous waste and liquid radwas a process-
ing systems.

Dose rate calculations were performed for the areas of taise systems by using
computer codes ISOSHLD, QAD, and G3 ar.d superimposing the effects of all sources
to obtain the maximum expected dose rate throughout the plant. The radiation
environment was evaluated for 1 hour, 1 day, and 1 week following the reactor
shutdown following a LOCA with significant core damage. Dose rate zone maps

were provided for each relevant area.

Vital areas requiring accessibility following an accident are identified with
respect to location, occupancy requirements, and maximum dose levels. Vital
areas include: the control room; remote shutdown panel; technical support
center; the sampling station; and the hydrogen recombiner control panels.

The shielding design review by the applicant showed the less-than-15 mrems cri-
terion is met by Byron for vital areas requiring extended or continuous occupancy
(the control room, the technical support center, and the radwaste control room).
Additionally, GDC 19 limits are met for those vital areas requiring only infre-
quent access.

2On the basis of its review, the staf f has concluded that the applicant has per-
formed a radiation and shielding design review for vital area.s access in accord-
ance with Item II.B.2 of NUREG-0737.

12.3.3 Ventilation

The ventilation system at Byron station will be designed to protect personnel
and equipment from extreme thermal environmental conditions and ensure that
plant personnel are not inadv9rtently exrnsed to airborne contaminants exceed-
ing those giver. in 10 CFR 20.iU3. The applicant intends to maintain personnel
exposures ALARA by

Byron SER 12-6
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(1) maintaining airflow from areas of potentially low airborne contamination
to areas of higher potential concentrations

(2) ensuring negative or positive pressures to prevent exfiltration or Infil- |

tration of potential contaminants, respectively

(3) locating ventilation system intakes so that intake of potentially contam-
inated air from other building exhaust points is minimized

These design criteria are in accordance with the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 8.8. Some examples of exposure reduction features in the ventilation
system are

(1) Shielding is provided as necessary around HVAC filters (for example, char-
coal filters) to minimize radiation exposure to station personnel as a
result of source buildup on the filter.

,

(2) Dampers are provided before and after the filter i. rain to isolate the train
during filter changes.

(3) Decontamination of the filter train internals structures is facilitated by
the close proximity of electric.11 outlets for operation of decontamination
equipment and water supply for washdown of the interior.

The staff concludes that the applicant's ventilation system will keep personnel
exposure at a small faction of 10 CFR 20 values and is therefore acceptable.

12.3.4 Area Radiation and Airborne Radioactivity Monitoring Instrumentation

12.3.4.1 Area Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation

The applicant's area radiation monitoring system is designed to

(1) provide operating personnel in the main control room with an indication
and record of p mma radiation levels at selected locations within the
various plant buildings

(2) contribute radiation information to the control room So tha correct
decisions may be made with respect to deployment of pirsonnel in the event
of a radiation incident

(3) assist in the detection of unauthorized or inadvertent movement of. radio-
active materials in the plant including the radwaste area

-(4) supplement other systems in detecting abnormal migrations and radioactive
material in or from the process streams

(5) provide local alarms at key points where a substantial change in radiation
levels might be of immediate importance to personnel frequenting the area

(6) provide a continuous record of radiation levels at kej lac.5tions through-
out the plant

Byron SER 12-7
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To meet these objectives, the applicant plans to use 53 monitors in areas where
personnel may be present and where radiation levels could become significant.
The system deviates from the staff acceptance criteria in that not all area
moniters will have local alarms. However, those monitors which are located to
warn personnel occupying an area of a sudden high increase in dose rate will be
equipped with local audio and visual alarms, other alarms will be announced by
the control room personnel who will direct the deployment of personnel in the
event of a radiation incident. Therefore, the staff concludes that the area
radiation monitoring system is acceptable.

The applicant has provided area radiation monitors around the fuel storage
areas to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 70.24 and to be consistent with the
guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.12, " Criticality Accident Alarm Systems."

To meet the criteria of II.F.1(3), NUREG-0737, the applicant has committed to
installing and calibrating two high-range gamma monitors at Byron in each of
the station units that meet the criteria of Table II.F.1-3 of NUREG-0737 Plant
layout drawings showing the location of the monitors have also been submitted.

On the basis of its review, the staff has concluded that the applicant meets
the staff's position in Item 11I.F.1(3) of NUREG-0737.

12.3.4.2 Airborne Radioactivity Monitoring Instrumentation

The design objective of the applicant's airborne radioactivity monitoring system
are

(1) to assist in maintaining occupational radiation exposure to airborne con-
taminants ALARA

(2) to check on the integrity of systems containing radioactivity that are
being monitored

(3) to warn of inadvertent release of airborne radioactivity to prevent over-
exposure of personnel

The applicant will install fixed continuous airborne monitoring systems (CAMS)
that will be dedicated to monitoring a particular ventilation pathway for high
airborne radioactivity. Visual and audible alarms cre provided in the main
control room for these monitors so that appropriate administrative actions may
be taken when this radioactivity is detected. The fixed CAMS have the capability
to detect 10 mpc-hours of particulate and iodine radioactivity in any compartment
that has a possibility of containing airborne radioactivity and that may be
occupied by personnel. The applicant will provide portable continuous air moni-
tors when needed to monitor air in areas not provided with fixed airborne radio-
activity monitors. Airborne radioactivity monitors will be calibrated at regular
time intervals.

The objective and location criteria of Byron station area and a#rborne radiation
monitoring systems are in conformance with 10 CFR 20 and Regulatory Guides 8.2
and 8.8 and are acceptable.

The staff concludes that the equipment and facility design features, shielding,
ventilation, area radiation monitoring, and airborne radioactivity monitoring
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systems at Byron station are sufficient to ensure that radiation exposures are
ALARA and are acceptable.

12.4 Dose Assessment

Section 12.4 of the FSAR describes the applicant's assessment of (1) the collec-
tive radiation dose equivalent workers will receive in operating and maintaining
the facility, and (2) the airborne radioactivity to which workers will be exposed
in operating the facility. The way in which the assessment of collective dose
from plant operation was factored into the radiation protection design is also
described.

The applicant presented his estimate of the collective radiation dose equiva-
lent workers will receive from the operation of the facility. The estimate is
500 person-rems per year per unit; this estimate includes the station staff and
contractor personnel. The method used by the applicant is not consistent with
the acceptance criteria in NUREG-0800, that is, listing the methods outlined in
Regulatory Guide 8.19. The applicant's assessment was not based on an analysis
of the tasks involved in the operation of the plant, the expected radiation
dose rates, and the personnel required to perform those tasks. However, the
applicant based the estimate on dose data from several years of operation at
Zion Station and other PWRs. (The Zion station is run by the applicant.) The
applicant has examined operating experience at several operating PWRs to deter-
mine those activities that contribute significantly to the collective occupa-
tional dose equivalent. Then the applicant proceeded to examine possible design
and procedure changes to reduce doses in those activities. Through this process
the applicant has made several improvements in the Byron design to reduce doses.
Examples of these improvements are

(1) The utilization of removable unmortared block wall section (instead of
mortared sections) for some equipment will significantly reduce the number
of manhours spent in radiation areas.

(2) Probe holes were placed in most removable hatches of filters and deminera-
lizer cubicles. These holes allow radiation monitoring of the cubicles
before its hatch is removed. The radiation data from the monitor will
allow radiation protection personnel better control of occupational
exposure.

(3) Area radiation monitors (ARMS) were placed in valve aisles that serve two
or more highly radioactive systems. These ARMS will prevent high levels
of unexpected exposure from the startup of an inactive system while main-
tenance on another system is being performed.

Therefore, the method used by the applicant served the purpose of a dose assess-
ment identification of instances where additional dose reduction features are
justified. Although the person-rem estimate was not made in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 8.19, the staff concludes that the applicant's dose assessment
is acceptable, because it met the intent of the Regulatory Guide in that it
identified potential unnecessary exposures, minimized foreseen doses, and led
to an examination of dose-reducing methods and techniques.

,

The applicant has estimated the potential exposure of individual workers to
airborne radioactivity in various parts of the station. These estimates in
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most cases are a small faction of the allowable exposures given in 10 CFR
20.103. Therefore, the staff concludes that the assessments of exposure to
airborne radioactivity are acceptable.

In Section 4.4 of the ER, the applicant has also estimated the potential whole-
body exposure to canstruction workers during Unit 2 construction because of the
operation of Unit 1. These estimates are only a small percentage of the allow-
able whole-body exposure given in 10 CFR 20.105.

12.5 Operational Radiation Protection Program

FSAR Section 12.5 describes the applicant's health physics prugram. The descrip-
tion includes the radiation protection organization, equipment, instrumentation,
and facilities and the procedures for radiation protection. Additional informa-
tion on the station's organization is described in Chapter 13 of the FSAR.

The health physics program objectives are to provide reasonable assurance that
the limits of 10 CFR 20 are not exceeded, to further reduce unavoidable exposures,
and to ensure that individual and total person-rem occupational radiation expo-
sures are maintained ALARA.

12.5.1 Organization

The Rad / Chem Supervisor is the Radiation Protection Manager (RPM) at Byron and
is responsible for implementing and enforcing the plants health physics program.
However, the ultimate responsibility of the health physics program lies with
the Station Superintendent. The Rad / Chem Supervisor is a member of the sta-
tion's ALARA review committee. The Station Health Physicist, Health Physicist,
or the Radiation Chemistry Foreman will act as the backup to the RPM if the RPM
is absent from the station.

The Byron station radiation protection organization has been evaluated in accord-
ance with the position. of NUREG-0731, "Critoria for Utility Management and Tech-
nical Organization," and Regulatory Guide 8.8 (Section C.1.b(2),(3)).

The paragraphs below present an evaluation of how the health physics organiza-
tion for Byron compares with the various staff positions concerning plant organ-
ization and management criteria.

(1) The organization description for Byron shows that the Rad / Chem Supervisor
(RPM) reports to an Assistant Plant Superintendent and has direct access
to the Station Superintendent in all radiation protection matters. In
addition the RPM has access to other station supervisors through daily
contact at morning meetings. This satisfies the require. ment of Regulatory
Guide 8.8 and is acceptable.

(2) The radiation protection section and chemistry section are currently com-
bined as one section at Byron. It is the staff's position, based on
NUREG-0731, that the radiation protection section should be a separate
section with its own section supervisor or the applicant should provide an

| alternative proposal to ensure adequate technical direction of the radia-
tion protection group to ensure that the Rad / Chem technicians maintain
adequate qualification in both technical disciplines. The applicant has
committed to having an independent review that will encompass alternative
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organizations, including his current one. Advantages and dfsadvanges of
each organization will be presented. The review is to be c'mpleted by

,

March 1, 1982; by April 15, 1982, the applicant will either submit any
proposed changes to his organization or provide documentation of his
Rad / Chem technicians training.and retraining program. The staff will
review this information when it is provided to confirm that the station
organization will provide the requisite independence and technical
competence for the health physics group.

(3) The applicant has shown that the qualifications of Byron's Rad / Chem Super-
visor meet the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.8, " Personnel Selection
and Training," and is acceptable as the station's RPM.

(4) The backup to the RPM during his absence from the station will be selected
from the positions of Station Health Physicist, Health Physicist, or
Rad / Chem Foreman. The applicant has committed to using the criteria of
ANSI 3.1, December 1979 draft, in selecting the individual temporarily
filling the RPM position. This satisfies the requirements of NUREG-0731
and is acceptable.

(5) The applicant has committed to .having at least one Rad / Chem technician on
site at all times. This satisfies the requirements of NUREG-0731 and is
acceptabla.

Byron has, with the cxception of the combined Rad / Chem section, shown that the
current health physics organir + ion meets staff criteria as stated in NUREG-07U
and Regulatory Guide 8.8 for an acceptable radiation protection organization.
Subject to receipt of an acceptable program for ensuring that the health physics
group is provided adequate technical direction and that the health physics tech-
nicians will maintain their technical competence, the staff finds the organiza-
tion acceptable.

12.5.2 Equipment, Instrumentation, and Facilities

The radiation protection features at Byron station include a counting room, hot
laboratory, cold laboratory, radiation protection office, calibration facility,
laundry room, personnel decontamination room, and a mask-cleaning facility.
These facilities are sufficient to ma ntain occupational radiation exposure-
ALARA and are consistent with the provisions of Regulatory Guide 8.8. Equip-
ment to be used for radiation protection purposes includes portable radiation
survey instruments, personnel monitoring equipment, fixed and portable area and
airborne radioactivity monitors, laboratory equipment, air samples, respiratory
protective equipment, and protective clothing. The number and type of equipment
to be used are adequate and provide reasonable assurance that the applicant
will be able to maintain occupational exposure ARARA.

In order to meet the criteria of III.D.3.3 of NUREG-0737, the applicant has
committed to having the capability to sample and determine airborne radioiodine
concentration by using portable air samplers using silver zeolite as a sample
medium. If entrapped noble gases interfere with the radioiodine analysis, clean
air or nitrogen flushing will be performed.

Low background counting facilities for postaccident analysis are available in
.

the turbine building 364 level, near the condensate makeup transfer pump, and
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in the turbine building, 401 level, inside the secondary sample room. Trans-
portable data acquisition and analysis systems that contain in part an ORTEC
Hyperpure Germanium detector and an 0GEC 7050 Multichannel Analyzer or their
equivalents will be used if normal stations counting rooms cannot be used
because of background problems.

The use of sampling equipment and analysis systems for the determination of
radiciodine during an accident situation has been incorporated into the Byron
station's training program.

The postaccident radiciodine sampling and analysis provisions described fw the
Byron station satisfactorily meet the staff's position as outlined in NUREG-0737
and are acceptable.

12.5.3 Procedures

All permanent plant personnel entering controlled radiation areas will be
assigned film badges or thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) badges and pencil
dosimeters. The film badges or TLDs will be processed every 2 weeks or more ,

frequently if significant exposures are suspected and the pencil dosimeters
will be read aaily. Special neutron surveys and use of neutron dosimeters will
be provided when plant personnel enter neutron areas when required by 10 CFR 20.
Whole-body counts of all plant personnel will be conducted on a scheduled basis
and other bioassays will be provided when deemed necessary by the plant's health
physics staff, using the guidance of Regulatory Guides 8.9 and 8.26. All radia-
tion exposure information will be processed and recorded in accordance with
10 CFR 20.

Maintenance, ,epair, surveillance, and refueling procedures and methods used by
the appi; cart are reviewed to ensure that all plant radiation protection pro-
r.edures, practices, and criteria have been considered, to ensure that occupa-
Wonal radiation exposures will be ALARA and in accordance with Regulatory
Caide 8.8. Procedures are also developed to meet the requirement of Regulatory
Guide 1.33, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operation)."

Based on the information presented in the FSAR and the applicant's responses to
the staff's questions, the staf f concludes that the applicant intends to imple-
ment a radiation protection program that will tair.tain inplant radiation expo-
sures within the applicable limits of 10 CFR Part. 20 and will maintain exposures
ALARA in accordance with Regulatory Gu W 8.8.

!

|
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13 CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

Chapter 13, " Conduct of Operations" for the Byron Station, Units 1 and 2,
has been reviewed in accordance with the July 1981 edition of the " Standard
Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power
Plants," (SRP), NUREG-0800.

13.1 Organhational Structure of Applicant

13.1.1 Management and Technical Resources

13.1.1.1 General

Frun September 8-11, 1981, members of a joint staff headquarters / Region III
review team visited Byron station to review the proposed organizatico for
operation of the station from the level of seoior corporate officer who will be
in overall charge of nuclear operations for tne applicant down to and including
the proposed operating staff at the plant. The team reviewed the organizational
structure for operation and for support of. the plant staff, the levels of
staffing, the experience level of principal individuals of both corporate and
plant staffs, and the interfaces between the plant staff and the corporate
support structure. The review team consisted of two individuals from head-
quarters and three from Regior. III.

Beginning with a meeting at the Byron plat, the applicant provided the review
team with a briefing on his organization for the operation of Byron 1 and 2.
This briefing was followed by discussions with several plant employees so that
the review team could gain a feeling for the responsibilities and attitudes of
the individuals and an understanding of how they fit into the organization and
how they interface with other onsite and offsite organizational units. Dis-
cussions with corporate personnel were also held to obtain the same type of
information. At the conclusion of the meeting, the team presented the results
rf the visit to the applicant's management.

The following description and evaluation are based on information contained in
the FSAR, the applicant's response to the NRC Action Plan Items (NUREG-0660),
and supplemental information obtained during the visit. In the evaluation, the
staff used the guidelines of NUREG-0731, " Guidelines for Utility Management
Structure and Technical Resources," draft report dated September 1980, and the
requirements outlined in NUREG-0737.

13.1.1.2 Corporate Organization
s

The a prate oganization and line of responsibility for operation of Byron 1
and 2 am shown S Figure 13.1. The senior corporate official responsible for i
engineering, construction, and operation of the company generating stations,
including fos 3il units, is the Executive Vice-President (Construction,
Production and Engineering). Reporting to him is the Vice-President (Nuclear
Operations), who is responsible for the management of the Station Nuclear
Engineering Department, the Nuclear Licensing Department, and the Nuclear Fuel

Byron SER 13-1<
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Services Department (all headed by the Assistant Vice-President (Operations)),
and the company's Nuclear Station's Division (headed by the Division Vice-
President (Nuclear Stations)). Before an operating license is issued, engi-
neering, construction, and testing of nuclear stations is the responsibility
of the Manager of Projects, whose organization is shown in Figure 13.2. The
Byron project is the responsibility of the Project Manager who reports to the
Manager of Projects; he coordinates the activities of the Project Engineering,
Project Construction, Project Operations, and Project Operational Analysis
groups. These groups are formulated from the Station Nuclear Engineering
Department, Station Construction Department, the Nuclear Station Division,
and the Operational Analysis Department, respectively. Following the issuance
of an operating license, these project groups revert back to the organizations
from which they were formed and the Vice-President (Nuclear Operations) assumes
responsibility for all aspects of station operation. Organizational units
under the Vice-President (Nuclear Operations) providing technical support for
operation are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The Station Nuclear Engineering Department is organized as shown in Figure 13.3.
The Station Nuclear Engineering Manager reports directly to the Assistant
Vice-President (Nuclear Operations). Reporting to the Station Nuclear Engi-
neering Manager are the Station Nuclear Design Engineers and a group of reli-
ability and design specialists. Project Engineers for operating nuclear sta-
tions report to a Station Nuclear Design Engineer; Project Engineers for sta-
tions under construction report to their respective Project Engineering
Managers. Electrical, mechanical, civil, and nuclear engineers are assigned to
each Project Engineer on an as needed basis. The Station Nuclear Engineering
Department consists of approximately 100 individuals and has the following
responsibilities:

Review and control the scope of work involving the electrical, mechanical,-

structural, and instrumentation and control designs of the NSSS vendor and
architect / engineer (A/E) to verify that applicable Safety Analysis Report
(SAR) requirements, regulatory requirements, ASME Code requirements, and
design bases are properly translated into specifications, drawings,
procedures, and instructions.

Review and accept the specifications for electrical, mechanical, and-

structural material, equipment, and erection work, prepared by the NMSS
vendor and A/E to verify inclusion of inspection, testing, and acceptance
criteria.

Analyze bids, make purchase recommendations, control expenditures, and-

ensure that necessary quality requirements are included in purchase orders
and contracts.

Disposition of electrical, mechanical, and structural design changes.-

Review the A/E's evaluation of fabricator's and erector's detailed-

designs, drawings, and work instructions for reasonableness and
completeness.

Review and approve resolution of nonconformances relating to electrical,-

mechanical, and structural portions of the generating station.

;

Byron SER 13-3
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Establish the plans for the preoperational and startup test programs.| -

Coordinate the preparation and review of preoperational and startup test-

programs.

Coordinate the evaluation of the adequacy of the results of the preopera--

tional testing. Make recommendation for acceptance of test results when
results are judged satisfactory.

Develop overall schedules for construction and modification activities.-

The Nuclear Fuel Services Department provides technical support for fueling and
refueling activities includin_g development of fuel-lord #ng patterns, refueling
schedules, and new fuel requirements. This departmen' also monitors fuel per-
formance trends and assists the NSSS vendor and fuel supplier in the develop-
ment of reactor operating guides and procedures. The Director of the Nuclear
Fuel Services Department reports directly to the Assistant ice-President
(Nuclear Operations), who, in turn, reports to the Vice-President (Nuclear

| Operations). The staff consists of approximately 20 individuals, including
the Staff Engineer and two Supervising Engineers who direct the technical
support work.

The Director of Nuclear Licensing reports directly to the Assistant Vice-
President (Nuclear Operations) and manages the Nuclear Licensing Department.
The Nuclear Licensing Department coordinates the applicant's efforts to support
requests for NRC licensing action and provides a focal point for the exchange
of information between the applicant and the NRC.

The Operations Manager reports to the Division Vice-President (Nuclear Stations)
and has functional responsibility for operation of nuclear stations in a safe
and efficient manner and in accordance with company procedures, NRC Technical
Specifications, and governmental regulations. His responsibilities include

providing direction to the Operating Assistant Superintendent regarding-

day-to-day operation of station units

coordinating unit outages with power supply' -

reviewing station operating performance for adherence to procedures,-

Technical Specifications, and other governmental regulations

reviewing the results of personnel performance investigations and-

following up on corrective actions;

participating in personnel performance investigations as assigned-
,

participating in station action item record (AIR) meetings, the-

applicant's tracking system for items requiring action within a given time
period, and following up as appropriate on corrective actions.

reviewing licensee event reports and deviation reports for trends, effects-

on other units and corrective actian

Byron SER 13-6
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communicating common equipment and system problems amo'ng stations in a-

timely manner

reviewing station response to NRC inspections and quality assurance audits-

for trends, corrective action, and followup on completion of commitments

initiating and coordinating General Station Emergency Plan drills-

coordinating the implementation of nuclear security regulations-

The Operations Manager and his staf f (approximately six individuals) are shown
in Figure 13.4.

The Maintenance Manager (Nuclear Stations) and his staff are shown in
Figure 13.5. The Maintenance Manager reports to the Division Vice-President

-(Nuclear Stations) and is responsible for functional direction of maintenance
activities at nuclear stations including inservice inspection activities,
special tool and equipment development, equipment and refueling outage
schedules, and contractor and vendor activities. He is responsible for
providing direction to the Maintenance Assistant Superintendent regarding
day-to-day maintenance operations, forced outages, scheduled outages, and
refueling operations plus an effective maintenance program for ALARA radiation
exposures.

The Technical Services Manager (Nuclear Stations) and his staff are shown in
Figure 13.6. The Technical Services Manager reports directly to the Division
Vice-President (Nu"-lear Stations) and has the following responsibilities:

providing technical support to the stations to augment the station-

tcchnical staff as needed

providing career planning for station technical personnel-

developing operating strategies to improve system availability and themal-

performance

Technical Services personnel are supervised by group leaders who, in turn,
report to one of three supervisors. The Supervisor of Health Physics and
Emergency Planning has a staff of approximately 10 individuals providing
expertise in health physics, radiobiology, and emergency planning. The Super-
visor of Chemistry and Radwaste Services oversees a staff of approximately 26
individuals who are grouped by the following functional areas: radwaste manage-
ment, career development, operational chemistry, analytical services, admin-
istrative services, and special projects. The Supervisor of Station Support
Services has a st.aff of approximately six individuals. Support is provided for
staff studies, fire protection, and computer services.

The Station Superintendent, who manages each nuclear generating station, is
responsible for direct management of the station including industrial relations,
planning, coordination, and direction of the operation, maintenance, refueling,
and technical activities. The Station Superintendent is responsible for com-
pliance with the station's operating license, government regulations, ASME
Code requirements, and the company QA program. _He also authorizes the use of
procedures contained in the Station Procedure Manual, and is responsible for

Byron SER 13-7
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final approval and distribution of station reports. The Station uperintendent
authorizes all modifications to the station after the issuance of an operating
license and completion of preoperational testing. He forwards requests for
modifications to the Station Nuclear Engineering Department. Repairs and
equipment maintenance needing technical review for substitution of equipment
are reviewed by the Station Technical Staff and completed as maintenance
activities under station management. He supervises the station's onsite
review function, as provided in the Administrative Section of the Technical
Specifications.

Technical Support for plant operations is also provided by several organiza-
tional units reporting to senior corporate officers other than the Vice-
President (Nuclear Opt 4tions). These organizations are described in the
following paragraphs.

The System Operational Analysis Department is shown in Figure 13.7. The
Operational Analysis Manager reports to the Vice-President (Engineering)
through the Assistant Vice-President (Engineering). The Operational Analysis
Department provides technical support for operations in the following areas:

specialized field testing-

standardizing and calibration of instrumentation-

materials science-

inspection and proof testing of electrical generation, transmission, and-

distribution equipment

personnel and procedure development and qualification to Code requirements-

for nondestructive examination and testing activities

As shown in Figure 13.7, the System Operational Analysis Department is comprised
of seven specialist groups who report through two Supervising Staff Engineers to
the Operational Analysis Manager. An eighth group, not shown in Figure 13.7,
the Division Operational Analysis Department, reports functionally to the Opera-
tional Analysis Manager. After the operating license is issued, all electrical
troubleshooting, testing, and network interfacing (routine) tests are performed
by Division of Operational Analysis Engineers, as requested by the station.

The Quality Assurance Department is shown in Figure 13.8. The Manager of
Quality Assurance reports directly to the Vice-Chairman of Commonwealth Edison.
The Quality Assurance Organization is divided into three functional areas:
Engineering and Construction, Operations, and Maintenance. The Director of
Quality Assurance (Engineering and Construction) oversees the activities of the
Site Quality Assurance Organization and the Quality Assurance Coordinators
assigned to the Station Nuclear Engineering Department and the System Opera-
tional Analysis Department. *

The Director of Quality Assurance (Operations) oversees activities of the
Nuclear Fuel Inspector as well as Quality Assurance Inspectors or Engineers
assigned to each operating station. The Supervisor of Quality Assurance (Main-
tenance) supervises Quality Assurance Inspectors or Engineers assigned to each
operating station.

Byron SER 13-11
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The Production Training Department under the direction of the Production Train-
ing Manager coordinates training activities for the applicant's nuclear gene-
rating stations. They oversee the preparation of training materials, monitor
on-the-job instruction activities, and schedule simulator training and other
offsite training.

The Department of Nuclear Safety is discussed in Section 13.4 as part of the
staff evaluation of the applicant's response to TMI Action Plan Items I.B.].2
and I.C.5.

13.1.1.3 Conclusion

The applicant has described his organization for the management of and the
means for providing technical support for the plant staff during operation of
the facility. These measures have been reviewed, and the staff concludes that

'

the applicant has an acceptable organization and adequate resources *'to provide
offsite technical support for the operations of the facility under both normal
and offnormal conditions.

13.1.2 Operating Organization

13.1.2.1 Organization -

In FSAR Section 13.1.2, the applicant has described the organization of the
Byron plant staff, as shown in Figure 13.9.

Reporting directly to the Station Superintendent are: the Maintenance Assistant
Superintendent, the Operating Assistant Superintendent, the Administrative and
Support Services Assistant Superintendent, and the Personnel Administrator.
The Site Quality Assurance Group is independent of the operating organization
and reports directly to the Director of Quality Assurance (Operations) offsite,
as described in Section 13.1.1. The plant staff presently consists of about
339 individuals, with a projected number of 360 individuals t:y Unit 1 fuel load
and a projected number of 410 individuals by Unit 2 fuel load.

The Station Superintendent has been assigned responsibilities for the main-
tenance of occupational radiation exposure ALARA, as outlined in Regulatory
Guide 8.8, Revision 3.

Plant activities are further divided into functional areas under the Assistant
Superintendent and the Personnel Administrator. The lines of authority and
responsibility for these functional areas are described below.

Personnel Development

-The Personnel Administrator is responsible for station manpower planning,_ labor
relations, employee career path planning, training, safety, and "PR0" programs.
The Personnel Administrator reports directly to the Station Superintendent and
is assisted in carrying out his duties by the Training Supervisor.

Training

The Nuclear Station Training Department under the direction of the Nuclear
Station Training Supervisor is responsible for the development and administra-

Byron SER 13-14
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tion ci training programs consistent with Production Training Department e
Train!ng Standards, company, and station policies and procedures, and with

~,

external requirements. The training staff currently consists of approximately
10 inoividuals. The Training Supervisor or an instructor reporting to him will
be a qualified senior reactor operator (SRO). The applicant has contracted
with Westinghouse to have a plant-specific simulator constructed at Braidwood,
Illinois. Completion of this simulator is projected for mid-1983.

Administration '

The Administrative Clerical Department under the direction of the Office Super-
visor is responsible for providing clerical support for all station departments,
coordinating activities of the station's clerical staff, and maintaining files
of quality assurance documents as assigne The Office Supervisor reports

I directly to the Assistant Saperintendent, Administrative and Support Services, j

and supervises the Central File Supervisor and the Word Processing Supervisor. ;

Quality Control 4

The Station Quality Control Department under the direction of the Quality Con-
trol Supervisor is responsible for the quality control activities at the sta-

,
' I, ion such as: reviewing drawings, specifications, maintenance / modification

procedures, and requests for purchase for inclusion of applicable quality ,

require!wnts; performing receiving inspection for ASME- and safety-related
| ircoming sterials and items; inspecting fabrication and installation activi-
i ties; and having nondestructive examination and other testing performed as o

! required.

|
'Technical Staff

i
'

The Station Technical Staff under the directon of the Technical Staff Supervisor
I. prov' des technical supptrt for piant operations, refueling, maintenance, modi-
' fications, inservice inspection, evaluation of process data and equipment per-

formance, and evaluation of the adequacy of station procedures. In accordance
! with Technical Specifications, the Technical Staff Supervisor is responsible
j for implementation of the ensite review functions. The Technrcal Staff is
i organized as shown in Figure 13.10. The Technical Staff Supervisor reports

directly to the Assistant Superintendent, Administrative and Support Services.
Reporting to the Technical Staff Supervisor are eight technical groups: the
Computer Group, the Fuel Group, the Primary Group, the Environs Group, the
Ventilation Group, the Thermal Group, the Electrical Group, ud the Inservice
Inspection Group. Each group consists of approximately five individuals and
is supervised by a designated Group Leader.

Each group has the following responsibilities:
|

provide expertise in assigned systeos and components-

provide day-to-day engineering support to operations and maintenance-

personnel on problems related to their assigned systems

perform long-term studies, evaluations, and trend analysis on assigned-

equipment and' systems ,

|
'l

/
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investiqate causes of deviations and reportable occurrences and propose-

corrective actions and actions to prevent recurrences

prepare deviation reports and licensee event reports-

perform and/or evaluate Technical Specification surveillances on assigned-

systems

provide responses and technical reports to regulatory agencies-

for modifications, initiate the modification package; prepare supporting-

documentation, including work requests, drawing changes, 10 CFR 50.59
safety evaluations, economic justification, materials list and test
procedures; participate in design meetings and discussions with the
Nuclear Engineering Department, the A/E and the vendors; prepare SPRS,
single-source letters, and so forth, as appropriate; perform evaluations
c,f bids for equipment, materials, and services; and coordinate the
installation and testing of the modification

.
evaluate equipment and system performance and submit results and-

recommendations to the Technical Staff Supervisor

Also reporting to the Technical Staff Supervisor, through Assistant Technical
Staff Supervisors, are a Licensing Staff and a Startup Staff. The Assistant
Technical Staff Supervisors, in addition to supervising their respective
staffs, are responsible for station-related licensing issues; review and
approval of procedures, procedure r M nges, and reports, coordinating technical
groups; and assuming the Technical Staff Supervisor's responsibilities in his
absence.

The Technical Staff currently consists of approximately 43 individuals, with a
projected number of 54 individuals by Unit 1 fuel load and 57 individuals by
Unit 2 fuel load.

Maintenance

The Maintenance Department under the direction of the Maintenance Assistant
Superintendent is responsible for the mechanical, electrical, and instrument
and control maintenance in the plant and for the control of spare parts in the
stores. The Maintenance Department section currently consists of 100 indivi-.

duals with a projected number of 120 by the fuel load date for Unit 1 and a
projected number of 142 by the fuel load date for Unit 2. Personnel are being
added as maintenance work becomes available, with training scheduled to accom-
modate additions to the maintenance work force occurring before commercial' '

operation. Training milestones for Unit 2 lag behind those for Unit 1 by
approximately 1 year.

Operations

The Operating Department under the direction of the Operating Assistant
Superintendent is responsible for: the operation of mechanical and electrical
equipment and certain common plant systems such as fuel handling and radio-
active waste processing; recommending maintenance for such equipment; author-
izing functional acceptance tests to be conducted by Operating and Technical

.

13-18Byron SER



Staff personnel; and operating the plant in compliance with the Station
Operating License and the Station Operating Procedures. The plant operating

~

organization currently consists of 103 individuals with a projection of 103
individuals by fuel load of Unit 1 and 115 individu11s by fuel load of Unit 2.
The Operating Assistant Superintendent will be SRO licensed.

' Byron Units 1 and 2 will operate with a six-shift rotation, to allow one shift
to be training at all times. Each operating shift will consist of three SR0s,
two reactor operators (R0s), and two nonlicensed auxiliary operators (A0s) for
single-unit operation. For two-unit operation, each operating shift will con-
sist of three SR0s, three R0s, and three A0s. At least one Rad / Chem Technician
will be provided on each operating shift for single- or dual-unit operation.

The applicant's fire brigade is composed of five individuals from the operating
crew, which meets the 10 CFR Appendix R requirement. The 10-man shift will
allow adequate manning for safe shutdown of the plant.

At present, the applicant has 27 positions identified for SRO-licensed indivi-
duals and 24 for R0-licensed individuals. The numbars of positions designated
for SRO- and R0-licensed individuals are based on shift manning requirements
and a six-shift rotation, and on the assumption of some losses due to attrition
and failure to license. The staff considers this an acceptable number because
of information provided during its October 1981 site visit, which describes the
" pipeline" of additional candidates. All Equipment Attendants (EAs), Equipment
Operators (E0s), and Nuclear Station Operators (NS0s) undergo the same selec-
tion program as SR0 candidates, with a line of promotion existing to the SR0
position. Shift manning is further discussed in the evaluation of the appli-
cant's re'sponse to TMI Action Plan Item I.A.1.3 in Section 13.1.2.2.

The training program for " cold" license candidates consists of a 7-week course,
" Reactor Theory and Reactor Operation"; a 4-week " Nuclear Reactor Training"
program conducted at the Westinghouse training reactor in Zion, Illinois; a
10-week course, " Plant Systems and Observations"; 9 weeks of simulator
training; a 10-week course, " Byron /Braidwood Plant Systems"; and a 4-week
course, " Technical Training Review." A 1-week course, " Simulator Refresher,"
will be scheduled if the time period between simulator training and Nf:C cold
licensing examination is greater than 6 months. The training program for " hot"
license R0 candidates consists of five phases: nuclear power plant funda-
mentals, Byron systems, on-the-job training, simulator training,'and review.
SR0 candidates receive, in addition, 10 weeks of reactor theory,'a 7-week pre-
simulator course, 10 weeks of' simulator training, 3 months of on-the-job
training, and approximately 2 months of prelicense exam preparations.

The applicant has proposed to have the Shift Technical Advisor (STA) function
performed by a Shift Control Room Engineer who will be a licensed SRO. The
staff finds this proposal acceptable on an interim basis as discussed in the
evaluatioa of the applir- ': response to TMI Action Plan Item 1.A.1.1 in
Section 13.1.2.2.

The staff has reviewed the qualifications of the supervisors in the Operating
Department and concluded that these do not have adequate PWR operating
experience. The Assistant Superintendent, Operations has previous commercial
PWR operating cxperience (SR0-Zion 1 and 2). Of the six shift engineers, only
one has previous commercial PWR operating experience. Of the eight shift
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foreem already hired, only two have previou: commercial PWR operating
experience None of the five Shift Contre! koom Engineers already hired have
previous commercial PWR operating experience.

The staff does not require that all key personnel have extensive commercial PWR
operating experience. However, such experience, especially during the first
6 months to a year of operation, should be available to the operating group.
The staff informed the applicant that at least one person thould be provided on
each operating shif t, for at least one year from initial criticality, to
include the attainment of 100 percent power, who has (1) commercial PWR operating

.

experience, or (2) experience in startup of a similar Westinghouse plant, or
(3) otherwise acquired familiarity with the types of problems frequently
encountered during the initial startup of similar Westinghouse plants. The i.taff
also informed the applicant that tM acceptability of his proposal to meet this !
position would be determined on a case-by-case basis.

In a letter dated December 29, 1981, the applicant stated that a requirement to
have previously licensed commercial PWR operating personnel on each shif t wuuld
be burdensome and unnecessary, based on the experience levels of individuals on
the plant staff and technical support organizations. The letter did not con-
tain any commitment or proposal to provide experienced individuals on each
operating shift. The staff will condition the operating license to require
experienced personnel on shift during initial operation.

The Operating Department will be respontJble for the operation of all equipment
and systems released by Station Construction and will assign personnel, to the4

maximum extent consistent with completion of necessary training, to assist the
Technical Staff during the preoperational testing and siajor system integrated
tests, in particular, the hot functional tests.

The Station Nuclear Engineering, Operational Analysis, and Station Construction
Departments will provide technical support or participate in the test program
as required. The Station Nuclear Engineering Department has overall
responsibility for the successful review and completion of the initial test
program.

13.1.2.2 TM1 Action Plan Items

I . A .1.1 Operating Personnel and Staffing - Shift Technica! Advisor
(organizational aspects)

In a letter dated August 28, 1981, the applic. ant described his plans to provide;

a technical graduate, licensed at the SRO level, en each shift while a unit is
in power operation, startup, hot shutdown, or cold shcidown (Modes 1-4). This
individual will normally function as the control room SR0 and will also be
qualified as a Shift Technical Advisor. The title the applicant has given tnis
individual is " Station Control Room Engineer" (SCRE).

In addition to the SCRE, there will also be two other SR0s on each shift crew
who will be part of the minimum shift crew required by the Technical Specifica-
tions. One of these SR0s is the Shift Engineer (Shift Supervisor) and the
otiier is the Shift Foreman (plant SRO). The SCsE will report to the Shift
Superesor and will directly supervise the plant SR0 ana the activities in the
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control row during nermal plant operationi; thus, he will exercise a command
and supervisary funct bn in the control room during nonrai plant operations.

In the event of an accident, both the Shift Supervisor and the plant SR0 will
be required to report to the control room within 10 minutes. The shift super-
visor will assume the control room command function, and the SCRE will assume
the advisnry role of the STA. As directed by the shift superviso , the plant
SR0 will be available to perform any function, including the control room SRO
role that was previously assigned to the SCRE.

The combination of the STA and control room SR0 function had not been evaluated
as a means of satisfying the staff positions on the STA and maintaining an SR0
in the control room at all times when these positions were established. The
applicant's proposal has since been evaluated as part of the LaSalle County
Station SER.

The applicant's proposal will provide a control room SR0 with the additional
technical qualifications of the STA. This should greatly enhance the control
room SR0's understanding of the technical basis for limits and the design and
operation of plant systems. The proposal also provides an STA whose perform-
ance should be enhanced by the operational training and experience required of
an SRO, an immediate knowledge of plant status and sequence of events preceding

|

j an emergency, and by his availability in the control room at all times during |

the shift.
;

Potential shortcomings of the applicant's proposal concern the orderly transi-
tion from normal shift crew functions to thase following an accident. The
plant SR0 may be unfamiliar with the detailed plant operating status and events
preceding an emergency when he assumes the role of control room SRO. The SCRE
may be so involved in directing plant evolutions that quick, orderly turnover
of authorities and functions to the Shif t Engineer and Shift Foreman may be
hindered.

To minimize the impact of the shortcomings discussed above, the applicant
agreed in a January 1982 letter to provide the following administrative
controls:

(1) The shift foreman (SRO) shall participate in the SCRE shift relief
turnover.

(2) During the shift, the shift enginaer and the shift foreman (SRO) shall be
made aware of any significant changes in plant status in a timely manner
by the SCRE.

(3) During the shift, the shift engineer and shift foreman (SRO) shall remain
abreast of current plant status. In addition, the shift foreman (SRO)
shall return to the control room two or three times per shift, where
practicable, to confer with the SCRE regarding plant status. Where not
practicable to return to the control room, the shift foreman (SRO) shall
periodically check with SCRE fcr a plant status update. In no case should
the shift foreman (SRO) be required to abandon duties original to reactor
operation to return to the control room, unless specifically ordered to do
so by the shift engineer.
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(4) In the event of an abnormal or accident situation, the shif t foreman (SRO)
assumes the position of control room SR0 that was previously held by the
SCRE/STA, as soon as practicable as determined by the shift engineer
(shift supervisor) .ince an onsite emergency has been declared.

These administrative controls will be delineated in Bryon Administrative
Procedures and implemented prior to fuel load.

The staff concludes that with these administrative controls, the impact of the
shortcomings discussed above will be minimized to the extent that the advant-
ages of the proposal far outweigh the disadvantages and thai the proposal to
use STAS licensed at the SR0 level, as control room SR0s is acceptable on a
trial basis until the staff determines the long-term STA requirements. Long-
term requirements will be evaluated and implemented on a generic basis.

I.A.1.3 Shift Manning

In a letter dated August 28, 1981, the applicant provided a copy of his position
i on Item I. A.1.3, ',hich will be incorporated into Appendix E of the Byron FSAR.

The applicant's position includes a commitment which meets or exceeds the
minimum staffing and overtime limitations provided as guidance in NUREG-0737.
FSAR Section 13.1.2 and the applicant's position state that the minimum shift
crew for one-unit operation will include three SRO-licensed individuals (Shift
Engineer, Shift Foreman, and SCRE), two R0-licensed individuals, two nonlicensed<

auxiliary operators, and one Rad / Chem Technician. For two-unit operation, the
minimum shift crew will consist of three SRO-licensed individuals (Shift
Engineer, >hift Foreman, and SCRE), three R0-licensed individuals, three non-
licensed auxiliary operators, and one Rad / Chem Technician. During core altera-
tions, an MJitional licensed SRO or SROL (an SR0 licensed to supervise fuel
handling) n y have fuel-handling duties but will not have other concurrent
duties. This meets the guidance given in !WREG-0737. By letter dated Decem-
ber 29, 1981, the applicant inforr.ad the staff that procedures required by
NUREG-0737 will be available and implemented before fuel load.

13.1.3 Summary and Conclusion

Based upon its review of information provided in the FSAR, at the meeting with
applicant in October 1981, and in letters from the applicant dated June 3,
August 28, October 5, and December 29, 1981, the staff concludes that the plant
staff organization is acce fable for the operation of Byron Units 1 and 2
except for the 'ack of onshift personnel with PWR experience. The staff will
condition the license to require the presence of individuals with commercial
PWR experience on each shif t for at least one year from initial criticality to
include the attainment of 100 percent power.

13.2 Raining

13.2.1 Reactor Operator Training

13.2.1.1 General

The Station Supevintendent has the overall responsibility for the conduct and
! administration of the plant training program. At the station, the day-to-day

i
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administration of the training program is carried out by the Assistant Superin-
tendent. The program for formal education and training of the facility staff 1

has been designed to meet the individual needs of the participants, depending '

upon their backgrounds, previous training, and expected staff assignments. The
program conforms to the requirements set forth in ANSI N18.1-1971 ano
10 CFR 55.

The onsite training program provides an effective means of preparing personnel '

for station operation and license examinations. Instructors for the various
onsite training lectures will be supplied by the Training Section or consult-
ants. Selection of the particular individual to conduct a specific training
lecture will be based,upon individual availability and knowledge of the sub-
ject matter involved. After initial criticality, at the station, permanent
training center instructors and consultants will be assigned to training.
These instructors, who will teach systems, integrated responses, transients,
and simulator courses to operator license candidates or NRC-licensed person-
nel, will either demonstrate or will have previously demonstrated their
competence to the staf f by successful completion of an SR0 examination. Prior
to initial criticality, these instructors will, as a minimum, be certified to
the SR0 level.

The operator license applicants will receive training at the Westinghouse
Nuclear Training Center, from equipment manufacturers, and, if necessary, at
other nucinar and nonnuclear facilities. All station personnel receive general
employee training, as applicable to their normal duties. This training con-
sists of training in appropriate plans and procedures, radiological health
and safety, industrial safety, use of protective clothing and equipment.,
station security procedures, and the station emergency plan.

Plans for requalification training and replacement training conform to the
requirements of 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 55, Appendix A, and follow the guidance
given in ANSI N18.1.

Complete records of all training will be maintained.

On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that the training programs and
schedules for all staff members meet the requirements of SRP Section 13.2.1,
" Reactor Operator Training"; 1.0 CFR 55; Regulatory Guide 1.8; ANSI N18.1-1971;
and H. R. Denton's March 28, 1980 letter Thus they are acceptable for the
preoperational test program for operator licensing examinations and for fuel
loading.

13.2.1.2 TMI Action Plan Items

I . A. 2.1. Immediate Upgrading of Operator and Senior Operator Training and
Qualifications

The applicant has established a program to ensure that all R0 and SRO license
candidates (bey m d the initial complement required to start up Byron station)
have the prescribed experience, qualifications, and training, in accordance
with Item I.A.2.1. Candidates will be prepared and certified in accordance
with the applicant's Nuclear' Plant Staff Training Program that is described in
Section 1.3.1.3 of the FSAR. Certifications will include conformance to Item
I.A.2 1 of the action plan.
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1he initial startup crews will not have the prescribed operating experience,
but will have completed extensive training on the plant-specific simulator,
which is similar to the actual unit and which, in many respects, equates the
experience requirements. FSAR Section 13.13 describes the qualification
commitments for the existing plant staff.

The staff concludes that the applicant has satisfied the requirements of this
item.

I.A.2.3 Administration of Training Programs for Licensed Operators

The applicant defines the " instructor" referenced in this requirement as those
individuals who teach systems specific to PWRs, integrated responses, trans-
ients, and simulator courses to licensed operators or licensed operator
candidates.

The applicant, in a letter dated October 5, 1981, stated that training instruc-
tors who will teach systems, integrated responses, transient, and simulator
courses must successfully complete an SR0 examination and will continue to
participate in appropriate retraining or requalification programs as either
instructor or student.

This requirement pertains to permanent members of the training staff who are
responsible for teaching the subjects enumerated above. Other members of the
permanent or ncnpermanent training staff responsible for teaching technical
subjects such as reactor theory, heat transfer, fluid mechanics, thermodynamics,
health physics, chmistry, and instrumentation are not expected to have an R0
or SRO license. Nonpermanent or " guest" lecturers will be used on a limited
basis to teach particularly specialized subjects under the monitoring of a
qualified instructor.

Non-SRO-certified, degreed instructors may be used to augment the SRO-certified
instructors to reinforce theory of operation for systems, thermodynamics, fluid
flow, health physics, and tne like for transients and accidents or integrated
responses and simulator critiques.

Based on its review of this material, the staff concludes that the applicant
has satisfied the requirements of this item.

NRC will administer SR0 examinations to all permanent members of the station
staf f who teach the topics outlined above before fuel loading.

I.A.3.1 Revise Scope and Criteria for Licensing ba.minations

The staff has added a section on Principles of Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics
to the RO written examination and a section on Theory of Fluids and Tharmo-
dynamics to the SRO written examination. The time limits for written exami-
nations have been set at 9 hours for reactor operators and 7 hours for senior-
reactor operators. Passing grades for written examinations have been upgraded
to 80 percent overall, and 70 percent in each catecory. All applicants for
SR0 licenses are required to take an oral examination and a simulator exami-
nation, as well as the written examination.
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The applicant's R0 and SR0 training program has been upgraded to include the
material described in this requirement. Candidates will be prepared and certi-
fied in accordance with the applicant's Nuclear Plant Staff Training Program.
A plant-specific simulator that reproduces the operating characteristics of
the Byron station will be available to the license applicants for the simula-
tor portions of the exams.

The operator license application package will include a release from each
candidate that permits the NRC to inform the applicant of exam results.

Based on its review of this material, the staff has concluded that the
applicant has complied with the requirements of this Item.

II.B.4 Training for Mitigating Core Damage

The applicant has committed in his letter, dated October 5, 1981, to utilize a
degraded core training course. The course covers 80 hours of training in
methods to control or mitigate an accident in which the core is severely
damaged. This committment will be incorporated in the FSAR by an amendment.
This course on mitigating core damage will be given to all Shift Technical
Advisors and operations personnel, from the Plant Manager to and including
licensed operators, before fuel loading.

Managers and technicians in the areas of instrumentation and controls, health
physics, and chemistry will be given training commensurate with their responsi-
bilities for reacting to accidents that involve severe core damage.

Based on this commitment, the staff has concluded that the applicant has met
his requirements for training personnel in the use of installed plant systems
to control or mitigate an accident in which the core is severely damaged. This
training program will be in compliance with the " Training Guidelines for
Recognizing and Mitigating the Consequences of Core Damage" from the Institute
of Nuclear Power Operations, Document Number STG-01, Revision 1. dated
January 15, 1981. The applicant has committed to complete ine training of all
operating personnel prior to fuel loading in the use of installed systems to
monitor and control accidents in which the core may be severely damaged.

13.2.2 Nonlicensed Operator Training

13.2.2.1 Discussion

In the Byron FSAR, the applicant has provided a description of his programs for
nonlicensed personnel.

The Station Superintendent has overall responsibility for the training of
personnel within the plant organization. The Training Supervisor, who reports
administratively through the personnel administrator, has ready access to the
Station Superintendent to discuss problems within the training department,
training needs of statice, personnel, and any other matters related to training.

The Training Supervisor also reports functionally to the Production Training |

'Manager. The Production Training organization supports station training by
coordinating the preparation of training materials, surveillance of on-the-job
instruction, and scheduling simulator training and other offsite training. j
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!
The Station Training Department is fully manned with 11 employees. The
Training Supervisor and/or at least one training instructor reporting to the!

Training Supervisor will hold an SR0 license on Byron.

The applicant has contracted with Westinghouse to have a plant-specific
simulator constructed at Braidwcod, Illinois. With the completion of this
simulator, scheduled for mid-1983, simulator training for Byron personnel willj

! be greatly enhanced. In the meantime, simulator training wii) be conducted
i primarily at the Zion Westinghouse facility
i
i The training for nonlicensed individuals includes training for operations

personnel, Rad / Chem personnel, instrument maintenance personnel, maintenance
.

mechanics and electricians, and technical staff personnel.
|

General employee orientation training is administered to all personnel
regularly employed at the Byron station. The 2-day course includes a basic;

! description of a nuclear power plant, and training in: radiological health and
safety; emergency plans and procedures; industrial safety and fire protection;
access control; use of protective clothing and equipment; plant security; and

; the quality assurance program.

Training for mitigating core damage is described in the staff's evaluation of
the applicant's response to TMI Action Plan Item II.B.4, Section 13.2.1.1 of

j this report.

f 13.2.2.2 TMI Action Plan Items
;

; I . A.1.1 Operating Personnel and Staffing - Shift Technical Advisor
(Training Aspects)

}
In a letter dated August 28, 1981, the applicant described the selection cri-,

| teria and guidelines as well as the training program for individuals who w';11
qualify as Shift Technical Advisors (Station Control Room Engineers (5CRE)).!

The selection guidelines used to assess an individual's eligibility as an SCRE
candidate require that the individual possess a technical degree in an eng >
neering or science field. For those individuals possessing a degree in an area
other than mechanical or nuclear engineering, a careful study of courses taken
will be made to identify demonstrated competence in college-level mathematics,
physics, and chemistry. Consideration is given to the grades received and
reputation of the college or university for strength in the scientific or
engineering field. For individuals with considerable company experience, work4

performed and training completed will also be utilized to identify dersonstrated
competence in college-level mathematics, physics, or chemistry.,

The training program for SCREs described in the applicant's letter dated
1 August 28, 1981, is designed to complete the training of an individual who has

a technical degree and has completed SR0 training.

According to the applicant, "The first training modules developed for SCRE
training will enable the trainees to satisfy the NRC STA training requirements."
Further modules to augment this training will be developed and administered to

! onshift SCREs through the.requalification training program. When all modules
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are developed, long-term scheduling arrangements can be made with the universi-
ties involved whereby the SCRE post-SR0 training will be incorporated into the
SR0 training program. Accreditation will be sought for parts of the SCRE
training program sa that individuals working on a technical degree can complete
their degree requirements while in the training program. SCRE selection guide-
lines will then be modified to allow for individuals in this category.

The staff has reviewed the education and experience of five of the SCRE candi-
dates and finds that all have bachelor of science degrees in nuclear,
mechanical, or electrical engineering and that they meet the experience
recommendations of the INP0 document entitled " Nuclear Power Plant Shift
Technical Advisor - Recommendations for Position Description, Qualifications,
Education and Training."

In a letter to the staff dated December 29, 1981, the applicant provided an
advance copy of FSAR Section 13.2.1 that has been revised to include a descrip-
tion of the SCRE (STA) training program. The training program was developed to
incorporate the outline of NUREG-0737, Item 1. A.1.1, Appendix C, Section 6,
" Education and Training Requirements." The training is conducted under the
direction of the applicant's Production Training Department and is acceptable.

I.A.2.2 Training and Qualifications of Operating Personnel

The applicant's position on Item I. A.2.2 described his progress in conducting a
position task analysis for station operating positions, Rad / Chem, nuclear
engineer, station control room engineer (SCRE), and some maintenance positions.

Currently, generic task analyses have been completed for all of the operating
positions, and an effort is being made to complete the corresponding site-
specific task analyses for each nuclear power plant position. Surveys, check-
lists, and interviews between task analyst and station personnel (subject
matter experts) are being used by the Production Training Department to acquire
the data needed for the site-specific analyses. Each task is evaluated in
terms of physical difficulty, mental difficulty, safety-related importance,
operational importance, environmental conditions, and frequency at which the
task is performed. The task is then given a priority in relationship with
other tasks within that position. A similar approach is being taken with
nonoperator positions.

The results of these analyses will be used eventually to establish training
objectivss for each of the positions. These plans may be altered depending on
progress by INP0 in the task analysis area.

13.2.2.3 Fire Protection (Training Aspects)

By a letter dated August 31, 1981 the applicant submitted a point-by point
comparison of his fire protection program against 10 CFR 50, Appendix R. The
comparison revealed that the applicant's fire protection program does not
conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, paragraph I.3.b which
states: " Drills shall be performed at regular intervals not to exceed 3 months
for each shif t fire brigade. Each fire brigade member should participate in
each drill, but must participate in at least two drills per year."
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The applicant has subsequently provided a written commitment to conduct drills
at least quarterly and to have each fire brigade member participate in at least
two drills per year.

13.2.2.4 Conclusion

The staff has reviewed the applicant's overall training program and concludes
that the training program meets the requirements of ANSI N18.1-1971 as endorsM
by Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 1, and 10 CFR 50, Appendix R,
paragraph I.3.b, and is therefore acceptable.

13.3 Emergency Planning

By letters dated March 27 and October 20, 1981, the applicaat submitted his '

generic Generating Stations Emergency Plan (GSEP), applicable to all Common-
wealth Edison Company nuclear power stations, and the Byron site-specifit
annex. The plan is for tM Byron onsite and corporate activities only. Off-

site state and local entities within the emergency planning zones have not sub-
mitted their plans. State and local plans must be submitted to the NRC in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.54(s)(1). These plans are being reviewed by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and a finding will be made relative
to the state of offsite emergency prepareeness for Byron and related emergency
plannirg zones in a supplement to this rg ort.

No operating license will be issued unless the staff finds that the applicable
requirements of 10 CFR 50.47(a)(1) are met.

Information presented earlier about the construction of Byren has become out-
dated. Further, more stringent requirements as a result of new rulemaking in
the area of emergency preparedness, both onsite and offsite, have been promul-
gated. The staff reviewed the applicant's onsite emergency plan against
10 CFR 50 and Appendix E thereto; NUREC-0%4, Revision 1: NUREG-0696; and
NUREG-0737. The staff findings are discussed 1, the Emergency Preparedness
Evaluation Report whicn is attached to this repcrt (see Appendix D) That
evaluation lists each planning standard of 10 CFR 50.47(b), followed by a
summary of applicable portions of the plan that apply to each stannard. The
final section of that evaluation provides the staff'S review results and
conclusions.

NUREG-0737 contain: three items related to emergency preparedness; however,
only two currently apply. Item III.A.I.1 has been superseded by new rulema ing
for emergency planning. Regulatory Guide 1.101 was revised to endorse NUREG-
0654 and reissued in October 1981 as Revision 2. NUREG-/5/111 has been super-
seded by NUREG-0654 and NUREG-0696. Items III.A.1.2 and III.A.2 are discussed
in the Emergency Preparedness Evaluation Report enclosed as Appendix D.

After receiving the findings and determinations made by FEMA on the state and
local emergency response plans, and satisfactory resolution of the items
discussed in the Emergency Preparedness Evaluation Report. a supplement to this
report will provide the staff's overall conclusions on the state of emergency
preparedness for Byron and related emergency planning zones.
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13.4 Operational Review

13.4.1 General

The applicant has established a review and audit program to ensure that the
operation of the plant is in conformance with established operating procedures
and license provisions and to review and approve design changes, changes in
operating procedures, or changes in the Technical Specifications that may
constitute an unreviewed safety question, as defined in 10 CFR 50.59.

Four organizatio'ns have been established to accomplish the review and audit
program:

(1) Onsite Review
i
'

(2) Offsite Review

(3) Quality Assurance
.

| (4) Independent Safety Engineering Group

The Onsite Review, Off3ite Review, and Quality Assurance Audit programs have
been established and are functioning. The Independent Safety Engineering Group
has had a charter written and will be functionics prior to fuel load. A written
charter has been prepared for each group covering such areas as group respon-
sibility, subjects requiring review, reporting requirements, organization, and
meuoership.

13.4.2 Onsite Review

Section 13.4 of the FSAR and the applicant's response to Question 422.2 incor-
porate by reference, Commonwealth Edison Topical Report CE-1-A and Section 16.6
of the FSAR, which describe the administration of the Onsite Review Committee,
inclut'ing membership, responsibility for selecting alternates, designation of
the senior participant, provisions for interdisciplinary review, qualifications
of those apppoir.ted to the committee; responsibilities and authority of the
ccmmittee; records; and procedures.

The membership of the Onsite Review Committee consists of the Station Superin-
tendent (Chairman), the Technical Staff Supervisor or alternate (Senicr
Participant), and members with expertise in one or more of the follcwing
disciplines, as appropriate:

(1) nuclear power plant technology

(2) reactor operations

(3) utility or.erations

(4) power plant design

(5) aeactor engineering

(6) radiological safety
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(7) reactor safety analysis

(8) instrumentation and control

(9) metallurgy

(10) other, as required

Reviews and recommendations of the Onsite Review Committee are documented with
copies to the Division Manager (Nuclear Stations), the Sunevisor of Cffsite
Review, the Station Superintendent, and the Manager of Quality Assurance.
Copies are also maintained in station files.

13.4 ' Offsite Review

During the staft's September 1981, site visit, the applicant provided a copy of
the organization and administration manual for tho Office of Nuclear Safety.
The Of fice of Nuclear Safety, headed by the Director of Nuclear Safety, con-
tains the Offsite Review Organization as well as the Independent Safety
Engineering Groups for each station.

The Offsite Review Group will operate in accordance with Sections 6.1.C.1.a-f
of the Technical Specifications, which describe the administration, scope of
items reviewed, authority, records, procedures, and personnel qualifications.

The Offsite Review Committee and investigative function is performed by
designated personnel under the Director of Nuclear Safety supplemented by
others as may be appropriate to the subject matter being reviewed. These
personnel, who together perform the offsite review and investigative function,
are called the "Offsite Review." The Supervisor of the Offsite Review selects
his alternate, the senior participants, their alternates, and personnel quali-
fied in specific areas of expertise according to the Technical Specification
requirements. Individual reviews are directed by the senior participant. The
Supervisor of Of f site Review has the authority to order unit shutJown or
request any other action which he deems necessary to avoie unsafe plant
conditions.

The Offsite Review will normally meet on a weekly basis to discuss issues and
problems which have come to the attention of staff members since the last staff
meeting. A brief summary will be prepared to document issues and problems
discussed at each meeting. A file of these summaries will be maintained.

12.4.4 Quality Assurance (Audit Function)

The audit function will be the responsibility of the Manager of Quality Assur-
ance, independent of the Production Department and thereby removed from
operating rn:ssures. Responsibility for the audit of operating activities will
r(st with the Director of Quality Assurance (Operating) and responsibility for
the audit of maintenance activities will be delegated to the Staff Assistant to
the Manager of Quality Assurance.

Auuits will be conducted in accorda<re with the applicant's approved quality
assurance program end procedures as necessary to ensure that safety-related
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areas specified in Technical Specification Section 6.1.6.1.b are audited at the
required intervals, which in no case exceed 2 years.

The Manager of Quality Assurance reports directly to the President of Common-
wealth Edison and has the authority to order unit shutdown or request any other
action which he deems necessary to avoid unsafe plant conditions.

Rea rds e audits and reccmmendations will be distributed to the Station
Superintsndent, the Division Manager (Nuclear Stations), Manager of Quality
Assurance, the General Superintendent of Production Systems Analysis, and to
the Vice-President of Construction, Production, Licensing and Environmental
Affairs. Records of audits and correspondence will also be kept on file a the
station.

13.4.5 Independent Safety Engineering Group

The Independent Safety Engineering Group is discussed below in the staff
evaluation of the applicant's position on TMI Action Plan Item I.B.1.2.

13.4.6 TMI Action Plan Items

I . B .1. 2 Management of Operations - Evaluation of Organization and Management
Improvements of NTOL Applicants (ISEG)

in a letter dated October 5, 1981, the applicant committed to provide, as
required by Item I.B.1.2 of NUREG-0737, an independent Safety Engineering Group
consisting of four dedicated full-time engineers located on site, reporting to
the Supervisor, Safety Engineering Groups, Office of Nuclear Safety.

The functions of the onsite Safety Engineering G.oup - Byron plant will include
the following:

(1) Evaluation of all procedures important to the safe operation of the
station for techaical adequacy and clarity.

(2) Evaluation of plant operations from a safety perspective.

(3) Evaluation of the effectivenets of the quality assurance program.

(4) Evaluation of the operating experience of the station to provide recom-
mendations on safety related concerns. In this regard operating
experience of other plants of similar design assessed for applicability to
the station.

(5) Overall assessment of Byron staff performance regarding conformance to
requirements relating to safety.

(6) Other matters relating to safe operation of Byron that independent review
deems appropriate for consideration.

(7) Assessment of plant safety programs.
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Personnel assigned to the Safety Engineering Group - Byron plant, shall meet
the qualification requirements described in Section 4.7 of Draf t ANSI /ANS
3.1-1979.

Qualified experts in disciplines, which would not be fully utilized at one
site, will be made available to the safety engineering groups of all
Commonwealth Edison sitea on an as-needed basis.

13.4.7 Conclusion

Based upon its review of the FSAR, Sections 13.4 and 16.6, information received
during its September 1981 site visit, and the applicant's intter dated October 5,
1981, the staf f concludes that the applicant's program for the review of plant
operations is in conformance with Section 4 of ANSI N18.7-1971, " Administrative
Control and Quality Assurance for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power
Plants," as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.33, " Quality Assurance Program
Requirements," and this item.

13.5 Plant Procedures

13.5.1 Administrative Procedures

13.5.1.1 General
#

For Byron Units 1 and 2 employee actions and standards for plant operation will
be governed by detailed written procedures in confermance with ANSI N18.7-1972.
The applicant has stated in FSAR Section 13.5.1 that plant procedures will be
in place before fuel loading of Unit 1.

Responsibility for preparing plant procedures is assigned to the appropriate
department heads of the station organization. These procedures are prepared by
members of the station staff or by persons under their direction. Byron

,

Administrative Procedures identify station organization and responsibilities,
control room procedures, operating criteria, requirements for records, a
summary of required tests, analysis, and calibrations to be perf ormed, and the
group responsible for this work. Byron Administrative Procedures also identify
the authorities and responsibilities for prccedure review and approval. All

administrative procedures must he authorized by the Station Superintendent
before being implemented.

The applicant has provided, by letter dated December 24, 1981, a description of
procedures to be employed to cover crane operations, as an interim measure, in
response to NUREG-0612. In a letter dated December 29, 1981, the applicant
stated that this description will be included in FSAR Section 13.5.1. -

13.5.1.2 TMI Action Plan Items

I.A.1.2 Operating Personnel and Staffing - Shift Supervisoc Administrative
Duties

The applicant uses the title "Shif t Engineer" for the position the staff refers+

to as "Shi f t S-pervisor." The Byron Shift Supervisor reports to the Senior
Operating Engineer who, in turn, reports to the Operating Assistant
Superintendent.
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During the staff's September 1981 site visit, the applicant gave the staff a
copy of Byron Administrative Procedure BAP 200-1, which contains a position
description for the Shift Engineer and other licensed operators, their
responsibilities, authorities, and functional relationships. This procedure
delineates the command decision authority of the Shift Supervisor in the
control room. It states that the Shift Supervisor is in charge of the entire
plant operation during his shift. This procedure also establishes the line of
command and command authority of the Shift Engineer relative to other members
of plant management, the delegation of the command function to the Control k m
SR0 Juring ahences of the Shift Engineer from the control room during normal
operations, and the responsibilities and authorities of the Shift Engineer
during site emergencies and incidents in accordance with the Generating Station
Emergency Procedures (GSEP).

During the staff's September 1981 site visit the applicant told the staff that
the training program for Shift Engineers includes indoctrination in the plant
administrative procedures and directives, including those concerning the Shif t
Supervisor's responsibility for safe operation of the plant and the management
function that the Shift Supervisor is to provide.

By letter dated October 5, 1981, the applicant submitted his position on Item
I.A.1.2. The submittal states that studies were performed in Septcmber 1977
and December 1979 to ascertain whether or not administrative duties assigned to
the Shift Engineer (Shift Supervisor) detracted from his primary responsibility
of ensuring safe plant operation. Both studies concluded that currently
assigned administrative duties do not interfere with this responsibility. The
applicant's submittal also included a commitment to delegate any administrative
functions that detract from, or are subordinate to, the responsibility for
ensuring the safe operation of the plant to other operating personnel not on
duty in the control room.

The applicant has agreed to provide an appropriate management directive, prior
to fuel load, that eephasizes this primary managemcot responsibility and clearly
establishes the shiff supe visor's command duties. ine applicant has also
agreed to reissue this dirmtive annually. The staff finds thir acceptable.

1.C.2 Operations Procedures - Shift and Relief To nover Procedures

In a letter dated October 5, 1981, the applicant ccmmitted to develop admin-
istrative procedures that will govern shift and relief turnover to the extent
required by NUREG-0578, Section 2.2.2.b. Procedures will be written and
implemented prior to fuel load.

This item is included with the evaluation of the applicant's position on Item
I.A.1.2, Shift Supervisor Administrative Duties.

I.C.4 Control Room Access

In a letter dated October 5, 1981, the applicant submitted, as part of
Appendix E to the FSAR, a commitment to write and implement, prior to fuel
load, procedures which establish the authorities and responsibilities of the
person in charge of control room access during nnrmal and emergency situations.
These procedures will incorporate the position stated in Section 2.2.2.a of
NUREG-0578, dated July 25, 1979.
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I.C.5 Procedures for Feedback of Operating Experience to Plant Staff

We have reviewed the applicant's responses contained in a letter dated August 28,
1981 and Amendment 34 to the FSAR, as well as the Organization and Administra-
tion Manual for the Department of Nuclear Safety and Byron Administrative
Procedure BAP 300-8, " Operating Experience Feedback." Based upon its review of
these documents, the staff finds the applicant meets the requirements of Action
Plan Item I.C.5 of NUREG-0737.

I.C.6 Verify Correct Performance cf Operating Activities

In a letter dated October 5, 1981, the applicant submitted his position on Item
I.C.6 as part of Appendix E to the FSAR which states that procedures will be
reviewed and revised as necessary to ensure that an effective system of veri-
fying the correct performance of operating activities is provided. Such veri-
fication may include use of automatic status monitoring systems, independent
personnel verification, or functional tests. Procedures will be reviewed,
revised, as necessary, and implemented prior to fuel load. The commitment to
this implementation schedule was not part of the applicant's original position
statement in the October 5 letter but was subsequently committed to, upon staff
request, in a letter dated December 29, 1981. Administrative procedures to
govern verification of correct performance of operating activities will incor-
porate the guidelines stated in NUREG-0737, dated October 31, 1980. Persons not
licensed who complete a training qualificaltion program will be considered
" Qualified" to implement action to take equipment out-of-service and return it
to service. After equipment is returned to service, correct alignment of equip-
ment, valves, and switches will be accomplished by either use of functional
testing, use of the second qualified operator, or use of the automatic system
status monitoring system as discussed in Item I.O.3 of NUREG-0660.

13.5.1.3 Conclusion

Based on its review of informai.. ion submitted by the applicant, the staff con-
cludes that the applicant's commitments to write and implement administrative
procedures are acceptable.

13.5.2 Operating and Maintenance Procedures

13.5.2.1 General

The staff has reviewed the applicant's plan for development and implementation
of operating and maintenance procedures. The review was conducted to determine
the adequacy of the applicant's gregram for ensuring that reJtine operating,
offnormal, and emergency activities are conducted in a safe manner. In
determining the acceptability of the applicant's program, the criteria of SRP
Section 13.5.2 were used.

The revicw consisted of an evaluation of (1) the applicant's procedure classi-
fication system for procedures that are performed by licensed operators in th
control room, and the classification for other operating and maintenance pro-
cedures; (2) the applicant's plan for completion of operating and maintenance
procedures during the initial plant-testina phase to allow for correction of
the procedures prior to fuel loading; (3) the applicant's prr-gram for coupli-
ance with the guidance contained in Regulatory Guide 1.33, Raision 2,
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March 1978, regarding the minimum procedural requirements for safety-related
operations; (4) compliance with the guidance contained in ANSI N18.7-1916/ANS
3.2; and (5) the applicant's program for compliance with Task Action Plan
Item I.C.1.

13.5.2.2 Operating and Maintenance Proceduce Program
'

The applicant has committed in the FSAR to a program in which all activities
are to be conducted in accordance with detailed written and approved procedures
meeting the regulatory positions of-Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, and ANSI
N18.7-1976/ANS 3.2.

The applicant uses the following categories of procedures for those operation-
performed by licensed operators in the control room:

(1) system operating procedures i

(2) general operating procedures

(3) abnormal operating procedures

(4) emergency operating procedures

(5) annunciator response procedures

(6) temporary procedures

Other procedures cover the following areas:

(1) plant radiation protection procedures

(2) emergency preparedness procedures

(3) instrument calibration and test procedures

(4) chemical / radiochemical control procedures -

(5) radioactive waste management procedures

(6) maintenance procedures

(7) materials control procedures

(8) plant security procedures I

(9) surveillance procedures

The staff review determined that the applicant's progran for use of vperating
and maintenance procedures meets the relevant requirements of 10 CFR
Part 50.34, and i, consistent with the guidance provided in Regulatory
Guide 1.33 and ANSI N18.7-1976/ANS'3.2. Therefore, the staff concludes that
the applicant's program is acceptable.

:
,
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13.5.2.3 Reanalysis of Transients and Accidents; Development of Emergency
Operating Procedures

In letters of September 13 and 27, October 10 and 30, and November 9,1979, the
staff required licensees of operating plants, applicants for operating
licerwes, and licensees of plants under construction to perform analyses of
transients and accidents, prepare emergency procedure guidelines, upgrade
emergency procedures, and conduct operator retraining (see also Item I.A.2.1).
Emergency operating procedures are requried to be consistent with the actions
necessary to cope with the transients and accidents analyzed. Analyses of
transients and accidents were to be completed in early 1980, and implementation
of procedures and retraining was to be completed 3 months after emergency pro-
cedure guidelines were established however, some difficulty in completing these
requirements has been experienced. Clarification of the scope of the task and
appropriate schedule revisions were included in NUREG-0737, Item I.C.1.

The Westinghouse Owners Group indicated in a meeting with the staff on June 18,
1981, that genuic emergency operating procedures and supportiu analysis
needed to comply with Item I.C.1, as clarified in NUREG-0737, would be sub-
mitted in two parts. The first part, containing event-based optimal recovery
guidelines, was submitted as an attachment to a letter dated November 30, 1981,
from Robert W. Jurgensen to D. G. Eisenhut. The second part, containing
symptom-based critical safety functional restoration guidelines, is to be sub-
mitted by July 1982. The revised guidelines will incorporde the short-term
reanellysis of small-break LOCAs and inadequate core cooling tML was performed
for Items I.C.1(1) and I.C.1(2) and previously apcroved by the staff.

Pending staf f approval of the revised analysis and guidelines, the staf f has
continued the pilot monitoring of interim emergency operating procedures
described in I.C.8. In lieu of interim procedures, the applicant committed--in
a letter from T. R. Tramm to H. R. Denton dated December 18,1981--to implement
a progra of emergency operating procedures based on the revised Westinghouse
Owners Group Guidelines, in accordance with the schedule of NUREG-0737, af ter
the guidelines have been approved by the staff. In addition to the Westing-
house Owners Group efforts, the staff has prepared draft guidelines for long-
term upgrading of emergency operating procedures (NUREG-0799), in accordance
with Item I.C.9. These guidelines, as revised during the resolution of publir
comments, should be used in the preparation of the Byron emergency operating
procedures. Therefore, for Byron, the staff does not plan to review selected
emergency operating procedures in accordance with Item I.C.8 (Filot Monitoring
.of Selected Emergency Operating Procedures for NOTls). However, tb9 staff will
review the applicant' plan to implement the apprvved Owners Group Guidelines
for compliance with the final staff guidelines resulting from resolution of
public comments of NUREG-0799. fhe staff review of the applicant's submittal
will be completed prior to issuance of the operating license and will be
addressed in a supplement to this report.

-In a letter dated December 18, 1981, from T. R. Tramm to H. R. Denton, the
applicant indicated that the NSSS preoperational and startup test procedures
were being reviewed by the NSSS vendor, v!estinghouse, and that Westinghouse
will submit emergency operatire procedures developed from technicai guidelines
resulting from Item I.C.1 discussed above. The staff will confirm that this
1cview is completed prior to issuance of a full power license.
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1 dustrial Security13.6 1

The applicant has submitted security plans entitled " Byron Nuclear Power n ation
Physical Security Plan," " Byron Nuclear Power Station Security force Training
and Qualification Plan," and " Byron Nuclear Power Station Plant Safeguards Con-
tingency Plan" for protection against radiological sabotage.

As a result of the staff evaluation, the staff told the applicant in a letter
dated November 18, 1981, that additional information or upgrading to satisfy
the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55 was required. The plan, when revised in
accordance with the staff's written comments, will be considered to meet these

ired rements.

The staff has determined that the " Byron Nuclear Power Station Security Train-
ing and Qualification Plan" and " Byron Nuclear Power Station Safegaurds Con-
tingency Plan" meet the requirements of 10 CFR 73 and therefore are acceptable.

The staff will review the progress of the implementation of these plans to
ensure conformuce with the performance requirements of 10 CFR 73.

The identification of vital areas and measures used to control access to these
areas, as described in the plan, may be subject to amendments based on a con-'

firmatory evaltnion of ti,e plant to determine those areas where acts of
sabotage might cause a release of radionuclides in sufficient quantities to
result in dose rates equal to or exceeding 10 CFR 100 limits.

The staff has determined that the above referenced plans contain Safeguards
Information which must be protected against unauthorized disclosure in accord-
ance with 10 CFR 73.21.

'
.
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14 INITIAL TEST PROGRAM

The initial test program for the Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, has been reviewed
in accordance with the July 1981 edition of the " Standard Review Plan for the
Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants" (SRP), NUREG-0800.j

The testing activities to be performed on safety-related systems and other
selected systems at Byron consist of two major phases: preoperational and
initial startup testing.

Preoperational teding will consist of system performarce tests performed prior
to core load on essentidily completed systems. These tests will demonstrate the'
capability of structures, systems. and components to meet safety related per-
formance requirements.

Initial startup testing will consist of those single system and multisystem
tests that occur after fuel loading and that are intended to demonstrate over-
all plant performance. These tests will include such activities as precritical
tests, low power tests (including critical tests), and power-ascension tests.
This testing will confirm the design bases and demonstrate, where possible,
that the plant is capable of withstanding the anticipated transients and postu-
lated accidents.

Concurrent with these tw phases, the plant staff will operate equipment and
systems, thus providing staff members the opportunity to become knowledgeable
about the plant and the procedures to be used for actual operation. The plant
operating and emergency procedures are evaluated to the maximum extent possible,
and changes are made to these procedures based on the results of the test
program.

The review of Chapter 14 of the FSAR concentrated on the administration of the*

test program and the completeness of the preoperational or acceptance and,

startup tests. Reviewed were: (1) the CP-SER, to determine the principal
design criteria for the plant and to identify any specific concerns or unique
design features that would warrant special test consideration; (2) FSAR
Chapters 1 through 12, for familiarization with the facility design and nomen-
clature; (3) Chapter 15, to identify assumptions pertaining to performance

| characteristics that should be verified by testing and to identify all struc-
tures, systems, components, and design features that were assumed to function
(either explicitly or implicitly) in the accident analysis; (4) Licensee Event
Report summar;es for operating reactors of similar design, to identify potea-
tially serious events and chronic or generic problems that might warrant special
test consideration; (5) Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse.PWRs
to identify all structures, systems, and components that would be relied upon4

for establishing conformance with safety limits or limiting condition for
operations; (6) startup test reports for other PWRs to identify problem areas
that should be emphasized in the Byron initial test program. The applicant's
compliance with NUREG-0737 Item I.6.1 was also reviewed.
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The objective of the staff review of FSAR Chapter 14 is to determine whether
the acceptance criteria stated in the SRP are met. The review covered,several
aspects of the initial test program, including the following major
considerations: -

(1) Test procedures have been developed using input from the NSSS vendor, the
A/E, the applicant's engineering :.taf f, and other equipment suppliers and
contractors, as needed. Operating experiences at similar plants were
factered into the development of the test procedures.

(2) Tests are being conducted us#.ng approved test pr.9cedures. Administrative
controls cover (a) the completion of test prerequisites, (b) the completion
of necess?ry data sheets and other documentation, and (c) the review and
approval of modifications to test procedures. The applicant stated that
administrative procedures also cover implementation of modifications or
repair requirements identified as being required by the tests and any
necessary retesting.

(3) The results of each test ate reviwed for technical adequacy and complete-
ness by personnel including NSSS vendor and A/E as appropriate. Preopera-
tional test resulti are reviewed prior to fuel loading, and the startup
test results from each activity or power level will be reviewed prior to
proceeding to the next activity or power level.

1

(4) Normal plant operating and emergency procedures are used in performing the
initial test program, thereby verifying the correctness of the procedures
to the extent practical.

(5) The applicant's schedule for conducting the initial test program allows
adequate time to conduct all preoperational and startup tests. The seq-
uential schedule for performing the startup tests established that systems

' required to prevent, limit, or mitigate the consequences of postulated
accidents will be tested before 25 percent of rated power is exceeded and
that the safety of the plant will rot be dependent on the performance of
untested systems, structures, and components. Preoperational test proce-

1 dures will be available for staff review at least 60 days prior to scheduled
implementation. Startup test procedures will be available for review not
less than 60 days prior to the scheduled fuel-loading date.

i

(6)_ was reviewed. The staff verified that there are test abstracts for those
The abstract of each test procedure presented in Chapter 14 of the FSAR

'

structures, systems, components, and design features that: (a) will be
used for shutdown and cooldowr, of the reactor under normal plant conditions
and for maintaining the reactor in a safe condition for an extended shut-
down period; (b) will be used for shutdown and cooldown of the reactor
under transient (infrequent or moderately frequent events) conditions and4

postulated accident conditions and for maintaining the reactor in a safe
condition for an extended shutdown period folloig such conditions;
(c) will be used for establishing conformance with safety limits or limit-
ing conditions for operation that will be included in the plant Technical
Specifications; (d) are classified as ESFs or will be relied on to support

.or ensure the operation of ESFs within design limits; (3) are assumed to
function or for which credit is taken in the accident analysis of the'
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facility, as described in the FSAR; and (f) will be used to process,
store, control, or limit the release of radioactive materials.

(7) The tests objectives, prerequisites, test methods, and acceptance criteria
for each test abstract were reviewed in sufficient detail to establish
that the functional adequacy of the structures, systems, components, and
design features will be demonstrated.

|

The applicant made a number of changes to the initial test program because of
staff comments. Examples of these changes are as follows:

(1) Prerequisites were modified in 79 of 90 preoperational and startup test
abstracts to more clearly indicate the initial conditions required for the
specific testing.

(2) Acceptance criteria for the major operational and startup tests were
expanded to ensure that quantifiable and referenceable data were available
to establish if the actual test objectives have been attained.

(3) Testing was added to ensure that voltage levels on vital buses are
optimized for full-load and minimum-lcad conditions.

(4) Testing was added to demonstrate that, for hot containment penetrations
where coolers are not used, concrete temperatures do not exceed design
limits.

(5) Testing was added to verify that no blockages exist in the containment
spray nozzle flowpath.

(6) Testing was added to ensure all snubbers are verified operable during the
integrated hot functional testing.

(7) Testing was modified to ensure retest of all control rods whose drop times
are outside the two sigma limit, not just the fastest and slowest rods.

(8) festing was added to verify that emergency dc loads can start and operate
at a voltage equal to the battery design minimum voltage.

(9) Testing was added to verify the heat removal capacity of ESF coolers
during postaccident conditions.

(10) Test descriptions were modified to more fully demonstrate the ability of 1

the emergency diesel generators and their support equipment to provide
reliable emergency power.

(11) Testing was added to address the requirements of Task Action Plan Item I.G.1,
" Training During Low Power Testing."

Based on its review of the above considerations, the staff has concluded that
the initial plant test program is acceptable and meets the following: 10 CFR 30
with regard to initial testing of radiation detection and monitoring instruments;
10 CFR 50.34(b) (6)(iii) that requires inclusion of plans for preoperational
testing and initial operations in the FSAR; 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI
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that requires a test program to ensure that all testing required to demonstratei

: that structures, systems, and components will perform satisfactorily in service
is identified and performed in accordance with written test procedures that

; incorporate the requirements and acceptance limits contained in applicable
design documents; and 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Section III.A.4 that requires a l;

preoperational measurement of the overall integrated leaktightness of the
primary reactor containment building under specified pressure conditions.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's response to TMI Action Plan Item I.G.I.
The applicant indicated that the Byron initial test program would include a

,

natural circulation test program as proposed by the NSSS vendor. The staff had
previously indicated that the revised Westinghouse special low power test
program would comply with the action plan requirement. This commitment is
acceptable; however, the staff will confirm that the FSAR is amended to provide
appropriate descriptions of the special tests.'

4

i The staff has further concluded that the initial test program described in the
application will meet the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 14.2 and that the
successful completion of the program will demonstrate the functional adequacy
of plant structures, systems, and components.

!
:

;

4

4

:

,

i
i

I

(
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15 ACCIDENT ANALYSES

The accident analyses for the Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, have been reviewed
in accordance with the July 1981 edition of the " Standard Review Plan for the
Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants" (SRP), NUREG-0800.

15.1 General

The applicant evaluated the ability of the Byron station to withstand normal
and abnormal transients and a broad spectrum of postulated accidents without
undue hazard to the health and safety of the public. The results of these

,analyses are used to show conformance with GDC 10 and 15. I

For each event analyzed, the worst operating conditions were assumed, and
credit was taken for minimum engineered safeguards response. Parameters speci-
fic to individual events were conservatively selected. Two types of eventswere analyzed:

(1) those incidents that might be expected to occur during the lifetime of the
reactor (anticipated transients)

(2) those incidents not expected to occur that have the potential to result in
; significant radioactive material release (accidents)

The nuclear feedback coefficients were conservatively chosen to produce the
most adverse core response. The reactivity insertion curve, used to represent
the control insertion, accounts for a stuck rod, in accordance with GDC 26.

Review of thermal hydraulic code THINC-IV is described in Section 4.4 of this
1

SER. The staff reviews of the FACTRAN and LOFTRAN codes have progressed to the
point that there is reasonable assurance that analyses results dependent on the
codes will-not be appreciably altered by any method revisions that may be;

required by the staff.

For most transients and accidents that cause a reduction in the departure from
nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR), the applicant has utilized a statistical method
of accounting for uncertainties in power, temperature, and pressure from the>

nominal values. This method is described in WCAP-8567 and is referred to as
the " improved thermal design procedure." The NRC staff evaluation of this
metnod is discussed in Section 4.4 of this SER. DNBRs are calculated using the

~

WRB-1 correlation with a minimum DNBR of 1.17 plus an uncertainty factor used
as the threshold for fuel failure. Should the review of the improved thermal
design procedure result in compromising this limit, the need for additional
analyses may be required.

.

I
Cor transients and accidents which are not DNBR limited and for analyses of
main steamline breaks, the applicant utilized a method which conservatively

,
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bounds the consequences of the event by accounting for fabrication and operat-
ing uncertainties directly in the calculat uns. DNBRs were calculated using
the W-3 correlation, with a minimum DNBR of 1.3 used as the threshold for fuel ;

failure. '

The applicant accounts for variations in initial conditions by making the l

following assumptions as appropriate for the event being considered: |

(1) core power, 3425 MWt. +2 percent

30 pM 9), 587.7 15.5 F
(2) average reactor vessel temperature (T
(3) pressure (at pressurizer), 2250

These assumptions for initial conditions are acceptable because they are
conservatively applied to produce the most adverse effects. For transients and
accidents used to verify the ESF design, the applicant has utilized the
safeguards power design value of 3575 MWt.

15.2 Normal Operation and Operational Transients

The applicant has analyzed several events expected to occur one or more times
in the life of the plant. A number of tra,sients can be expected to occur with
moderate frequency as a result of equipment malfunctions or operator error in
the course of refueling and power operation during the plant lifetime. Speci-
fic events were reviewed to ensure conformance with the acceptance criteria
provided in the Standard Review Plan.

The acceptance critreia for transients of moderate frequency in the Standard
Review Plan include the following considerations:

(1) Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should not exceed
110 percent of design pressure (Section III of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code).

(2) Clad integrity shall be maintained by ensur;.'g that the minimum departure
from nucleate boiling ratio will satisfy the 05/95 criterion. (The 95/95
criterion discussed in Section 4.4 provides a 15 percent probability, at a
95 percrnt confidence level, that no fuel rod it; the core experiences a
departure from nucleate boiling.)

(3) Transients will not lead to more serious plant conditions (assuming other
independent faults have not occurred).

(4) No loss of function of any fission product barrier, other than fuel
element. cladding, shall occur even in the event of a single active
component failure.

Conformance with SRP acceptance criteria constitutes compliance with GDC 10, 15
and 26 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50. See Section 10.4 of this SER for a discus-
sion of auxiliary feedwater system conformance to TMI Action Plan Item II.E.1.1
and Section 7 for a discussion of compliance with TMI Action Plan Item II.E.1.2.

The transients analyzed are protected by the following reactor trips:
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(1) power range high neutron flux
(2) high pressure .

(3) low pressure
(4) overpower AT
(5) overtemperature AT
(6) low coolant flow
(7) pump undervoltage/underirequency
(8) low steam generator level
(9) high steam generator water level

Time delays to trip, calculated for each trip signal, are included in the
analyses. See Section 4.6 of this SER for a discussion of the staff review,
of reactivity control system functional design.

All of the transients which are expected to cccur with moderate frequency can
be grouped according to the following plant process disturbances: undercooling
transients, increased cooling transients, changes in coolant inventory, and
changes in core reactivity. Design-basis accidents have been evaluated sepa-
rately as indicated in Section 15.3.

15.2.1 Undercooling Transients

The applicant has analyzed the following events which result in loss of
cooling:

(1) loss of reactor coolant flow
(2) loss of external load, turoine trip

(3) loss of normal feedwater flow
(4) loss of nonemergency power to the station auxiliaries

The transients that produce the most severe effects are the complete loss of
flow and loss of external loads; the former has the greatest effect on
departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR = 1.67) and the latter or, system
pressure in the pressurizer (highest system pressure approximately 2550 psia).
The staff finds these results within the required li: tits.

15.2.2 Increased Cooling Transients

Tlin applicant has analyzed the fo81owing events that produced increased primary
system cooling.

,

1

(1) decrease in feedwater temperature
(2) increase in feedwater flow
(3) excessive load increase
(4) opening of steam generator relief valve
(5) startup of an inactive loop

Altnough none of these transients is limiting, the most severe in terms of DNBR
1

and system pressure are excessive load increase events. Only slight changes in
primary system pressure were calculated and the DNBR fell to about 2.1. The
staff finds these results acceptable because they do not violate the
appropriate limits. ;

i

?
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15.2.3 Change in Coolant Inventory Transients

The applicant has analyzed the following events that result in changes in the
primary system inventory:

(1) opening of pressurizer safety / relief valve
(2) actuation of emergency core cooling system

The results calculated for opening of a safety / relief valve indicate that the
system pressure <feclines slowly until overtemperature AT trip occurs.
Departure from nucleate boiling ratio for this event ramains above the
threshold for fuel failure and is not limiting. These results are consistent
with those generically reported in WCAP-9600 in which core uncovery does not
occur.

Emergency core cooling system operation could be initiated by a spurious signal
or operator error. Two cases were examined--one in which reactor trip occurs
simultaneously with the safetv in,jection sign?l, the other in which reactor
trip occurs later in the transient. The reactor pressure never exceeds initial
values and the DNBR never drops celow its initial value for both cases of this
transient.

The staff finds the results of these transients acceptable because t,he fuel
damage limits and the primary system pressure 1 mits are not violated.

15.2.4 Changes in Core Reactivity Transients

15.2.4.1 Unconticiled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Bank Withdrawal From Zero
Power Conditions

The consequences of an uncontrolled rod cluster control assembly (rod) bank
withdrawal at zero power have been analyzed. Such a transient can be caused by
a failure of the rod control systems. The analysis assumes a conservatively
small (in absolute magnitude) negative Doppler coefficient. and a positive
moderator coefficient. Further, hot zero power initial conditions with the
reactor just critical are chosen because they are known to maximize the calcu-
lated consequences. The reactivity insertion rate is assumed to be equivalent
to the rate of simultaneous withdrawal of the two highest worth banks at
maximum speed.(45 in. per minute).

Reactor trip is assumed to occur on the low setting of the power-range neutron
flux channel at 35 percent of full power (a 10 percent uncertainty has been
added to the setpoint value). The maximum heat flux is much less than the
full power value and average fuel temperature increases to a value lower than
the nominal full power value. The minimum DNBR at all times remains above the
limiting value (1.47 for the thimble cell and 1.49 for the typical cell with
the WRB-1 DNB correlation).

The staff has reviewed this event according to the Standard Review Plan. The

staff has reviewed tb reactivity worths and reactivity coefficients used in
The staffthe analysis and concludes that conservative values have been used.

has reviewed the calculated consequences of this design transient and concludes
that they are acceptable.
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The staff finds that the requirements of GDC 20, which requires that protection
be automatically initiated, and GDC 25, which requires that a single failure of
the protection system does not result in violation of specified fuel design
limits, have been satisfied.

15.2.4.2 Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly (Rod) Bank Withdrawal
at Power

The consequences of uncontrolled withdrawal of a rod bank in the power operat-
ing range have been analyzed. The effect of such an event is an increase in
coolant temperature (due to the core-turbine power mismatch) which must be
terminated prior to exceeding fuel design limits.

The analysis is performM as a function of reactivity insertion rates, reactiv-
ity feedback coefficienu, and core power level. Protection is provided by the
high neutron flux trip, the overtemperature AT and overpower AT trips, and
pressurizer pressure and pressurizer water level trips. In no case does the
departure from nucleate boiling ratio fall below the limiting value. Adequate
fuel cooiing is therefore maintained. The maximum power reached including
uncertainties is 118 percent of full power, thus precluding fuel centerline
melting.

The staff has reviewed this event according to the Standard Review Plan.
The basis for acceptance in the staff review is that the applicant's analysis
method has been reviewed and approved, the input parameters have been found to
be suitably conservative, and the results show that no fuel damage occurs. The
staff concludes that the calculations contain sufficient conservatism with'

respect to input assumptions and models to assure that fuel damage will not
result from control rod withdrawal errors. The staff further concludes that
the requirements of GDC 20 and 25 have been met.

15.2.4.3 Rod Cluster Control Assembly Malfunctions

Rod cluster control assembly misalignment incidents including a dropped full-
length assembly, a dropped full-length bank, a misaligned full-length assembly
and the withdrawal of a single assembly while operating a power have been
analyzed by the applicant. Misaligned rods are detectable by (1) asymmetric
power distributions sensed by excore nuclear instrumentation or core exit
thermocouples, (2) rod deviation ala m, and (3) rod position indicators. A
deviation of a rod from its bank by about 15 inches or twice the resolution of
the rod position indicator will not cause power distributions to exceed design
limits. Additional surveillance will be required to ensure rod alignment if
one or more rod position channels are out of service.

In the event of a dropped assembly or group of assemblies, the reactor will
typically scram on a neutron flux negative rate trip, and analysis indicates
that thermal limits will not ce exceeded for the event. If the rod locations
are such that the reacter does not scram, however, the automatic controller may
return the reactor to full power and, with a single failure, the control could
result in a power overshoot. It is anticipated that a detailed analysis will
show that, if this occurs, thermal limits will not be exceeded. However, that
analysis has not been submitted as yet, and it is thus anumed that departure
from nucleate boiling could occur. The aaff has accepted an interim position
for operating reactors whico consists of a restriction or: operations above
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90 percent power so that either the reactor is in manual control or rods are
required to be out greater tnan 215 steps. This restriction will be applied to

Byron Units 1 and 2. With this restriction, thermal limits will not be exceeded.
Approval of the analysis will result in removing the restriction. ,

1

IFor cases in which a group of assemblies is inserted to its insertion limit
with a single rod in the groe stuck in the fully withdrawn position, analysis
indicates that departure from nucieate boiling will not occur. The staff has
reviewed the calculated estimates of the expected reactivity and power distri-
bution changes that accompany postulated misalignments of representative
assemblies. The staff concludes that the values used in this analysis
conservatively bound the expected values including calculational uncertainties.

The inadvertent withdrawal of a single assembly requires multiple failures in
the control system, multiple operator errors, or deliberate operator actions
combined with a single failure of the control system. As a result, the single

assembly withdrawal is classified as an infrequent occurrence. The resulting
transient is similar to that due to a bank withdrawal but the increased peaking

factor may cause departure from nucleate boiling to occur in the region
surrounding the withdrawn assembly. Less than five percent of the rods in the
core experience departure from nucleate boiling for such a transient.

The staff has ceviewed this event according to the Standard Review Plan. The
staff concludes that the analysis and calculated consequences of rod control
cluster assembly malfunction are acceptable becausa they lead to no fuel
damage, except for the inadvertent withdrawal of a single assembly for which
the very limited DNB is acceptable for a fault of infrequent occurrence.

15.2.4.4 Boron Dilution Event

Boron dilution events have been analyzed for all codes of operation. The
applicant has committed to provide a system to mitigate boron dilution events -

that meets the 3taff's acceptance criteria for this class of transients.
Confirmatic- .,f the acceptability of the installed final design instrumentation
is addressed in Section 7.

15.2.5 Conclusions

Based on its review of the transients discussed above, the staff concludes that
the analyses demonstrate the the plant meets the SRP acceptance criteria-dis-
cussed in Section 15.2 above and is therefore in conformance with GDC 10 and 15.

15.3 Design-Basis Accidents

The staff has reviewed the postulated events with regard to the facility design,

basis. These events have been classified in the Standard Review Plan as postu-
lated accidents. The acceptance criteria specified in the SRP for evaluation
of the consequences of the postulated accidents include the following:

(1) Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be main-
tained below 110 parcent of the design pressures, except that calculated
pressures of 120 percent of design may be permitted for very low proba-
bility events.

,
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(2) The potential for core damage should be evaluated on the basis that it is
acceptable if the minimum DNBR remains above the 95/95 limit discussed in
SRP Section 4.4. If the DNBR falls below these values, fuel damage (rod
perforation) should be assumed unless it can be shown, based on an accept-
able fuel damage model, that no fuel failure results. If fuel damage is
calculated to occur, it should be of sufficiently limited extent so that
the core will remain in place and geometrically intact with no loss of
core cooling capability.

(3) Any activii.y release must be such that the calculated doses at the site
boundary are within the guidelines of 10 CFR 100 (see Section 15.4).
Conformance with the SRP acceptance criteria constitutes compliance with
GDC 27, 28 and 31.

Other aspects of the staff review included evaluation of protection against
conditions which might lead to brittle fracture of the reactor system pressure
during low-temperature operation for compliance with GDC 31 (see SER
Section 5.2.2). Staff review of emergency core cooling system functional
design for compliance with GDC 35 is discussed in Section 6.3 of this SER. The
staff coordinated its review of Chapter 15 events with the review of the auxi-
liary feedwater system. Section 10.4 of the SER discusses compliance of the
AFW design with the requirements in Item II.E.1.1 of NUREG-0737 and Section 7
discusses compliance with Item II.E.1.2. The applicant has referenced a
generic submittal on the issue of tripping the reactor coolant pumps in the
event of a LOCA (Item II.K.3.5). The staff believes the applicant's progress
on this item is acceptable. The reactor coolant pumps are adequately protected
against seal damage in accordance with Item II.K.3.25 of NUREG-0737.

In the analysis of these events, the applicant investigated a broad spectrum of
related events to determine the bounding case, including tne worst single
active failure. Sensitivity studies were performed to identify parameters for
initial conditions and appropriate credit for systems and their performance
during the limiting events in terms of protection of various barriers.

15.3.1 Inadvertent Loading of a Fuel Assembly into Improper Position

Strict administrative controls in the form of previously approved established
procedures and startup testing are followed during fuel loadings to prevent
operation with a fuel assembly in an improper location or a misloaded burnable
poison assembly. Nevertheless, an analysis of the conseduences of a loading
error has been performed.

Comparison of power distributions calculated for the_, nominal fuel loading
pattern and those calculated for five loadings with misplaced fuel assemblies
or burnable poison assemblies were presented by the applicant. The selected

,

non normal loadings represent the spectrum of potential inadvertent fuel |

misplacement. Calculations included, in particular, the power in assemblies |
; which contain provisions for monitoring with incore detectors.

As part of the required startup testing, the incore detector system is used to
detect misloaded fuel prior to operating at power. The analysis described
above shows that all but one of the above misloading events would be detected
by this test. In the excepted case (an interchange of Region 1 and 2

,
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assemblies near the center of the core), the increase in the power peaking is
approximately equal to the uncertainty in the measurement of this quantity

,

(5 percent). This uncertainty is allowed for in analyses so that this mis-'

loading event does not result in unacceptable consequences. j

The staff has reviewed this event according to the Standard Review Plan. Based
on the review of the analyses described above, cne staff concludes than an
improperly loaded fuel assembly or burnable poison assembly that could cause a
significant safety problem would be detected by the operator with the instru-
mentation provided.

;

Any misloading which cannot be detected by instrumentation provided in the core
would not cause fuel damage that would result in of fsite consequences more than
a small fraction of 10 CFR 100 guidelines. This satisfies the requirements of
SRP Section 15.4.7.

15.3.2 Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing (Rod Cluster Control
Assembly Ejection)

.

The mechanical failure of a control rod mechanism pressure housing would result
in the ejection of a rod cluster control assembly. For assemblies initially"

inserted, the consequences would be a rapid reactivity insertion together with
an adverse core power distribution, possibly leading to localized fuel rod
damage. Although mechanical provisions have been included to make this acci-
dent extremely unlikely, the applicant has analyzed the consequences of such
an event.

Methods used in the analysis are reported in WCAP-7588, Revision 1, "An
Evaluation of the Rod Ejection Accident in Westinghouse Reactors Using Spatial
Kinetics Methods," which has been reviewed and accepted by the staff. This
report demonstrated that the model ut.e1 in the accident analysis is conserva-
tive relative to a three-dimensional kinetics calculation.

1

The applicant's criteria for gross damage of fuel are a maximum clad tempera-
ture of 2700 F and an energy deposition of 200 calories per gram in the hot-
test pellet. These criteria are more conservative * than those proposed in
Regulatory Guide 1.77. Therefore, they are acceptable.

The applicant analyzed four cases: beginning-of-cycle at 102 .oercent and zero
power and e_nd-of-cycle-at 102 percent and zero power. The highest clad tempera-
ture of 1648 F was reached in the zero power end-of-cycle case and the highest
fuel enthalpy, and 182 calories per gram was reached in the beginning-of-cycle
full power case. The analysis also shows that less than 10 percent of the
fuel experiences departure from nucleate boiling and less than 10 percent of
the hot pellet' melts. Analyses have been performed to show that the pressure

,

surge produced by the rod ejected is mild and will not approach the reactor
coolant system emergency limits. Further analyses have shown that a cascade
effect (i.e., the ejection of a further rod due to the ejection of the first
one) is not credible.

* Regulatory Guide 1.77 has an acceptance criteria of 280 calories per gram
energy depositions and no criterion for clad temperature other than that
implicit in requirements for fuel and pressure vessel oamagL

,
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The staff has reviewed this event according to the Standard Review Plan. The
ejected rod worths and reactivity coefficients used in the analysis have been
reviewed and have been judged to be conservative. The assumptions and methods
of analysis used by the applicant are also in accordance with or are more
cont,ervative than those recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.77. Ther efore, the
staff concludes that this analysis is acceptaMe. The analysis of the dose
consequences for this design-basis accident is described elsewhere in this SER.
The staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 28 are met for this design-!

i basis event. GDC 28 requires that reactivity insertion rates be limited to
preclude extensive damage to the pressure boundary and preclude non-coolability
of the core.

,

15.3.3 Loss-of-Coolant Accident

The applicant has submitted results of analyses to show compliance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.46(b). The staff has reviewed this material and
concludes that the applicant's calculations were performed in accordance with
Appendix I requirements (see Section 6.3).

15.3.4 Steamline Rupture

'The applicant has submitted analyses of postulated steamline breaks that show
no additional fuel failures attributed to the accident. These results are

| similar to those obtained for previously reviewed Westinghouse feur-loop
4 plants.

A postulated double ended rupture at iiot standby power was analyzed as the
worst case. The applicant referenced WCAP-9226 as justification for this
selection. WCAP-9226 is currently under review by the staff. The review of
WCAP-9226 has progressed to the point that there is reasonable assurance that
analysis results presented in this topical report will not be appreciably

] altered by any revisions that may be required by the staff.

15.3.5 Feedwater System Pipe Break

; The applicant has provided a feedwater line break analysis for Byron using
; assumptions that would minimize secondary system heat removal capability,

maximize heat addition to the primary system coolant, and maximize the
.

calculated primary system pressure.

ihe system code used to perform these analyses is LOFTRAN (discussed in
Section 15.1). The analysis assumed the most restrictive single failure of the
auxiliary feedwater system, a loss of the motor-driven AFW pump feeding the i

three intact steam generators. No fuel damage was calculated to occur, and the
peak calculated pressurizer pressure was about 2510 psia. The staff finds
these results to be within the required limits.

15.3.6' Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure and Shaft Break

Two cases were analyzed: four loops operating with one locked rotor and three
loops operating with one locked rotor. Codes used to perform these analyses
are LOFTRAN, FACTRAN, and THINC, which are discussed in SER Section 15.1. From
these analyses, the applicant has determined that less than 10 percent of the
fuel rods would fail. The maximum calculated RCS pressure (2591 psta) was for

Byron SER 15-9
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the three-loop case, whereas the maximum calculated clad temperature (2162 F)
occurred in the case with all four loops operating. The staff notes that this

I event was analyzed assuming offsite power available with no additional
; failures. 1

1

i The applicant stated that the results for this accident are almost identical to !
| those for a rotor seizure. Staff experience in other Westinghouse design re-
'

views indicates that the calculated consequences can be slightly worse. The
staff requires the applicant to perform the analysis in conformance with the
SRP.

The applicant's analyses of a socked reactor coolant pump rotor and a sheared
,

reactor coolant pump shaf t in Section 15.3 of the FSAR assumes the availability*

,

of offsite power throughout the event. In accordance with SRP Sections 15.3.3
'

and-15.3.4 and GDC 17, the staff requires that this event be analyzed assuming
turbine trip and consequential loss of offsite power to the plant auxiliariesi

; and resulting coastdown of all undamaged pumps. Appropriate delay times may be
assuined for loss of of fsite power if suitably justified.

The event should also be analyzed assuming the worst single failure of a safety
system active component. Maximum techaical specification primary system acti-
vity and steam generator tube leakage at the rate specified in the Technical
Specifications should be assumed. The results of the analyses should demon-;

strate that offsite doses following the accident are less than the 10 CFR 100
guideline values. Althot:gh it is the staff's judgment that sufficient margin
exists in previous analyses to conclude that acceptance criteria would not be

,
exceeded, the staff requires that calculations be submitted to confirm this
judgment.1

15.3.7 Conclusion

; The stat f has reviewed the applicant's analyses for various design-basis
accidents in accordance with the SRP acceptance criteria as detailed in SER

, Section 15.3. The staff concludes that the applicant has provided adequate
i protection sys'tems to mitigate accidents in compliance with GDC 27, 28, 31, and

35, except as noted in the previous sections.

15.4 Radiological Consequences of Accidents

The pastulated design-basis accidents analyzed by the applicant to determine
the offsite radiological consequences are the same as those analyzed for pre-
viously licensed PWRs. To evaluate the effectiveness of the ESFs proposed for<

| the Byron station and to ensure that the radiological consequences of these
i accHents meet the applicable dose criteria, the staff has analyzed th> LOCA

accident, the fuel-handling accident, steamline break accident, the steam gene-'

i rator tube rupture accident, small line failures, and the control rod' ejection
!- accident. Because it is the staff position that the Standard Technical Speci-

fications be used, the staff has evaluated the radiological consequences for
accidents having releases through the secondary, system, assuming the values:

' .given in the k.tinghouse Standard Technical Specifications for primary and
secondary coolant activity concentrations and primary to secondary leakage.
The staff will review the proposed Byron Technical Specifications to ensure
that these limits are met. The calculated doses for these accidents are given
in Table 15.1.
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Table 15.1 Radiological consequences of design-basis accidents

Exclusion area low population
boundary, rems zone, rems

Postulated accident Thyroid Whole body Thyroid Whole body

Loss of coolant:
Containment leakage

0-2 hr 172 5.0 - -

0-8 hr 12.1 0.348-24 hr 3. 9 0.0724-96 hr 3.1 0.0296-720 hr 2.7 0.01
Total containment leakage 172 5.0 22.0 0.44
ECCS component leakage 2.7 0.01 1.1 0.01

Total 175 5.0 23.0 0.45

Steamline break outside
secondary containment

Long-term operation case
(Case 2) 12 0.1 1. 0 0.1Short-term operation case
(Case 3) 16 0.1 1.0 0.1

Control rod ejection
.

Containment leakage pathway 50 0.2 15 0.1Secondary system release
pathway 39 0.6 1.3 0.1

Fuel-handling accident
in fuel-handling area 29 0.6 1. 0 0.1

Small line break 5. 7 0.1 0.2 0.1
Steam generator tube rupture

Case 1 (DEI-131 at
60 pCi/gm) 61 0.1 2.6 0.1

Case 2 (DEI-131 at
1 pCi/gm) 11 0.1 0.6 0.1

The short-term diffusion estimates (X/Q's) used in the analysis are those
presented and discussed in SER Section 2.3.4. The meteorological models
described in regulatory guides references in these analyses are modified
by these presented in Regulatory Guide 1.145. See Section 2.3.4 for further
discussion of the meteorological models.
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15.4.1 Loss-of-Coolant Accident

The applicant has selected and analyzed a hypothetical design-basis LOCA and
has shown that the distances tc the exclusion area boundaries and to the low
population zone (LPZ) boundaries are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance
that the radiological consequences of such an accident are within guidelines
set forth in 10 CFR 100.11(a)(1) and (2). The analysis has included the
following sources and radioactivity transport paths to the atmosphere: '

(1) contribution from containment leakage

(2) contribution from post-LOCA leakage from ESF systems outside containment

The staf f's review confirms the applicant's finding based upon the following:

(1) the applicant's provisions for and design of the containment system, and
the acceptability of the auxiliary building exhaust system as described in
Section 6 of this report

(2) the staff's independent analysis of the radiological consequences of a
hypothetical design-basis LOCA as described below.

15.4.1.1 Containment Leakage Contribution

The Byron station includes a containment design to minimize the leakage of
fission products from a postulated design-basis LOCA. The containment consists
of a post-tensioned concrete primary containment vessel with a carbon steel
liner. Another engineered safety feature (ESF) is the containment spray system
with an NaOH additive to enhance the removal of iodine in the containment fol-
lowing a LOCA. The staff's calculation of the consequences of the hypothetical
LOCA used the conservative assumptions of Positions C.1.a through C.1.e of
Regulatory Guide 1.4, Revision 2, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Poten-
tial Radiological Consequences of a Loss of-Coolant Accident for Pressurized
Water Reactors." The primary containment was assumed to leak at a rate of
0.1 percent /per day for the first 24 hours and 0.05 percent /per day after
24 hours. The fraction of core inventory available for release was assumed to
be 25 percent for iodine and and 100 percent for noble gases. The analysis
took into account radiological decay during holdup in the containment, mixing
in the containment, and iodine decontamination by the ESF spray system. A. list
of assumptions used in the calculation of the LOCA doses is given in
Table 15.2.

15.4.1.2 Post-LOCA Leakage from ESF System Outside Containment

As part of the LOCA, the staff has also evaluated the consequences of leakage
of containment sump water which is circulated by the ECCS after that postulated
accident. During the recirculation mode of operation, the sump water is
circulated outside containment to the auxiliary building. If a leak should
develop, such as a pump seal failure, a fraction of the iodine in the water
could become airborne in the auxiliary building and exit to the atmosphere.
For Byron, the ECCS area in the auxiliary building is served by an ESF air

-filtration system (the auxiliary building exhaust system). Therefore, doses
from passive failures were not considered (as specified in SRP Section 15.6.5,
Appendix B).
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Table 15.2- Assumptions used in the calculation of
loss-of-coolant accident doses

,

I

Parameter and unit of measure Quantity
' Containment leakage

Power level, MWt 3565

Operating time, yr 3

Fraction of core inventory available for containment leakage, %
Iodine 25

'

Noble gases 100

I ' Initial iodine composition in containment, %
Elemental 91

I Organic 4

; Particulate 5

Containment leak rate, %/ day
0-24 hr 0.1

] After 24 hr- 0.05
I Containment vol'me, ft3u

Sprayed volume 2.35 x 106 .

* '

Unsprayed volume 4.1 x 105
L Containment mixing rate from cooling fan operation, cfm 180,000

Containment spray system.

] Maximum elemental iodine decontamination factor 100

Spray removal coefficients, hr 1
.,

j Elemental iodine 10
Particular iodine 0.45
Organic iodine 0

'.

3Relative concentration values, sec/m
i '0-2 hr at the exclusion area boundary 6.8E-4
: 0-3 hr at'the LPZ boundary 2.3E-5

8-24 hr at the LPZ boundary 1.5E-5
;

24-96 hr at the LPZ boundary 6.4E-6;

96-720 hr at the LPZ bounaary 1.9E-6

ECCS leakage oui. side containment
Power, MWt 3565

Sump volume, gal 484,000
I F1 ash fraction 0.1

Leak rate, gph (twice the maximum operational leakage defined I

in FSAR Table 15.6-15a) 2.1 )
Leak duration, hr 720

f Delay time, hr 0.50

| Filter efficiency for iodine, %
Elemental and particulate 90*

Organic iodine 50-'

|
l

i
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'
a

i In FSAR Table 15.6-Sa, the applicant has identified a value of 3760 cc/hr as
the routine amount of leakage from ECCS equipment following an accident. .Using<

the information in the SRP, the staff evaluated the potential radiological
consequences from this release pathway assuming a routine leakage rate of twice
the applicant's value (7520 cc/hr). The resultant radiological consequences
were only 2.7 rems to the thyroid at the exclusion area boundary and 1.1 rems
to the thyroid at the LPZ. The staff also evaluated the potential radiological
consequences from normal ECCS component leakage at a leak rate of 1 gpm. The
resulting radiological ionsequences were 77 rems to the thyroid at the exclusion
area boundary and 31 ren s to the thyroid at the LPZ.

15.4.1.3 Conclusions
,

The staff's calculated thyroid and whole-body doses from the hypothetical LOCA
are given in Table 15.2. The staff concludes that the distances to the ex-
clusion area and to the LPZ boundaries of the Byron site, in conjunction with
the ESFs of the Byron station design, are sufficient to provide reasonable
ensurance that the total radiological consequences of a postulated LOCA will be
within the exposure guidelines set forth in 10 CFR 100.11. This conclusion is
based on the staff review of the applicant's analyses and on an independent
analysis performed by the staff to verify that the total calculated doses are!

within the guidelines.,

15.4.2 Main Steamline Break Outside Containment

Both the staff and the applicant have evaluated the radiological consequences
of a postulated steamline break accident occurring outside containment and
upstream of the main steam isolation valve. Altho yh the contents of the
secondary side of the affected steam generator would be vented initially to the
atmosphere as an elevated release, the staff has conservatively assumed that
the entire release throughout the course of the accident occurs under ground
level conditions. During the course of the accident, the shell side of the

i

af fected steam generator was assumed to stay dry since auxiliary feedwater flow
to the affected steam generator would be blocked off under the conditions of
this accident. Because of the dryout condition in the affected steam genera-
tor, all iodine transported to the secondary side by leakage (1 gpm) was
assumed available for release to the atmosphere with no reduction from holdup
or attenuation. .

As part of its review, the staff investigated three scenarios. For Case 1, the
most reactive control rod is assumed to be stuck in the fully withdrawn posi-
tion. The applicant has indicated, and the staff agrees, that no departure
from nucleate boiling is expected to occur and, therefore, no fuel cladding
failure is to be assumed in the calculation. With no fuel failures present,
Case 1 becomes identical to Case 2, and no radiological consequences are
presented for Case 1.

For Case 2, the staff assumed that an iodine spike occurred as a result of the
power and pressure transient caused by the accident. Before the accident,
Byron was assumed to be operating at the Westinghouse Standard Technical
Specification equilibrium priaary coolant limit of 1 pCi/gm dose equivalent
iodine-131 (DEI-131). The iodine spike generated during the accident is;
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Table 15.3 Assumptions used to evaluate the radiological consequences
following a postulated main steamline break accident
outside containment

Power, MWt 3565

Preaccident dose equivalent I-131 in primary coolant, pCi/gm 1.0 (Case 2)
Preaccident dose equivalent I-131 in primary coolant, pCi/gm 60.0
Primary-to-secondary leak rate, as limited by fechnical
Specifications, gpm 1. 0

All of the 1 gpm leak occurs in the affected steam generator
All the iodine transported to the shell side of the steam
generator by the leakage is lost to the environment without
decay

Iodine release rate from fuel increases by a factor of 500
as a result of the accident (Case 2)
X/Q values, sec/m3

0-2 hr at 434 m 6.8 x 10 40-8 hr at 4827 m 2.3 x 10 5

assumed to increase in the release rate of iodine from the fuel by a factor of
500. This increase in the release rate results in an increasing iodine con-
centration in the primary coolant during the course of the accident. The
radiological consequences for this case have been calculated using assumptions
given in Table 15.3 and the consequence values are given in Table 15.1 of this
SER.

For Case 3, the staff assumed that previous reactor operation-had resulted in a
primary coolant concentration equal to the maximum transient full power
Westinghouse Standard Technical Specification limit (60 pCi/gm DEI-131). As in
Case 2, the radiological consequences were calculated using assumptions found
in Table 15.3 and the consequence values are given in Table 15.1.

Based on its findings, the staff concludes that the distances to the exclusion
area and LPZ boundaries for the Byron site are sufficient to provide rettsonable
assurance that the calculated radiological consequences of a postulated main
steamline failure outside the containment of the Byron station do not exceed
(1) the exposure guidelines as set forth i1 10 CFR 100.11 for the case that the
failure occurs with a primary coolant iouine concentration corresponding to a
preaccident iodine spike; and (2) 10 percent of these exposure guidelines for
the case that the failure occurs with a primary coolant activity corresponding
to the maximum equilibrium concentration for continued full power operation as
stated in the Westinghouse Standard Technical Specifications. The staff con-
cludes that the proposed design and operation of the Byron station is effective
in controlling the release of fission products following a postulated main
steamline break accident.

_
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These conclusions are hsed on (1) the staff review of the applicant's analysis
of the radiological consequences, (2) the independent dose calculation by the
staff using appropriate regulatory assuagtions and conservative atmospheric
diffusion factors as discussed in Section 2 of this report, and (3) the speci-
fic Technical Specifications for the iodine concentration in the reactor
coolant which consists of a maximum allowable limit and a limit for the equi-
librium concentration for continued plant operation and the Byron Technical
Specification limit on primary to secondary leakage in the steam generators).

15.4.3 Steam Generator Tube Failure

A steam generator tube rupture (CG1R) accident releases primary coolant to the
secondary side of a steam generator, thus providing a pathway for iodine and
noble gases from the primary coolant to be released to the environment. The
staff evaluated the radiological consequences of the release to the environment
of radionuclides contained in the primary coolant with an iodine spike (that
is, a temporary rapid increase in coolant iodine concentrations) caused as a
result of the accident, as well as concentrations resulting from a preexisting
iodine spike.

The applicant's description of the SGTR accident was reviewed, including the
assumptions.of the thermohydraulic transient, the sequence of events, the bases
for operator actions to isolate the steam generator, and the effects of offsite
power loss. The description of the plant transient and sequence of events is
sufficient to ensure that a properly conservative type of SGTR was selected;
that is, a continuous leak from the rupture until manual isolation could be
achieved, and loss of the use of the condenser (for example, as a result of
loss of offsite power or unavailability of the turbine bypass system) at the
time of the scram.

The staff has compared the applicant's analysis of the rate of primary coolant
leakage and steam released to the environment with other analyses for similar
plants and found them acceptable. The applicant assumed an iodine partition
factor (ratio of iodine mass concentration in the secondary steam to that in
the secondary liquid) of 0.1. The staff used these values and some other
assumptions to perform an independent analysis of the dose consequences of this
accident. The staff asumed that iodine may be transported to the environment
as vapor (elemental or organic form) or as carried-over droplets. The staff-
has determined that the signals available to the operator are sufficient to
ensure that the affected steam generator can be identified and isolated within
40 min, thus limiting the release of radionuclides to the environment. A small
amount of release was assumed to occur via the intact steam generators, as a
result of primary-to-secondary leakage at the Technical Specification limit.
Other assumptions are given in Table 15.4.

For Case 1, it was assumed that the initial primary coolant iodine concentra-
tion corresponds to the maximum value permitted by the Standard Technical
Specifications for a preaccident iodine spike; Case 2 is for coolant concen-
trations corresponding to the equilibrium Technical Specification values. Both
cases assume the condenser is unavailable, resulting in a direct release of
steam to the atmosphere.

_
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Table 15.4 Assumptions used for the calculations of the
radiological consequences of a postulated steam
generator tube rupture accident

The rupture is a double-ended guil Ntine break, resulting in an average leakage
of 66 h/sec from the reactor coolant system to the steam generator secondaryside.

I

Concentration of iodine (as DE I-131) in primary coolant at start of accident
(two dif ferent cases): 60 pCi/gm (Technical Specifications for maximum concen-
tration allowed during a short time), and 1.0 pCi/gm (equilibrium Technical
Specification limit).
Secondary coolant activity at start of accident: 0.1 pCi/gm DEI-131
Technical Specification limit-

Average ratio of iodine mass concentration in the steam to that in the second-
ary side water, for both the affected and unaffected (but leaking slighty)
steam generators: 0.1.
Carry-over (in droplet form): 1%.

Isolation of affected steam generator at 40 min.
Primary-to secondary leak rate of 500 gallons per day to each of the three
unaffected steam generators.

Iodine release rate from fuel increases by a factor of 500 over the equilibrium
release rate.

Condenser use is lost at time of scram, about 11 min after the rupture.
Atmospheric dispersion factors (X/Q)

0-2 hr at 434 m = 6.8 x 10 4 sec/m3
0-8 hr at 4827 m = 2.3 x 10 5 sec/m3

No additional fuel failures are expected to occur as a result of this accident.
The staff est%ates of the radiological consequences are given in Table 15.1
and meet the ecceptance criteria given in SRP Section 15.6.3.

Therefore, the staf f concludes that the distances to the exclusion area and to
the LPZ boundaries for the Byron site are sufficient to provide reasonable
assurance that the calculated radiological ccnsequences of a postulated' steam
generator tube rupture accident do not exceed: (1) the exposure limits set
forth in 10 CFR 100.11, for either.the case of a preaccident iodine spike or a
control rod stuck out of the core; and (2) a small fraction (less than 10 per-
cent) of 'the exposure limits set forth in 10 CFR 100.11, for the case of an
iodine spike that results from the accident.~

The staff's findings are based on (1) its audit review of the applicant's
radiological consequence analysis; (2) the staff's independent dose evaluation
using conservative regulatory assumptions and the conservative atmospheric
dispersion factors discussed in SER Section 2.3.4; and (3) the Westinghouse
Standard Technical Specifications for' primary to secondary ccolant iodine
concentrations and for the amount of normal primary to secondary leakage

~

(assumed-for the unaffected steam generators). The staff will require the
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1

Byron Station Technical Specifications to conform to the Standard Technical
Specifications to ensure that the dose guidelines above are not exceeded.

;

15.4.4 Control Rod Ejection Accident

A nonmechanistic rupture of a control rod drive housing is postulated. Because
of the resultant opening in the pressure vessel, primary coolant is lost to the
containment with concurrent rapid depressurization of the reactor pressure ves-

- sel. Reactor trip, initiated by one of several trip signals, occurs rapidly.,

! Ejection of a control rod results in rapid reactivity insertion. The applicant
has calculated and conservatively assumed that 10 percent of the fuel elements
will experience cladding failure, releasing all their gap radioactivity. In
addition, 0.25 percent of the fuel rods are conservatively calculated to ex-
perience fuel melting. The released radioactivity is mixed immediately with
the primary coolant. The staff assumed that release to the environment may
occur by either of two pathways. The first pathway involves a release of
activity to the primary containment, which is then assumed to leak to the"

atmosphere as in the design LOCA. In the second pathway, activity is trans-
.| ferred from the primary to the secondary coolant via an assumed 1 gpm primary-
j to-secondary leak rate. With loss of offsite power and subsequent steam

venting, some of the iodine transferred to the shell side is available for'

leakage to the environment.

In considering the consequences of this postulated event, the staff calculated
the doses as if all the activity were totally released by way of each of the
above pathways. The staff would expect the actual consequences to be some com-
bination of these pathways. The assumptions used in calculating the radio-
logical consequences are presented in Table 15.5, and the resultant doses for
each pathway are given in Table 15.1 of this SER.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's analysis for the radiological conse-
quences following a postulated control rod ejection accident. The staff
concludes that the distances to the exclusion area and to the LPZ boundaries
for Byron, in conjunction with the operation of the dose-mitigating ESFi

systems, are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that the calculated
| radiological consequences are well within the exposure guidelines (less than
! 25 percent) set forth in 10 CFR 100.11.

The staff's conclusion is based on (1) the staff review of the applicant's
analysis of the radiological consequences, (2) the s+.aff's independent dose
calculation using the recommendations of Appendix B of Regulatory Guide 1.77
and the~ atmospheric dispersion factors as discussed in Section 2 of this re-4

port, and (3) the Westinghouse Standard Technical Specifications for the.
primary-to-secondary leakage in the steam generators.

15.4.5 Fuel-Handling Accident

For the analysis of the fuel-handling accident in the fuel pool, the staff has
aisumed that a fuel assembly was dropped in the fuel pool during refueling
operations and that all of the fuel rods in the dropped assembly were damaged,
thereby releasing the volatile fission gases from the fuel rod gaps into the

|

4

!
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Table 15.5 Assumptions used for estimating the radiological
consequences following a postulated control rod
ejection accident

Power = 3566 MWt.

Primary-to secondary leak rate is 1.0 gpm as limited by Technical
Specifications.

Ten percent of the fuel rods experience cladding failure, releasing all their
gap radioactivity (assumed to be 10 percent of the equilibrium core activity of
iodines and noble gases). The released activity is mixed immediately with the
primary coolant.

0.25 percent of the fuel rods experience fuel melting and all the noble gases
and 50 percent of the iodine in this fraction of fuel is released and is mixed
immediately with the primary coolant.
As a result of loss of offsite p%er and subsequent steam venting, 10 percent
of the iodine transported to and mixed with the secondary coolant is lost
during the course of the accident.

Primary and secondary system pressures equalize in about 3300 sec, termi-
nating the primary-to-secondary leak.
For the containment pathway calculation, 50 percent or the iodine released into
the containment is plated out instantaneously.
Primary containment leak rate = 0.10 percent per day (containment leakage
pa th:.u2y) .

The iodine concentration in the secondary coolant was assumed to be 0.1 pCi/gm
DEI-131.

x/Q values
0-2 hr at 434 m = 6.8 x 10 4 sec/m3
0-8 hr at 4827 m = 2.3 x 10 s sec/m3

pool. The radiation monitors located above the pool would rapidly detect the
release of activity from the pool and initiate the ESF grade fuel building gas
treatment system before the activity is released to the environment. The
radioactive material that escaped from the fuel pool was assumed to be released
to the environment over a 2-hr time period with the iodine activity reduced by
filtration through the fuel building gas treatnwot system. The radiological
consequences following the postulated accident are given in Table 15.1 and the
assumptions and parameters used in the analysis are given in Table 15.6. The
dose model and dose conversion factors employed in the analysis were the same
as those given in Regulatory Guide 1.25, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the
Potential Radiological Conseq;unces of a Fuel Handling Accident in the Fuel
Handling and Storage Facility for Botiing and Pressurized Water Reactors."
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Table 15.6 Assumptions used for estimating the radiological consequences ,

following a postulated fuel handling accident 1

Parameter and unit of <r,easure Quantity
_

Power level, MWt 3565
;

Number of fuel rods damaged 314
;

Total number of fuel rods in core 60,602

Radial peaking factor of damaged rod 1.65

Shutdown time, hr 100

Inventory released from damaged rods (iodines and noble gases), % 10

Pool decontamination factors
Iodine 100
Noble gases 1

Iodine fractions released from pool, %
Elemental 75
Organic 25

Iodine removal efficiencies for ABGTS (spent fuel pool area), %
.,

Elemental 90
Organic 70

3X/Q values, sec/m
0-2 hr at 434 m 6.8 x 10 4
0-8 hr at 4827 m 2.3 x 10 5

i

The staff also evaluated the consequences of a fuel-handling accident inside
containment. The applicant states that, during refueling, the purge supply
system is designed to provide 40,000 cfm of outside air. The supply and purge
exhaust systems are each equipped with two isolation valves in series. These
valves are fast-acting isolation valves designed to close within 10 sec of
receipt of a high radiation signal from the radiation monitors near the refuel-
ing pool. The applicant has estimated that the isolation valves would be
closed within 16 sec following a fuel-handling accident and that at least
46 sec would be required for radioactivity to reach the purge system under

'

norma 1 conditions. Therefore, the rapid isolation of the containment provides
assurance that virtually all the radioactive releases would be contained in the-
primary containment, and no doses are reported in this SER.

The staff firids that the applicant has provided an adequate system to mitigate
the radiological conseq'ences of a postulated fuel-handling accident inside theu

containment and in the spent fuel pool area. The staff concludes that the
fuel-handling area ventilation system meets the relevant requirements of GDC'61.

| The staff further concludes that the distance to the. exclusion area and to the
LPZ boundaries for Byron in conjunction with the operation of dose-mitigating!

ESF and implementation of plant procedures, are sufficient to provide reason-
able ensurance that the calculated offsite radiological consequences of a
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postulated fuel-handling accident are well within the 10 CFR 100 exposure
guidelines.

The staff's conclusion is based on (li the staff's determination that the
design features and plant procedures at Byron meet the requirements of GDC 61
with respect to radioactivity control; (2) the staff review of the applicant's
assur.ptions a::d analyses of the radiological consequences from the fuel handling
accident; (3) the staff's independent analyses using the assumptions in Regula-
tory Guide 1.25, Pocitions C.1.a through C.1.k; and (4) the Byron lechnical
Specifications relating to fuel handling and ventilation system operation.

15.4.6 Failure of a Small Line Carrying Primary Coolant Outside Containment

The applicant has provided an analysis of an accidental break in the CVCS
letdown line outside containment, but downstream of the containment isolation
valves. This break would release 140 gpm of primary coolant to the auxiliary
building, providing a release pathway to the environment. The break would
cause a low lev (i in tne volume control tank, and the operator could diagnose
the break and shut the appropriate isolation valve to isolate the leak. The
staf f has performed an independent assessment of the dase consequences of this
accident.

The staff assumes that 20 min is required for receipt of the low-level signal
and operator action to isolate the break. Thus, a total of 2800 gal of primary
coolant is released. The staff estimates that 39 percent of the hot reactor
coolant would flash into steam upon entering the auxiliary building atmosphere,
and assumes an equal fraction of the dissolved iodine fission products becomes
airborne as gas and particulates. In the absence of ESFs designed to detect
and mitigate the consequences of these releases, the staff assumes that this
airborne iodine caa escape directly to the environment at ground level, without
delay or effective filtration. Other assumptions are given in Table 15.7. |

Table 15.7 Assumptions used in accident.s involving small Tine
breaks outside the containment

Parameter and unit of measure Quantity

Coolant released, lb 17,000

Fraction of coolant released flashed to steam, % 39

Coolant contaminant concentration, pCi/gm
Case 1, normal operating limit 1. 0
Case 2, coincident " iodine spike," 500 times normal release
rate, concentration varying with time 1.0-7.7

The staff concludes that the distances to the exclusion area and to the low
population zone outer boundaries for Byron are sufficient to provide reascnable
assurance that the calculated radiological consequences of a postulated small
line failure outside the containment, assaming the primary coolant equilibrium
iodine concentration permitted by the Standard Technical Specifications, in
combination with an accident generated iodine spike, do not exceed a small
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fraction of the exp9sure guidelines as set forth in 10 CFR 100.11. The results
of'the staff's calculations are given in Table 15.1.

The staff's conclusion is based on (1) the staff review of the applicant's
classification and identification of small lines in accordance with GDC 55,

,

i " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Penetrating Containment," and Regulatory
'.

Guide 1.11, " Instrument Lines Penetrating Containment;" (2) the staff review of
the applicant's analysis of radiological consequences; (3) the independent dose
calculation by the staff using Regulatory Position C.1.b of Regulatory
Guide 1.11 and conservative atmospheric dispersion factors as discussed in
Section 2 of this report; and (4) the Westinghouse Standard Technical Specifi-
cations for the equilibrium iodine concentrations in the primary coolant system.
The staff will review the Byron specific Technical Specifications to ensure
that the dose guidelines stated above are not exceeded.

15.4.7 Liquid Tank Failure Accident
1

The staff has evaluated the consequences of tank failures for tanks located
outside the reactor containment which could result in releases of liquids

! containing radioactive materials to the environs. Considered in the evaluation
j were (1) the radionuclide inventory in each tank assuming a 1 percent operating
.

power fission product source term, (2) a tank liquid irsentory equal to 80 per-
i cent of its design capacity, and (3) the effects of site geology and hydrology. "

The applicant has incorporated provisions in the plant design.to retain
i releases from the liquid overflow in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.143.

Failure of tanks located within the auxiliary building would not likely result'

in either surface or groundwater contamination since the hydrostatic pressure
is against the auxiliary building and sir.ce the most critical tanks were
considered to have their contents collected in the sump of the auxiliary;

| building.
!

15.5 THI Action Plan Requirements

! II.K.2.13 Thermal Mechanical Report--Effect of High-Pressure Injection on
Vessel Integrity for Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident With No
Auxiliary Feedwater

;

i To completely address the NRC's requirements for detailed analyses for the
i thermal-mechanical conditions in the reactor vessel during recovery from small

breaks with an extended loss of all feedwater, the applicant has submitted a
generic program through the Westinghouse Owners' Group. This topical report,

i W7AP-10019, consists.of analyses of generic Westinghouse'PWR plant groupings
and currently is under staff review.

Following completiac of the above generic program, additional plant-specific
analyses, if required, will be provided. A schedule for the plant-specific
analyses will be determined based on the results of the generic analyses.

.The staff concludes that the applicant's response is adequate.

1

;
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- II.K.2.17 Potential for Voiding in the Reactor Coolant System During ,

i Transients |
\ .|

The Westinghouse Owners' Group, of which the applicant is a member, has |
evaluated the potential for void formation in the reactor coolant system during'

natural circulation conditions. This study is currently under NRC review. The
applicant has committed 1.0 use the Owners' Group guidelines in the development4

of plant-specific operating procedures. This is acceptable to the staff and4

NRC will require further consideration of this issue should the staff's generic
review warrant fdllowup.

II.K.2.19 Benchmark Analysis of Sequential Auxiliary Feedwater Flow

To fulfill the above requirement, the applicant has conduct benchmarking for
the transient Analysis code, LOFTRAN, and the present small-break evaluation
code, WFLASH. The benchmarking was done against plant information or experi-
mer.tal test facilities. The above codes have also been compared with each
other. The applicant has committed to provide the staff with a report
addressing the benchmarking of the above codes by January 1982. Because this
is consistent with the implementation schedule of NUREG-0737, the staff finds
the applicant's response acceptable.

| II.K.3.1 Installation and Testing of Automatic Pt.wer-Operated Relief Valve.
,

Isolation System

I As a response to II.K.3.2, the applicant recommends against the installation of ,

automatic PORV isolation by reference to a generic Westinghouse Owners' Group
i submittal. Should staff generic review of this material conclude otherwise,

NRC will require further consideration of the modification on Byron.

II.K.3.5 Automatic Irip of Reactor Coolant Pumps During Loss-of-Coolant
Accident

d

The applicant has committed to comply with the Westinghouse Owners' Group
generic resolution of this issue. This resolution is progressing on a schedule-

consistent with the intent of NUREG-0737 requirements. Based on the
satisfactory progress of this issue and the applicant's commitment, the staff
finds this item acceptable.

I II.K.3.10 Proposed Anticipatory Trip Modification

Modification of the anticipatory reactor trip on turbine trip has not-been
proposed for Byron. The anticipatory trip is active above 10 percent power as
required by the Technical Specifications. Therefore, this item ir not
applicable to Byron.

II.K.3.25 Effect of Loss of ac Power on Pump Seals<

i

f The Byron is equipped with emergency diesel generators that start on loss of
offsite power. The service water and component cooling pumps automatically
restart within 30 sec following the loss of offsite power. Therefore, the loss
of offsite power has no ef fect on reactor coolant pump seals since emergency
diesel generators rapidly restore the ac power. This is acceptable to the#

staff.
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II.K.3.30 Small-Break Analysis Methods
|

The applicant states that Westingnouse is interacting directly with the staff i

on this item. Westinghouse plans to submit its analysis in February 1982 for !!

staff review. The staff finds this acceptable. Refer to Section 6.3.5.2 for
! additional discussion.
|

| II.K.3.31 Plant-Specific Calculations to Show Compliance With 10 CFR 50.46

The applicant committed to submit new analyses utilizing the new revisedl

models, if that is the conclusion of the II.K.3.30 study. Should a revised
,

| analysis be necessary, the applicant committed to submit it in accordance with ,

the NUREG-0737 schedule. The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable.
Refer to Section 6.3.5.2 for additional discussion.

15.6 Anticipated Transients Without Scram

Anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) are events in which the scram
system (reactor trip system) is postulated to fail to operate as required.
This subject has been under generic review by the staff.

| in December 1978, Volume 3 of NUREG-0460, " Anticipated Transients Without Scram
for Light Water Reactors," was issued describing the proposed type of plant'

modifications the staff believes are necessary to reduce the risk from antici-
pated transient with failure to scram. The staff requested the industry to
supply generic analyses to a nfirm the anticipated transients without scram
mitigation capability described in Volume 3 of NUREG-0460, and subsequently the
staff presented its recommendations on plant modifications to the Commission in
September 1980. The staff has recommended to the Commission that rulemaking be
used to determine the required modifications to resolve cencerns about
anticipated transients without scram as well as the requiret schedule for
implementation of such modifications. Byron is subject to the Commission
decision in this matter.

The following discussion provides the bases for operation of Byron Units 1 and
2 at full' power while final resolution of anticipated transients without scram
is being considered by the Commission.

NUREG-0460, Volume 3, states:

"The staff has maintained since 1973 (for examole, see pages 69 and
70 of WASH-1270) and reaffirms today that the present likelihood of

| severe consequences arising from an ATWS event is acceptably small
; and presently there is no undue risk to the public from ATWS. This

conclus. ion is based on engineering judgment in view of: (a) the'

estimated arrival rate of anticipated transients with potentially
severe consequences in the event of a scram failure; (b) the favor-
able operating experience with current scram systems; and (c) the
limited number of operating reactors."

)
In view of these considerations and the staff's expectation that the necessary
plant modifications will be implemented in 1 to 4 years following a Commission
decision on anticipated transients without scram, the staff has generally4
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: concluded that PWRs can continue to operate because the risk from ATWS events
! in this time period is acceptably small. As a prudent course, to further
' reduce the risk from ATWS events before plant modifications determined by the

Commission to be necessary are completed, the staff has required that emergency
procedures be developed to assist operators in the recognition of a9 ATWS
event. These include consideration of scram indicators, rod position indicators,
flux monitors, pressurizer level and pressure indicators, pressure relief
valve and safety valve indicators, and any other alarms annunciated in the
control room, with emphasis on alarms not processed through the electric portion
of the reactor scram system.

The staff considers that, when these procedural requirements are implemented,
they will provide an acceptable basis for interim operation of Byron Units 1
and 2. This determination is based on the staff's understanding of the plant
response to postulated ATWS events. The Westinghouse Owners' Group is
currently developing guidelines for reactivity control which will be reviewed
to ensure that they incorporate the preceding steps for mitigating ATWS events.
The applicant has committed to implement procedures based on these guidelines
as described in SER Section 13.5.2. The resuits of the staff review will oe
reported in a supplement to this SER.

:

1
1
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16 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The Technical Specifications in a license define certain features, character-
istics, and conditions governing operation of a facility that cannot be changed
without prior approval of the staff. The finally approved Technical Specifica-
tions will be made a part of the Operating License. Included will be sections
covering definitions, safety limits, limiting safety system settings, limiting
conditions for operations, surviellance requirements, design features, and
administrative controls.

The Technical Specifications for this facility will be based on " Standard
Technical Specifications for Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactors"
(NUREG-0452, Revision 4). This document has been updated from earlier
revisions as a result of continued discussion with Westinghouse and other
licensees with Westinghouse PWRs.

The staff is working with the applicant to prepare a draft of the Technical
Specifications for the Byron station. On the basis of its review to date, the
staff concludes that normal plant operation within the limits of the Technical
Specifications will not result in offsite exposure in excess of the 10 CFR
Part 20 limits. Furthermore, the limiting conditions for operation and sur-
veillance requirements will ensure that necessary enginered safety features
will be available in the event of maulfunctions within the facility.

During its review of the Byron application, the staff identified certain
issues which must be included in the Technical Specifications as a condition of
staff acceptance. These issues are listed below and are discussed further in
the sections of this report as indicated.

(1) Safety-related water supply (Section 2.4.8)

(2) Periodic leak testing limits (Section 3.9.6)

(3) Axial offset control band limitation (Section 4.3.1)

(4) Loose parts monitoring system operation (Section 4.4.6)

(5) Rod bow penalties (Section 4.4.2)

(6) N-1 loop operation (Section 4.4.3)

(7) Crud deposition (Section 4.4.4)

(8) Air lock testing requirements (Section 6.2.6)

(9) Heat tracing the RWST (Section 6.3.1)

(10) Ventilation system flowrates (Section 6.5.1)

(11) Surveillance tests of reactor trip breakers (Section 7.2.2.1)

Byron SER 16-1
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(12) Water level measurement errors (Section 7.2.2.3)

(13) Surveillance tests of safety system instrumentation constant setpoints
(Section 7.2.2.4)

(14) Surveillance test of RTD bypass loop flow (Section 7.2.2.7)

(15) Safety system trip set point methodology (Section 7.3.2.4)

(16) Identification of motor-operated valves requiring power lockout
(Section 8.4.3)

,

;

i

|
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17 QUALITY ASSURANCE

The quality assurance (QA) program for the operations phase of Byron station is
described in FSAR Section 17.2, which references the Commonwealth Edison Topical
Report CE-1-A, " Quality Assurance Program for Nuclear Generating Stations." It
was reviewed against acceptable criteria given in Section 17.2, Revision 1, of
the Standard Review Plan (NUREG-75/087) and applicable QA-related Regulatory
Guides referenced therein to determine if it complies with the requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and
Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The specific quality-related Regulatory Guides com-
mitted to are identified in Table 17.1.

Since this review effort, the Standard Review Plan was updated to Revision 2
(NUREG-0800) and an additional review was conducted to determine the extent to
which the Byron QA program meets Revision 2. The results of this review show
that the QA program complies with SRP Revision 2 except for the controls noted
below to which no clear commitment is provided.

The program does not specify:

(1) Criteria for determining the size of the QA organization including the
inspection staff (SRP 17.1, item 1A5).

| (2) That designated QA individuals are involved in day-to-day plant activities
"

important to safety (that is, that the QA organization routinely attends
and participates in daily plant work schedule and status meetings to ensure
they are kept abreast of day-to-day work assignments throughout the plant
and that there is adequate QA coverage relative to procedural and inspec-
tion controls, acceptance criteria, and QA staffing and qualification of
personnel to carry out QA assignments) (SRP 17.1, item 186).

(3) That the QA organization participates early in the QA program definition
stage to determine and identify the extent QA controls are to be applied
to specific structures, systems, and components. This effort involves
applying a defined graded approach to certain structures, systems, and
components in accordance with their importance to safety and affects such
disciplines as design, procurement, document control, inspection tests,
special processes, records, audits, and others describes in 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B (SRP 17.1, item 283 partial).

(4) That procedures are established and described requiring a documented check
to verify the dimensional accuracy and completeness of de~ sign drawings and
specifications (SRP 17.1, item 3E1).

(5) That procedures are established and described requiring that design draw- i

i ings and specifications be reviewed by the QA organization to ensure that |

| the documents are prepared, reviewed, and approved in accordance with
| company procedures and that the documents contain the necessary quality

assurance requirements such as inspection and test requirements, acceptance

Byron SER 17-1
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. Table 17.1 Regulatory Guides Applicable to QA Program
i

i

1. Regulatory Guide 1.8, Rev.1-R, " Personnel Selection and ' Training"
(5/77).

2. Regulatory Guide 1.30, " Quality Assurance Requirements for the Installation,
Inspection, and Testing of Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment"
(8/11/72).

3. Regulatory Guide 1.33, Rev. 2, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements
(Operation)" (2/78). '

;

4. Regulatory Guide 1.37, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of
'

. Fluid Systems and Associated Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"
' (3/16/73).
i. 5. Regulatory Guide 1.38, Rev. 2, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Packaging,

Shipping, Receiving, Storage, and Handling of Items for Water-Cooled Nuclear
'

Power Plants" (5/77).
6. Regulatory Guide 1.39, Rev. 2, " Housekeeping Requirements for Water-Cooled

Nuclear Power Plants" (9/77).
I 7. Regulatory Guide 1.58, Rev.1, " Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant

Inspection, Examination, and Testing Personnel" (9/80).
8. Regulatory Guide 1.64, Rev. 2, " Quality Assurance Requirements for the

i Design of Nuclear Power Plants" (6/76).

| 9. Regulatory Guide 1.74, " Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions" (2/74).
'

10. Regulatory Guide 1.88, Rev. 2, " Collection, Storage, and Maintenance of
Nuclear Power Plant Quality Assurance Records" (10/76).

I

1 11. Regulatory Guide 1.94, Rev.1, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Installa-
! tion, Inspection, and Testing of Structural Concrete and Structural Steel
| During the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants" (4/76).

12. Regulatory Guide 1.116, Rev.0-R, " Quality Assurance Requirements for
Installation, Inspection, and Testing of Mechanical Equipment and Systems"
(6/76).

,

13. Regulatory Guide 1.123-Rev. 1, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Control
of Procurement of Items and Services for Nuclear Power Plants" (7/77).j

14. Regulatory Guide 1.144, Rev.1, " Auditing of Quality Assurance Programs
for Nuclear Power Plants" (9/80).;

15. Regulatory Guide 1.146, " Qualification of Quality Assurance Program Audit
Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants" (8/80).

;

i

.i
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i
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requirements, and the extent of documenting inspection and test results
(SRP 17.1, item 3E2).

(6) That program pro'cedures provide criteria for determining the accuracy
requirements of inspection equipment and criteria for determining when
inspections are required or define how and when inspections are performed.
The-QA organization participates in the above functions (SRP 17.1; item
10A partial).

(7) That nonconformance reports are periodically analyzed by the QA organiza-t

tion to show quality trends, and the significant results are reported to
upper management for review and assessment (SRP 17.1, item 15.5).

The staff finds that the QA program description contained in Section 17.2 of
the Byron FSAR is acceptable.

The above additional items described in SRP Revision 2 (Sections 17.1 and 17.2)
are not mandatory at this time because these controls are not considered to be
of such importance as to require their implementation for the Byron station.
Adequate QA program controls exist without these additional items.

17.1 Organization

The structure of the organization responsible for the operation of Byron and
for the establishment and execution of the operations phase QA program is shown
in Figure 17.1. The Vice Chairman of Commonwealth Edison Company has o wrallr

i responsibility for the QA program for Commonwealth Edison Company's nuc! ear
I generating stations during the operations phase. The Manager of Quality Assur-
| ance reports directly to the Vice Chairman and has the authority and responsi-
! bility to direct and administer the QA program. His respcnsibilities include
| the authorization, preparation, and approval of the QA procedures covering
j operating, maintenance, modifications, inservice inspection, and stores activi-
| ties fer Byron; auditing station activities; and reviewing the adequacy of the
| QA program for Byron. The Manager of Quality Assurance (or his designated alter-
! nate) has the authority to stop unsatisfactory work and plant operations, and
j to stop further processing of unsatisfactory material during plant modification,
| maintenance, and inservice inspection.
|

| Reporting to the Manager of Quality Assurance is the Director of Quality Assur' j
ance for Operations who has responsibility for administration of the QA require- 1

ments and procedures established for the operating phase of Byron. Reporting ;

to the Director of Quality Assurance are the QA engineers, inspectors, and nuclear
fuel inspectors who have responsiblity for implementing the operations portion
of the QA program and for surveillance of nuclear fuel fabrication. Also

| reporting to the Manager of Quality Assurance are the Supervisor Quality Assur-
ance (Maintenance) and the site QA engineers and inspectors. The Supervisor
Quality Assurance (Maintenance) has responsibility for QA activities covering
maintenance, modification, inservice inspection, and stores activities. The
site QA engineers and inspectors are responsible for surveillance and audit of
QA activities involving modification, maintenance, inservice inspection, and
stores activities.

The QA organization is responsible for (1) establishing indoctrination and
training programs for personnel performing quality-affecting activities, (2)

Byron SER 17-3
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reviewing and approving QA procedures and instructions, (3) ensuring that per-
sonnel qualifications are current and applicable to the work being performed,
(4) ensuring that design and procurement documents include applicable QA require-
ments, (5) performing pre-award evaluation of suppliers and surveillance and
inspection at the suppliers' facilities, (6) verifying and approving corrective
actions, (7) ensuring corrective actions are effective and accomplished in a
timely manner, and (8) conducting internal audits of maintenance, modification,-
and operations activities and external audits of suppliers. These QA pers w el
have the authority to (1) identify quality problems that may involve a "stop
work" decision by the Manager of Quality Assurance; (2) initiate, recommend, or
provide solutions; and (3) verify implementation of solutions.

The Division Vice President (Nuclear Stations), who reports to the Vice President
(Nuclear Operations), is responsible for the operation, maintenance, modifications,
and safety of the station. The Division Vice President (Nuclear Stations) is
also responsible for the implementation of the QA program procedures and for
development of statinn procedures that make up the Station Procedures Manual.
In turn, this responsibility is assigned to the Station Superintendent, who
reports to the Division Vice President (Nuclear Stations). The Station Quality
Control Supervisir reports to the Administrative and Support Services Assistant
Superintendent and is responsible for the quality control activities at the
station such as reviewing drawings, specifications, maintenance / modification
procedures, and requests for purchase for inclusion of applicable quality
requirements; performing receiving inspection of incoming safety-related items
and inspection of operational activities such as fabrication and installation
of equipment; and having nondestructive examination and other testing performed
as required. Disputes between the Quality Assurance Department and other organi-
zations that cannot be resolved are referred to higher management for resolution.

17.2 Quality Assurance Program

Commonwealth Edison Company has structured its QA program for the operations
phase to satisfy Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 and the provisions of the Regulatory
Guides- The Corporate Quality Assurance Program for the operation of Byron is.

implemented by means of written policies, procedures, and instructions. These
documents control quality-related items in accordance with the requirements of
Aependix B to 10 CFR 50 and with applicable regulations, codes, and standards.
The QA organization is responsible for ensuring that procedures and instructions
completely and adequately satisfy QA requirements. In addition, QA personnel
conduct reviews, inspections, and audits to verify the ef fective implementation
of the entire QA program.

The applicant's OA program requires that implementing procedures and instructions
encompass detailed controls for (1) translating codes, standards, regulatory
requirements, Technical Specifications, and engineering and process requirements
into drawings, specifications, procedures, and instructions; (2) developing,
reviewing, and approving procurement documents, including changes; (3)
prescribing all quality-related activities by documented instructions, proce-
dures, drawings, and specifications; (4) issuing and distributing approved docu-
ments; (5) purchasing items and services; (6) identifying materials, parts, and
components; -(7) performing special processes; (B) inspecting and/or testing
materials, equipment, processes, or services; (9) calibrating and maintaining
measuring and' test equipment; (10) handling, storing, and shipping of items;
(11) identifying the inspection, test, and operating status of items;
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(12) identifying and dispositioning' nonconforming items; (13) correcting condi- I

tions adverse to quality; (14) preparing and maintaining QA records; and
(15) auditing of activities which affect quality.

The indoctrination and training piogram established by the Manager of Quality
Assurance ensures that personnel performing activities affecting quality are
knowledgeable in QA requirements, implementing. procedures,'and instructions,
and that they have competence and skill in the performance of their quality-4

related activities.
;

Quality is verified through checking, review, surveillance, inspection, testing,
and audit of quality-related activities. The QA program requires that quality
verification be performed by individuals who are not directly responsible for

.
performing the quality-related activities. Inspections are performed by quali-
fied personnel in accordance with procedures, instructions, and checklistst

approved by the QA organization.-

The QA organization is responsible for the establishment and implementation of<

the auait program. Audits are performed in accordance with preestablished
written checklists by qualified personnel not having direct responsibilities in

i the areas being audited. Periodic audits will be performed by the Quality
| Assurance Department to evaluate all aspects of the QA program, including the-

effectiveness of the QA program implementation.

I The QA program requires the person having responsibility in the area audited to
review the audit results and to determine and take corrective action where neces-
sary. Continued deficiencies, or failure to implement corrective action, will
be reported in writing by the QA organization to the appropriate executives;

within the Commonwealth Edison Company.

i Foilow-up audits are performed to determine that nonconformances and deficiencies
; are effectively corrected and that the correct!ve action precludes repetitive
I occurrences. Audit reports, which indicate perf ormance trends and the effective-

ness of the QA program, are prepared and issued to responsible management for,

! review and assessment.
;

!

! 17.3 Conclusions

j. The staff review of the QA program description in Commonwealth Edison's Topical
Report CE-1-A has verified that the criteria of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 have
been adequately addressed. This determination of acceptability included a review
of the list of items tu which the QA program applies. Differcnces between the
staff and the applicant regarding the list have been resolved to the staff's
satisfaction. lhis list has been expanded to include safety-related items
reflected in NUREG-0737.

F

Based on its review and evaluation of the.QA program description in CE-1-A and
referenced in FSAR Section 17.2, the-staff concludes that:

1
i

' (1) The QA organization of Commonwealth Edison provides sufficient
independence from. cost and schedule (when opposed to safety considerations),
authority to effectively carry out the operations QA program, and access

; to management at a level necessary to perform QA functions.

Byron SER 17-6
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(2) The QA program describes requirements, procedures, and controls that, when
properly implemented, comply with the requirerents of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50
and with the acceptance criteria in Section 17 of SRP Revision 1 (NUREG-75/087).

Accordingly, the staf f concludes that the applicant's description of the qualityi

| assurance program is in compliance with applicable NRC regulations.
!

|

l
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18 HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
,

l
j 18.1 Generall

! As part of the NRC Task Actions following the TMl+2 accident (Item I.D.1,
i NUREG-0660 and NUREG-0737, the staff requires all licensees and applicants for

Operating Licenses to conduct a Detailed Control Room Design Review (DCRDR) to1

identify and correct human engineering discrepancies (HEDs). These DCRDRs will,

be performed in accordance with NUREG-0700, " Guidelines for Control Room Design-

i Reviews," issued September 1981.
i

Those applicants for Operating Licenses who are unable to complete this review
' prior to issuance of a license shall make a preliminary design assessment (PDA)
; of their control rooms to identify HEDs and establish a schedule, approved by
i the staf f, for correcting deficiencies. These applicants shall be required to

complete the more detailed control room design review, as are operating plant i

licensees.<

|

The July 1981 edition of the SRP includes Chapter 18.0, Human Factors'

j Engineering / Standard Review Plan Development. Byron Unit 1 was reviewed in
! accordance with SRP Sections 18.4 and with 18.5. The Section 18.5 review was
4 limited to the remote shutdown panel. The results of this review are given

earlier.

18.2 Main Control Room and Control Centers Outside of the Main Control._ Room

As a result of the staff requirements, the applicant performed a PDA, and,
1 assisted by consultants from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and Bio-
i Technology, Inc., conducted an abbreviated onsite Control Room Design

Review / Audit (CRDR/A) from November 17 through November 19, 1981. All of the4

,

) HEDs identifieJ and reported in the PDA were addressed during the design review
- 'to evaluate the suitability of proposed corrective actions and the schedule for
| implementation. Some items in the PDA were determined not to be valid discrep-
1 ancies by the review team, and others were satisfactorily corrected prior to the

site visit. These are listed in Part 8 of a letter to the applicant dated,

; January 22, 1982.
'

During a meeting with the applicant on November 19, 1981, some of the proposed
corrective actions and the schedule for implementing the actions were modifieds

to ensure acceptability by the staff. All of the HEDs for which proposed
corrective actions are acceptable to the staff are listed in Part C of the above
letter to the applicant.

! The CRDR/A conducted by the staff included an evaluation of the control room
Ilayout, the adequacy of the information provided, the arrangement and identifi-,

cation of important controls and displays, the usefulness of the alarm systems,
the information recording and recall capability, and other considerations of'

I human factors that have an effect on operator performance. The review was per-
formed by an inspection of the control panels and interviews with the operators;

at the station control room.'

Byron SER 18-1
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Althought the review identified HEDs, the staff found that overall the systems
that were available for review in the control room were designed to permit

i effective and efficient operator actions. In general, displays and centrols'

are functionally grouped with annunciators located over the panels monitored.
First-out annunciators are provided for reactor, turbine, generator, and feed-
water pump trips. Annunciator tiles are not verbose, and exh tile is inscribed
with its panel location. Mimics are used to depict system operation. Examples

of the CRT displays that will be available to the operators include graphic and
trending capability and will be designed to enhanca operator effectiveness.

The staff review team identified a number of HEDs additional to those identi-
fled in the PDA. These additional HEDs were documented in the staff CRDR/A
report transmitted to the applicant in January 1982. The report lists the HEDs
according to their importance. Observed HEDs have been given a priority rating
of one, two, or three (high, moderate, low), based on the increased potential
for operator error and the possible severity of the consequences of that error.

The staff requires the applicant to implement corrective measures for all
Prority 1 and 2 deficiencies prior to issuance of an Operating License because
the staff believes that the correction of these items will significantly reduce
the potential for operator error. The staff also requires that those Priority
3 deficiencies whose resolution involves simple corrective actions relative to
the potential for improving operator performance be corrected prior to issuance
of an Operating License. Finally, the staff requires the applicant to report
on all other Priority 3 discrepancies as part of its DCRDR to be conducted in
accordance with NUREG-0700, and to propose corrective actions that are accept-
able to the staff. However, no immediate actions are specified for resolution
of the Priority 3 discrepancies not scheduled for correction with the Priority 1
and 2 ite.ms because the staff believes that these items will not significantly
affect the safe operation of the plant.

During the staff site visit, a number of systems and items were not available
for review. These are listed in Part A of the letter to the applicant dated
January 22, 1982. Using the guidance provided in Section 6 of NUREG-0700, all
of these items must be evaluated by the applicant when installation is complete,
and any identified deficiencies must be resolved.

The applicant's proposed resolutions of the HEDs that are documented in Part 8
of the letter to the applicant dated January 22, 1982 are acceptable to the
staff.

The applicant shall submit proposed resolutiotis to all Priority 1 and 2 HEDs
contained in the CRDR/A report and shall implement acceptable corrective
measures for all deficiencies prior to issuance of an Operating License. Cer-
tain Priority 3 deficiencies identified in the CRDR/A report, whose resolution
involves simple corrective actions relative to the potential for improving
operator performance, will also require resolution and correction prior to
issuance of an Operating License. In addition, the applicant shall report on
all other Prio^rity 3 discrepancies as part of his DCRDR that will be conducted
in accordance with NUREG-0700.

Because of the large number of systems and items not available for evaluation
during the site visit-(see Appendix, Part A), a second visit may be required by
the staff review team after construction and installation are closer to
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completion. The staff requires that the applicant perform an evaluation of all
items not reviewed an<J that he submit his findings, proposed corrective actions,
and schedule for implementing the actions. The report of these items shall be
submitted for staff review and approval not later than 120 days before issuance
of the Operating License. Actions implemented to correct deficiencies will be
audited by the NRC. Because construction of the control room is not complete,
the staff cannot reach a final conclusion concerning the acceptability of the
Byron Unit I control room at this time. However, based on the quality of those
aspects of the control room reviewed, the corrections proposed by the applicant,
and further improvements to be required by supplements to this SER, the staff
believes that suitable corrections of HEDs can be implemented to provide an
acceptable control room design.

.

:

i

.

!
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19 REVIEW BY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
|

'

In its letter dated May 13, 1975, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
(Committee) indicated that certain matters would require further attention and
resolution during construction of the Byron Stations Units 1 and 2. These
items were addressed in Supplement 1 to the CP-SER dated August 1975.

Certain of these matters are addressed further in this report, as identified
below. References are given to sections in this report related to the
construction of the facility for further discussion.

Containment functional design (6.2)
Turbine missiles (3.5.1.3)
Emergency core cooling system performance evaluation (6.3)
Industrial security (13.6)
Environnental and seismic qualification of Class 1E

electrical equipment (3.10, 3.11)

The OL application for Byron Units 1 and 2 is being reviewed by the Committee.
The staff will issue a supplement to this report after the Committee's report
on this application is available. The supplement will append a copy of the
Committee's report and will address the significant comments made by the
Committee. It will also describe steps taken by the staff to resolve any
issues raised as a result of the Committee's review.

Byron SER 19-1
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20 COMMON DEFENSE AND SECURITY

The applicant has stated that the activities to be conducted will be within the
jurisdiction of the United States and that all the directors and principal
officers of the applicant are citizens of the United States. Commonwealth
Edison Company is not owned, controlled, or dominated by an alien, a foreign
corporation, or a foreign government. The activities to be conducted do not
involve any restricted data, but the applicant has agreed to safeguard any such
data that might become involved in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.
The applicant will rely on obtaining fuel as it is needed from sources of
supply available for civilian purposes, so that no diversion of special nuclear
material for military purposes is involved. For these reasons, and in the
absence of any information to the contrary, the staff finds that the activities
to be performed will not be inimical to the common defense and security.

.

.
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21 FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS3
i

The NRC requirements for the determination of an applicant's financial quali-
fications for an Operating License are stated . 10 CFR 50.33(f) and Appendix C*

to 10 CFR 50. The former regulation states: "[If] the application is for an
Operating License, such information shall show that the applicant possesses the'

,

funds necessary to cover estimated operating costs or that the applicant has
reasonable assurance of obtaining the necessary funds, or a combination of the
two." Appendix C, Subsection I(B) restates the former with the additional pro-
viso: "For purposes of the latter requirement, it will ordinarily be sufficient
to show at the time of filing of the application, availability of resources
sufficient to cover estimated operating costs for each of the first five years
of operation plus the estimated costs of permanent shutdown and maintenance of
the facility in a safe condition." This subsection concludes with the expecta-,

tion that: "[i]r most cases, the applicant's annual financial statements con-
tained in its published annual reports will enable the Commission to evaluate

3 the applicant's financial capability to satisfy this requirement."

In response to a staff request submitted pursuant to Appendix C, Subsection IV,
,

the applicant submitted the necessary financial information. This information
addresses the applicant's financial plans to operate, shut down (if necessary),'

and maintain Byron Units 1 and 2 in a safe condition. The financial informa-
tion provided by the applicant states the required financial data regarding1

estimated facility operating expenses, shutdown costs, and projected mainte-
nance expenses to keep the facility in a safe shutdown condition.

The following analysis constitutes the staff evaluation of the applicant's sub-
mittal and addresses the financial qualifications of the applicant to operate

i the Byron facility, shut it down (if necessary), and maintain it in a safe con-
dition. The cost estimates and other financial data presented are the most
current figures available to the staff at the time of preparation of this
analysis. Although these estimates and figures may be revised or updated over,

i time, the staff has no reason to expect that the relative magnitudes as
measured against the applicant's resources will vary significantly enough to
affect the conclusions herein.

21.1 Business of Applicant

Commonwealth Edison Company (CEC) is primarily engaged in the production, pur-i ,

chase, transmission, distribution, and sale of electricity. The Company's elec- 1
'tric service territory has an area of about 11,525 square miles and an estimated

population of 8,000,000. It includes the City of Chicago, an area of about 225
square miles with an estimated population of 3,000,000, from which the Company
derived approximately 33 percent of its electric operating revenues for the year
1980. The Company had approximately 2,949,000 electric customers as of L'ecem-
ber 31, 1980.
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21.2 Estimated Operating Costs of Facility

For the purpose of estimating the facility's operating costs, the applicant
has assumed that the first year of commercial operation for Unit I will be
1984 and for Unit 2, 1985. Estimates of the total annual (ast of operating
the Byron plant for each of the firs'. 7 year: are presented in Table 21.1. As ;

an element of conservatism, operating costs are cleo presented in Table 21.1,
based upon alternative capacity factors of 50 and s0 pecent, respectively.
Operating costs include all costs associated with the capital investment and [

operation and maintenance including nuclear fuel. Depreciation expense
includes a component for eventual decommissioning costs.

Table 21.1 Estimate of total annual cost of operation
of Byron Units 1 and 2 ($ millions)1

Capacity Factor, % 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 l

Unit 1

70 594 583 558 540 527 517 508
50 570 560 536 518 504 493 482
60 582 571 547 529 516 505 495

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
'

Unit 2

70 449 444 424 411 403 399 399
50 425 420 401 388 379 374 371
60 437 432 412 400 391 387 385

ITotal operating expenses include all operating and maintenance expenses, fuel
expense, administrative and general expenses, depreciation of the capital
investment, taxes where applicable, and return on investment.'

i

21.3 Estimated Costs To Decommission Facility'

Although an applicant is not required to commit to a particular mode of decom-j

! missioning when applying for an OL, the Byron applicant is assuming use of the
| immediate dismantlement mode. CEC has adopted the methodology in and has based
! its cost estimate on the study and report, " Technology, Safety and Costs of

,

! Decommissioning a Reference' Pressurized Water Reactor Power Station" (NUREG/
CR-0130, June 1979),'done for NRC by Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

'

In both this report and its August 1979 addendum, Battelle personnel estimatedi

| the costs of decominissioning reference PWRs under various types of decommis-
sioning methods. The maximum cost of decommissioning using the immediate dis-,

! mantlement method was estimated to be $42 million. Inis estimate was-modified
! by CEC to account for Byron plant-specific factors and to escalate the estimate
:
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to 1981 dollars. The resulting figure is $45.2 million for each unit of the
Byron 4 :ility.

21.4 Reasonable Assuesnce of Funds, General

The staff evaluation of the financial qualifications of the applicant included
consideration of the Commission's decision on Public Service Company of
New Hampshire, et al., 7 NRC 1, at 18 (1978). (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and
2), affirmed sub nom. New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution vs. NRC 582.F,2d 87 (1st Cir.1978), which states: ...the applicant must have a reasonable"

financing plan in light of relevant circumstances." The reasonable assurance
standard, cited above, must be viewed in light of the potentially long period of
commercial utilization of the facility. Consequently, one must necessarily
assume that there will be rational regulatory policies over this period with
respect to the setting of rates. This implies that rates will be set to at
least cover the cost of service, including the cost of capital. In considera-
tion of the foregoing cost estimates, the following analysis will evaluate the
reasonableness of the applicant's financial plans in covering the various costs
that will result from operation of the facility.

In general, an evaludion of the financing plans of the applicant to meet opera-
tional expenses and decommissioning costs can only reasonably be considered in
relation to the applicant's nature of business, size in revenue, assets, net
income, and overall financial strength. Because the applicant is an ongoing
entity, such an evaluation requires a review of the financial results of the
operation of the entity over a sustained period of time. Emphasis is placedupon recent performance. The near-term financial outlook of the entity is alsogiven consideration.

Long-term financial considerations are also important in the financial review
because some costs will occur over a long time. However, as noted in Seabrook,
the number of variables such as interest rates, the state of the stock and bond
markets, inflation, and the costs of fuel and labor, among many others, make
long-term financial forecasting inherently uncertain. Therefore, for long-
term forecasts, the staff places primary reliance on recent performance and
current characteristics of the applicant's financial condition. In considera-
tion of those relevant circumstances, the following evaluates the reasonable-
ness of the applicant's financial plan.

21.5 Reasonable Assurance of Funds, Costs of Operation

The applicant plans to recover all costs of operation through revenues derived
from customers in system-wide sales of electricity. The rates of CEC are
regulated by the Illinois Commerce Commission. The sole purpose of the opera-
tion of the Byron facility will be the production of electricity for the ser-
vice of the applicant's customers. Becaut.e such capability will qualify the
facility as a productive asset, from an accounting viewpoint such property will
reasonably be expected to qualify as " property used and useful in public utility
service" for ratemaking purposes. As a consequence of this, the facility's cost
of construction will be included in the applicant's rate base for ratemaking
purposes in the amount of the investments in it. Under Illinois rate regula-
tion, rate base inclusion of the facility will allow the applicant to recover
the capital' costs associated with facility construction, which are interest on
debt and a reasonable return. The same regulatory treatment also allows
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recovery of all fixed and variable operation and maintenance expenses necessary
for the production of power. Tax costs attributable to the facility would also
be recovered through customer charges. As would be expected, review of the
applicant's lontyterm statements of operation shows consistent recovery of
historical costs cf operation.

Because the applicant has demonstrated the ability historically to achieve con-
si? tent recovery of capital and operating costs for other facilties it has con-
structed and operated, it is reasonable to conclude that the plan to finance the
facility's operation through revenues derived from rates charged to customers
for utility service represents a reasonable financing plan in light of relevant
circumstances.

21.6 Reasonable Assurance of Funds, Decommissioning of Unit

The applicant believes that decommissioning costs of Byron will ultimately be
allowed to be recovered in the rate process. Based on this assumption, the
applicant's intention is to build the collection of these funds into deprecia-
tion rates of the plant. This method is known as the " negative net salvage"
approach. The premise behind using the " negative net salvage" approach is that
the ratepayers who receive the benefits of use of the nuclear facility over its
service life should pay for its total cost (including the cost of decommission-
ing) and that future ratepayers should not be required to pay for facilities
from which they derive little or no benefit. To adjust for inflation, periodic
reviews of decommissioning costs are customarily made for any changes in econom-
ic conditions and advances in technology. Such changes are usually incorporated
into the annual negative net salvage charge for decommissioning costs.

The applicant maintains and the staff concurs that there is reasonable assurance
of financing the decommissioning of Byron at the expiration of its serviceable
life regardless of which plan of action is undertaken. This opinion is based on
the applicant's nature of business, in combination with its_ historical and pre-
sent financial strength. Additionally, because the NRC requires that any
operating reactor be safety decommissioned when it is retired (for the protec-
tion of the public health and safety), it is reasonable to assume that those
amounts will be allowed in customer rate charges as necessary and reasonable
expenses. Accordingly, the staff has concluded that the applicant's plan to
finance these expenses from customer revenues constitutes a reasonable financ-
ing plan in light of relevant circuinstances.

Moreover, although the NRC requires no specific plan to fund decommissioning
expenses, the staff believes that the applicant's plan to fund such amounts
provides the necessary element of assurance in that it constitutes a reason-
able method for obtaining the necessary amounts of proceeds to meet decommis-
sioning costs. As stated earlier, utilities customarily adjust their annual
charges for negative net salvage amounts to compensate for changes in the
decommissioning cost estimates. This constitutes an additional level of
assurance that decommissioning funds will be available when necessary.
Furthermore, should additional. amounts be needed over and above those realized
as negative net salvage, the applicant has two other traditional sources of
funds available to meet any such amounts. The first source is internal cash
generation attributable to: (1) depreciation expenses for all utility plant;
(2) retained earnings; and (3) normalized tax depreciation and investment tax-
credits. The second source of funds is the external capital market. As
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! public utilities constitute the most capital-intensive industry in the United
! States, they.have long had access to funds in the public securities market.

21.7 Conclusfon
;

In accordance with the regulations cited herein, an applicant must demonstrate
that it has reasonable assurance of obtaining the necessary funds to cover the
estimated costs of the activities contemplated under the license. As stated
earlier, the Commission has determined in Seabrook that the reasonable assur-
ance requirement for financial qualifications is a reasonable financing plan;

in light of relevant circumstances. Based upon the preceding analysis of the'

applicant's proposed financing plan, the staff concludes that the applicant has
a reasonable financing plan in light of relevant circumstatices to operate, shut
down (if necessary), and maintain the Byron facility in a safe condition.

Accordingly, the staff has determined that the applicant has reasonable assur-
ance under 10 CFR 50.33(f) of obtaining the necessary funds to cover estimated
operating costs of the facility. As a consequence, the staff finds the appli-

: cant financially qualified to operate and decommission the Byron facility.
f

!

!
!

i
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22 FINANCIAL PROTECTION AND INDEMNII'Y REQUIREMENTS

22.1 General

Pursuant to the financial protection and indemnification provisions cf the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Section t.70 and related sections), the
Commission has issued regulations in 10 CFR 1@. These regulations set forth
the Commission's requirements with regard to proof of 1inancial protection by,'

and indemnification of, licenses for facilities such as power reactors under
10 CFR 50.,

22.2 Preoperational Storage of Nuclear Fuel

{ The Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 140 require that each holder of a con-
struction permit under 10 CFR 50, who also is the holder of a license under|

j 10 CFR 70 that authorizes the ewnership and possession for storage only of
special nuclear material at the reactor construction site for future use as4

Nel in the reactor (2f ter issuance of an Operating License under 10 CFR 50),
shall, during the interim storage period before licensod operation, have and
maintain financial protection in the amount of $1,000,000 and execute an
indemnity agreement with the Commission. Proof of financiol protection is to
be furnished before, and the inderanity agreement executed as of, the effective
date of the 10 CFR 70 !icense. Payment of an annual indemnity fee is required.

The applicant has stated that he will furnish proof of financial protection in
the amount of $1,000,000 in the form of a Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance
Association Policy. Furthermore, the applicant has committed to execute an
indemnity agreement with the Commission effective as of the date of the pre-
operational fuel-storage license. The applicant will pay the annual indemnity
fee applicable to preoperational fuel storage.

22.3 Operating Licenses

Under the Commission's regulations (10 CFR 140), a license authorizing the opera-
tion of a reactor may not be issued until proof of financial protection in the
amount required for such operation has been furnished and an indemnity agreement
covering such operation (as distinguished from preoperational fuel storage only)
has been executed. The amount of financial protection that must be maintained
for Byron Station Units 1 and 2 (which have a rated capacity in excess of 100,000
kWe) is the maximum amount available from private sources, which is currently
$530 million.

Accordingly, licenses authorizing operation of Byron Station Units 1 and 2 will
not be issued until proof of financial protection in the requisite amount has
been received and the requisite indemnity agreement has been executed.

The staff expects that, in accordance with the usual procedure, the nuclear
liability insurance pools will provide, several days in advance of anticipated
issuance of the Operating License, evidence in writing, on behalf of the appli-
cant, that prior coverage has been appropriately amended so that the policy
limits have been increased to meet the requirements of the Commission's regula-
tions for reactor operation. Similarly, an Operating License will not be issued
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until an appropriate amendment to the present indemnity agreement has been
executed. The applicant will be required to pay an annual fee for Operating
License indemnity, as provided in the NRC regulations, at the rate of $6 per
thousand kilowat ts of thermal capacity authorized in the Operating License.

On the basis of the above considerations, the staff concludes that the
presently applicable requirements of 10 CFR 140 have been satisfied and that,
before an Operating License is issued, the applicant will be required to comply
with the provisions of 10 CFR 140 applicable to Operating Licenses, including
those as to proof of financial protection in the requisite amount and as to the
execution of an appropriate indemnity agreement with the Commission.

,
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23 CONCLUSIONS

Based on its evaluation of the application as sat forth above, the staff has
determined that, upon favorable resolutict, of the outstanding matters described
herein, it will be able to conclude that

(1) The application for facility licenses filed by the applicant, dated June 27,
1978, complies with the requirements of tne Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended (Act), and the bmmission's regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter 1.

(2) Construction of Byron Station !! nits 1 and 2 has proceeded, and there is
reasonable assurance that bot.i: will be substantially completed, in con-
formity with Construction Permits Nos. CPPR-130 and CPPR-131, the appli-
cation as amended, the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regula-
tions of the Commission.

(3) The facilities will operate in conformity with the application as amended,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the Commission.

(4) There is reasonable assurance (a) that the activities authorized by the
Operating Licenses can be conducted without endangering the health and safety
of the public and (b) that such activities will be conducted in compliance
with regulations of the Commission set forth in 10 CFR Chapter 1.

(5) The applicant is technically and financially qualified to engage in the
activities authorized by the licenses, in accordance with the regulations
of the Commission set forth in 10 CFR Chapter 1.

(6) The issuance of these licenses will not be inimical to the common defense
and security or to the health and safety of the public.

Before Operating Licenses are issued to the applicant for operation of the
Byron Station Units 1 and 2, the units must be completed in conformity with the
provisional Construction Permits, the application, the Act, and the rules and
regulations of the Commission. Such completeness of construction as is required
for safe operation at the authorized power levels must be verified by the NRC
before the licenses are issued.

Furthermore, before Operating Licenses are issued, the applicant will be
required to satisfy the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 140.
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APPENDIX A

CHRONOLOGY OF NRC STAFF RADIOLOGICAL
i SAFETY REVIEW 0F BYRON STATION
'

April 30, 1977 Letter from applicant transmitting the Fire Protection
2.

Evaluation Report.

| October 31, 1E/7 totter from applicant transmitting a fire he ard analysis
with the Fire Protection Report.

4

i November 11, 1978 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 17
! consisting of an application for an Operating License to
! operate at PWR levels of 3425 MWt and enclosing the 1977
; Annual Report and Financial Review and SEC Form 10-Q.

| November 30, 1978 Letter from applicant transmitting the Environmental
Report--Operating License Stage, Volumes 1 and 2.1

J November 30, 1978 Letter from applicant transmitting oversized instru-
mentation and control drawings as supplement toi

| Amendment 17 has been made.
|

I November 30, 1978 Letter from applicant stating that the distribution of
the Byron FSAR Amendment 17 has been made.'

February 2,1979 Letter from applicant transmitting Amendment 18 to the
application for Construction Permits and Operating
Licenses with responses to NRC questions raised during
the FSAR acceptance review.

February 15, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting the 1978 Annual Report
for utility.

February 16, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting the affidavit of
service for FSAR Amendment 18.

.

February 22, 1979 Letter to applicant establishing a schedule for NRC.

review of application for Operating License.

March 10, 1979 Letter to applicant regarding NUREG-0737 AFWS
reliability.

i March 23, 1979 Letter from_ applicant transmitting the safeguards
contingency plan.

March 30, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 19
including responses to acceptance transmitting FSAR.

' Amendment 19 including responses to acceptance review
questions.'

, -
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i

'r

April 11, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting an affidavit of
service for FSAR Amendm9nt 19. j

i May 2, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 20.
.

: May 11, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting the affidavit of
j service for FSAR Amendment 20.

May 15, 1979 Letter to applicant requesting additional information in'

the areas of auxiliary systems, power systems, mechanical
engineering, structural engineering, quality assurance

1 and ef fluint treatment systems.

June 1, 3979 Letter to applicant requesting additional information. !#

June 27, 1979 Letter from applicant advising of a decision to dels.y
:

j fuel load dates by 1 year as a result of NRC suspensien
| of licensing review.
:

July 9, 1979 Letter from applicant advising that ASME Code Cace N-240
will be referenced in the FSAR. Code exetpts certain
piping from hydrostatic testing.

July 20, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 21.

' July 31, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting the affidavit for"

service of Amendment 21.y

h
' August 1, 1979 Letter to applicant requesting a secondary water

chemistry program to be incorporated in new license
condition.;

,

August 16, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting the security personnel
training and qualification plan.

September 5, 1979 Letter to applicant requesting additionai information in
order to complete review of the Operating License
application. The third set of first round questions for
Mechanical Engineering and Quality Assurance Branches
submitted.

September 13, 1979 Letter from the applicant discussing reorganization of
design and operating requirements resulting from NRC;

! review following TM1-2 accident.

f September 14, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 22
containing responses to first round questions.

i September 21, 1979 Letter from applicant adviving of internal reorganicotion
i of nuclear activities.
!

| September 21, 1979 Letter from applicant advising of internal reorganization
! of nuclear activities.
!

I
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i September 27, 1979 Letter to applicant transmitting NRC position on status
and applicability to pending Operating License,

'

applications of results of TMI followup actions.

September 29, 1979 letter from applicant transmitting proposed secondary
water chemistry program.

October 10, 1979 Letter to applicant discussing scnedule for upgraded
emergency plans.,

! October 10, 1979 Letter to applicant rc juiring emergency operating
j procedures.

a October 17, 1979 Letter to applicant discussing NRC plans to use generic
) analyses to develop early verification program to resolve
1 ATWS issue.

October 30, 1979 Letter to applicant requiring emergency operating
procedures.

November 2, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 23
containing responses to additional NRC first round

j questions.

November 8, 1979 Letter to applicant requesting additianal information4

concerning fourth set of first round questions regarding ;,

Operating License application. Transmittal contains,

i questions for Reactor Systems and Quality Assurance
! Branches,

i November 9, 1979 Letter to applicant concerning discussions of TMI
; lessons-learned short-term requirements. ;

1

i November 14, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting an affidavit of
) service for FSAR Amendment 23.

November 21, 1979 Letter to applicant transmitting information regarding
upgraded emergency plans to plants under construction and
operating license reviews.

|

November 26, 1979 Letter from applicant transmitting Revision 1 to the |
physical security plan.

'

December 15, 1979 Letter from Electric Power Research Institute to NRC
concnering EPRI/PWR test program.

| December 21, 1979 Letter to applicant concernir.g a request for evacuation
time estimates for areas near nuclear power plants.-

December 26, 1979 !.etter to applicant concerning a request for evacuation
time estimates for are.is near nuclear power piants.
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January 15, 1980 Letter to applicant announcing regional workshops to
discuss feasibility of proposed change to regulation on

r radiological emergency response plans for facilities.i

January 15, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Section 1.2
drawings.

4

January E8,1980 Letter to applicant authorizing the use of ASME Code Case
N-240.

February 4, 1980 Letter to applicant requesting information on confirma-
tory piping analysis. Analysis will verify that piping

;

system meets applicable ANSI /ASME Code stress criteria.

February 5,1980 Letter to applicant transmitting additional guidance to
NUREG-0588. Requests review of equipment qualification
documentation to identify degree of compliance.

i

February 8, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 24.

February 8, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting structural and
component drawings per NRC request for additional,

>

information.1

February 14, 1980 Letter from applicant responding to a request for
additional FSAR information method of determining heat
rejection from PWRs to ultimate heat sink.

February 21, 1980 Letter to applicant transmitting additional guidance to
NUREG-0588. Requests review of equipment qualification

.
documentation to identify degree of compliance.

!

February 21, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting an affidavit of
3

service for FSAR Amendment 24.

February 22, 1980 _ Letter from applicant transmitting the Annual Financial
Report for 1979.'

March 10, 1980 Letter to applicant requesting additional information on
the auxiliary feedwater system per Bulletins and Orders
Task Force review of TMI-2 accident.

,

March 11, 1980 Letter to applicant advising that submittal date for
evacuation time estimates has been postponed pending GA0
clearance under Federal Reports Act.

March 11, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting " Preliminary
Evacuation Time Study of 10-mile Radius Emergency'

Planning Zone."
i

March 21, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 25
consisting of responses to Quality Assurance Branch'
questions,

i
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March 28, 1980 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
consisting of fifth set of *ound one questions regarding
safeguards contingency plan.

April 1, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting an affidavit that
service of FSAR Amendment 25 has been made.

May 2, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting Revision 2 to the
Byron Security Plans.

May 15, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting confirmatory piping
analysis information.

May 20, 1980 DL letter requesting that Mr. Edward Crass of Sargent &
Lundy be added to service list.

May 22, 1980 Letter from applicant concerning upgrade of auxiliary
feedwater systems.

June 2, 1980 Letter to applicant concerning first round questions on
safeguards contingency.

June 12, 1980 Letter to applicant concerning NRR reorganization.

June 16, 1980 Letter to applicant concerning independent structural
analysis.

June 18, 1980 Letter from applicant concerning security plan revision
(Appendix B).

June 20, 1980 Letter from applicant concerning commercial service data
forecast.

June 25, 1980 Letter from applicant concerning documentation format for
qualification of safety-related electrical equipment.

June 25, 1980 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning Commission
Memorandum an.d Order on Union of Concerned Scientists.

June 26, 1980 Letter to applicant concerning Commission guidance for
power reactor operating licenses.

June 27, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 26.

June 27, 1980 Letter from applicant concerning security plan revision
(Appendix C).

June 30, 1980 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning region meetings
for applicants, NRC staff, and architect / engineers.

June 30, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting the affidavit for FSAR
Amendment 26.
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July 2, 1980 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning evacuation
times.

July 3, 1980 Letter from applicant responding to NRC letter of
June 16, 1980 and transmitting drawings and information
on the Byron auxiliary building and containment building.

July 7, 1980 Letter from applicant concerning additional information
from Argonne National Laboratory.

July 8, 1980 Letter from applicant concerning response to NRC staff
information request for Category I masonry walls employed
by plants under CP and OL review.

July 11, 1980 Letter from applicant concerning transmittal of FSAR
Amendment 27.

July 11, 1980 Letter from applicant (generic) concerning caseload
forecast panel.

July 16, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting an affidavit for FSAR
Amendment 27.

July 31, 1980 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning interim criteria
for shift staffing.

August 14, 1980 Letter from applicant concerning fuel load dates for'-

? Commonwealth Edison plants.
!

August 29, 1980 Letter from applicant regarding evacuation times.,

September 2, 1980 Letter to applicant notifying of acceptance of the Byron
; safeguards contingency plans.
t
1 September 12, 1980 Letter from applicant'concerning the block diagram on

turbine trip protection.

September 24, 1980 Letter from applicant concerning the block diagram on
turbine trip protection.

; September 24, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting a response to'

Question 040.12 (the response consists of schematic
drawings).

i October 1, 1980 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning environmental
qualification of safety-related equipment.

October 1, 1980 Letter from applicant concerning TMI Action Plan
requirements.

October 6, 1980 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning NUREG-0577.
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October 31, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 28.
This information consists of responses to a portion of

; the first round questions.

October 31, 1980 Letter from applicant concerning testing programs
regarding environmental qualification of safety-related

*

equipment.

November 6, 1980 Letter from applicant transmitting an affidavit that
distribution was made of FSAR Amendment 28.

4

November 13, 1980 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning final regula-
tions for emergency planning.

November 25, 1980 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning IE Bulletin
| 79-01B, Supplement No. 2 - 2 and 3 (September 30, 1980).

! Nobember 26, 1980 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning Orders on
environmental qualification of safety-related equipment
(October 24, 1980).;

December 8, 1980 Letter to applicant concerning use of ASME Code Case
N-275.

; December 9, 1980 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning NUREG-0654/
' FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, dated November 1980.

; December 19, 1980 Memorandum and Order issued by the ASLB that contention 5
| of the Rockford League of Women Voters be denied.

December 22, 1980 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning control of heavy !

loads.

December 30, 1980 Letter to applicant concerning Byron guard training and
qualification plan.

i

January 2, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning first round questions.

January 2, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning second round questions.

January 6-8, 1981 Representatives from the NRC Caseload Forecast Panel
visit the Byron and Braidwood sites. (Summary issued I

; January 26, 1981.)

January 8, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning ionization detectors
in the air intake ducts.

January 14, 1981 Order issued by the Commission extending the time to'

reply to the Rockford League of Women Voters 2.206
petition until January 30, 1981.

January 19, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning informatica
regarding the program for environmental qualification of
safety-related electrical equipment.
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January 31, 1981 Order issued by the ASLB granting the applicant leave to
| file a petition for reconsideration on or before
| February 17, 1981.

| January 23, 1981 Order issued by the Commission extending the time to
review the Rockford League of Women Voters petition under

| 2.206 and 2.202 to February 12, 1981.
I

i February 3, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning utilization of ASME Code
! Case N-272.

| February 3, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning control of heavy
loads.

! February 6, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning FSAR Amendment 29
drawings.

-February 6, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning FSAR Amendment 29.

| February 18, 1981 Representatives from CE, NRC staff, and NRC management
' meet in Bethesda, Md. to discuss methodology for seismic

analyses. (Summary issued March 23, 1981.)

February 18, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning post-TMI
| requirements for the emergency operations facility.
!

| February 19, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting a copy of his 1980
Annual Report.

February 20, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning NUREG-0619.

February 25, 1981 Order granting time extension to Rockford League of Women
Voters to respond to applicant's petition for
reconsideration to March 23, 1981.

February 25, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning emergency
procedures and training.

February 25, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting an affidavit that
distribution of FSAR Amendment 29 has been made.

February 26, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning periodic
updating of FSAR.

March 4, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning seismic analysis.

-March 5, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concer'ning functional
criteria for emergency response facilities, NUREG-0696.

March 10, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concernirg environmental
. qualification of Class 1E electrical equipment,
NUREG-0696.

March 16, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning second round questions.
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!

March 20, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 30. [
'

March 23, 1981 Letter to applicant transmitting the 10th set of round
one questions to cover the area of the Power Systems
Branch.'

March 26, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning Human Factors Control Room
Design Review / Site Visit.

|

|

March 27, 1981 Letter from applicant submitting his generic Generating
Stations Emergency Plan.

March 31, 1981 Order granting time extension to April 13, 1981, for
Rockford League of Women Voters to respond to applicant's
petition.

-1

March 31, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning seismic analysis.

April 9, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning meeting review to discuss
and resolve open issues related to analyses of mechanical
systems and piping.

April 15, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning staff review of instru-
mentation and control systems.

April 21, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning utilization of ASME' Code
Case N-292.

April 30, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting information on four
potential problem areas in the design and analysis of the i

'instrumentation and control systems.;

.

May 4, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning qualification of
inspection, examination, and testing and audit personnel.

'

May 5, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning natural 1

circulation cooldown. '

May 5, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning engineering
evaluation of the H. B. Robinson reactor coolant system
leak on January 29, 1981.'

1
'

May 6, 1981 Meeting held with reviewers to discuss staff plan for the
resolution of'the seismic design margin,s question.

May 11-13, 1981 Representatives from NRC, CE, Westinghouse, and Sargent &
Lundy meet in Bethesda, Md. to discuss and resolve open
issues on analyses of mechanical systems and piping.
(Summary issued July 21, 1981.)

May 13, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning a special team
appraisal of the emergency preparedness programs at all
plants.

' Byron SER A-9
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I

May 18, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning guard training and
| qualification plan.
t

May 19-20, 1981 Representatives from NRC, CE, EPA, DOI, COE, state and
local government officials meet at the Byron site to tour
and review the Byron Environmental Report and site safety
aspects of the FSAR. (Summary issued June 4, 1981.)

i May 19, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning control room design
,

review.
1

May 20, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning use of ASME Code Case
N-295 and N-292.

!

May 22, 1981 Letter from NRC to Westinghouse transmitting " Acceptance:

; for Referencing of Licensing Topical Report WCAP 9500."

l May 29, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning projected plant completion
date.;

!. June 1, 1981 Order issued by the Commission extending the time to
l review the denial of the petition of the Rockford League
j of Women Voters to June 15, 1981.

June 3, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning use of ASME Code
Case N-292.

i June 3, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning fire protection program.

June 3, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning a meeting to be held in
j Bethesda, Md. on July 7-10, 1981.

June 3, 1981 Letter from applicant (generic) concerning Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations.

June 10, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning staff evaluation of
Item I.C.1, special low power testing.

Junell,k981 Letter to applicant concerning staff evaluation of,

Item I.C.1 for Westinghouse facilities.

June 12, 1981' Letter from applicant concerning drawings referenced in
FSAR Amendment 31.

:

June 15, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning Byron environmental
| review.

June 15, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning change in
implementing schedule for submission and evaluation.

. June 17, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning Byron environmental
review.

Byron SER A-10
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!

!

| June 18, 1981 Meeting at Bethesda, Md. with Westinghouse Owners' Group
j and NRC to discuss emergency operating procedures.
!
j June 19, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning construction completion

schedule.'

June 22, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning control of heavy loads..

June 22, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting additional information for
the independent structural analyses.i

June 25, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting the affidavit of
j service for FSAR Amendment 31.

July 1, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning steam generator
overfill.;

July 6, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning INP0 evaluation
i reports.
1

i July 8, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting additional information for
; the radiation protection program.

July 9, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning privacy and
proprietary material in emergency plans.

July 10, 1981 Letter ta applicant concerning the review of the Byron
review.

July 13, 1981 Letter from applicant advising that all correspondence
should in ti.e future be addressed to Louis 0. De1 George,
Director of Licensing.

July 15, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning Byron environmental
review.

l

July 15, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning nrompt notification in the
event of an emergency.

July 15, 1981 Order issued by the Commission extending to July 31, 1981
the time to review the Director's Denial of the Rockford
League of Women Veters' petition.

.

July 16, 1981 Internal meeting of reviews for Byron. (Summary issued
July 20, 1981.)

i July 23, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning Byron safety review.

July 23, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning Byron environmental
review.

July 24, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning additional information
regarding structural design.

Byron SER A-11
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July 31, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning steam generator
overfill (formerly issued July 1,1981).

July 31, 1981 Order issued by the Commission extending to August 21,
1981 the time to review the Director's Decision of the
Rockford League of Women Voters' petition.

.

July 31, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning utilization of ASME Code
Case N-235.

August 7, 1981 Letter to applicant (generic) concerning simulator
examinations.

August 11, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning reports referenced in
environmental report.

August 12, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet in Bethesda, Md. to
discuss the interim results of their seismic reanalysis

of Byron plant. (Summary issued September 16, 1981.)

August 13, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning OL Environmental Report.

August 13-14, 1981 Representatives form NRC and CE meet at the Byron station
to review liquid, gaseous, and solid radwaste-equipment
and discuss draft SER on Sections 6.5.1 and 11.2.11.4.

August 17, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning a response to NRC
Generic Letter 81-01.

August 18, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 32.
>,

August 19, 1981 Scheduling order issued by the ASLB setting firm dates>

for discovery, motions, prehearing conferences.'

August 24, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning the review of geotechnical
engineering.

j August 28, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning FSAR revisions.

; August 28, 1981 Letter from applicant regarding the training program for
SCRE.

,

i August 31, 1981 Letter from applicant regarding fire protection program.

September 2, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning FSAR review by Quality
Assurance Branch.

September 3, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning structural engineering
review.

4

September 3, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning RSB FSAR review.

September 8-11, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE visit the Byron site to
review Byron corporate and plant management cc abilities.

,
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September 9, 1981 Revised schedule issued by the Board for DES, FES, SER,
and SER Supplement. l

September 14, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning additional information for
MEB review, seismic margin.

September 15, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning construction completion
schedule.

September 16, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning soil-structure
interaction.

September 17, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning Byron safety review.

September 17-18, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet in Byron, IL to
discuss concerns of RSB. (Summary issued December 11,1981.)

September 18, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning responses to FSAR
questions.

September 21-25, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet at Westinghouse
offices, Bethesda, Md. to discuss the Instrumentation and
Control Systems Branch review. (Summary issued
October 27, 1981.)

September 22, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning response to NUREG-0612,
control of heavy loads.

September 28-29, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CF meet in Chicago offices
of Sargent & Lundy to discuss Containment Systems Branch
review. (Summary issued November 9,1981. )

September 29, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning schedule requirements.

October 5, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning control room design
review.

October 5, 1981 Letter from applicant regarding criteria for training
instructors.

October 5, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning responses to FSAR
questions.

October 5, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning responses to FSAR
questions regarding training in methods to control or
mitigate an accident in which the core is severely
damaged.

October 5, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning Appendix E to FSAR.

Octcber 6, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning information requested for
transient analysis.
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October 6, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning response to generic
Letter 81-29, simulator examinations.

October 7, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning seismic and dynamic
qualification of equipment.

October 8. 1981 Letter from applicant concerning supplemental response to
Question 372.28.

'ic tobe r 14, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning responses to FSAR
questions.

October 14, 1981 Letter from applicant concernir.g OL Environmental Report.

October 14, 1981 Representatives from NRC, CE, and Sargent & Lundy meet at
the site to discuss questions raised by RAB. (Summary
issued Lavember 10, 1981.)

October 15, 1981 Representatives from NRt and CE meet in Bethesda, Md. to
discuss responses to Power Systems Branch auestions.
(Summary issued November 30, 1981.)

October ?6, 1981 Letter from applicant cor:erning FSAR Amendment 33.

October 20, 1981 Letter from applicant submitting his generic Generating
Stations Emergency Plan.

October 20-23, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet in Chicago to
conduct a design audit by the Structural Engineering
Branch. (Summary issued November 20, 1981.)

October 21, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet in Bethesda, Md. to
discuss environmental qualification of equipment.
(Summary issued October 26, 1981.)

October 21, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning Appendix R of 10 CFR 50,
Fire Protection Rule.

October 23, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning environmental questions
for OL review.

October 27, 1981 Memorandum and Order issued by the ASLB. The motion for
sanctions is granted and the Intervenor, Fockford League
of Women Voters, is dismissed as a party. The Rockford
League's motion for sanctions against the applicant is
denied.

October 27, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting responses to'FSAR
* questions on the auxiliary feedwater system.

October 27, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning FSAR questions from the
Mechanical Engineering Branch.

Byron SER A-14
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October 28, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet in Bethesda, Md. to
discuss Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch
questions. (Summary issued November 30, 1981.)

October 28, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning use of ASME Code Case
N-235.

,

| October 30, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning the auxiliary feedwater
system.

$ October 30, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning solid radwaste volume
reduction system.

; October 30, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning solid radwaste volume
reduction.

' October 30, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning construction progress.
Byron 1 is 78 percent complete, and Byron 2 is 63 percent
complete.

November 3, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet at Westinghouse
offices in Bethesda, Md. to discuss methodology and4

findings of the applicant's control room review report.
(Summary issued November 9, 1981.)

November 4, 1981 Letter to applicant transmitting an affidavit.of service
for FSAR Amendment 33.

November 9, 1981 Order issued by the ASLB. The intervenor is warned to
comply with the Board's orders or risk being dismissed.

November 9,1981 Letter from applicant concerning update of EQEE testing*

; schedules.

' November 10, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet in Bethesda, Md. to
discuss the environmental qualification of equipment.

t (Summary issued November 30, 1981.)
'

| November 10, 1981- Letter.to applicant concerning review of unresolved
safety issues in the Byron SER.

4

i November 10, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning a deficiency in the
volume control tank level control system. '

November 10, 1981 Order issued by the Appeal Panel extending the exception -
date on motion of the Rockford League of Women Voters.,

*

The new date shall commence to run on date of service of
the League's order (November 6, 1981).

; November 10, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning auxiliary feedwater
reliability,

o
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November 12-13, 1981 Representatives from NRC, CE, and Sargent & Lundy meet in !
Chicago to discuss questions from the Instrumentation and
Control Systems Branch. (Summary issued December 7,
1981.)

,

November 12, 1981 Order issued by the ASLB denying the applicant's motion
for imposition of sanctions.

November 12, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning a preliminary design
assessment of the control room.

,

November 13, 1981 Letter from applicant conc'erning the structiiral design
audit. -

November 13, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning the emergency operations
facility.

_

November 16, 1981 Letter to applicant transmitti')g two copies of the OL
DES. The additional copies will be forwarded when they
have returned from the staff contractor printer.

November 17, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting additional information.

November 17, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet'in Bethesda, Md. to
discuss initial questions and comments'concerning the
auxiliary feedwater system reliability study. (Summary
issued Decemt'er 3,1981. ) ~

4

November 17-19, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet in Byron, 11. to
conduct a review of the Byron control room. (Summary
issued December 7,198'1. )

November 18, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning unresolved safety
issues. "

November 18, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning physical security plan.

November 18, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning request for additional
information, quality assurance program.

November 18, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning long-term operability of
deep draft pumps.

'

,

November 19, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting FSAR Amendment 34.,

i

-November- 19, 1981 Memorandum and Order issued by the ASLAB (ASLAB-659).
~

<

The applicant's motion for. reconsideration of the
:

November 10, 1981' order is denied.
. -

November 20, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting additi6nal financialj
information.

November 23, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning structural design audit.
;;

-

s
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:

November 25, 1981 Letter to applicant transmitting 20 copies of the DES.
:

November 25, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting the response to
geotechnical Questions 241.6 and 241.7.

November 30, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning additional information
requested concerning the MTEB Review.

November 30, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning the Byron safety review,
guidance from SEB.

q

November 30, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning additional information1

requested for Byron initial test program.
f

1 December 1, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet in Byron, IL to
i resolve open items.in the Auxiliary Systems Branch

review. (Summary issued December 28, 1981.)

: December 2, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning a schedule for
' responding to FSAR questions.

i December 3, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet in Bethesda, Md.,
Md. to discuss open items from the Geotechnical''

Engineering Branch review. (Summary issued January 6,
i 1982.)
!

December 3, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning asymmetric blowdown loads.

December 4, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting Amendment No. 35 to
the FSAR.

December 4, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
concerning the RSB review.

December 7, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning SER open items.

December 7,.1981 Letter from applicant concerning control room design
review.

December 8, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet in Bethesda, Md.,
to discuss the status of the unresolved safety
issues. (Summary issued December 17, 1981.)

December 8, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning a response to NRC'

Question 371.9.

December 8-9, 1981 Rapresentatives from NRC and CE meet in Bethesda, Md.,
to discuss the applicant's unsatisfactory response to
Question 040 from Power Systems Branch, Power Section.
(Summary issued December 16, 1981.)

i

i

!
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December 9, 1,981 Representatives from NRC & CEC meet in Bethesda, Md.,
to discuss Questions 421.19 and 421.22 and Q-list and
deviations from Reg. Guide 1.94. (Summary issued
December 15, 1981.)j

December 9, 1981. Representatives from NRC and CE Meet in Bethesda, Md.,
to discuss the open items in the Instrumentation and
Control Systems Branch review. (Summary issued
December 18, 1981.)

December 11, 1981 Letter from applicant providing additional financial
information and booklets.

December 15, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning auxiliary feedwater
system reliability.

i

December 15, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning physical security plan.'

December 15, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning construction completion
schedule.4

December 16, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting an affidavit of
service for Amendment 34 to the FSAR.

December 16, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting an affidavit of
service for Amendment 35 to the FSAR.,

December 17, 1981 Representatives from CE and NRC meet in Silver Spring,4

Md. to discuss the physical security plan for Byron.i

December 17, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning site drainage.
,

December 18, 1981 Letter from applicant to implement a program of emergency
; operating procedures.

December 18, 1981 Letter from applicant committing to install a standby
condensate cleanup system.

December 22, 1981 Represen.atives from NRC and CE meet in Westinghouse;

offices in Bethesda, Md., to discuss concerns in the
Geotechnical Section of HGEB, primarily the design-basis
sinkhole.

- December 22, 1981 Representatives from NRC and CE meet in Westinghouse
offices to discuss concerns in the Structural Engineering
Branch review and turbine missile concerns in MTEB.

December 23, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting responses to NRC
requests for additional information.

December 24, 1981 Letter from applicant providing a description of
procedures to be employed to cover crane operations.

,
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i
December 28, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting responses to NRC FSAR

'

questions.

December 29, 1981 Letter from applicant regarding FSAR Section 13.5.1.
4

December 29, 1981 Letter from applicant informing NRC that procedures'

required by NUREG-0727 will be available and implemented
before fuel loading.

I

December 29, 1981 Letter from applicant regarding shift staffing levels.

December 30, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting information requested
'

by the Effluent Treatment Systems Branch and responses to
' Procedures and Test Review Branch questions regarding the

Initial Test Program.
! December 31, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning SER Review Questions.

December 31, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting responses to NRC FSAR
questions.

January 2, 1982 Letter from applicant transmitting advance FSAR
information that will be included in the next amendment.

January 5, 1982 Letter from applicant transmitting responses to NRC.

requests for additional information.

January 5, 1982 Representatives from NRC amd CE meet in Westinghouse
Offices in Bethesda, Md., to discuss the ",tatus of
weld preservice/ inservice inspection program related to.,

j the Byron station.

January 6, 1982 Letter from applicant transmitting advance FSAR
information which will be included in the next amendment.

January 6, 1982 Representatives from NRC and CE meet at the Westinghouse
offices in Bethesda, Md., to discuss concerns of
Chemical Engineering Branch and review Byron fire
protection program.

January 7, 1982 Letter from applicant transmitting advance FSAR
information which will be incorporated into the next
amendment.

| January 8, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning hydrogen storage area.

! January 9, 1982 Letter from applicant transmitting advance FSAR
information which will be incorporated into the next
amendment.

January 12, 1982 Letter from applicant transmitt'ing advance FSAR
information which will be included in the next .smendment.
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January 13, 1982 Letter from applicant transmitting advance FSAR
information which will be included in the next amendment.

January 14, 1982 Letter from applicant transmitting advance FSAR
information which will be included in the next amendment.

January 15, 1982 Letter from applicant transmitting advance FSAR
information which will be included in the next amendment.

January 18, 1982 Letter from applicant transmitting advance FSAR
information which will be included in the next amendment.

January 19, 1982 Letter from applicant transmitting advance FSAR
information which will be included in the next amendment.

January 19, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information on
preservice inspection program.

January 19, 1982 Representatives from NRC and CE meet in Westinghouse
offices in Bethesda, Md., to discuss concerns of
Geotechnical Engineering Section regarding solution
basins at Byron.

January 20, 1982 Letter to applicant concerning plans for use of
Westinghouse Model 0 Steam Generators.

January 21, 1982 Letter from applicant transmitting advance FSAR
information which will be included in the next amendment.

January 22, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional geological
information.

January 22, 1982 Letter to applicant concerning the Byron control room
design review.

January 22, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting advance FSAR
information which will be included in the next amendment.

|

4
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Nuclear Power Plants, Report to Congress," December 1977..

! -- , NUREG-0452, " Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse
Pressurized Water Reactors," Revision of May 1978, June 1978, andi

Revision 2, July 1980.

-- , NUREG-0460, " Anticipated Transients Without Scram for Light Water
Reactors," Vol. 3, December 1978.

-- , NUREG-0577, " Potential for low Fracture Toughness, and Lamellar Tearing
on PWR Steam renerator and Reactor Coolant Pipe Supports," October 1979.

i
'

-- , NUREG-0578, " Analysis of Comments on 10 CFR Part 72," November 1980.

-- , NUREG-0588, " Interim Staff Position on Environmental Qualification of
Safety-Related Electrical Equipment," November 1979.

-- , NUREG-0609, " Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on PWR Primary Systems," January
1981.

-- , NUREG-0611, " Generic Evaluation of Feedwater Transients and Small Break
Loss-of-Coolant Accidents in Westinghouse-Designed Operating Plants,":

January 1980.

-- , NUREG-0612, " Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants, Resolution
| of Generic Technical Activity A-36," July 1980.

-- , NUREG-0630, " Cladding Swelling and Rupture Models for LOCA Analysis,",

April 1980.

-- , NUREG-0635, " Generic Evaluation of Feedwater Transients and Small Break
Loss-of-Coolant Accidents in Combustion Engineering-Designed Operating

: Plants," February 1980.

-- , NUREG-0654, " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological
Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power
Plants," February 1980 (Revision 1, November '1980; Revision 2, October
1981).

| -- , NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident,"
2 Vol. 1, May 1980.

--- ,'NUREG-0696, " Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities,"
- July 1980.
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-- , NUREG-0700, " Guidelines for Control Room Design Reviews," September
1981.

-- , NUREG-0712, " Safety Evaluation Report Related to Operation of San Onofre
Nuclear Plant, Units 2 and 3," February 1981.

-- , NUREG-0731, " Draft Guidelines for Utility Manarg eut Structure and Tech-
nical Resources," September 1980.

-- , NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," November
1980.

-- , NUREG-0798, " Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of Enrico
Fermi Atomic Power Plant," July 1981.

-- , NUREG-0799, "Draf t Criteria for Preparation of Emergency Operating
Procedures," June 1981.

-- , NUREG-0800 (formerly NUREG-75/087), " Standard Review Plan for Review of
Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants--LWR Edition," July
1531.

-- , NUREG-0834, "NRC Licensee Assessments," August 1981.

-- , NUREG-0847, " Safety Evakation Report Related to Operation of Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant," in preparation.

-- , NUREG-0853, " Safety Evaluation Report Related to Operation of Clinton
Power Station, Unit 1," . January 1982.

-- , NUREG/CR-0098, " Development of Criteria for Seismic Review of Selected
Nuclear Power Plants," Consulting Eng. Services, June 1978.

-- , NUREG/CR-0130, "Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory, " Technology,
Safety, and Costs of Decommissioning a Reference Pressurized Water
Reactor Power Station," June 1978; Addendum, August 1979.

-- , NUREG/CR-0660, " Enhancement of Onsite Emergency Diesel Generator
Reliability," University of Dayton Research Institute, February 1979.

-- , NUREG/CR-1389, Steyaert, L. T., et al., " Estimating Water Equivalent Snow
Depth From Related Meteorological Variables," May 1980.

-- , NUREG/CR-1577, Barstow, N. L., et al., "An Approach to Seismic Zonation
for Siting Nuclear Electric Power Generating Facilities in the Eastern
United States," 1981.

-- , NUREG/CR-1577, Nuttli, O. W., and K. G. Brill, "An Approach to Seismic
Zonation for Siting Nuclear Electric Power Generating Facilities in the
Eastern United States," Rondout Associates, May 1981.

-- , NUREG/CR-1581, Bernreuter, D. L., " Seismic Hazard Analysis," Vol. 4,
1981.
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-- , NUREG/CR-1581, Bernreuter, D. L., " Seismic Hazard Analysis," Vol. 5, 1981.

i -- , NUREG/CR-1582, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, " Seismic Hazard Analysis.
A Methodology for the Eastern United States," Vol. 2, August 1980.

,

-- , NUREG/CR-1582, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, " Seismic Hazard Analysis,i

Solicitation of Expert Opinion," Vol. 3, August 1980.

-- , NUREG/CR-1606, "An Evaluation of Condensation-Induced Waterhammer on
Preheat Steam Generators," Brookhaven National Lab, September 1980.i

U.S. Weather Bureau, " Seasonal Variation of the Probable Maximum Precipitation
East of the 105th Meridian for Areas From 10 to 1000 Square Miles and
Duration of 6, 12, 24 and 48 hours," Hydrometeorological Report No. 33,

4 - Washington, DC, April 1956.

Westinghouse, Topical Report WCAP-7769, " Overpressure Protection for
Westinghouse Pressurized Reactors," Rev. 1, October 8, 1971.

-- ,-Topical Report WCAP-7788, "An Evaluation of the Rod Ejection Accident in-
Westinghouse Reactors Using Spatial Kinetics Methods," Rev.1.

: -- , Topical Report WCAP-7921-AR, " Damping Valves of Nuclear Power Plant Com-
ponents," August 21, 1973.;

-- , Topical Report WCAP-8082A, " Selection of Pipe Breaks for Loss-of-Coolant
Analysis," July 19, 1973.

! -- , Topical Report WCAP-8312A, " Westinghouse Mass and Energy Release Data for
Containment Design,"

-- ,-Topical Report WCAP-8324A, " Control of Delta Ferrite in Austenitic Stainless
: Steel Weldments," June 27, 1974.

-- , Topical Report WCAP-8567, " Improved Thermal Design Procedure," September 1,
1975.

-- , Topical Report WCAP-8577, "The Application of Preheat Temperatures After
Welding of Pressure Vessel Steels," February 2,1976.

-- , Topical Report'WCAP-8584, " Failure Mode and Effects Analysis of the
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System,"

-- , Topical Report WCAP-8587, " Environmental Qualification of Westinghouse4

Class IE Equipment," Rev. 2, March 2,1979.

-- , Topical Report WCAP-8693, " Delta Ferrite in Production of Austenitic
Stainless Steel Weldments," January 1976.'

!

|
-- , Topical Report WCAP-8821, "TRANFLO Steam Generator Code Description,"

| -- , Topical Report WCAP-8822, " Mass and Energy Release Following a Main-
~

Steamline Break,"

!
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-- , Topical Report WCAP-9198, " Reactor Vessel Head Drop Analyses," January 13,
1978.

-- , Topical Report WCAP-9226, " Reactor Core Response to Excessive Secondary
Steam Releases," Rev. 1, February 1, 1978.

-- , Topical Report WCAP-9220, " Westinghouse ECCS Evaluation Model," February 1978.

-- , Topical Report WCAP-9292, " Dynamic Fracture Toughness of ASME SA-508
Class 2a and ASME SA-533 Grade A Class 2 Base and Heat-Affected Zone
Material and Applicable Weld Metals," March 17, 1978.

-- , Topical Report WCAP-9401, " Verification Testing and Analyses of the 17 x 17
Optimized Fuel Assembly," March 2, 1981.

-- , Topical Report WCAP-9500, " Reference Core Report 17 x 17 Optimized Fuel
Assembly," July 30, 1979.

-- , Topical Report WCAP-9517, " Commonwealth Edison Co. Byron Station Unit No.1
Reactor Vessel Radiation Surveillance Program," July 1979.

-- , Topical Report WCAP-9600, " Report on Small Break Accidents for Westinghouse
NSSS System," June 1979.

-- , Topical Report WCAP-10019, " Summary Report in Reactor Vessel Integrity for
Westinghouse Operating Plants," December 1981.

Williamson, R. A. and R. R. Alvery, " Impact Effect of Fragments ' Striking
Structural Elements," Revised edition, Holmes and Narver, Inc., Resource
Sciences Corporation, Orange, CA, 1973.

Industry Codes and Standards

American Concrete Institute (ACI), 318-71, " Building Code Requirements for
Reinforced Concrete."

-- , 348, " Code Requirement for Nuclear Safety-Related Concrete Structures"

American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC). " Specifications for the Design,
Fabrication, and Erection of Structural Steel for Building," Sixth
Edition

American National Standards Institute (ANSI), A58-1.-1972 "American National
Standard Building Code Requirements for Minimum Design Loads in Buildings
and Other Structures"

-- , B31.1, " Code for Pressure Piping"

-- , B31.1.0, " Power Piping"

-- , B96.1, -1967, " Specification for Welded Aluminum-Alloy Field-Erected
-Storage Tanks."

-- , MC11.1-1975, " Quality Standard for Instrument Air' (ISA S7.3)
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-- , N18.1-1971, " Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel"

-- , N18.7-1971 ar.d N18.7-1972, " Administrative Control and Quality Assurance for
the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants"

-- , N18.17-1973, " Industrial Security for Nuclear Power Plants," Section 4.3.

-- , N45.2-1971, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Power
Plants"

-- , N45.2.2-1972, " Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, Storage and Handling of
Items for Nuclear Power Plants"

-- , N45.2.3-1973, " Housekeeping During the Construction Phase of Nuclear
Power Plants"

-- , N45.2.4-1972, " Installation, Inspection, and Testing Requirements for
Instrumentation and Electric Equipment During the Construction of Nuclear
Power Generating Stations" (also designated as IEEE Standard 336-1971)

N45.2.5-1974, " Supplementary Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation,---

Inspection, and Testing of Structural Concrete and Structural Steel During
the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants"

-- , N45.2.6-1978, " Qualifications of Inspection, Examination, and Testing
Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants"

-- , N45.2.8-1975, " Supplementary Quality Assurance Requirements for Installa-
tion, Inspection, and Testing of Mechanical Equipment and Systems for the
Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants"

-- , N45.2.9-1974, " Requirements for Collection, Storage, and Maintenance of
Quality-Assurance Records for Nuclear Power Plants"

-- , N45.2.10-1973, " Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions"

-- , N45.2.11-1974, " Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear
Power Plants"

-- , N45.2.13-1976, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Control of Procurement
of Items and Services for Nuclear Power Plants"

-- , N101.2-1972, " Protective Coatings (Paints) for Light Water Nuclear Reactor
Containment Facilities"

-- , N101.4-1972, " Quality Assurance for Protective Coatings Applied to Nuclear
Facilities"

-- , N195, " Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators"

-- , N237, " Standard P rce Term Specification," March 9,1976.
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American National Standards Institute /American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ANSI /ASME), N45.2-1977," Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclears

Facilities"

-- , N45.2.12-1977, " Requirements for Auditing of Quality Assurance Programs
for Nuclear Power Plants"

-- , N45.2.23-1978, " Qualification of Quality Assurance Program Audit Personnel
for Nuclear Power Plants"

American Nuclear Society (ANS), 58.8, Rev. 2, " Time Response Design Criteria for
Safety-Related Operator Actions"

American Nuclear Society /American National Standards Institute (ANS/ ANSI),
ANS-3.2/ ANSI-N18.7-1976, " Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance
for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants"

American Petroleum Institute (API), 620 , " Recommended Rules for Design and
' Construction of Large, Welded Low-Pressure Storage Tank, Fourth Edition,
'

February 1970

-- , 650, " Welded Steel Tanks for Oil Storage," Third Edition, July 1966

American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), Paper No. 3269, " Wind Forces on Structure,"
Transcripts of the GSCE, Vol 126, Part III, 1961

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section III, Division 2, " Concrete Reactor
Vessels and Containments," April 1973

-- , Section III, Summer 1977 Addenda, Subsection NC

I -- , Section XI, 1977 Edition, including Addenda through Summer 1978

- American Society for Nondestructive Testing, SNT-TC-1A-1975, " Recommended Practice
for Nondestructive Testing Personnel Qualification and Certification"

American Society of Testing MateriaT (ASTM), D-1586, " Standard Penetration
Test Procedure" Penetration Test Procedure"

:

-- , E-185-73, " Standard Recommended Practice for Surveillance Tests for Nuclear
Reactor Vessel"

-- , E-208 " Standard Method for Conducting Dropweight Tcst to ' Determine Ni1 ductility
,

Transition Temperature of Ferritic Steels">

i American Water Works Association (AWWA), D100, " Storage Tanks"

Diesel-Engine Manufacturers Association (DEMA), Standards
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General Services Administration, Federal Supply Service, Standardization
Division, W-A-0045-0B (GSA-FSS), " Alarm Systems, Interior Security, Com-
ponents for," Interim Federal Specification, February 16, 1973

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 279, " Criteria for
Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

-- , 387-1977, " Standard Criteria for Diesel Generator Units Applied as Standby
Power Supplies for Nuclear Pcwer Generating Stations"

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), 13, " Standard for Installation of
Sprinkler Systems"

-- , 14, " Standpipe and Hose System for Sizing, Spacing, and Pipe Support
Requirements"

-- , 15, " Standard for Water Spray Fixed System"

Underwriters' Laboratories, UL 752, " Bullet Resisting Equipment," February 18,
1974, Fifth Edition (approved by American National Standard ANSI
Section 4.6-1973).
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APPENDIX C
,

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC)
UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES

C.1 Unresolved Safety Issues

The NRC staff evaluates the safety requirements used in its reviews against new
information as it becomes available. Information related to the safety of
nuclear power plants comes from a variety of sources including experience from'

operating reactors; research results; NRC staff and Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) safety reviews; and vendor, architect / engineer, and
utility design reviews. Each time a new concern or safety issue is identified'

from one or more of these sources, the need for immediate action to ensure safe
operation is assessed. This assessment includes consideration of the generict

implications of the issue.

In some cases, immediate action is taken to ensure safety, for example, the
derating of boiling water. reactors as a result of the channel box wear problems
in 1975. In other cases, interim measures, such as modifications to operating-
procedures, may be sufficient to allow further study of the issue before making
licensing decisions. In most cases, however, the initial assessment indicate

i that immediate licensing actions or changes in licensing criteria are not
necessary. In any event, further study may be deemed appropriate to make
judgments as to whether existing NRC staff requirements should be modified to
address the issue for new plants or if backfitting is appropriate for the
long-term operation of plants already under construction or in operation.

These issues are sometimes called " generic safety issues" because they are
related to a particular class or type of nuclear facility rather than to a

;

specific plant. These issues have also been referred to as " unresolved safety>

issues" (NUREG-0410, "NRC Program for the Resolution of Generic Issues Related
to Nuclear Power Plants," dated January 1,1978). However, as discussed above,
such issues are considered on a generic basis only after the staff has made an
initial determination that the safety significance of the issue does not

.

prohibit continued operation or require licensing actions while the longer term
generic review is ender way.+

C.2 ALAB-444 Requirements'

These longer term generic studies were the subject of a Decision by the Atomic'

Safety and Licensing Appeal Board of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The
Decision was issued on November 23, 1977 (ALAB-444) in connection with the
Appeal Board's consideration of the Gulf States Utility Company application for-

the River Bend Station, Units 1 and 2.-

I

t
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In the view of the Appeal Board,

In short, the board (and the public as well) should be in a position
to ascertain from the SER itself--without the need to resort to
extrinsic documents--the staff's perception of the nature and extent
of the relationship between each significant unresolved generic safety
question and the eventual operation of the reactor under scrutiny.
Once again, this assessment might well have a direct bearing upon the
ability of the licensing board to make the safety findings required
of it on the construction permit level even though the generic answer
to the question remains in the offing. Among other things, the
furnished information would likely shed light on such alternatively
important considerations as whether: (1) the problem has already
been resolved for the reactor under study; (2) there is a reasonable
basis for concluding that a satisfactory solution will be obtained
before the reactor is put in operation; or (3) the problem would have
no safety implications until after several years of reactor operation
and, should it not be resolved by then, alternative means will be
available to insure that continued operation (if permitted at all)
would not pose an undue risk to the public.

This appendix is specifically included to respond to the decision of the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Appeal Board as enunciated in ALAB-444 and as applied to
an operating license proceeding in Virginia Electric and Power Company (North
Anna Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-491, 8 NRC 245 (1978).

C.3 Unresolved Safety Issues

In a related matter, as a result of Congressional action on the Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission budget for Fiscal Year 1978, the Energy Reorganization Act of
1974 was amended (PL 95-209) on December 13, 1977 to include, among other
things, a new Section 210 as follows:

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES PLAN

SEC. 210. The Commission shall develop a plan providing for specif-
ication and analysis of unresolved safety issues relating to nuclear
reactors and shall take such action as may be necessary to implement
corrective measures with respect to such issues. Such plan shall be
submitted to the Congress on or before January 1, 1978 and progress
reports shall be included in the annual report of the Commission
thereafter.

The Joint Explanatory Statement of the House-Senate Conference Committee for
the Fiscal Year 1978 Appropriations Bill (Bill S.1131) provided the following
additional information regarding the Committee's deliberations on this portion
of the bill:
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SECTION 3 - UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES

The House amendment required development of a plan to resolve generic
safety issues. The conferees agreed to a requirement that the plan
be submitted to the Congress on or before January 1, 1978. The
conferees also expressed the intent that this plan should identify
and describe those safety issues, relating to nuclear power reactors,
which are unresolved on the date of enactment. It should set forth:
(1) Commission actions taken directly or indirectly to develop and
implement corrective measures; (2) further actions planned concerning
such measures; and (3) timetables and cost estimates of such actions.
The Commission should indicate the priority it has assigned to each
issue, and the basis on which priorities have been assigned.

In response to the reporting requirements of the new Section 210, the NRC staff
submitted to Congress on January 1,1978, a report, NUREG-0410, entitled "NRC
Program for the Resolution of Generic Issues Related to Nuclear Power Plants,"
describing the NRC generic issues program. The NRC program was already in
place when PL 95-209 was enacted and is of considerably broader scope than the
" Unresolved Safety Issues Plan" required by Section 210. In the letter trans-
mitting NUREG-0410 to the Congress on December 30, 1977, the Commission indicated
that "the progress reports, which are required by Section 210 to be included in
future NRC annual reports, may be more useful to Congress if they focus on the
specific Section 210 safety items."

It is the NRC's view that the intent of Section 210 was to ensure that plans
were developed and implemented on issues with potentially significant public
safety implications. In 1978, the NRC undertook a review of more than 130
generic issues addressed in the NRC program to determine which issues fit this
description and qualify as " Unresolved Safety Issues" for reporting to the
Congress. The NRC review included the development of proposals by the NRC
staff and review and final approval by the NRC Commissioners.

This review is described in a report NUREG-0510, " Identification of Unresolved
Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants - A Report to Congress," dated
January 1979. The report provides the following definition of an unresolved
safety issue:

An Unresolved Safety Issue is a matter affecting a number of
nuclear power plants that poses important questions concerning

{the adequacy of existing safety requiremnts for which a final '

resolution has not yet been developed and that involves conditions
not likely to be accepable over the lifetime of the plants it
affects.

Further, the report indicates that in applying this definition, matters that
pose "important questions concerning the adequacy of existing safety require-
ments" were judged to be those for which resolution is necessary to (1) compensate
for a possible major reduction in the degree of protection of the public health
and safety, or (2) provide a potentially significant decrease in the risk to
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the public health and safety. Quite simply, an unresolved safety issue is
potentially significant from a public safety standpoint and its resolution is
likely to result in NRC action on the affected plants.

All of the issues addressed in the NRC program were systematically evaluated
against this definition as described in NUREG-0510. As a result, 17 unresolved.
safety issues addressed by 22 tasks in the NRC program were identified. The
issues are listed below. Progress on these issues was first discussed in the j

1978 NRC Annual Report. The number (s) of the generic task (s) (for example,
A-1) in the NRC program addressing each issue is indicated in parentheses
following the title.

Unresolved Safety Issues (Applicable Task Nos.)

(1) Waterhammer - (A-1)

(2) Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on the Reactor Coolant System - (A-2)

(3) Pressurized Water Reactor Steam Generator Tube Integrity - (A-3, A-4, A-5)

(4) BWR Mark I and Mark II Pressure Suppression Containments - (A.6, A-7, A-8,
A-39)

(5) Anticipated Transients Without Scram - (A-9)

(6) BWR Nozzle Cracking - (A-10)

(7) Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness - (A-11)

(8) Fracture. Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor. Coolant Pump
Supports - (A-12)

(9) Systems Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants - (A-17)

(10) Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment -
(A-24)

(11) Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection - (A-26)

(12) Residual Heat Removal Requirements - (A-31)

(13) Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel - (A-36)

(14) Seismic Design Criteria - (A-40)

(15) Pipe Cracks at Boiling Water Reactors - (A-42).

(16) Containment Emergency Sump Reliability - (A-43)

(17) Station Blackout - (A-44)
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i In the view of the staff, the unresolved safety issues listed above are the
substantive safety issues referred to by the Appeal Board in ALAB-444 when it
spoke of "...those generic problems under continuing study which have...

,| potentially significant public safeto implications." Eight of the 22 tasks
identified with the unresolved safs ty issues are not applicable to Byron Units2

1 and 2, and 6 of these 8 tasks (A-6, A-7, A-8, A-39, A-10, and A-43) are
peculiar to boiling water reactors. Tasks A-4 and A-5 address steam generator
tube problems in Combustion Engineering and Babcock and Wilcox plants. With
regard to the remaining 14 tasks that are applicable to this facility, the NRC*

staff has issued NUREG reports providing its proposed resolution of six of,

these issues. Each of these has been addressed in this Safety Evaluation;'
Report or will be addressed in a future supplement. Table C.1 below listss

those issues and the section of-this SER in which they are discussed.

Table C.1 Six resolved safety issues

j Safety Evaluation
'

Task No. NUREG Report and Title Report Section

A-2 NUREG-0609, " Asymmetric 3.9.2.4
Blowdown Loads on PWR
Primary Systems"

'

A-9 NUREG-0460, Vol. 4, 15.3.6
" Anticipated Transients
Without Scram for Light
Water Reactors"

A-24 NUREG-0588, " Interim Staff 3.11
Position on Environmental
Qualification of Safety-

1 Related Electrical Equipment"

A-26 NUREG-0224, " Reactor Vessel 5.2.2.2
Pressure Transient Protection
for Pressurized Water Reactors"
and NUREG-0800, BTP RSB S-2

,

A-31 NUREG-0800, SRP Section 5.4.7 5.4.3
and BTP 5-1, " Residual Heat>

i Removal Systems" incorporate
requirements of USI A-31.

A-36 NUREG-0612, " Control of 9.1.5
Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power

i Plants"
,

The remaining issues applicable to this facility are listed below.
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Generic Tasks Addrassing Unresolved Safety Issues |
iThat Are Applicable to Byron Units 1 and 2

(1) A-1 Waterhammer

(2) A-3 Westinghouse Steam Generator Tube Integrity

(3) A-11 Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness

(4) A-12 Potential for low Fracture Toughness of Stear Generator and Reactor
Coolant Pump Supports

(5) A-17 Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants

(6) A-40 Seismic Design Criteria

(7) A-43 Containment Emergency Sump Reliability

(8) A-44 Station Blackout

With the exception of Tasks A-43, and A-44, Task Action Plans for the generic
tasks above are included in NUREG-0649, " Task Action Plans for Unresolved
Safety Issues Related to Nuclear Power Plants." The Task Action Plan for Task
A-43 was issued in January 1981, and the Task Action Plan for A-44 was issued
in July 1980. NUREG-0577 which represents staff resolution of USI A-12 was
issued for comment in November 1979. The proposed NUREG contained the Task
Action Plan for A-12. The information provided in NUREG-0649 meets most of
the informational requirements of ALAB-444. Each Task Action Plan provides a
description of the problem; the staff's approaches to its resolution; a general
discussion of the bases upon which continued plant licensing or operation can
proceed pending completion of the task; the technical organizations involved
in the task and estimates of the manpower required; a description of the inter-
actions with other NRC offices, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards and
outside organizations; estimates of funding required for contractor-supplied
technical assistance; prospective dates for completing the task; and a descrip-
tion of potential problems that could alter the planned approach on schedule.

In addition to the Task Action Plans, the staff issues the " Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation Unresolved Safety Issues Summary, Aqua Book" (NUREG-0606) on
a quarterly basis which provides current schedule information for each of the
unresolved safety issues. It als'o includes information relative to the imple-
mentation status of each unresolved safety issue for which technical resolution
is complete.

The staff has reviewed the eight unresolved safety issues listed above as they
relate to Byron. Discussion of each of these issues including references to
related discussions in the SER is provided below in Section C.S. Based on its
review of these items, the staff concludes, for the reasons set forth in
Section C.5, that there is reasonable ensurance that this facility can be
operated before the ultimate resolution of these generic issues, without
endangering the health and safety of the public.
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C.4 New Unresolved Safety Issues

An indepth and systematic review of generic safety concerns identified since
January 1979 has been performed by the staff to determine if any of these
issues should be designated as new unresolved safety issues. The candidate
issues originated from concerns identified in NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan as a
Result of the TMI-2 Accident;" ACRS recommendations; abnormal occurrence
reports; and other operating experience. The staff's proposed list was reviewed
and commented on by the ACRS, the Office of Analysis and Evaluation of Opera-
tional Data (AE00), and the Office of Policy Evaluation. The ACRS and AEOD
also proposed that several additional unresolved safety issues be considered by
the Commission. The Commission considered the above information and approved
the following four new unresolved safety issues:

A-45 Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements

A-46 Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants

A-47 Safety Implications of Control Systems

A-48 Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on
Safety Equipment

A description of the review process for candidate issues, together with a list
of the issues considered, is presented in NUREG-0705, " Identification of New
Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants, Special Report to
Congress," dated March 1981. An expanded discussion of each of the new unresolved
safety issues is also contained in NUREG-0705.

In addition to the four issues identified above, the Commission approved A-49,
" Pressurized Thermal Shock," is another USI in December 1981. The applicability
and bases for licensing before ultimate resolution of the five new USIs for
Byron are discussed in Section C.S.

C.5 Discussion of Tasks as They Relate to Byron Units 1 and 2

This section provides the NRC staff.'s evaluation of Byron Units 1 and 2 for
each of the applicable unresolved safety issues. This includes the staff's
bases for licensing before ultimate resolution of these issues. The staff's
conclusions are based in part on information provided by the applicant in his j
letter of January 1982 from T. Tramm to R. L. Tedesco, NRC. |

|

A-1 Waterhammer

Waterhammer events are intense pressure pulses in fluid systems caused by one
of a number of mechanisms and system conditions. Since 1971 there have been
more than 100 incidents involving waterhammer in pressurized-water reactors and
boiling-water reactors. The waterammers have involved steam generator
feedrings and pi,ing, decay heat removal systems, emergency core cooling
systems, containment spray lines, service water lines, feedwater lines, and
steamlines. Some of the most severe waterhammer events have occurred in the
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steam generator feedrings of pressurized-water reactors. System design changes
and_ testing requiremente necessary to prevent this type of waterhammer have
been implemented in accordance with recommendations provided in the Westinghouse
report " Minimization of Series D4/05 Steam Generator Preheating Pressure
Transient" dated October 15, 1977. Waterhammer protection features are discussed
in Section 10.4./ of this Safety Evaluation Report. The staff has concluded
that, subject to confirmation during the preoperational test program, the
feedwater system and steam generator design for Byron Units 1 and 2 with
respect to this potential waterhammer concern is acceptable.

With regard to protection against other potential waterhammer events currently
provided in plants, piping design codes require consideration of impact loads.
Approaches used at the design stage include: (1) increasing valve closure
times, (2) piping layout to preclude water slugs in steamlines and vapor
formation in water lines, (3) use of snubbers and pipe hangers, and (4) use of
vents and drains. In addition, the staff requires that the applicant conduct a
preoperational vibration dynamic effects test program in accordance with
Section III of the ASME Code for all ASME Class 1 and Class 2 piping systems
and piping restraints during startup and initial operation. These tests will
provide adequate assurance that the piping and piping restraints have been
designed to withstand dynamic effects from valve closures, pump trips, and other
operating modes associated with the design operational transients.

Nonetheless, in the unlikely event that a large pipe break did result from a
severe waterhammer event, core cooling is ensured by the emergency core cooling
systems and protection against the dynamic effects of such pipe breaks inside
and outside of containment is provided.

; The evaluation of these safety concerns is also being carried out on a generic
basis through the Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-1, Waterhammer. Previous NRC
staff views and concerns presented in NUREG-0582, " Water Hammer in Nuclear
Power Plants," July 1979, are being reassessed and updated based on reported
plant events through mid-CY 1981. Current assessments show that about one-half
of the waterhammer events have occurred in preoperational plant tests, as well
as the first year of commercial operation.

This suggests that a plant operation learning process is involved. Furthermore,
reported events show that about one-half of the waterhammer causes are induced
by plant procedure (i.e., operational); the remainder are related to plant
systems and valving designs. Also, it should be noted that only approximately
one-third of currently operational plants have experienced waterhammer events.
The picture that emerges is, therefore, somewhat different than reported in
NUREG-0582, and concluding systems evaluations and review of plant operating
procedures (on a generic basis) is continuing. It is expected that these
activities will set forth recommendations for minimizing waterhammer occurrence
and severity.

In the event that Task A-1 identifies same potentially significant waterhammer
scenarios which have not explicitly been accounted for in the design and opera-
tion of Byron, corrective measures will be required at that time. The task has
not as yet identified the need for requiring any additional measures beyond
those already being considered.
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Based on the foregoing, the staff concludes that Byron can be operated before
ultimate resolution of this generic issue without undue risk to the health and
safety of the public.

A-3 Westinghouse Steam Generator Tube Integrity

The primary concern is the capability of steam generator tubes to maintain
their integrity during normal operation and postulated accident conditions.

In addition, the requirement for increased steam generator tube inspections and
repairs have resulted in significant increases in occupational exposures to
workers. Corrosion resulting in steam generator tube wall thinning (wastage)
has been observed in several Westinghouse plants. However, plants operating
exclusively with an all-volatile secondary water treatment process have not
experienced this form of degradation. Another observed corrosion-related
phenomenon has been buildup of support plant corrosion products in the annulus
between the tubes and support plates. This buildup may eventually cause a
diametric reduction of the tubes (denting) and deformation of the tube support
plates. This phenomenon may lead to other problems, including stress-corrosion
cracking, leaks at the tube / support plate intersections, and U-bend section
cracking of tubes that were highly stressed because of support plate deformation.

The applicant has employed several measures (such as a secondary water chemistry
control and monitoring program) to minimize the onset of steam generator tube
problems, including the following:

Byron will operate an all-volatile secondary water treatment process.-

Inservice inspection requirements meet the requirements of Regulatory-

Guide 1.83.

Several steam generator design features are employed in Byron to limit the
regions where deposits could tend to accumulate and possibly cause corrosion.
To avoid extensive crevice areas in the tube sheet, the tubes are roll expanded
to the full depth of the tube sheet. A flow distribution plate located below
the preheat section encourages recirculation flow to sweep the tube sheet
before turning upward through the tube bundle. This plate also serves to
separate the tube sheet from the colder feedwater entering at the preheat
section. A separate auxiliary feedwater nozzle provided in the upper shell

,avoids introducing cold water into the preheat section. The tubes and tube !
sheet are analyzed in WCAP-7832 and confirmed to withstand the maximum accident !

loading condition.

The applicant is a member of the Steam Generator Owners' Group (SG0G). The
applicant's representatives regularly participated in these meetings to main-
tain awareness of industry experience and obtain updates on research in progress.
The applicant is also a member of Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI).-

There is no commercial experience of any duration with Model D4/D5 generators
at this time. However, Byron units are not scheduled for fuel loading until
April 1983 (Byron 1). By that time, information may be available from other
plants that can be factored into the applicant's procedures and controls.
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1

Recently the issue of steam generator tube degradation in Model D steam generators
has been raised in nondomestic Westinghouse plants (Ringhals 3) and in the
domestic McGuire Unit 1 plant. The issue relates to tube degradation resulting

,

L from the mechanical vibration phenomenon. Westinghouse is conducting a test
program to study this phenomenon. The staff's review of this issue as it'

relates to Byron is provided in Section 5.4.2 of this SER.

i Water chemistry will be controlled as described previously. Sludge lancing
1 will be used to control sludge if it forms. State-of-the-art chemical cleaning

will be considered on a case-by-case basis. ,

i

Additional measures will be taken as circumstances dictate. Industry experience
will be constantly monitored, as well as the results of the numerous Department
of Energy (DOE), NRC, EPRI, and SG0G programs now under way.

i Special attention during preoperational testing will be given to tube vibration
and potential wear as a result of movement in the tube support sheets and
antivibration bars.;

Task A-3 is' expected to result in improvements in NRC's current requirements
for inservice inspection of steam generator tubes. These improvements will
include a better statistical basis for inservice inspection program requirements

;

i and consideration of the cost / benefit of increased inspection. Pending
completion of Task A-3, the measures taken at this facility-should minimize the
steam generator tube problems encountered. Further, the inservice inspection'

and Technical Specification requirements will ensure that the applicant and the
| NRC staff are alerted to tube degradation should it occur. Appropriate actions

such as tube plugging, increased and more frequent inspections and power
derating could be taken if necessary. Because the improvements that will result
from Task A-3 will be procedural (such as an improved inservice inspection
program), they can be implemented by the applicant after of this facility
begins to operate, if necessary.

4

The staff has not completed its review of the Byron steam generators with-
regard to the issue of the mechanical vibration phenomenon. The staff will
report the results of this review in a supplement to this SER.4

A-11 Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness

j Resistance to brittle fracture, a rapidly propagating catastrophic failure mode
for a component containing flaws, is described quantitatively by a material'

property generally denoted as fracture toughness. Fracture toughness has>

different values and characteristics, depending on the material being considered.
For steels used in a nuclear reactor pressure vessel, three considerations are
important: first, fracture toughness increases with increasing temperature;

. ,

second, fracture toughness decreases with increasing load rates; and third,'

fracture toughness decreases with neutron irradiation.

In recognition of these considerations, power reactors are operated within-
;

pressure restrictions imposed by the Technical' Specifications in accordance'

i with Appendix G of 10 CFR 50 during heatup and cooldown operations.
i

{

_
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These restrictions ensure that the reactor vessel will not be subjected to a
combination of pressure and temperature that could cause brittle fracture of
the vessel if there were significant flaws in the vessel materials. The effect

| of neutron radiation on the fracture toughness of the vessel material is
'

accounted for in developing and periodically revising these Technical
Specification limitations.

Assurance of adequate fracture toughness of ferritic materials in the reactor
coolant pressure boundary (ASME Section III, Class 1 Components) is provided by
compliance with the requirements for fracture toughness testing included in,

| NB-2300 to Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, and Appendix G
! of 10 CFR 50.

The initial Charpy V-notch minimum upper-shelf fracture energy levels for the
reactor vessel beltline (including welds) is 75 ft-lb as required by Appendix G
of 10 CFR 50. The change in Charpy upper-shelf energy resulting from neutron
radiation is determined with respect to fluence and steel chemistry (especially
the copper content) to ensure adequate toughness over the life of the vessel.
The minimum upper-shelf energy of 50 f t-lb, as required by the latest version
of Appendix G of 10 CFR 50, is maintained throughout the life of the vessel.

|

The operating curves including pressure-temperature limitations are calculated
in accordance with Appendix G of 10 CFR 50 and ASME Code Section III, Appendix
G requirements. Changes in fracture toughness of the core region plates or
forgings, weldments and associated heat-affected zones because of radiation
damage will be monitored by a surveillance program that conforms with ASTM,

| E-185, " Recommended Practice for Surveillance Tests for Nuclear Reactor Vessels,"
| and Appendix H of 10 CFR 50. The evaluation of the radiation damage in this

surveillance program is based on preirradiation testing of Charpy V-notch,
; tensile, and 1/2-T compact tension specimens. The postirradiation testing will
I be carried out in accordance with the schedular requirements of Appendix H of
( 10 CFR 50. Specimens are irradiated in capsules located near the core midheight
| and are removable from the vessel at specified intervals.
i
,

The results of the radiation surveillance program will be used to verify that
| the ARTNDT predicted from the trend curves used to predict the effects of neutron
| fluence for the copper content of the reactor vessel is appropriate. Temperature

limits for preservice hydrotests and inservice leak and hydrotests will be
calculated in accordance with Appendix G of 10 CFR 50.

Therefore, based upon the forgoing, the staff concludes that initial operation
of Byron can be considered before resolution of this generic issue, without
undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

A-12 Fracture Toughness of PWR Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump
Supports

During the course of the licensing action for North Anna Power Station Units 1
and 2, a number of questions were raised as to the potential for lamellar
tearing and low fracture toughness of the steam generator and reactor coolant
pump support materials for those facilities. Two different steel specifications
(ASTM A36-70a and ASTM A572-70a) covered most of the material useu for these
supports. Toughness tests, not originally specified and not in the relevant
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ASTM specifications, were made on those heats for which excess material was
available. The toughness of the A36 steel was found to be adequate, but the
toughness of the A572 steel was relatively poor at an operating temperature of
80 F.

Since similar materials and designs have been used on other nuciear plants, the
concerns regarding the supports for the North Anna facilities are applicable to
other PWR plants. It was, therefore, necessary to reassess the fracture
toughness of the steam generator and reactor coolant pump support materials for
all operating PWR plants and those in CP and OL review.

NUREG-0577, " Potential for Low Fracture Toughness and Lamellar Tearing on PWR
Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports," was issued for comment in
November 1979. This report summarizes work performed by the NRC staff and its
contractor, Sandia Laboratories, in the resolution of this generic activity.
The report describes the technical issues, the technical studies performed by
Sandia Laboratories, the NRC staff's technical positions based on these studies,
and the NRC staff's plan for implementing its technical positions. As a part

of initiating the implementation of the findings in this report, letters were
sent to all licensees and applicants on May 19 and 20, 1980. In these letters
a revised proposed implementation plan was presented and specific criteria for
material qualification were defined.

Many comments on both the draft of NUREG-0577 and the letters of May 19 and 20
have been received by the NRC staff and detailed consideration is presently
being given to these comments. After completing its review and analysis of the
comments povided, the staff will issue the final revision of NUREG-0577 which
will include a full discussion and resolution of the comments and a final plan
for implementation.

Fracture toughness and lamellar tearing has been addressed for the Byron
nuclear steam supply system supports. The materials used in the Byron supports
were, as a minimum, Charpy V-notch tested in accordance with NF-2300. In
general, items subject to through-thickness s.resses were ultrasonically tested
to preclude lamellar tearing.

The staff estimates that its implementation review will require approximately 2
years. Since many factors (initiating event, low fracture toughness in a
critical support member in tension, low operating temperature, large flaw) must
be present simultaneously for failure of the support system, the staff has
determined that licensing for pressurized-water reactors should continua d # ng
the implementation phase. The staff's conclusions-regarding licensing and
subsequent operation are not sensitive to the estimated length of time required
for this work.

With regard to the lamellar tearing issue, the results of an extensive literature
survey by Sandia revealed that, although lamellar tearir.g is a common occurrence
in structural steel construction, virtually no documentation exists describing
inservice failures caused by lamellar tearing. Nonetheless, additional research
is recommended to provide a more definitive and complete evaluation of the
importance of lamellar tearing to the structural integrity of nuclear power
plant support systems.
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Based on its review, the staff concludes that there is reasonable assurance
that Byron can be operated before ultimate resolution of this generic issue,.

without endangering the health and safety of the public.
"

A-17 Systems Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants

The staff's system interaction program was initiated in May 1978 with the
definition of USI A-17 (Systems Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants) and was
intensified by Task Action Plan Item II.C.3, " Systems Interaction" (NUREG-0660).
The concern arises because of th'e design, analysis, and installation of systems
that are frequently the responsibility of teams of engineers with functional
specialties--such as civil, electrical, mechanical, or nuclear. Experience at
operating plants has led to questions of whether the work of these functional
specialists is sufficiently integrated to enable them to minimize adverse
interactions among systems. Some adverse events that occurred in the past
might have been prevented if the teams had ensured ihat there was necessary
independence of safety systems under all conditions of operation.

The applicant has not described a comprehensive program that separately evaluates
all structures, systems, and components important to safety for the three
categories of adverse systems interactions (spatially coupled, functionally
coupled, and humanly coupled). However, there is assurance that Byron can be
operated without endangering the health and safety of the public. The plant
has been evaluated against current licensing requirements that are founded on
the principle of defense in depth. Adherence to this principle results in
requirements such as physical separation and independence of redundant safety
systems and protection against hazards such as high-energy line ruptures,
missiles, high winds, flooding, seismic events, fires, human factors, and
sabotage. _These design provisions are subject to review against the SRP which
requires interdisciplinary reviews of safety grade equipment and addresses

'

different types of potential systems interactions. Also, the quality assurance
program which is followed during the design, construction, and operational
phases for each plant contributes to preventing adverse systems interactions
from being introduced. Thus, the current licensing requirements and procedures
provide an adequate degree of plant safety.

| The NRC staff's current procedures assign primary responsibility for review of
various technical areas to specific organizational units and assign secondary
responsibility to other units where there is a functional interface. Designers
follow somewhat similar procedures and provide the analyses of systems and
interface reviews. Task A-17 has been developing methods that could identify

'

adverse systems interactions which were not considered by current review
procedures. The first phase of this study began in May 1978 and was completed

; in February 1980 by Sandia Laboratories under contract to the NRC staff.

The Phase I investigation was structured to identify areas where interactions
are possible between systems and have the potential of negating or seriously
degrading the performance of safety functions. The study concentrated on
commonly caused failures among systems that would violate a safety function.

'The investigation was to then identify where NRC review procedures may not have
properly accounted for these interactions.

Sandia Laboratories used fault-tree analysis on a selected LWR design to
identify component failure combinations (cut-sets) that would result in loss of

,
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a safety functic'n. The cut-sets were further reduced by incorporating six
linking systems failures into the analysis. The results of the Sanaia effort
indicated a few potentially adverse systems interactions within the limited
scope of the study. The staff reviewed the interactions for safety significance
and generic implications. The staff concluded that no corrective measures
needed to be implemented immediately, except for the potential interaction
between the PORV and its block valve. This interaction had been separately ;

identified by the evaluations of the THI-2 accident while Sandia was conducting
its study. Because corrective measures were already being implemented, no
separate measures were needed under USI A-17.

NUREG-0660 provides a systems interaction follow-on study in Item II.C.3,
" Systems Interactions." Since April 1980, NRR has intensified the effort both
by broadening the study of methods to identify potential systems interactions
and by preparing guidance for audit reviews of selected plants for systems
interactions. Recent experience provides a basis from which the staff is
developing a more efficient review process for potential system interactions.
The process will provide for a resolution of USI A-17, assimilate operating
reactor experience, and rank identified systems interactions by their relative
importance to safety.

It is expected that the development of systematic ways to identify, rank and
evaluate systems interactions will further reduce the likelihood of intersystem
failures that result in the loss of plant safety functions. A comprehensive
program is expected to employ analytical methods, visual inspections, experience

! feedback, and simulator dependencies experiments. The LWR industry's current
experience with systems interaction reviews is fragmented. Experience like
that gained by the Phase I study is an essential ingredient to the staff's
considerations of > comprehensive systems interaction program. After the
resolution of USI A-17, the staf f will determine whether the applicant must
perform further evaluations for adverse systems interaction.

A-40 Seismic Design Criteria--Short-Term Program

NRC regulations require that nuclear power structures, systems, and components
important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena
such as earthquakes. Detailed requirements and guidance regarding the seismic
design of nuclear plants are provided in the NRC regulations and in Regulatory
Guides issued by the Commission. However, there are a number of plants with
construction permits and operating licenses issued before the NRC's current
regulations and regulatory guidance were in place. For this reason, rereviews
of the seismic design of various plants are being undertaken to ensure that
these plants do not present an undue risk to the public. Task A-40 is, in
effect, a compendium of short-term efforts to support such reevaluation efforts
of the NRC staff, especially those related to older operating plants. In
addition, some revisions to the SRP sections and Regulatory Guides to bring
them more in line with the state of the art will result.

As discussed in Section 3 of this Safety Evaluation Report the seismic design
basis and seismic design of the facility have been evaluated at the operating
license stage and have been found acceptable. The staff does not expect the
results of Task A-40 to affect these conclusions because the techniques under
consideration are essentially those utilized in the review of this facility.
Should the resolution of Task A-40 indicate a change is needed in licensing

~
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requirements, all operating reactors, including Byron will be re-evaluated on a
case-by-case basis. Accordingly, the staff has concluded that this facility
can be operated before tha ultimate resolution of this generic issue, without
endangt-ing the health ano safety of the public.

.

A-43 Containment Emergency Sump Reliability

Following a postulated loss-of-coolant accident, i.e., a break in the reactor
coolant system piping, the water flowing from the break would be collected in
the emergency sump. Following depletion of liquid reservoir in the refueling
water storage tank, system realignment would take place to draw water from the
containment emergency sump for establishment of long-term recirculation cooling
of the reactor core. This water could also be recirculated through the contain-
ment spray system for removal of heat and fission products from within contain-
ment. Loss of the ability to draw water from the containment emergency sump
could singificantly degrade long-term core cooling capability.
One postulated means of losing the ability to draw water from the recirculation

' sump could be blockage by debris. A principal source of such debris could be
the thermal insulation on the reactor coolant system piping. In the event of a
piping break, the subsequent violent release to the high pressure water in the
reactor coolant system could rip off the insulation in the area of the break.
This debris could then be swept into the sump, potentially causing sump screen
blockage.

Currently, regulatory positions regarding sump design are presented in Regula-
tory Guide 1.82, " Sumps for Emergency Core Cooling and Containment Spray
Systems," which address debris (insulation). The Regulatory Guide recommends
that two protective screens be provided. A low approach velocity in the
vicinity of the sump is required to allow insulation to settle out before
reaching the sump screening, and it is required that the sump remain functional
assuming that one-half of the screen surface area is blocked.

A second postulated means of losing the ability to draw water from the recirco-
lation sump could be adverse hydraulic conditions in the sump or at the pump
inlet such as air entrainment, vortices, or excessive pressure drops. These
conditions could result in pump cavitation, reduced flow, and possible damage
to the pumps.

Currently, regulatory positions regarding sump testing are contained in Regula-
tory Guide 1.79, "Preoperational Testing of Emergency Core Coolant Systems for
Pressurized Water Reactors," which addresses the testing of the recirculation
function. Inplant tests will be performed to demonstrate that recirculation
through the sump can be reliably accomplished.

The evaluation of the>< safety concerns is also being carried out on a generic
basis through the Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-43. Experiments and plant
studies have been under way for several' years. Full-scale sump hydraulic tests
reveal a less severe hydraulics effect than previously hypothesized. Debris
effects have been studied for a cross-section of plants and show that evaluations
are plant specific because of plant layout and the type of insulation (s)
employed. Results to date do not reveal a generic debris concern.

Therefore, given the application of sump design guidelines set forth in Regulatory
Guide 1.82, the commitment to perform inplace tests to verify sump recircu-
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(

lation capability (per Regulatory Guide 1.79), and technical findings from USI
A-43 efforts, the staff has concluded that this facility can be operated bet >re
this generic issue has been ultimately resolved, without endangering the health
and safety of the public.

A-44 Station Blackout

Electric power for safety systems at nuclear power plants must be supplied by
at least two redundant and independent divisions. The systems used to remove
decay heat to cool the reactor core following a reactor shutdown are included,

among the safety systems that must meet these requirements. Each electrical4

division for safety systems includes an offsite ac power connection, a standby
emergency diesel generator ac power supply, and dc sources.

Task A-44 involves a study of whether or not nuclear power plants should be
designed to accommodate a complete loss of all ac power, that is, loss of both
the offsite and the emergency diesel generator ac power supplies. This issue
arose because of operating experience regarding the reliability of ac power
supplies. A number of operating plants have experienced a total loss of
offsite electrical power, and more occurrences are expected in the future.

During each of these loss-of-offsite power events, the onsite emergency ac
power supplies were available to supply the power needed by vital safety

i equipment. However, in some instances, one of the redundant emergency power ,

supplies has been unavailable. In addition, there have been numerous reports
of emergency diesel generators failing to start and run in operating plants
during periodic surveillance tests.

A loss of all ac power is not a design-basis event for Byron Units 1 and 2.
Nonetheless, the combination of design, operation, and testing requirements
that have been imposed on the applicant will ensure that these units will have
substantial resistance to this event and that even if a loss of all ac power<

should occur, there is reasonable assurance that the core will be cooled.
These are discussed below.

A loss of offsite ac power involves a loss of both the preferred and backup
sources of offsite power. The staff review and basis for acceptance of the

design, inspection, and testing provisions for the offsite power system are
described in Section 8.2 of this SER.

If offsite ac power is lost, two independent and redundant onsite diesel
generators per unit and their associated distribution systems will deliver
emergency power to safety-related equipment. The staff review of the design,
testing, surveillance, and maintenance provisions for the onsite emergency
diesels is described in Section 9.5 of this SER. Staff requirements include
preoperational testing to ensure the reliability of the installed diesel
generators in accordance with the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.108. In
addition, the applicant has been required to implement a program for enhancing
diesel generator reliability to ensure the long-term reliability of the diesel
generators. This program resulted from recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660,
" Enhancement of Onsite Emergency Generator Reliability."

Even if both offsite and onsite ac power are lost, cooling water from the
condensate storage tank can still be provided to the steam generators by the
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auxilicry feedwater system by employing a diesel-driven pump that does not rely
on ac power for operation. A reliability analysis of the auxiliary feedwater

; system has been performed by the applicant and the results presented to the NRC
in response to NUREG-0737. This analysis considers the complete loss of ac

i power. The staff review of the. auxiliary feedwater system design and operation
is described in Section 10.4.9 of this SER.

,

The issue of station blackout was also considered by the Atomic Safety and!

Licensing Appeal Board (ALAB-603) for the St. Lucie Unit 2 facility. In
; addition, in view of the completion schedule for Task A-44 (March 1983), the

Appeal Board recommended that the Commission take expeditious action to ensure
i that other plants and their operators are equipped to accommodate a station

blackout event. The Commission has reviewed this recommendation and determined -

that some interim measures should be taken at all facilities including Byron !

while Task A-44 is being conducted. Consequently, interim emergency procedures
and operator training for safe operation of the facility and restoration of ac

i power will be required. The staff notified the applicant of these requirements'

in a letter from D. Eisenhut, NRC, dated February 25, 1981. The staff will
; require that Byron's procedures and training be completed by fuel load date.

Based on the above, the staff has concluded that there is reasonable assurance
that Byron can be operated before this generic issue has been ultimately resolved,
without endangering the health and safety of the public.

'

A-45 Shutdown Decay Heat Remaval Requirements

Under normal operating conditions, power generated within a reactor is removed
as steam to produce electricity through a turbine generator. Following a
reactor shutdown, a reactor produces insufficient power to operate the turbine;
however, the radioactive decay of fission products continues to produce heat
(so-called " decay heat"). Therefore, when reactor shutdown occurs, other
measures must be available to remove decay heat from the reactor to ensure that
high temperatures and pressures do not develop that could jeopardize the
reactor and the reactor coolant system. It is evident, therefore, that all
light-water reactors (LWRs) share two common decay-heat removal functional
requirements: (1) to provide a means of transferring decay heat from the
reactor coolant system to an ultimate heat sink and (2) maintain sufficient

; water inventory inside the reactor vessel to ensure adequate cooling of the
; reactor fuel. The reliability of a particular power plant to perform these

functions depends on the frequency of initiating events that require or,
'

jeopardize decay heat removal operations and the probability that required
| systems will respond to remove the decay heat.

The THI-2 accident demonstrated how a relatively common fault, which the
3

operator should have been able to cope with easily, could escalate into a
potentially hazardous situation, accompanied by severe financial losses to the
utility, owing to difficulties arising in the decay heat removal (DHR) process.

Other circumstances, of a more unusual nature (e.g., damage to systems by
external events such as floods or earthquakes, or by sabotage), which could'

make removal of the decay heat difficult, can also be foreseen.

The question arises, therefore, whether current licensing design requirements
are adequate to ensure that LWRs do not pose unacceptable risk as a result of
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failure to remove shutdown decay heat, and whether, at a cost commensurate with
the increase in safety which could be achieved, improvements could be made in
the effectiveness of shutdown decay heat removal in one or more transient or
accident situations. Resolution of this question is considered to be of
sufficient importance to merit raising it to the status of a USI.

To some extent, the effectiveness of the OliR systems is linked to that of the
onsite and offsite electrical supplies; the performance and reliability of
those supplies is being considered in USI A-44, " Station Blackout." Consequently,
the scope of work required in relation to the decay-heat-removal systems is
complementary to Task A-44 above.

The overall purpose of Task A-45 is to evaluate the adequacy of current licensing
design requirements, in order to ensure that nuclear power plants do not pose
an unacceptable risk because of failure to remove shutdown decay heat. This
will require the development of a comprehensive and consistent set of shutdown
cooling requirements for existing and future LWRs, including the study of
alternative means of shutdown decay heat removal and of diverse " dedicated"
systems for this purpose.

I

i This USI will evaluate the benefit of providing alternate means of decay heat
removal which could substantially increase the plant's capability to handle a
broader spectrum of transients and accidents. The study will include a number
of plant-specific DHR systems evaluations and will result in recommendations
regarding the desirability of, and possible design requirements for, improve-
ments in existing systems or an alternative decay-heat-removal method, if the
improvements or alternatives can significantly reduce the overall risk to the
public in a cost effective manner.

An integrated systems approach to the problem will be employed. Accordingly,
quantitative methods will be used, where possible to define design requirements
for future plants and to measure the effectiveness, and acceptability, of the
shutdown decay-heat-removal systems in existing plants.

The principal means for removing the decay heat in a PWR under normal conditions
immediately following reactor shutdown is through the steam generators, using
the auxiliary feedwater system. In addition to the WASH-1400 study, later
reliability studies and related experience from the Three Mile Island Unit 2
(TMI-2) accident have reaffirmed that the loss of capability to remove heat
through the steam generator is a significant contributor to the probability of
a core melt event. The staff's review of the auxiliary feedwater system design
and operation is described in Section 10.4.9 of this SER.

It should be noted as discussed below that many improvements to the steam generator
auxiliary feedwater system were required of the licensees by the NRC following
the TMI-2 accident. However, the staff still believes that providing an alter-
native means of decay heat removal could substantially increase the plant's
capability to deal with a broader spectrum of transients and accidents and
potentially could, therefore, significantly reduce the overall risk to the public.
Consequently, this unresolved safety issue will investigate alternative means of
decay heat removal in PWR plants, including but not limited to, using existing
equipment where possible. This study will include a representative sample of
plant-specific decay-heat-removal-systems evaluations. It will result in
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recommendations regarding the adequacy of existing decay-heat removal require-
ments and the desirability of, and possible design requirements for, an alter-
native decay-heat-removal method, other than that normally associated with the
steam generator and secondary coolant system.

The auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system is a very important safety system in a PWR
in terms of providing a heat sink via the steam generators to remove core decay
heat. As mentioned above, the TMI-2 accident and subsequent studies have
further highlighted the importance of the AFW systems. As discussed below, the
NRC staf f has required certain upgrading of the auxiliary feedwater systems for
all LWRs following the THI-2 accident. Although this USI will investigate
alternative means of decay heat removal, the NRC staff concludes that in general
(not on a plant-specific basis) if the licensees comply with the upgrading of
requirements for the AFWS, the action taken following the TMI-2 accident
justifies continued operation and licensing pending completion of this USI.
Further discussion and the bases for this view are provided below.

A. TMI-2 Accident

The accident at TMI-2 on March 28, 1979 involved a main feedwater transient
coupled with a stuck-open pressurizer power-operated relief valve and a
temporary failure of the auxiliary feedwater system, and subsequent operator
invervention to severely reduce flow f rom the safety injection system. The
resulting severity of the ensuing events and the potential generic aspects of
the accident on other operating reactors led the NRC to initiate prompt action
to: (1) ensure that other reactor licensees, particularly those with plants
similar in design to TMI-2, took the necessary action to substantially reduce
the likelihood for TMI-2-type events, and (2) investigate the potential generic
implications of this action on other operating reactors.

The Bulletins & Orders Task Force (B&OTF) was established within the NRC Office
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) in early May 1979 and completed its work on
December 31, 1979. This task force was responsible for reviewing and directing
the TMI-2-related staf f activities associated with the NRC Of fice of Inspection
and Enforcement (IE) Bulletins, Commission Orders, and generic evaluations of
loss-of-feedwater transients and small-break loss-of-coolant accidents for all
operating plants to ensure their continued safe operation. NUREG-0645, " Report
of the Bulletins and Orders Task Force," summarizes the results of the work
performed.

B. Generic and Plant-Specific Studies

For B&W-designed operating reactors, an initial NRC staff study was completed
and published in NUREG-0560, " Staff Report on the Generic Assessment of Feedwater
Transients in Pressurized Water Reactors Designed by the Babcock & Wilcox
Company." This study considered the particular design features and operational
history of B&W-designed operating plants in light of the TMI-2 accident and
related current licensing requirements. As a result of this study, a number of
findings and recommendations resulted which are now being pursued.

Generally, the activities involving the B&W-designed reactors are reflected in
the actions specified in the Commission Orders. Consequently, a number of
actions have been specified regarding transient and small-break analyses,
upgrading of auxiliary feedwater reliability and performance, procedures for
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operator action, and operator training. The results of the NRC staff review of
the B&W small-break analysis is published in NUREG-0565, " Generic Evaluation of
Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident Behaior in Babcock & Wilcox-Designed
Operating Plants."

Similar studies have been completed for operting plants designed by Westinghouse
-(W), Combustion Engineering (C-E), and General Electric (GE). Those studies,
which also focus specifically on the predicted plant performance under different

,

accident scenarios involving feedwater transients and small-break loss-of-coolant3

accidents, are published in NUREG-0611, " Generic Evaluation of Feedwater
Transients and Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accidents in Westinghouse-Designed
Operating Plants;" NUREG-0635, " General Evaluation of feedwater Transient and
Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant-Accidents in Combustion Engineering-Designed Operating
Plants;' and NUREG-0626, " Generic Evaluation of Feedwater Transients and
Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accidents in GE-Designed Operating Plants and
Near-Term Operating License Applications."

.

Based on the review of the operating plants in light of the TMI-2 accident, the
NRC staff reached the following conclusions:

(1) The continued operation of the operating plants is acceptable provided'

that certain actions related to the plants' design and operation, and
i training of operators identified in NUREG-0645 are implemented consistent
' with the recommended implementation schedules.

(2) The actions taken by the licensees with operating plants in response to
the IE Bulletins (including the actions specified in NUREG-0623, " Generic
Assessment of Delayed Reactor Coolant Pump Trip During Small Break Loss-
of-Coolant Accidents in Pressurized Water Reactors") provide added

i assurance for the protection of the health and safety of the public.

In addition, the B&OTF independently confirmed the safety significance of those
related actions recommended by other NRR task forces as discussed in NUREG-0645.

,

C. Pressurized-Water Reactors (PWRs)

The primary method for removal of decay heat from pressurized water reactors is
via the steam generators to the secondary system. This energy is transferred
on the secondary side to either the main feedwater or auxiliary feedwater
systems, and is rejected to either the turbine condenser or the atmosphere via
the secondary coolant system safety / relief valves. Following the TMI-2 accident,
the importance of the AFW was highlighted and a number of improvements were
made to improve the reliability of the AFW (see NUREG-0645, " Report of the
Bulletins and Orders Task Force"). It was also required that operating plants
be capable of providing the required AFW flow for at least 2 hr from one AFW
pump train independent of any ac power source; that-is, if both offsite and
onsite ac power sources'are lost.

i' Some pressurized water reactors potentially have at least one alternate
means of removing decay heat if an extended loss of feedwater is postulated.
This method is known as " feed and bleed" and uses the high pressure injection
(HPI) system to add water coolant (feed) at high pressure to the primary
system. The decay heat increases the system pressure and energy is removed'

through the power-operated relief vales (PORVs) and/or the safety vales (bleed),
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if necessary. It.should be noted that some PWRs incorporate HPI pumps that
cannot operate at full system pressure (cutoff head about 1500 psi). For those
cases, the PORVs can be manually opened, thereby reducing the system pressure,

to within the operating range of the HPI. Limited vendor analyses have shown'

that the core can be adequately cooled by this means, provided that the contain-
ment pressure can be controlled to a safe level.

1

} When the primary system is at low pressure, the long-term decay heat is removed
) by the residual heat removal system to achieve and maintain cold shutdown con-
I ditions. USI A-45 will also consider the adequacy of reliability and performance

criteria and standards for RHR systems. The staff's review of the residual
heat removal system design and operation is described in Section 6.3 of the SER.

b

D. Conclusion

,

In summary, because of the upgrading of current decay-heat-removal systems that
i was required following the TMI-2 accident, it is concluded that, in general,

!plants may continue to be licensed and operated before the ultimate resolut ,n
i of this generic issue without endangering the health and safety of the publ,

However, licensee compliance with the upgrading of decay-heat removal system
requirements must be examined by the staff on an individual case basis. For
the specific application of Byron Units 1 and 2, the staff is reviewing addi-

j tional information related to this issue and will report its findings in a
supplement to this SER.

A-46 Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants
a

: The design criteria and methods for the seismic qualification of mechanical and
electrical equipment in nuclear power plants have undergone significant change

i during the course of the commercial nuclear power program.

Consequently, the margins of safety provided in existing equipment to resist
seismically induced loads and perform the intended safety functions may vary

']
considerably. The seismic qualification of the equipment in operating plants
must, therefore, be reassessed to ensure the ability to bring the plant to a

! safe shutdown condition when subjected to a seism.'c event. The objective of
| this unresolved safety issue is to establish an explicit set of guidelines that

could be used to judge the adequacy of the seismic qualification of mechanical
and electrical equipment at all operating plants in lieu of attempting to
backfit current design criteria for new plants. This guidance will concern

4

equipment required to safely shut down the plant as well as equipment whose
function is not required for safe shutdown, but whose failure could result in"

I adverse conditions which might impair shutdown functions.
s

Byron was designed using current seismic criteria and the design has been
i reviewed and approved by the Commission staff in accordance with current design

criteria and methods for seismic qualification. Therefore, the staff concludes

that Byron can be operated before this generic issue has been resolved, without
undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

A-47 Safety Implications of Control Systems

This issue concerns the potential for transients or accidents being made more
severe as a result of control system failures or malfunctions. These failures
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or malfunctions may occur independently or as a result of the accident or
transient under consideration. One concern is the potential for a single
failure such as a loss of a power supply, short circuit, open circuit, or
sensor failure to cause simultaneous malfunction of several control features.
Such an occurrence could conceivably result in a transient more severe than
those transients analyzed as anticipated operational occurrences. A second
concern is for a postulated accident to cause control system failures which
could make the accident more severe than analyzed. Accidents could conceivably
cause control system failures by creating a harsh environment in the area of
the control equipment or by physically damaging the control equipment. The
staff generally believes that such control system failures would not lead to
serims events or result in conditions that safety systems cannot handle.
Systematic evaluations have not been rigorously performed to verify this
belief. The potential for an accident that could affect a particular control
system, and effects of the control system failures, may differ from plant to
plant. Therefore, it is not possible to develop generic answers to thesa con-
cerns, but rather plant specific evaluations are required. The purposr. of this
unresolved safety issue is to define generic criteria that will be used for
plant specific evaluations.

Byron control and safety systems have been designed with the goal of ensuring
that control system failures will not prevent automatic or manual initiation
and operation of any safety system equipment required for accident mitigation
and/or to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition following any anti-
cipated operational occurrence or " accident." This has been accomplished by
providing independence and physical separation between safety system trains and
between safety and non safety systems. For the latter, as a minimum, isolation
devices were provided. These devices preclude the propagation of non safety
system equipment faults to the protection systems. Also, to ensure that the
operation of safety system equipment is not impaired, the single-failure
criterion has been applied in the plant design.

A systematic evaluation of the control system design, as contemplated for this
unresolved safety issue, has not been performed to determine whether postulated
accidents could cause significant control system failures which would make the
accident consequences more severe than presently analyzed. However, a wide
range of bounding transients and accidents is presently analyzed to ensure that
the postulated events such as steam generator overfill and overcooling events
would be adequately mitigated by the safety systems. In addition, systematic

. reviews of safety systems are being performed with the goal of ensuring that
' control system failures (single or multiple) will not defeat safety system

action.

Also, the applicant has been required (NRC IE Information Notice 79-22),
" Qualification of Control Systems," September 17, 1979) to review the possi-
bility of consequential control system failures which exacerbate the ef fects
of high-energy line breaks (HELBs) and adopt new operator procedures where
needed, to ensure that the postulated events would be adequately mitigated.
As part of the review, the staff is also evaluating the qualification program
to ensure that equipment that may potentially be exposed to HELB environments
has been adequately qualified or an adequate basis has been provided for not
qualifying the equipment to the limiting hostile environment. The staff's
evaluation of the applicant's response to IE Information Notice 79-22 and the
adequacy of the qualification program are reported in Sections 7.7.3 and 3.11,
respectively, of this SER.
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In addition, IE Bulletin 79-27 (" Loss of Non-Class IE Instrumentation and
Control Power System Bus During Operation," November 30, 1979) was issued to
the applicant requesting that evaluations be perfermed to ensure the adequacy
of plant procedures for accomplishing shutdown upon loss of power to any
electrical bus supplying power for instruments and controls. The results of
this review are documented in Section 7.73 of this SER.

Based on the above, the staff has concluded that there is reasonable assurance
that Byron can be operated before the ultimate resolution of this generic
issue, without endangering the health and safety of the public.
A-48 Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on Safety

Equipment

Following a loss of-coolant ac.ident in a light-water reactor plant, combustible
gases, principally hydrogen, riay accumulate inside the primary reactor contain-
ment as a result of: (1) metal-water reaction involving the fuel element
cladding; (2) the radiolytk decomposition of the water in the reactor core and
the containment sump; (3) the corrosion of certain construction materials by
the spray solution; and (4) any synergistic chemical, thermal and radiolytic
effects of postaccident environmental conditions on containment protective
coating systems and electric cable insulation.

Because of the potential for significant hydrogen generation as the result of
an accident, 10 CFR 50.44 and GDC 41 in Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 require that
systems be provided to control hydrogen concentrations in the containment
atmosphere following a postulated accident to ensure that containment integrity
is maintained

10 CFR 50.44 requires that the combustible gas control system provided be
capable of handling the hydrogen generated as a result of degradation of the
emergency core cooling system so that the hydrogen release is five times the
amount calculated in demonstrating compliance with 10 CFR 50.46 or the amount
corresponding to reaction of the cladding to a depth of 0.00023 in., whichever
amount is greater.

The accident at TMI-2 on March 2E, 1979 resulted in hydrogen generation well in
excess of the amounts specified in 10 CFR 50.44. As a result of knowing this,
it became apparent to NRC that specific design measures are needed for handling
larger hydrogen releases, particularly for smaller low pressure containments.
As a result, the Commission determined that a rulemaking proceeding should be
undertaken to define the manner and extent to which hydrogen evolution and-
other effects of a degraded core need to be taken into account in plant design.
An advance notice of this rulemaking proceeding on degraded core issues was
published in the Federal Register on October 2, 1980.

Recognizing that a number of years may be required to complete this rulemaking
proceeding, a set of short-term or interim actions relative to hydrogen control
requirements were developed and implemented. These interim measures were
issued as a proposed rule on December 23, 1981 (44 FR 62281). For plants with
large dry containments such as Byron, no near-term mitigation measures are
required by the interim rule.
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of net free volume. Assuming 30 to 50 percent |Byron has about 3 million ft3
metal-water reaction in the core, the resulting uniformly mixed concentration
of hydrogen in the containment is about 10 percent; 60 percent metal-water
reaction is the amount estimated to have occurred at TMI-2. This is well below
the concentrations for detonation with expected steam concentrations in the
containment atmosphere following a LOCA.

Design pressure of Byron is 50 psig. Analyses performed on the Zion and Indian
Point plants show that the failure pressures are greater than twice the designi

pressures. The staff believes, therefore, that the failura pressure of the
Byron containment would be considerably in excess of the design pressure.

,

If the substantial amount of metal-water reaction were to occur shortly followingt

onset of a large LOCA and while the containment is still near its peak pressure,
the pressure increase caused by the noncondensible hydrogen gas and its asso-
ciated exothermic formation energy will be substantially less than the failure
pressure. If the metal-water reaction were to occur well after onset of the
large LOCA, the containment heat-removal system would have condensed much of
the steam in the containment and reduced the containment pressure. This wouldi

provide a substantial margin for accommodating hydrogen generated by the
! metal-water reaction.
|

A substantial margin would exist for accommodating the hydrogen generated by
the metal-water reaction. At this later time, the containment heat-removal
system would be able to condense much of the steam in the containment and
reduce the containment pressure.

| In addition, the short-term lessons learned from the TMI-2 accident have been
' implemented at Byron. This action will reduce the likelihood of accidents that

could lead to substantial amounts of metal-water reaction.;

Accordingly, pending resolution of this unresolved safety issue and the rule-
making proceeding on hydrogen generation, the staff concludes that Byron can be
operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

A-49 Pressurized Thermal Shock
~

Severe reactor-system overcooling events in a pressurized water reactor (PWR)
which could be followed by repressurization of the reactor vessel can result
from a variety of causes. These include instrumentation and control system
malfunctions and postulated accidents such as small break loss-of-coolant
accidents (LOCAs), main steamline breaks, or feedwater pipe breaks. Rapid
cooling of the reactor vessel internal surface causes a temperature gradient
across the reactor vessel wall. This temperature gradient results in thermal
stress, with a maximum tensile stress at the inside surface of the vessel. The
magnitude of the thermal stress depends on the temperature differences across
the reactor vessel wall. Effects of this thermal stress are compounded by the
hoop stress if the vessel is repressurized.

As long as the fracture resistance of the reactor vessel material remains high,
such transients will not cause failure. After the fracture toughness of the
vessel is reduced by neutron irradiation, severe thermal transients could cause

i fairly small flaws near the inner surface to initiate and result in significant
,

cracking. The vessels of most concern are those with high radiation exposure,
i
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whit.h are made of h:alerial that has a relatively hign sensitivity to radiation
damage (such as those made with welds of high copper content).

! For failure of the RPV to occur, a number of contributing factors must be present.
These factors are: (1) a reactor vessel flaw of sufficient size to initiate and
propagate; (2) a level of irradition (fluence) and material properties and com-
position sufficient to cause significant embrittlement (the exact fluence is
dependent upon materials present, i.e.. high copper content causes embrittlement
to occur more rapidly); (3) a severe overcooling transient with repressurization;
and (4) the crack resulting from the propagation of initial cracks must be of such
size and location that the vessel fails.

The staff preliminary review of overcooling events and their probabilities
included a study on overcooling events at Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) plants;
a survey of operating experience on Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering
plants; a review of available accident analysis in Final Safety Analysis
Reports and in vendor topical reports; and a preliminary probabilistic
analysis. The preliminary results of these evaluations indicate that there is
a probability of about 10 3 per reactor year that a B&W-designed plant will
experience a severe overcooling transient similar to or worse than that
experienced at Rancho Seco on Marcn 20, 1978. The Rancho Seco transient is
the most severe overcooling transient experienced by any PWR in the United
States. The staff estimates that the probability of such an overcooling event
in CE or W-designed reactors is lower, perhaps by an order of magnitude, than
for B&W-designed reactors. This difference is based on design differences and
on operating experience.

In the 1978 Rancho Seco transient, reactor pressure was maintained at a
fairly high level (1500 psig to 2100 psig) throughout the cooldown. The
minimum temperature of the reactor coolant (280 F) during the transient
was high enough so that material toughness of the reactor vessel was not
affected. This evaluation leads the staff to believe that if this
transient were to be repeated at Rancho Seco or any other B&W-designed
facility within the next few years, the reactor vessel failure would
still be unlikely. Nonetheless, the possibility of vessel failure as a
result of an overcooling event cannot be completely ruled out. If an
overcooling event such as that at Ranch Seco were to occur, even for
the vessel with the most limiting material properties in existence
today, the staff would not expect a failure.

The staff conclusion is supported by ORNL analyses of the Rancho
Seco event which indicate that the threshold irradation level (neutron
fluence) for crack initiation (that is, small cracks growing to larger
ones assuming conservative initial material properties such as RT =40 F

NDT
and copper content of 0.35 percent) would be in the range of 10 W neutrons /cm .2

The highest neutron fluence to date in a B&W-designed facility is less than
half the minimum value listed above. It would, therefore, be several years
before any B&W-designed facility reached its threshold irradiation level.

Some reactor vessels in CE and t' facilities have somewhat higher fluences;
however, other mitigating factois--such as lower values of initial
RT - provide a significant margin to failure should an overcooling

NDT

event similar to that at Rancho Seco occur.
|

|
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As a result of its evaluations to date, the staff has concluded that the
probability of a severe overcooling transient (similar in magnitude to
the Rancho Seco event) is relatively low. For B&W-designed reactors
this probability is estimated to be about 10 3 per reactor per year, and
for W- and CE-designed reactors, it is lower, perhaps by an order of
magnitude. Furthermore, the staff anticipates that this issue will be
resolved before the irradiation history at Byron is large enough to
cause a significant Pressurized Thermal Shock concern (See Section 5.3.4).

Therefore based on the foregoing the staff concludes that Byron can be
operated before resolution of this issue, without undue risk to the
public.

J

|
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i INTRODUCTION
,

i
The Commonwealth Edison Company (hereinafter referred to as the applicant, the
licensee, the company, CECO) filed with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission re-
visions to the Commonwealth Edision Generating Stations Emergency Plan (GSEP)
dated January 3,1980; April 24,1980; June 4,1980; July 30,1980; December-31,
1980; March 27,1981; and October 20, 1981.

The GSEP dated April 1981 is a generic emergency plan applicable to all .9uclear
generating stations operated by CECO. Each GSEP contains a site-specific annex
that contains additional information and guidance specific to each nuclear
station. The Commission staff conducted a review of the GSEP and the Byron'

site-specific annex (both are hereinaf ter referred to as the plan) as part of
the overall emergency preparedness planning for the Byron site.

The plan was reviewed against the requirements of 50.47(b) and Appendix E of!

10 CFR 50, and the criteria of the 16 planning standards in Part II of the
" Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response
Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG-0654/
FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, dated November 1980. Section 13.3 of the July 1981
revision of the Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800) was also used during the
staff review of the Byron Station Emergency Preparedness.

!

This emergency preparedness evaluation report lists each standard in order
4

followed by a summary of applicable portions of the plan as they apply
) principally to the licensee's planning standards. The final section of this

report provides the staff review results and conclusions.

.,

1-

T

!
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EVALUATION

A. Assignment of Responsibility (Organization Control)

The GSEP organization consists of three groups, each with a specific area of
responsibility. The three group:; are the Station Group, Recovery Group, and
the Corporate Command Center (CCC) Group. The Station Group functions under a
Station Director responsible for organizing and coordinating the emergency
efforts at and within the immediate vicinity of the station. During emergencies
of limited extent, the CCC Group functions under a director and his staff, who
are responsible for evaluating, coordinating, and directing the overall company
activities involved in coping with the emergency. During more serious emergencies,
such as any site area or general emergency, the CCC Director is responsible for
activating the Recovery Group. This group functions under the Recovery Manager,
and would report to the nearsite Emergency Operations Facility (E0F). The CCC
Group then becomes a support staff to the Recovery Group. The Recovery Manager's
responsibilities include the evaluation, coordination, and direction of the over-
all company and industry response and management of the nuclear plant recovery ;operations.

'

The Shif t Engineer of the Byron station is initially designated as the Station
Director. When an abnormal condition arises, it is his responsibility to make
the initial determination of the severity of the emergency and to implement the
plan. There is 24-hour per-day communication capability between the station
and Federal, state, and local response organizations to ensure rapid trans-
mittal of accurate notification information and emergency assessment data.

The offsite GSEP organizations shown in Figures 1 (limited activation) and 2
(full activation) specify the function and responsibilities for major elements
and key individuals by title. Emergency response functions which are addressed
in both organizations are as follows: command and control, logistics support,
engineering support, medical care, manpower requirements, health physics, com-
munications, accounting, legal, environmental, and public information. The
full response offsite GSEP organization (Recovery Group) includes the following
includes the following additional functions: technical support, scheduling and
planning, design and construction support, waste systems radiation control
support, training, administrative support, and advisory support. The CCC
Director is responsible for initial coordination with governmental agencies and
for manning of the nearsite EOF. After the EOF is functional, the responsi-
bility for coordination with governmental agencies shifts to the Recovery
Manager.

The applicant has a sufficient pool of trained personnel available from other
nuclear stations operated by CECO to ensure that all GSEP organizations are
capable of continuous operations for a protracted period of time. This is-
ensured through corporate and station procedures delineating the responsi-
bilities of the Administrative Director, Administration and Logistics Manager,
and the Manpower and Logistics Director. These procedures are reviewed for
adequacy during the Emergency Preparedness Implementation Appraisal.

Formal agreements with appropriate agencies and organizations including law
enforcement, ambulance services, medical and hospital support, fire departments,
and state and local authorities responsible for implementation of protective
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measures for the public have not been executed. CECO has committed (by letter
18, 1982) to provide letters of agreement in accordance withdated January

NUREG-0654, Revision 1, and intends to supply these letters by June 1982. The

staff will examine these agreements and report its findings in a subsequent
supplement to this SER.

B. Onshift Emergency Organization

The normal station organization is shown in Figure 3. The Byron station is
managed by a Station Superintendent who is responsible for direct management of
the station. During an emergency situation (normal working hours) the Station
SuperinteWent is the Station Group Director. During periods when the Station
Superini.andent is unavailable, his responsibilities are delegated to alternates
who satisfy the requirements of ANSI N18.1-1971, " Experience Requirements for
Plant Manager."

The Shift Engineer (on duty 24 hours per day) is the initial Station Group
Director and as such has the authority for declaring an emergency and recom-
mending protective actions to local authorities. He is relieved of these
duties upon the arrival of the designated Station Director. The authority and
responsibilities of the Shift Engineer have been specified; however, those
responsibilities that may not be delegated have not been clearly specified in
the plan. This is an open item and must be addressed before fuel loading.

The onsite emergency organization (normal working hours) is called the Station
Group. Figure 4 shaws this organization. The major responsibilities and
duties of the Statio, Group Directors are defined in the plan. As described in
Section A, the onsite emergency organization is augmented by the Corporate
Command Center Group and the Recovery Group.

The onsite emergency organization for nonnormal working hours, backshif ts, and
holidays is described in the plan. Emergency assignments have been made, and
the relationship between this emergency organization and the normal staff com-
plement is shown in the plan. Positions and/or titles and qualifications of
shif t and plant personnel both onsite and of fsite who are assigned major emer-
gency functional duties are listed. Minimum shift manning requirements are in
the plan, and guidance for shift augmentation based on the emergency
classification is provided.

The plan has established the framework for a long-term augmented emergency
organization. This organization is under the command and control of the
Recovery Manager. Full activation of the Recovery Group is required for any
site area or general emergency. For accident situations classified as unusual
events or alerts, the Recovery Group would not be activated and the offsite

Inter-GSEP organization would consist of the Corporate Command Center Group.
faces between and among the Corporate Command Center staff, Recovery Group
staff, station staff, governmental and private sector organizations, and
technical and engineering contractor groups have been specified in the plan.

The minimum onshift staffing levels discussed in the plan meet the objectives
of Table B-1 in NUREG-0654, Revision 1. This onshift staff includes the follow-
ing expertise: one Shift Engineer (senior reactor operator (SRO)); one Shift
Foreman (SRO); two Nuclear Station Operators (three if both units operating);

D-4Byron SER
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three equipment operators / attendants (four if both units operating); two
Radiation / Chemistry Technicians; and one Shift Technical Advisor.

The plan provides guidance for augmentation of the onsite emergency organiza-
tion within 60 minutes. This augmentation will include 28 persons with the
following expertise: all eight Station Group Directors; the Environs Director;
seven radiation / chemistry personnel for inplant, onsite, and offsite surveys;
four radiation / chemistry personnel for protective actions; three engineers for
plant system engineering; two electrical / mechanical personnel; one Instrument
and Control Technician; one Radwaste Operator for equipment repair and correc-
tion; and one dedicated communicator. Although these personnel provide all the
necessary functions defined in Table B-1 of NUREG-0654, Revision 1, the plan
does not indicate that personnel augmentation within 30 minutes can be pro-
vided. Further, the plan does not indicate what kind of duty officer system is
being used to ensure that this augmentation capability can be met, nor does it

. describe the administrative means (such as studies and/or drills) implemented
I to ensure that the goals of shift augmentation are met as described in Table

B-1 of NUREG-0654, Revision 1. A description of the 30-minute augmentation
capability must be provided in the plan, along with a description of the system
used to ensure that the goals of shift augmentation can be met. This item will
be addressed in a supplement to this SER.

C. Emergency Response Support and Resources

Arrangements for requesting and utilizing outside resources have been made
including authority to request implementation of the Department of Energy (DOE)
Radiological Assistance Plan and the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan.
Further, the applicant retains contractors to provide supporting services to
the Byron station. Among those services provided are: technical experts for
accident analyses from INP0; environs radiological monitoring and radiochemical
analysis, health physics support, meteorological support, and personnel dosi-
metry. Either the Station Director, Recovery Manager, or Corporate Command
Center Director may request DOE assistance if that assistance is necessary or
desirable.

The plan describes the present radiological laboratories at each Ceco nuclear
station (Dresden, Quad Cities, Zion, and LaSalle). Because each nuclear
station's management and resources are similar, each station can make available
some of its equipment, manpower, and counting facilities to a station affected
by an emergency situation.

The CECO organization provides for dispatching licensee representatives to the
principal offsite governmental emergency operations centers if requested.

; Working space will be available for Federal, State, and local offsite repre-
sentatives as well as contractor and other support groups in the licensee's
nearsite EOF. The EOF will be at the Dixon District Headquarters Building and
is the central point for providing information needed by primary response
agencies for implementation of protective actions.

D. Emergency Classification System

Five standard emergency classes (transporation accident, unusual event, alert,
site area emergency, and general emergency) have been established. Emergency

Byron SER D-7
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action levels (EALs) are indicated in the plan based on onsite and offsite
radiation monitoring information and based on readings from various plant
sensors (such as pressure and temperature in containment, response of vital
electrical systems or emergency core cooling system, and vital equipment
status). EALs for natural phenomena such as earthquakes, floods, and tornadoes
have been developed. These EALs are used for rapid classification of emergency
situations. However, the actual parameter values for some of these situations
have not yet been included in the plan. These values will be determined after
final installation and calibration of the associated instrumentation. These
values must be included in the plan prior to full power authorization.

The plan states that predetermined emergency actions will be taken by the
licensee in the event of an emergency. These emergency actions are consistent
with the guidance in Appendix 1 of NUREG-0654, Revision 1. Further, the plan

has identified example emergency conditions for each standard emergency classi-
fication. Currently, these initiating conditions include most of the examples
given in Appendix 1 of NUREG-0654, Revision 1, except for some analyzed acci-
dents stated in the Byron Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). The applicant
has agreed to include all of the applicable AppenMix 1 initiating conditions as
well as those based on FSAR-analyzed accidents in the plan (Tramm, January 18,
1982). This commitment is acceptable.

E. Notification Methods and Procedures

Procedures have been establisned for notification of State and local response
organizations in case of emergency. The Shift Engineer has the authority and
responsibility as Acting Station Director for initiating the emergency notifi-
cation to these agencies during nonnormal working hours. This notification
scheme is shown in Figure 5 and has been demonstrated to be timely. This
form of notification was set up by the State of Illinois and agreed to by the
licensee. A duty Corporate Command Center Director and System Power Dispatcher
are available 24 hours per day. The plan has established procedures which
describe mutally agreeable bases for notification of offsite response organiza-
tions consistent with the standard emergency classification and action scheme
set forth in Appendix 1 of NUREG-0654, F'evision 1.

The plan has established procedures for notifying, alerting, and mobilizing
licensee emergency response personnel. These procedures include both station
and corporate personnel.

CECO and the State of Illinois have established the contents of the initial
emergency messages to be sent from the plant. The contents of these messages

include: information about the class of emergency, whether a release of radi-
oactive material has taken place, potentially affected population and areas,
and whether protective measures may be necessary. These procedures also
include means for verification of messages.

CECO and the State have developed predetermined written messages intended for
the public and consistent with the emergency classification scheme. These

messages are part of the State Emergency Plan and are not included in the
applicant's plan.

Byron SER D-8
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The plan has established provisions for followup messages to State and local
authorities. These messages include necessary information about the accident
that would be needed to determine the appropriate protective measures to be
taken in both the ingestion and plume exposure pathway emergency planning zones
(EPZs), following the guidance in NUREG-0654, Revision 1.

In a letter to the staf f (dated January 18, 1982), CECO indicated that a prompt
notification system will be utilized for the Byron station environs and would
consist of a combination of fixed and mobile sirens. For the area from 0 to
5 miles from the site, fixed sirens will be installed. Where minimum noise
levels are not achieved, a local coverage sirens or inhouse warning devices will
be utilized. In the area from 50 to 10 miles from the Byron site, residents will
be notified by either (1) existing or additional sirens, or (2) mobile siren public
address systems. Furthermore, CECO indicated that this system will be designed
to meet the design objectives of NUREG-0654, Revision 1, Appendix 3. The staff
has reviewed the system description and found it acceptable. This system will be
required to be operational prior to power operation of the Byron facility.

F. Emergency Communications

The plan has established an extensive and reliable system for communications
among the station System Power Dispatcher, division load dispatching, nearsite
EOF, and the Corporate Command Center. The system includes the use of normal
and dedicated telephone lines, radio, mobile radio units, microwave voice
channels, and handi-talkies, thus providing both a primary and several backup
means for communications.

A dedicated telephone communications system, called the Nuclear Accident
Reporting System (NARS), is described and provides for the notification of
State and local authorities in the event of an emergency. This system links
together the stati an control room, Corporate Command Center, onsite Technical
Support Center (tac), System Power Supply Office, nearsite EOF, and State and
local Emergency Operations Centers. Initial contact points are manned 24 hours
per day.

A microwave / radio communication sytem is provided for the purpose of voice
communication between the Corporate Command Center, the station, mobile units,
and field teams (handi-talkies). The system consists of two microwave channels:
one voice channel and the other controlling a base radio station at the plant.
Operating location for the base radio station as well as access to the voice
channel is the onsite TSC, the nearsite E0F, and the Shif t Engineer's Of fice.

The NRC will install dedicated telephones from the Byron station control room,
TSC, and EOF to the NRC Incident Response Center in Washingtor, D.C. and the
regional NRC office in Glen Ellyn, IL. Also, there will be a separate dedi-
cated HPN (Health Physics Network) telephone between the NRC and the Byron
Radiation Protection Office, TSC, and E0F. Operation of these systems is under
the direction of the NRC.

Dedicated telephone communications exist between the Corporate Command Center
and the State of Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety Radiological Emergency
Assessment Center (REAC). This link provides communication for the

Byron SER D-10
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environmental monitoring and accident assessment efforts between CECO and the
Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety REAC.

G. Public Education and Information

The plan provides for the dissemination of information to the public regarding
how they will be notified and what their actions should be during an emergency.
This information includes educational information on radiation, methods for
notification during an emergency, protective actions planned if an emergency
exists, and instructions on how to obtain additional information especially for
the disabled or their caretakers and those without transporation. Means for
accomplishing this dissemination, which will be implemented on an annual basis,
may include information in telephone books, periodic information in utility
bills, posting in public areas, and distributing the information to city halls,
State parks, campgrounds, and other areas where a transient adult population
may obtain a copy. These actions should ensure that the public information
program reaches the permanent and transient adult population within the plume
exposure EPZ. The NRC and FEMA will review and approve the public education
and information program prior to implementation. Distribution of this
information will be conducted prior to fuel load.

The EOF provides support and interface between CECO, State, and local agencies,
and the news media. The plan provides for dispatching the Emergency News
Center Director to the E0F. An Emergency News Center functions under the
direction of this person and is the single point contact for disseminating
information to the public. The Emergency News Center Director's responsibi-
lities include coordinating information relcases with Federal, State, and local
agencies, and establishing coordinated arrangements for dealing with rumors.

A technical spokesperson knowledgeable about the affected station and its
operations will be available to brief the press at the Emergency News Center.

CECO will offer programs at least annually to acquaint news media with the
GSEP, information concerning radiation, and points of contact for release of
public information in an emergency.

H. Emergency Facilities and Equipment

Emergency facilities needed to support an emergency response have been provided
including a Technical Support Center (TSC), nearsite Emergency Operations
Facility (EOF), Operational Support Center (OSC), and Corporate Command Center
(CCC). The TSC and OSC will be activated for any alert or higher emergency
classification. The E0F will be activated for any site area or general emer-
gency classification, and the CCC may be activated for lesser emergencies.

The TSC will be located at the south end of the turbine building and is sized
for at least 25 persons and supporting equipment. Personnel in the TSC will be
protected from radiological hazards, including direct radiation and airborne
contaminants under accident conditions to the same degree as control room
personnel. To ensure adequate radiological protection, permanent radiation
monitoring systems will be installed. These systems continuously indicate
radiation dose rates and airborne radioactivity inside the TSC while in use.
In addition, protective breathing apparatus and thyroid blocking agents are-

Byron SER D-11
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available for use as needed. The TSC will have access to a complete set of

'
as-built drawings and other records, including general arrangement diagrams,
P& ids, piping system isometrics, and the electrical schematics. The TSC will
have the capability to record and display vital plant data in real time.

4

] The OSC will be located in the Shif t Engineer's Office and functions as a
support center to the TSC. Operations, Radwaste, and Rad / Chem personnel will,

j report to the OSC for assignment. A limited inventory of supplies will be kept
in the OSC. This inventory will include portable lighting, respirators,,

' protective clothing, and portable survey instruments. Communications and
; management controls from the OSC to the TSC and control room are provided.

The CCC is located on the 12th floor of the Edison Building in downtown
Chicago, and is the location from which the CCC Director will normally direct;

i overall company activities involved in coping with an emergency. If the
! Recovery Group is activated at the E0F, then the CCC will be the location for a I

.

'
support staff reporting to the Recovery Group. In addit.on to the above func-
tions, the CCC will serve as the corporate environmental center where envi-;

; ronmental monitoring will be directed and offsite dose projections performed
under the direction of the CCC Environmental Director. The CCC has dedicated
communication with the control room, TSC, EOF, State of Illinois Emergency
Services and Disaster Agency, the Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety REAC,,

{ company cars, and field radios.
1

The Byron nearsite E0F will be located at the Dixon District Headquarters
Building in Dixon, IL. This facility is approximately 18 c:i from the station
and should conform to the NUREG-0696 habitability guidelines for EOF locations
between 10 and 20 mi from the fa.ility. The EOF will be utilized to evaluate3

i and coordinate the emergency reentry / recovery operations on a continuing basis
: by the licensee. Liaison with Federal, State, and local officials will be s

| maintained at this center, which will also be used for receipt and analysis of
field monitoring data submitted by field teams.1

1

CECO has submitted to the staff detailed descriptions of the TSC, E0F, and OSC
in accordance with Item III.A.I.2 of NUREG-0737 (by letter dated January 12,,

1982). These plans include descriptions of the instrumentation, emergency
equipment, facility staffing and emergency facility habitability. The staff
review of the CECO's response to Item III.A.I.2 is~ continuing and its findings

: will be reported in a supplement to this SER.

CECO's submittal of January 12, 1982 describing the Byron emergency facilities
also contained commitments and preliminary descriptions of the Safety Parameter,

| Display System (SPDS), and indicating that SPDS consoles would be located in
the TSC and E0F as called for by Item I.D.2. The staff finds these . locationsacceptable. The consoles will be installed to ensure that emergency personnel
in the TSC and E0F have indications of direct and derived plant variables as.,

j- necessary to assess plant status. The specific details of the SPDS system is
till under staff review;.however, the staff findings will be reported in ai '

'

future supplement _to this SER in conjunction with the staff review of
Item III.A.I.2.;

t . Procedures will be developed for emergency preparedness including quarterly
inventory and operational readiness of energency equipment and. supplies.i

. Sufficient equipment for emergency kits exists to ensure a minimum inventory in
,
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case of replacement delay. The station maintains portable survey instrumen-
tation to assess inplant, onsite, and offsite contamination levels, exposure
rates, and airborne gaseous, radiciodine, and particulate concentrations.
Additionally, during emergency situations, eniergency equipment and supplies can
be obtained from an alternate CECO facility such as the Quad Cities Station.

Most of the onsite monitoring systems and instrumentation used to initiate
emergency measures and/or provide continuing assessment are identified. These
systems include a meteorology system with wind speed and direction and tempera-
ture capability, seismic instrumentation to measure ground acceleration levels,
in process lines that actually or potentially contain radioactive effluents,
installed area radiation monitors to measure upward deviations in radiation
levels in specific locations in the station, fire and smoke detection instru-
ments placed in strategic plant locations, portable dose rate and radiation
detection instruments, and laboratory counting and analysis facilities.
However, the plan does not indicate the nonradiological process monitors that
will be used under accident conditions (such as, reactor coolant system
pressure and temperature, liquid levels, containment pressure and temperature,
flow rates, and so forth), nor does it indicate the hydrological monitors that
will be used to assess Rock River flood or low water conditions. This is anopen item and must be addressed prior to fuel load.

Provisions for offsite monitoring equipment have been made. Seismic data,
respiratory protection equipment, portable detection instruments, and counting
room equipment can be obtained from the Dresden, Zion, LaSalle, and Quad Cities
stations. The Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety maintains a mobile labora-
tory equipped with radio assay capability to respond to radiation emergencies.
Offsite meteorological data can currently be obtained from CECO's Quad Cities,
LaSalle, Zion, Dresden, and Braidwood stations, as well as from the Rockford
weather station.

The Environmental / Emergency Coordinator is responsible for the receipt and
analysis of all field monitoring data and the determination of where environ-
mental sample media will be taken for analysis.

The meteorology equipment at the station currently meets the criteria of
Regulatory Guide 1.23, "Onsite Meteorological Problems," dated February 17,
1972. The applicant submitted plans (letter dated January 19, 1981) for
upgrading his meteorological program as per NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI ,

Action Plan Requirements," Task Item III.A.2. This material also included a
description of his offsite dose calculation system (ODCS). The plan describes .

the ODCS and its objectives. These objectives include: (1) meet the
meteorological criteria of NUREG-0654, Revision 1; (2) provide, where possible,
redundant independent pathways of data transmission and redundant data
processing computers for use in an emergency situation; (3) provide quick and
reasonably accurate estimates of radiation dose to persons living offsite,
including preparation of proceoures and training of users required to accom-
plish this assessment; and (4) provide a method for meteorological contractors
to secure meteorological data for assessment of routine releases and to detect
equipment failure quickly.

e

The plan indicates that EAL alarms based on offsite dose rates in accordance.
with Appendix 1 of NUREG-0654, Revision 1, will be factored into the Class A "

model. The station process computers will process this information and will
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produce initial transport and diffusion estimates within115 minutes followin'gs

classification of an accident. This information will be,immediately available
to the control room operators.

The proposed schedule for implementation of the full ODCS at the Byron station
indicates that the system will-be fully operational prior to. fuel load.

I. Accident Assessment ~ -

The plan contains several' system and radiological effluent parameter values
characteristic of a spectrum _of offnormal conditions and accidents; however,
not all values have been specified (see Section D of this Appendix). Parameter
values and other reliable info'rmation are tabulated to cross-reference
initiating conditions for each of the emergency classes. Specific alarm
setpoints, both visual and audio, are in the control room to alert the
operator.

The onsite radiation monitoring and sampling system consists of (1) a process
radiological monitoring and sampling system, (2) an effluent radiological
monitoring and sampling system, (3) an airborne radioactivity monitoring
system, (4) an area radiation monitoring system, and (5) portable survey and
counting equipment.

The plan describes an offsite dose calculation system (0DCS) which meets the
design objectives of the NRC Class A model. The system will be computerized
and used to predict offsite doses on a real-time basis using effluent and
meteorological monitors. The ODCS provides access to meteorological informa-
tion at any CECO facility on a real-time basis, and can be accessed from the
control room, TSC, EOF, and CCC. Provisions have been made in,the system to
allow access by the NRC and the Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety. The
ODCS can determine the magnitude of a release or potential release by using any
of the following: (1) evaluation of plant conditions, (2) offsite radiological
measurements, and (3) dose projec. <as off site.

.

The plan and AppendixiE of S pp cant's FSAR describe an extensive post-
accident primary coo} ant ted ;2*4 aent atmosphere sampling system. The

postaccident primary.coolaim sampi cca system will provide samples from theg reactor loops, pressurizer, accumulators, and the residual heat removal (RHR)
system. The system will allow sample collection and analysis within exposure
guidelines given in NUREG-0737. This system provides analytical capabilities
for boron and isotopic analysis from diluted samples (1000 to 1), and online
analysis of pH, dissolved oxygen, specific conductivity, chloride, and
hydrogen. The containment atmosphere sampling sy, stem will provide represen-
tative grab samples at the time of an accident and fixcd intervals thereafter.

liigh-range ef fluent monitors which measure noble gases will be installed in the
effluent streams. Each of the two effluent streams will be provided with
adequate flow monitoring and one wide-range monitor. =These monitors'have a
range of 1 E-7 pCi/cc to 1 E+5 pCi/cc and will be used to provide an estimate
of the release. Actual releases will be determined periodically by collecting
grab samples, counting the samples, and calculating the releases. This method
provides accurate results regardless of whether the instrumentation used for

'

assessment is inoperable or off scale. N
,

~

n
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High-range containment radiation monitors will be installed in each of the
'

Byron units. These redundant monitors will have a range from 1 R/hr to;

1 E+8 R/hr. Plots of activity in containment (Ci) versus containment radiation
; reading (R/hr) for each reactor are developed to aid the control room operator
: in an assessment of core damage. These values are related to EALs for rapid

classification of an emergency condition.
.

The plan describes the inplant radiciodine instrumentation and radioiodine and
; particulate effluent monitors. Sample media are analyzed in the station

counting room using a GeLi isotopic and analyzer system. The iodine cartridgesi

| are purged to re~ duce the level of entrapped noble gases, and silver zeolite
cartridges can be used to further reduce the interference from noble gases.
Portable monitors (for example, an Eberline SAM-2) are also used to measure
increasing levels of radioiodine during emergencies.

The plan describes the offsite radiological environmental monitoring program,<

including fixed continuous air samplers and a fixed thermoluminescent dosimeter
(TLD) monitoring network which meets the NRC Radiological Assessment Branch
Technical Position for Environmental Radiological Monitoring Program. Maps are
provided showing the TLD and air sampler locations.

'
The plan describes the capabilities and resources for field monitoring within
the plume exposure EPZ. Teams will have adequate monitoring equipment to
locate and find the plume, and make airborne measurements of radioiodine to

,

levels of 1 E-7 pCi/cc. Adequate communications systems for the field teams
will be provided.

'

J. Protective Response

: The plan describes the protective actions to be taken by onsite personnel.
'

Onsite predetermined assembly areas are designated. The station has a siren
~

,

system to signal personnel to assemble in these areas. Persons not having an
emergency response assignment, including visitors and. contractor personnel, are
required to assemble when notified by the siren. Onsite accountability is the
responsibility of the Byron Station Security Director, who will account for all

i individuals within the protected area at the time the assembly is announced and
be able to ascertain the names of missing individuals within 30 minutes uti-:

'

lizing the computerized security control system. If site evacuation is
necessary (such as for a site area or general emergency), personnel will be
relocated and monitored at one or more of the following locations: (1) Dixon
District Headquarters (E0F), (2) Rock River Division Headquarters in Rockford,
and (3) Quad Cities Station near Cordova. The plan indicates the evacuation
routes to the relocation centers. Traffic control for onsite areas during a

'

site evacuation will be the responsibility of the Byron station security force.
The plan describes hov radiological monitoring and decontamination (if neces-
sary) will be provided for evacuees at the offsite relocation site (s).

The plan makes provisions for respiratory protection, use of protective
clothing, and use of radioprotective drugs for onsite emergency workers. The
criteria for' issuance of these protective measures are described in CECO
radiation protection standards and radiation / chemistry procedures.

.

!s
'

.

b
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The plan provides the basis for recommendations for protective actions for the
public. These protective action recommendations are. consistent with the guid-
ance set'forth in Table 5.1 of the Manual of Protective Action Guides and
Protective Actions for Nuclear Incidents (EPA-510/ 1-75-001) and the guidance
of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration covering contamination of human food
and animal feed (Federal Register, Vol. 43, No. 242, December 15, 1978). The
plan summarizes possible recommended protective actions to be made to State and
local agencies during an emergency. The plan clearly indicates that prompt
notification will be made directly to offsite authorities responsible for
' implementing protective measures within the plume exposure pathway and inges-
tion exposure pathway EPZs.

Population distribution by sector and distance within a 50-mi radius have been
compiled and are included in the plan. Maps indicating major evacuation routes
for the public and station personnel are provided in the plan. Detailed evacu-
ation routes (maps) for the general public will be contained in the State and
local emergency plans.

The licensee has submitted (letter dated August 29, 1980) time estimates for
evacuation within the plume exposure EPZ. These time estimates are generally
in accordance with Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654, Revision 1, " Evacuation Time
Estimates Within the Plume Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zone." A
summary of these times is provided in the plan. These evacuation time esti-
mates may be used by the Environmental / Emergency Coordinator as an aid in
determining the recommended protective action for the offsite public (that is,
sheltering or evacuation). The applicant's procedures describe the bases for
the choice of recommended protective actions including such factors as evacu-
ation time estimates and local protection afforded in residential units.

K. Radiological Exposure Control

Emergency response personnel may receive radiation exposure in excess of the
limits imposed by 10 CFR 20. Whenever possible, prior authorization of the
Station Superintendent, Ceco Medical Director, and the station's Radiation
Protection Supervisor should be obtained. The plan contains emergency
guidelines for whole-body and throid doses consistent with EPA Emergency Worker
and Lifesaving Activity Protective Action Guides.

The station will provide and distribute a self-reading and accumulative type
dosimeter to personnel involved in emergency onsite response, regardless of
company affiliation. Dose records for workers will be maintained and checked
daily throughout the emergency.

! Onsite contamination control procedures for personnel, equipment, and' access
! control are in place. Decontamination of personnel and equipment is required
j when the contamination. level exceeds predetermined values. Criteria for

permitting return of contaminated areas and their contents to normal use are
stated in the appropriate contamination control procedures.

~

The station will supply clothing and decontamination materials to onsite per-
sonnel.~ required to relocate and found to be contaminated. In addition, the

~

station will provide bioassay capabilities at the relocation sites.

'

i

!
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L. . Medical and Public Health Support
I
! The station provides for onsite first aid capability. Radiation protection

personnel and selective supervisors are trained and qualified to administer
first aid. At least one of these individuals is available on shift at all
times.

Because of the specialized nature of the diagnosis and treatment of radiation
injuries, CECO's Corporate Medical Office maintains a roster of physicians
especially competent in this area of medicine and available for the care of
persons with these special problems. In addition, Radiation Management

; Corporation (RMC) provides medical support, including. bioassay result
interpretation.<

The applicant has committed to make arrangements, confirmed in writing, prior
to fuel load for prompt ambulance service for transporting persons with in-,

i juries involving radioactivity from the Byron station to a designated hospi-
tal. This service will be available 24 hours per day. Radiation monitoring;

*

will be provided by the station whenever it becomes necessary to use the ambu-
lance service to transport a contaminated person.

The applicant has committed to make arrangements, confirmed in writing, prior
to fuel load with a qualified hospital located in the vicinity of the station
for receiving and treating contaminated or exposed persons. This hospital will
be utilized for decontamination and initial treatment of persons with injuries

! involving radioactivity and requiring immediate hospital care. CECO will pro-
vide medical consultants to aid in any special care necessary at this hospital.
Backup medical support, confirmed in writing, is available at Northwestern.

Memorial Hospital in Chicago. This hospital would be used to treat signifi-,

cant radiological emergencies requiring extended specialized treatment. CECO4

will have available to the staff of this hospital its specialist who will pro-
vide the direction of the special care necessary for the treatment of persons

; having radiation injuries.

M. Recovery and Reentry Planning and Postaccident Operations
.

.

Procedu'res have been developed for entry to previously evacuated areas for the
purpose of saving lives, search and rescue of missing and injured persons, or3

manipulation, repair, or recovery of critical equipment or systems.
I The plan describes an extensive Recovery Organization (Figure 2) which follows
i the: recommendations of the Atomic Industrial Forum and the Institute for Nuclear

Power Operations. The Recovery Organization will be activated upon activation
of the EOF, which will automatically take place jar any site area or general
emergency. Designated CECO personnel will assemble at the E0F and assume addi-
tional responsibilities for assigned positions. These responsibilities are
described in the plan. There will be three major emergency functions at the
E0F: (1) the Recovery Center, (2) the Emergency Control Center, and (3) the
Emergency News Center. The Recovery Center is the command post for direction

'
of all recovery operations. The Emergency Control Center functions as' a .
location from which to evaluate emergency situations (such as radiation
releases) that affect the public. The Emergency News Center functions as the
single contact point for disseminating information to the public.;

;

I
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The plan provides a method for estimating total population exposure. The ODCS

provides the methodology in the Class B model (see Section H).

The Recovery Manager is responsible for determining that a recovery mode may be
entered. The Recovery Manager is the designated individual from CECO who has
requisite authority, management ability, and technical knowledge to manage re-
covery operations. The primary Recovery Manager is the Division Vice-President,
Nuclear Stations. Procedures have been developed which describe how Emergency

. Classifications will be reduced and closed out, and how members of the emergency
response organizations will be informed of accident status changes.

N. Exercises and Drills

The plan ensures that an annual exercise is (will be) conducted at Byron to
test the adequacy of timing and content of implementing procedures and methods,
to test emergency equipment and communications networks, and to ensure that
emergency personnel are familiar with their duties. Both full-scale and small-
scale exercises are to be conducted. Once every 6 years, an exercise should
be scheduled between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and midnight, and another between
midnight and 6:00 a.m.

Full-scale exercises which test as much of the plans (licensee, State, and
local) as is reasonably achievable without mandatory public participation will
be scheduled in order to permit agencies to fulfill their full-scale exercise
frequency requirements as delineated in 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Sections IV.F.1
and IV.F.2.

Within 1 year before the issuance of the operating license for full power
operation, the applicant must successfully complete a full-scale exercise.
This joint exercise must be an integrated emergency exercise which will enable
each State and local government within the plume exposure EPZ and each State
within the ingestion pathway EPZ to test the capabilities of the basic elements
existing within all emergency preparedness plans and organizations. This
exercise will be jointly observed by FEMA and the NRC. This is an open item
which must be completed prior to full power operation.

Small-scale exercises which test the adequacy of communication links, establish
that emergency response agencies understand the concept of EALs, and test at
least one other component of the offsite emergency response plans will be
conducted each year that a full-scale exercise is not conducted.

A written scenario will be prepared for each annual exercise. This scenario
will include: (1) the basic objectives of the exercise; (2) the date, time
period, places,'and participating crganizations; (3) the simulated events; (4)
the time schedule of real and simulated initiating events; (5) arrangements for
qualified observers; and (6) a narrative summary describing the conduct of the
exercise to include such things as simulated casualties, rescue of personnel,
deployment of radiological monitoring teams, and public information activities.

A critique will be conducted as soon as practical after each exercise. The

critique will-evaluate the ability of the GSEP organization to respond to a
simulated emergency situation as called for in the GSEP. The Supervisor of
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Radioecology and Emergency Planning will ensure that when deficiencies in the
plan or corresponding implementing procedures are discovered during exercises
and/or drills, such documents will be revised as necessary to ensure corrective
actions are implemented.

Medical emergency drills, involving a simulated contaminated individual, will
contain provisions for participation by local support services agencies (i.e.,
ambulance and offsite support hospital) and will be conducted annually. Health
physics drills will be conducted semiannually. These drills will include
response to, and analysis of, simulated airborne and liquid samples within the
plant. At least annually, these drills will include a test of postaccident
sampling systems. Plant environs and radiological monitoring drills will be
conducted annually. These drills will include collection and analysis of
sample media such as water, grass, soil, and air. Fire drills will continue to
be conducted in accordance with station Technical Specifications. Communica-
tions with Federal emergency response organizations will be tested from the
CECO corporate office at least quarterly. The communications systems described
in Section F of this Appendix will be tested annually. These systems include
communications between the station, State, and local emergency operations
centers, and field assessment teams. Communications with State and local
governments within the plume exposure EPZ (such as the NARS system) will be
tested monthly.

The plan does not clearly indicate that communications drills with Wisconsin
(only State other than Illinois in the ingestion pathway EPZ) will be tested
quarterly, nor does it address the requirement to test communications with the
NRC Headquarters and Region III Operations Centers from the TSC, EOF, and
control room on a monthly basis. Provisions for these drills must be provided
in the plan. This is an open item and must be addressed prior to fuel loading.

O. Radiological Emergency Response Training

All Byron station personnel, including contractor personnel, will receive an
initial orientation and annual review of the GSEP to ensure that they are aware
of actions they should take during an emergency. CECO personnel with specific
duties during an emergency (for example, directors in the GSEP organizations,
accident assessment personnel, radiological monitoring teams, fire brigades,
first aid teams, and security personnel) will receive initial and annual re-
training on applicable portions of the plan. The proficiency of these emer-
gency response personnel is ensured by the following means: (1) assigning
persons to emergency duties which are similar to those performed as a part of
their regular work assignment; (2) initial and annual retraining of emergency
personnel on applicable generic and site specific portions of the GSEP and
corresponding Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures (EPIPs); and (3) parti-
cipation in exercises and drills designed to sharpen those skills which they
are expected to use during a radiological emergency. Records are maintained
regarding all emergency personnel training.

The applicant will make an annual written offer to train those non-CECO organ-
izations referenced in the plan which will provide specialized services during
a radiological energency (such as fire-fighting, medical services, transport of
injured, and other local support services personnel such as ESDA). This
training will acquaint the participants with the special problems potentially
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- encountered during a radiological emergency, notification procedures, and their
: expected roles. Those organizations that must enter the site will also receive

training.in site access procedures and the identity (by position and title) of
,

those persons in the onsite organization who will control their supportf

activities.'

P. Responsibility for the Planning Effort: Development, Periodic Review, and
Distribution of Emergency Plans.

The Division Vice-President, Nuclear Stations has overall responsibility for
radiological emergency response planning within CECO. A staff assigned to the
Division Vice-President, Nuclear Stations has the responsibility for developing

.

and updating the GSEP.and coordinating the GSEP with other response organiza-
tions. This staff is headed by the Supervisor of Radioecology and Emergency
Planning. Training of emergency planning staff will be performed as a matter
of practice. Actual training received is subject to the availability of ap-,

' propriate courses and the availability of individuals to be scheduled for those
courses.

To ensure that the olan and the corresponding implementing procedures are kept
current and updateu, the Supervisor of Radioecology and Emergency Planning will
ensure the following: (1) each plan will be assigned a serial number; (2) an
assigned record will be maintained of all plans; (3) plans will be distributed
on a controlled basis to all individuals requiring them; (4) the plan will be
reviewed and certified current on an annual basis and updated as needed; (5)

,

all changes to the plan will be approved by onsite and offsite review commit-i

tees;_(6) all persons in possession of the plan will receive authorizedi

; changes, which will be marked and dated to show where changes _ have been made;
_

(7) names and phone' numbers of GSEP organizations and support personnel will be
reviewed and updated at least quarterly; and (8) EPIPs for all GSEP

j organizations will be reviewed at least annually.

Each plan contains a detailed listing of supporting plans and their source. A
section in the plan outlines the required content of implementing procedures,'

and lists the subjects of procedures required to implement the plan. The plan
contains a specific table of- contents.

An_ independent audit of the emergency plan and implementing procedures will be
conducted'on an annual basis by the CECO Quality Assurance Department. Actions
shall be taken for evaluation and correction of all audit findi.ngs.

I
'

Conclusion

i Based on its review, the staff concludes thatfCommonwealth Edison Company's
Generating Stations Emergency Plan and the Byron site-specific annex, upon

I satisfactory correction of the reviewed plan improvements listed below,.will
meet the planning standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b) and the requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix E, and conform with'the-guidance in NUREG-0654, Revision 1,
The-required-improvements are summarized as follows:

'

(1)- Establish formal letters of agreement with appropriate agencies and
organizations including law enforcement,-ambulance services, medicalg

: and hospital support, fire departments, and State and local authorities
J
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responsible for implementation of protective measures for the public.
These agreements must specify the emergency measures to be provided to the
licensee and the mutually acceptable criteria for their implementation.
(Sections A and L)

(2) The responsibilities of the Station Director that may not be delegated
must be clearly specified in the plan. Among the responsibilities which
may not be delegated is the decision to notify and to recommend protective
actions to offsite authorities. The actual notification and transmittal
of these recommendations may be delegated. (Section B)

(3) A description of the 30-minute augmentation capability must be provided in
the plan, along with a description of the system to be used to ensure that
the goals of shift augmentation can be met. (Section B).

(4) Identify the parameter values for each emergency class in the plan.
(Section D)

(5) Include in the plan all of the applicable initiating conditions described
in Appendix 1 of NUREG-0654, Revision 1, as well as those based on
FSAR analyzed accidents. (Section D)

(6) Installation of the prompt alerting and notification system must be
included in the plan. The full system meeting the design objectives of
Appendix 3 in NUREG-0654, Revision 1, must be developed and installed.
(Section E)

(7) Provide a copy of the public information brochure for review and approval
by the NRC and FEMA prior to distribution. Distribution of the brochure
must occur prior to power operation. (Secton G)

(8) Completion of design details of the TSC, E0F, and OSC in accordance with
Task Item III.A.1.2.of NUREG-0737.

(9) Describe in the plan the nonradiological process monitors that will be
used under accident conditions (such as _ reactor coolant system pressure
and temperature, flow rates, liquid levels, and so forth) and the
hydrological monitors that will be used to assess Rock River flood or low
water conditions. (Section H)

(10) Within 1 year before the issuance of the operating license for full power
operation, successfully complete a full-scale exercise. (Section N)

(11) Indicate in the plan that communications drills from Byron station to
Wisconsin will be tested quarterly, and that communications with the NRC
Headquarters and Region III Operations Centers from the TSC, EOF, and
cnntrol room will be tested monthly. (Section N)

Upon correction of the above open items and after receiving the findings and
determinations of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) on the State
and local emergency response plans, a~ supplement to this report will provide
the staff's overall conclusions on the status of emergency preparedness for the
Byron Nuclear Generating Station and related emergency planning zones. The

|
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staff will conduct an Emergency Preparedness Implementation Appraisal of the
Byron station as part of its routine prelicensing program in accordance with
10 CFR 50.47(a)(2) which states, in part, that the staff must find that the
applicant's onsite emergency plans are adequate and capable of being
implemented.

:

1
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APPENDIX E
,

REPORT ON THE SEISMOLOGICAL ASPECTS
OF THE BYRON STATION UNITS 1 AND 2

BY LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY

At the request of the Geoscience Branch of the Division of Engineering, the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) has completed our-review of the seismological aspects of the Byron
Station Units 1 and 2 (Byron site) for the purpose of our input to the staff

. preparation of the Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for an Operating License
(0L). We have reviewed all the pertinent materia! contained in the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), and letters and correspondence submitted by thei

applicant utility, the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago, Illinois. This
review has been conducted in accordance with guidelines in the NRC Standard
Review Plan (SRP) Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. As the NRC staff in the Construc-
tion Permit (CP) SER, we have followed the tectonic province approach to
determine the vibratory ground motion corresponding to the Safe Shutdown
Earthquake (SSE). We find that the proposed SSE acceleration at the bedrock-
till interface of 0.2g is adequate. We also find that 0.09g is adequate to
represent ground motion for the Operating Basis Earthquake (0BE) for the Byron
site. We consider this value to be a conservative representation of the maximum
earthquake motion likely to be experienced at foundation level at the Byron
site during the operating life of the plants.

The Byron site is located within the Till Plains section f the Central Lowlands
Physiographic Province, which is within'the Central Stable Region tectonic
province. The features include: (1) mantle of glacial deposits that smooth
the ground surface and conceal the underlying rock formation, and (2) subsur-
face structure of. broadly warped sedimentary rock formations that are thin by
comparison with the same formations near the bordering mountain provinces. The
site region was glaciated, and a plain of glacial till attributable-to the4

Illinoian glaciation was deposited. Structurally, this region is characterized
by broad arches, domes and basins that were formed in the Paleozoic Era, e.g.,
about 250 to 600 million years before present (MYBP). These geologic structures
appear to have been inactive for the past 200 million years. The basement of<

the region consists of Precambrian rocks, and these rocks are a prime control
f

.of its stability as they are now strong and rigid.

The closest major fault near the Byron site is the' Sandwich fault or fault zone
.

which strikes approximately S 60 E and passes about 12 Km southwest of thei

- site. .This normal fault extends for a distance of about 130 km from the
vicinity-of_ Oregon, Illinois into the southern part of the Chicago area. It is

dated as contemporaneous with the formation of the LaSalle Anticlinal Belt
.

. which is post-Pennsylvanian (about 300 MYBP) to pre-Mesozoic (about 200 MYBP).

The second closest major structure to the site-is the Janesville fault which is
postulated to occur in southern Wisconsin some 64 km distant from the Byron
site. This geologic structure.is mapped in the subsurface for approximately
120 km and covered locally up to about'300 f t of glacial till. A noticeable
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difference in the elevation of the basement was observed. This difference in
elevation of the basement is not due to faulting, but due to topographic relief,

on an erosional basement surface. The Oglesby fault was also postulated to
occur some 40 km south of the site, but the existence of this fault has not;

'

been substantiated by recent investigations.

In the report entitled " Fault Specific Geotechnical Investigation - Byron
Station (1975)," the Applicant stated that the new geologic investigations
revealed five small vertical displacements and several joints were observed.

; After careful studies of these data, the Applicant, the NRC staff, and geo-
logists from the Illinois Geological Survey have concluded that these dis-

,

placements and joints are noncapable faults and that there is no apparent
relationship between the reported historical seismicity of northnrn Illinois ori

southern Wisconsin and faulting at the Byron site.

In light of age data for recentness of last movement and the historical
seismicity of the region, all the faults within 200 miles of the Byron site
appear to have met the requirements of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 for being
noncapable faults.

There are three major sources of uncertainty that must be accounted for in the
assessment of the SSE for the Byron site:

1. Definition of possible zones of high/ low seismicity in the vicinity of the
Byron site is uncertain and difficult because of the low seismicity and,

short seismic history of the Central Stable Region.

2. Selection of the appropriate size earthquake to use for the SSE for the
Byron site is uncertain because of the low seismicity and short seismic

,

history of the Central Stable Region.
i
'

3. There is considerable uncertainty in our estimates of ground motion at the
Byron site because the attenuation of strong ground shaling from an
earthquake measured by earthquake intensity / felt area is much lower in the
Central Stable Region than in the western U.S. and the lack of strong
ground motion data from eastern U.S. earthquakes. I

i

The significance of these uncertainties have been assessed in the study funded !

! by the NRC and reported in TERA (1980a, b), Bernreuter (1981a, b). One of
several important aspects of this study was the development of a number of
possible zonations of the region east of the Rocky Mountains by a panel of ten 1

; well-known seismologists and estimates of the largest earthquake that could
! occur in each of the regions for use in a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis.

Considerable variation exists between the different zonations suggested.
Typically, the Byron plant would fall either in the general Central Stable

,

Region or a northern Illinois zone (see also Nuttli and Herrmann, 1978) or in
the Cincinnati Arch seismologic source region (Nuttli and Brill, 1981).

;

The historical seismicity of the region is characterized by the infrequent
occurrence of low to moderate intensity shocks. Several historical earthquakes
of intensity MM VII are well-known. Our review of the seismic history of the

Iregion shows at least two events not associated with any known tectonic struc-
ture which could have reached an intensity of MM VII-VIII. An earthquake on '

!June 9,1838 near St. Louis, Missouri, was reported as MM VI (see Coffman and

'
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Von Hake,1973; Nuttli,1974), however, re-evaluated the intensity from
accounts of old newspapers reporting the original earthquake damage. From

; these accounts and his extensive study of the seismicity of the region, Nuttli
(1974) not only relocated this earthquake to southern Ii' ois, but also
re-assigned the epicentral intensity as MM VII-VIII and estimated it to have an
m m gnitude of 5.7. This new value has been used in various studies by Nuttlib

and Herrmann (1978) and Nuttli and Brill (1981).

In addition to the June 9, 1838 earthquake, the March 8, 1937 earthquake!

(commonly referred to as " Anna (Ohio) Earthquake") which reached an intensity
of MM VII-VIII is also of interest. The Anna earthquake took place within the
Central Stable Region, and, therefore, an earthquake of this intensity must be
considered for the Byron site. In light of these two earthquakes of intensity
MM VII-VIII in the Central Stable Region not associated with any known tectonic
structure, it is our opinion that it is necessary to assume that an intensity
MM VII-VII earthquake can occur in this region of the Central Stable tectonic
province, and, therefore, a MM VII-VIII earthquake must be assumed to occur at
the Byron site.

However, because of the short seismic history of the region, some seismologists
suggest that larger earthquakes than MM VII-VIII can occur, e.g. , Nuttli and
Herrmann (1978), TERA (1980b), Bernreuter (1981b). This was also the conclusion
of the staff in the CP SER for the Byron site (1975). In the CP SER, the staff
described the occurrence of an earthquake of intensity MM VIII not associated
with any known tectonic structure in the eastern portion of the Central Stable
Region as a low order of probability event. We are in agreement with the

i staff's conclusions.
1

There are a number of relations between peak ground acceleration (PGA) and site
intensity, and there is considerable uncertainty associated with each of the
different relations. We examined several of the more recently developed
relations. For example, for a MM VIII earthquake, the Murphy and O'Brien
(1977) relation gives 0.18g; the Trifunac and Brady (1975) relation gives
0.26g; the Cornell, et al. (1979) relation gives 0.21g; and the McGuire (1977)
relation gives 0.40g (medium sites). The uncertainty about the median estimate
is about a factor of 2, i.e., the one-sigma estimate would be about a factor of
two larger than the median value. The CP SER does not state which relation was
used to obtain the estimate of the PGA of 0.2g selected for the MM VIII earth-
quake at the Byron site nor any justification for its use. The 0.2g selected
is certainly within the ban of values. However, considering the uncertainty in
making estimates of the ground motion from site intensity estimates in the
central United States as well as the uncertainty in zonation, activity rates
and largest events that can occur, it is our opinion that it is necessary to
resort to detailed hazard analysis such as discussed in Bernreuter (1981a) to
properly assess the SSE for the Byron site.

During the course of our review, we performed a detailed seismic hazard analysis
for the Byron site. Complete details of the methodology used, zonations, and
seismicity data are given in TERA (1980a,b) and Bernreuter (1981a,b) and are
only summarized her. The main elements of a seismic hazard analysis are the: 1

L lection of an approach to incorporate the uncertainty in all input
parameters into the analysis.
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Selection of an overall earthquake occurrence model. This includes-

zonation, rate of seismic activity in each zone, largest earthquake that j

can occur in each zone and the uncertainty in each parameter including
zonation.

Selection of a ground motion model giving the relation between the earth--

quake size and its potential to generate ground shaking at a given site.

In order to bound the uncertainty that exists in all of the input parameters,
we used informat. ion supplied by two panels. The first panel, made up of ten
well-known eastern U.S. seismologists with widely differing opinions, provided
information about the overall earthquake occurrence model. The second panel,

.made up of five seismologists and earthquake engineers who have published
extensively in the area of ground motion modeling, provided input to assist in
the developing of appropriate ground motion models. Each of the ten different
expert's overall earthquake occurrence models were used with several different
ground motion models. Because of the large number of analyses required, only
the bounding and middle panel members' models were used with some ground motion
models. For representative ground motion models, the analysis for each of the
ten panel members was aggregated into a single " synthesis" hr .rd evaluation by
a complex weighting method using self weights supplied by tN different panel
members. The synthesis hazard evaluation was used to assess the conservatism
of the SSE.

In order to define the regions of uniform seismic activity, each panel member
was supplied with two different zonations. They were asked to provide a degree
of belief about each of the zones and to provide alternative zonations. For
each of the zones the panel members were asked to supply the parameters of the
earthquake occurrence model and information about the largest earthquake that
could occur in each zone. The earthquake occurrence model for each zone was
assumed to be Poissonian in time and space and all experts chose to express the
magnitude-frequency law in terms of the well-known log-linear relationship

- bM (1)log N =
c

where N = number of earthquakes with magnitude greater than or equal to M from
c

a given source and over a given interval of time. Generally the panel members
supplied values for the parameter b in Eq. (1) but often the parameter a had to
be estimated from the data by us.

There was a wide diversity of opinion about zonation, the parameters of the
earthquake occurrence model, and the largest event that could occur in each

For example, the largest event that could occur in the zonation in whichzone.
the site was located varied from magnitude 5 to MM XII and the zone in which
the site was located varied from the central Stable Region to a much smaller
zone such as a northern Illinois zone. Complete data are given in TERA (1980b)
and Bernreuter (1981b).

Several different ground motion models were developed and several existing
models were also used. These are discussed in Bernreuter (1981a). From this

,

( hazard evaluation, we conclude that the return period of the SSE represented by
a Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum anchored at a PGS of 0.2g at the bedrock-tilli

-interface is greater than 1000 years but most likely less than 10,000 years.
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We conclude that the SSE for the Byron site is sufficiently conservative
because:

|

1. Typically, the SSE is evaluated by moving the historical maximum earth- |4

quake not associat:d with a particular tectonic structure to the site, and i
'

the appropriate v due for the PGA is evaluated by use of the Trifunac andi

Brady (1975) relation. For the eastern portion of the Central Stable
Region in which the Byron site is located, the historical maximum is MM
VII-VIII and the resultant PGA is 0.19g.

2. In order to account for the uncertainties in all important seismic
parameters- particularly in the largest earthquake and ground motion
relations--we performed a detailed seismic hazard analysis. We determined
that the return period of the SSE (Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum anchored
at 0.2g at the bedrock-till interface) is larger than 1000 years but most
likely less than 10,000 years. Although the NRC has not formally taken a
position on the return period of the SSE, there has been implicit accept-
ance of design spectra by the NRC that were assumed to have return periods
of the order of 1000 to 10,000 years. It is our judgment that the SSE for
the Byron site falls within this description.

Prior to the CP SER (1975), it was the NRC staff's original position that the4

; maximum ground acceleration for the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) be taken
as one-half of the maximum ground acceleration for the SSE in accordance with
the guidelines of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100. The NRC Commission's regula-
tions, state therein the CP SER (1975), permitted the use of a lower value with
sufficient justification. The Applicant has selected a value of 0.09g, which
is less than one-half the SSE, as the maximum ground acceleration for the OBE.
The Applicant has justified this value on the basis of a computed recurrence
interval of 2150 years for an earthquake of intensity MM VI, and this has been
accepted by the NRC staff at the time of the CP SER. Our analysis would put
the return period of the OBE in the 200- to 1000 year' range. However, we still
concur with the conclusion that the maximum ground acceleration of 0.099 for'

the OBE is conservative and acceptable on the basis of the computed recurrence
interval.

i
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APPENDIX F

NRC STAFF CONTRIBUTORS AND CONSULTANTS

This SER is a product of the NRC staff and its consultants. The NRC staff members
listed below were principal contributors to this report. A list of consultants
follows the list of staff.

Name Title Review Branch

Robert J. Giardina Reactor Systems Engineer, Power Systems
Mechanical

Narinder K. Trehan Reactor Systems Engineer, Power Systems
Electrical

Jared S. Wermiel Sr. Auxiliary Systems Auxiliary Systems
Engineer

Philip A. Bender Reactor Engineer, Instrumentation and
Instrumentation Control Systems

Gustav R. Alberthal Nuclear Engineer Reactor Systems

Walton L. Jensen Sr. Nuclear Engineer Reactor Systems

Joseph R. Levine Meteorologist Accident Evaluation

Francis M. Akstulewicz Nuclear Engineer Accident Evaluation

Harry E. Krug Nuclear Engineer Accident Evaluation

Lawrence W. Bell Nuclear Engineer Accident Evaluation

Patrick G. Easley Nuclear Engineer Accident Evaluation

Michael Lamastra Sr. Radiation Engineer Radiological Assessment

Charles S. Hinson Health Physicist Radiological Assessment

John J. Hayes, Jr. Sr. Nuclear Engineer Effluent Treatment
Systems

James C. Pulsipher Containment Systems Containment Systems
Engineer
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| Name Title Review Branch

Raj Gupta Reactor Engineer Core Performance

Joseph J. Holonich, Jr. Nuclear Engineer Core Performance

Ralph 0. Meyer Section Leader, Reactor Core Performance
Fuels

Howard J. Richings Sr. Reactor Physicist Core Performance

Jai R. N. Rajan Mechanical Engineer Mechanical Engineering

| Romuald E. Lipinski Sr. Structural Engineer Structural Engineering

Robert L. Rothman Geophysicist Geosciences

! Ina B. Alterman Geologist Geosciences

Gary B. Staley Hydraulic Engineer Hydrologic and
,

! Geotechnical

John T. Chen Geotechnical Engineer Hydrologic andI

Geotechnical

Felix B. Litton Sr. Materials Engineer Vaterials Engineering
!

! Martin R. Hum Sr. Materials Engineer Materials Engineering

Barry J. Elliot Materials Engineer Materials Engineering

Joseph Halapatz Materials Engineer Materials Engineering

John 0. Schiffgens Materials Engineer Materials Engineering

Max Bolotsky Materials Engineer Materials Engineering
|
'

Paul Wu Chemical Engineer Chemical Engineering

Stanley S. Kirslis Sr. Chemical Engineer Chemical Engineering

Patrick M. Sears Mechanical Engineer Chemical Engineering

James E. Kennedy Mechanical Engineer Equipment Qualification

Arnold Jen-Hsu Lee Sr. Mechanical Engineer Equipment Qualification

Robert G. LaGrange Sr. Mechanical Engineer Equipment Qualification

Mary Haughey Mechanical Engineer Equipment Qualification

John G. Spraul Sr. Quality Assurance Quality Assurance
Engr.
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Name Title Review Branch

Richard Eckenrode Human Factors Engineer Human Factors
Engineering

Vincent A. Deliso Nuclear Engineer Operator Licensing

Clare P. Goodman Engineering Psychologist License Qualification

William G. Kennedy Operational Safety Procedures & Test Review
Engineer

Donald C. Fischer Section Leader, Test Procedures & Test Review
Section

William 0. Long Operational Safety Procedures & Test Review
Engineer

Charles M. Ferrell Site Analyst Siting Analysis

Clifford J. Anderson Senior Systems Engineer Generic Issues

Robert F. Skelton Safeguards Analyst Power Reactor SG Licensing

Jim C. Petersen Financial Analyst Utility Finance

Kevin A. Connaughton Inspector, Management Licensee Qualification
Programs

J. M. Peschel Inspector, Managcment Licensee Qualification
Programs

Ken R. Baker Section Chief, Management Licensee Qualification
Programs

William Axelson Section Chief, Emergency Emergency Preparedness
Preparedness, Region III Licensing

M. Phillips Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness
Inspection, Region III Licensing

E. Williams Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness
Analyst Licensing
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Consultants

Name Organization

Peter K. Nagata EG&G Idaho, Inc.
Materials Technology Division

J. Savage Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

R. Hatterick Biotechnology, Inc.

J. DeBor Biotechnology, Inc.

Robert Jaross Argonne National Laboratory

Don L. Bernreuter Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Dae H. Chung Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

John Elsbergas Argonne National Laboratory

Stan Bruske EG&G Idaho, Inc.

W. Apley Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory

R. Gruel Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory
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